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FOREWORD

This workshop manual is intended for use 
by service technicians of Authorized Mazda 
Dealers to help them service Mazda vehicles. 
It can also be useful to owners and operators 
of Mazda vehicles in diagnosing some 
problems and performing limited repair and 
maintenance on Mazda vehicles.

For proper repair and maintenance, a 
thorough familiarization with this manual is im
portant, and it should always be kept in a han
dy place for quick and easy reference.

All the contents of this manual, including 
drawings and specifications, are the latest avail
able at the time of printing. As modifications 
affecting repair or maintenance occur, relevant 
information supplementary to this volume will 
be made available at Mazda dealers. This 
manual should be kept up-to-date.

Mazda Motor Corporation reserves the right 
to alter the specifications and contents of this 
manual without obligation or advance notice.

All rights reserved. No part of this book may 
be reproduced or used in any form or by any 
means, electronic or mechanical—including 
photocopying and recording and the use of 
any kind of information storage and retrieval 
system—without permission in writing.

Mazda Motor Corporation 
HIROSHIMA JAPAN

APPLICATION:
This manual is applicable to vehicles beginning 
with the Vehicle Identification Numbers (VIN) 
shown on the following page.
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VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS (VIN) 
(CHASSIS NUMBER)

U.So Spec 
SEDAN 

F2-ENGINE NON-TURBO 
1 YVGD22B*N5000001 

F2-ENGINE TURBO
1 YVGD22D*N5000001

lflX-6
F2-ENGINE NON-TURBO

1YVGD31 B*N5000001 
F2-ENGINE TURBO

1YVGD31 D*N5000001

Canada Spec 
SEDAN 

F2-ENGINE NON-TURBO
1 YVGD22A*N5Q00001 

F2-ENGINE TURBO
1 YVGD22C*N5000001

MX«6
F2-ENGINE NON-TURBO

1YVGD31 A*N5000001 
F2-ENGINE TURBO

1YVGD31 C*N5000001
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PRE-DELIVERY INSPECTION

PRE-DELIVERY INSPECTION
PRE-DELIVERY INSPECTION TABLE

Following items may be done at any time prior to delivery to your customer.

EXTEB
INSPECT and ADJUST, if necessary, the following items to 
the specifications:
□  Glass, exterior bright metal and paint for damage
□  Wheel lug nuts, and locks (if equipped)

88-118 N-m (9-12 m-kg, 65-87 ft-lb)
□  All weatherstrips for damage or detachment
□  Operation of hood release and lock
□  Operation of trunk lid, rear hatch, and fuel lid opener
□  Door operation and alignment
□  Headlight aim 
INSTALL the following parts:
□  Wheel caps or rings (if equipped)
□  Outside rearview mirror(s)

UNDER HOOD—ENGINE OFF
INSPECT and ADJUST, if necessary, the following items to 
the specifications:
□  Fuel, coolant and hydraulic lines, fittings, connections and 

components for leaks
□  Engine oil level
□  Power steering fluid level
□  Brake and clutch master cylinder fluid level
□  Windshield washer reservoir fluid level
□  Radiator coolant level
□  Tightness of battery terminals
□  Manual transaxle oil level
□  Headlight cleaner fluid level (if equipped)

INSTALL the following parts:
□  Rubber stopper for inside rearview mirror 
CHECK operation of the following items:
□  Seat controls (sliding and reclining) and head restraint
□  Folding rear seat
□  Door locks, including childproof door locks (if equipped)
□  Seat belts and warning system
□  Ignition switch and steering lock
□  Inhibitor switch (ATX only)
□  Starter interlock switch (clutch pedal, MTX only)
□  All lights, including warning and indicator lamps
□  Sound warning system
□  Horn, wipers and washers (front and rear, if equipped)
□  Audio system (if equipped)
□  Cigarette lighter and clock

□  Sunroof (if equipped)
□  Remote control outside rearview mirrors (if equipped)
□  Power windows (if equipped)
□  Heater, defroster and air conditioner at various mode 

selections (if equipped)
CHECK the following items:
□  Presence of spare fuse
□  upholstery and interior finish
CHECK and ADJUST, if necessary, the following items:
□  Pedal height and free play of brake and clutch pedal

Pedal height mm (in) Free play mm (in)

Clutch pedal 196-204 (7.72-8.03) 
(with carpet) 5-13 (0.197-0.512)

Brake pedal 193-196 (7.60-7.72) 4 -7  (0.16-0.28)
□  Parking brake

5 -7  notches/98 N (10 kg, 22lb)

UNDER HOOD—ENGINE RUNNING AT 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE

CHECK the following items:
□  Automatic transaxle fluid level

CHECK the following items:
□  Underside fuel, coolant and hydraulic lines, fittings, con

nections and components for leaks
□  Tires for cuts or bruises
□  Steering linkage, suspension, exhaust system and all un

derside hardware for looseness or damage

CHECK the following items:
□  Brake operation
□  Clutch operation
□  Steering control
□  Operation of gauges
□  Squeaks, rattles or unusual noise
□  Emergency locking retractors
□  Cruise control system (if equipped)

AFTER ROAD TEST
CHECK for necessary owner information materials, tools and 
spare tire in vehicle

Following items must be done just before the delivery to your customer.

□  Load test battery and charge if necessary
□  Adjust tire pressure to the specification 

(Refer to Section Q)
□  Clean outside of vehicle

Volts
Load test result

□  Install fuses for accessories
□  Remove seat and floor mat protective covers
□  Vacuum inside of vehicle

16U0AX-001

A-2



16U0AX-007
A-3

SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE SERVICES
MAINTENANCE TABLE (SCHEDULE 1)
Follow Schedule 1 (Normal Driving Condition) if you mainly operate your vehicle where none of the following conditions apply. (Except Canada) 
Follow Schedule 2 (Unique Driving Condition) if one or more of the items below apply;
• Repeated short distance driving.
• Driving in dusty conditions.
• Driving with extended use of brakes.
• Driving in areas using road salt or other corrosive materials.
• Driving on rough and/or muddy roads.
• Extended periods of idling and/or low-speed operation.
® Driving for a prolonged period in cold temperature and/or extremely humid climates.

SCHEDULE 1 (NORMAL DRIVING CONDITION)
Chart symbols:
I : Inspect, and if necessary correct, clean or replace 
R: Replace or change 
T : Tighten 
L: Lubricate

Remarks:
After 60 months or 60,000 miles (96,000km), continue to follow the described maintenance items and intervals periodically.
As for * marked items in this maintenance chart, please pay attention to the following points.
*1 Replacement of the timing belt is required at every 60,000 miles (96,000km). Failure to replace the timing belt may result in damage to the engine. 
*2 This maintenance operation is recommended by Mazda. However, this maintenance is not necessary for emission warranty coverage or manufac

turer recall liability.

>

SCHEDULED 
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16U0AX-002

> MAINTENANCE TABLE (SCHEDULE 1)
4̂  ________________________________

X .  interval 

Procedure & item

Number of months or km (miles) whichever comes first

Service data and inspection point Page
Months 7.5 15 22.5 30 37.5 45 52.5 60
Miles 7,500 15,000 22,500 30,000 37,500 45,000 52,500 60,000
Kilometers 12,000 24,000 36,000 48,000 60,000 72,000 84,000 96,000

Steering operations and linkage I I • Free play: 0—30mm (0—1.18 in) 
® Operation and looseness 
® Fluid leakage or oozing

N-7

N-9
Air cleaner element R R -- F1-35

F2-39
Spark plugs

R R

• Plug gap: 1.0- 
® Recommended

NGK 

Nippon Denso

-1.1mm (0.039—0.043 in) 
spark plugs

2FR5F-11 
ZFR6F-11 
ZFR7F-11 
KJ16CR11 
KJ20CR11 
KJ22CR11

G-26

Cooling system I I • Hoses for cracks or wear
• Coolant level

E—4

Engine coolant R R — E-4
Drive belts I I ® Cracks or damage 

® Tension
B-6

Fuel filter R — F1-52
F2-65

Fuel lines I*2 I ® Fittings, connections and components for 
leaks

F1-44
F2-57

Brake lines, hoses and connections I I ® Proper attachment and connections P-8
Engine timing belt*1 Replace every 60,000 miles (96,000 km) — B-10
Engine oil Non-turbo R R R R R R R R ® Oil pan capacity: 3.9 liters 

(4.1 US qt, 3.4 Imp qt)
D-4

Turbo Replace every 5,000 miles (8,000 km) or 5 months
Oil filter Non-turbo R R R R R R R R ® Oil filter capacity: 0.22 liters 

(0.23 US qt, 0.19 Imp qt)
D-5

Turbo Replace every 5,000 miles (8,000 km) or 5 months
Drum brakes I I • Min. lining thickness:

1.0mm (0.04 in)
• Max. drum inner dia.:

230.1mm (9.06 in)

P—48

Disc brakes I I ® Min. pad thickness:
Front 2.0mm (0.08 in)
Rear 1.0mm (0.04 in)

• Min. disc thickness:
Front 22.0mm (0.87 in)
Rear 8.0mm (0.31 in)

® Disc run-out: 0.1mm (0.004 in)

P-33, 42 

P-34, 42 

P—34, 42

SCHEDULED 
M

AINTENANCE 
SERVICES



16U0AX-003
A-5

MAINTENANCE TABLE (SCHEDULE 1) (Cool’d)

Interval Number of months or km (miles) whichever comes first
Months 7.5 15 22.5 30 37.5 45 52.5 60

Service data and inspection point PageMiles 7,500 15,000 22,500 30,000 37,500 45,000 52,500 60,000
Procedure & item Kilometers 12,000 24,000 36,000 48,000 60,000 72,000 84,000 96,000
Front suspension ball joints I I • Damage, looseness and grease leakage R—14
Drive shaft dust boots I I * For cracks, damage, leakage of grease or 

looseness of band
M-25

Exhaust system heat shield I I • Clearance to body, and exhaust system F1-74
F2-89

Bolts and nuts on chassis and body T T — —

Air conditioner system Refrigerant Inspect the refrigerant amount annually 950—1,050 g (33.5—37.1 oz) U—43
(if equipped) Compressor Inspect the operation annually — U—45

>

SCHEDULED 
M

AINTENANCE 
SERVICES



16U0AX-004

> MAINTENANCE TABLE (SCHEDULE 2) 
o> SCHEDULE 2 (UNIQUE DRIVING CONDITION)

Chart symbols:
I : Inspect, and if necessary correct, clean or replace (Inspect, and if necessary replace...Air cleaner element only)
R: Replace or change 
T : Tighten 
L: Lubricate

Remarks:
After 60 months or 60,000 miles (96,000km), continue to follow the described maintenance items and intervals periodically.
As for * marked items in this maintenance chart please pay attention to the following points.
* 1 Replacement of the timing belt is required at every 60,000 miles (96,000km). Failure to replace the timing belt may result in damage to the engine. 
*2 This maintenance operation is recommended by Mazda. However, this maintenance is not necessary for emission warranty coverage or manufac

turer recall liability.
*3 This maintenance operation is required for Canada and all states except California. However we do recommend that this operation be performed 

on California vehicles as well.

SCHEDULED 
M

AINTENANCE 
SERVICES



16U0AX-005
A

-7

MAINTENANCE TABLE (SCHEDULE 2)

Interval 

Procedure & item

Number of months or km (miles) whichever comes first

Service data and inspection point Page
Months 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
Miles 
(x1,000) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
Kilometers 
(x1,000) 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96

Steering operations and linkage 1 1 ® Free play: 0—30mm (0—1.18 in)
• Operation and looseness
• Fluid leakage or oozing

N—7

N-9
Air cleaner element |*3 R r 3 R -- F1-35

F2-39
Spark plug

R R

• Plug gap: 1.0-
• Recommended

NGK 

Nippon Denso

-1.1mm (0.039—0.043 in) 
spark plugs

ZFR5F-11 
ZFR6F-11 
ZFR7F-11 
KJ16CR11 
KJ20CR11 
KJ22CR11

G-26

Cooling system 1 1 • Hoses for cracks or wear
• Coolant level

E—4

Engine coolant R R — E-4
Drive belts 1 1 ® Cracks or damage 

• Tension
B—6

Fuel filter R — F1-52
F2-65

Fuel lines I*2 1 • Fitting, connections and components for 
leaks

F1-44
F2-57

Brake lines, hoses and connections 1 1 • Proper attachment and connections P—7
Engine timing belt*1 Replace every 60,000 miles (96,000km) — B-10
Engine oil Non-turbo R R R R R R R R R R R R • Oil pan capacity:

3.9 liters (4.1 US qt, 3.4 Imp qt)
D—4

Turbo Replace every 3,000 miles (5,000km) or 3 months
Oil filter Non-turbo R R R R R R R R R R R R • Oil filter capacity:

0.22 liters (0.23 US qt, 0.19 Imp qt)
D-5

Turbo Replace every 3,000 miles (5,000km) or 3 months
Drum brakes 1 1 • Min. lining thickness: 1.0mm (0.04 in)

• Max. drum inner dia,: 230.1mm (9.06 in)
P—47

Disc brakes

1 1 1 1

• Min. pad thickness:
Front 2.0 (0.08 in)
Rear 1.0mm (0.04 in)

• Min. disc thickness:
Front 22.0mm (0.87 in)
Rear 8.0mm (0.31 in)

• Disc run-out: 0.1mm (0.004 in)

P-33, 41 

P-33, 41

P-33, 41

SCHEDULED 
M

AINTENANCE 
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16U0AX-006

> MAINTENANCE TABLE (SCHEDULE 2) (Cont’d)
00 >

Procedure & item

Number of months or km (miles) whichever comes first

Service data and inspection point Page
Months 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
Miles 
(x1,000) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
Kilometers 
(x1,000) 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96

Front suspension ball joints I I • Damage, looseness and grease leakage R-14
Drive shaft dust boots I I • For cracks, damage, leakage of grease 

or looseness of band
M-25

Exhaust system heat shield I I • Clearance to body, and exhaust system F1-74
F2-89

Bolts and nuts on chassis and body T T T T — —

Air conditioner system 
(if equipped)

Refrigerant Inspect the refrigerant amount annually 950—1,050 g (33.5—37.1 oz) U—43
Compressor Inspect the operation annually — U—45

SCHEDULED 
M

AINTENANCE 
SERVICES
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INDEX

INDEX

HYDRAULIC LASH ADJUSTER 
SERVICE, SECTION B

TO TURBOCHARGER

TURBOCHARGER

ENGINE OIL SPECIFICATION 
API SERVICE SF OR SG 
TOTAL CAPACITY 
4.6 liters (4.9 US qt, 4.0 Imp qt)

06U0DX-002

1. Oil pump
Removal...................................page D- 8
Installation................................page D-10
Disassembly.............................page D- 9
Assembly..................................page D-10
Inspection.................................page D- 9

2. Oil strainer
Removal / Installation................ page D- 6

3. Oil filter
Replacement............................page D- 5

4. Oil pan
Removal...................................page D- 6
Installation................................page D- 7

5. Oil cooler (Turbo)
Removal / Installation................ page D- 5

6. Oil pressure
Inspection.................................page D- 4

7. Engine oil
Inspection.................................page D- 4
Replacement............................ page D- 4

D-2



OUTLINE, TROUBLESHOOTING @UIDE D
OUTLINE
SPECIFICATIONS

'— — — .—  Engine 
Item ' 1 ■— —___ ____

F2
Turbo Non-Turbo

Lubrication system Force-fed

Oil pump

Type Trochoid gear
Regulated pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 294—392 (3.0—4.0, 43—57)

Oil pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi)—rpm 147-245 (1.5-2.5, 21—36)—1,000
294—392 (3.0—4.0, 43—57)—3,000

Oil filter
Type Full-flow, paper element
Relief pressure differential kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 78-118 (0.8-1.2, 11-17)

Oil cooler Type Water-cooled, 4-stage —
Oil warning pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 29 (0.3, 4.3)

Oil capacity
Total (dry engine) liters (US qt, Imp qt) 4.6 (4.9, 4.0)
Oil pan liters (US qt, Imp qt) 3.9 (4.1, 3.4)
Oil filter liters (US qt, Imp qt) 0.22 (0.23, 0.19)

Engine oil (API service) SF or SG
16U0DX-001

Recommended SAE Viscosity

Temperature (°C)
(°F)

-30 i , -20 
i .

-10
i
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I I

20 30
i , i 40 SOi ir

-20
i
0

i
20

I
40

i i 
60 80

i i 
100 120

5W-30 X 30 >
5W-20 > < 20W-20

Vn

40
Engine oil X” — ------ 10W-30 _ .. ..... ...._ >

v 10W-40 10W-50

< 20W-40 20W-50

Temperature range anticipated before next oil change, °C(°F) 63G02D-303

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Problem Possible Cause Remedy Page

Engine hard starting Improper engine oil 
Insufficient engine oil

Replace 
Add oil

D- 4 
D- 4

Excessive oil 
consumption

Oil working up or working down 
Oil leakage

Refer to Section B 
Repair —

Oil pressure drop Insufficient oil 
Oil leakage
Worn or damaged oil pump gear (outer and inner rotor) 
Worn plunger (inside oil pump) or weak spring 
Clogged oil strainer
Excessive main bearing or connecting rod bearing 
clearance

Add oil
Repair
Replace
Replace
Clean
Refer to Section B

D- 4

D- 9 
D- 9

Warning lamp illumi
nated while engine 
running

Oil pressure drop 
Malfunction of oil pressure switch 
Malfunction of electrical system

As described above 
Refer to Section T 
Refer to Section T

06U0DX-004
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D ____________________INSPECTION, ENGINE OIL

INSPECTION
PREPARATION
SST

49 0187 280 For
inspection of oil

Oil-pressure u. pressure
gauge ^  y ju y  Jh

06U0DX-005

ENGINE OIL
1. Be sure the vehicle is on level ground.
2. Warm up the engine to normal operating temperature and 

stop it.
3. Wait for five minutes.
4. Remove the oil level gauge and check the oil level and con

dition.
5. Add or replace oil if necessary.

Note
® The distance between the L and F marks on the level 

gauge represents i  .0 liter (1.08 US qt, 0.88 Imp qt).

OIL PRESSURE
1. Remove the oil pressure switch.

69G02A-006

86U02X-006

2. Screw the SST into the pressure switch installation hole.
3. Warm up the engine to normal operating temperature.
4. Run the engine at 3,000 rpm, and note the gauge reading.

Oil pressure:
147—245 kPa
(1.5—2.5 kg/cm2, 21—36 psi)—1,000 rpm 

294—392 kPa
(3.0—4.0 kg/cm2, 43—57 psi)—3,000 rpm

5. If the pressure is not as specified, check for the cause, and 
repair if necessary. (Refer to Troubleshooting Guide.)

ENGINE OIL 
REPLACEMENT
1. Warm up the engine to the normal operating temperature 

and stop it.
2. Remove the oil filler cap and the oil pan drain plug.
3. Drain the oil into a suitable container.

Warning
® Be careful when draining, the oil is very ho t

D-4



ENGINE OIL, OIL FILTER, OIL COOLER D

A

4. Install the drain plug and a new gasket.
5. Refill the engine with the specified type and amount of en

gine oil.
6. Refit the oil filler cap.

Oil pan capacity: 
3.9 liters (4.1 US qt, 3.4 Imp qt)

7. Recheck the oil level after the engine has been run.

96U02X-003
OIL FILTER 
REPLACEMENT
1. Remove the oil filter with a suitable wrench.
2. Use a clean rag to wipe off the mounting surface on the 

engine.

86U02X-008
3. Apply a small amount of engine oil to the rubber seal of the 

new filter.
4. Install the oil filter until the rubber seal contacts the base, 

and then tighten the filter 1-1/6 turn with a wrench.
5. Start the engine and inspect around the filter seal for leaks.
6. Check the oil level and add oil if necessary.

Oil filter capacity:
0.22 liters (0.23 US qt, 0.19 Imp qt)

16U0DX-002

16U0DX-003

OIL COOLER (Turbo)
REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
Remove in the sequence shown in the figure. 
Install in the reverse order of removal.
1. Water hose
2. Oil filter
3. Nut
4. Oil cooler

Nut tightening torque: 
29—39 N-m (3.0—4.0 m-kg, 22—29 ft-lb)

D-5



0 OIL PAN

OIL PAW
REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Drain the engine oil.
3. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.

16U0DX-004

M-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

1. Exhaust pipe
2. Gusset plate
3. Clutch housing under cover
4. Sub frame (RH)

16U0DX-005
5. Oil pan
6. Oil strainer
7. Stiffener

Removal Note 
Oil pan
1. Remove the oil pan mounting bolts.
2. Insert a scraper or a suitable tool between the oil pan and 

the stiffener to separate them.
3. Remove the oil pan.

Caution
® Do not bend the oil pan when prying loose.

96U02X-006
D-6



OIL PAN D
INSPECTION
Check the following points. Repair or replace if necessary.
1. Cracks, deformation, damage
2. Damaged drain plug threads

D

4BG02X-037

16U0DX-006

96U02X-008

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installa
tion Note.

Installation Note 
Stiffener, oil strainer, oil pan
1. Remove any dirt or other material from the contact surface.
2. Apply silicon sealant to the stiffener around the inside of the 

bolt holes and overlap the ends.
3. Install the stiffener.

Tightening torque: 
7—12 Nm (70—120 cm-kg, 61—104 in-lb)

4. Install the oil strainer and a new gasket.

Tightening torque:
8—12 Nm (80—120 cm-kg, 69—104 in-lb)

5. Apply a continuous bead of silicon sealant to the oil pan 
around the inside of the bolt holes and overlap the ends.

Caution 
• Secure the stiffener and oil pan within 30 minutes 

after applying the sealant.

6. Install the oil pan.

Tightening torque:
7—12 Nm (70—120 cm-kg, 61—104 in-lb)

Steps After Installation
1. Supply the specified amount and type of oil.
2. Start the engine and check for leakage.

D-7



OIL PUMP

OBL PUMP

PREPARATION
SST

49 S120 710 For
removal and

49 H011 101A For
removal and

Holder, couplina ,---------- installation of Lock tool, \  y installation of
flange timing belt pulley crankshaft

u v  f i l l
timing belt pulley

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Drain the engine oil.
3. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.

06U0DX-008

16U0DX-007

M8: (SMALLER)
19—25 (1.9—2.6, 14-19) 
W 0: (LARGER)
37—52 (3.8—5.3, 27—38)

157—167 (16.0—17.0, 116—123)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)
06U0DX-010

1. Timing belt (Refer to Section B)
2. Oil pan (Refer to page D-6)
3. Timing belt pulley lock bolt

4. Timing belt pulley
5. Oil pump

D—8



OIL PUMP D
Removal Note
Timing belt pulley lock bolt
Hold the timing belt pulley with the SST and remove the lock 
bolt.

76G02A-026

DISASSEMBLY
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure.

16U0DX-008

REPLACE

6—9 Nm
(60—90 cm-kg, 52—78 in-lb)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

1. Pump cover
2. Outer rotor
3. Inner rotor

69G02B-013

4. Pressure relief valve
5. Oil seal
6. Oil pump body

INSPECTION
1. Check for the following and repair or replace as necessary.

(1) Distorted or damaged oil pump body or cover
(2) Worn or damaged plunger
(3) Weak or broken plunger spring

2. Measure the side clearance.

Clearance: 0.10mm (0.004 in) max.

16U0DX-010
D-9



OIL PUMP

3. Measure the tooth tip clearance. 

Clearance: 0.18mm (0.007 In) max.

69G02B-015
4. Measure the outer rotor to pump body clearance. 

Clearance: 0.20mm (0.008 in) max.

ASSEMBLY
Assemble the pump as follows.

Oil Seal
1. Apply engine oil to the pump body and the outside of the 

new oil seal.
2. Press in the oil seal with a suitable pipe (outer diameter: 

48mm (1.89 in)).

Pressure Relief Valve
1. Install the plunger and spring in the pump body.
2. Fit the snap ring.

Outer and Inner Rotor
Install the rotors with the dimples facing the pump cover. 

Oil Pump Cover
1. Apply thread locking compound to the cover mounting 

screws’ threads.
2. Attach the oil pump cover to the body.

Tightening torque:
6—9 Nm (60—90 cm-kg, 52—78 in-lb)

3. Check that the rotor turns smoothly.

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installa
tion Note.

Installation Note 
Oil pump
1. Apply grease to a new O-ring and install it in the oil pump 

body.
2. Apply silicon sealant to the shaded area as shown in the 

figure.
3. Apply engine oil to the oil seal lip.

Steps After Installation
1. Supply the specified amount and type of oil.
2. Start the engine and check for leakage.

D-10
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INDEX

INDEX

1. Radiator
Removal / Inspection /

Installation...............................page E- 7
2. Water pump

Removal....................................page E- 8
Inspection.................................page E- 9
Installation.................................page E- 9

3. Thermostat
Removal / Inspection /

Installation...............................page E-10
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Removal I Installation................ page E-13
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Installation...............................page E-14
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OUTLINE, TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE E
OUTLINE
SPECIFICATIONS

Item —----- ------- Engine F2

Cooling system . Water-cooled, forced circulation

Coolant capacity liters (US qt, Imp qt) 7.5 (7.9, 6.6)

Type Centrifugal, timing belt driven
Water pump

Water seal Unified seal E

Type Wax, 2-stage

Thermostat
Opening temperature °C (°F) Sub: 83.5-86.5 (182-188), Main: 86.5-89.5 (188-193)

Full-open temperature °C (°F) 100 (212)

Full-open lift mm (in) Sub: 1.5 (0.06) min., Main: 8.0 (0.31) min.

Type Corrugated
Radiator Cap valve opening pressure

kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 74-103 (0.75-1.05, 11-15)

Turbo
MTX 80

Capacity W
ATX 160

Non-Turbo
MTX 80

Cooling fan ATX 120

Number of blades 4

Outer diameter of blades mm (in)
MTX 320 (12.6)

ATX 340 (13.4)
16U0EX-002

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Problem Possible Cause Remedy Page
Overheating Insufficient coolant Add E- 4

Coolant leakage Repair —

Radiator fins clogged Clean E- 7
Radiator cap malfunction Replace E- 5
Cooling fan malfunction Repair E-11
Thermostat malfunction Replace E-10
Water passage clogged Clean E- 4
Water pump malfunction Repair or replace E- 8

Corrosion Impurities in coolant Replace E- 4
16U0EX-003
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E COOLANT

COOLANT
PREPARATION
SST

49 9200 145

Adapter set, radi- u aJi / \  
ator cap tester gh

For
coolant leakage 
inspection

49 9200 146

Adapter A ( /  jjL  
(Part of A  c 
49 9200 145) ^

For
coolant leakage 
inspection

06U0EX-005
49 9200 147 For

coolant leakage
Adapter B jj*> inspection
(Part of
49 9200 145)

INSPECTION
Coolant Level (Engine ©old)
1. Check that the coolant level is near the radiator inlet port.
2. Check that the coolant level in the coolant reservoir is be

tween the FULL and LOW marks.
Add coolant if necessary.

Warning
® Never remove the radiator cap while the engine is 

hot.
• Wrap a thick ©loth around the cap when removing It. 

Coolant Quality
1. Check that there is no build-up of rust or scales around the 

radiator cap or radiator filler neck.
2. Check that coolant is free from oil.
3. Replace the coolant, if necessary.

86U03X-005

Coolant Leakage
1. Connect a tester and SST to the radiator inlet port.
2. Apply 103 kPa (1.05 kg/cm2, 15 psi) pressure to the 

system.
3. Check that the pressure is held.

If not, check for coolant leakage.

Warning
• When removing either the radiator cap or the tester, 

loosen it slowly until the pressure in the radiator is 
released, and then remove It.

E-4



COOLANT E

i i i J i

86U03X-028

REPLACEMENT
1. Remove the radiator cap and loosen the drain plug.
2. Drain the coolant into a suitable container.

Warning
• Never open the radiator cap while the engine is hot.
• Wrap a thick cloth around the cap when loosening.
• Use caution when draining hot coolant.

3. Set the heater control switch to the maximum heat position.
4. Flush the cooling system with water until all traces of color 

are gone, then let the system drain completely.
5. Fill with the proper mixture and amount of ethylene glycol- 

based coolant.

Caution 
• Do not use alcohol- or methanol-based coolant.
• Use only soft (demineralized) water in the coolant 

mixture. 

Anti-freeze solution mixture percentage

Protection
Volume percentage Gravity at 

20°C (68°F)Solution Water
Above -16°C ( 3°F) 35 65 1.054
Above -26°C (—15°F) 45 55 1.066
Above -40°C (-40°F) 55 45 1.078

6. Run the engine at idle with the radiator cap removed. Let 
any air bleed from the system, and add more coolant.

7. Install the radiator cap, and inspect all connections for 
leakage.

86U03X-007
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RADIATOR CAP
PREPARATION
SST

E RADIATOR CAP

49 9200 145

Adapter set, 
radiator cap 
tester A ^ >

For
radiator cap 
inspection

49 9200 147

Adapter B 
(Part of 
49 9200 145)

For
radiator cap 
inspection

16U0EX-009

INSPECTION
Radiator Cap Valve
1. Remove foreign material (such as water residue) from be

tween the radiator cap valve and the valve seat.
2. Attach the radiator cap to a tester with the SST. Apply pres

sure gradually to 74—103 kPa (0.75—1.05 kg/cm2, 
11—15 psi).

3. Wait about 10 seconds; then check that the pressure has 
not decreased.

16U0EX-010
Negative Pressure Valve
1. Pull the negative-pressure valve to open it. Check that it 

closes completely when released.
2. Check for damage on the contact surfaces, and for cracked 

or deformed seal packing.
3. Replace the radiator cap if necessary.

86U03X-009



RADIATOR E
RADIATOR
REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
1. Drain the engine coolant.
2. Remove in the sequence shown in the figure.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

Note 
• Position the hose clamp in the original location on the hose.
• Squeeze the clamp lightly with large pliers to ensure a good fit.

86U03X-010

CHECK FOR 
THE FOLLOWING AND 
REPAIR OR REPLACE 
IF NECESSARY
1. CRACKS, DAMAGE,

OR WATER LEAKAGE
2. BENT FINS (REPAIR WITH 

A SCREWDRIVER)
3. DISTORTED OR BENT 

RADIATOR INLET

8—11 N m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

CAUTION
AFTER COOLING FAN AND/OR RADIATOR 
COWLING INSTALLATION, ROTATE THE COOL
ING FAN BY HAND AND VERIFY THAT THE FAN 
BLADE DOES NOT TOUCH THE RADIATOR 
COWLING. IF THE FAN TOUCHES THE COWL
ING, ADJUST THE RADIATOR COWLING MOUNT
ING POSITION.

06U0EX-008

1. Coolant reservoir hose
2. ATF hose (ATX)
3. Cooling fan connector
4. Upper and tower radiator hose

5 , Radiator bracket
6. Coding fan and radiator assembly 
?+ Cooling fan

E-7



E RADIATOR

The damper bush on the bracket and the stud on the radiator 
should be centered as illustrated. 
Align the center by moving the radiator and/or brackets.

INSPECTION
Check the following points. Repair or replace if necessary.
1. Cracks, damage, or water leakage
2. Bent fins (Repair with a screwdriver)
3. Distorted or bent radiator inlet.

86U03X-012
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E WATER PUMP \

WATER PUMP :
REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Turn the crankshaft so that the No.1 cylinder is at TDC of compression.
3. Drain the engine coolant.
4. Remove in the order shown in the figure.

16U0EX-004

37—52 (3.8—5.3, 27-38)

06U0EX-007

1. Timing belt (Refer to Section B) 3. Water pump
2. Idler pulley 4. Gasket

E—8



WATER PUMP E

16U0EX-005

INSPECTION
Check the following. Replace the water pump if necessary.
1. Cracks or damage
2. Abnormal noise, bearing sticking or looseness.

E

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installa
tion Note.

Installation Note 
Rubber seal
Install the rubber seals on the water pump.

Water pump
1. Remove any gasket fragments, dirt, or oil from the contact 

surfaces.
2. Install a new gasket on the water pump.
3. Install the water pump.

Tightening torque:
19—25 Nm (1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)

Steps After Installation
1. Supply the specified amount and type of coolant.
2. Start the engine and check for leakage.

E -9



E THERMOSTAT

THERMOSTAT
REMOVAL
1. Drain the engine coolant.
2. Remove the thermostat cover.
3. Remove the thermostat.

69G03B-010
INSPECTION
Check the thermostat. Replace if necessary.
1. Visually check that the valve is airtight.
2. Place the thermostat and a thermometer in water.
3. Gradually heat the water and check the following:

Initial opening temperature 
Sub valve : 83.5—86.5°C (182—188°F) 
Main valve: 86.5—89.5°C (188—193°F) 

Full-open temperature: 100®C (212®F) 
Full-open lift 

Sub valve : 1.5mm (0.06 in) min.
Main valve: 8.0mm (0.31 in) min.

69G03B-012

JIGGLE PIN

86U03X-018

INSTALLATION
1. Install the thermostat into the cylinder head with jiggle pin 

at the top.
2. Install a new gasket with the seal print side facing the cylin

der head.
3. Install the thermostat cover.

Tightening torque:
19—30 Nm (1.9—3.1 m-kg, 14—22 ft-lb)

4. Replenish the coolant.
5. Start the engine and check for leaks.

E-10



COOLING FAN

COOLING FAN 
SYSTEM CIRCUITS

NON-TURBO MTX

WITH A/C

TURBO MTX

WITH A/C

06U0EX-009
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E COOLIN© FAN

ATX

E-12

SYSTEM INSPECTION
1. Ground the check connector to a ground with a jumper wire.
2. Turn the ignition switch ON and verify that the fan operates. 

If the fan does not operate, inspect the cooling fan system 
components and harness.

3. Remove the radiator cap and place a thermometer in the 
radiator filler neck.

4. Start the engine.
5. Verity that the fan operates when the coolant temperature 

reaches approx. 97®C (207°F).
If the fan does not operate, the water thermoswitch is prob
ably at fault. (Refer to page E-14.)

Note
• The high-speed operation (provided only for ATX) 

cannot be checked by the inspection procedures 
above. The high-speed operation requires above 
108°C (226®F).



COOLING FAN E
FAN MOTOR 
Removal / Installation
1. Remove in the order shown in the figure.
2. Install in the reverse order of removal.

16U0EX-006

7 -1 0  N m
(70—100 cm-kg, 61—87 In-lb)

8—11 N-m
(80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

MTX, ATX (NON-TURBO): 
1.8—2.2 N-m

(18—22 cm-kg, 16—19 In-lb)
ATX (TURBO):

23—46 in-lb)

7—10 N-m 
(70—100 cm-kg, 

61—87 In-lb)

CAUTION
AFTER COOLING FAN AND/OR RADIATOR 
COWLING INSTALLATION, ROTATE THE COOL
ING FAN BY HAND AND VERIFY THAT THE FAN 
BLADE DOES NOT TOUCH THE RADIATOR 
COWLING. IF THE FAN TOUCHES THE COWL
ING, ADJUST THE RADIATOR COWLING MOUNT
ING POSITION.

16U0EX-007

1. Cooling fan assembly (Refer to page E-7) 3. Fan
2. Cowling 4. Fan motor

E-13



E COOLING FAN

Inspection
1. Connect an ammeter and battery to the fan motor con

nectors.
2. Check that the fan motor operates smoothly at the speci

fied current.

Current

Turbo
MTX 5.6—7.6
ATX 10.6-16.6

Non-Turbo
MTX 5.6—7.6
ATX 00 o o

3. Replace the fan motor if necessary.

WATER THERMOSWITCH
1. Remove the cooling fan water thermoswitch.

2. Place the water thermoswitch in engine oil.
3. Heat the engine oil gradually, and check for continuity of 

the switch with an ohmmeter. Replace if necessary.

Warning
® Do not heat the engine oil above 120°C (248°F).

No.1 water thermoswitch: 
over 97°C (207°F) OFF -  ON

No.2 water thermoswitch: 
over 108°C (226°F) OFF -  ON

4. Install the water thermoswitch and a new O-ring.

Caution
• Do not use sealing tape.

E-14
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FUEL AND EMISSION 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 

(NON-TURBO)
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(EGR) SYSTEM............................. F1- 65
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COMPONENT DESCRIPTION.......F1- 73
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REMOVAL / INSTALLATION......... F1- 75
INSPECTION.................................F1- 75

CONTROL SYSTEM....... ................ F1- 76
PREPARATION............................. F1- 77
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CIRCUIT OPENING RELAY....... F1- 80
ENGINE CONTROL UNIT.............F1- 81
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CLUTCH SWITCH (MTX)............... F1- 94
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INDEX F1
1. EGI main fuse 10. Airflow meter (includes intake air thermosensor)

Inspection.................... ........ page F1- 80 Inspection................. .......... page F1- 96
2. Main relay Removal..;................. .......... page F1- 34

Inspection.................... ........ page F1- 80 11. Throttle sensor
3. Circuit opening relay Inspection................. .......... page F1- 97

Inspection.................... ........ page F1- 80 Adjustment................ .......... page F1- 98
4. Engine control unit 12. Idle switch

Inspection.................... ........page F1- 81 Inspection................. .......... page F1- 99
Replacement................ ........page F1- 94 13. Water thermosensor

5. Neutral switch (MTX) Inspection................. .......... page F1- 99
Inspection.................... ........page F1- 94 14. Oxygen sensor

6. Clutch switch (MTX) Inspection................. .......... page F1- 100
Inspection.................... ........page F1- 94 Replacement............. .......... page F1- 74

7. Stoplight switch 15. BAC valve
Inspection.................... ........ page F1- 94 Inspection................. .......... page F1- 42

8. P/S pressure switch Removal.................... .......... page F1- 43
Inspection.................... ........ page F1- 95 Installation................. .......... page F1- 43

9. Inhibitor switch (ATX) 16. Solenoid valve (pressure regulator control)
Inspection.................... ........ page F1- 95 Inspection................. .......... page F1- 62

16U0F1-001
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INDEX F1
1. Fuel tank

Removal............................... ... page F1-50
Inspection............................ ... page F1-51
Installation............................ ... page F1-51

2. Fuel filter (low-pressure side)
Replacement........................ ... page F1-55

3. Fuel filter (high-pressure side)
Replacement........................ ... page F1-52

4. Fuel pump
Inspection............................ ... page F1-53
Replacement........................ ... page F1-54

5. Injector
On-vehicle inspection.......... ... page F1-55
Removal............................... ... page F1-56
Inspection............................ ... page F1-57
Installation............................ ... page F1-58

6. Pulsation damper
Inspection............................ ... page F1-58
Replacement........................ ... page F1-58

7. Pressure regulator
Inspection............................ ... page F1-59
Replacement........................ ... page F1-59

8. Solenoid valve (EGR)
Inspection........................................ F1-67

9. EGR modulator valve
Inspection........................................ F1-67

10. EGR control valve
Inspection........................................ F1-67

11. EGR position sensor (California only)
Inspection........................................ FI-68

12. Solenoid valve (purge control)
Inspection........................................ F1 —71

13. Separator
Inspection........................................ F1-71

14. Two-way check valve
Inspection........................................ F1-71

15. Check-and-cut valve
Inspection........................................ F1-72

16. Charcoal canister
Inspection........................................ p i-72
Replacement................................... F1--72

17. PCV valve
Inspection........................................ F1-73

16U0F1-017
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F I ___________________________ INDEX
INTAKE AND EXHAUST DEVICES

1. Resonance chamber No.1
Removal................................. . page F1-34
Installation.............................. . page F1-37

2. Air cleaner
Removal................................. . page F1-34
Inspection of air cleaner
element................................ . page F1-35

Installation.............................. . page F1-37
3. Resonance chamber No.2

Removal................................. . page F1-34
Inspection.............................. . page F1-36
Installation................................ page F1-37

4. Throttle body
Removal................................ .. page F1-34
Inspection................................ page F1-35
Replacement of throttle lever.., page F1-36
Installation................................ page F1-37

06U0F1-006

5. Dynamic chamber
Removal..................................page F1-34

Inspection............................. . page F1-35
Installation...............................page F1-37

6. Intake manifold
Removal..................................page F1-34
Inspection...............................page F1-36
Installation...............................page F1-37

7. Exhaust components
Removal I Installation.............. page F1-75
Inspection...............................page F1-75
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F1 OUTLINE

VACUUM HOSE ROUTING DIAGRAM

VACUUM DELAY 
VALVE

SOLENOID VALVE 
(PURGE CONTROL)

B: BALCK 
W: WHITE 
L: BLUE 
O: ORANGE 
G: GREEN 
BR: BROWN 
R: RED 
Y: YELLOW

EGR MODULATOR VALVE

PRESSURE REGULATOR

EGR CONTROL 
VALVE

SOLENOID VALVE 
(PRESSURE REGULATOR 
CONTROL)

SOLENOID VALVE (EGR)

86U04A-006
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OUTLINE F1
SPECIFICATIONS

Item Engine Non-Turbo Engine
Idle speed rpm 750 ± 25 (ATX: P range)*
Throttle body
Type Horizontal draft (2-barrel)

Throat diameter mm (in) No.1 MTX: 40 (1.6), ATX: 46 (1.8)
No.2 MTX: 46 (1.8), ATX: 40 (1.6)

Airflow meter

m ro I < CO Fully closed: 20—400 Fully open: 20—1,000
E2-VC 100-400

Resistor E2-VB 200-400

E2-THA
-20°C (-4°F) 13,600-18,400 

20°C (68°F) 2,210- 2,690 
60°C (140°F) 493 - 667

Fuel pump
Type Impeller (in tank)
Output pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 441-588 (4.5—6.0, 64-85)
Feeding capacity cc (cu in)/10 sec. 220 (13.4) min
Fuel filter

Type Low-pressure side Nylon element
High-pressure side Paper element

Pressure regulator
Type Diaphragm
Regulating pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 235-275 (2.4—2.8, 34-40)
Injector
Type High-ohmic
Type of drive Voltage
Resistance fl 12-16
Injection amount cc (cu in)/15 sec. 44—61 (2.68—3.72)
Idle speed control valve
Solenoid resistance Q 6.3—9.9
Fuel tank
Capacity liters (US gal, Imp gal) 60 (15.9, 13.2)
Air cleaner
Element type Oil permeated
Fuel
Specification Unleaded regular (RON 87 or higher)

* With test connector grounded. 16U0F1-023
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V F1
TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
This troubleshooting guide shows the malfunction numbers and the symptoms of various failures. 
Perform troubleshooting as described below.

Possible cause

Symptom

Input sensors and switches
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Fault Indicated by SST Code 
No. 01 08 09 10 12 14 15 16 17 25 34

Hard start or won’t start 
(Cranks OK)

Engine
stalls

Rough
idle

While warming up

After warming up

While warming up

After warming up

High idle speed after 
warming up

TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURE
Note
« Step 1 under symptom is to quickly determine what system or unit may be 

at fault by use of the SST. (Self-Diagnosis Checker 49 H018 9A1)

1st: Check input sensors and output solenoid valves with the SST.
(Refer to page F1-12.)

2nd: Check other switches with the SST. (Refer to page F1-28.)

3rd: Check the following items:

Poor acceleration, hesitation 
or lack of power

Runs rough on deceleration

Afterburn in exhaust system

Poor fuel consumption

Electrical system
1) Battery condition
2) Fuses

Fuel system
1) Fuel level
2) Fuel leakage
3) Fuel filter
4) Idle speed (with test connector 

grounded)

Engine
1) Compression
2) Overheating

Ignition system
1) Ignition spark
2) Ignition timing

Intake air system
1) Air cleaner element
2) Vacuum or air leakage
3) Vacuum hose routing
4) Accelerator cable

Others
1) Clutch slippage
2) Brake dragging

10 Engine stalls or rough after 
hot starting

4th: Check Fuel and Emission Control Systems. (Refer to page F1-11.

(

06U0F1-008
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TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE F1
The Troubleshooting Guide lists the systems most likely to cause a given symptom. After finding systems 
to check, refer to the pages shown for detailed guides for each system.
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Page F1-33 F1-44 F1 —60 F1-39 F1-66 F1-69 F1-73 F1-63 F1-74

Sy
m

pt
om

2 2 1

3
4 3 1 2

5 4 2 3 1

4
5 4 1 3 2

6 5 2 3 4 1

5 2 1

6 3 4 1 2 5

7 3 2 1

8 3 4 1 2

9 2 3 1 4

10 2 1
16U0F1-018

The numbers of the list show the priorities of inspections from the most probable to that with the lowest prob
ability.
These were determined on the following basis:
• Ease of inspection • Most probable system • Most probable point in system

F1-11



TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST
PREPARATION
SST

49 H018 9A1 .£=§=3 ^ ^ 1 For

Self-Diagnosis
Checker

mo
?' .:.'V

diagnosis

06U0F1-010

When troubles occur in the main input devices or output devices, check for the cause using the SST. Failures 
of each input and output device are indicated and retrieved from the engine control unit as malfunction code 
numbers.

Note
• The engine control unit constantly checks for malfunction of the input devices.

But, the engine control unit checks for malfunction of output devices only in a 3 second peri
od after the ignition switch is turned ON and the test connector (Green: 1-pin) is grounded.

F1-12
9MU0F2-070



TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

INSPECTION PROCEDURE
1. Connect the SST to the check connector. (Green, 6-pin) 

and the negative battery terminal.
2. Set the select switch to position A.

Note
® The check connector is located at the rear of the 

left side wheel housing.

86U04A-011

TEST CONNECTOR (GREEN: 1-PIN)

3. Ground the test connector (Green, 1 -pin) with a jumper wire.

Note
® The test connector is located near the Self- 

Diagnosis Checker check connector.

86U04A-012

oo
u u

SELF-DIAGNOSIS CHECKER

MONITOR s e l e c t  Stf-ZZT) A
ELI 8

49 HO I 6 9AI MADS IN JAPAN

... .....
06U0F1-011

86U04A 014

86U04A-015

4. Turn the ignition switch ON.
5. Verify that 88 flashes on the digital display and that the buzz

er sounds for three seconds after turning the ignition switch 
ON.

6. If 88 does not flash, check the main relay (Refer to page 
F1-80), power supply circuit, and check connector wiring.

7. If 88 flashes and the buzzer sounds continuously for more 
than 20 seconds, replace the engine control unit and per
form steps 3 and 4 again.

8. Note the code numbers and check for the causes by refer
ring to the check sequences shown on pages from 
F1-17 to F1-26. Repair as necessary.

Note
® Cancel the code numbers by performing the after

repair procedure after repairing.

AFTER-REPAIR PROCEDURE
1. Cancel the memory of malfunctions by disconnecting the 

negative battery cable and depressing the brake pedal for 
at least five seconds; then reconnect the negative bat
tery cable.

2. Connect the SST to the check connector.
3. Ground the test connector (Green, 1 -pin) with a jumper wire.

F1-13



TROUBLESHOOTING'' WITH SST

4. Turn the ignition switch ON, but do not start the engine for 
six seconds.

5. Start and warm up the engine, then run it at 2,000 rpm for 
two minutes.

6. Verify that no code numbers are displayed.
86U04A-016



TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST FI
PRINCIPLE OF CODE CYCLE

Malfunction codes are determined as shown below 86uo4A-oi7

1. Code cycle break
The time between malfunction code cycles is 4.0 sec (the time the light is off).

2. Second digit of malfunction code (ones position)
The digit in the ones position of the malfunction code represents the number of times the buzzer is on
0.4 sec during one cycle.

1 CYCLE MALFUNCTION CODE

ON

OFF

1 2 3 CYCLE BREAK

0.4 0.4 4.0 SEC. 
SEC. SEC.

MALFUNCTION 
CODE: 03

86U04A-019

3. First digit of warning code (tens position)
The digit in the tens position of the malfunction code represents the number of times the buzzer is on 
1.2 sec during one cycle.

It should also be noted that the light goes off for 1.6 sec. between the long and short pulses of the buzzer.

1 CYCLE MALFUNCTION CODE MALFUNCTION
CODE: 221 2 

T O
1.2 SEC. SEC. 1.6

r -------- ■’sec:

1 2 CYCLE BREAK

4.0 SEC.

FIRST DIGIT ' SECOND 
DIGIT

69G04C-554

F1-15



Ft TROUBLESHOQTIM© WITH SST

CODE NUMBER

MaifunctBon display
Sensor or subsystem Self-diagnosis Fail-safe

Code No. MIL output signal pattern

01 0N I I IOFF---- 1L__JS---- II-----
Ignition pulse No ignition signal —

08 Airflow meter Open or short circuit Maintains basic signal 
at preset value

09

ZJMJM
Water thermosensor Open or short circuit Maintains constant 

command 
®40°C (104°F) for 

EGI
®50°C (122°F) for 

ISC control use

10 “JLILIL Intake air thermosensor 
(airflow meter)

Open or short circuit Maintains constant 
20°C (68°F) 
command

12
OFF JJLilJ— Throttle sensor Open or short circuit Maintains constant 

command of throttle 
valve fully open

14
0°Fp _ J l l U U l

Atmospheric pressure 
sensor

Open or short circuit Maintains constant 
command of sea level 
pressure

15 0" _ n jn ^ Oxygen sensor Sensor output con
tinues less than 0.55V 
120 sec. after engine 
starts (1,500 rpm)

Cancels EGI feedback 
operation

16 on n  nnnnnn n  
OFF__ —111 II11___

EGR position sensor 
(California only)

Open short circuit Cuts off EGR

17

offJ I I I I O

Feedback system Sensor output not 
changed 20 sec. after 
engine exceeds 1,500 
rpm

Cancels EGI feedback 
operation

25 „ : m t Solenoid valve 
(pressure regulator)

Open or short circuit —

\ 26

j OFF ifllil Jill Solenoid valve 
(purge control)

—

28 o^JiuBun Solenoid valve (EGR) —

34 ISC valve --

06U0F1-012

Caution
• If there Is more than one failure present, the lowest number malfunction code is displayed 

first, the remaining codes are displayed sequentially.
• After repairing a failure, turn off the ignition switch and disconnect the negative battery cable 

and depress the brake pedal for at least 5 seconds t© erase the memory of a malfunction code.

F1-16



TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST F1
If a malfunction code number is shown on the SST, check the following chart along with the wiring diagram. 

Code No.01 (Ignition pulse) PC: Possible Cause

06U0F1-013

F1-17



TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

Code No.08 (Airflow meter) PC: Possible Cause

Are there poor connections in airflow meter circuit?

NO

Is there continuity between airflow meter and engine 
control unit?

YES

Is resistance of airflow meter OK? 
Resistance:

YES

Is same Code No. present after performing after-repair 
procedure? (Refer to page F1-13)

YES

YES

Airflow meter Control unit
Vb (R/B wire) 1B
Vc (R/W wire) 2J (MTX) 2A (ATX)
Vs (R/B wire) 20 (MTX) 2B (ATX)

E2 (LG/Y wire) 2D (MTX) 3D (ATX)

NO

Terminal Fully closed (0) Fully open (S2)
E2 Vs 20-400 20-1,000
E2 <-*■ Vc 100-400
E2 +■» V b 200-400

NO

NO

Repair or replace connector

PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from airflow meter to 
engine control unit

Replace airflow meter (Refer to page F1-96)

Airflow meter and circuit OK

NOAre engine control unu terminal vouages u i\r  
Check terminal: 1B,2D,2J,20 (MTX) 1B,2A,2B,3D (ATX) PC: Short circuit in wiring harness
^nerer to page n - o / j

YES
PC: Engine control unit malfunction

06U0F1014
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST F 1

Code No.09 (Water thermosensor) PC: Possible Cause

YESAre there poor connections at water thermosensor Repair or replace connectorcircuit?

NO

Is there continuity between water thermosensor and 
control unit?

Water thermosensor Control unit
A (Y/B wire) 2Q (MTX), 2E (ATX)
B (LG/Y wire) 2D (MTX), 3D (ATX)

NO PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from water thermo
sensor to engine control unit

YES

Is resistance of the water thermosensor OK? 
Resistance:

Coolant temp Resistance
-20°C ( —4°F) 14.6-17.8 kfi

20°C ( 68 °F) 2 .2 - 2.7 kQ
40°C (104°F) 1 .0 - 1.3 kO
60°C (140°F) 500-650Q
80°C (176°F) 290—350Q

YES

NO
Replace water thermosensor (Refer to page F1-99)

NOIs same Code No. present after performing after-repair Water thermosensor and circuit OKprocedure? (Refer to page F1-13)

YES

Are engine control unit terminal voltages OK? 
Check terminal: 2D, 2Q (MTX) 2E, 3D (ATX) 
(Refer to page F1-87)

NO
PC: Engine short circuit in wiring harness

YES
PC: Engine control unit malfunction

06U0F1-015
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

Code No JO (Intake air thermosensor) PC: Possible Cause

Are there poor connections in airflow meter circuit?

NO

Is there continuity between intake air thermosensor (in 
airflow meter) and engine control unit?

Intake air thermosensor 
(in airflow meter) Control unit

THA (R wire) 2P (MTX), 2K (ATX)
E2 (LG/Y wire) 2D (MTX), 3D (ATX)

YES

Terminal Resistance

E2 «-> THA
-20°C ( -4°F): 13.6-18.4 kfi 

20°C ( 68°F): 2.21-2.69 k® 
60°C (140°F): 493-6670

YES

NO

Is resistance of intake air thermosensor (in airflow meter) 
OK?
Resistance:

NO

Repair or replace connector

PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from intake air 
thermosensor (in airflow meter) to engine control 
unit

Replace airflow meter (Refer to page F1-96)

YES

Is same Code No. present after performing after-repair 
procedure? (Refer to page F1-13)

YES

NO
Intake air thermosensor and circuit OK

NOnit? tniyiut? uuiiuui unu itMmnictt vuiiaytJb \ j j \ i
Check terminal: 2D, 2P (MTX) 2K, 3D (ATX)4̂  CT-I 07\ PC: Short circuit in wiring harness
^ntsici iu payo r i o t)

YES
PC: Engine control unit malfunction

06U0F1-016
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST F1
Code No. 12 (Throttle sensor) PC: Possible cause

06U0F1-017

Code No.14 (Atmospheric pressure sensor)

06U0F1 -018
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F1 TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

Code No. 15 (Oxygen sensor) PC: Possible Cause

Note
• When Codes No.15 and 17 are present at the same time, first perform the checking procedure 

for Code No.17. (Refer to page F1-24.)

06U0F1-019
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST F1
Code No.16 (EGR position sensor) (California only) PC: Possible Cause

Note
• Inspect the vacuum hose to the EGR control valve for air leakage, blockage and damage if 

the MIL illuminates only during cruising.

06U0F1-020
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F1 TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

Code No. 17 (Feedback system) PC: Possible Cause

06U0F1-021
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST F1
Code No.25 (Solenoid valve — Pressure regulator) PC: Possible Cause

YES

Is there continuity between solenoid valve and engine 
control unit?

Solenoid valve Control unit
B (W/R wire) 2T (MTX), 3M (ATX)

NO PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from solenoid valve 
to engine control unit

YES PC: • Short circuit in wiring harness
• Engine control unit malfunction

06U0F1-022

Code No.26 (Solenoid valve — Purge)

Is there continuity between solenoid valve and engine 
control unit?

Solenoid valve Control unit
B (W/B wire) 2X (MTX), 20 (ATX)

NO PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from solenoid valve 
to engine control unit

YES PC: • Short circuit in wiring harness
©Engine control unit malfunction

06U0F1-023
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

Code No.28 (Solenoid valve — EGR) PC: Possible Cause

Is there continuity between solenoid valve and engine 
control unit?

Solenoid valve Control unit
B (W/L wire) 2Y (MTX), 30 (ATX)

NO PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from solenoid valve 
to engine control unit

YES PC: • Short circuit in wiring harness
• Engine control unit malfunction

06U0F1-024

Code No.34 (BSC valve)

Are there poor connections in ISC valve circuit?
YES

Repair or replace connector

NO

Is resistance of ISC valve OK?
Resistance: 6.3—9.90 (Refer to page F1-42)

NO
Replace ISC valve

YES

Is there battery voltage at (R/B) wire of ISC valve NO PC: Open or short circuit in wiring harness from (R/B)
connector? wire to main relay (for engine control unit)

YES

Is there continuity between ISC valve and engine control 
unit?

ISC valve Control unit
B (W wire) 2W (MTX), 30 (ATX)

NO PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from ISC valve to 
engine control unit

YES PC: ‘ Short circuit in wiring harness 
• Engine control unit malfunction

06U0F1 -025



SWITCH MONITOR FUNCTION F1
SWITCH MONITOR FUNCTION
PREPARATION
SST

Individual switches can be monitored by the SST.

Note
® The test connector must be grounded and the ignition switch ON (engine stopped).

Switch Self-Diagnosis Checker (Monitor lamp) RemarksLight ON Light OFF
Clutch switch Pedal released Pedal depressed Gear: IN
Neutral switch In gear Neutral Clutch pedal released
Idle switch' Pedal depressed Pedal released —

Stoplight switch Pedal depressed Pedal released —

A/C switch ON OFF Blower motor position: “ 1” 
position

Headlight switch ON OFF —

Rear defroster switch ON OFF —

Blower switch ON OFF Blower motor position: “ 3" 
or "4” position

Inhibitor switch D, 1,2, and R ranges P and N ranges I

No.1 water thermoswitch 
(Electrical fan)

Check connector (for electrical 
fan) (B/G) terminal grounded

Check connector (for electrical 
fan) (B/G) terminal not grounded

While fan not operating

No.2 water thermoswitch 
(Electrical fan) (ATX)

Check connector (for electrical 
fan) (L/B) terminal grounded

Check connector (for electrical 
fan) (L/B) terminal not grounded

While fan not operating

Daytime running light 
control unit (Canada only)

Parking brake lever released Parking brake lever pulled up --

16U0F1-002
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Ft SWITCH MONITOR FUNCTION

INSPECTION PROCEDURE
1. Warm up the engine to normal operating temperature and 

stop it.
2. Connect the SST to the check connector (Green: 6-pin) and 

the negative battery terminal.

3. Connect a jumper wire between the test connector (Green: 
1-pin) and a ground.

4. Turn the ignition switch ON. Check if monitor lamp il
luminates when each switch is made to function as 
described below.

Caution
• If any one of the switches is activated, the monitor 

lamp will stay on.
• Do not start the engine.

Procedure

Set conditions to deactivate each switch Check each switch and related wiring harness
• All accessories OFF •Clutch and Neutral switch : Refer to page F1-94
•Transmission in neutral NO • Idle switch : Refer to page F1-99
•All pedals released •Stoplight switch : Refer to page F1-94
• Parking brake lever pulled •A/C switch : Refer to Section U
Verify that monitor lamp does not illuminate • Headlight switch : Refer to Section T

• Rear defroster switch : Refer to Section T
YES • Blower switch : Refer to Section U

• Inhibitor switch : Refer to Section K
•No.1 water thermoswitch : Refer to Section E
• No.2 water thermoswitch : Refer to Section E

Check each switch as described • Parking brake switch : Refer to Section P
06U0F1-028

86U04A-034

TEST CONNECTOR (GREEN: 1-PIN)
86U04A-035

Neutral and Clutch switch (MTX)

Shift transmission into gear
Check that monitor lamp illuminates with clutch pedal
released

YES

Depress clutch pedal
Check that monitor lamp does not illuminate
Return transmission to neutral

NO PC:

NO

• Neutral or clutch switch malfunction 
(Refer to page F1-94)

• Open circuit in related wiring harness
• Engine control 1V terminal malfunction 

(Refer to page F1-88)

PC: "Clutch switch malfunction (Refer to page F1-94)

06U0F1-029
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SWITCH MONITOR FUNCTION

Idle switch

Depress accelerator pedal, and check that the monitor 
lamp illuminates

NO

YES

Idle switch OK
Release accelerator pedal

Stoplight switch

Blower switch

Turn blower switch to “ 3rd” position NO
Check that monitor lamp illuminates

\

YES

1

Blower switch OK

A/C switch

Set blower switch to 1st position
Turn A/C switch ON
Check that monitor lamp illuminates

NO

YES

A/C switch OK
Turn OFF A/C switch and blower switch

PC: •Idle switch malfunction (Refer to page F1-99)
® Short circuit in wiring harness from idle switch to 

engine control unit 
• Engine control unit 1N (MTX) or 1T (ATX) terminal 

malfunction (Refer to page F1-87)

06U0F1-030

PC: • Stoplight switch malfunction (Refer to page F1-94) 
• Open circuit in wiring harness from brake light 

switch to engine control unit 
©Engine control unit 10 (MTX) or 10 (ATX) terminal 

malfunction (Refer to page F1-87)

06U0F1-031

PC: ® Blower switch malfunction (Refer to Section T) 
®0pen circuit in the wiring harness from blower 
switch to engine control unit 

• Engine control unit 1S (MTX) or 1P (ATX) terminal 
malfunction (Refer to page F1-87)

06U0F1-032

PC: ®A/C switch malfunction (Refer to Section T) 
•Blower switch malfunction (Refer to Section T) 
•Open circuit in wiring harness from A/C switch to 

engine control unit through E/L unit 
® Engine control unit 10 (MTX) or 10 (ATX) terminal 

malfunction (Refer to page F1-87)

06U0F1-033
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F1 SWITCH MONITOR FUNCTION

Headlight switch

06U0F1-034

Rear defroster switch

06U0F1-035

Inhibitor switch (ATX)

06U0F1-036

No.1 water thermoswitch circuit (not included in switch inspection)

Warning
® The electrical fan operates when the check connector (for electrical fan) (B/G) terminal is ground

ed. Use caution.

. 06U0F1-037
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SWITCH MONITOR FUNCTION FI
No.2 water thermoswitch circuit (not included in switch inspection) (ATX)

Warning
• The electrical fan operates when the check connector (for electrical fan) (L/B) terminal is ground

ed. Use caution.

Daytime running light control unit (Canada only)

06U0F1-039
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F1 IDLE ADJUSTMENT

IDLE SPEED
AUTOMATIC

CONTROL
FUNCTION

ENGINE CONTROL UNIT

86U04A-045

IDLE MIXTURE 
AUTOMATIC 

CONTROL 
FUNCTION

ENGINE CONTROL UNIT

IDLE ADJUSTMENT 
BOLE SPEED
Because the idle speed is controlled automatically by the 
engine control unit through the idle speed control (ISC) 
solenoid valve, usually St is not necessary to check and 
adjust the idle speed.
However, the idle speed should be adjusted when rough 
idling occurs when the test connector (Green: 1-pin) is 
grounded.

Preparation
1) Check the condition of the engine (plugs, leaks in hoses, 

etc.).
2) Make sure all accessories are OFF.
3) Warm up the engine and run it for three minutes at 

2,500—3,000 rpm in neutral.
4) Check the initial ignition timing and adjust if necessary.

Inspection and Adjustment
1. Ground the test connector with a jumper wire.

2. Check that the idle speed is within specification.

Idle speed: 750 ± 25 rpm HITX: Neutral
ATX: P range

3. If the idle speed is not within specification, adjust it by turn
ing the air adjust screw.

4. After adjusting the idle speed, disconnect the jumper wire 
from the test connector.

IDLE MIXTURE
Because an automatic compensation function for air/fuel 
mixture is built into the engine control unit, it is not 
necessary to cheek and adjust the idle mixture.

86U04A-049
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INTAKE AIR SYSTEM

INTAKE AIR SYSTEM F1

86U04A-050

This system controls the air required by the engine for operation. The system consists of the air duct, air 
cleaner, airflow meter, throttle body, dynamic chamber, and intake manifold. 
This system also has a resonance chamber to improve mid-range torque characteristics.

COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS

Component Function Remarks
Air cleaner Filters air into throttle body
Airflow meter Detects amount of intake air; sends signal to 

control unit
Intake air thermosensor and fuel pump 
switch are integrated

Throttle sensor Detects throttle valve opening angle; sends 
signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Throttle body Controls intake air quantity Integrated throttle sensor and idle switch
06U0F1-040
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REMOVAL

Caution
® Before removing the following parts, release the fuel pressure from fuel system to reduce the 

possibility of injury or fire. (Refer to page F1-47.)

Remove in the order shown in the figure.

FI______________  INTAKE ABR SYSTEM

1. Airflow meter connector
2. Air cleaner
3. Air duct
4. Resonance chamber No.1
5. Airflow meter
6. Resonance chamber No.2
7. Air hose
8. Connectors

9. Water hoses
10. Vacuum hoses
11. Accelerator cable
12. Throttle body
13. PCV hose
14. Vacuum pipe assembly
15. Dynamic chamber
16. Gasket

16U0F1-003

17. Wiring harness
18. Delivery pipe assembly
19. Vacuum hoses
20. EGR pipe
21. Intake manifold bracket
22. Intake manifold
23. Gasket

F1-34



INTAKE AIR SYSTEM F1
PARTS INSPECTION 
Air Cleaner Element
1. Check the condition of the air cleaner element.
2. Replace, if necessary.

Caution
• Do not use the compressed air to clean the air clean

er element.

69G04A-059
Accelerator Cable
1. Inspect the deflection of the cable. If the deflection is not 

within 1—3mm (0.04—0.12 in), adjust by turning nuts A.
2. Depress the accelerator pedal to the floor and confirm that 

the throttle valve is fully opened. Adjust by turning bolt B 
if necessary.

86U04A-053
Throttle Body 

Note
• The No.2 throttle valve is preset at the factory to 

begin opening after the No.1 throttle valve has 
opened approx. 25 degrees (MTX) or 10 degrees
(ATX).

1. Check that the No.1 and No.2 throttle valves move smoothly 
when the throttle lever is moved from fully closed to fully 
open.

2. Replace, if necessary.

Caution
• Do not remove the thin sealing coating from the 

throttle valve or bore.

69G04C-050
Dynamic Chamber
1. Visually check the dynamic chamber for damage.
2. Replace, if necessary.

69G04A-062
F1-35



F1 INTAKE AM  SYSTEM

Intake Manifold
1. Visually check the intake manifold for damage.
2. Replace, if necessary.

69G04A-064
Resonance Chamber No.2
1. Visually check the resonance chamber for damage.
2. Replace, if necessary.

16U0F1-004

0  OUTER WASHER 

SPACER

(2) THROTTLE 
LEVER

®  NUT AND SPRING
WASHER

REPLACEMENT • . / .  
Throttle Lever •: 
Removal ;

Caution
• When loosening the throttle lever nut, hold the throt

tle valves fully open to prevent damaging the idle 
switch.

Remove the throttle lever in the sequence shown in the figure.

69G04C-130
Installation
1. Check that the inner washer is in the proper position as 

shown in the figure.
2. Assemble the spacer and outer washer and install them onto 

the throttle shaft.
3. Install the throttle lever onto the throttle shaft.

Caution 
• When tightening the throttle lever nut, hold the 

throttle valves fully closed to prevent bending the 
stopper lever.

4. Tighten the throttle lever nut.

Tightening torque:
1(8—23 Mm (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)

5. Check that the inner and outer washer and spacer are as 
sembled correctly as shown.

6. Check that No.1 and No.2 throttle valves move smoothly 
and that No.2 throttle valve is closed completely when the 
No.1 throttle valve is closed.

7. Check the operation of the idle switch.
(Refer to page F1-99.)
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INTAKE AIR SYSTEM F1
INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note. 

Torque Specifications

GASKET,
REPLACE

19—25 (1.9—2.6, 14—19)

7.8—11 N-m 
(80—110 cm-kg, 
69—95 In-lb)

GASKET,
REPLACE

4.9—6.9 N-m 
(50—70 cm-kg, 
43—61 in-lb)

19—25
(1.9—2.6,14—19)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb) 

06U0F1-043
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FI INTAKE AIR SYSTEM

TO ENGINE

THROTTLE 
BODY

Installation Note 
Water hose spring clamps
Face the clamp end as shown in the figure.

Gasket
Use new gaskets at the intake manifold, dynamic chamber, 
and throttle body.

86U04A-056
Airflow meter
1. Mount the gasket onto the air cleaner housing, being sure 

that holes ©are fit over pins ® .
2. Make sure the top pointer of the gasket faces upward.

16U0F1-019
3. Install the airflow meter.

Torque specification:
7 J —11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

Caution
® If the nuts are tightened to less than the specified 

torque, they may loosen and cause engine damage.

16U0F1-020
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IDLE SPEED CONTROL (ISC) SYSTEM __

______________________________ISC SYSTEM

AIR VALVE BAC VALVE (ISC VALVE + AIR VALVE)

THROTTLE SENSOR \

COOLANT TEMPERATURE

86U04A-057

To improve idle smoothness, the ISC system controls the intake air amount by regulating the bypass air amount 
that passes through the throttle body.
This system consists of the BAC valve and the control system.

The BAC valve consists of the air valve which functions only during cold engine conditions (below 50°C 
[122°F]) and the ISC valve which works throughout the entire engine speed range.
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FI_________________  ISC SYSTEM

COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS

Component Function Remarks

Air valve When cold, supplies bypass air into 
dynamic chamber

©Engine speed increased to shorten warm
up period

• Thermo wax type
• Installed in BAC valve

A/C switch Detects A/C operation; sends signal to 
control unit

Blower switch Detects blower motor operation; sends 
signal to control unit

“3rd” and ‘'4th” positions

Clutch switch (MTX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
control unit

Switch ON when clutch pedal released

Engine control unit Detects signals from input sensors and 
switches; controls solenoid valve (Idle speed 
control)

Idle switch Detects when throttle valve fully closed; 
sends signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Ignition coil (-) terminal Detects engine speed; sends signal to 
control unit

Inhibitor switch (ATX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
engine control unit

Switch ON in “ N" or “ P” range

ISC valve Controls bypass air amount • Controlled by duty signal from control unit
• With integrated air valve
• Works idle-up

Neutral switch (MTX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
control unit

Switch ON when in-gear

No.2 water thermoswitch 
(Electrical fan)

Detects electrical fan operation; sends signal 
to control unit

Switch ON above 108°C (226°F)

P/S pressure switch Detects P/S operation; sends signal to 
control unit

P/S: ON when steering wheel turned right or 
left

Rear window defroster 
switch

Detects rear window defroster operation; 
sends signal to control unit

Test connector For Self-Diagnosis Checker and idle speed 
adjustment

1-pin connector (Green)

Throttle sensor Detects throttle valve opening angle; sends 
signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Water thermoswitch 
(Electrical fan)

Detects electrical fan operation; sends signal 
to control unit

Switch ON above 97°C (207°F)

16U0F1-005
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ISC SYSTEM FI-
tr o u b le sh o o tin g
Check the condition of the wiring harness and connectors before checking the sensors or switch.

Note
• Make the system inspection first. If no problem is found, continue with the next system in

spection of the Troubleshooting Guide. (Refer to pages F1-10 and 11.)

Possible cause 

\  PageX .

Symptom

Air
valve

ISC
valve

Engine control unit terminal System
in

spection

1K (MTX) 
11 (ATX)

1P (MTX) 
1N (ATX)

1R (MTX) 
2D (ATX)

1S (MTX) 
1P (ATX)

1T (MTX) 
1J (ATX) 2G (ATX) 2W (MTX) 

3Q (ATX)

F1-42 F1-42 F1-87
F1-90

F1-87
F1-90

F1-87
F1-91

F1-88
F1-90

F1-88
F1-90 F1-91 F1-89

F1-92 F1-42

Engine
stalls

While warming up 4 1 2 3

After warming up 1 7 2 3 4 5 6 8

Rough
idle

While warming up 5 2 3 4 1

After warming up 2 8 3 4 5 6 7 9 1

High idle speed after warming up 8 2 8 3 4 5 6 7 9 1

Runs rough on deceleration 2 3 4 1

Afterburn in exhaust system 5 2 3 4 1
06U0F1-046
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F1 ISC SYSTEM

System Inspection 
(Air valve)
1. Disconnect the ISC valve connector when the engine is cold

and idling.
2. Note the engine speed and reconnect the connector.
3. Warm up the engine to the normal operating temperature 

and disconnect the connector again.
4. Check that the engine speed is lower when the connector 

is disconnected warm than when disconnected when it is 
cold.

86U04A-060
(ISC valve)
1. Connect the ISC valve connector.

Note
• Make sure that the test connector is not grounded 

and that the idle speed is set to specification.

16U0F1-006
2. Again disconnect the ISC valve connector with the engine 

is at normal operating temperature.
3. Check that the engine speed decreases.
4. Reconnect the ISC valve connector.

16U0F1-007
BAC Valve 
Air valve
1. Remove the BAC valve from the throttle body.
2. Blow air through the valve from port A and check that air 

comes out of port B when the BAC valve is cold.
3. If not correct, replace the BAC valve.

Note
® Refer to “ Installation” on this page for the BAC 

valve installation.

86U04A-063
ISC valve
1. Disconnect the ISC valve connector.
2. Connect an ohmmeter to the terminals of the ISC valve.
3. Check the resistance.

Resistance (normal operating temperature):
6.3—9.90

4. If not correct, replace the BAC valve.

86U04A-064
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ISC SYSTEM F1
Removal
1. Remove the screws.
2. Remove the BAC valve from the throttle body.

Installation 

Caution 
• Use a new gasket.

1. Remove any dirt or old sealant from the contact surfaces.
2. Apply sealant to both sides of the gasket.
3. Tighten the screws.

69G04C-071
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F1 FUEL SYSTEM

FUEL SYSTEM
PRESSURE REGULATOR

DELIVERY PIPE. 

INJECTOR.

FUEL PUMP SWITCH 
(IN AIRFLOW METER)

CIRCUIT OPENING REALY

FUEL TANK

a w ,LG)

06U0F1-120

This system supplies the fuel necessary for combustion at a constant pressure to the injectors. Fuel is me
tered and injected into the intake manifold according to the injection control signals from the engine control 
unit. It consists of the fuel pump, fuel filters, delivery pipe, pulsation damper, pressure regulator, injectors, 
fuel pump switch (incorporated in the airflow meter), and the circuit opening relay.
The fuel pump is mounted in the fuel tank to minimize the operating noise of the fuel pump. The injectors 
are directly supplied with battery voltage through the main relay.

F1-44



FUEL SYSTEM FI
COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS

Component Function Remarks

Airflow meter Detects amount of intake air; sends signal to 
control unit

Intake air thermosensor and fuel pump 
switch are integrated

Atmospheric pressure 
sensor

Detects atmospheric pressure; sends signal 
to control unit

Circuit opening relay Voltage for fuel pump while engine running

Clutch switch (MTX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
control unit

Switch ON when clutch pedal released

Engine control unit Detects signals from input sensors and 
switches; controls injector operation

Fuel filter Filters particles from fuel

Fuel pump Provides fuel to injectors • Operates while engine running 
® Installed in fuel tank

Idle switch Detects when throttle valve fully closed; 
sends signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Ignition coil (-) terminal Detects engine speed; sends signal to 
control unit

Ignition switch 
(ST position)

Sends engine cranking signal to control unit

Inhibitor switch (ATX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
engine control unit

Switch ON in "N" or "P” range

Injector Injects fuel into intake port • Controlled by signals from control unit
• High-ohmic injector

Intake air thermosensor Detects intake air temperature; sends signal 
to control unit

Installed in airflow meter

Main relay Supplies electric current to injectors and 
control unit

Neutral switch (MTX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
control unit

Switch ON when in-gear

Oxygen sensor Detects Oxygen concentration; sends signal 
to control unit

Zirconia ceramic and platinum coating

Pressure regulator Adjusts fuel pressure supplied to injectors

Pulsation damper Absorbs fuel pulsation

Speedometer Detects vehicle speed; sends signal to 
control unit

ON: Above 113 mph (180 km/h)

Throttle sensor Detects throttle valve opening angle; sends 
signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Water thermosensor Detects coolant temperature; sends signal to 
control unit

06UQF1 047
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F1 FUEL SYSTEM

TROUBLESHOOTING
Check the condition of the wiring harness and connectors before checking the sensors or switches.

06U0F1-048



FUEL SYSTEM F1
PRECAUTION
Fuel Pressure Release and Servicing Fuel System
Fuel in the fuel system remains under high pressure even when 
the engine is not running.
a) Before disconnecting any fuel line, release the fuel pres

sure from the fuel system to reduce the possibility of injury 
or fire.
1. Start the engine.
2. Disconnect the circuit opening relay connector.
3. After the engine stalls, turn off the ignition switch.
4. Reconnect the circuit opening relay connector.

b) Use a rag as protection from fuel spray when disconnect
ing the hoses.
Plug the hoses after removal.

c) When inspecting the fuel system, use a suitable fuel pres
sure gauge.

Caution 
• Install hose clamps to secure the fuel pressure 

gauge to the fuel filter and the fuel main hose to pre
vent fuel leakage.

Priming Fuel System
After releasing the fuel system pressure for repairs or inspec
tion the system must be primed to avoid excessive cranking 
when first starting the engine. Follow the steps below.
1. Connect the terminals of the test connector (Yellow: 2-pin) 

with a jumper wire.
2. Turn the ignition switch ON for approx. 10 sec. and check 

for fuel leaks.
3. Turn the ignition switch OFF and remove the jumper wire.

9MU0F2-123



F1 FU.EL'"SYS.TEM
FUEL PRESSURE

Warning
o Before performing the following operation, release 

the fuel pressure from the fuel system to reduce the 
possibility of injury or fire. (Refer t© page F1-47.)

1. Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
2. Install the fuel pressure gauge between the fuel filter and 

the fuel main hose. (Install clamps as shown.)
3. Connect the negative battery terminal.

4. Connect the terminals of the test connector (Yellow: 2-pin) 
with a jumper wire.

5. Turn the ignition switch ON.
6. Measure the fuel line pressure.

Fuel line pressure:
235—275 kPa (2.4—2.8 kg/cm2, 34—40 psi)

Low pressure— Check for fuel leakage.
Check fuel pump maximum pressure. 
(Refer to page F1-54.)

High pressure— Check fuel line and fuel filter for clogging. 
Replace the pressure regulator.
(Refer to page F1-59.)

7. Remove the jumper wire from the test connector.
8. Start the engine and run it at idle.
9. Disconnect the vacuum hose from the pressure regulator 

and plug it.
10. Measure the fuel line pressure at idle.

Fuel line pressure:
235—275 kPa (2.4—2.8 kg/cm2, 34—40 psi)

11. Reconnect the vacuum hose to the pressure regulator.
12. Measure the fuel pressure at idle.

Fuel line pressure:
186—226 kPa (1.9—2.3 kg/cm2, 27—33 psi)

13. If not as specified, check the vacuum hose to the pressure 
regulator.
If the vacuum hose is OK, replace the pressure regulator.
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FUEL SYSTEM F1
PRESSURE

MINI
MUM

14. Stop the engine and check that the fuel pressure remains 
above 21 psi (1.5 kg/cm2, 147 kPa) for 5 min. after the
engine is turned off.

15. If not as specified, check the following.
• Fuel pump hold pressure. (Refer to page F1-53.)
• Pressure regulator hold pressure.

(Refer to page F1-59.)
• Injector fuel leakage. (Refer to page F1-57.)

06U0F1-052
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FUEL TANK
Removal

Caution
® Before performing the following procedure, release the fuel pressure from the fuel system 

to reduce the possibility of Injury or fire. (Refer to page F1-47.)
® When removing the fuel tank, keep sparks, cigarettes, and open fiames away from the fuel tank.

Remove in the order shown in the figure.

FI_______________  FUEL SYSTEM____________________

16U0F1-008

Note
® Drain the fuel from the fuel tank before removing the tank.

1. Fuel pump connectors 5. Breather hose
2. Fuel hoses 6. Fuel tank strap
3. Evaporative hoses 7. Fuel tank
4. Fuel filler hose

F1-50



FUEL SYSTEM F1
Inspection
1. Check the fuel tank for cracks and corrosion.
2. If any defect is found, repair or replace the tank.

Warning
• Before repairing, clean the fuel tank thoroughly with 

steam to sufficiently remove all explosive gas.

86U04A-118

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note. 

Torque Specifications
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F1 FUEL SYSTEM

Installation note
1. Push the hose ends of the main fuel hose, fuel return hose 

and evaporation hoses onto the fuel tank fittings at least 
25mm (1.0 in).

2. Push the fuel filler hose ends onto the fuel tank pipe and 
filler pipe at least 35mm (1.4 in).

86U04A-120
FUEL FILTER 
Low Pressure Side
Refer to page F1-55.

06U0F1-054
High Pressure Side
The fuel filter must be replaced at the intervals outlined in the 
maintenance schedule.

Warning
• Always work away from sparks or open flames.

1. Disconnect the fuel hoses from the fuel filter.
2. Remove the fuel filter and the bracket.
3. Install a new filter and the bracket.
4. Connect the fuel hoses.

Note
• When installing the filter, push the fuel hoses fully 

onto the fuel filter and secure the hoses with spring 
clamps.
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FUEL SYSTEM F1
FUEL PUMP 
Operation Test
1. Connect a jumper wire to the check connector (Yellow).
2. Remove the fuel filler cap.
3. Turn the ignition switch ON.
4. Listen for operational sound of the fuel pump at the filler inlet.
5. Install the fuel filler cap.

86U04A-079
6. If no sound is heard, check the voltage at the fuel pump 

connector (W/Y wire and a ground).

Voltage: 12V

7. If the voltage is normal, replace the fuel pump.
8. If not correct, check the circuit opening relay.

(Refer to page F1-80.) and its circuits.
9. Disconnect the jumper wire.

06U0F1-055
Hold Pressure
Only if fuel system pressure drop is not as specified, check 
fuel pressure drop for fuel pump.

Warning 
• Before performing the following operation,release 

the fuel pressure from the fuel system to reduce the 
possibility of injury or fire. (Refer to page F1-47.)

06U0F1-056
1. Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
2. Install a fuel pressure gauge to the outlet of the fuel filter 

and plug the outlet of the fuel pressure gauge as shown. 
(Install clamps as shown.)

3. Connect the negative battery terminal.

9MU0F2-138
4. Connect the terminals of the test connector (Yellow: 2-pin) 

with a jumper wire.
5. Turn the ignition switch ON for 10 seconds to operate the 

fuel pump.
6. Turn the ignition switch OFF and disconnect the jumper wire.
7. Observe the fuel pressure after 5 minutes.

Fuel pressure: 
More than 343 kPa (3.5 kg/cm2, 50 psi)

8. If not as specified, replace the fuel pump.
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F1 FUEL SYSTEM

Fuel pump maximum pressure 

Warning 
• Before performing the following operation, release 

She fuel pressure from the fuel system to reduce the 
possibility of injury or fire- (Refer to page F1-47.)

06U0F1-057
1. Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
2. Install a fuel pressure gauge to the outlet of the fuel filter 

and plug the outlet of the fuel pressure gauge as 
shown.(Install clamps as shown.)

3. Connect the negative battery terminal.

9MU0F2-141
4. Connect the terminals of the test connector (Yellow: 2-pin) 

with a jumper wire.
5. Turn the ignition switch ON to operate the fuel pump.
6. Measure the fuel pump maximum pressure.

Fuel pump maximum pressure:
441—588 kPa (4=5—6.0 kg/cm2, 64—85 psi)

7. Turn the ignition switch OFF and disconnect the jumper wire.
8. If not as specified, replace the fuel pump.

Replacement 

Caution
• Before performing the following procedure, release 

the fuel pressure from the fuel system to reduce the 
possibility of injury or fire. (Refer to page F1-47.)

• When servicing the fuel system, keep sparks, 
cigarettes, and open flames away from the fuel.

06U0F1-058
1. Remove the rear seat and disconnect the fuel pump con

nector.
2. Remove the service hole cover.
3. Disconnect the fuel hoses.
4. Remove the fuel pump and fuel tank gauge assembly.

06U0F1-059
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FUEL SYSTEM

5. Replace the fuel pump.

Caution 
• Secure the fuel pump terminals and fuel hoses se

curely.

6. Install in the reverse order of removal.

86U04A-102
INJECTOR
On-vehicle Inspection 
Engine does not start
Perform “ Quick Inspection for Electrical Signal” below. 

Engine runs
1. Warm up the engine and run it at idle.
2. Listen for operational sound of the injector with a screwdriver 

or a sound scope.

86U04A-084
3. Disconnect the connector from each injector respectively.
4. Check that the engine speed decreases about 100—200 

rpm each time.
5. If not correct, check the following:

No operating sound and no speed drop 
Perform “Quick Inspection for Electrical Signal” 
below. 

No speed drop only 
injector resistance 
Injection volume of injector 

Quick Inspection for Electrical Signal
1. Ground the test connector (Green: 1 -pin) with a jumper wire.

86U04A-086
2. Turn the ignition switch ON.
3. Open the throttle valve and check for a “click” at the injec

tor with a screwdriver or sound scope as it is opened.
4. If nothing is heard, check the injector wiring circuit.
5. If nothing is heard at all injectors, check the main relay. 

(Refer to page F1-80.) and circuit.

06U0F1-060
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FUEL SYSTEM

Removal
1. Remove the wiring harness bracket.
2. Remove the EGR modulator valve bracket.
3. Disconnect the vacuum pipe mounting bolts.

06U0F1-061

86U04A-106

O-RING
GROMMET

INJECTOR

INSULATOR

06U0F1 -062

F1-56

4. Disconnect the air hose from the throttle body.

5. Remove the engine hanger.
6. Remove the dynamic chamber mounting bolts and nuts.

7. Lift the dynamic chamber.
8. Disconnect the fuel return pipe bracket from the intake 

manifold.
9. Disconnect the injector connectors.

10. Remove the delivery pipe along with the pressure regula
tor and pulsation damper.

11. Remove the grommets, injectors, and insulators.



FUEL SYSTEM F1

^N\^TEST connector
(YELLOW)

06U0F1-065

inspection
There are 3 inspections which must be performed for the in
jectors.

Resistance
1. Remove the injectors from the engine.

(Refer to page F1-56.)
2. Check the resistance of each injector with an ohmmeter.
3. If not correct, replace the injector.

Resistance: 12—160

Fuel leakage test
1. Lift the dynamic chamber upward.
2. Remove the injectors and delivery pipe. (Refer to pages 

F1-56.)
3. Affix the injectors to the delivery pipe with wire.

Caution
® Affix the injectors firmly to the delivery pipe so that 

no movement of the injectors is possible.

Warning
® Be extremely careful when working with fuel. Al

ways work away from sparks or open flames.

4. Connect the terminals of the fuel pump test connector with 
a jumper wire. Turn the ignition switch ON.

5. Cover the injector nozzles with a rag.
6. Ground the test connector (Green: 1 -pin) with a jumper wire.

7. Open the throttle valve and release the air in the injectors.
8. Clean the nozzle.
9. Check that no fuel leaks from the injector nozzles.

Note
® After 1 minute a drop of fuel from the injector is ac

ceptable.
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F1 FUEL SYSTEM

Installation
1. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to installa

tion Note.

Tightening torque: 
Delivery pipe 
Dynamic chamber 
Engine hanger

19—25 N m
(1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)

INJECTOR

____06U0F1-068

O-RING CORRECT

WRONG
GROMMET DELIVERY

?  d - a f l
_ _ A ___ I WRONG

sE
<\ WRONG

PIPE

i r - f l  ^
O j  a. WRONG w  &

Installation not® 
Injector
1. Use new O-rings.
2. Apply a small amount of engine oil to the O-rings when in

stalling.

86U04A-108

INSULATOR
O-RING

GROMMET

DELIVERY PIPE
MANIFOLD

3. Install the injectors and the injector insulators.

86U04A-109
PULSATION DAMPER
Inspection
1. Run the engine at idle.
2. Place a finger on the screw of the pulsation damper head.
3. Check that pulsation is felt.

06U0F1-069
Replacement
1. Perform steps 1 to 7 of removal procedure for the injectors. 

(Refer to page F1-56.)
2. Remove the pulsation damper.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

F1-58
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FUEL SYSTEM FI
PRESSURE REGULATOR
Hold Pressure
Only if fuel system pressure drop is not as specified and fuel 
pump pressure drop is as specified.

Warning
• Before performing the following operation,release 

the fue! pressure from the fuel system to reduce the 
possibility of injury or fire. (Refer to page F1-47.)

06U0F1-071
1. Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
2. Install a fuel pressure gauge between the fuel filter and the 

fuel main hose. (Install clamps as shown.)
3. Connect the negative battery terminal.

06U0F1-072
4. Connect the terminals of the test connector (Yellow: 2-pin) 

with a jumper wire.
5. Turn the ignition switch ON for 10 seconds to operate the 

fuel pump.
6. Turn the ignition switch OFF and disconnect the jumper wire.
7. Plug the fuel return hose from the pressure regulator.
8. Observe the fuel pressure after S minutes.

Fuel pressure:
More than 147 kPa (1.5 kg/cm2, 21 psi)

9. If as specified, replace the pressure regulator. 

Replacement
1. Perform steps 1 to 8 of removal procedure for the injector. 

(Refer to page F1-56.)
2. Disconnect the vacuum hose and fuel return hose.
3. Remove the pressure regulator.
4. Install in the reverse order of removal.

Tightening torque:
7.8—11 Nm (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)
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Ft___________ PRESSURE REGULATOR CONTROL SYSTEM

PRESSURE REGULATOR CONTROL SYSTEM

WATER THERMOSENSOR

FUEL 
(TO FUEL TANK)

06U0F1-075

To prevent percolation of the fuel during idle after the engine is restarted, vacuum is cut to the pressure 
regulator, increasing the fuel pressure.

Specified time; Approx. 120 sec.
Operating condition: Coolant temperature — above 70°C (158°F)

Intake air temperature — above 20°C (68°F)



PRESSURE REGULATOR CONTROL SYSTEM F1
COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS

Component Function Remarks
Engine control unit Detects signals from input sensors and 

switches; controls solenoid valve (Pressure 
regulator control)

Ignition coil (-) terminal Detects engine speed; sends signal to 
control unit

Ignition switch (ST position) Sends engine cranking signal to control unit
Intake air thermosensor Detects intake air temperature; sends signal 

to control unit
Installed in airflow meter

Pressure regulator Adjusts fuel pressure supplied to injectors
Solenoid valve 
(Pressure regulator control)

Controls vacuum line to pressure regulator Closes vacuum line when hot

Throttle sensor Detects throttle valve opening angle; sends 
signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Water thermosensor Detects coolant temperature; sends signal to 
control unit

06U0F1-076

TROUBLESHOOTING
Check the condition of the wiring harness and connections before checking the sensors or switches below.

Note 
© Make the system inspection first. If no problem is found, continue with the next system in

spection of the Troubleshooting Guide. (Refer to pages P1-10 and 11.)

Possible cause Solenoid valve 
(Pressure 
regulator 
control)

Water
thermosensor

Intake air 
thermosensor

Throttle
sensor

Engine 
control unit 

terminal System
inspection

\P a g e 2T (MTX) 
3M (ATX)

Symptom F1-62 F1-99 F1-96 F1-97 F1-88
F1-92 F1-61

Engine stalls or rough after 
hot starting 2 3 4 5 6 1

06U0F1-077

System Inspection 

Warning 
® Before performing the following operation., release 

the fuel pressure from the fuel system to reduce the 
possibility of injury or fire. (Refer to page F1-47.)

1. Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
2. Install a fuel pressure gauge between the fuel filter and the 

fuel main hose. (Install clamps as shown.)
3. Connect the negative battery terminal.

F1-61



F1 PRESSURE REGULATOR CONTROL SYSTEM

Operating time Fuel line pressure kPa 
(kg/cm2, psi)

After starting: for 120 
sec.

235-275 
<2.4—2.8, 34-40)

After 120 sec. 186-226 
(1.9-2.3, 27-33)

4. Start the engine.
5. Warm up the engine to normal operating temperature and 

stop the engine.

Note
• Radiator must be not. (Above 70°C [158°FJ)

6. Keep the hood closed and heat soak the engine compart
ment for 8—5 min (Intake air thermosensor in airflow me
ter must be more than 30°C [86°F].
If this temperature cannot be obtained, lift the air cleaner 
upper cover and heat the intake air thermosensor to more 
than 30°C [86°F|.)

7. Restart the engine.
8. Check the fuel line pressure and operating times as shown 

in the chart.

06U0F1-080

Vacuum Hose Inspection
1. Check vacuum hoses from engine to solenoid valve and 

from solenoid valve to pressure regulator.
Replace the hoses, if necessary.

06U0F1-081

86U04A-098

AIR FILTER

Solenoid Valve (Pressure Regulator Control)
Inspection
1. Disconnect the vacuum hose from the solenoid valve and 

vacuum pipe.
2. Blow through the solenoid valve from vacuum hose A.
3. Check that air flows from port B.

4. Disconnect the solenoid valve connector.
5. Connect 12V and a ground to the terminals of the solenoid 

valve.
6. Blow through the solenoid valve from the vacuum hose A.
7. Check that air flows from the valve air filter.

86U04A-099
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DECELERATION CONTROL SYSTEM F1
DECELERATION CONTROL SYSTEM

IGNITION COIL

ENGINE CONTROL UNIT

IDLE SWITCH

DETECTION OF 
FUEL CUT 
CONDITION

DETERMI
NATION OF 
FUEL CUT 
SPEED

WATER THERMOSENSOR 

d

a  a

BATTERY

STOPLIGHT SWITCH

NEUTRAL/CLUTCH, A/C SWITCH

INJECTORS

No.1

No.3

No.2

No.4

The fuel cut system is provided as a deceleration control system. 
This system is to improve fuel economy.

86U04A-121
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F1 DECELERATION CONTROL SYSTEM

COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS

Component Function Remarks
Stoplight switch Detects braking operation (deceleration); 

sends signal to control unit
Clutch switch (MTX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 

control unit
Switch ON when clutch pedal 
released

Engine control unit Detects signals from input sensors and 
switches; cuts fuel injection

Idle switch Detects when throttle valve fully closed; 
sends signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Ignition coil (-) terminal Detects engine speed; sends signal to 
control unit

Inhibitor switch (ATX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
engine control unit

Switch ON in “ N" or "P" range

Neutral switch (MTX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
control unit

Switch ON when in-gear

Water thermosensor Detects coolant temperature; sends signal to 
control unit

06U0F1-082

TROUBLESHOOTING
Check the condition of the wiring harness and connectors before checking the sensor or switches below.

Note 
® Make the system inspection first. If no problem is found, continue with the next system in

spection of the Troubleshooting Guide. (Refer to pages F1-10 and 11.)

Possible cause Water thermosensor
Engine control unit

2U or 2V (MTX) 
3U or 3V (ATX)

Page F1-99 F1-88
F1-92

Checking order 2 1
06U0F1-083
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EGR SYSTEM F1

This system introduces exhaust gas into the intake manifold to reduce NOx in the exhaust gas. It operates 
depending on the engine load, engine speed (above 1,500 rpm), engine coolant temperature (above 70°C, 
158°F).

COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS

Component Function Remarks
EGR control valve Recirculates portion of exhaust gas
EGR modulator valve Controls vacuum acting on EGR control 

valve
EGR position sensor 
(California only)

Detects EGR control valve lift amount; send 
signal to control unit

Variable resistor

Engine control unit Detects signals from input sensors and 
switches; controls solenoid valve (EGR)

Ignition coil (-) terminal Detects engine speed; sends signal to 
control unit

Solenoid valve (EGR) Controls vacuum line to EGR control valve
Throttle sensor Detects throttle valve opening angle; sends 

signal to control unit
Installed on throttle body

Water thermosensor Detects coolant temperature; sends signal to 
control unit

06U0F1-085
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F1 E m  SYSTEM

PREPARATION
SST

TROUBLESHOOTING
Check the condition of the wiring harness and connectors before checking the sensors or switches.

Note
® Make the system inspection first. If no problem is found, continue with the next system in

spection of the Troubleshooting Guide. (Refer to pages F1-10 and 11.)

Possible cause
Solenoid

valve
(EGR)

EGR
modulator

valve

EGR
control
valve

Water
thermo
sensor

EGR
position
sensor

(California)

Engine control 
unit terminal System

inspec
tion

2Y (MTX) 
30 (ATX)

Page F1-67 F1-67 F1-67 F1-99 F1-68 F1-89 
F1—92 F1—66

Checking order 3 2 4 6 5 7 1
Q6U0F1-087

System Inspection
1. Start the engine.
2. Accelerate the engine and verify that the diaphragm of the 

EGR control valve does not move while the engine is still 
cold.

3. Warm up the engine to normal operating temperature and 
run it at idle.

Warning
® Be careful when checking the EGR control valve be

cause the surrounding area is very hot.

4. Accelerate the engine and check that the diaphragm of the 
EGR control valve moves upward.

(
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EGR SYSTEM F1
Solenoid Valve (EGR)
1. Disconnect the vacuum hose from the solenoid valve and 

vacuum pipe.
2. Blow through the solenoid valve from vacuum hose A.
3. Check that air flows from port B.

86U04A-131

AIR FILTER
4. Disconnect the solenoid valve connector.
5. Connect 12V and a ground to the terminals of the solenoid 

valve.
6. Blow through the solenoid valve from vacuum hose A.
7. Check that air flows from the valve air filter.

86U04A-132
EGR Modulator Valve
1. Remove the EGR modulator valve.
2. Plug the No. 1 port and connect a vacuum pump to the 

No. 3 port.
3. Blow into the exhaust gas port. Operate the vacuum pump 

and verify that vacuum is held.
4. Release the exhaust gas port and confirm that vacuum is 

released.

86U04A-133
EGR Control Valve
1. Manually actuate the valve by pushing on the diaphragm 

with finger.
2. Check that the spring resistance is present and the di

aphragm moves freely with no sticking or binding.

Note
• Before replacing the EGR control valve, check the 

intake air and control systems.

86U04A-134
3. Warm up the engine and run it at idle.
4. Connect a vacuum pump to the valve and apply vacuum.
5. Check that the engine runs roughly or stalls at more than 

the specified vacuum.

Specification: 40—60 mmHg (1.6—2.4 inHg)

6. If not correct, replace the EGR control valve.

86U04A-135
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F1 EGR SYSTEM,

EGR Position. Sensor (California Only) 1 ■ 
Inspection of output voltage
1. Disconnect the EGR position sensor connector.
2. Connect the SST between the EGR position sensor and wir

ing harness.

06U0F1-088
3. Disconnect the vacuum hose from the EGR control valve 

and connect the vacuum pump.
4. Turn the ignition switch ON.
5. Check voltage of each terminal in the conditions shown in 

the table.

86U04B-112

Terminal SST wire 
color

Vacuum
0 120 mmHg (47 inHg)

C Red 0.25—0.95V Approx. 4.0V
B Blue Below 1.5 V
A Black 4.5—5.5V

6. If not correct at A and B terminal, check the wiring harness 
and 2A and 2C terminals of the engine control unit.

7. If not correct at C terminal, check the sensor resistance, then 
the wiring harness and the engine control unit 2F terminal.

8. Disconnect the SST and reconnect the EGR position sen
sor connector.

inspection ©f resistance
1. Disconnect the EGR position sensor connector.
2. Check as shown resistance between the terminals as shown.

Terminals Resistance
A -B 5 kfi

> o 0 .7-5 kfi
B -C 0.7-5 kfi

86U04B-114
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______________ EVAPORATIVE EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM

EVAPORATIVE EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM

F1

06U0F1-089

The evaporative emission control system consists of the separator. The check-and-cut valve, the two-way 
check valve, the charcoal canister, the solenoid valve (purge control), the engine control unit, and the input 
devices. The amount of evaporative fumes introduced into the engine and burned is controlled by the sole
noid valve to correspond to the engine’s operating conditions. To maintain best engine performance, the 
solenoid valve is controlled by the engine control unit.

Operation
The solenoid valve (purge control) is controlled by duty signals from the engine control unit to perform purg
ing of the charcoal canister. Purging is done when these conditions are met:
(1) After warm up
(2) Driving in gear
(3) Accelerator pedal depressed (idle switch OFF)
(4) Oxygen sensor functioning normally

F1-69



EVAPORATIVE EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM

COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS

Component Function Remarks
Airflow meter Detects amount of intake air; sends signal to 

control unit
Intake air temp sensor and fuel pump switch 
are integrated

Charcoal canister Stores gas tank fumes when engine stopped
Check-and-cut valve Releases excessive pressure or vacuum in 

fuel tank to atmosphere
Clutch switch Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 

control unit
Switch ON when clutch pedal released

Engine control unit Detects signals from input sensors and 
switches; controls solenoid valve (Purge 
control)

Idle switch Detects when throttle valve fully closed; 
sends signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Ignition coil (-) terminal Detects engine speed; sends signal to 
control unit

Inhibitor switch Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
control unit

Switch On in “ N” or “ P" range

Heutral switch Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
control unit

Switch ON when in-gear

Oxygen sensor Detects Oxygen concentration; sends signal 
to control unit

Zirconia ceramic and platinum coating

Separator Prevents fuel from flowing into charcoal 
canister

Solenoid valve 
(Purge control)

Controls vacuum line to vacuum switch 
valve

Two-way check valve Controls pressure in fuel tank
Water thermosensor Detects coolant temperature; sends signal to 

control unit
06U0F1-090

TROUBLESHOOTING
Check the condition of the wiring harness or connectors before checking the sensors or switches.

Note
0 Make the system inspection first. If no problem is found, continue with the next system in

spection of the Troubleshooting Guide. (Refer to pages F1-10 and 11.)

Possible cause Solenoid valve 
(Purge control)

Two-way check
valve

Check-and-cut
valve Separator

Engine control 
unit

2X (MTX) 
20 (ATX)

Page F1-71 F1-71 F1-72 F1-71 F1-89
F1-91

Checking order 1 3 4 5 2
06U0F1-091



EVAPORATIVE EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM F1
Solenoid Valve (Purge Control) 
On-vehicle inspection
1. Warm up the engine to normal operating temperature.
2. Run the engine at idle.
3. Disconnect the vacuum hose (White) from the solenoid valve 

and check that no vacuum is felt at the solenoid valve.
4. If not as specified, check the solenoid valve.

06U0F1-092
Solenoid valve (Purge control)
1. Disconnect the vacuum hoses from the charcoal canister 

and the dynamic chamber.
2. Check that no air flows through the valve.

9MU0F2-187
3. Disconnect the solenoid valve connector and connect 12V 

and a ground to the terminals of the solenoid valve.
4. Check that the air flows through the valve.
5. If not as specified, replace the solenoid valve.

9MU0F2-188
Separator 
Inspection
1. Remove the separator.
2. Visually check the separator for damage.
3. Replace, if necessary.

Two-way Check Valve 
Inspection
1. Remove the valve.

F1-71



F1 EVAPORATIVE EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM

2. Check the operation of the valve with a vacuum pump.

Apply approx. 37 mmHg (1.46 inHg) 
vacuum at port A Airflow

Apply approx. 44 mmHg (1.73 inHg) 
vacuum at port B Airflow

3. Replace the valve, if necessary.

06U0F1-095
Check-and-Cut Valve 
Inspection
1. Remove the check-and-cut valve.

06U0F1-096
2. Connect a pressure gauge to the passage connected to 

the fuel tank.
3. Blow through the valve from port A and verify that the valve 

opens at 5.39—6.87 kPa (0.055—0.07 kg/cm2, 0.78—1.00
psi).

4. Remove the pressure gauge and connect it to the passage 
to atmosphere.

5. Blow through the valve from port B and verify that the valve 
opens at 0.98—4.91 kPa (0.01—0.05 kg/cm2, 0.14—0.71
psi).

Note
® The test must be performed with the valve held 

horizontally. Otherwise, the ball in the valve will 
move out of position and close the passage.

Charcoal Canister 
Inspection
Visually check for damage and replace the charcoal canister 
if necessary.

Replacement
1. Slide the charcoal canister out of the bracket.
2. Disconnect the three hoses.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

F1-72
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PCV SYSTEM Ft
POSITIVE CRANKCASE VENTILATION (PCV) SYSTEM

PCV VALVE

06U0F1-099

The PCV valve is operated by the intake manifold vacuum.
When the engine is running at idle, the PCV valve is opened slightly and a small amount of blow-by gas 
is drawn into the dynamic chamber.
At high engine speeds, the PCV valve is further opened and a larger amount of blow-by gas is drawn into 
the dynamic chamber.

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

Component Function Remarks
PCV valve Controls blowby gas amount pulled into 

engine

PCV VALVE 
Inspection
1. Warm up the engine to the normal operating temperature 

and run it at idle.
2. Disconnect the PCV valve and the ventilation hose from the 

cylinder head cover.
3. Close the PCV valve opening.
4. Check that vacuum is felt.
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EXHAUST SYSTEM

EXHAUST SYSTEM

The catalytic converter is used to reduce CO, HC and NOx. The converter contains a compound of platinum 
and rhodium. It is a three-way catalyst type with a volume of 2,100 cc (128 cu in).
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EXHAUST SYSTEM F1
REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
1. Remove in the sequence shown in the figure.
2. Install in the reverse order of removal.

Torque Specifications

1. Main silencer
2. Middle pipe
3. Pre-silencer

86U04A-159

4. Catalytic converter
5. Bracket
6. Front pipe

INSPECTION
1. Check the catalytic converter and exhaust pipe for deterio

ration or restriction.
2. Check the insulation covers welded onto the catalytic con

verter for damage.

Note 
• If the insulation cover is touching the catalytic con

verter housing, excessive heat at the floor will 
occur.

86U04A-160
F1-75



F1 CONTROL SYSTEM

CONTROL SYSTEM

THROTTLE SENSOR

AIRFLOW METER

CIRCUIT OPENING REALY

WATER THERMOSENSOR

MAIN FUSE

P/S PRESSURE SWITCH

NEUTRAL SWITCH (MTX)

INHIBITOR SWITCH (ATX)

86U04A-166

The control system consists of the input devices and the control unit. The control unit controls the fuel injec
tion amount (EGI), fuel injection pressure, bypass air amount, switch monitor function, and fail-s^fe function.
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CONTROL SYSTEM F1
PREPARATION
SST
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CONTROL SYSTEM

RELATIONSHIP CHART
Output Devices and Input Devices

O: Related x: Not related

TEST CONNECTOR X X X O X X X

STOPLIGHT SWITCH O X X X X X X

VEHICLE SPEED SWITCH O X X X X X X

ELECTRICAL LOAD X X X O X X X

P/S PRESSURE SWITCH X X X O X X X

A/C SWITCH O X X o X X X

IGNITION SWITCH (STA POSITION) o O X X X X 0

INHIBITOR SWITCH o X X o O O X

NEUTRAL AND CLUTCH SWITCH o X X o X O X

OXYGEN SENSOR o X X X X O X

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE SENSOR o X X o X O X

INTAKE AIR THERMOSENSOR o X X o X O O

WATER THERMOSENSOR o X X o O 0 O

IDLE SWITCH o o X o X X X

THROTTLE SENSOR o O X o O O O

AIRFLOW METER o X X X X O X

IGNITION COIL o O X o O O O
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06U0F1-102
F1-79

Output Devices and Engine Conditions

^ ^ ^ ^ E N G I N E  CONDITIONS 

OUTPUT DEVICES

CRANKING
(COLD

ENGINE)

WARNING
UP

(DURING
IDLE)

MEDIUM LOAD

ACCEL
ERATION

HEAVY
LOAD

DECEL
ERATION

IDLE
(THROT

TLE
VALVE
FULLY

CLOSED)

IGN:
ON

(ENGINE
NOT

RUNNING)

REMARKS

COLD WARM

INJECTOR

INJECTION Rich Rich and 
lean Rich

Fuel cut

Rich and 
lean

No
injection

INJECTION
TIMING 1 group (once per revolution)

1 group 
(once per revolution) 

(once per two revolutions)*

1 group 
(once per 
revolution)

Above 6,300 rpm: 
fuel cut 

*Above 4,500 rpm

BAC VALVE

AIR VALVE Open* Close *Coolant temp: 
below 50°C (122°F)

ISC VALVE
Large 

amount of 
bypass air

Large 
amount of 
bypass air*

Small amount of bypass air No bypass *ln extreme cold 
condition

SOLENOID VALVE 
(EGR) ON (EGR cut) OFF (EGR) ON 

(EGR cut) OFF (EGR) ON 
(EGR cut)

ON 
(EGR cut)* ON

*ATX D range: OFF 
(NO EGR due to no 
vacuum to system)

SOLENOID VALVE 
(PURGE) OFF (Purge cut) Operates (Duty valves 

[purge gas amount] change*) OFF (Purge cut) * Depends on engine 
condition

SOLENOID VALVE 
(PRESSURE REGULATOR 
CONTROL)

OFF (Vacuum to pressure regulator)
After

starting*:
ON

(Vacuum cut)
OFF * During hot 

start only

n

CONTROL 
SYSTEM



F1 CONTROL SYSTEM

EGI MAIN FUSE 
Inspection
Check the continuity of EGI main fuse.

MAIN RELAY 
Inspection
1. Check that a “clicking” sound is heard at the main relay 

when turning the ignition switch ON and OFF.
2. Apply 12V and a ground to (A) and (B) terminals of the main 

relay.
3. Check continuity at terminals using an ohmmeter.

' '''^ ''^__O p e ra tio n  
Te rm i nal 12V Not applied 12V Applied

© -  ® No continuity Continuity

CIRCUIT OPENING RELAY
Inspection
Relay Circuit
1. Remove the circuit opening relay.
2. Check the circuit as described.

Terminal Checking item Correct result
Fp Resistance 0.2-300
Fc Continuity (cranking) 00
B Voltage (Ign: ON) Battery voltage

STA Voltage (Cranking) Approx. 9V
Ei Continuity 00

Circuit Opening Relay
1. Apply 12V and a ground to the terminals below and check 

the circuit opening relay as described.

12V Grounded Correct result
STA Ei B <-> FP: Continuity

B Fc Fp: Battery voltage

Resistance
Check the resistance between the terminals using an 
ohmmeter.

Between terminals Resistance (fi)
STA ~  E1 21-43

B *-*■ Fc 109-226
B <-*• Fp 00

F1-80



CONTROL SYSTEM F1

ATX CONNECTOR A 
(FOR TERMINALS 1A—1V 
AND 3A—3Z)

49 9200 162

49 G018 903
-CONNECTOR B 
(FOR TERMINALS 
2A-2P )

49 G018 904

06U0F1-106

TERMINALS 
^  A AND B

ENGINE SIGNAL MONITOR ^  
•8 -ff

mw mu?** maaoa

ENGINE CONTROL UNIT 
Inspection
1. Remove the front console cover of the passenger’s side.

2. Connect the SST (Engine Signal Monitor) between the 
engine control unit and the wiring harness using the SST 
(Adapter) as shown.

Note 
• For MTX models, use connector A of the Adapter.
• For ATX models, use connector A of the Adapter 

to check voltages at the terminals 1A through 1V 
and 3A through 3Z, and use connector B to check 
the voltages at the terminals 2A through 2P.

3. Place the SST (Sheet) on the SST (Engine Signal 
Monitor).

4. Measure the voltage at each terminal.
(Refer to pages F1-87 to F1-92.)

5. If any engine control unit terminal voltage is incorrect, check 
the input or output device and related wiring.
If they are normal, replace the engine control unit.
(Refer to page F1-94.)

Caution 
• Never apply voltage to SST terminals A and B.

9MU0F2-191
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NON TURBO ■ IG N IT IO N  SYSTEM ■ ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM

fX=OH MAIN FUSE(x=oT]
ENGINE CONTROL UNIT NOTE.

<3V> <3C> <3A> <3B>
2V 2C 2A SB

.< > EC-AT 
<2C> <1C> 
2N 1C

<2D>
1R

-ROL UNIT (EM) 

1U IS IQ 10 1M IK 11 1G IE 1C 1A

B/W * W/G G/B G/R * R/W * W/L B/Y L/R

Y/L BR B/Y L/B BR/R L/B B/L W LG/B W/Y R/B

IV IT 1R IP IN 1L 1J 1H IF ID IB

1U IS IQ 10 1M IK 11 1G IE 1C 1A

W L/B G/B W/G G R/W * * W/L B/Y L/R

LG/B B/L B/G BR/R BR * L/B * LG/B W/Y R/B

20 2N 3< 21 2G 2C 2A

W/B Y/G R LG/R L/R Y/B B R/W

BR/Y Y/L LG/R Y/L BR/B LG/W B/L R/B

Bl-Oi

EC-AT

MTX

2 J  2 H  f f  2 D  2 3

3 Y  3M  3 U  3 5  3 0  3 0  3M  3 K  3 1  3 6

L/R L Y -*• W W/L W/R -H- Y/W Y B/LG B

L/W L/B Y/B -K- L /G BR/B -K- Y/B G LG/Y B

3 Z  3 X  3 V 3 J  3 H  3 F

IV IT  1R  IP  IN  1 L  1 J  1H  I F

W/L W Y * Y/B R/B LG/W LG/R Y/L Y/W B/LG B

* W/B Y/B W/R * R B Y/L R/W * * LG/Y B

2 Z  a x  2 V  2 T  2 R 2N  2 L  2 J  2 H  2 F

Bl-02 OXYGEN SENSOR(EM)

€3
Bl-03 JOINT CONNECTOR p— a (EM)

1 ^1
3/LC 3/LG

B 3/LC

3/LC 3/LC

3/LC B

Bi-04 CHECK CONNECTOR 
(EM)

Y/L

Bl-05 INJECTOR NO.i. 3 
(EM)

GSl?
W/R

Bi-06 INJECTOR NO.2. 4 
(EM)

.■/-EgL-X
|j y /b |w /r P

Bi-07 IGNITION COIL(EM)

, .n p

Y/W B/W
V'------O

Bl-08 MAIN RELAY(F)

W /G B/W

B

W
iring 

diagram
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NON TURBO ■ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM

b
<1F> <1D> 
IF iD

<3Q>
2W

<20>
2X

ENGINE CONTROL UNIT 
<30> <3M>
2Y 2T

NOTE.. 
<2K> 
2P

.< > EC-AT 
<2B> <2A> 
20 2J

<1B>
IB

<2E>2Q <2F>
2M

<3D>
20

<2I>
2K

<2J>
2L

LG/B W A  
(EM) (EM)

[o
■Bl-09

ob
CHECK COftftCTOR

Bi-09

R/B
(EM)

R R/B R/W R/B Y/B 
(EM) (EM) (EM) (EM) (EM)

LG/W
(EM)

:Bl-14

WATER
THERMOSENSOR

:Bl-14

LG/Y LG/R 
(EM) (EM)

Bl-01

f i

LG/Y
(EM)

Bl-16

THROTTLE
SENSOR

Bl-16

LG/Y
(EM)

R R/B R/W 
(EM) (EM) (EM)

R/B LS/Y 
(EM) (EM)

Y/L
(EM)

LG/Y LG/R Y/L 
(EM) (EM) (EM)

CIRCUIT OPENING RELAY 
(SECTION B-3)

MAIN RELAY 
(SECTION B-la)

LG (EM)

• B (EM) -

:B1-15

:B1-17

© "
AIRFLOW METER

EGR
POSITION
SENSOR

CALIFORNIA

ENGINE CONTROL UNIT (EM) 
1U  IS IQ 1 0  1M  IK 1 1 1G IE 1C 1A

B/W * W/G G/B G/R * R/W * W/L B/Y L/R

Y/L BR B/Y L/B BR/R L/B B/L W LG/B W/Y R/B
IV IT 1R IP IN 1 L 1 J 1H IF ID IB

1U IS IQ 1 0 1M IK 1 1 16 IE 1C 1A

w L/B G/B W/G G R/W * * W/L B/Y L/R

LG/B B/L B/G BR/R BR * L/B ■¥r LG/B W/Y R/B
IV IT 1R IP IN 1 L 1 J 1H IF 1 0 IB

EC-
2 0

-AT
2 K 2 1 2 S 2 E 2 C 2 A

W/B Y/G R LG/R L/R Y/B B R/W

BR/Y Y/L LG/R Y/L BR/B LG/W B/L R/B
2 P  2 L

MTX

2 J  2 H  2 F  2 D  2 B

3 Y 3 W 3 U  3S 30 30 3M 3K 31 3G 3£
L/R L Y

/
/
/

* W W/L W/R -* * Y/W Y B/LG B

L/W L/B Y/B
/
✓ -H- -K- ■¥r L/G BR/B * Y/B G LG/Y B

3Z 3X 3V 3T 3R 3P 3N 3L 3J 3H 3F 30 38
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■FUEL CONTROL SYSTEM
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B (F)
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k
STARTING SYSTEM 
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CONTROL SYSTEM F1
Terminal voltage
MTX

Terminal Input Output Connected to
Voltage (After warming-up)

Remark
IGN: ON Idle

1A _ — Battery Battery voltage For backup
1B — — Main relay Battery voltage —
1C O Ign. switch (START) Below 2.5V While cranking: 

Battery voltage
1D o Self-Diagnosis 

Checker 
(Monitor lamp)

Test connector 
grounded

Test connector not 
grounded

Using Self-Diagnosis 
Checker

• For 3 sec. after ign. 
switch OFF->ON: 
Below 6.2V
(lamp illuminates)

• After 3 sec.: 
Battery voltage 
(lamp does not 
illuminate)

• Lamp illuminates: 
Below 6.2V

• Lamp does not 
illuminate:
Battery voltage
Test connector 
grounded: 
Approx. 5V

1E o Malfunction indicator 
lamp (MIL)

• For 3 sec. after ign. switch OFF->ON: 
Below 4.8V (lamp illuminates)

• After 3 sec. : Battery voltage 
(lamp does not illuminate)

• Test connector 
grounded

• Lamp illuminates: 
Below 4.8V

• Lamp does not 
illuminate:
Battery voltage

1F o Self-Diagnosis 
Checker 
(Code number)

• For 3 sec. after ign. switch OFF-»ON: 
Below 6.2V (Buzzer sounds)

• After 3 sec. : Battery voltage 
(Buzzer does not sound)

• Using Self- 
Diagnosis Checker 
and test connector 
grounded

• Buzzer sounds: 
Below 6.2V

• Buzzer does not sound: 
Battery voltage

1G — — — — —
1H — — — — —
11 — — — — —
1J o A/C relay Battery voltage • A/C switch ON: 

Below 2.5V
• A/C switch OFF: 

Battery voltage

Blower motor ON

1K o Test connector • Test connector grounded: Below 1.5V
• Test connector not grounded: Above 

10.5V

Test connector: 1-pin, 
Green connector

1L — — — — —
1M o Daytime running 

light control unit 
(Canada only)

• Parking brake lever pulled up: Battery 
voltage

® Parking brake lever released: Below 1.5V
1N o Idle switch • Accelerator pedal released: Below 0.5V 

® Accelerator pedal depressed:
Above 7.7V "

10 o Stoplight switch • Brake peoal released: Below 3.6V
• Brake pedal depressed: Above 10.0V

1P o Power steering pres
sure switch

Above 10.5V • P/S ON: Below 
1.5V

® P/S OFF: Above 
10.5V

1Q A/C switch ® A/C switch ON: Below 1.5V 
• A/C switch OFF: Above 10.0V

Blower motor ON

1R o Electrical fan (Water 
thermoswitch)

Battery voltage Coolant temp. : Below 
97C° (207°F)

Below 1.5V Coolant temp. : 
Above 97C° (207°F)
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F1 CONTROL SYSTEM

Term inal Input Output Connected to
Voltage (After warming-up)

RemarkIGN: ON Idle
1S O Blower fan switch • Switch less than 2nd position: Battery 

voltage
• Switch 3rd or 4th position: Below 1.5V

1T O Rear window 
defroster switch

• Switch OFF: Battery voltage 
® Switch ON: Below 1.5V

—

1U o Headlight switch • Headlight OFF: Below 1.5V 
® Headlight ON: Battery voltage

—

1V o Neutral and clutch 
switch

In-gear condition
• Clutch pedal depressed: Below 0.5V 
o Clutch pedal released: Battery voltage

Neutral: Below 0.5V

2A — — Ground (E01) OV —
2B — — Ground (E02) OV —
2C — — Ground (E1) OV —
2D — — Ground (E2) OV —

2E — — — — —
2F — — — — —
2G o Speedometer Battery voltage Above 113 mph 

(180 km/h): 
Below 1,0V

2H — — — — —
21 o ignition coil-terminal Battery voltage ‘ Battery voltage ‘ Engine signal mon

itor green and red 
lamp flash

2J o Airflow meter (Vc) 7 -9 V —
2K — — Vref 4.5—5.5V —
2L o EGR position sensor 

(California only)
0.25—0.95V

2M o Throttle sensor Accelerator pedal released: Approx. 0.5V 
(depends on terminal voltage)

Throttle valve fully 
open: 4.3V

2N o Oxygen sensor OV 0 - 1 .OV ® Cold engine at idle: 
OV

® After warming-up 
Acceleration:
0.5—1.0V 
Deceleration:
0—0.4V

20 o Airflow meter (Vs) Approx. 1.7V Approx. 3—5V Increase engine 
speed:
voltage increase

2P o Air flow meter 
(Intake air thermo
sensor)

Approx. 2.5V at 20°C (68°F) —

2Q o Water thermosensor 0.3—0.6V Coolant temp. 20°C 
(68°F): Approx. 2.5V

2R — — — — —
2S — — — — —
2T o Solenoid valve 

(Pressure regulator 
control)

For 120 sec. after 
ign. switch OFF 
ON: Below 3.5V

For 120 sec. after 
starting: Below 3.5V

Coolant temp, above 
70°C (158°F) and in
take air temp, above 
20°C (68°F)

2 U o Injector
(No.1 and No.3)

Battery voltage ‘ Battery voltage ‘ Engine signal mon
itor green and red 
lamps flash

2V o Injector
(No.2 and No.4)

Battery voltage ‘ Battery voltage ‘ Engine signal mon
itor green and red 
lamps flash
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CONTROL SYSTEM F1
Tarmlnal Input Output Oonnaetad to

Voltage (After warming-up)
Remark

IQN: ON Idl®
2W 0 ISC valve Engine signal monitor gr©©n and red 

lampi flash
=

2X 0 Solenoid valvt 
(Purgt oontrol)

Battery voltage

2Y 0 Solenoid valve 
(EGR)

Below 3.5V • Engine eoolant 
temp.
—below 50eG 
Below 3.5V

• Engine speed 
above approx. 
1,500 rpm: 
Battery voltage

2Z — — — = =

T«rm nal locations
i i—=— if— ——| r t i ... i f.....i r

2Y 2W 2U 2S 20 20 2M 2K 21 20 2E 20 2A 1U 18 1Q 10 1M 1K 11 1Q 11 1C 1A
2Z 2X 2V 2T 2R 2P 2N 2L 2J 2H 2F 2D 2B 1V 1T 1R 1P 1N 1L 1J 1H 1F 1D 18

1IUQF 1*011

/

|
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FI
ATX

CONTROL SYSTEM

Terminal Input Output Connected to
Voltage (After warming-up)

Remark
IGN: ON Idle

1A — — Battery Battery voltage For back-up
1B — — Main relay Battery voltage —
1C O Inhibitor switch 

(ATX)
Below 2.5V While cranking: 

Battery voltage
1D o Self-Diagnosis 

Checker 
(Monitor lamp)

Test connect 
grounded

Test connector not 
grounded

Using Self-Diagnosis 
Checker

® For 3 sec. after 
ign. switch 
OFF-*ON: Below 
6.2V (lamp 
illuminates)

• After 3 sec.: Bat
tery voltage (lamp 
does not illuminate)

® Lamp illuminates: 
Below 6.2V 

® Lamp does not 
illuminate:
Battery voltage

Test connector 
grounded: 
Approx. 5V

1E o Malfunction indicator 
lamp (MIL)

® For 3 sec. after ign. switch OFF-+ON: 
Below 4.8V (lamp illuminates)

® After 3 sec.: Battery voltage 
(lamp not illuminate)

® Test connector 
grounded 

® Lamp illuminates: 
Below 4.8V 

® Lamp does not 
illuminate:
Battery voltage

1F o Self-Diagnosis 
Checker 
(Code number)

® For 3 sec. after ign. switch OFF-*ON: 
Below 6.2V (Buzzer sounds)

• After 3 sec.: Battery voltage 
(Buzzer not sound)

® Using Self- 
Diagnosis Checker 
and test connector 
grounded

• Buzzer sounds: 
Below 6.2V

• Buzzer not sound: 
Battery voltage

1G — — — — —
1H o Headlight switch • Headlight OFF: Below 1.5V

• Headlight ON: Battery voltage
—

11 o Test connector • Test connector grounded: Below 1.5V 
® Test connector not grounded: Above 

10.5V

Test connector: 1-pin, 
Green connector

1J o Rear window 
defroster switch

® Switch OFF: Battery voltage 
® Switch ON: Below 1.5V

—

1K — — — — —
1L o A/C relay Battery voltage ® A/C switch ON: 

Below 2.5V 
® A/C switch OFF: 

Battery voltage

Blower motor ON

1M o Vehicle speed 
sensor

Approx. 4.5V or below 1.5V During driving: 
Approx: 4.5V

1N o Power steering pres
sure switch

Above 10.5V • P/SON: 
Below 1.5V 

® P/S OFF: 
Above 10.5V

1 0 A/C switch ® A/C switch ON: Below 1.5V 
0 A/C switch OFF: above 10.0V

Blower motor ON

1P o Blower fan switch • Switch less than 2nd position: Battery 
voltage

• Switch 3rd or 4th position: Below 1,5V
1Q 0 Stoplight switch • Brake pedal released: Below 3.6V 

® Brake pedal depressed: Above 10.0V
1R o Inhibitor switch 

(N and P range)
® N or P range: Below 1.5V 
® Others: Battery voltage
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CONTROL SYSTEM

Terminal Input Output Connected to
Voltage (After warming-up)

Remark
IGN: ON Idle

1S O Blower fan switch • Switch less than 2nd position: Battery 
voltage

• Switch 3rd or 4th position: Below 1 .5V
1T O Idle switch ® Accelerator pedal released: Below 0.5V 

• Accelerator pedal depressed:
Above 7.7V

1U — — Ignition switch (IG1) Battery voltage For EC-AT shift- 
solenoid valves

1V o Ignition coil © 
terminal

Battery voltage * Battery voltage ‘ Engine signal mon
itor: green and red 
lamp flash

2A o Airflow meter (Vc) 7-9V —
2B o Airflow meter (Vs) Approx. 1.7V Approx. 3—5V Increase engine 

speed: voltage in
crease

2C o Oxygen sensor OV 0 -1  OV • Cold engine at idle: 
OV

• After warming-up 
Acceleration: 
0.5-1.OV 
Deceleration:
0—0.4V

2D o Electrical fan [Low] 
(No.1 water ther
moswitch)

Battery voltage Coolant temp.:
Below 97°C (207°F)

Below 1.5V Coolant temp.:
Above 97°C (207°F)

2E o Water thermosensor 0.3—0.6V Coolant temp. 20°C 
(6 8 °F): Approx. 2.5V

2F o Throttle sensor Accelerator pedal released: Approx. 0.5V 
(depends on 21 terminal voltage)

Throttle valve fully 
open: 4.3V

2G o Electrical fan [High] 
(No.2 thermoswitch)

Battery voltage Coolant temp.:
Below 108°C (226°F)

Below 1.5V Coolant temp.:
Above 108°C (226F°)

2H o Hold switch • Switch depressed: Battery voltage
• Switch released: Below 1.5V

—

21 — — Vref 4.5—5.5V —
2J o EGR position sensor 

(California only)
0.25—0.95V

2K o Airflow meter (Intake 
air thermosensor)

Approx. 2.5V at 20°C (6 8 °F) —

2L o Mode switch (Power 
side)

« POWER mode: Below 1.5V 
® ECONOMY mode or HOLD mode: Bat

tery voltage
2M o Pulse generator Below 1.5V * Battery voltage *P or N range
2N — — Pulse generator Below 1.5V Ground
2 0 0 Solenoid valve 

(Purge control)
Battery voltage —

2P o Hold indicator • Hold mode: Below 1.5V
• Other modes: Battery voltage

—

3A — — Ground (E01) OV —
3B — — Ground (E02) OV —
3C — — Ground (E1) OV —
3D — — Ground (E2) OV —
3E o Inhibitor switch 

(D range)
® D range: Battery voltage 
• Other range: Below 1.5V

—
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F1 CONTROL SYSTEM

Terminal Input Output Connected to
Voltage (After warming-up)

Remark
IGN: ON Idle

3F O Daytime running 
light control unit 
(Canada only)

® Parking brake lever pulled up:
Battery voltage 

® Parking brake lever released: Below 1.5V
3G O Inhibitor switch 

(L range)
® L range: Battery to voltage 
® Other range: Below 1,5V

—

3H o Inhibitor switch 
(S range)

® S range: Battery voltage 
® Other range: Below 1.5V

—

31 — — — — —
3J — — — — —
3K — — — — —
3L o Mode indicator • HOLD mode: Battery voltage

• POWER or ECONOMY mode: 
Below 1,5V

3M o Solenoid valve 
(Pressure regulator 
control)

For 120 sec. after 
ign. Switch 
OFF-* ON:
Below 3.5V

For 120 sec. after 
starting: Below 3.5V

Coolant temp, above 
70°C (158°F) and in
take air temp, above 
20°C (63°F)

3N o Fluid thermoswitch • Fluid temp, below 143°C (389°F): 
Approx. 10—12V

• Fluid temp, above 150°C (302°F): 
Below 1,5V

30 o Solenoid valve 
(EGR)

Below 3.5V • Engine coolant 
temp.
—below 50°C 
Below 3.5V

• Engine speed 
above approx. 
1,500 rpm: Battery 
voltage

3P — — — — —
3Q o ISC valve Engine signal monitor green and red 

lamps flash
—

3R — — — — —
3S — — — — —
3T — — — — —
3U o Injector

(No.1 and No.3)
Battery voltage ‘ Battery voltage ‘ Engine signal mon

itor green and red 
lamps flash

3V 0 Injector
(No.2 and No.4)

Battery voltage ‘ Battery voltage ‘ Engine signal mon
itor green and red 
lamps flash

3W o 1 — 2 shift solenoid 
valve

• Solenoid valve ON: Battery voltage
• Solenoid valve OFF: Below 1,5V

Refer to next page

3X o 2—3 shift solenoid 
valve

• Solenoid valve ON: Battery voltage
• Solenoid valve OFF: Below 1.5V

Refer to next page

3Y o 3—4 shift solenoid 
valve

• Solenoid valve ON: Battery voltage
• Solenoid valve OFF: Below 1.5V

Refer to next page

3Z o Lockup solenoid 
valve

® Lockup: Battery voltage 
® No lockup: Below voltage

Refer to next page

Terminal locations

3Y 3W 3U 3S 3Q 30 3M 3K I 31 3G 3E 3C 3A 20 2M 2K 21 2G 2E 2C 2A 1U IS IQ 10 1M 1K111 1G IE 1C 1A

3Z 3X 3V 3T 3R 3P 3N 3L j 3 J 3H 3F 3D 3B 2P 2N 2L 2J 2H 2F 2D 2B IV IT 1R IP IN 1L1 1J 1H IF ID IQ

16U0F1-014
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CONTROL SYSTEM F1
Solenoid vaive operation table

RANGE GEAR SOLENOID VALVES
1-2 2-3 3-4 Lock-up

P Non ON
R Reverse ON

N — Below approx. 6 km/h (3.7 mph) ON
Above approx. 6 km/h (3.7 mph) ON

D

1st ON ON
2nd ON ON ON

3rd
Below approx. 40 km/h (25 mph)
Above approx.
40 km/h (25 mph)

Lock-up OFF ON
Lock-up ON ON ON

OD Lock-up OFF ON ON
Lock-up ON ON ON ON

S

1st ON ON
2nd ON ON ON

3rd Below approx. 40 km/h (25 mph)
Above approx. 40 km/h (25 mph) ON

L
1st ON ON

2 nd Below approx. 110 km/h (68 mph) ON ON
Above approx. 110 km/h (68 mph) ON

HOLD

D
2 nd ON ON ON

3rd Below approx. 40 km/h (25 mph)
Above approx. 40 km/h (25 mph) ON

S
2 nd ON ON

3rd Below approx. 40 km/h (25 mph)
Above approx. 40 km/h (25 mph) ON

L
1st ON

2 nd Below approx. 110 km/h (68 mph) ON ON
Above approx. 110 km/h (68 mph) ON

06U0F1-110
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F1 CONTROL SYSTEM

Replacement
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Remove the front console covers (right and left).
3. Disconnect the connectors from the control unit.
4. Replace the control unit.

86U04A-174
NEUTRAL SWITCH (MTX)
Inspection
1. Disconnect the neutral switch connector.
2. Connect an ohmmeter to the switch.
3. Check continuity of the switch.

Transmission Continuity
In neutral Yes

In other ranges No

4. After checking, connect the switch connector.

Note
• Refer to section J for replacement of the neutral 

switch.

CLUTCH SWITCH (MTX)
Inspection
1. Disconnect the clutch switch connector.
2. Connect an ohmmeter to the switch.
3. Check continuity of the switch.

Pedal Continuity
Depressed Yes
Released No

4. After checking, connect the switch connector.

Note
® Refer to section T for replacement of the clutch 

switch.

STOPLIGHT SWITCH 
Inspection
1. Disconnect the stoplight switch connector.
2. Connect an ohmmeter to the switch.
3. Check the continuity of the switch.

Pedal Continuity
Depressed Yes
Released No

4. After checking, connect the switch connector.

Note
® Refer to Section T for replacement of the stoplight 

switch.
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CONTROL SYSTEM F1
P/S PRESSURE SWITCH 
Inspection
1. Disconnect the P/S pressure switch connector.
2. Connect an ohmmeter to the switch.
3. Start the engine. Check continuity of the switch while turn

ing the steering wheel at idle.

P/S Continuity
Turning Yes

Not turning No

4. Connect the switch connector after checking.

Note
• Refer to section N for replacement of the P/S pres

sure switch.

INHIBITOR SWITCH (ATX)
Inspection
1. Disconnect the inhibitor switch connector.
2. Connect an ohmmeter to the switch.
3. Check continuity of the switch.

Position Continuity
P and N ranges Yes

Other ranges No

4. Connect the switch connector after checking.

Note
• Refer to Section K for replacement of the inhibitor 

switch.
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F1
AIRFLOW METER

CONTROL SYSTEM

69G04C-100

inspection
1. Remove the airflow meter. (Refer to page F1-34.)
2. Check the airflow meter body for cracks.
3. Verify that the measuring plate moves smoothly.
4. Disconnect the connector from the airflow meter.
5. Using an ohmmeter, check resistance between the termi

nals with the measuring plate fully closed and fully open.
6. Connect the connector to the airflow meter after inspecting.

Terminal Resistance (O)
Fully closed Fully open

E2<-* Vs 20-400 20 - 1,000
E2**Vc 100-400
E2~Vb 200-400

E2<-»THA
(Intake air thermosensor)

-20°C (-4°F) 13.6-18.4 kO 
20°C (6 8 °F) 2.21-2.69 kO 
60°C (140°F) 493-667 0

m 1 Tl O o© 0

Note 
• Refer to page F1-34 for replacement of the airflow 

meter*
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CONTROL SYSTEM F1
THROTTLE SENSOR 

Caution
• Use a precision voltmeter with a scale of 0.01V to 

inspect or adjust the throttle sensor.

Inspection
1. Remove the air hose from the throttle body.
2. Disconnect the throttle sensor connector (3-pin).
3. Connect the SST between the throttle sensor and the wir

ing harness.
4. Turn the ignition switch ON.
5. Make sure that the throttle valve is fully closed.

6. Measure BLACK and RED wire voltages. Check that the 
voltages are as specified.

Specification:
BLACK wire — Approx. OV 
RED wire — 4.5—5.5V

7. If not correct, check the battery voltage and wiring harness. 
If these are OK, replace the engine control unit.

8. Record the RED wire voltage.

9. Check that BLUE wire voltage for the recorded RED wire 
voltage is as specified below.

Specification:
RED wire 

voltage (V)
BLUE wire 
voltage (V)

RED wire 
voltage (V)

BLUE wire 
voltage (V)

4.50-4.59 0.37-0.54 5.10-5.19 0.42-0.61
4.60-4.69 0.38-0.55 5.20-5.29 0.43-0.62
4.70-4.79 0.39-0.56 5.30-5.39 0.44-0.63
4.80-4.89 0.40-0.57 5.40-5.49 0.44-0.64
4.90-4.99 0.40-0.58 5.50 0.44-0.66
5.00-5.09 0.41-0.60

10. Hold the throttle valve fully open.
11. Check that BLUE wire voltage for the recorded RED wire 

voltage is as specified.
Specification:

RED wire 
voltage (V)

BLUE wire 
voltage (V)

RED wire 
voltage (V)

BLUE wire 
voltage (V)

4.50-4.59 3.58-4.23 5.10-5.19 4.05-4.79
4.60-4.69 3.66-4.32 5.20-5.29 4.13-4.88
4.70-4.79 3.74-4.41 5.30-5.39 4.21-4.98
4.80-4.89 3.82-4.51 5.40-5.49 4.29-5.07
4.90-4.99 3.90-4.60 5.50 4.29-5.17
5.00-5.09 3.97-4.70

12. Check that BLUE wire voltage increases smoothly when 
opening the throttle valve from closed to fully open.

13. If not correct, replace the throttle sensor.
14. Turn the ignition OFF.
15. Disconnect the SST and reconnect the throttle sensor con

nector.
16. Disconnect the negative battery terminal and depress the 

brake pedal for at least 5 seconds to eliminate the control 
unit malfunction memory.
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F1 CONTROL SYSTEM

Adjustment
1. Remove the air hose from the throttle body.
2. Disconnect the throttle sensor connector (3-pin).
3. Connect the SST between the throttle sensor and the wir

ing harness.
4. Turn the ignition switch ON.
5. Make sure the throttle valve is fully closed.

6. Measure RED wire voltage and record it.

86U04A-189
7. Change the voltmeter connection to the BLUE wire.
8. Loosen the throttle sensor mounting screws.

86U04A-190
9. Turn the throttle sensor to adjust BLUE wire voltage within 

the range specified for the recorded RED wire voltage.

Specification:
RED wire 

voltage (V)
BLUE wire 
voltage (¥)

RED wire 
voltage (V)

BLUE wire 
voltage (¥)

4.50-4.59 0.37-0.54 5.10-5.19 0.42-0.61
4.60-4.69 0.38-0.55 5.20-5.29 0.43-0.62
4.70-4.79 0.39-0.56 5.30-5.39 0.44-0.63
4.80-4.89 0.40-0.57 5.40-5.49 0.44-0.64
4.90-4.99 0.40-0.58 5.50 0.44-0.66
5.00-5.09 0.41-0.60

10. Tighten the throttle sensor mounting screws.
11. Recheck that BLUE wire voltage is within specification.
12. Hold the throttle valve fully open.

\
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CONTROL SYSTEM F1
13. Check that BLUE wire voltage is within specification.

Specification:
RED wire 

voltage (V)
BLUE wire 
voltage (V)

RED wire 
voltage (V)

BLUE wire 
voltage (V)

4.50—4.59 3.58—4.23 5.10-5.19 4.05-4.79
4.60—4.69 3.66-4.32 5.20-5.29 4.13-4.88
4.70—4.79 3.74—4.41 5.30-5.39 4.21-4.98
4.80-4.89 3.82-4.51 5.40-5.49 4.29-5.07
4.90—4.99 3.90-4.60 5.50 4.29-5.17
5.00-5.09 3.97-4.70

14. Check that BLUE wire voltage increases smoothly when 
opening the throttle valve from closed to fully open.

15. If not correct, replace the throttle sensor.
16. Turn the ignition OFF.
17. Disconnect the SST and reconnect the throttle sensor con

nector.
18. Disconnect the negative battery terminal and depress the 

brake pedal for at least 5 seconds to eliminate the control 
unit malfunction memory.

IDLE SWITCH 
Inspection
1. Disconnect the idle switch connector (1-pin).
2. Check continuity between the switch and ground.

Throttle valve condition Continuity
Fully closed Yes*

Open No
* Less than 30Q is acceptable

3. If not correct, check condition of wiring harness of the idle 
switch. Replace the idle switch and throttle body as an as
sembly, if necessary.

WATER THERMOSENSOR 
Inspection
1. Remove the water thermo sensor from the cylinder head.

2. Place the sensor in water with a thermometer and heat the 
water gradually.

3. Check resistance of the sensor with an^ohmmeter.

Coolant Resistance
-20°C ( -4°F) 14.6-17.8 kfi

20°C ( 6 8 °F) 2.2—2.7 kfi
40°C (104°F) 1.0 - 1.3 kfi
60°C (140°F) 500—650fi
80°C (176°F) 290—350fi

4. If not correct, replace the water thermosensor.
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F1 CONTROL SYSTEM

OXYGEN SENSOR 
Inspection of Output Voltage
1. Warm up the engine and run it at idle.
2. Disconnect the oxygen sensor connector.
3. Connect a voltmeter between the oxygen sensor and 

ground.
4. Run the engine at 4,500 rpm until the voltmeter indicates 

approx. 0.7V.

86U04A-205
5. Increase and decrease the engine speed suddenly sever

al times. Verify that when the speed is increased the meter 
reads between 0.5V—1.0V, and when the speed is 
decreased it reads between 0V—0.4V.

6. If not as specified, replace the oxygen sensor.

16U0F1-022

86U04A-207

Inspection of Sensitivity
1. Warm up the engine to the normal operating temperature 

and run it at idle.
2. Connect the SST to the check connector.

3. Increase the engine speed to between 2,000 and 3,000 
rpm, and check that the monitor lamp flashes for 10 
seconds.

Monitor lamp: Flashes ON and OFF more than 8 
times/10 sec

Replacement
Refer to page F1-74.

06U0F1-118
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OUTLINE F2
SPECIFICATIONS

Item Engine type Turbo Engine
Idle speed rpm 750 ± 25 (ATX: P range)*
Throttle body
Type Horizontal draft (2-barrel)

Throat diameter mm (in) No.1 MTX: 40 (1.6), ATX: 46 (1.8)
No.2 MTX: 46 (1.8), ATX: 40 (1.6)

Airflow meter
E2—Vs Fully closed: 20—400 Fully open: 20—1,000

m r\3 I <
!

o 100—400

Resistor ft m ro I < CD 200—400

E2-THA
-20°C (-4°F) 13,600-18,400 

20°C (6 8 °F) 2 ,2 10 -  2,690 
60°C (140°F) 493- 667

Fuel pump
Type Impeller (in tank)

Output pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi) Main pump: 441—588 (4.5—6.0, 64—85) 
Transfer pump: 39 (0.4, 5.7) max.

Feeding capacity cc (cu in)/10  seconds Main pump: 220 (13.4) min. 
Transfer pump: 190 (11 .6) min.

Fuel filter

Type Low-pressure side Nylon element
High-pressure side Paper element

Pressure regulator
Type Diaphragm
Regulating pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 235-275 (2.4—-2.8, 34-40)
Injector
Type High-ohmic
Type of drive Voltage
Resistance 0 12-16
Injection amount cc (cu in)/15 seconds 73-90 (4.45-5.49)
Idle speed control valve
Solenoid resistance 0 6.3—9.9
Turbocharger
Cooling method Engine coolant
Lubrication method Engine oil

Boost pressure (Maximum) kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 60 (0.61, 8.7): Solenoid duty value 100% 
45 (0.46, 6.5): Solenoid duty value 0%

Fuelffank
Capacity liters (US gal, Imp gal) 60 (15.9, 13.2)
Air cleaner
Element type Oil permeated
Fuel
Specification Unleaded premium (Unleaded regular)

* With test connector grounded. 16U0F2-072



TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
This troubleshooting guide shows the malfunction numbers and the symptoms of various failures. 
Perform troubleshooting as described below.

F I__________________ TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE_________________

Possible cause

lymptom

Input sensors and switches

OJ

(0c0}
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5

Q

CD

CM
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o(0c0)
CO

c
©
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UJ
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Output solenoid valves

Fault Indicated by SST Code 
No. 01 02 03 04 05 08 09 10 12 14 15 16 17 25 26 28 29 34 42

Hard start or won’t start 
(Cranks OK)

Engine
stalls

Rough
idle

fhile warming up

TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURE

Note

After warming up

While warming up

warming up

• Step 1 under symptom is to quickly determine what system or unit may 
be at fault by use of the SST. (Self-Diagnosis Checker 49 H018 9A1)

1st: Check input sensors and output solenoid valves with the SST.
(Refer to page F2-13.)

2nd: Check other switches with the SST. (Refer to page F2-32.)
High idle speed 
up

warming

Poor acceleration, hesitation or 
lack of power

Runs rough on deceleration

Afterburn in exhaust system

Poor fuel consumption

10

11

Excessive oil consumption

Engine stalls or rough after hot 
starting

12

13

Knocking

3rd: Check the following items:

Electrical system
1) Battery condition
2) Fuses

Fuel system
1) Fuel level
2) Fuel leakage
3) Fuel filter
4) Idle speed (with test connector 

grounded)

Engine
1) Compression
2) Overheating

Ignition system
1) Ignition spark
2) Ignition timing (with test connec

tor grounded)

Intake air system
1) Air cleaner element
2) Vacuum or air leakage
3) Vacuum hose routing
4) Accelerator cable

Others
1) Clutch slippage
2) Brake dragging

Abnormal noise or vibration 4th: Check Fuel and Emission Control Systems. (Refer to page F2-11.

06U0F2-00 7
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numbers of the 

list show 
the 

priorities of inspections from 
the 

most probable 
to 

that with 
the 

lowest prob
ability.
These 

were 
determ

ined 
on 

the 
following 

basis:
• 

Ease 
of inspection 

• 
Most probable 

system 
® 

Most probable 
point in 

system

Symptom Page Possible cause
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Intake Air System
(Poor connection of components, throttle body)
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C

ontrol System
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rv> rv> CO cn -fc- CO rv)

F2-57

Fuel System
(Fuel injection, Fuel pressure)

-

F2-76 Pressure Regulator Control System

- rv> - IV) - rv) -

F2-43 Idle Speed Control (ISC) System 
(Air valve, ISC valve malfunction)

- IV) - CD

F2-48

Turbocharging System
(Oil & water passage, Turbine and
compressor wheels malfunction)

- -

F2-78 Electronic Spark Advance (ESA) System 
(Knock control system)

CO - CO GO CO rvi

F2-82 EGR System
(EGR control valve stuck and open)

rv)

F2-87 Evaporative Emission Control System 
(Solenoid valve [Purge control] malfunction)

- IV) -

n
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PCV System 
(System clogged)
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F2-76 Deceleration System
(Fuel cut operation malfunction)
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(System clogged)
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F i TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST
PREPARATION
SST

49 H018 9A1

Self-Diagnosis
Checker

For
diagnosis

06U0F2-009

When troubles occur in the main input devices or output devices, check for the cause using the SST. Failures 
of each input and output device are indicated and retrieved from the engine control unit as malfunction code 
numbers.

Note
o Th@ engine control unit constantly checks for malfunction of the input devices.

But, the engine control unit checks for malfunction of output devices only in a 3 second peri
od after the ignition switch is turned ON and the test connector (Green: 1-pin) is grounded.

F2-12
9MU0F2-070



TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST F2
INSPECTION PROCEDURE
1. Connect the SST to the check connector. (Green: 6-pin) 

and the negative battery terminal.
2. Set the select switch to position A.

Note 
• The check connector is located at the rear of the 

left side wheel housing.

86U04A-011

49 H018 9A1

3. Ground the test connector (Green: 1-pin) with a jumper wire. 

Note
• The test connector is located near the Self- 

Diagnosis Checker check connector.

86U04A-012
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06U0F2-010

4. Turn the ignition switch ON.
5. Verify that 88 flashes on the digital display and that the buzz

er sounds for three seconds after turning the ignition switch 
ON.

6. If 88 does not flash, check the main relay (Refer to page 
F2-94), power supply circuit, and check connector wiring.

7. If 88 flashes and the buzzer sounds continuously for more 
than 20 seconds, replace the engine control unit and per
form steps 3 and 4 again.

8. Note the code numbers and check for the causes by refer
ring to the check sequences shown on pages from 
F2-18 to F2-30. Repair as necessary.

Note 
• Cancel the code numbers by performing the after

repair procedure after repairing.

AFTER-REPAIR PROCEDURE
1. Cancel the memory of malfunctions by disconnecting the 

negative battery cable and depressing the brake pedal for 
at least five seconds; then reconnect the negative bat
tery cable.

2. Connect the SST to the check connector.
3. Ground the test connector (Green: 1 -pin) with a jumper wire.

86U04A-015
F2-13



TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

4. Turn the ignition switch ON, but do not start the engine for
six seconds.

5. Start and warm up the engine, then run it at 2,000 rpm for 
two minutes.

6. Verify that no code numbers are displayed.
86U04A-016



TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST F2
PRINCIPLE OF CODE CYCLE

Malfunction codes are determined as shown below 86U04A-017

1. Code cycle break
The time between malfunction code cycles is 4.0 sec (the time the light is off).

MALFUNCTION CODE

CYCLE BREAK

4.0 SEC.

1 CYCLE

ON

OFF

86U04A-018

2. Second digit of malfunction code (ones position)
The digit in the ones position of the malfunction code represents the number of times the buzzer is on
0.4 sec during one cycle.

ON

OFF

1 CYCLE MALFUNCTION CODE

CYCLE BREAK

0.4 0.4 
SEC. SEC.

4.0 SEC.

MALFUNCTION 
CODE: 03

86U04A-019

3. First digit of warning code (tens position)
The digit in the tens position of the malfunction code represents the number of times the buzzer is on 
1.2 sec during one cycle.

It should also be noted that the light goes off for 1.6 sec. between the long and short pulses of the buzzer.

1 CYCLE MALFUNCTION CODE MALFUNCTION 
CODE: 22

69G04C-554



F 2 TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

CODE NUMBER

Malfunction display
Sensor or subsystem Self-diagnosis Fail-safe

Code No. MIL output signal pattern

01 ON I 
OFF---- 1 1

Ignition pulse No ignition signal —

02

O F F  JU LJL Ne signal No Ne signal from 
crank angle sensor

—

03
O F F  JiLJLJi Gi signal No Gi signal Neither Gi nor G2 

signal:
Engine stopped

04
O F F  JilLJlL I G2 signal No G2 signal

05

£JHUHL
Knock sensor and 
knock control unit

Open or short circuit ® Retards ignition tim
ing 6 ° in heavy-load 
condition

• Waste gate opens 
earlier

08
0°ffJ 1 ! L J *

Airflow meter Open or short circuit Maintains basic signal 
at preset value

09

11 ■
Water thermosensor Open or short circuit Maintains constant 

command 
• 40°C (104°F) for 

EGI
®50°C (122°F) for 

ISC control use

10 Intake air thermosensor 
(airflow meter)

Open or short circuit Maintains constant 
20°C (6 8 °F) 
command

12 Throttle sensor Open or short circuit Maintains constant 
command of throttle 
valve fully open

14
f̂fJ IJ IU J I Atmospheric pressure 

sensor
Open or short circuit Maintains constant 

command of sea level 
pressure

15
ON
OFF — 11 I L

Oxygen sensor Sensor output con
tinues less than 0.55V 
120 sec. after engine 
starts (1,500 rpm)

Cancels EGI feedback 
operation

16
on r  
OFF ----1Li1 fl

EGR position sensor Open or short circuit Cuts off EGR

Sensor output does not 
match target value 
(incorrect output)

—

17

Z-M■  a Feedback system Sensor output not 
changed 20  sec. after 
engine exceeds 1,500 
rpm

Cancels EGI feedback 
operation

F2-16



TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST F2
Malfunction display

Sensor or subsystem Self-diagnosis Fail-safe
Code No. MIL output signal pattern

25 "JRJllLJL Solenoid valve 
(pressure regulator)

Open or short circuit —

26 Solenoid valve 
(purge control)

—

28 ^JIUBLJTl Solenoid valve 
(EGR-vacuum)

—

29 0°;F jn j i i iu T Solenoid valve 
(EGR-vent)

—

34 * jm iU IIL ISC valve —

42 " J i n n u m Solenoid valve 
(waste gate)

—

06U0F2-011

Caution
• If there is more than one failure present, the lowest number malfunction code is displayed 

first, the remaining codes are displayed sequentially.
• After repairing a failure, turn off the ignition switch and disconnect the negative battery cable 

and depress the brake pedal for at least 5 seconds to erase the memory of a malfunction code.



F2 TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

Code No.01 (Ignition pulse) PC: Possible Cause

16U0F2-005

Code No.02 (Ne signal)

Are there poor connections in distributor circuit?

NO

PC: Possible Cause
YES

Repair or replace connector

NOIs resistance between A and B terminal OK? Relace distributor(Refer to page F2-80)

YES

Is there continuity between distributor and engine 
control unit?

Distributor Control unit
A 3E
B 3F

NO PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from distributor to 
engine control unit

YES

Is same Code No. present after performing after-repair 
procedure? (Refer to page F2-13)

YES

NO
Ne signal and circuit OK

Are control unit 3E and 3F terminal voltages OK? 
(Refer to page F2-102)

NO
PC: Open or short circuit in wiring harness

YES
PC: Engine control unit malfunction

F2-18
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST F2
Code No.03 (G1 signal) PC: Possible Cause

Are there poor connections in distributor circuit?
YES

Repair or replace connector

' , NO

Is resistance between B and D terminal OK? 
(Refer to page F2-80)

NO
Replace distributor

YES

Is there continuity between distributor and engine 
control unit?

Distributor Control unit
B 3F
D 3G

NO PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from distributor to 
engine control unit

YES

Is same Code No. present after performing after-repair 
procedure? (Refer to page F2-13)

NO
G1 signal and circuit OK

t YES

Are engine control unit 3F and 3G terminal voltages 
OK? (Refer to page F2-102)

NO
PC: Short circuit in wiring harness

YES ------------------------------------------------
------ *- PC: Engine control unit malfunction

16U0F2-007

Code NO'04 (G2 signal) PC: Possible Cause

Are there poor connections in distributor circuit?
YES

Repair or replace connector

, NO

Is resistance between B and C terminal OK? 
(Refer to page F2-80)

NO
Replace distributor

YES

Is there continuity between distributor and engine 
control unit?

Distributor Control unit
B 3F
C 3H

NO PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from distributor to 
engine control unit

YES

Is same Code No. present after performing after-repair 
procedure? (Refer to page F2-13)

NO
G2 signal and circuit OK

YES

Are engine control unit 3F and 3H terminal voltages 
OK? j'Refer to page F2-102)

NO
PC: Short circuit in wiring harness

YES ------------------------------------------------
------ *» PC: Engine control unit malfunction

16U0F2-008
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F2 TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

Code No.05 (Knock sensor and Knock control unit)
YES

PC: Possible Cause

Are there poor connections in relative circuit?

1NO

Are knock control unit terminal voltages correct?

YES

Is same Code No. present after performing after-repair 
procedure? (Refer to page F2-13)

YES

Repair or replace connector

Terminal Voltage
R/B wire Approx. 12V
R/Y wire 3.3—5.0VY/L wire

B/LG wire OV

NO
(all

wires) PC: ®Open or short circuit in wiring harness between 
main relay and knock control unit

• Open circuit in wiring harness between knock 
control unit and ground

(only
RY

wire) PC: Knock sensor, knock control unit, or related har
ness malfunction

(only
YL

wire) PC: Open circuit in wiring harness between knock 
control unit and knock sensor

NO
Knock control unit, knock sensor, and circuit OK

Is engine control unit 2M terminal voltage OK? NO PC: ®Open or short circuit in wiring harness
(Refer to page F2-101) • Knock control unit malfunction

YES
PC: Engine control unit malfunction

16U0F2-009
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST F2
Code No.08 (Airflow meter) PC: Possible Cause

Are there poor connections in airflow meter circuit?

NO

YES
Repair or replace connector

Is there continuity between airflow meter and engine 
control unit?

Airflow meter Control unit
Vb (R/B wire) 1B
Vc (R/W wire) 2A
Vs (R/B wire) 2B
E2 (LG/Y wire) 3D

NO PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from airflow meter to 
engine control unit

YES

Is resistance of airflow meter OK? 
Resistance:

Terminal Fully closed (0 ) Fully open (Q)
E2 ** Vs 20-400 20 - 1,000
E2 ++ Vc 100- -400
E2 <-»• Vb 200 - -400

NO
Repair airflow meter

16U0F2-010



F I TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

Code No.OS (Water thermosensor) PC: Possible Cause

Are there poor connections at water thermosensor 
circuit?

YES
Repair or replace connector

NO

Is there continuity between water thermosensor and 
control unit?

YES

Is resistance of the water thermosensor OK? 
Resistance:

YES

Is same Code No. present after performing after-repair 
procedure? (Refer to page F2-13)

YES

Are engine control unit 2E and 3D terminal voltages 
OK? (Refer to pages F2-101 and 102)

Water thermosensor Control unit
A (Y/B wire) 2E
B (LG/Y wire) 3D

NO PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from water thermo
sensor to engine control unit

Coolant temp Resistance
-20°C ( —4°F) 14.6-17.8 kfi

20°C ( 6 8 °F) 2 .2 - 2.7 kO
40°C (104°F) 1.0— 1.3 kO
60°C (140°F) 500—6500
80°C (176°F) 290-3500

NO
Replace water thermosensor

NO
Water thermosensor and circuit OK

NO
PC: Engine short circuit in wiring harness

YES
PC: Engine control unit malfunction

16U0F2-011
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Code No.10 (Intake air thermosensor)

Are there poor connections in airflow meter circuit?

NO

Is there continuity between intake air thermosensor (in 
airflow meter) and engine control unit?

Intake air thermosensor 
(in airflow meter) Control unit

THA(R wire) 2K
E2 (LG/Y wire) 3D

YES

Is resistance of intake air thermosensor (in airflow meter) 
OK?
Resistance:

Terminal Resistance

E2 «• THA
-20°C ( -4°F) : 13.6-18.4 kfi 

20°C ( 6 8 °F) : 2.21-2.69 kfi 
60°C (140°F) : 493-667fi

YES

YES

NO

NO

PC: Possible Cause

Repair or replace connector

PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from intake air 
thermosensor (in airflow meter) to engine control 
unit

Replace airflow meter

NOIs same Code No. present after performing after-repair Intake air thermosensor and circuit OKprocedure? (Refer to page F2-13)

YES

Are engine control unit 2K and 3D terminal voltages 
OK? (Refer to pages F2-101 and 102)

NO
PC: Short circuit in wiring harness

YES
PC: Engine control unit malfunction

16U0F2-012



F2 TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

Code No. 12 (Throttle sensor) PC: Possible cause

16U0F2-013

Code No. 14 (Atmospheric pressure sensor)

06U0F2-021



TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST F2
Code No. 15 (Oxygen sensor) PC; Possible Cause

Note
• When Codes No. 15 and 17 are present at the same time, first perform the checking procedure 

for Code No. 17. (Refer to page F2-27.)

16U0F2-014
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F2 TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

Code N©„1® (ECalft position sensor) 

Note

PC: Possible Cause

• Inspect tli@ vacuum hose to the EGR control valve for air leakage, blockage and damage if 
MIL illuminates only during cruising.

Are there poor connections in sensor circuit?

NO

Is EGR control valve OK? (Refer to page F2-85)

YES

Is resistance of EGR position sensor OK? 
(Refer to page F2-85)

YES

Is there continuity between EGR position sensor and 
engine control unit?

YES

Is there 4.5—5.5V at C terminal of EGR position sensor 
connector? (Refer to page F2-84)

YES

YES
Repair or replace connector

NO

NO

EGR position sensor Engine control unit
(A) (Y/L wire) 2J

(B) (LG/Y wire) 3D
(C) (LG/R wire) 21

NO

NO

Replace EGR control valve

Replace EGR control valve

PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from EGR position 
sensor to engine control unit

PC: Short circuit in wiring harness from EGR position 
sensor C terminal to engine control unit 21 terminal
• Engine control unit malfunction

Is same Code No. present after performing after-repair 
procedure? (Refer to page F2-13)

NO
EGR position sensor and circuit OK

YES

Is engine control unit 2J terminal voltage OK? 
(Refer to page F2-101)

NO PC: Short circuit in wiring harness from EGR position 
sensor A terminal to engine control unit 2J terminal

YES
Replace engine control unit

16U0F2-015
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Code No. 17 (Feedback system) PC: Possible Cause

16U0F2-016

Code No.25 (Solenoid valve — Pressure regulator) PC: Possible Cause

Is there continuity between solenoid valve and engine 
control unit?

Solenoid valve Control unit
B (W/R wire) 2 0

NO PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from solenoid valve 
to engine control unit

YES PC: •Short circuit in wiring harness
• Engine control unit malfunction

06U0F2-025
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Code No.26 (Solenoid valve — Purge)

YES

Is there continuity between solenoid valve and engine 
control unit?

NO
Solenoid valve Control unit
B (W/B wire) 3M

PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from solenoid valve 
to engine control unit

YES PC: ® Short circuit in wiring harness
• Engine control unit malfunction

06U0F2-026

Code No.2® (Solenoid valve — EGR, vacuum side) PC: Possible Cause

Are there poor connections in solenoid valve circuit?
YES

Repair or replace connector

„ NO
NO

Is there continuity of solenoid valve? Replace solenoid valve

„ YES

Is there battery voltage at R/B wire of solenoid valve 
connector?

NO PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from R/B wire to 
main relay (for engine control unit)

YES

Is there continuity between solenoid valve and engine 
control unit?

Solenoid valve Control unit
B (W/L wire) 3P

NO PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from solenoid valve 
to engine control unit

YES PC: ® Short circuit in wiring harness
• Engine control unit malfunction

06U0F2-027
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Code No.29 (Solenoid valve — EGR, vent side)

06U0F2-028

Code No.34 (ISC valve) PC: Possible Cause

06U0F2-029
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F I TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SST

Code No.42 (Solenoid valve — Waste gate)

Is there continuity between solenoid valve and engine 
control unit?

Solenoid valve Control unit
B (BR/Y wire) 3R

NO PC: Open circuit in wiring harness from solenoid valve 
to engine control unit

YES PC: • Short circuit in wiring harness
• Engine control unit malfunction

06U0F2-030
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SWITCH MONITOR FUNCTION F2
SWITCH MONITOR FUNCTION
PREPARATION 
SST

49 H018 9A1

Self-Diagnosis
Checker

For
diagnosis

06UOF2-O31

Individual switches can be monitored by the SST.

Note
• The test connector must be grounded and the ignition switch ON (engine stopped).

CLUTCH SWITCH -  

NEUTRAL SWITCH 

IDLE SWITCH--------

STOPLIGHT SWITCH 

A/C SWITCH------------

HEADLIGHT SWITCH

REAR DEFROSTER SWITCH-

BLOWER SWITCH----------------
INHIBITOR SWITCH--------------
AND EC-AT CONTROL UNIT 
KNOCK SENSOR AND
KNOCK CONTROL UNIT 
No.1 WATER THERMOSWITCH- 

No.2 WATER THERMOSWITCH

DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHT____
CONTROL UNIT

ENGINE CONTROL UNIT

O n

^ _ i
MONITOR LAMP

TEST CONNECTOR 
(GREEN: 1-PIN)

06U0F2-032

Switch Self-Diagnosis Checker (Monitor lamp) RemarksLight ON Light OFF
Clutch switch Pedal released Pedal depressed Gear: IN
Neutral switch In gear Neutral Clutch pedal released
Idle switch Pedal depressed Pedal released —

Stoplight switch (MTX) Pedal depressed Pedal released —

A/C switch ON OFF Blower motor position: “ 1” 
position

Headlight switch ON OFF —

Rear defroster switch ON OFF —

Blower switch ON OFF Blower motor position: “3” 
or “ 4” position

Inhibitor switch and EC-AT 
control unit

D, 1,2, and R ranges P and N ranges —

No.1 water thermoswitch 
(Electrical fan)

Check connector (for electrical 
fan) (B/L) terminal grounded

Check connector (for electrical 
fan) (B/L) terminal not grounded

While fan not operating

Knock sensor and knock 
control unit

While tapping engine hanger — With test connector 
ground

Daytime running light 
control unit (Canada only)

Parking brake lever released Parking brake lever pulled up —

No.2 water thermoswitch 
(Electrical fan) (ATX)

Check connector (for electrical 
fan) (L/R) terminal grounded

Check connector (for electrical 
fan) (L/R) terminal not grounded

While fan not operating

F2-31



F2 SWITCH MONITOR FUNCTION

INSPECTION PROCEDURE
1. Warm up the engine to normal operating temperature and 

stop it.
2. Connect the SST to the check connector (Green: 6-pin) and 

the negative battery terminal.

86U04A-034

86U04A-035

Procedure

3. Connect a jumper wire between the test connector (Green: 
1-pin) and a ground.

4. Turn the ignition switch ON. Check if monitor lamp il
luminates when each switch is made to function as 
described below.

Caution
• If any one of the switches is activated, the monitor 

lamp will stay on.
® Do not start the engine.

16U0F2-017

Neutral and Clutch switch (MTX)

16U0F2-018

(
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SWITCH MONITOR FUNCTION

Idle switch

16U0F2-019

Stoplight switch (MTX)

16U0F2-020

Blower switch

16U0F2-021

A/C switch

16U0F2-022
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F2 SWITCH MONITOR FUNCTION

Headlight switch

16U0F2-023

Rear defroster switch

16U0F2-024

Inhibitor switch (ATX)

16U0F2-025

No.1 water thermoswitch circuit (not included in switch inspection)

Warning
® The electrical fan operates when the check connector (for electrical fan) (B/L) terminal is ground

ed. Use caution.
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SWITCH MONITOR FUNCTION F2
No.2 water thermoswitch circuit (not included in switch inspection) (ATX)

Warning
• The electrical fan operates when the check connector (for electrical fan) (L/R) terminal is ground

ed. Use caution.

16U0F2-027

Daytime running light control unit (Canada only)

16U0F2-028
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F2 BOLE ADJUSTMENT

Idle speed 
Automatic 

Control

Function

Engine Control Unit
86U04A-045

IDLE ADJUSTMENT
IDLE SPEED
Because the idle speed is controlled automatically by the 
engine control unit through the idle speed control (ISC) 
solenoid valve, usually it is not necessary to check and 
adjust the idle speed.
However, the idle speed should be adjusted when rough 
idling occurs when the test connector (Green: 1-pin) is 
grounded.

Preparation
1) Check the condition of the engine (plugs, leaks in hoses, 

etc.).
2) Make sure all accessories are OFF.
3) Warm up the engine and run it for three minutes at 

2,500—3,000 rpm in neutral.
4) Check the initial ignition timing and adjust if necessary.

86U04A-046
Inspection and Adjustment
1. Ground the test connector with a jumper wire.

86U04A-047
2. Check that the idle speed is within specification.

Idle speed: 750 ± 25 rpm MTX: Neutral
ATX: P range

3. If the idle speed is not within specification, adjust it by turn
ing the air adjust screw.

4. After adjusting the idle speed, disconnect the jumper wire 
from the test connector.

06U0F2-124
IDLE MIXTURE
Because an automatic compensation function for air/fuel 
mixture is built into the engine control unit, it is not 
necessary to check and adjust the idle mixture.

86U04A-049
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INTAKE AIR SYSTEM

INTAKE AIR SYSTEM

This system controls the air required by the engine for operation. The system consists of the air duct, air 
cleaner, airflow meter, throttle body, dynamic chamber, and intake manifold.

COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS

Component Function Remarks
Air cleaner Filters air into throttle body
Airflow meter Detects amount of intake air; sends signal to 

control unit
Intake air thermosensor and fuel pump 
switch are integrated

Throttle sensor Detects throttle valve opening angle; sends 
signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Throttle body Controls intake air quantity Integrated throttle sensor and idle switch
06U0F2-045
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INTAKE AIR SYSTEM

REMOVAL

Caution 
® Before removing the following parts, release the fuel pressure from the fuel system to reduce 

the possibility of injury or fire. (Refer to page F2-60.)

Remove in the order shown in the figure.

1. Airflow meter connector
2. Air cleaner
3. Air duct
4. Resonance chamber No.1
5. Airflow meter
6. Air hoses
7. Air bypass valve
8. Intercooler

9. Connectors
10. Water hoses
11. Vacuum hoses
12. Accelerator cable
13. Throttle body
14. PCV hose
15. Vacuum pipe assembly
16. Dynamic chamber

16U0F2-029

17. Gasket
18. Wiring harness
19. Delivery pipe assembly
20. Vacuum hoses
21. EGR pipe
22. Intake manifold bracket
23. Intake manifold
24. Gasket

F2-38



INTAKE AIR SYSTEM F2
PARTS INSPECTION 
Air Cleaner Element
1. Check the condition of the air cleaner element.
2. Replace, if necessary.

Caution
• Do not use the compressed air to clean the air clean

er element.

69G04A-059
Accelerator Cable
1. Inspect the deflection of the cable. If the deflection is not 

within 1—3mm (0.04—0.12 in), adjust by turning nuts A.
2. Depress the accelerator pedal to the floor and confirm that 

the throttle valve is fully opened. Adjust by turning bolt B 
if necessary.

86U04A-053
Throttle Body 

Note
• The No.2 throttle valve is preset at the factory to 

begin opening after the No.1 throttle valve has 
opened approx. 25 degrees (MTX) or 10 degrees
(ATX).

1. Check that the No.1 and No.2 throttle valves move smoothly 
when the throttle lever is moved from fully closed to fully 
open.

2. Replace, if necessary.

Caution
• Do not remove the thin sealing coating from the 

throttle valve or bore.

69G04C-050
Dynamic Chamber
1. Visually check the dynamic chamber for damage.
2. Replace, if necessary.

69G04A-062
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F2 INTAKE AW SYSTEM

Intake Manifold
1. Visually check the intake manifold for damage.
2. Replace, if necessary.

69G04A-064

(4) OUTER WASHER 

SPACER

.  ^  P
(2) THROTTLE LEVER WASHER* SPRirvlG

69G04C-130

REPLACEMENT 
Throttle Lever 
Removal

Caution
• When loosening the throttle lever nut, hold the throt

tle valves fully open to prevent damaging the idle 
switch.

Remove the throttle lever in the sequence shown in the figure.

Installation
1. Check that the inner washer is in the proper position as 

shown in the figure.
2. Assemble the spacer and outer washer and install them onto 

the throttle shaft.
3. Install the throttle lever onto the throttle shaft.

Caution
• When tightening the throttle lever nut, hold the 

throttle valves fully closed to prevent bending the 
stopper lever.

4. Tighten the throttle lever nut.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)

5. Check that the inner and outer washer and spacer are as
sembled correctly as shown.

6. Check that the No.1 and No.2 throttle valves move smoothly 
and that the No.2 throttle valve is closed completely when 
the No.1 throttle valve is closed.

7. Check the operation of the idle switch.
(Refer to page F2-108.)
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INTAKE AIR SYSTEM F2
INSTALLATION 
Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note. 

Torque Specifications

19—25 (1.9—2.6, 14—19)

19—25 (1.9—2.6, 14—19)

7.8—11 N-m 
(80—110 cm-kg, 
69—95 in-lb)

GASKET, REPLACE

69—95 in-lb)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb) |
16U0F2-031
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Installation Note 
Water hose spring clamps 
Face the clamp end as shown in the figure.

F2_____________  INTAKE AM SYSTEM

Gasket
Use new gaskets at the intake manifold, dynamic chamber, 
and throttle body.

86U04A-056
Airflow meter
1. Mount the gasket onto the air cleaner housing, being sure 

that holes (§) are fit over pins ® .
2. Make sure the top pointer of the gasket faces upward.

16U0F2-073
3. Install the airflow meter.

Torque specification: 
7.8—11 Mm (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb) 

Caution 
• If the nuts are tightened to less than the specified 

torque, they may loosen and cause engine damage.

16U0F2-074
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ISC SYSTEM! F2
IDLE SPEED CONTROL (ISC) SYSTEM

BAC VALVE (ISC VALVE + AIR VALVE)

AIR VALVE

COOLANT TEMPERATURE

86U04A-057

To improve idle smoothness, the ISC system controls the intake air amount by regulating the bypass air amount 
that passes through the throttle body.
This system consists of the BAC valve and the control system.

The BAC valve consists of the air valve which functions only during cold engine conditions (below 50°C 
[122°F]) and the ISC valve which works throughout the entire engine speed range.
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ISO SYSTEM

COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS
r .........................................

Component Function Remarks

A/C switch Detects A/C operation; sends signal to 
control unit

Air waive When cold, supplies bypass air into 
dynamic chamber

• Engine speed increased to shorten warm
up period

©Thermo wax type
• Installed in BAC valve

Blower switch Detects blower motor operation; sends 
signal to control unit

“ 3 ” or “ 4 ” position

Clutch switch (MTX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
control unit

Switch ON when clutch pedal released

Engine control unit Detects signals from input sensors and 
switches; controls solenoid valve (Idle speed 
control)

Idle switch Detects when throttle valve fully closed; 
sends signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Inhibitor switch (ATX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
EC-AT control unit

Switch ON in “ N” or "P” range

ISC valve Controls bypass air amount »Controlled by duty signal from control unit
• With integrated air valve
• Works idle-up

Ne rotor and pick-up Detects crank angle at 30° intervals; sends 
signal to control unit

Engine speed signal

Neutral switch (MTX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
control unit

Switch ON when in-gear

No.1 water thermoswitch 
(Electrical fan)

Detects electrical fan operation (low); sends 
signal to control unit

Switch ON above 97° (207°F)

No.2 water thermoswitch 
(Electrical fan) (ATX)

Detects electrical fan operation (high); sends 
signal to control unit

Switch ON above 108°C (226°F)

P/S pressure switch Detects P/S operation; sends signal to 
control unit

P/S: ON when steering wheel turned right or 
left

Test connector For Self-Diagnosis Checker and idle speed 
adjustment

1-pin connector (Green)

Throttle sensor Detects throttle valve opening angle; sends 
signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Rear window defroster 
switch

Detects rear window defroster operation; 
sends signal to control unit

16U0F2-032
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ISC SYSTEM F2
TROUBLESHOOTING
Check the condition of the wiring harness and connectors before checking the sensors or switches.

Note
• Make the system inspection first. If no problem is found, continue with the next system In- 

spection of the Troubleshooting Guide. (Refer to pages F2-10 and 11.)

16U0F2-033



IS© SYSTEM

System inspection
(Afr valve)
1. Disconnect the ISC valve connector when the engine is cold 

and idling.
2. Note the engine speed and reconnect the connector.
3. Warm up the engine to the normal operating temperature 

and disconnect the connector again. A '
4. Check that the engine speed is lower when the connector 

is disconnected warm than when it is disconnected when 
cold.

fISC valve)
1. Connect the ISC vdive connector.

Note
® Make sure that the test connector is not grounded 

and that the idle speed is set to specification.

2. Again disconnect the ISC valve connector with the engine 
is at normal operating temperature.

3. Check that the engine speed decreases.
4. Reconnect the ISC valve connector.

16U0F2-035

BAC Valve
Air valve
1. Remove the BAC valve from the throttle body.
2. Blow air through the valve from port A and check that air 

comes out of port B when the BAC valve is cold.
3. If not correct, replace the BAC valve.

Note 
® Refer to “ Installation”  on this page for the BAC 

valve installation.

86U04B-037

ISC valve
1. Disconnect the ISC valve connector.
2. Connect an ohmmeter to the terminals of the ISC valve.
3. Check the resistance.

Resistance (normal operating temperature): 6.3—9.90

4. If not correct, replace the BAC valve.

86U04A-064



ISC SYSTEM F2
Removal
1. Remove the screws.
2. Remove the BAC valve from the throttle body.

69G04C-070

Installation 

Caution 
• Use a new gasket.

1. Remove any dirt or old sealant from the contact surfaces.
2. Apply sealant to both sides of the gasket.
3. Tighten the screws.

69G04C-071
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TURBOCHARGIMO SYSTEM

This system utilizes the energy of the exhaust gas to pressurize the intake air. It therefore supplies more 
than the normal amount of air into the combustion chamber. As a result of the more fully charged combus
tion chamber, higher output and higher torque can be obtained by a turbocharged engine than that of a 
comparable non-turbocharged engine.
If knocking occurs during high-boost condition, the maximum boost is reduced by the solenoid valve to pre
vent possible engine damage.

COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS

Component Function Remarks

Air bypass valve Bypasses compressed air from after turbo
charger to before turbocharger during 
deceleration; prevents noise

Engine control unit Detects signals from input sensors; controls 
solenoid valve (waste gate) operation

Intake air thermosensor Detects intake air temperature; sends signal 
to control unit

Installed in airflow meter

Intercooler Reduces compressed air temperature from 
turbocharger

Knock control unit Receives knock signal from knock sensor; 
sends signal to control unit

Knock sensor Detects engine knocking; sends signal to 
knock control unit

Solenoid valve 
(Waste gate)

Controls turbocharger boost pressure ap
plied to actuator

Turbocharger Pressurizes intake air utilizing exhaust gas 
flow

Integrated solenoid valve (waste gate)

06U0F2-051
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PREPARATION
SST

49 H080 740 

Pressure tester

For
inspection of 
waste gate 
actuator

06U0F2-052

TROUBLESHOOTING
Check the condition of the wiring harness and connectors before checking sensors or switches.

Possible cause 

Page

Symptom

Turbocharger Air bypass 
valve Intercooler Boost

pressure
Waste gate 

valve
Overboost
warning

F2-50 F2-50 F2-50 F2—49 F2-50 F2-50

Poor acceleration, hesitation 
or lack of power 4 3 6 1 2 5

Excessive oil consumption 1

Knocking 3 2 1
Abnormal noise or vibration 2 1

06U0F2-053

OPERATION NOTE
1. Do not accelerate suddenly or operate at full throttle immediately after starting a cold engine. Allow the 

engine to reach normal operating temperature before using full power.
2. Run the engine at idle for at least 30 seconds after heavy-load or high-speed driving before stopping.
3. If there is a sudden drop in power while driving, it is possible that there is a fault related to the turbocharg

er. Before shutting the engine off, immediately reduce speed and drive at the lowest possible engine speed.
06U0F2-054

SERVICE NOTE 
Attachment of Hoses
To prevent the hoses from becoming disconnected due to 
boost pressure, be sure to attach them securely with the spring 
clamps.

Overboost Warning Buzzer
The warning buzzer indicates a possible fault of 
either the wastegate, actuator, or solenoid valve (wastegate). 
These components must be checked if the buzzer sounds.

86U04B-042

TURBOCHARGER BOOST PRESSURE
1. Be sure the engine is cool.
2. Disconnect hose from the solenoid valve and connect the 

pressure gauge as shown.
3. Warm up the engine to normal operating temperature.
4. Increase the engine speed to 4,000 rpm and check that 

the boost pressure is within specification.

Specification:
Above 0 kPa (0 kg/cm2, 0 psi) (any positive pressure)
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WASTE GATE
1. Be sure the engine is cool.
2. Remove the exhaust manifold insulator and side insulator.
3. Remove the hose (connected to actuator) and connect the 

SST as shown.
4. Apply 58.9 kPa (0.6 kg/cm2, 8.5 psi) of compressed air.
5. Check that the rod moves when disconnecting and recon

necting the hose supplying the compressed air.

Caution
® Do not apply compressed air over 98 kPa (1.0

kg/cm2, 14 psi).

AIR BYPASS VALVE
1. Remove the air bypass valve.
2. Connect a vacuum pump to port A of the valve.
3. Apply vacuum and blow from port B.
4. Check that air flows at the specified vacuum.
5. If not correct, replace the air bypass valve.

Vacuum: 250—400 mmHg (9.8—15.7 inHg)

86U04B-045
INTERCOOLER
1. Remove the intercooler.
2. Inspect it for cracks, restriction, or damage.
3. Replace if necessary.

86U04B-046
OVERBOOST WARNING
1. Start the engine and run it at 2,000 rpm.
2. Lift the air cleaner upper case, and push the measuring plate 

open fully.
3. Check that the warning buzzer sounds and the engine 

speed drops or engine stalls.

86U04B-047
TURBOCHARGER
Inspection of Compressor Wheel Assembly
1. Be sure the engine is cool.
2. Remove the air hose.
3. Check that the wheel assembly turns smoothly.
4. If there is excessive load or noise, replace the turbocharger.

86U04B-048
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TURBOCHARGING SYSTEM F2
Inspection of Turbine Wheel Deflection
1. Be sure the engine is cool.
2. Remove the air hose.
3. Check that the wheel does not touch the compressor 

housing.
4. If the wheel touches the housing, replace the turbocharger.

86U04B-049
Inspection off Oil Passage
1. Be sure the engine is cool.
2. Remove the oil return pipe.
3. Check that carbonized oil is not blocking the oil passage 

in the turbocharger or the oil return pipe.
4. Replace the turbocharger and return pipe if necessary.

86U04B-050
Inspection of Solenoid Valve
1. Disconnect the small air tube from the air hose.
2. Disconnect the solenoid valve connector.
3. Blow through the air tube and check that the air does not 

flow.
4. If not correct, replace the solenoid valve and turbocharger 

as an assembly.

86U04B-051
5. Apply 12V to the solenoid valve as shown.
6. Blow through the air tube and check the air passes.
7. If not correct, replace the solenoid valve and turbocharger 

as an assembly.

86U04B-052

86U04B-053

Removal / Installation 
Precaution
1. When replacing the turbocharger, always check the engine 

oil level and quality, as well as the oil pipe leading to the 
turbocharger and the oil return pipe.
Replace, if necessary.
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2. Be careful of the following when removing, installing, and 
handling the turbocharger.
(1) Do not drop the turbocharger.
(2) Do not use actuator rod to carry the turbocharger
(3) Put the turbocharger with the turbine shaft horizontal.
(4) Do not bend the actuator mounting or rod.
(5) Cover the intake, exhaust, and oil passages to prevent 

dirt or other material from entering.

3. When reinstalling the turbocharger, perform the following:
(1) Remove all the gaskets and sealant.
(2) Use new gaskets.
(3) Supply 25 cc (1.5 cu in) of oil in the oil passage of the 

turbocharger.

86U04B-055
4. After replacing the turbocharger, perform the following:

(1) Disconnect the connector from the igniter.
(2) Crank the engine for 20 seconds.
(3) Reconnect the connector.
(4) Start the engine and run at idle for 30 seconds.
(5) Stop the engine and disconnect the negative battery ca

ble and depress the brake pedal for at least 5 seconds 
to cancel the malfunction code.

86U04B-056
Removal of turbocharger
1. Cool the engine and drain the engine coolant.
2. Remove the parts in the order below.

1) Air hoses and air bypass valve
2) Insulators
3) Oil pipe and oil return hose from turbocharger
4) Water hoses from water pipe
5) EGR pipe from exhaust manifold
6) Oxygen sensor
7) Front pipe
8) Bolt

3. Remove the turbocharger and exhaust manifold as an as
sembly.

4. Disassemble the exhaust manifold and turbocharger.

86U04B-058
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Installation
1. Assemble the exhaust manifold and turbocharger.

Tightening torque:
Exhaust manifold — turbocharger;

34—46 N-m (3.5—4.7 m-kg, 25—34 ft-lb) 
Turbocharger — joint pipe 

37—63 N m (3.8—6.4 m-kg, 27—46 ft-lb) 
Turbocharger — turbocharger bracket 

31—41 N m (3.2—4.2 m-kg, 23—30 ft-lb)

Caution
• Replace gasket if bent or cracked.
• Use the specified nut to mount the turbocharger.

2. Install parts in the reverse order of removal.
86U04B-060
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Replacement
1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.
2. Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to Assembly Note.
3. Perform “System Operation” check to verify turbocharger operation.

1. Exhaust joint pipe
2. Water pipe
3. Inlet oil pipe
4. Water pipe
5. Outlet oil pipe
6. Exhaust manifold
7. Wastegate actuator

Disassembly Note. 
Assembly Note....

8. Compressor plate
Assembly Note....................... page F2-55

9. Compressor housing
Assembly Note.................................F2-55

10. Turbine plates
Assembly Note.................................F2-55

11. Bearing assembly
page F2-55 Assembly Note.................................F2-55

page F2-56
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TURBOCHARGING SYSTEM F2
Disassembly Note
1. Mark the turbine plate and the turbine housing ®  parallel 

to the outlet oil pipe as shown in the illustration.
2. Place the turbocharger on a surface plate and mark the 

wastegate actuator ®  using a ruler as shown.

16U0F2-037
Assembly Note 
Bearing assembly
1. Install the bearing assembly to the turbine housing with the 

outlet oil pipe parallel to mark ® .
2. Install the wastegate actuator and adjust it to the proper po

sition (mark B).

16U0F2-038
Turbine plate
1. Install the turbine plates as shown to prevent heat distortion.

16U0F2-039

COMPRESSOR PLATE

COMPRESSOR HOUSING

Compressor plate
1. Install the compressor plates with the rounded edge against 

the compressor housing.

Compressor housing
1. Remove all sealant from the compressor housing and ap

ply a thin bead of new sealant as shown.

16U0F2-041
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16U0F2-043

System Operation
1. Verify that the compressor wheel turns smoothly.
2. If not, reassemble the turbocharger.
3. Install the turbocharger and reinstall all removed hoses.

4 .Srart the engine and check for oil leakage, water leakage, 
and air leakage.

5. Stop the engine and remove the hose from the wastegate 
actuator.

6. Connect the SST to the actuator.

7. Raise the front of the vehicle and support it on safety stands.
16U0F2-044

8.Mark the actuator rod to check its movement.

Caution
® Do not apply compressed air over 98 kPa (1.0 

kg/cm2, 14 psi).

9. Adjust the compressed air pressure to 58.9 kPa (0.6 
kg/cm2, 14 psi).

10. Verify that the rod moves when applying and releasing air 
pressure.

F2-56
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FUEL SYSTEM

This system supplies the fuel necessary for combustion at a constant pressure to the injectors. Fuel is me
tered and injected into the intake manifold according to the injection control signals from the engine control 
unit. It consists of the fuel pump, fuel filters, delivery pipe, pulsation damper, pressure regulator, injectors, 
fuel pump switch (incorporated in the airflow meter), and the circuit opening relay.
The fuel pump is mounted in the fuel tank to minimize the operating noise of the fuel pump. The injectors 
are directly supplied with battery voltage through the main relay.



FUEL SYSTEM

COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS

Component Function Remarks

Airflow meter Detects amount of intake air; sends signal to 
control unit

Intake air thermosensor and fuel pump 
switch are integrated

Atmospheric pressure 
sensor

Detects atmospheric pressure; sends signal 
to control unit

Circuit opening relay Voltage for fuel pump while engine running
Clutch switch (MTX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 

control unit
Switch ON when clutch pedal released

EC-AT control unit (ATX) Detects N or P range; sends signal to 
control unit

Engine control unit Detects signals from input sensors and 
switches; controls injector operation

Fuel filter Filters particles from fuel
Fuel pump Provides fuel to injectors • Operates while engine running

• Installed in fuel tank
Fuel pump control unit Detects signal from transfer pump switch; 

controls operation of transfer pump
G rotor and pick-up Detects No.1 and No.4 cylinders TDC; 

sends signal to control unit
For determining fuel injection timing and 
ignition timing

Idle switch Detects when throttle valve fully closed; 
sends signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Ignition switch 
(ST position)

Sends engine cranking signal to control unit

Inhibitor switch (ATX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
EC-AT control unit

Switch ON in “ N” or “ P” range

Injector Injects fuel into intake port • Controlled by signals from control unit
• High-ohmic injector

Intake air thermosensor Detects intake air temperature; sends signal 
to control unit

Installed in airflow meter

Main relay Supplies electric current to injectors and 
control unit

Ne rotor and pick-up Detects crank angle at 30° intervals; sends 
signal to control unit

Engine speed signal

Neutral switch (MTX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
control unit

Switch ON when in-gear

Oxygen sensor Detects Oxygen concentration; sends signal 
to control unit

Zirconia ceramic and platinum coating

Pressure regulator Adjusts fuel pressure supplied to injectors
Pulsation damper Absorbs fuel pulsation
Throttle sensor Detects throttle valve opening angle; sends 

signal to control unit
Installed on throttle body

Water thermosensor Detects coolant temperature; sends signal to 
control unit

16U0F2-075
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TROUBLESHOOTING
Check the condition of the wiring harness and connectors before checking the sensors or switches.

16U0F2-046
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REMOVE CIRCUIT OPENING RELAY \\

9BU0F2-076

PRECAUTION
Fuel Pressure Release and Servicing Fuel System 
Fuel in the fuel system remains under high pressure even when 
the engine is not running.
a) Before disconnecting any fuel line, release the fuel pres

sure from the fuel system to reduce the possibility of injury 
or fire.
1. Start the engine.
2. Disconnect the circuit opening relay connector.
3. After the engine stalls, turn off the ignition switch.
4. Reconnect the circuit opening relay connector.

b) Use a rag as protection from fuel spray when disconnect
ing the hoses.
Plug the hoses after removal.

c) When inspecting the fuel system, use a suitable fuel pres
sure gauge.

Caution
• Install hose ©lamps to secure the fuel pressure 

gauge to the fuel filter and the fuel main hose to pre
vent fuel leakage.

Priming Fuel System
After releasing the fuel system pressure for repairs or inspec
tion the system must be primed to avoid excessive cranking 
when first starting the engine. Follow the steps below.
1. Connect the terminals of the test connector (Yellow: 2-pin) 

with a jumper wire.
2. Turn the ignition switch ON for approx. 10 sec. and check 

for fuel leaks.
3. Turn the ignition switch OFF and remove the jumper wire.

F2-60
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REMOVE CIRCUIT OPENING RELAY \\
16U0F2-047

FUEL PRESSURE 

Warning
• Before performing the following operation, release 

the fuel pressure from the fuel system to reduce the 
possibility of injury or fire. (Refer to page F2-60.)

1. Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
2. Install a fuel pressure gauge between the fuel filter and the 

fuel main hose. (Install clamps as shown.)
3. Connect the negative battery terminal.

9MU0F2-125
4. Connect the terminals of the test connector (Yellow: 2-pin) 

with a jumper wire.
5. Turn the ignition switch ON.
6. Measure the fuel line pressure.

Fuel line pressure:
235—275 kPa (2.4—2.8 kg/cm2, 34—40 psi)

Low pressure— Check fuel line and filter for clogging.
Check fuel pump maximum pressure. 
(Refer to page F2-67.)

High pressure— Replace the pressure regulator.
(Refer to page F2-72.)

7. Remove the jumper wire from the test connector.
8. Start the engine and run it at idle.
9. Disconnect the vacuum hose from the pressure regulator 

and plug it.
10. Measure the fuel line pressure at idle.

Fuel line pressure:
235—275 kPa (2.4—2.8 kg/em2, 34—40 psi)

11. Reconnect the vacuum hose to the pressure regulator.
12. Measure the fuel line pressure at idle.

Fuel line pressure:
186—226 kPa (1.9—2.3 kg/cm2, 27—33 psi)

13. If not as specified, check the vacuum hose to the pressure 
regulator.
If the vacuum hose is OK, replace the pressure regulator.
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14. Stop the engine and check that the fuel pressure remains 
above 21 psi (1.5 kg/cm2, 147 kPa) for 5 min. after the 
engine is turned off.

15. If not as specified, check the following.
® Fuel pump hold pressure (Refer to page F2-66.)
• Pressure regulator hold pressure (Refer to page F2-72.)
• Injector fuel leakage (Refer to page F2-70.)

16U0F2-049
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FUEL TANK 
Removal

Caution
• Before performing the following procedure, release the fuel pressure from the fuel system 

to reduce the possibility of injury or fire. (Refer to page F2-60.)
• When removing the fuel tank, keep sparks, cigarettes, and open flames away from the fuel tank.

Remove in the order shown in the figure.

16U0F2-050

Note
. • Drain the fuel from the fuel tank before removing the tank.

1. Fuel pump connectors 5. Breather hose
2. Fuel hoses 6. Fuel tank strap
3. Evaporative hoses 7. Fuel tank
4. Fuel filler hose
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Inspection
1. Check the fuel tank for cracks and corrosion.
2. If any defect is found, repair or replace the tank.

Warning
® Before repairing, clean the fuel tank thoroughly with 

steam to sufficiency remove all explosive gas.

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note. 

Torque Specifications
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installation note 
Hoses
1. Push the hose ends of the main fuel hose, fuel return hose 

and evaporation hoses onto the fuel tank fittings at least 
25mm (1.0 in).

2. Push the fuel filler hose ends onto the fuel tank pipe and 
filler pipe at least 35mm (1.4 in).

16U0F2-076
FUEL FILTER 
Low-pressure Side
Refer to page F2-68.

16U0F2-052
High-pressure Side
The fuel filter must be replaced at the intervals outlined in the 
maintenance schedule.

Warning
• Always work away from sparks or open flames.

1. Disconnect the fuel hoses from the fuel filter.
2. Remove the fuel filter and the bracket.
3. Install a new filter and the bracket.
4. Connect the fuel hoses.

Note
• When installing the filter, push the fuel hoses fully 

onto the fuel filter and secure the hoses with spring 
clamps.
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FUEL PUMP
Operation Test
1. Connect a jumper wire to the test connector (Yellow).
2. Remove the fuel filler cap.
3. Turn the ignition switch ON.
4. Listen for operational sound of the fuel pump at the filler inlet.
5. Install the fuel filler cap.

86U04A-079
6. If no sound is heard, check the voltage at the fuel pump 

connector (W/Y wire and a ground).

Voltage: 12V

7. If the voltage is normal, replace the fuel pump.
8. If not correct, check the circuit opening relay (Refer to page 

F2-94) and its circuits.
9. Disconnect the jumper wire.

06U0F2-066
Hold Pressure
Only if fuel system pressure drop is not as specified, check 
fuel pressure drop for fuel pump.

Warning
® Before performing the following operation,release 

the fuel pressure from the fuel system to reduce the 
possibility of injury or fire. (Refer to page F2-60.)

16U0F2-053
1. Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
2. Install a fuel pressure gauge to the outlet of the fuel filter 

and plug the outlet of the fuel pressure gauge as shown. 
(Install clamps as shown.)

3. Connect the negative battery terminal.

9MU0F2-138
4. Connect the terminals of the test connector (Yellow: 2-pin) 

with a jumper wire.
5. Turn the ignition switch ON for 10 seconds to operate the 

fuel pump.
6. Turn the ignition switch OFF and disconnect the jumper wire.
7. Observe the fuel pressure after 5 minutes.

Fuel pressure: More than 343 kPa (3.5 kg/cm2, 50 psi)

8. If not as specified, replace the fuel pump.
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Fuel Pump Maximum Pressure 

Warning
• Before performing the following operation, release 

the fuel pressure from the fuel system to reduce the 
possibility off injury or fire. (Refer to page F2-60.)

16U0F2-054
1. Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
2. Install a fuel pressure gauge to the outlet of the fuel filter 

and plug the outlet of the fuel pressure gauge as 
shown.(Install clamps as shown.)

3. Connect the negative battery terminal.

9MU0F2-141
4. Connect the terminals of the test connector (Yellow: 2-pin) 

with a jumper wire.
5. Turn the ignition switch ON to operate the fuel pump.
6. Measure the fuel pump maximum pressure.

Fuel pump maximum pressure:
441—588 kPa (4.5—6.0 kg/cm2, 64—85 psi)

7. Turn the ignition switch OFF and disconnect the jumper wire.
8. If not as specified, replace the fuel pump.

06U0F2-128

REMOVE CIRCUIT OPENING RELAY \\

Replacement

Warning
• Before performing the following procedure, release 

the fuel pressure from the fuel system to reduce the 
possibility off injury or fire. (Refer to page F2-57.)

• When servicing the fuel system, keep sparks, 
cigarettes, and open flames away from the fuel.

06U0F2-069
1. Remove the rear seat and disconnect the fuel pump con

nector.
2. Remove the service hole cover.
3. Disconnect the fuel hoses.
4. Remove the fuel pump and fuel tank gauge assembly.

06U0F2-070
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5. Replace the fuel pump.

Caution
® Secure the fuel pump terminals and fuel hoses se

curely.

6. Install in the reverse order of removal.

INJECTOR
On-vehicle Inspection
Engine does not start
Perform “ Quick Inspection for Electrical Signal” below. 

Engine runs
1. Warm up the engine and run it at idle.
2. Listen for operational sound of the injector with a screwdriver 

or a sound scope.

3. Disconnect the connector from each injector respectively.
4. Check that the engine speed decreases about 100—200 

rpm each time.
5. If not correct, check the following:

No operating sound and no speed drop 
Perform “Quick Inspection for Electrical Signal” 
below.

No speed drop only 
Injector resistance 
Injection volume of injector

Quick Inspection for Electrical Signal
1. Ground the test connector (Green: 1 -pin) with a jumper wire.

2. Turn the ignition switch ON.
3. Open the throttle valve and check for a “ click” at the injec

tor with a screwdriver or sound scope as it is opened.
4. If nothing is heard, check the injector wiring circuit.
5. If nothing is heard at all injectors, check the main relay (Re

fer to page F2-91) and circuit.
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86U04B-085

Removal
1. Remove the wiring harness bracket.
2. Disconnect the vacuum pipe mounting bolts.

3. Disconnect the air hose from the throttle body.

4. Remove the engine hanger.
5. Remove the dynamic chamber mounting bolts and nuts.

6. Lift the dynamic chamber.
7. Disconnect the fuel return pipe bracket from the intake 

manifold.
8. Disconnect the injector connectors.
9. Remove the delivery pipe along with the pressure regula

tor and pulsation damper.

10. Remove the grommets, injectors, and insulators.
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- \  ^  \
- ^ C A n̂ TEST CONNECTOR 

(YELLOW)

Inspection
There are 3 inspections which must be performed for the in
jectors.

Resistance
1. Remove the injectors from the engine.

(Refer to page F2-69.)
2. Check the resistance of each injector with an ohmmeter.
3. If not correct, replace the injector.

Resistance: 12—160

Fuel leakage test
1. Lift the dynamic chamber upward.
2. Remove the injectors and delivery pipe.

(Refer to page F2-69.)
3. Affix the injectors to the delivery pipe with wire.

Caution
• Affix the injectors firmly to the delivery pipe so that 

no movement of the injectors is possible.

Warning
® Be extremely careful when working with fuel. Al

ways work away from sparks or open flames.

4. Connect the terminals of the fuel pump test connector with 
a jumper wire. Turn the ignition switch ON.

____________________________ 06U0F2-076

TEST CONNECTOR (GREEN: 1-PIN)

06U0F2-Q77

5. Cover the injector nozzles with a rag.
6. Ground the test connector (Green: 1-pin) with a jumper wire.

7. Open the throttle valve and release the air in the injectors.
8. Clean the nozzles.
9. Check that no fuel leaks from the injector nozzles.

Note
• After 1 minute a drop off fuel from the injector is ac

ceptable.

06U0F2-078
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O-RING 
G R 0 M M E j \ O

INJECTOR

06U0F2-079

INSULATOR
O-RING

MANIFOLD

GROMMET

I
DELIVERY PIPE

86U04A-109

Installation
1. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installa

tion Note.

Tightening torque: 
Delivery pipe 
Dynamic chamber 
Engine hanger

19—25 N m
(1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-!b)

Installation note 
Injector
1. Use new O-rings.
2. Apply a small amount of engine oil to the O-rings when in

stalling.

3. Install the injectors and the injector insulators.

PULSATION DAMPER 
Inspection
1. Run the engine at idle.
2. Place a finger on the screw of the pulsation damper head.
3. Check that pulsation is felt.

Replacement
1. Perform steps 1 to 7 of removal procedure for the injectors. 

(Refer to page F2-69.)
2. Remove the pulsation damper.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

16U0F2-057
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CLUTCH
PEDAL

REMOVE CIRCUIT OPENING RELAY \\

16U0F2-058

\  \\\
- ^ 0 \ ^ T E S T  CONNECTOR 
"  (YELLOW)

06U0F2-083

PRESSURE REGULATOR 
Hold Pressure
Only if fuel system pressure drop is not as specified and fuel 
pump pressure drop is as specified

Warning
• Before performing the following operation, release 

the fuel pressure from the fuel system to reduce the 
possibility of injury or fire. (Refer to page F2M>0.)

1. Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
2. Install a fuel pressure gauge between the fuel filter and the 

fuel main hose. (Install clamps as shown.)
3. Connect the negative battery terminal.

4. Connect the terminals of the test connector (Yellow: 2-pin) 
with a jumper wire.

5. Turn the ignition switch ON for 10 seconds to operate the 
fuel pump.

6. Turn the ignition switch OFF and disconnect the jumper wire.
7. Plug the fuel return hose from the pressure regulator.
8. Observe the fuel pressure for 5 minutes.

Fuel pressure: More than 147 kPa (1.5 kg/cm2, 21 psi)

9. If as specified, replace the pressure regulator. 

Replacement
1. Perform steps 1 to 8 of removal procedure for the injector. 

(Refer to page F2-69.)
2. Disconnect the vacuum hose and fuel return hose.
3. Remove the pressure regulator.
4. Install in the reverse order of removal.

Tightening torque:
7.8—11 Nm (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb) •
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PRESSURE REGULATOR CONTROL SYSTEM

WATER THERMOSENSOR

*
FUEL 

(TO FUEL TANK)

06U0F2-089

To prevent percolation of the fuel during idle after the engine is restarted, vacuum is cut to the pressure 
regulator, increasing the fuel pressure.

Specified time: Approx. 120 sec.
Operating condition: Coolant temperature — above 70°C (158°F)

Intake air temperature — above 20°C (68°F)
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F I PRESSURE REGULATOR CONTROL SYSTEM

COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS

Component Function Remarks
Engine control unit Detects signals from input sensors and 

switches; controls solenoid valve (Pressure 
regulator control)

ignition switch 
(ST position)

Sends engine cranking signal to control unit
...

Intake air thermosensor Detects intake air temperature; sends signal 
to control unit

Installed in airflow meter

Ne rotor and pick-up Detects crank angle at 30° intervals; sends 
signal to control unit

Engine speed signal

Pressure regulator Adjusts fuel pressure supplied to injectors
Solenoid valve 
(Pressure regulator 
control)

Controls vacuum line to pressure regulator Closes vacuum line when hot

Throttle sensor Detects throttle valve opening angle; sends 
signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Water thermosensor Detects coolant temperature; sends signal to 
control unit

06U0F2-090

TROUBLESHOOTING
Check the condition of the wiring harness and connections before checking the sensors or switches below.

Note
® Make the system inspection first. If no problem is found, continue with the next system in

spection of the Troubleshooting Guide. (Refer to pages F2-10 and 11.)

16U0F2-061

System inspection 

Warning
® Before performing the following operation, release 

the fuel pressure from the fuel system to reduce the 
possibility of injury or fire. (Refer to page F2-60.)

1. Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
2. Install a fuel pressure gauge between the fuel filter and the 

fuel main hose. (Install clamps as shown.)
3. Connect the negative battery terminal.
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PRESSURE REGULATOR CONTROL SYSTEM

Operating time Fuel line pressure kPa 
(kg/cm2, psi)

After starting: for 120 
sec.

235-275 
(2.4—2.8, 34-40)

After 120 sec. 186-226 
(1.9-2.3, 27-33)

4. Start the engine.
5. Warm up the engine to normal operating temperature and 

stop the engine.

Note
• Radiator must be hot. (Above 70°C [158°FJ)

6. Keep the hood closed and heat soak the engine compart
ment for 3—5 min. (Intake air thermosensor in airflow me
ter must be more than 30°C [86°FJ. If this temperature 
cannot be obtained, lift the air cleaner upper cover and heat 
the intake air thermosensor to more than 30°C [86°F].)

7. Restart the engine.
8. Check the fuel line pressure and operating times as shown 

in the chart.

06U0F2-094

Vacuum Hose Inspection
1. Check the vacuum hoses from the engine to the solenoid 

valve and from the solenoid valve to pressure regulator. Re
place the hoses, if necessary.

06U0F2-095

Solenoid Valve (Pressure Regulator Control) 
Inspection
1. Disconnect the vacuum hose from the solenoid valve and 

vacuum pipe.
2. Blow through the solenoid valve from vacuum hose A.
3. Verify that air flows from port B.

16U0F2-078
4. Disconnect the solenoid valve connector.
5. Connect 12V and a ground to the terminals of the solenoid 

valve.
6. Blow through the solenoid valve from the vacuum hose A.
7. Verify that air flows from the valve air filter.

16U0F2-079
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F I______________ DECELERATION CONTROL SYSTEM

DECELERATION ©QNTROL SYSTEM

INJECTORS

DISTRIBUTOR

IDLE SWITCH 

WATER THERMOSENSOR

BATTERY

ENGINE CONTROL UNIT

DETECTION OF 
FUEL CUT 
CONDITION

STOPLIGHT SWITCH

NEUTRAL/CLUTCH, A/C SWITCH

DETERMI
NATION OF 
FUEL CUT 
SPEED

No.1

No.3

No.2

No.4

U

86U04A-121

The fuel cut system is provided as a deceleration control system. 
This system is to improve fuel economy.
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DECELERATION CONTROL SYSTEM F2
COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS

Component Function Remarks

Stoplight switch Detects braking operation (deceleration); 
sends signal to control unit

Clutch switch (MTX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
control unit

Switch ON when clutch pedal released

EC-AT control unit (ATX) Detects N or P range; sends signal to 
control unit

Engine control unit Detects signals from input sensors and 
switches; cuts fuel injection

Idle switch Detects when throttle valve fully closed; 
sends signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Inhibitor switch (ATX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
EC-AT control unit

Switch ON in "N" or “ P” range

Ne rotor and pick-up Detects crank angle at 30° intervals; sends 
signal to control unit

Engine speed signal

Neutral switch (MTX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
control unit

Switch ON when in-gear

Water thermosensor Detects coolant temperature; sends signal to 
control unit

06U0F2-096

TROUBLESHOOTING
Check the condition of the wiring harness and connectors before checking the sensor or switches below.

Note
• Make the system Inspection first. If no problem Is found, continue with the next system in

spection of the Troubleshooting Guide. (Refer to pages F2-10 and 11.)

Possible cause Water thermosensor

Engine control unit

3U, 3V

Page F2-108 F2-102

Checking order 2 1
16U0F2-063
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F2 ESA CONTROL SYSTEM

ELECTRONIC SPARK ADVANCE (ESA) CONTROL SYSTEM

INPUT SIGNALS 
IGNITION SWITCH 
AIRFLOW METER

IDLE SWITCH |---- \
NEUTRAL/CLUTCH SWITCH ^  

EGR POSITION SENSOR 
KNOCK SENSOR 

THROTTLE SENSOR 
WATER THERMOSENSOR 

INHIBITOR SWITCH AND 
EC-AT CONTROL UNIT

ENGINE CONTROL UNIT IGNITER

86U04B-098

This system electronically controls the ignition timing to obtain better engine performance.
The best ignition timing is determined and set within the engine control unit based on signals from the vari
ous sensors and switches.
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ESA CONTROL SYSTEM

COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS

Component Function Remarks

Airflow meter Detects amount of intake air; sends signal to 
control unit

Intake air temp sensor and fuel pump switch 
are integrated

Clutch switch (MTX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
control unit

Switch ON when clutch pedal released

Distributor Has Ne and G rotor
EGR position sensor Detects EGR control valve lift amount; sends 

signal to control unit
Variable resistor

Engine control unit Detects signals from input sensors and 
switches; decides the best ignition timing

G rotor and pick-up Detects No.1 and No.4 cylinders TDC; 
sends signal to control unit

For determining fuel injection timing and 
ignition timing

Idle switch Detects when throttle valve fully closed; 
sends signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Igniter Receives spark signal from control unit and 
generates high voltage to ignition coil

Ignition switch 
(ST position)

Sends engine cranking signal to control unit

Main relay Supplies electric current to injectors and 
control unit

Ne rotor and pick-up Detects crank angle at 30° intervals; sends 
signal to control unit

Engine speed signal

Neutral switch (MTX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
control unit

Switch ON when in-gear

Knock control unit Receives knock signal from knock sensor; 
sends signal to control unit

Knock sensor Detects engine knocking; sends signal to 
knock control unit

EC-AT control unit (ATX) Detects N or P range; sends signal to 
control unit

Inhibitor switch (ATX) Detects in-gear condition; sends signal to 
EC-AT control unit

Switch ON in “ N” or "P” range

Throttle sensor Detects throttle valve opening angle; sends 
signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Water thermosensor Detects coolant temperature; sends signal to 
control unit

06U0F2-098

PREPARATION
SST

49 H018 9A1 For 49 H018 001 For

o s
inspection of J replacement of

Engine Signal |  w knock control Knock sensor V knock sensor
Monitor

S’ 8,
system wrench

06U0F2-099
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F2 ESA CONTROL SYSTEM

TROUBLESHOOTING
Check the condition of the wiring harness and connectors before checking sensors or switches.

16U0F2-064

Distributor
1. Disconnect the distributor connector.
2. Connect an ohmmeter to the terminals of the distributor con

nector.
3. Check the resistance of the following.

Terminal Resistance (at 20°C [6 8 °F])
A -B

210-2600C -D
E -F

86U04B-101 4. If not correct, replace the distributor.

Knock Control System
1. Connect the SST to the check connector.
2. Ground the test connector with a jumper wire.
3. Turn the ignition switch ON.

86U04B-102
4. Tap the right engine hanger (drive belt side) and check that 

the monitor lamp on the SST flashes.

86U04B-103
F2-80



ESA CONTROL SYSTEM F2
5. If not correct, connect a good knock sensor to the vehicle 

wiring harness and ground it.
6. Perform step 4 again and judge the malfunctioning part as 

follows:

Monitor lamp flashes Malfunction
YES Knock sensor
NO Knock control unit

7. Replace the malfunctioning part.

Knock Sensor 
Replacement
1. Disconnect the knock sensor connector.
2. Lift the vehicle and remove the intake manifold bracket.
3. Remove the knock sensor with the SST.
4. Install the knock sensor in the reverse order of removal.

86U04B-184
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____________ EQE SYSTEM

EXHAUST CMS REOIROULATfiON (EGR) SYSTE1

ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE

06U0F2-101

This system introduces exhaust gas into the intake manifold to reduce NOx in the exhaust gas.
It operates depending on the throttle valve opening, driving condition, engine coolant temperature (above
40°Q 1104#F|).
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EGR SYSTEM F2
COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

Component Function Remarks

Airflow meter Detects amount of intake air; sends signal to 
control unit

Intake air thermosensor and fuel pump 
switch are integrated

Distributor Has Ne and G rotors
EGR control valve Recirculates portion of exhaust gas
EGR position sensor Detects EGR control valve lift amount; sends 

signal to control unit
Variable resistor

Engine control unit Detects signals from input sensors and 
switches; operates solenoid valves (vent or 
vacuum side)

Ne rotor and pick-up Detects crank angle at 30° intervals; sends 
signal to control unit

Engine speed signal

Solenoid valve (EGR) Controls vacuum to EGR control valve Vent side: controls vent line 
Vacuum side: controls vacuum line

Throttle sensor Detects throttle valve opening angle; sends 
signal to control unit

Installed on throttle body

Vacuum chamber Stores vacuum led to solenoid valve (EGR, 
vacuum side) under turbocharger boost 
condition

Integrated check valve

Water thermosensor Detects coolant temperature; sends signal to 
control unit

06U0F2-102

PREPARATION
SST

49 G018 901 / / For
inspection of

Adapter harness \ EGR position
sensor

06U0F2-103

TROUBLESHOOTING
Check the condition of the wiring harness and connectors before checking sensors or switches.

Note
• Make the system inspection first. If no problem is found, continue with the next system in

spection of the Troubleshooting Guide. (Refer to pages F2-10 and 11.)

Possible cause
Water

thermo
sensor

EGR
control
valve

EGR
position
sensor

Solenoid
valve

Throttle
sensor

Vacuum
chamber

Engine control 
unit terminal System

in
spection

Vent Vac. 2J 30, 3P

Page F2-108 F2-85 F2-84 F2-84 F2-106 F2-85 F2-101 F2-102 F2-84

Checking order 7 3 4 2 8 6 9 10 1

16U0F2-065
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F2 EGR SYSTEM

System Inspection
1. Start the engine.
2. Accelerate the engine and verify that the diaphragm of the 

EGR control valve does not move while the engine is still 
cold.

3. Warm up the engine to normal operating temperature and 
run it at idle.

Warning
® Be careful when checking the EGR control valve be

cause the surrounding area Is very hot.

4. Accelerate the engine and check that the diaphragm of the 
EGR control valve moves upward.

Solenoid Valve (EGR, Vent Side)
1. Disconnect the vacuum hoses.
2. Blow through the vent hose and make sure air flows.
3. Disconnect the solenoid valve connector.
4. Apply 12V and ground the valve as shown.
5. Blow through the vent hose and make sure air does not flow.
6. If not correct, replace the solenoid valves.

86U04B-109
Solenoid valve (EGR, Vacuum Side)
1. Disconnect the vacuum hoses.
2. Blow through the vacuum hose and make sure air does not 

flow.
3. Disconnect the solenoid valve connector.
4. Apply 12V and ground the valve as shown.
5. Blow through the vacuum hose and make sure air flows.
6. If not correct, replace the solenoid valves.

86U04B-110
EGR Position Sensor 
Inspection of output voltage
1. Disconnect the EGR position sensor connector.
2. Connect the SST between the EGR position sensor and wir

ing harness.

86U04B-111
3. Disconnect the vacuum hose from the EGR control valve 

and connect the vacuum pump.
4. Turn the ignition switch ON.
5. Check voltage of each terminal in the conditions shown in 

the table.

C

86U04B-112
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EGR SYSTEM F2
A C

86U04B-113

Terminal SST wire 
color

Vacuum
0 120 mmHg (4.7 inHg)

C Red 0.25—0.95V Approx. 4.0V
B Blue Below 1,5V
A Black 4.5—5.5V

6. If not correct at A and B terminal, check the wiring harness 
and 2A and 2C terminals of the engine control unit.

7. If not correct at C terminal, check the sensor resistance, then 
the wiring harness and the engine control unit 2F terminal.

8. Disconnect the SST and reconnect the EGR position sen
sor connector.

Inspection of resistance
1. Disconnect the EGR position sensor connector.
2. Check as shown resistance between the terminals as shown.

Terminals Resistance
A -B 5 kfi
A -C 0.7—5 kfi
B -C 0.7—5 kfi

86U04B-114
EGR Control Valve
1. Manually actuate the valve by pushing on the diaphragm 

with finger.
2. Check that the spring resistance is present and the di

aphragm moves freely with no sticking or binding.

Note
® Before replacing the EGR control valve, check the 

intake air and control systems.

3. Warm up the engine and run it at idle.
4. Connect a vacuum pump to the valve and apply vacuum.
5. Check that the engine runs roughly or stalls at more than 

the specified vacuum.

Specification: 40—60 mmHg (1.6—2.4 inHg)

6. If not correct, replace the EGR control valve.

86U04B-116
Vacuum Chamber
1. Disconnect the vacuum hoses from the vacuum chamber, 

and remove it.
2. Connect the vacuum pump to the vacuum chamber as 

shown.
3. Apply vacuum and check that no vacuum is held.
4. If not correct, replace the vacuum chamber.

86U04B-117
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EGR SYSTEM

5. Connect the vacuum pump to the vacuum chamber as 
shown.

6. Apply vacuum and check that vacuum is held.
7. If not correct, replace the vacuum chamber.



______________ EVAPORATIVE EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM

EVAPORATIVE EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM

F2

16U0F2-066

This system is the same as that of the non-turbo engine.
Refer to page F1-69 for servicing the system.
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F2 PCV SYSTEM

POSITIVE CRANKCASE VENTILATION (PCV) SYSTEM

This system is the same as that of the non-turbo engine. 
Refer to page F1-73 for servicing the system.

06U0F2-107
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EXHAUST SYSTEM F2

The catalytic converter is used to reduce CO, HC and NOx. The converter contains a compound of platinum 
and rhodium. It is a three-way catalyst type with a volume of 2,300 cc (140 cu in).
This system is the same as that of the non-turbo engine.
Refer to page F1-74 for servicing the system.
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F2 CONTROL SYSTEM

CONTROL SYSTEM

IDLE SWITCH

THROTTLE SENSOR

WATER
THERMOSENSOR

CLUTCH SWITCH (MTX)

CIRCUIT OPENING REALY

,.:d^ -' j  V* -P

W " ' I
/ N '■

P/S PRESSURE SWITCH
OXYGEN SENSOR

NEUTRAL SWITCH (MTX)

DISTRIBUTOR

MAIN FUSE
INHIBITOR SWITCH (ATX)

86U04B-123

The control system consists of the input devices and the control unit. The control unit controls the fuel injec
tion amount (EGI), fuel injection pressure, bypass air amount, ignition timing, switch monitor function, and 
fail-safe function.



CONTROL SYSTEM F2
PREPARATION
SST

49 9200 162

Engine Signal 
Monitor

For
inspection of en
gine control unit

49 G018 903 

Adapter harness

For
inspection of en
gine control unit

49 G018 904 

Sheet

For
inspection of en
gine control unit

49 H018 9A1

Self-Diagnosis
Checker

For
inspection of oxy
gen sensor

49 G018 901 

Adapter harness

For
inspection of 
throttle sensor

06U0F2-100
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F2_____________  CONTROL SYSTEM
RELATIONSHIP CHART
Output Devices and Input Devices

O: Related x : Not related

TEST CONNECTOR X X X O X X X X X o

KNOCK SENSOR X X X X X X X X O O

STOPLIGHT SWITCH O X X X X X X X X X

EGR POSITION SENSOR X X X X O o X X X O

ELECTRICAL LOAD X X X O X X X X X X

P/S PRESSURE SWITCH X X X O X X X X X X

A/C SWITCH O X X O X X X X X X

IGNITION SWITCH 
(STA POSITION) O o X X X X X o X O

INHIBITOR SWITCH and 
EC-AT CONTROL UNIT O X X O X X o X X O

NEUTRAL AND CLUTCH 
SWITCH O X X o X X O X X O

OXYGEN SENSOR O X X X X X O X X X

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 
SENSOR O X X o X X 0 X X X

INTAKE AIR THERMOSENSOR O X X o X X O o o X

WATER THERMOSENSOR O o X o o o O O O O

IDLE SWITCH O O X o O o X X X O

THROTTLE SENSOR O O X o O O O O X O

AIRFLOW METER O X X X O O 0 X O O

Ne SIGNAL O O X o O O O 0 O O

62 SIGNAL X O X X X X X X X O

Gi SIGNAL X O X X X X X X X O
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06U0F2-110
F2-93

\  ENGINE CONDITIONS 

OUTPUT DEVICES

CRANKING
(COLD

ENGINE)

WARMING
UP

(DURING
IDLE)

MEDIUM LOAD

ACCELE
RATION

HEAVY
LOAD

DECELE
RATION

IDLE
[THROTTLE

VALVE
FULLY

CLOSED)

IGN: ON 
(ENGINE 

NOT 
RUNNING)

REMARKS

COLD WARM

INJECTOR

INJECTION Rich
Rich
and
lean

Rich

Fuel cut

Rich
and
lean

No injection
INJECTION
TIMING

1 group 
(once per 
revolution)

2 group (once per two revolutions)
2 group 

(once per two 
revolutions)

Above 6,300 rpm: 
fuel cut

BAC VALVE

AIR VALVE Open* Close * Coolant temp: 
below 50°C (122°F)

ISC VALVE
Large 

amount of 
bypass air

Large 
amount of 
bypass air*

Small amount of bypass air No bypass * In extremely cold 
condition

SOLENOID VALVE 
(EGR Vent side)

OFF (Duty value 0%) 
(Atmospheric pressure to EGR valve) Operate 

[Duty values (EGR 
amount) change*]

OFF (Duty value 0%) 
(Atmospheric pressure to EGR valve) Does

not
operate

* Depends on 
engine condition

SOLENOID VALVE 
(EGR Vacuum side)

Lun GUI

OFF (No vacuum to EGR valve)

■ ............. to n  CIJI

OFF (No vacuum to EGR valve)

SOLENOID VALVE 
(PURGE) OFF (Purge cut) Operate [Duty values 

(purge amount) change*] OFF (Purge cut) * Depends on 
engine condition

SOLENOID VALVE 
(PRESSURE REGULATOR 
CONTROL)

OFF (Vacuum to pressure regulator)
After 

starting: ON* 
(Vacuum cut)

OFF * During hot start 
only

SOLENOID VALVE 
(WASTEGATE)

OFF (Boost pressure 
not released) ON (Duty value 100%) ON (Duty value changes)* 

(Boost pressure controlled)
OFF (Boost pressure 

not released) OFF *When knocking 
occurs

IGNITER
(Ignition timing)

Fixed at 
BTDC 6 °

Advanced: depends 
on engine condition

Retarded: depends on 
intensity of knocking

Advanced: 
depends on 

engine speed
—

T l
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F2 CONTROL SYSTEM

EGI MAIN FUSE 
inspection
Check the continuity of EGI main fuse.

69G04A-161
MAIN RELAY 
Inspection
1. Check that a “ clicking” sound is heard at the main relay 

when turning the ignition switch ON and OFF.
2. Apply 12V and a ground to (A) and (B) terminals of the main 

relay.
3. Check continuity at terminals using an ohmmeter.

Operation 
Terminals ~~~ -— 12V Not applied 12V Applied

© - ® No continuity Continuity

16U0F2-067
CIRCUIT OPENING RELAY
Inspection
Relay Circuit
1. Remove the circuit opening relay.
2. Check the circuit as described.

Terminal Checking item Correct result
Fp Resistance 0.2—300
Fc Continuity (cranking) OD
B Voltage (Ign: ON) Battery voltage

STA Voltage (Cranking) Approx. 9V
Ei Continuity OQ

Circuit Opening Relay
Apply 12V and a ground to the terminals below and check 
the circuit opening relay as described.

12V Grounded Correct result
STA Ei B <-» FP: Continuity

B Fc Fp: Battery voltage |

Resistance
Check the resistance between the terminals using an 
ohmmeter.

Between terminals Resistance (0)
STA «  E1 21-43

B ++ Fc 109-226
B «-*■ Fp 00

F2-94



CONTROL SYSTEM

ENGINE CONTROL UNIT 
Inspection
1. Remove the front console cover of the passenger’s side.

49 G018 903

_ _ _ _ _  060UF2-111
CONNECTOR A 
(FOR TERMINALS 1A—IV AND 
3A—3Z)

49 9200 162

-CONNECTOR B 
(FOR TERMINALS 
2A—2P)

2. Connect the SST (Engine Signal Monitor) between the 
engine control unit and the wiring harness using the SST 
(Adapter) as shown.

Note
• Use connector A of the Adapter to check the vol

tages at the terminals 1A through 1V and 3A through 
3Z, and use connector B to check the voltages at 
the terminals 2A through 2P.

060UF2-112

~ .....49 G018 904
3. Place the SST (Sheet) on the SST (Engine Signal 

Monitor).
4. Measure the voltage at each terminal.

(Refer to pages F2-100 to F2-102.)
5. If any engine control unit terminal voltage is incorrect, check 

the input or output device and related wiring.
If they are normal, replace the engine control unit.
(Refer to page F2-103.)

16U0F2-069

TERMINALS 
N A AND B

Caution
• Never apply voltage to SST terminals A and B.

06U0F2-114
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06UQ
F2-115

nroI

B G W/G G/B Y/W * R/W Y/B W/L j? B/Y L/R

L/R BR LG/B L/B BR/R L/B B/L W LG/B|j W/Y R/B

JV IT 1R IP IN 1L 1J 1H IF ID IB

50 34 2K 21 26 2E 2C 2A

W/B R/Y R LG/R L/R Y/B B R/W

* * * Y/L * LG/W B/L R/B

B2-02 OXYGEN SENSOR (EM)

* * Y * W L/W W/R * * G L B/LG B

* * Y/B LG BR/Y W/L Y/R * R W LG/Y B

3D 33

B2-03 JOINT CONNECTOR 
(EM)

3/LC 3/LG

B 3/LG

3/LG B/LG

3/LG B

B2-09 KNOCK SENSOR(EM)

( B/LG Y/L )

B2-04 SOLENOID VALVE 
(AIR) (EM)

(| L/W | R/B [)

B2-10 IGNITER (EM)

(|l /b |v /b | -n-Jw /r I b  |y/l D

B2-05 INJECTOR NO.1. 3 
(EM)

/  PS) \_ 
(J Y |W/R[J

B2-11 CRANK ANGLE SENSOF 
(EM)

L R

W G

B2-06 INJECTOR NO.2, 4 
(EM)

/  ga \
(] Y/B W/R )

B2-12 CHECK CONNECTOR 
(EM)

Y/L

B2-07 SOLENOID VALVE 
(PURGE) (EM)

W/B R/B

B2-13 IGNITION COIL (EM)

B/W B/W

Y/L B

B2-08 KNOCK CONTROL UNIT(EM)

R/B B/LG R/Y Y/L

* * * *

B2-14 MAIN RELAY (F)

W/G B/W

B

B2-15 SOLENOID VALVE 
(VENT) (EM)

W/L R/B

3m
o.
i"m
S
3

CONTROL 
SYSTEM
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TURBO ■ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM

foRL CONTROL 
I UNIT 
(SECTION E-i)

G
(EM)

S .

i I GEES
B/L \\ B/L 
(FM) (D)

B2-01

REAR WINDOW 
DEFROSTER 
SWITCH 
(SECTION 1-3)

X-il
W

(EM)

B2-01

COMBINATION
rm SWITCH (LIGHT) SYSTEM
{U) (SECTION E-1)

STARTING
SYSTEM
(SECTION A-l, 2)

|X-03| 
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F2 CONTROL SYSTEM

Terminal voltage

Terminal Input Output Connected to
Voltage (After warming-up)

Remark
IGN: ON Idle

1A _ — Battery Battery voltage For backup
1B _ — Main relay Battery voltage —
1C O Ign. switch [START] 

(MTX)
Below 2.5V While cranking: 

Battery voltage
Inhibitor switch 
(ATX)

1D o Self-Diagnosis 
Checker 
(Monitor lamp)

Test connect 
grounded

Test connector not 
grounded

Using Self-Diagnosis 
Checker

• For 3 sec. after 
ign. switch 
OFF-*ON: Below 
6.2V (lamp 
illuminates)

• After 3 sec.: Battery 
voltage (lamp does 
not illuminate)

• Lamp illuminates: 
Below 6.2V

• Lamp does not 
illuminate:
Battery voltage

Test connector 
grounded: 
Approx. 5V

1E o Malfunction indicator 
lamp (MIL)

® For 3 sec. after ign. switch OFF-*ON: 
Below 4.8V (lamp illuminates)

® After 3 sec.: Battery voltage 
(lamp does not illuminate)

® Test connector 
grounded

• Lamp illuminates: 
Below 4.8V

• Lamp does not 
illuminate:
Battery voltage

1F o Self-Diagnosis 
Checker 
(Code number)

® For 3 sec. after ign. switch OFF-*ON: 
Below 6.2V (Buzzer sounds)

® After 3 sec.: Battery voltage 
(Buzzer does not sound)

• Using Self- 
Diagnosis Checker 
and test connector 
grounded

® Buzzer sounds: 
Below 6.2V

• Buzzer does not 
sound: Battery voltage

1G o Igniter OV Approx. 0.6—0.8V —
1H O Headlight switch ® Headlight OFF: Below 1.5V 

• Headlight ON : Battery voltage
—

11 o Test connector • Test connector grounded: Below 1.5V 
® Test connector not grounded: Above 

10.5V

Test connector: 1-pin, 
Green connector

1J o Rear window 
defroster switch

® Switch OFF: Battery voltage 
• Switch ON : Below 1.5V

—

1K — — — — —
1L o A/C relay Battery voltage ® A/C switch ON: 

Below 2.5V 
® A/C switch OFF: 

Battery voltage

Blower motor ON

1M o Vehicle speed 
switch

Batter voltage Above 130 mph (210 
km/h ): Below 1 .OV

1N o Power steering pres
sure switch

Above 10.5V • P/S ON: 
Below 1.5V

• P/S OFF: 
Above 10.5V

1 0 A/C switch • A/C switch ON : Below 1.5V
• A/C switch OFF: above 10.0V

Blower motor ON

1P o Blower fan switch « Switch less than 2nd position: Battery 
voltage

• Switch 3rd or 4th position: Below 1.5V
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CONTROL SYSTEM F2
Terminal Input Output Connected to

Voltage (After warming-up)
RemarkIGN: ON Idle

1Q O Stoplight switch 
(MTX)

• Brake pedal released: Below 3.6V
• Brake pedal depressed: Above 10.0V

EC-AT control unit 
(ATX)

Below 1.5V 3-2, 2-1 shifting and 
throttle valve more 
than 5/8 open: 
Battery voltage

1R O Inhibitor switch 
through EC-AT unit

"N” or “ P” range: below 2.5V 
Other ranges: Battery voltage

ATX

Neutral and clutch 
switch

In-gear condition
Clutch pedal depressed: below 0.5V 
Clutch pedal released: Battery voltage

MTX (Neutral: Below 
0.5 V)

1S o Daytime running 
light control unit 
(Canada only)

• Parking brake lever pulled up: Battery 
voltage

• Parking brake lever released: Below 1,5V
1T o Idle switch • Accelerator pedal released: Below 0.5V

• Accelerator pedal depressed: Above 7.7V
—

1U o -- Constant below 1.5V MTX
Constant above 10.5V ATX

1V o Igniter Below 1.0V 0.1—1.8V
2A o Airflow meter (Vc) 7—9V —
2B o Airflow meter (Vs) Approx. 1.7V Approx. 3—5V Increase engine 

speed: voltage in
crease

2C o Oxygen sensor OV 0 - 1 ,0V • Cold engine at idle: 
OV

• After warming-up 
Acceleration:
0.5V—1.0V 
Deceleration:
0—0.4V

2 D o Electrical fan [Low] 
(No.1 water thermo
switch)

Battery voltage Coolant temp.: Below 
97°C (207°F)

Below 1.5V Coolant temp.: Above 
97°C (207 °F)

2E o Water thermosensor 0.3—0.6V Coolant temp.: 20°C 
(6 8 °F): Approx. 2.5V

2F o Throttle sensor Accelerator pedal released: Approx. 0.5V 
(depends on 21 terminal voltage)

Throttle valve fully 
open: 4.3V

2G o Electrical fan [High] 
(No.2 water thermo
switch) (ATX)

Battery voltage Coolant temp.: Below 
108°C (226°F)

Below 1.5V Coolant temp.: Above 
108°C (226°F)

2H — — — — —
21 — — Vref 4.5—5.5V —
2J o ECR position sensor 0.25—0.95V
2K o Airflow meter 

(Intake air thermo
sensor)

Approx. 2.5V at 20C° (6 8 °F)

2L — — — — —
2M o Knock control unit 3.3—5.0V Knocking: 1.3—2.6V
2N — — — — —
2 0 o Solenoid valve 

(Purge control)
Battery voltage —

2P — — — — —
3A — — Ground (E01) OV —
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F I CONTROL SYSTEM

Terminal Input Output Connected to
Voltage (After warming-up)

Remark
IGN: ON Idle

3B — — Ground (E02) OV —
3C — — Ground (E1) OV —
3D — — Ground (E2) OV —
3E O Distributor 

(Ne ©signal)
Approx. 0.6—0.8V

3F O Distributor 
(Ne, G1, G2 , © 
signal)

Approx. 0.6—0.8V

3G O Distributor 
(G1 ©signal)

Approx. 0.6—0.8V

3H O Distributor 
(G2 ©signal)

Approx. 0.6—0.8V

31 — — — — —
3J — — — — —
3K — — — — —
3L O Warning buzzer 

Overboost
Type A*1: Approx. 0.08V 
Type B*2: Approx. 12V

Buzzer sounds: 
Type A: 0V 
Type B: Below 1V

3M O Solenoid valve (Pres
sure regulator 
control)

For 120 sec. after 
ign. switch OFF -»■ 
ON: Below 3.5V

For 120 sec. after 
staring: Below 3.5V

Coolant temp, above 
70°C (158°F) and in
take air temp, above 
20°C (63°F)

3N — — — — —
30 O Solenoid valve 

(EGR-vent side)
Battery voltage

3P O Solenoid valve 
(EGR-vacuum side)

Battery voltage ® Voltages change 
depending on driv
ing condition (EGR 
amount)

• Cold engine: bat
tery voltage Engine 
coolant temp-below 
40°C (104°F)

3Q O ISC valve Engine signal monitor green and red lamps 
flash

3R O Solenoid valve 
(Waste gate)

Battery voltage ® Suddenly increase 
engine speed to 
above 4,500 rpm: 
Below 3.5V

3S — — — — —
3T O Circuit opening relay Battery voltage Below 3.5V
3U O Injector

(No.1 and No.3)
Battery voltage Battery voltage * Engine signal moni

tor green and red 
lamps flash

3V O Injector
(No.2 and No.4)

3W — — — — —
3X — — — — —
3Y — — — — —
3Z — — — — —

- Type A: Manufacturer for CPU of body electrical system is “ NEC” . 16U0F2-080
* 2 Type B: Manufacturer for CPU of body electrical system is "YAZAKI or U-shin” .
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CONTROL SYSTEM F2
Replacement
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Remove the front console covers (right and left).
3. Disconnect the connectors from the control unit.
4. Replace the control unit.

86U04A-174
NEUTRAL SWITCH (MTX)
Inspection
1. Disconnect the neutral switch connector.
2. Connect an ohmmeter to the switch.
3. Check continuity of the switch.

Transmission Continuity
In neutral Yes

In other ranges No

4. After checking, connect the switch connector.

Note
• Refer to section J for replacement of the neutral 

switch.

CLUTCH SWITCH (MTX)
Inspection
1. Disconnect the clutch switch connector.
2. Connect an ohmmeter to the switch.
3. Check continuity of the switch.

Pedal Continuity
Depressed Yes
Released No

4. After checking, connect the switch connector.

Note
• Refer to section T for replacement of the clutch 

switch.

STOPLIGHT SWITCH (MTX)
Inspection
1. Disconnect the stoplight switch connector.
2. Connect an ohmmeter to the switch.
3. Check the continuity of the switch.

Pedal Continuity
Depressed Yes
Released No

4. After checking, connect the switch connector.

Note
® Refer to section T for replacement of the stoplight 

switch.
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P/S PRESSURE SWITCH
Inspection
1. Disconnect the P/S pressure switch connector.
2. Connect an ohmmeter to the switch.
3. Start the engine. Check continuity of the switch while turn

ing the steering wheel at idle.

P/S Continuity
Turning Yes

Not turning No

4. Connect the switch connector after checking.

Note
® Refer to section N for replacement of the P/S pres

sure switch.

INHIBITOR SWITCH (ATX)
Inspection
1. Disconnect the inhibitor switch connector.
2. Connect an ohmmeter to the switch.
3. Check continuity of the switch.

Position Continuity
P and N ranges Yes

Other ranges No

4. Connect the switch connector after checking.

Note
• Refer to Section K for replacement of the inhibitor 

switch.
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AIRFLOW METER

69G04C-100

Inspection
1. Remove the airflow meter. (Refer to page F2-38)
2. Check the airflow meter body for cracks.
3. Verify that the measuring plate moves smoothly.
4. Disconnect the connector from the airflow meter.
5. Using an ohmmeter, check resistance between the termi

nals with the measuring plate fully closed and fully open.
6. Connect the connector to the airflow meter after inspecting.

Terminal Resistance (0 )
Fully closed Fully open

E2~Vs 20-400 20—1,000
E2<-*Vc 100—400

CQ>tCMUJ 200-400
E2<->THA
(Intake air thermo sensor)

-20°C (-4°F) 13.6-18.4 kfi 
20°C (6 8 °F) 2.21-2.69 kO 
60°C (140°F) 493-6670

m 1 Tl O 00 0

Not®
© Refer to page F2-38 for replacement of the air

flow meter.
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THROTTLE SENSOR 

Caution
• Use a precision voltmeter with a scale of 0.01V to 

inspect or adjust the throttle sensor.

Inspection
1. Remove the air hose from the throttle body.
2. Disconnect the throttle sensor connector (3-pin).
3. Connect the SST between the throttle sensor and the wir

ing harness.
4. Turn the ignition switch ON.
5. Make sure that the throttle valve is fully closed.

6. Measure BLACK and RED wire voltages. Check that the 
voltages are as specified.

Specification:
BLACK wire — Approx. OV 
RED wire — 4.5—5.5V

7. If not correct, check the battery voltage and wiring harness. 
If these are OK, replace the engine control unit.

8. Record the RED wire voltage.

9. Check that BLUE wire voltage for the recorded RED wire 
voltage is as specified below.

Specification:
RED wire

voltage (V)
BLUE wire 
voltage (V)

RED wire 
voltage (V)

BLUE wire 
voltage (V)

4.50-4.59 0.37—0.54 5.10—5.19 0.42—0.61
4.60—4.69 0.38—0.55 5.20-5.29 0.43-0.62
4.70—4.79 0.39-0.56 5.30-5.39 0.44-0.63
4.80-4.89 0.40-0.57 5.40-5.49 0.44—0.64
4.90—4.99 0.40-0.58 5.50 0.44-0.66
5.00-5.09 0.41-0.60

10. Hold the throttle valve fully open.
11. Check that BLUE wire voltage for the recorded RED wire 

voltage is as specified.
Specification:

RED wire 
voltage (V)

BLUE wire 
voltage (V)

RED wire 
voltage (V)

BLUE wire 
voltage (V)

4.50—4.59 3.58-4.23 5.10—5.19 4.05-4.79
4.60—4.69 3.66—4.32 5.20-5.29 4.13—4.88
4.70-4.79 3,74—4.41 5.30—5.39 4.21—4.98
4.80-4.89 3.82—4.51 5.40—5.49 4.29-5.07
4.90—4.99 3.90—4.60 5.50 4.29-5.17
5.00-5.09 3.97—4.70

12. Check that BLUE wire voltage increases smoothly when 
opening the throttle valve from closed to fully open.

13. If not correct, replace the throttle sensor.
14. Turn the ignition OFF.
15. Disconnect the SST and reconnect the throttle sensor con

nector.
16. Disconnect the negative battery terminal and depress the 

brake pedal for at least 5 seconds to eliminate the control 
unit malfunction memory.
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Adjustment
1. Remove the air hose from the throttle body.
2. Disconnect the throttle sensor connector (3-pin).
3. Connect the SST between the throttle sensor and the wir

ing harness.
4. Turn the ignition switch ON.
5. Make sure the throttle valve is fully closed.

86U04A-188
6. Measure RED wire voltage and record it.

86U04A-189
7. Change the voltmeter connection to the BLUE wire.
8. Loosen the throttle sensor mounting screws.

86U04A-190
9. Turn the throttle sensor to adjust BLUE wire voltage within 

the range specified for the recorded RED wire voltage.

Specification:
RED wire 

voltage (V)
BLUE wire 
voltage (V)

RED wire 
voltage (V)

BLUE wire 
voltage (V)

4.50-4.59 0.37—0.54 5.10—5.19 0.42—0.61
4.60—4.69 0.38-0.55 5.20—5.29 0.43—0.62
4.70—4.79 0.39—0.56 5.30—5.39 0.44—0.63
4.80-4.89 0.40—0.57 5.40—5.49 0.44—0.64
4.90-4.99 0.40-0.58 5.50 0.44-0.66
5.00—5.09 0.41-0.60

10. Tighten the throttle sensor mounting screws.
11. Recheck that BLUE wire voltage is within specification.
12. Hold the throttle valve fully open.

86U04A-192
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13. Cheek that BLUE wire voltage is within specification.

Specif leaf ion:
RED wire 

voltage (V)
BLUE wire 
voltage (V)

RED wire 
voltage (V)

BLUE wire 
voltage (V)

4.50-4.59 3.58-4.23 5.10-5.19 4.05-4.79
4.60-4.69 3.66-4.32 5.20-5.29 4.13-4.88
4.70—4.79 3.74-4.41 5.30-5.39 4.21-4.98
4.80-4.89 3.82-4.51 5.40-5.49 4.29-5.07
4.90—4.99 3.90-4.60 5.50 4.29-5.17
5.00-5.09 3.97-4.70

14. Check that BLUE wire voltage increases smoothly when 
opening the throttle valve from closed to fully open.

15. If not correct, replace the throttle sensor.
16. Turn the ignition OFF.
17. Disconnect the SST and reconnect the throttle sensor con

nector.
18. Disconnect the negative battery terminal and depress the 

brake pedal for at least 5 seconds to eliminate the control 
unit malfunction memory.

96U04A-053

IDLE SWITCH 
Inspection
1. Disconnect the idle switch connector (1-pin).
2. Check continuity between the switch and ground.

Throttle valve condition Continuity
Fully closed Yes*

Open No
* Less than 300 is acceptable

3. If not correct, check condition of wiring harness of the idle 
switch. Replace the idle switch and throttle body as an as
sembly, if necessary.

WATER THERMOSENSOR 
Inspection
1. Remove the water thermosensor from the cylinder head.

2. Place the sensor in water with a thermometer and heat the 
water gradually.

3. Check resistance of the sensor with an ohmmeter.

Coolant Resistance
-20°C ( -4°F) 14.6-17.8 kfi!

20°C ( 6 8 °F) 2.2—2.7 kQ
40°C (104°F) 1.0—1.3 k Q
60°C (140°F) 500-6500
80°C (176°F) 290-3500

4. If not correct, replace the water thermosensor.
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OXYGEN SENSOR 
Inspection of Output Voltage
1. Warm up the engine and run it at idle.
2. Disconnect the oxygen sensor connector.
3. Connect a voltmeter between the oxygen sensor and 

ground.
4. Run the engine at 4,500 rpm until the voltmeter indicates 

approx. 0.7V.

86U04A-205

0 45

0

Voltmeter o

5. Increase and decrease the engine speed suddenly sever
al times. Verify that when the speed is increased the meter 
reads between 0.5V—1 .OV, and when the speed is 
decreased it reads between OV—0.4V.

6. If not as specified, replace the oxygen sensor.

16U0F2-081
Inspection of Sensitivity
1. Warm up the engine to the normal operating temperature 

and run it at idle.
2. Connect the SST to the check connector.

MONITOR
LAMP

86U04A-207

SELF-DIAGNOSIS CHECKER

MONITOR

o°

3. Increase the engine speed to between 2,000 and 3,000 
rpm, and check that the monitor lamp flashes for 10 
seconds.

Monitor lamp: Flashes ON and OFF more than 8 
times/10 sec

86U04A-208
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OUTLINE G
OUTLINE
SPECIFICATIONS

Item
Model Non-Turbo Turbo

Voltage V 12, Negative ground
Battery Type and capacity 

(20 hour rate) 50D20L (50Ah), 55D23L (60Ah)

Dark current mA Less than 20
Type A.C.
Output V-A 12-70 12-70 (MTX), 12-80 (ATX)

Alternator Regulator type Transistorized (built-in IC regulator)
Regulated voltage V 14.1--14.7
Brush length Standard 21.5 (0.846)

mm (in) Minimum 8.0 (0.315)
Drive belt tension New 6— 8 (0.24-0.31)
mm (in)/98N (10 kg, 22 lb) Used 7 -9  (0.27-0.35)

Type Coaxial reduction

Starter Output V-kW 12-1.4
Brush length Standard 17.5 (0.689)

mm (in) Minimum 10.0 (0.394)

Ignition Timing BTDC 6 ± 1 ° 
(Vacuum hoses disconnected)

BTDC 9 ± 10 
(Test connector grounded)

Type Fully transistorized (HEI) Electronic spark advance (ESA)
Centrifugal spark advance 
(Crank angle/Engine speed)

degree/rpm

- 2 - 2  /1,200 
12-16/2,400 
12-16/3,500 
16-20/4,500

Engine control unit controls 
spark advanceDistributor

Vacuum spark advance 
(Crank angle/Vacuum force)

degree/mmHg (inHg)

[A chamber] 
-2-2/110 (4.3) 

18-22/275 (10.8)

[B chamber] 
-2-2/110 (4.3) 

—4----8/200 (7.9)

Spark plug
Type

NGK: ZFR5F-11 
ZFR6F-11 
ZFR7F-11 

Nippon Denso: KJ16CR-11 
KJ20CR-11 
KJ22CR-11

Plug gap mm (in) 1.0-1.1 (0.039-0.043)
Firing order 1 -3 - -4—2

06U0GX-003



©  TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Problem Probable Cause Remedy Page

Starter does not turn Battery and related parts
at all, or turns too Poor contact of battery terminal(s) Clean and tighten G - 5
slow to start engine Poor grounding of negative cable Clean and repair G- 5

Voltage drop caused by discharged battery Recharge G- 5
Insufficient voltage caused by battery malfunction 

Ignition switch and related parts
Replace G- 5

Poor contact of ignition switch 
Loose ignition switch wiring or connector 
Broken wire between ignition switch and magnetic 
switch

Magnetic switch and related parts

Replace
Repair
Repair or replace

Section T

Loose wiring and/or connectors Repair G-21
Burnt magnetic switch contact plate or improper 
contact

Replace G-21

Broken wire in magnetic switch pull-in coil Replace G-21
Broken wire in magnetic switch holding coil 

Starter motor and related parts
Replace G-21

Poor contact of brushes Adjust contact or 
replace

G-22

Fatigued brush spring Replace G-23
Commutator malfunction Repair G-21
Grounded armature Replace G-20
Worn parts 

Starter interlock switch
Replace G-20

Short circuit of interlock system Replace G-35
Starting problem Insufficient battery capacity Recharge G- 5

Malfunction of spark plug(s) Clean, adjust or 
replace

G-26

Loose primary wiring Tighten G-27
Damaged distributor cap or rotor Replace G-31
Ignition coil malfunction Replace G-27
Igniter malfunction Replace G-34

Starter turns but Tip of overrunning clutch pinion worn Replace G-22
engine does not turn Weakened overrunning clutch drive spring Replace G-22

Worn overrunning clutch Replace G-22
Binding on spline Replace G-22
Worn brushing Replace G-22

Starter motor turns Sticking contact plate of magnetic switch Replace G-21
continuously (does Layer shorting of coil of magnetic switch Replace G-21
not stop) Ignition switch does not return Replace Section T
Misfiring of engine Dirty, damaged or worn spark plug(s) Clean or replace G-26

Malfunction of wiring or poor wiring contact Replace Section T
Damaged distributor cap Replace G-31

Discharging of Loose V-belt Adjust G-16
battery Grounded or broken stator coil Replace G-14

Broken rotor coil Replace G-14
Poor contact of brush and slip ring Clean or replace G-15
Malfunction of rectifier 
Malfunction of 1C regulator

Replace
Replace

G-15

Insufficient or unsuitable battery electrolyte Adjust G- 5
Malfunction of battery electrode (internal short circuit) Replace G- 5
Poor contact of battery terminal(s) Clean and tighten G- 5
Excessive electric load Check power 

consumption
G- 5

Overcharging of 
battery

1C regulator malfunction Replace

Poor acceleration Mis-adjusted ignition timing Adjust G-28
Distributor malfunction Repair or replace G-28

Knocking Mis-adjusted ignition timing Adjust G-28
Distributor malfunction Repair or replace G-31

06U0GX-004
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BATTERY

BATTERY
INSPECTION
Terminal and Cable
1. Check the tightness of the terminals to ensure good electri

cal connections. Clean the terminals and coat them with 
grease after tightening the terminal.

2. Inspect for corroded or frayed battery cables.
3. Check the rubber protector on the positive terminal for prop

er coverage.

Electrolyte Level
1. Check whether or not the electrolyte level lies between the 

“ UPPER LEVEL” and the “ LOWER LEVEL” lines.
2. If low, add distilled water to the “ UPPER LEVEL” line. 

Do not overfill.

Specific Gravity
1. Measure the specific gravity with a hydrometer.
2. If the specific gravity reading is less than specified, recharge 

the battery.

G-5



G BATTERY

Battery discharge test

Measure open circuit voltage of battery with a digital voltmeter capable of 
reading 0.01V

Below 12.4V Above 12.4V

Quick charge for 2 hours 
and recheck voltage

Below 12.4V Above 12.4V

Replace battery Apply test load (see test load chart) to the battery 
using a battery load tester 
Record battery voltage at the end of 15 seconds; is 
voltage more than specification?

YES NO

Measure open circuit 
voltage of battery

Replace battery

Below 12.4V Above 12.4V

Charge battery Battery OK

Test load
Battery Load (A)
50D20L 150
55D23L 180

Battery voltage with load
Approximate 
battery temp;

Minimum 
voltage (V)

21 °C (70°F) 9.6
15°C (60°C) 9.5
10°C (50°F) 9.4
4°C (40°F) 9.3

-1  °C (30°F) 9.1
-7°C (20°F) 8.9

-12°C (10°F) 8.7
-18°C ( 0°F) 8.5

13U0GX-011

RECHARGE

Battery Slow charge 
(A)

Quick charge 
(A)

50D20L Under 5 Max. 2055D23L Under 6

Slow Charging
It is not necessary to remove the vent caps to perform a slow 
charge.

Quick Charging

Warning
• Before performing maintenance or recharging the 

battery, turn off all accessories and stop the engine.
• The negative battery cable must be removed first 

and installed last.
® Set the battery in water when quick charging to pre

vent overheating the battery.

Remove the battery from the vehicle and remove the vent caps 
to perform a quick charge.

16U0GX-008
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ALTERNATOR
CHARGING SYSTEM

ALTERNATOR G

X

O6UOGX-OO6

Caution
• Be sure the battery connections are not reversed, 

because this will damage the rectifier.
• Do not use high-voltage testers such as a megger, 

because they will damage the rectifier.
• Remember that battery voltage is always applied to 

the alternator B terminal.
• Do not ground the L terminal while the engine is 

running.
• Do not start the engine while the connector is dis

connected from the L and S terminals.

G-7



a ALTERNATOR

L TERMINAL
ALTERNATOR
WARNINGJ.AMP

S TERMINAL

REGULATOR

SELF-DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM
The alternator has a self-diagnostic function to warn of the fol
lowing problems in the charging system.
If a problem arises, the alternator warning lamp illuminates.
1. S circuit open
2. No voltage output
3. Field circuit open
4. B circuit open
5. Voltage output too high

9MU0GX-057

TROUBLESHOOTING
Preliminary Cheek__________________

1. Turn the ignition switch ON, and check that the alternator warning lamp illuminates.
2. Start the engine, and check that the alternator warning lamp goes off.

9MU0GX-011

1. Alternator warning lamp will not illuminate

06U0GX-007
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ALTERNATOR G
2. Alternator warning lamp illuminates when engine running

06U0GX-008

3. Battery discharged

16U0GX-009



G ALTERNATOR

Warning
• Disconnect the negative battery terminal before disconnecting or connecting terminal B.

9MU0GX-016

TEST 2
1. Connect an ammeter (80A min.) between the terminal B wire and terminal B.
2. Turn all headlights and accessories on and depress the brake pedal.
3. Start the engine and check that output current is more than the specification at 2,500—3,000 rpm.

Output current 
70A.... Non-turbo, Turbo MTX 
80A.... Turbo ATX

Caution
• Do not ground terminal B.

G -10
06U0GX-010



ALTERNATOR G
REMOVAL
Remove in the order shown in the figure.
1. Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
2. Disconnect the wire and connector from the alternator.
3. Remove the bolts.
4. Remove the drive belt.
5. Remove the alternator.

16U0GX-002

DISASSEMBLY
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure.

1. Bolt
2. Front bracket and rotor
3. Locknut
4. Pulley

16U0GX-003

5. Rear bracket
6. Stator
7. Brush holder assembly
8. Rectifier

G-11



ALTERNATOR

1. Place a soldering iron (200W) on the bearing box for 3 or
4 minutes to heat it to about 50—60®C (122—'140®F). 
Pull out the three bolts, and then insert a screwdriver be
tween the stator and front bracket and separate them.

Note
® If the bearing box is not heated, the bearing can

not be pulled out because the rear bearing and rear 
bracket fit together very tightly.

• Be careful not to force the screwdriver in too far. 
The stator may be scratched.

2. Separate the rear and front sections.

06U0GX-029
3. Place the rotor in a vise and loosen the pulley nut, then dis

assemble the pulley, rotor, and front bracket.

4. Replace the front bearing
Using a socket which exactly fits on the outer race of the 
bearing, carefully press in the bearing. Use a hand press 
or a vise.

G-12



ALTERNATOR

BUSHING
86U05X-077

Replace the rear bearing
The bearing can be pulled off by using a bearing puller. 
When it is pressed on, press it on so that the groove at the 
bearing circumference is at the slip ring side.

6. Remove the nut of the B terminal and the insulation bushing.
7. Remove the rectifier holding screws and the brush holder 

holding screw.
8. Separate the rear bracket and the stator.

9. Use a soldering iron to remove the solder from the rectifier 
and the stator leads, and then remove the 1C regulator.

Caution 
• Disconnect quickly, use the soldering iron no more 

than about 5 seconds because the rectifier may be 
damaged if it is overheated.

10. Replace the brushes
Remove the solder from the pigtail, and then remove the 
brush.

11. When soldering the brush, solder the pigtail so that the wear 
limit line of the brush projects 2—4mm (0.079-—0.157 in) 
out from the end of the brush holder.

06U0GX-030
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ALTERNATOR

T ~
MINI
MUM
_L_

STANDARD

A
■WEAR LIMIT LINE

INSPECTION
Rotor
1. Wiring damage

(1) Check the resistance between the slip rings using an 
ohmmeter.

Specification: 3.5—4=50 [at 20°C (68°F)3

(2) If it is not within specification, replace the rotor

2. Ground of the field coil
(1) Check for continuity between the slip ring and the core 

using an ohmmeter.
(2) Replace the rotor if there is continuity.

3. Slip ring surface
If the slip ring surface is rough, use a fine sandpaper to re
pair it.

Stator
1. Wiring damage

(1) Check for continuity between the stator coil leads us
ing an ohmmeter.

(2) Replace the stator if there is no continuity.

2. Ground of the stator coil
(1) Check for continuity between the stator coil leads and 

the core using a circuit tester.
(2) Replace the stator if there is continuity.

Brush
If the brushes are worn almost to or beyond the limit, replace 
them.

Standard: 21.5mm (0.346 in)
Minimum: 8.0mm (0.315 in)

G-14
06U0GX-032



ALTERNATOR G
Brush Spring
1. Measure the force of the brush spring using a spring pres

sure gauge.
2. Replace the spring if necessary.

Standard force:
3.1—4.3 N (320—440 g, 11.3—15.5 oz)

Minimum: 1.6—2.4 N (160—240 g, 5.6—8.5 oz)

Note
• Read the spring pressure gauge at the brush tip 

projection of 2mm (0.079 in).

Bearing
1. Check for abnormal noise, looseness, or insufficient lubri

cation.
2. Replace the bearing(s) if there is any abnormality.

06U0GX-039

Rectifier
1. Check for continuity of the diodes using an ohmmeter.

Note
• Pn terminal is only for turbo ATX models.

Negative (Black) Positive (Red) Continuity
E

Pn, Pi, P2, P3

Yes
B No
L No

Pn, P i, P2, P3
E No
B Yes

Pi, P2, P3
T Yes

Pn No

2. Replace the rectifier.

ASSEMBLY
Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to 
Assembly Note.

Assembly Note 
Stopper spring installation
1. Fit the stopper spring into the eccentric groove of the rear 

bearing circumference.
2. Check that the protruding part of the spring is fitted into the 

deepest part of the groove.

G-15



ALTERNATOR

Front bracket and rotor
When assembling the front bracket and rotor, tighten the lock- 
nut to the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
59—98 N-m (6—10 m-kg, 43—72 ft-lb)

06U0GX-034

Brush lifting
1. Before assembly, use a finger to hold the brushes into the 

brush holder; then pass a wire (<A2mm, 40—50mm, 00.08 
in, 1.6—2.0 in) through the hole shown in the figure.

2. Secure the brushes in position.

Note
• Be sure to remove the wire after assembly is 

complete.

86U05X-028

Rear bearing installation
1. Heat the rear bracket.
2. Press the rear bearing into the rear bracket.
3. Check that the rotor turns easily.

4BG05X-054
INSTALLATION

Note
• When installing the alternator, tighten the bolts to 

the specified torque.

Install in the reverse order of removal.

Tightening torque 
Bolt (1): 37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb) 
Bolt (2): 19—25 N-m (1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)

V-BELT TENSION
Adjustment
1. Loosen the alternator mounting bolt and adjusting bar bolt.
2. Adjust the alternator to set to the specified deflection when

pushing the V-belt with a force of 98 N (10 kg, 22 lb).

Specified deflection 
New : 6—8mm (0.24—0.31 in)
Used: 7—9mm (0.27—0.35 in)

3. Tighten the bolts and recheck the tension.

G-16



STARTER G
STARTER
STARTING SYSTEM

86U05X-030

ON-VEHICLE INSPECTION
Charge the battery fully before starting the following inspection.
1. Turn the ignition switch to the start position.
2. Check that the starter motor operates.
3. If the starter does not operate, check the voltage between

S terminal and ground using a voltmeter.
4. If the voltage is 8V or more, the starter is malfunction.
5. If less than 8V, the wiring harness is malfunction.

Caution 
• If the magnetic switch is hot, it may not function 

even though the voltage is standard voltage or 
more. 

Note 
• The cranking speed is greatly affected by the vis

cosity of the engine oil.

G-17



G STARTER

DISASSEMBLY

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Disconnect the wiring from the starter.
3. Raise the front of the vehicle and support it with safety 

stands.
4. Remove the intake manifold bracket.
5. Remove the starter bolts.
6. Draw out the starter from lower side of the vehicle.

Note
• Remove the lowest starter bolt last.

1. Magnetic switch
2. Plunger and spring
3. Rear housing
4. Brush holder assembly
5. Armature

Caution
® Do not strike the yoke with

6. Ball
7. Planetary gear
8. Drive housing front cover
9. Lever

10. Drive pinion

hammer, drop it or put it in a vi:

86U05X-083

11. Overrunning clutch
12. Internal gear
13. Yoke assembly
14. Gear shaft

when disassembling the starter.

G-18



STARTER G
Magnetic Switch
Remove the following parts:
(1) M terminal nut
(2) Wire
(3) Switch installation screws
(4) Magnetic switch
(5) Plunger and plunger spring

86U05X-033

7BU05X-035

Rear Bracket and Brush Holder
Remove the following parts:
(1) Brush holder installation screws
(2) Through bolts
(3) Rear cover
(4) Wave washer
(5) Brush holder assembly

Note 
• Put an aligning mark on the yoke and rear bracket 

for reassembly before removing the rear bracket. 

Yoke and Armature
Remove the armature and yoke.)

Note 
• Put an aligning mark on the yoke and front bracket 

for reassembly before removing the front bracket.

Overrunning Clutch, Planetary Gears, and Internal Gear
Remove the following parts:
(1) Gasket
(2) Plate
(3) Planetary gears
(4) Internal gear
(5) Drive pinion

Note 
• Do not lose the ball.

7BU05X-110
Overrunning Clutch Stopper
1. Remove the overrunning clutch stopper using a pipe.

86U05X-034
G-19



G STARTER

2, Disassemble the drive pinion, internal gear and washer from 
the gear shaft.

Brush and Brush Holder
Remove the brush from the brush holder using a flat-tip screw
driver.

7BU05X-038
INSPECTION
Armature
1. Ground of armature coil 

Check for continuity between the commutator and the core 
using a circuit tester. Replace the armature if there is con
tinuity.

67U05X-048
2. Insulation of armature coil 

Check for continuity between the commutator and the shaft 
using a circuit tester. Replace the armature if there is con
tinuity.

67U05X-049
3. Runout of commutator

(1) Place the armature on V blocks, and measure the runout 
using a dial gauge.

(2) If the runout is excessive, replace the armature.

Runout : 0.05mm (0.002 in)
Maximum: 0.1mm (0.004 in)

G-20
7BU05X-039



STARTER

4. Outer diameter of commutator
Replace the armature if the outer diameter of the commu
tator is less than the grind limit.

5. Roughness of commutator surface
Repair using a lathe or fine sandpaper if it is rough; wipe 
it with a rag if it is dirty.

Grind limit: 28.8mm (1.13 in)

6. Segments groove depth
If the depth of the groove is less than standard, undercut 
the grooves to the standard depth.

Standard depth: 0.5—0.8mm (0.02—0.03 in) 
Minimum depth: 0.2mm (0.008 in)

Magnetic Switch
1. Wiring damage ((§) terminal — @ terminal)

Check for continuity between the (§) terminal and the ©  
terminal using a circuit tester. Replace the magnetic switch 
if there is no continuity.

2. Wiring damage (©  terminal — body)
Check for continuity between (§) terminal and body using 
a circuit tester.
Replace the magnetic switch if there is no continuity.

3. Ground of magnetic switch 
Check for continuity between (M) and ®  terminals using 
a circuit tester. Replace the magnetic switch if there is con
tinuity.

67U05X-055
G-21
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Overrunning Clutch
Turn the pinion shaft by hand and hold the overrunning clutch. 
Replace the overrunning clutch if the pinion turns in both direc
tions or in neither direction.

Note
• Do not wash the overrunning clutch with solvent; 

it is packed with grease and sealed.

86U05X-035
Internal Gear and Planetary Gears
1. Internal gear

Check for wear or damage. Replace if necessary.
2. Planetary gears

Check for wear or damage. Replace if necessary.

67U05X-057
Yoke
Check for damage. Replace if necessary.

Bearing
Check for abnormal noise, looseness, binding. 
Replace the bearing if there is any problem.

Note
® Use a bearing puller to remove the bearings.

67U05X-059
Brush and Brush Holder
1. Insulation of brush holder 

Check for continuity between the insulated brush and the 
plate using a circuit tester. Replace the brush holder if there 
is continuity.

67U05X-060

G-22
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|A |

^WEAR LIMIT LINE
— } - /  I 
10.0mm
(0.39 in) 17 5mm 
— L  (0.69 in)
_ *

2. Brush
Replace the brushes if they are worn beyond the wear lim
it, or if the wear is near the limit.

Wear limit: 10.0mm (0.394 in)
New brush: 17.5mm (0.689 in)

7BU05X-043

3. Brush holder 
Check that the brush slides smoothly inside the brush holder.

4. Brush spring
(1) Measure the force of the brush spring using a spring 

balance.
(2) Replace the brush spring if the force is below specifi

cation.

Specification: 7 N (0.7 kg, 1.5 lb)

Note
• The force is measured at the moment the brush 

spring separates from the brush.
• The force must be 18—24 N (1.8—2.4 kg, 4.0—5.3 

lb) for a new brush spring.

ASSEMBLY
Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to 
Assembly Note.

Assembly Note 
Lubricate
During assembly lubricate the following points:
1 . Gear of armature shaft
2. Internal gear and planetary gears
3. Plunger circumference
4. Lever
5. Ball
6. Gear shaft spline
7. Front bracket housing

Installation of Overrunning Clutch
1 . Install the washer, internal gear, drive pinion stopper, and 

the snap ring on the gear shaft.
7BU05X-045

G-23
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2. Press the stopper and the snap ring into position as shown 
in the figure.

7BU05X-046
Installation of lever
Check the lever faces in the correct direction.

7BU05X-047
Installation of Brush Holder
Install the brush holder assembly and rear cover and align the 
through bolts.

7BU05X-048
CHECKING OPERATION 
Magnetic Switch
Make the following tests:

Pull-out test
1. Check that the pinion is pulled out when 12V is connected 

to the S terminal and the body is grounded.

86U05X-038
2. Measure the pinion gap while the pinion is pulled out. 

Specification: 0.5—2.0mm (0.02—0.08 in)

3. Adjust the pinion gap with an adjust washer (drive housing 
front cover—magnetic switch) if it is not within specification.

7BU05X-050

G—24



STARTER G
Return test
1. Disconnect the motor wire from the M terminal, and then 

connect the battery power to the M terminal and ground 
the body.

2. Pull out the overrunning clutch with a flat-tip screwdriver. 
Check that the overrunning clutch returns to its original po
sition when released.

86U05X-039

86U05X-040

No-load Test
1. After adjusting the pinion gap, form a test circuit with a volt

meter and an ammeter.

Note
• Use heavy gauge wires and tighten each terminal

fully.

2. Close switch K to run the starter.
3. Check for the following:

Voltage (V) 11.0

Current (A) 90 max.
Gear shaft speed (rpm) 3,000 min.

4. If any abnormality is noted, check for the cause according 
to “ Inspection” .

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal.

Note
• When installing the starter, tighten the bolts to the 

specified torque.

Tightening torque 
Bolts: 37—52 Nm (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)
B terminal:
10—12 N-m (100—120 cm-kg, 87—104 in-lb) 

Intake manifold bracket bolts:
37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

G -25
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SPARK PLUGS
REMOVAL I INSTALLATION 
Note the following points:
1. When the spark plug lead is to be pulled off, be sure to pull 

the boot itself, not the wire.
2. Apply anti-seize compound or molybdenum-based lubricant 

to the spark plug threads before installing.
3. Tighten the spark plugs to the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
15—23 N m (1.5—2.3 m-kg, 11—17 ft-lb)

INSPECTION
Check the following points. If a problem is found, replace the 
spark plug.
1. Damaged insulation
2. Worn electrodes
3. Carbon deposits

If cleaning is necessary, use a plug cleaner or a wire brush. 
Clean the upper insulator also.

4. Damaged gasket.

Plug gap: 1.0—1.1mm (0.039—0.043 in)

(

(
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IGNITION COIL, HIGH-TENSION LEAD G

06U0GX-017

IGNITION COIL
INSPECTION 
Primary Coil
Use an ohmmeter and check for resistance in the primary coil. 
If it is not within the specification, replace the coil.

Primary coil resistance (at 20°C [68°F])
Turbo : 0.72—0.880 
Non-Turbo: 0.77—0.950

Secondary Coil
Use a ohmmeter to measure the resistance of the secondary 
coil. If it is not within specification, replace the coil.

Secondary coil resistance: (at 20°C [68°F]) 
10.3—13.9 kO

06U0GX-018
Insulation of Case
Use a 500V megger tester to measure the insulation resis
tance between the primary terminal and the case.
The standard reading is 10 mO or more.

86U05X-046
HIGH-TENSION LEAD
INSPECTION
Measure the resistance using an ohmmeter. 

Resistance: 16 kO per 1 m (3.28 ft)

86U05X-047

G-27



DISTRIBUTOR

DISTRIBUTOR
SPARK TEST
1. Disconnect the distributor lead from the distributor.
2. Hold it with insulated pliers approx. 5—10mm (0.20—0.39 

in) from a ground.
3. Crank the engine and check that a strong blue spark is 

visible.
4. If there is no spark, the ignition coil or pick-up coil may be 

bad.
Check once again after replacing the ignition coil or pick
up coil.

IGNITION TIMING
1. Warm up the engine to the normal operating temperature.
2. Turn all electric loads OFF.
3. Connect a tachometer and timing light to the engine.

4. Connect a jumper wire between the test connector and 
grounci

5. Check the idle speed. Set to the specified speed if neces
sary. (Refer to Section F1 or F2.)

Idle speed: 750 ± 25 rpm

6. Check that the timing mark (Yellow) on the crankshaft pul
ley and the mark on the timing belt cover are aligned.

Ignition timing 
Turbo: 9 ± 1°
(Test connector grounded)

Non-Turbo: 6 ± 1°
(Vacuum hoses disconnected and plugged)

7. If the mark is not aligned, loosen the distributor lock bolt, 
and turn the distributor housing to make the adjustment.

8. Reconnect the vacuum hoses, or disconnect the jumper wire 
from the test connector.

9. Tighten the distributor lock bolt to specified torque.

Tightening torque:
19—25 Nm (1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)

G-28
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DISTRIBUTOR G

CRANK ANGLE (°)

ENGINE SPEED (rpm)

SPARK CONTROL (Non-Turbo)
Centrifugal Advance
1. Warm up the engine to the normal operating temperature.
2. Check that the idle speed and initial ignition timing are 

correct.
3. Disconnect the vacuum hoses from the vacuum control unit 

and plug them.

4. While gradually increasing the engine speed, use a timing 
light to check the advance on the pulley.
Excess advance......weak governor spring (If the gover

nor spring is broken, the advance will 
rise very high)

Insufficient advance., governor weight or cam malfunction

86U05X-053
Vacuum Advance
1. Warm up the engine to the normal operating temperature.
2. Check that the idle speed and ignition timing are correct.
3. Disconnect the vacuum hoses from the vacuum control unit, 

and plug them.
4. Connect a vacuum pump to the vacuum control unit.

86U05X-054
5. Apply vacuum and check the advance with the timing light.

REMOVAL
1. Remove the high-tension leads.
2. Disconnect the vacuum hoses and wiring. (Non-Turbo)
3. Disconnect the coupler. (Turbo)
4. Loosen the distributor lock bolts.
5. Remove the distributor.

Note
• Do not turn the crankshaft after the distributor has 

been removed.

G-29



G DISTRIBUTOR

DISASSEMBLY
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure.

Turbo Engine

86U05X-057

1. Cap
2. Distributor rotor 

Caution
® Do not disassemble the distributor set.

Non-Turbo Engine

3. Coupling set
4. Distributor set

1. Cap
2. Rotor
3. Gasket
4. Cover

5. Signal rotor and pin
6. Pick-up coil with igniter
7. Vacuum control unit
8. Breaker

9. Coupling set
10. Governor set
11. Oil seal
12. Bearing

G-30



DISTRIBUTOR G

TURBO NON-TURBO

IT

INSPECTION
Pick-up Coil with Igniter (Non-Turbo)
1. Connect an ohmmeter to the pick-up coil.
2. Measure the resistance.

Resistance: 900—1,2000

3. If it is not within specification, replace it.

Pick-up Coil (Turbo)
Refer to Section F2.

Cap and Rotor
1. Check for corrosion, damage, and cracks.
2. Replace if necessary.

86U05X-060
Distributor Shaft, O-ring, and Oil Seal
1. Check for damage to the distributor shaft, O-ring, and oil 

seal.

ASSEMBLY
Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to 
Assembly Note.

Assembly Note
Align the coupling set blade with the alignment mark and check 
that the rotor is aligned as shown in the illustration.

16U0GX-007



© DISTRIBUTOR

INSTALLATION

Note
• After installing the distributor, adjust the ignition

timing. (Refer to page G-28.)

1. Apply engine oil to the O-ring and driven gear.

2. Install the distributor and connect the high-tension leads and 
distributor connector.

3. Tighten lock bolt to the specified torque.

Torque specification:
19—25 N m (1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)

G-32
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DISTRIBUTOR G
H.E.i. TROUBLESHOOTING (Non-Turbo)

7BU05X-089
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Q IGNITER

IGNITER (TURBO)
PREPARATION
SST

08U0GX-0023
INSPECTION

Warning
• While checking the igniter, disconnect the connec

tor from the ignition coil.

06U0GX-024
1. Disconnect the igniter connector.
2. Connect the SST between the igniter and igniter connector.

Caution
® Do not misconnect the ohmmeter leads.

Connect as follows:
+ lead to ground 
-  lead to SST

3. Connect an ohmmeter between the SST and ground and 
set the scale change dial to X1.

4. Connect the SST to the battery.

5. Turn the ignition switch ON.
6. Push up the “SW2” switch on the SST while observing the 

ohmmeter.

79G05X-010
7. The pointer needle on the ohmmeter should jump up and 

then return.
8. Replace the igniter, if necessary.

06U0GX-028
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______ __________ STARTER INTERLOCK SYSTEM (MTX)_______________G
STARTER INTERLOCK SYSTEM (MTX)________________________________

IGNITION SWITCH
IG2

06U0GX-025

This system is similar to that of the inhibitor switch on an ATX vehicle.
If the clutch pedal is not depressed during starting, battery power will not be supplied to the starter and 
it will not operate.

INTERLOCK SWITCH 
Inspection
1. Disconnect the interlock switch connector.
2. Connect a circuit tester to the switch.
3. Check the continuity.

Pedal Continuity
Depressed Yes
Released No

4. Replace the switch, if necessary.

G -35
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Gi IMPORTANT INFORMATION

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
This workshop manual assumes that you have certain special tools that are necessary for the safe and effi
cient performance of service operations on Mazda vehicles and that you know how to use them properly. 
It also assumes that you are familiar with automobile systems and basic service and repair procedures. You 
should not attempt to use this manual unless these assumptions are correct and you understand the conse
quences described below.

SAFETY RISK
This manual contains certain notes, warnings, etc., which you should carefully read and follow in order to 
eliminate the risk of personal injury to yourself or others and the risk of improper service which may damage 
the vehicle or render it unsafe. The fact that there are no such notes, etc., with respect to any specific service 
method does not mean that there is no possibility that personal safety or vehicle safety will be jeopardized 
by the use of incorrect methods or tools.

POSSIBLE LOSS OF WARRANTY
The manufacturer’s warranty on Mazda vehicles and engines can be voided if improper service or repairs 
are performed by persons other than an authorized Mazda dealer.

WARNING ON LUBRICANTS AND GREASES
Avoid all prolonged and repeated contact with mineral oils, especially used oils. Used oils contaminated 
during service (e.g., engine sump oils) are more irritating and more likely to cause serious effects, including 
skin cancer, in the event of gross and prolonged skin contact.

Wash skin thoroughly after work involving oil.
Protective hand cleaners may be of value provided they can be removed from the skin with water. Do not 
use gasoline, paraffin, or other solvents to remove oil from the skin.

Lubricants and greases may be slightly irritating to the eyes.

Reoeated or prolonged skin contact should be avoided by wearing protective clothing if necessary. Particu
lar care should be taken with used oils and greases containing lead. Do not allow work clothing to be con
taminated with oil. Dry clean or launder such clothing at regular intervals.

06UGIX 002
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HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL GI
HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL
PREPARATION I
PREPARATION points out the needed Special Service Tool (SST) for the service operation that it pre- 
ceeds. Gather all necessary SST before beginning work.

Example:

REPAIR PROCEDURE
1. Most repair operations begin with an overview illustration. It identifies the components, shows how the 

parts fit together, and visual parts inspections. If a damaged or worn part is found, repair or replace it 
as necessary.

2. Expendable parts, tightening torques, and symbols for oil, grease, and sealant are shown in the overview 
illustration.

3. Pages related to service procedures are shown under the illustration. Refer to this information when ser
vicing the related part.

Example:

73-107 (7 .4 -10.9 , 54—79)

17 SELECTIVE

SHOWS SST

SHOWS 
EXPENDABLE 
PARTS

SHOWS 
APPLICATION 
POINT OF OIL, 
ETC.

SHOWS 
RELATED 
PAGE FOR 
SERVICE

SHOWS TIGHTENING 
TORQUE
SPECIFICATION *2

1. Bolt
2. Lock plate
3. Bearing cup
4. Adjusting screw
5. Bearing outer race
6. Locknut
7. Washer
8. Companion flange

16 Bearing inner race 
Removal page M—22

— — I n c r w t  e c
,paQ»M-2ii

I Inspect for d a m a g e  or rough rotaton

Installation page M -24
17. Spacer 
18 Drive pinion

Removal page M—21
Inspect splines and teeth lor wear or damage

Adjustment of height ............ page M—22
A rim sio i^ -— -

SHOWS TIGHTENING 
TORQUE UNIT

-SHOWS VISUAL 
INSPECTION
INFORMATION

*1: The numbering (ex. ©) shown service procedure.
*2: Units shown in Nm (m-kg, ft-lb) unless otherwise specified.

06UGIX-0C3
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G I HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL, FUNDAMENTAL PROCEDURES

SYMBOLS
There are six symbols indicating oil, grease, and sealant. These symbols show the points of applying such 
materials during service.

Symbol Meaning Kind

Apply oil New engine oil or gear oil as appropriate

a Apply brake fluid Only brake fluid

j«Bfc
■Hu b
m m

Apply automatic transmission fluid Only ATF

— je,
Apply grease Appropriate grease

Apply sealant Appropriate sealant

© Apply petroleum jelly Appropriate petroleum jelly

05UGIX-005

Note
• When special oil or grease is needed, this is shown in the illustration.

NOTES, CAUTIONS, AND WARNINGS
As you read through the procedures, you will come across NOTES, CAUTIONS, and WARNINGS. Each 
one is there for a specific purpose. NOTES give you added information that will help you to complete a 
particular procedure. CAUTIONS are given to prevent you from making an error that could damage the 
vehicle. WARNINGS remind you to be especially careful in those areas where carelessness can cause per
sonal injury. The following list contains some general WARNINGS you should follow when you work on 
a vehicle.

9MUGIX-036

FUNDAMENTAL PROCEDURES
PROTECTION OF VEHICLE
Always be sure to cover fenders, seats, and floor areas be
fore starting work.

GI—4
05UGIX-006



FUNDAMENTAL PROCEDURES GI
A WORD ABOUT SAFETY
The following precautions must be followed when jacking up 
the vehicle.
1. Block wheels.
2. Use only specified jacking positions.
3. Support vehicle with safety stands (rigid racks).

Start the engine only after making certain the engine compart
ment is clear of tools and people.

47U0GX-003
PREPARATION OF TOOLS AND MEASURING 
EQUIPMENT
Be sure that all necessary tools and measuring equipment are 
available before starting any work activity.

47U0GX-004
SPECIAL TOOLS
Use special tools when they are required.

47U0GX-005
REMOVAL OF PARTS
While correcting a problem, try also to determine its cause. 
Begin work only after first learning which parts and subassem
blies must be removed and disassembled for replacement or 
repair.

47U0G-X-006
DISASSEMBLY
If the disassembly procedure is complex, requiring many parts 
to be disassembled, all parts should be disassembled in a way 
that will not affect their performance or external appearance, 
and be identified so that reassembly can be performed easily 
and efficiently.

47U0GX-007
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GI FUNDAMENTAL PROCEDURES

1. Inspection of parts
When removed, each part should be carefully inspected for 
malfunctioning deformation, damage, and other problems.

2. Arrangement of parts
All disassembled parts should be carefully arranged for reas
sembly.
Be sure to separate or otherwise identify the parts to be 
replaced from those that will be reused.

47U0GX-009
3. Cleaning parts for reuse
All parts to be reused should be carefully and thoroughly 
cleaned in the appropriate method.

47U0GX-010
ASSEMBLY
Standard values, such as torques and certain adjustments, 
must be strictly observed in the reassembly of all parts. 
Refer to STANDARD BOLT AND NUT TIGHTENING TORQUE 
in Section TD for tightening torques not mentioned in the main 
text.
If removed, these parts should be replaced with new ones:
1. Oil seals 4. Lock washers
2. Gaskets 5. Cotter pins
3. O-rings 6. Nylon nuts

Depending on location:
1. Sealant should be applied to gaskets
2. Oil should be applied to the moving components of parts
3. Specified oil or grease should be applied at the prescribed 

locations (oil seals, etc.) before assembly.

GI—6
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FUNDAMENTAL PROCEDURES GI
ADJUSTMENTS
Use suitable gauges and/or testers when making adjustments.}

RUBBER PARTS AND TUBING
Prevent gasoline or oil from getting on rubber parts or tubing.

06UGIX-008



JACK AND SAFETY STAND POSITIONS, VEHICLE LIFT (2-SUPPORT TYPE) POSITIONS

JACK AND SAFETY STAND POSITIONS

FRONT END 
Jack position:
At the center of the crossmember

Safety stand positions:
On both sides of the body frame

16UGIX-003

REAR END 
Jack position:
At the center of the rear crossmember

Safety stand positions:
On both sides of the body frame

VEHICLE LIFT (2-SUPPORT TYPE) POSITIONS

FRONT END 
Frame
Side sills (front)

REAR END
Frame
Side sills (rear)

GI-8



TOWING GI
TOWING
Proper lifting or towing procedures are necessary to prevent 
damage to the vehicle during any towing operation. State and1 
local laws applicable to vehicles in tow must be followed.

With either automatic or manual transaxle, release the park
ing brake, place the selector lever (or shift lever) in neutral and 
set the ignition key in the “ACC” position. As a general rule, 
towed vehicles should be pulled with the driving wheels off 
the ground.

If excessive damage or other conditions prevent towing the 
vehicle with the driving wheels off the ground, use wheel
dollies.

Caution
• Do not tow the vehicle backward with driving wheels 

on the ground.
• This may damage the transaxle internal parts.
® Do not start or run the engine while vehicle is be

ing towed.

861J0GX-007

Caution
• Do not use the hook loops under the front and rear 

of vehicle for towing purposes. These hook loops 
are designed ONLY for transport tie-down. If tie
down hook loops are used for towing, front/rear 
skirt and bumper will be damaged.

GI-9



OB IDENTIFICATION NUMBER LOCATIONS, UNITS, ABBREVIATION:

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
LOCATIONS

UNITS
N m (m-kg or cm-kg,
ft-lb or in-lb)................ Torque
rpm.............................Revolutions per minute
A................................ Ampere(s)
V................................ Volt(s)
12...................... . Ohm(s) (resistance)
kPa (kg/cm2 psi)..........Pressure

(usually positive)
mmHg (in Hg)............ Pressure

(usually negative)
W............................... Watt
mm (in).......................Length
liters (US qt, Imp qt).... Volume 
oz...............................ounce

96U0GX-002

ABBREVIATIONS

ABDC............... After bottom dead center
A/C................... Air conditioner
ACC.................. Accessories
ADD.................. Additional fan
ATDC......... ...... After top dead center
ATX...................Automatic transaxle
ATF................... Automatic transaxle fluid
ABS.................. Anti-lock brake system
BBDC............... Before bottom dead center
BTDC................ Before top dead center
EX.....................Exhaust
EC-AT............... Electronically controlled

automatic transaxle
ESPS................. Engine speed sensing power

steering
ECPS................ Electronically-controlled pow

er steering
HLA..................Hydraulic Lash Adjuster
IG...................... Ignition
IN...................... Intake
1C...................... Integrated circuit
I NT.................... Intermittent
LH..................... Left hand
M ......................Motor
MTX.................. Manual transaxle
OFF..................Switch off
ON.................... Switch on
PCV.................. Positive crankcase ventilation
P/S....................Power steering
P/W................... Power window
RH....................Right hand
SST................... Service special tools
ST.....................Start
SW.................... Switch
2WS.................. 2-wheel steering

16UGIX-002
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CAUTION GI
CAUTION
INSTALLATION OF A MOBILE TWO-WAY RADIO SYSTEM
If a mobile two-way radio system is installed improperly, or if a wrong type is used, the Fuel Injection system 
and other systems may be affected.
When car is equipped with a mobile two-way radio system, observe the following precautions.
1. Install the antenna at the farthest point from the control unit.
2. Keep the antenna feeder as far away from the control unit harness as possible.

(at least 30 cm (11.8 in))
3. Insure that the antenna and feeder are properly adjusted.
4. Do not install a powerful mobile two-way radio system.

REMOVAL OF IGNITION KEY ON AUTOMATIC 
TRANSAXLE MODEL
The selector lever must be in P (PARK) to turn the ignition key 
to the OFF position. If the switch seems to be off but the key 
cannot be removed, the switch may still be in the ACC posi
tion, or the selector lever may not be in P (PARK). Shift the 
selector lever to P (PARK), and turn the ignition key to the 
LOCK position. The key should now be free for removal.

03UGIX-005
GI—11



@1 CAUTION

ELECTRICAL TROUBLESHOOTING TOOLS
Test Light
The test light, as shown in the figure, uses a 12V bulb. The 
two lead wires should be connected to probes.
The test light is used for simple voltage checks and for check
ing for short circuits.

Caution
® When checking the control unit, never use a bulb 

over 3.4W.

9MUGIX-019

VOLTMETER

GROUND

Jumper Wire
The jumper wire is used for testing by shorting across switch 
terminals and ground connections.

Caution
® Do not connect a jumper wire from the power source 

line to a body ground; this may cause burning or 
other damage to harnesses or electronic com
ponents.

Voltmeter
The DC voltmeter is used to measure circuit voltage. A volt
meter with a range of 15V or more is used by connecting the 
positive (+) probe (red lead wire) to the point where voltage 
is to be measured and the negative (-) probe (black lead 
wire) to a body ground.

16UGIX-006
Ohmmeter
The ohmmeter is used to measure the resistance between two 
points in a circuit and also to check for continuity and diagno
sis of short circuits.

Caution
® Do not attempt to connect the ohmmeter to any cir

cuit to which voltage is applied; this may burn or 
otherwise damage the ohmmeter.

CAUTION WITH ELECTRICAL PARTS 
Battery Cable
Before disconnecting connectors or replacing electrical parts, 
disconnect the negative battery cable.

GI-12



CAUTION GI
Connectors 
Removal of connector
Never pull on the wiring harness when disconnecting con
nectors.

9MUGIX-023
Connectors can be removed by pressing or pulling the lock 
lever as shown.

9MUGIX-024
Locking of connector
When locking connectors, make sure to listen for a click that 
will indicate they are securely locked.

9MUGIX-025
Inspection
When a tester is used to check for continuity or to measure 
voltage, insert the tester probe from the wire harness side.

9MUGIX-026
Terminals
Inspection
Pull lightly on individual wires to check that they are secured 
in the terminal.

9MUGIX-027
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CAUTION

Replacement of terminate
Use the appropriate tools to remove the terminal as shown. 
When installing the terminal, be sure to insert it until it locks 
secure.

< Female >
Insert a thin piece of metal from the terminal side of the con
nector, and then, with the terminal locking tab pressed down, 
pull the terminal out from the connector.

<Maie>
Same as the female type.

Wiring Harness 
Wiring color codes
Two-color wires are indicated by a two-color code symbol. 
The first letter indicates the base color of the wire and the sec
ond the color of the stripe.

CODE COLOR CODE COLOR

B Black 0 Orange

BR Brown P Pink

G Green R Red

GY Gray V Violet

L Blue w White

LB Light Blue Y Yellow

LG Light Green — —

Sensors, Switches, and Relays
Handle sensors, switches, and relays carefully. Do not drop 
them or strike them against other parts.

GI—14
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CAUTION GI
Fuse
Replacement
1. When replacing a fuse, be sure to replace it with one of 

specified capacity.
If a fuse again fails after it has been replaced, the circuit 
probably has a short circuit and the wiring should be 
checked.

2. Be sure the negative battery terminal is disconnected be
fore replacing a main fuse (80A and 100A).

06UGIX-011
3. When replacing a pullout fuse, use the fuse puller supplied 

in the fuse box cover.

9MUGIX-032
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INDEX

1. Clutch pedal
Adjustment......page H- 5
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Installation.....page H- 6

2. Clutch master cylinder
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Installation.....page H- 7
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Installation.....page H-11
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06U0HX-002

7. Clutch disc
Removal /

Installation.....page H-14
Inspection.......page H-16

8. Pilot bearing
Inspection.......page H-17

Removal /
Installation.....page H-14

9. Flywheel
Removal /

Installation.....page H-14
Inspection.......page H-17



OUTLINE, TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE H
OUTLINE
SPECIFICATIONS

Item --------------- ..
Model Turbo Non-Turbo

| Clutch control Hydraulic

Clutch cover Type Diaphragm spring
Set load N (kg, lb) 5,495 (560, 1,232) 4,316 (440, 968)
Outer diameter mm (in) 240 (9.45) 225 (8.86)
Inner diameter mm (in) 160 (6.30) 150 (5.91)

Clutch disc
Thickness

Pressure plate 
side mm (in) 3.5 (0.14) 4.1 (0.16)

Flywheel side
mm (in) 3.5 (0.14)

Type Suspended

Clutch pedal Pedal ratio 6.00
Full stroke mm (in) 135 (5.31)
Height (with carpet) mm (in) 171-181 (6.73-7.13)

Master cylinder inner diameter mm (in) 15.87 (0.625) H
1 Release cylinder inner diameter mm (in) 19.05 (0.750)
[ Clutch fluid SAE J1703 or FMVSS116 DOT-3

06U0HX-003

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Problem Possible Cause Action Page
Slipping Clutch disc facing worn excessively Replace H-14

Clutch disc facing surface hardened or oil on surface Repair or replace H-14
Pressure plate damaged Repair or replace H-14
Diaphragm spring damaged or weak Replace H-14
Insufficient clutch pedal play Adjust H- 5
Clutch pedal sticking Repair or replace H- 6
Flywheel damaged Repair or replace H-14

Faulty disen Excessive runout or damaged clutch disc Replace H-14
gagement Clutch disc splines rusted or worn Remove rust or replace H-14

Oil on facing Repair or replace _
Diaphragm spring weak Replace H-14
Excessive clutch pedal play Adjust H- 5
Insufficient clutch fluid Add fluid H- 2
Leakage of clutch fluid Locate and repair or 

replace
—

Clutch vibrates Oil on facing Repair or replace H-14
when accelerating Torsion spring weak Replace H-14

Clutch disc facing hardened or damaged Repair or replace H-14
Clutch disc facing rivets loose Replace H-14
Pressure plate damaged or excessive runout Replace H-14
Flywheel surface hardened or damaged Repair or replace H-14
Loose or worn engine mount Tighten or replace —

Clutch pedal 
sticking

Pedal shaft not properly lubricated Lubricate or replace H- 6

Abnormal noise Clutch release bearing damaged Replace H-14
Poor lubrication of release bearing sleeve Lubricate or replace H-14
Torsion spring weak Replace H-14
Excessive crankshaft end play Repair Refer to Section B
Pilot bearing worn or damaged Replace H-14
Worn pivot points of release fork Repair or replace H-14

06U0HX-004
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H CLUTCH FLUID

CLUTCH FLUID
PREPARATION
SST

49 0259 770B ,g > For
loosening and

Wrench, flare nut tightening bleeder
screw

06U0HX-005

REPLACEMENT

97U0HX-025

Note
• The fluid in the reserve tank must be maintained at 

the 3/4 level or higher during replacement.

Caution
o ie  careful not to spill clutch fluid on a painted sur

face. if this should happen, wash it off immediately, 
o Do not mix different brands of clutch fluid.
• Do not reuse the clutch fluid which was drained out.

1. Draw the fluid from the reserve tank with a suction pump, 
and refill with clean, new fluid.

2. Remove the bleeder cap from the clutch release cylinder 
and attach a vinyl hose to the bleeder plug.

3. Place the other end of the vinyl hose into a clear container.
4. Slowly pump the clutch pedal several times.
5. With the clutch pedal depressed, loosen the bleeder screw 

with the SST to let fluid escape. Close the bleeder screw 
with the SST.

6. Repeat Steps 4 and 5 until only clean fluid is seen.
7. Tighten the bleeder screw.

Tightening torque:
5.9—8.8 N-m (60—90 cm-kg, 52—78 in-lb)

8. Add fluid to the MAX mark.
9. Check for correct clutch operation.

H-4



CLUTCH PEDAL H
CLUTCH PEDAL
ADJUSTMENT 
Clutch Pedal Height 
Inspection
1. Measure the distance from the upper surface of the pedal 

pad to the carpet.

Pedal height: 171—181mm (6.73—7.13 in)
(With carpet)

2. If necessary, adjust the pedal height.

Adjustment
1. Loosen locknut ©and turn clutch switch ©until the height 

is correct.
2. Tighten locknut ® .

Tightening torque:
14—18 N m (1.4—1.8 m-kg, 10—13 ft-lb)

3. After the adjustment, inspect the pedal free play.

Clutch Pedal Free Play 
Inspection
1. Depress the clutch pedal by hand until clutch resistance 

is felt.

Pedal free play: 0.6—3.0mm (0.02—0.12 in)
Total pedal free play: 5—13mm (0.20—0.51 in)

2. If necessary, adjust the pedal free play.

Adjustment
1. Loosen locknut ©and turn push rod ©until pedal free play 

is correct.
2. Check that the disengagement height from the upper sur

face of the pedal height to the carpet is correct when the 
pedal is fully depressed.

Minimum disengagement height: 39mm (1.54 in)
(With carpet)

3. Tighten locknut © .

Tightening torque:
12—17 N-m (1.2—1.7 m-kg, 8.7—12 ft-lb)

4. After adjustment, inspect the pedal height.

H-5



H CLUTCH PEDAL

REMOVAL / INSPECTION / INSTALLATION
1. Remove in the order shown in the figure.
2. Inspect all parts and repair or replace as necessary.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

Note
• Apply lithium based grease to the bushings and pins when installing.

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

16UOHX-002

1. Clip 10. Nut 19. Bushing
2. Pin 11. Bushing 20. Nut
3. Spring seat 12. Nut 21. Push rod
4. Spacer 13. Lock washer Inspect for damage or
5. Bushing 14. Flat washer bending
6. Assist spring 15. Bolt 22. Clip

Adjustment......page H- 7 16. Spacer 23. Spacer
7. Spring seat 17. Clutch pedal 24. Pin
8. Clip Adjustment......page H- 5 25. Pedal pad
9. Rod 18. Bushing

H—6



CLUTCH PEDAL, CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER H
Adjustment 
Assist spring
1. Turn the locknut until the spring length is correct.

Standard spring length:
Turbo: 37.1—38.1mm (1.46—1.50 in) 
Non-Turbo: 38.6—39.6mm (1.52—1.56 in)

Clutch pedal height and free play
Refer to page H-5.

16U0HX-003

CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER
PREPARATION
SST

49 0259 770B For
disconnecting

Wrench, flare nut and connecting
clutch pipe

06U0HX-009REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
1. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.
2. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.

Caution
• Clutch fluid will damage painted surfaces. Be sure to use a container or rags to collect it.
• If fluid does get on a painted surface, wipe if off immediately with a rag.

16UOHX-004

1. Clutch pipe 3. Clutch master cylinder 4. Gasket
Removal......... page H- 8 Check for fluid leakage from
Installation.......page H- 8 the cylinder bore

2. Nut Overhaul........ page H- 9
AIR BLEEDING page H- 8

H-7



H CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER

Removal Note 
Clutch pipe
1. Disconnect the clutch pipe with the SST.

installation Note 
Clutch pipe
1. Tighten the clutch pipe with the SST.

Tightening torque:
13—22 N-m (1.3—2.2 m-kg, 9.4—16 ft-lb)

Air Bleeding
1. After installation, bleed the clutch system.

(Refer to below.)

Inspection and Adjustment 
Clutch pedal height and free play
Refer to page H-5.

AIR BLEEDING
The clutch hydraulic system must be bled to remove air in
troduced whenever a hydraulic line is disconnected.

Note
• The fluid in the reserve tank must be maintained at 

the 3/4 level or higher during air bleeding.

Caution
® Clutch fluid will damage a painted surface. If fluid 

does get on a painted surface, wipe it off im
mediately.

® Do not mix different brands of clutch fluid.
• Do not reuse the clutch fluid which was drained out.

1. Remove the bleeder cap from the clutch release cylinder 
and attach a vinyl hose to the bleeder plug.

2. Insert the other end of the vinyl hose into a clear container.
3. Slowly pump the clutch pedal several times.
4. While depressing the pedal, loosen the bleeder screw with 

the SST to let fluid and air escape.
Close the bleeder screw with the SST.

5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until no air bubbles are seen in the 
fluid.

6. Tighten the bleeder screw.

Tightening torque:
5.9—8.8 N-m (60—90 cm-kg, 52—78 in-lb)

7. Check for correct clutch operation.
8. Verify that there is no fluid leakage.

H-8



CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER H
OVERHAUL
1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.
2. Inspect all parts and repair or replace as necessary.
3. Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to Assembly Note.

Caution
• Clean the disassembled parts in solvent and blow through all ports and passages with com

pressed air.

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

16U0HX-007

1. Snap ring 3. Spacer 11. Packing
Removal..........page H-10 4. Primary cup 12. Reservoir
Installation.......page H-11 Inspect for wear or cracks 13. Bushing

2. Piston and secondary cup 5. Return spring 14. Master cylinder body
assembly 6. Connector bolt Inspect cylinder bore for

Removal..........page H-10 7. Gasket scoring or corrosion
Inspect for wear, scoring, 8. Connector
or cracks 9. Gasket
Installation.......page H-10 10. Cap

H -9



H CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER

Disassembly Note 
Snap ring

Note
• Do not damage the push rod contact surface of the 

piston.

1. Press down on the piston and remove the snap ring with 
snap-ring pliers.

16U0HX-008
Piston and secondary cup assembly 

Caution
• Hold a rag over the master cylinder to prevent the 

piston and secondary cup assembly from jumping 
out.

1. Remove the piston and secondary cup assembly, spacer, 
and primary cup by applying compressed air through the 
clutch pipe installation hole.

16U0HX-009
Assembly Note 

Caution
® Before assembly, make sure all parts are completely 

clean.
® Do not mix different brands of clutch fluid.
® Do not reuse the clutch fluid which was drained out.
• Apply the specified clutch fluid to the piston and 

secondary cup assembly, spacer, primary cup, and 
cylinder bore before assembly. .

• Replace parts with new ones whenever specified to 
do so.

9MU0HX-021

Piston and secondary cup assembly 
1. Install the spring, primary cup, spacer, and piston and 

secondary cup assembly, noting the proper direction of the 
parts. (Refer to page H-9.)

Snap ring 

Note
• Do not damage the push rod contact surface off the 

piston.

1. While pressing the piston, install the snap ring.

H-10
16U0HX-011



CLUTCH RELEASE CYLINDER H
CLUTCH RELEASE CYLINDER
PREPARATION
SST

49 0259 770B For
disconnecting

Wrench, flare nut and connecting
clutch pipe

06U0HX-011

REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
1. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.
2. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.

Caution
• Clutch fluid will damage painted surfaces. Be sure to use a container or rags to collect it.
• If fluid does get on a painted surface, wipe it off immediately with a rag.

5.9—8.8 N-m 
(60—90 cm-kg,
52—78 In-lb) ( | ) l9 '

(1.9—2.6 
14—19)

(MOLYBDENUM
DISULFIDE)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

16U0HX-012

1. Clutch pipe
Removal...................................page H-12
Installation................................page H-12

2. Bolts

3. Clutch release cylinder
Remove boot and check for fluid leakage
Overhaul...................................page H-12
AIR BLEEDING........................page H- 8



[ _ CLUTCH RELEASE CYLINDER

Removal Note 
Clutch pipe

Caution
® After disconnecting the clutch pipe, plug the clutch 

pipe to prevent fluid leakage.

1. Disconnect the clutch pipe with the SST.

16U0HX-013
Installation Note 
Ciutch pipe
1. Tighten the clutch pipe with the SST.

Tightening torque:
13—22 N-m (1.3—2.2 m-kg, 9.4—1® ft-lb)

Air Bleeding
1. After installation, bleed the clutch system. 

(Refer to page H-8.)

OVERHAUL
1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.
2. Inspect all parts and repair or replace as necessary.
3. Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly.

Caution
• Clean the disassembled parts in solvent and blow through all ports and passages with com

pressed air.
» Before assembly, make sure all parts are completely clean.
® Apply the specified ciutch fluid to the piston and cup assembly and cylinder bore before as

sembly.

16U0HX-015

1. Boot 4. Spring 8. Release cylinder body
2. Push rod 5. Bleeder cap Inspect cylinder bore for
3. Piston and cup assembly 6. Bleeder screw scoring or corrosion

Removal..........page H-13 7. Steel ball
Inspect for wear, scoring, 
or cracks

H-12



CLUTCH RELEASE CYLINDER, CLUTCH UNIT H

CLUTCH UNIT
PREPARATION

Disassembly Note 
Piston and cup assembly

Caution
® Hold a rag over the release cylinder to prevent the 

piston and cup assembly from jumping out.

1. Remove the piston and cup assembly by applying com
pressed air through the flexible hose installation hole.

16U0HX-016

16U0HX-017

H -1 3



H CLUTCH UNIT

REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
1. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.
2. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.

Note
® Remove the clutch release cylinder with the ciutch pipe connected.
• Do not remove the pilot bearing if not necessary.

1(M0RI WHITE TA No.2 OR EQUIVALENT 
ORGANIC MOLYBDENUM GREASE)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

16U0HX-018

1. Clutch release cylinder
2. Transaxle

Service....Section J1 or J2
3. Boot
4. Release bearing

Inspection.......page H-16
5. Release fork

6. Clutch cover
Removal......... page H-15
Inspection.......page H-16
Installation.......page H-16

7. Clutch disc
Removal......... page H-15
Inspection.......page H-16
Installation.......page H-16

8. Pilot bearing
Inspection.......page H-17
Removal......... page H-15
Installation.......page H-15

9. Flywheel
Removal......... page H-15
Inspection.......page H-17
Installation.......page H-15

H-14



CLUTCH UNIT H
Removal Note 
Clutch cover and disc
1. Install the SST.
2. Loosen each bolt one turn at a time in a crisscross pattern 

until spring tension is released. Then remove the clutch cov
er and disc.

97U0HX-016
Flywheel
1. Hold the flywheel with the SST.

Note
• After removing the flywheel, inspect for oil leakage 

past the crankshaft rear oil seal.
• If necessary replace it. (Refer to Section B.)

2. Remove the flywheel.

Pilot bearing
1. Remove the pilot bearing with the SST.

16U0HX-019
Installation Note 
Flywheel
1. Remove any old sealant from the bolts and bolt holes. If 

old sealant can not removed from the bolt, replace it.
2. Apply sealant to the bolt threads.
3. Install the flywheel and SST.
4. Tighten the bolts in a crisscross pattern.

Tightening torque:
96—103 N m (9.8—10.5 m-kg, 71—76 ft-lb)

Pilot bearing
1. Install the new bearing.

Note
• Tap it in until distance A in the figure is 3.8—4.2mm 

(0.150—0.165 in).

16U0HX-020

H -1 5



H  CLUTCH UNIT, RELEASE BEARING, CLUTCH COVER, CLUTCH DISC

Clutch disc
1. Clean the clutch disc splines and primary shaft splines, then 

apply Mori White TA No.2 or equivalent organic molybde
num grease.

2. Set the clutch disc into position with the SST.

06U0HX-021
Clutch cover
1. Align the dowel holes with the flywheel dowels.
2. Tighten the bolts evenly and gradually in the crisscross pat

tern with the SST.

Tightening torque:
18—26 N-m (1.8—2.7 m-kg, 13—20 ft-lb)

06U0HX-022

RELEASE BEARING
INSPECTION
1. Turn the bearing while applying force in the axial direction. 

If the bearing sticks or has excessive resistance, replace it.

Note
® The clutch release bearing is a sealed bearing and 

must not be washed in solvent.

CLUTCH COVER
INSPECTION
1. Inspect the contact surface of the clutch disc for scoring, 

cracks, or burning, repair or replace as necessary.

Note
® Minor scoring or burning should be removed with 

emery paper.

2. Inspect the contact surface of the clutch release bearing 
for wear or cracks.
If there is wear or cracks, replace the clutch cover.

CLUTCH DflSC
INSPECTION
1. Inspect the lining surface for burning or oil contamination. 

Replace it if it is badly burned or oil soaked.

Note
® Use sandpaper if the trouble is minor.

2. Inspect for loose facing rivets or torsion springs.
Replace the clutch disc if any are loose.

H-16



CLUTCH DISC, PILOT BEARING, FLYWHEEL H

3. Measure the thickness of the lining at a rivet head on both 
sides with vernier calipers.
Replace it if less than minimum.

Minimum thickness: 0.3mm (0.012 in)

4. Measure the clutch disc runout with a dial indicator. 
Replace the clutch disc if runout is excessive.

Maximum runout: 1.0mm (0.039 in)

PILOT BEARING 
INSPECTION
1. Turn the bearing while applying force in the axial direction. 

If the bearing sticks or has excessive resistance, replace it.

FLYWHEEL
INSPECTION
1. Inspect the contact surface of the clutch disc for scoring, 

cracks, or burning, repair or replace as necessary.

Note
• Minor scoring or burning should be removed with 

emery paper.

2. Inspect the ring gear teeth for wear or damage. If neces
sary, replace the ring gear as follows:
(1) Heat the ring gear with a blowtorch. Tap around the gear 

to remove it from the flywheel.
(2) Heat the new ring gear to 250—300°C (480—570°F); 

then fit it onto the flywheel.

Note
• The beveled side of the ring gear must face the en

gine side.

H -1 7



H FLYWHEEL
3. Measure the flywheel runout with a dial indicator. 

Replace the flywheel if runout is excessive.

Maximum runout: 0.2mm (0.008 in)



MANUAL TRANSAXLE 
(G5M-R)

INDEX................................................... .........J1 - 2
OUTLINE .......................................................J1 - 3

SPECIFICATIONS....................................... J1 - 3
STRUCTURAL VIEW...................................J1 - 4
POWER FLOW............................ ............ J1 - 5

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE............... ....... J1 - 6
TRANSAXLE OIL ............................... ..........J1 - 7

INSPECTION........ ............................ .........J1- 7
REPLACEMENT..........................................J1 - 7

TRANSAXLE...................................... . J1 - 8
PREPARATION................................... ....... J1 - 8
REMOVAL.................................... ............. J1-10
DISASSEMBLY..................... . J1-12
INSPECTION.............................................. J1-23
ASSEMBLY.................................................J1-26
INSTALLATION...........................................J1-43

SHIFT MECHANISM.....................................J1-48
REMOVAL / INSTALLATION................... . J1-48
INSPECTION.............................................. J1-49

16U0J1-027



INDEX

BACKUP LIGHT SWITCH 
SERVICE, SECTION T

OIL SPECIFICATION 
ALL-SEASON TYPE:

SAE 75W-90 
ATF DEXRON-II 

ABOVE —18°C (0°F)
API SERVICE: GL-4 OR GL-5 
SAE 80W-90 OR SAE 90 

CAPACITY 3.35 LITERS (3.5, Us qt, 
2.9 Imp qt)

Transaxle
Removal........page J1-10
Disassembly... page J1-12
Inspection......page J1-23
Assembly.......page J1-28
Installation......page J1-43

2. Differential
Disassembly... page J1-22
Inspection......page J1-23
Adjustment....page J1-27
Assembly.......page J1-26

06U0J1-002

3. Shift mechanism
Removal I

Installation....page J1-48
Inspection......page J1-49

4. Transaxle oil
Inspection......page J1- 7

Replacement.. page J1- 7

J1 —2



OUTLINE J1
OUTLINE
SPECIFICATIONS

J1-3



J 1 _________________  _________ OUTLINE

STRUCTURAL VIEW

06U0J1-004

1. Primary 1 st gear 6. Primary reverse gear 11. Secondary 5th gear
2. Primary 2nd gear 7. Secondary 1st gear 12. Secondary reverse gear
3. Primary 3rd gear 8. Secondary 2nd gear 13. Reverse idler gear
4. Primary 4th gear 9. Secondary 3rd gear 14. Differential
5. Primary 5th gear 10. Secondary 4th gear

J1-4



OUTLINE J1
POWER FLOW
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J1 TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Problem Possible cause Remedy Page

Change Sever won’t Seized change lever ball Replace J1-48
shift smoothly, or is Seized change control rod joint Replace J1-48
hard to shift Bent change control rod Replace J1-48
Too much play in Worn change control rod bushing Replace J1-48
change lever Weak ball spring or change lever Replace J1-48

Worn ball bushing or change lever Replace J1-48

Difficult to shift Bent change rod Replace J1-48
No grease in transmission control Lubricate with grease J1-48
Insufficient oil Add oil J1- 7
Deterioration of oil quality Replace with oil of 

specified quality
J1- 7

Wear or play of shift fork or shift rod Replace J1-12
Worn synchronizer ring Replace J1-23
Worn synchronizer gear cone Replace J1-23
Bad contact of synchronizer ring and gear cone Replace J1-23
Excessive longitudinal play of gears Replace J1-19
Worn bearing Adjust or replace J1-19
Worn synchronizer key spring Replace J1-19
Excessive primary shaft gear bearing preload Adjust J1-34
Improperly adjusted change guide plate Adjust J1-15

Won’t stay in gear Bent change control rod Replace J1-48
Worn change control rod bushing Replace J1-48
Weak change lever ball spring Replace J1-48
Improperly installed extension bar Tighten J1-48
Worn shift fork Replace J1-19
Worn clutch hub Replace J1-23
Worn clutch hub sleeve Replace J1-23
Worn gear sliding part of both shaft gears Replace J1-24
Worn gear sliding part of each gear Replace J1-24
Worn steel sliding groove of control end Replace J1-12
Weak spring pressing against steel ball Replace J1-12
Excessive thrust clearance Replace J 1-30,32
Worn bearing Replace J1-19
Improperly installed engine mount Tighten J1-43

Abnormal noise Insufficient oil Add oil J1- 7
Deterioration of oil quality Replace J1- 7
Worn bearing Adjust or replace J1-19
Worn gear sliding surface of both shaft gears Replace J1-19
Worn sliding surfaces of gears Replace J1-19
Excessive gear backlash Replace J1-19
Damaged gear teeth Replace with oil of 

specified quality
J 1-23,24

Foreign material in gears Replace J1-19
Damaged differential gear, or excessive backlash Adjust or replace J1-27

16U0J1-028
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TRANSAXLE DSL J1
TRANSAXLE OIL
INSPECTION
1. Park the vehicle on level ground.
2. Slide up the speedometer cable dust cover, and discon

nect the cable from the speedometer driven gear.
3. After removing the bolt, pull the gear case to remove it from 

the housing. (Insert a flat-tipped screwdriver between the 
speedometer gear case and the clutch housing, and use 
it to pry the gear case loose if necessary.)

06U0J1-006

4. Check that the oil level is between the “ F” and “ L” .
5. If not, add the necessary amount of the specified oil through 

the gear case hole.
6. Install the speedometer driven gear.

06U0J1-007

REPLACEMENT
1. Park the vehicle on level ground.
2. Remove the speedometer driven gear. 

(See “ INSPECTION” section above.)
3. Remove the drain plug, and drain the oil.

4. Replace the drain plug, and add the necessary amount of 
the specified oil through the speedometer gear case hole.

Specified oil 
Type 

All-season 
SAE 75W-90 
ATF: DEXRON-n 

Above -18°C (0°F):
API: GL-4 or GL-5 
SAE 80W-90 or SAE 90

Capacity: 3.35 liters (3.5 US qt, 2.9 Imp qt)

5. Check that the oil level is between the “ F” and “ L” .
6. If not, add the necessary amount of the specified oil through 

the gear case hole.
7. Install the speedometer driven gear.

06U0J1-010
J1-7



TRANSAXLE

TRANSAXLE
PREPARATION
SST

49 0118 850C 

Puller, ball joint

For
removal of ball 
joint

49 G030 455

Holder, diff. side 
gear

For
support of 
differential side 
gears

49 G017 5A0 

Support, engine

For
support of engine

49 G017 501 

Bar
(Part of 
49 G017 5A0)

For
support of engine

49 G017 502

Support 
(Part of 
49 G017 5A0)

For
support of engine

49 G017 503

Hock 
(Part of 
49 G017 5A0)

For
support of engine

49 G019 0A0 

Hanger, transaxle

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
transaxle

49 0107 680A 

Engine stand

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
transaxle

49 G030 440

Holder, primary 
shaft

For
hold of primary 
shaft

49 FT01 361 

Remover, bearing

For
removal of 
bearing outer 
race

49 0636 145

Puller, fan pulley 
boss

For
removal and 
Installation of 
bearing inner 
race

49 G030 370 

Removing plate

For
removal of 
secondary 3rd 
gear and 2nd 
gear

49 F401 366A 

Plate

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

49 B092 374 

Attachment H

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

49 B092 373 

Attachment G

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

49 0839 425C

Puller set, 
bearing

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

0 ©
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TRANSAXLE J1
49 B092 375 

Attachment J

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

49 G030 338

Attachment E i&c

For
installation of 
bearing inner 
race

49 F401 331 For
installation of 
bearing inner 
race

49 F401 335A 

Attachment A

For
installation of 
bearing inner 
race

49 F401 336B 

Attachment B

For
installation of 
bearing inner 
race

49 G030 380C 

Shim selector set
9®® it

n  I iwintHwi i\\b\

« ■  I

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

49 G030 381

Selector for 068 
(Part of
49 G030 380C) ©

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

49 G030 382A

Selector 058 | |^ ~ || |  

49 G030 380C) H

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

49 F401 382A

Selector 052 ( fO ll  
(Part of
49 G030 380C) ^ “ Jv

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

49 F401 384

Collar s ' 
(Part of
49 G030 380C) ^

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

49 F401 385 

Bar
(Part of
49 G030 380C)

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

49 G019 021

49G030 380C) \ \ \ W ^

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

49 FT01 515A For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

49 B001 795 j For
installation of oil 
sealAdaptor, preload 

(Part of <  
49 G030 380C)

Installer, oil seal M M M4 J
49 G017 202 

Adaptor, preload

For
adjustment of 
preload

49 B017 102 

Adaptor, preload

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

16U0J1-031
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TRANSAXLE

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Raise the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
3. Drain the transaxle oil into a suitable container.
4. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.

1. Battery
2. Main fuse block
3. Distributor lead
4. Airflow meter connector
5. Air cleaner assembly
6. Resonance chamber
7. Speedometer cable
8. Ground(s)
9. Wheel(s)

10. Splash shield(s)
11. Clutch release cylinder

12. Tie-rod end
Removal........page J1-11

13. Nuts (stabilizer)
14. Lower arm ball-joint
15. Driveshaft

Removal........page J1-11
16. Gusset plate(s)
17. Under cover
18. Extension bar
19. Control rod
20. Surge tank bracket

06U0J1-CI12

21. Starter
22. Engine mount No.4

Removal........page J1-11
23. Engine mount No.2
24. Hanger rubber
25. Crossmember
26. Transaxle

Removal........page J1-11
Disassembly... page J1-12
Inspection......page J1-23
Assembly.......page J1-28

J1-10



TRANSAXLE J1
Removal note 
Tie-rod end
Separate the tie-rod end from the knuckle with the SST.

06U0J1-013
Driveshaft
1. Separate the left driveshaft from the transaxle by prying with 

a bar inserted between the shaft and the case.

Caution
® Do not damage the oil seal.
® Do not separate the driveshaft by pulling the disc 

plate.

06U0J1-014
2. Install the SST to the differential side gear.

Note
• Failure to install the SST may cause the differen

tial side gears to become mispositioned.

06U0J1-015
Engine mount No.4
Suspend the engine with the SST.

06U0J1-016
Transaxle
1. Lean the engine toward the transaxle.
2. Support the transaxle with a jack.
3. Remove the remaining transaxle mounting bolts.
4. Remove the transaxle.

06U0J1-017

J1-11
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DISASSEMBLY
Precaution
1. Clean the transaxle exterior thoroughly with steam or cleaning solvents before disassembly.
2. Clean the removed parts with cleaning solvent, and dry with compressed air. (Except sealed bearings.) 

Clean out all holes and passages with a compressed air, and check that there are no obstructions.
3. Wear eye protection when using compressed air to clean components.

Step 1
1. Measure the thrust clearance between 5th gear and transaxle case referring to Preinspection.
2. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

J1—12
16U0J1-003



TRANSAXLE J1
1. Rear cover
2. Locknut

Removal.........page J1-13
3. Locknut
4. Primary reverse synchronizer 

gear
Inspection...... page J1-23

5. Secondary reverse 
synchronizer gear

I nspection...... page J1 -23
6. Roll pin
7. Shift fork
8. Clutch hub assembly
9. Synchronizer ring

Inspection...... page J1-23
10. Primary 5th gear

Inspection...... page J1-23
11. Gear sleeve
12. Secondary 5th gear

Inspection...... page J1-23
13. Lock bolt
14. Guide bolt

15. Lock bolt, and ball and 
spring

16. Transaxle case assembly
Removal........page J1-14

Disassembly... page J1-15
17. Magnet
18. Reverse idler shaft
19. Reverse idler gear

Inspection......page J1-24
20. Lock bolt
21. Shift rod (5th/Rev.) and clip
22. Shift rod end (5th/Rev.)
23. Pin
24. Crank lever shaft
25. O-ring
26. Crank lever assembly
27. Shift fork and shift rod 

assembly
Removal........page J1-14

Disassembly... page J1-19
28. Steel ball
29. Spring

30. Primary shaft gear assembly
Disassembly... page J1-19

31. Secondary shaft gear 
assembly

Disassembly... page J1-19
32. Differential assembly

Disassembly... page J1-22
33. Clutch housing

Disassembly... page J1-15
34. Synchronizer key spring

Inspection......page J1-24
35. Clutch hub sleeve

Inspection......page J1-24
36. Synchronizer key

Inspection......page J1-24
37. Clutch hub

Inspection......page J1-23
16U0J1-004

Preinspection
5th gear thrust clearance
1. Measure the 5th gear thrust clearance with a dial indicator.

Clearance: 0.10—0.22mm (0.0039—0.0087 in) 
Maximum: 0.27mm (0.0106 in)

2. If the clearance exceeds the the maximum, check the con
tact surfaces of 5th gear and the clutch hub. Replace worn 
or damaged parts.

Disassembly Note 
Locknut
1. Mount the transaxle on the SST.

06U0J1-020
2. Lock the primary shaft with the SST.
3. Shift to 1st or 2nd gear.
4. Remove the locknut.

06U0J1-021
J1-13



TRANSAXLE

Transaxle case assembly
1. Remove the lock bolt ©, the guide bolt (5).
2. Remove the lock bolt, spring and ball (§).
3. Remove the transaxle case installation bolts, and remove 

the transaxle case.

96U07A-007
Shift fork and shift rod assembly
1. Align the ends of the interlock sleeve and of the control le

ver, then turn the shift rod counter clockwise.
2. While holding the 1 st-2nd shift fork with one hand and the 

3rd-4th shift fork with the other, raise them both at the same 
time and shift each of the clutch hub sleeves.

86U07A-039
3. Lift the control end and remove the steel ball, and, at the 

same time, remove the shift rod from the clutch housing.
4. Separate the shift rod and shift fork assembly from each 

of the clutch hub sleeves.

76U07A-227

J1-14
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Step 2
1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

1. Bolt, nut
2. Joint
3. Bearing outer race

Removal........page J1-16
4. Oil seal
5. Bearing outer race
6. Funnel
7. Bolts
8. Guide plate
9. Pipe

10. Bolt
11. Change arm
12. Roll pin
13. Change rod
14. Boot
15. Spring
16. Reverse gate
17. Selector
18. Oil seal

19. Bolt
20. Bleeder cover
21. Bleeder
22. Bolt
23. Speedometer driven gear 

assembly
24. O-ring
25. Roll pin
26. Driven gear
27. Gear case
28. Oil seal

Do not remove if not
necessary
Replace
(On-vehicle).. page J1-16

29. Bearing outer race
Removal........page J1-16

30. Roll pin
Removal....... page J1-16

16U0J1-006

31. Reverse lever shaft
32. Reverse lever
33. Drain plug and washer
34. Neutral switch
35. Bearing outer race

Removal........page J1-16
36. Diaphragm spring
37. Adjust shim
38. Bearing outer race(s)

Removal........page J1-16
39. Adjust shim(s)
40. Oil seal

Do not remove if not
necessary
Replace
(On-vehicle).. page J1-16

41. Back-up light switch
42. Oil passage

J1-15
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Disassembly Note
Bearing outer race (clutch housing)

Note
® if it is difficult to remove the bearing outer race, re

move it with the SST.

Remove the bearing outer race with the SST.

Bearing outer races (transaxle case)

Note"
• If it is difficult to remove the bearing outer races, 

remove it with the SST.

Remove the bearing outer races with the SST.

06U0J1-086
Roil pin
Align the groove for removal of the clutch housing pin with 
the position of the roll pin, then tap the pin out using a pin 
punch.

76G07A-020
Bearing outer race (differential)
Remove the bearing outer race with the SST.

86U07A-044
On-vehicle replacement 
Oil seals
Jack up the vehicle, support it on safety stands, and then drain 
the transaxle oil. Next, use the following procedure to replace 
the driveshaft oil seals:
1. Remove the front wheel(s).
2. Remove the splash shield(s).
3. Separate the front stabilizer from the lower arm.

J1-16
06U0J1-023



TRANSAXLE J1
4. Remove the clinch bolt and pull the lower arm downward. 

Separate the knuckle from the lower arm ball-joint.

Note 
• Be careful not to damage the ball-joint dust boot.

5. Remove the cotter pin then disconnect the tie-rod end with 
the SST

86U07A-009
Caution
• Do not damage the oil seal.
• Do not separate the driveshaft by pulling the disc 

plate.

6. Separate the left driveshaft from the transaxle by prying with 
a bar inserted between the shaft and the case.

7. Remove the oil seal with a flat-tipped screwdriver.

8. Tap the new oil seal into the transaxle case with the SST. 

Note
• Tap in until the oil seal installer contacts the case.
• Coat the oil seal lip with transaxle oil.

86U07A-012
9. Replace the driveshaft end clip with a new one. Insert the 

clip with the gap at the top of the groove.

86U07A-013
J1-17
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10. Install the driveshaft as follows:
(1) Pull the front hub outward, then fit the driveshaft into 

the transaxle.
(2) Insert the driveshaft into the transaxle by pushing on 

the wheel hub assembly.

Note
o Be careful not to damage the oil seal.
q After installation is finished, pull the front hub slow

ly outward to check that the driveshaft is held se
curely by the clip.

11. Install the lower arm ball-joint to the knuckle, and tighten
the clinch bolt.

Tightening torque:
43—54 Mm (4.4—5.5 m-kg, 32—40 ft-lb)

12. Install the tie-rod end and new cotter pin.

Tightening torque:
29—44 N-m (3.0—4.5 m-kg, 22—33 ft-lb)

13. Adjust and tighten the stabilizer.

Tightening torque:
16—23 Mm (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb) 

Dimension: 20.1 ± 2mm (0.79 ± 0.08 in)

06U0J1-090
14. Install the drain plug.

Tightening torque:
39—59 Nm (4.0—6.0 m-kg, 29—43 ft-lb)

15. Install the wheel.

Tightening torque:
88—118 N-m (9.0—12.0 m-kg, 65—87 ft-lb)

16. Add the correct quantity of the specified oil.

Type:
All-season ATF: DEXRON-n 
Above -18°C (0°F):
API: GL-4 or GL-5 
SAE 80W-90 or SAE 90

Capacity: 3.35 Biters (3.5 US qt, 2.9 Imp qt)

J1-18



TRANSAXLE J1
Step 3
1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

06U0J1-026
J1-19
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1. Shift fork (3rd/4th)
2. Interlock sleeve
3. Roll pin
4. Control end
5. Shift fork (1 st/2nd)
6. Roll pin
7. Control lever
8. Control rod
9. Bearing inner race

Removal.... page J1-20
Inspection.... page J1-25

10. Secondary 4th gear
Inspection.... page J1-23

11. Retaining ring
12. Secondary 3rd gear

Removal..... ... page J1-20
Inspection.... ..page J1-23

13. Secondary 2nd gear
Removal..... ... page J1-20
Inspection.... ..page J1-23

14. Synchronizer ring
Inspection.... page J1-23

15. Retaining ring
16. Clutch hub assembly

Removal..... ... page J1-21

17. Synchronizer key spring
Inspection......page J1-24

18. Synchronizer key
Inspection......page J1-24

19. Clutch hub
Inspection......page J1-23

20. Clutch hub sleeve (reverse 
gear)

Inspection......page J1-24
21. Synchronizer ring

Inspection......page J1-23
22. Secondary 1 st gear

Removal........page J1-21
Inspection......page J1-23

23. Bearing inner- race
Removal........page J1-21
Inspection......page J1-25

24. Secondary shaft
Inspection......page J1-23

25. Bearing inner race
Removal........page J1-21
Inspection......page J1-25

26. Primary 4th gear
Inspection......page J1-23

27. Synchronizer ring
Inspection......page J1-23

28. Retaining ring
29. Clutch hub assembly 

(3rd/4th)
Removal........page J1-21

30. Synchronizer key spring
Inspection......page J1-24

31. Synchronizer key
Inspection......page J1-24

32. Clutch hub
Inspection......page J1-23

33. Clutch hub sleeve
Inspection......page J1-24

34. Synchronizer ring
Inspection......page J1-23

35. Primary 3rd gear
Inspection......page J1-23

36. Bearing inner race
Removal........page J1-21

Inspection....... page J1-25
37. Primary shaft

Inspection......page J1-23
16U0J1-007

06U0J1-028

Disassembly note
Bearing inner race (secondary 4th gear end)
Remove the bearing inner race and secondary 4th gear with 
the SST.

Caution
• Hold the shaft with one hand so that it does not fall.

Secondary 3rd gear and 2nd gear
1. Remove the retaining ring.
2. Shift the gears to 1st gear.
3. Remove the secondary 3rd gear and 2nd gear with the SST. 

Caution
• Hold the shaft with one hand so that it does not fall.

86U07A-047
J1-20



TRANSAXLE J1
Clutch hub assembly and Secondary 1st gear
1. Remove the retaining ring.
2. Remove the clutch hub assembly (reverse gear) and 1st 

gear as shown in the figure.

Caution
® Hold the shaft with one hand so that it does not fall.

Bearing inner race (secondary shaft end)
Remove the bearing inner race with the SST.

Caution
® Hold the shaft with one hand so that it does not fall.

Bearing inner race (primary 4th gear end)
Remove the bearing inner race with the SST.

Caution
• Hold the shaft with one hand so that it does not fall.

06U0J1-030
Clutch hub assembly (3rd/4th)
1. Remove the retaining ring.
2. Remove the clutch hub assembly with the SST.

Caution
• Hold the shaft with one hand so that it does not fall.

86U07A-051
Bearing inner race (primary shaft end)
Remove the bearing inner race with the SST.

Caution
• Hold the shaft with one hand so that it does not fall.

49 F401 366A

86U07A-049

J1-21
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Step 4 (Differential)
1. Inspect side gears and pinion gears for backlash. (Refer to page J1-27.)

Caution
• Do not remove inner races if not necessary.

2. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

1. Roll pin
2. Pinion shaft
3. Pinion gear
4. Thrust washer
5. Side gear

16U0J1-009

6. Thrust washer 9. Side bearing inner race
7. Side bearing inner race Removal........page J1-22

Removal........page J1-22 10. Gear case
8. Speedometer drive gear

Inspection......page J1-25

Disassembly note
Side bearing inner race (side opposite ring gear)
Remove the race from the gear case with the SST.

Caution
• Hold the gear case with one hand so that it does 

not fall.

Side bearing inner race (ring gear side)
Remove the race with a combination of parts from the SST.

J 1 —22
86U07A-055
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06U0J1-033

INSPECTION
Check the following parts, and replace if necessary.

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th gears
1. Worn or damaged synchronizer cone.
2. Worn or damaged hub sleeve coupling.
3. Worn or damaged teeth.
4. Worn or damaged inner surface or end surface of gears.

Synchronizer Ring
1. Engagement with gear.
2. Worn or damaged teeth.
3. Worn or damaged tapered surface.
4. Clearance from side of gear.

Clearance: 1.5mm (0.059 in)
Minimum : 0.8mm (0.032 in)

Note
• Press the synchronizer ring uniformly against the 

gear and measure around the circumference.
• if the clearance is less than specified, replace the 

synchronizer ring or gear.

Clutch Hub
1. Worn or damaged splines.
2. Worn or damaged synchronizer key groove.
3. Worn end surface.
4. Operation of the hub sleeve when it is installed.

Primary Shaft Gear and Secondary Shaft Gear
1. Worn or damaged gear contact surface.
2. Worn or damaged splines.
3. Worn teeth.
4. Clogged oil passage.
5. Shaft gears’ run-out.

Primary shaft gear runout: 0.05mm (0.002 in) max.

Secondary shaft gear runout:
0.015mm (0.0006 in) max.

Note
• If the shaft gear is replaced, adjust the bearing 

preload. (Refer to page J1-33.)

J1-23

j
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16U0J1-011

2ND 1ST

■ H la l f i s M K P
T t ^

6. Oil clearance between shaft gears and gears.

Oil Clearance mm (in)
Shaft (A) 

(outer diameter)
Gear (B) 

(inner diameter)
Sleeve (C) 

(outer diameter)
Oil (D) 

Clearance

3rd Gear
35.970 (1.416) 

-3 5 .945  
(1.415)

36.025 (1.418) 
-3 6 .0 0 0  
(1.417)

—
(D) = (B)-(A) 

0.03 (0.001)— 
0.08 (0.003)

4th Gear
30.970 (1.219) 

-3 0 .945  
(1.218)

31.025 (1.222) 
-3 1 .0 0 0  
(1.221)

—
(D) = (B)-(A) 

0.03 (0.001)— 
0.08 (0.003)

5th Gear —
34.025 (1.340) 

—34.000 
(1.339)

33.970 (1.337) 
-3 3 .9 4 5  
(1.336)

(D) = (B)-(C) 
0.03 (0 .001)- 
0.08 (0.003)

1 st Gear
39.470 (1.554) 

-3 9 .445  
(1.553)

39.525 (1.556) 
-3 9 .5 0 0  
(1.555)

—
(D) = (B)-(A) 

0.03 (0.001)— 
0.08 (0.003)

2nd Gear
34.970 (1.377) 

-3 4 .945  
(1.376)

35.025 (1.379) 
-3 5 .0 0 0  
(1.378)

—
(D) = (B)-(A) 

0.03 (0.001)— 
0.08 (0.003)

CBulch Hub Sleeve
1. Worn or damaged hub splines.
2. Worn or damaged sleeve fork groove.
3. Clearance between sleeve and shift fork.

Clearance mm (in)

Standard Limit
1st—2nd 0.08 (0.003)—0.228 (0.009) 0.728 (0.029)
3rd—4th 0.1 (0.004)—0.5 (0.020) 1.000 (0.039)

5th 0.15 (0.059)—0.458 (0.018) 0.958 (0.038)

Synchronizer Key and Spring
1. Worn key.
2. Bent spring.

Reverse Idle Gear
1. Worn or damaged bushing.
2. Worn or damaged teeth.
3. Worn or damaged reverse shift lever coupling groove.
4. Clearance between sleeve and reverse shift lever.

Standard : 0.0SS—0.318mm (0.004—0.013 In) 
Maximum: 0.5mm (0.020 in)

J1-24
96U07A-012
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63U07A-075

Bearing
1. Roughness or noise while turning
2. Worn or damaged outer race or rollers

Caution
• Replace the bearing, the outer race, and the inner 

race as a unit.
• If the bearing is replaced, adjust the preload.

Speedometer Driven Gear Assembly
Worn or damaged teeth.

Speedometer Drive Gear
Worn or damaged teeth.

J1-25
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ASSEMBLY
Precaution
1. All O-rings and gasket must be replaced with the new ones included in the overhaul kit.
2. Before assembly, make sure all parts are completely clean.
3. Assemble the parts within 10 minutes after applying sealant. Allow all sealant to cure at least 30 minutes 

after assembly before filling the transaxle with transaxle oil.
4. If the clutch housing or transaxle case is replaced, adjust the bearing preload of the shaft gears and the 

preload of the differential side bearings.
5. If the bearing inner races are replaced, assemble new bearing outer races.

Step 1 (Differential)
1. Assemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Assembly Note.

1. Gear case
2. Speedometer drive gear

Installation......page J1-26
3. Side bearing inner race

Installation......page J1-26
4. Side bearing inner race

Installation......page J1-27

5. Thrust washer
6. Pinion gear

Installation......page J1-27
7. Pinion shaft

Installation......page J1-27

16U0J1-013

8. Roll pin
Installation......page J1-27

9. Thrust washer
10. Side gear

Installation......page J1-27

Assembly note
Speedometer drive gear and Side bearing inner race
Install the speedometer drive gear and the new bearing inner 
race with the SST.

Note
• Press to 19,620 N (2,000 kg, 4,400 lb).

06U0J1-036

J1—26
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49 G030 338

06U0J1-037

Side bearing inner race
Install the new bearing inner race with the SST.

Note
• Press to 19,620 N (2,000 kg, 4,400 lb).

Pinion gears and pinion shaft
1. Install the thrust washers and pinion gears.
2. Install the pinion shaft.

Roll pin and side gears
1. Install the roll pin, then crimp it so that it cannot come out 

of the gear case.
2. Install the thrust washers and the side gears.

Backlash of side gear and pinion gear
1. Install the left and right driveshafts in the differential as

sembly.
2. Support the driveshafts on V-blocks as shown in the figure.
3. Measure the backlash of both pinion gears.
4. If not, reassemble the differential assembly.

Backlash: 0—0.1mm (0—0.004 in)

J1-27
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1. Assemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Assembly Note.

06U0J1-041

J1-28



TRANSAXLE J1
1. Clutch hub

Installation......page J1-29
2. Synchronizer key
3. Clutch hub sleeve
4. Synchronizer spring
5. Primary shaft
6. Bearing inner race

Installation......page J1-30
7. Primary 3rd gear

Installation......page J1-30
8. Synchronizer ring

Installation......page J1-30
9. Clutch hub assembly (3rd 

and 4th gear)
10. Retaining ring
11. Synchronizer ring

Installation......page J1-30
12. Primary 4th gear

Installation......page J1-30

13. Bearing inner race
Installation......page J1

14. Clutch hub
Installation......page J1

15. Synchronizer key
16. Clutch hub sleeve
17. Synchronizer spring
18. Secondary shaft
19. Bearing inner race

Installation......page J1
20. Secondary 1st gear

Installation......page J1
21. Synchronizer ring

Installation......page J1
22. Clutch hub assembly

Installation..... page J1
23. Retaining ring
24. Synchronizer ring

Installation......page J1

-30

-29

25.

26.

27.
28.

29.

-31 30.
31. 

-31 32.
33. 

-31 34.
35. 

-31 36.

37.
-31

Secondary 2nd gear
Installation......page J1-31

Secondary 3rd gear
Installation..... page J1-31

Retaining ring 
Secondary 4th gear

Installation......page J1-32
Bearing inner race

Installation..... page J1-32
Control rod 
Control lever 
Roll pin
Shift fork (1 st and 2nd gears) 
Control end 
Roll pin
Interlock sleeve

Installation......page J1-32
Shift fork (3rd and 4th gears)

06U0J1-042

06U0J1-043

Assembly note 
Clutch hub
Install the synchronizer key spring in the clutch hub with the 
hook in the groove. This holds the three synchronizer keys 
in place.

Note
• The sizes of the synchronizer keys are different.

Specification:
mm (in)

© ©
1 st/2nd 19 (0.75) 14.2 (0.56) 4.25 (0.17)
3rd/4th
5th/Rev. 17 (0.67) 12.2 (0.48) 4.25 (0.17)

J1-29
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Primary Shaft Gear 
Bearing inner race
Install the new bearing inner race with the SST.

Note
• Press to 19,620 N (2,000 kg, 4,400 lb).

06U0J1-045
Primary 3rd gear, synchronizer ring and clutch hub 
assembly
Install the primary 3rd gear, synchronizer ring, and clutch hub 
assembly with the SST.

Note
• Press to 19,620 N (2,000 kg, 4,400 lb).
® Align the synchronizer ring groove and clutch hous

ing hub key when installing.

06U0J1-046

^ —
~ ~ w

-------^

m  19 F 101 33KB ■

......... -j \ ...... .. |

Synchronizer ring, primary 4th gear and bearing inner 
race
1. Install the synchronizer ring, primary 4th gear, and bear

ing inner race with the SST.

Note
• Press to 19,620 N (2,000 kg, 4,400 lb).

06U0J1-047
2. Measure the clearance between the primary 3rd gear and 

primary 2nd gear.

Clearance; 0.05—0.20mm (0.0020—0.0079 in) 
Maximum: 0.25mm (0.0098 in)

3. Measure the clearance between the primary 4th gear and 
bearing inner race.

Clearance: 0.165—0.365mm (0.0065—0.0144 in) 
Maximum: 0.415mm (0.0163 in)

J1-30
16U0J1-015



TRANSAXLE J1
Bearing inner race
Install the new bearing inner race with the SST. 

Note
• Press to 19,620 N (2,000 kg, 4,400 lb).

Note
• The size of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd/4th synchronizer 

rings is the same. Be careful when installing them. 
The 2nd ring has the larger cut-out as shown in the 
illustration.

Secondary Shaft Gear
Secondary 1st gear, synchronizer ring and clutch hub 
assembly
1. Assemble the secondary 1st gear, synchronizer ring, and 

clutch hub assembly (reverse gear), as shown in the figure.

Note
• Align the synchronizer ring, groove and clutch hous

ing hub key when installing.

2. Press on the clutch hub assembly (reverse gear) with the 
SST.

Note
Press to 19,620 N (2,000 kg, 4,400 lb).

Synchronizer ring, secondary 2nd gear and secondary 
3rd gear
1. Install the synchronizer ring and secondary 2nd gear.
2. Install the secondary 3rd gear with the SST.

Note
• Press to 19,620 N (2,000 kg, 4,400 lb).

06U0J1-053

J1 —31
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06U0J1-056

Secondary 4th gear and bearing inner race
1. Install the secondary 4th gear and bearing inner race.

2. Measure the clearance between the secondary 1st gear and 
differential drive gear.

Clearance: 0.050—0.280mm (0.0020—0.0110 in) 
Maximum: 0.33mm (0.0130 in)

3. Measure the clearance between the secondary 2nd gear 
and secondary 3rd gear.

Clearance: 0.175—0.455mm (0.0069—0.0179 in) 
Maximum: 0.505mm (0.0199 in)

Interlock sleeve
Install both shift forks and the interlock sleeve, as in the figure.

06U0J1-057

J1-32
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Step 3
1. Select the adjust shim(s), referring to Adjustment of Bearing Preload.
2. Assemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Assembly Note.

r
APPLY SPECIFIED OIL TO INDIVIDUAL PARTS EXCEPT SWITCHES

8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 In-lb)
© N E W f

PACKING, NEW

20—29 (2—3, 14—22)(fi)

NEW'

I®
SELECTIVE

8—11 N-m 
(80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 In-lb)

(§) ""PACKING, NEW 
' 29 (2—3, 14—22)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

1. Gear case
2. Speedometer driven gear
3. O-ring
4. Roll pin
5. Oil passage
6. Neutral switch
7. Drain plug and washer
8. Back-up light switch
9. Oil seal

Installation......page J1
10. Adjust shim(s)
11. Bearing outer race(s)
12. Adjust shim

Installation......page J1-
13. Diaphragm spring

Installation......page J1-

14. Bearing outer race
Installation......page J1-37

15. Oil seal
Installation......page J1-37

16. Funnel
17. Bearing outer race
18. Oil seal
19. Bearing outer race
20. Bearing outer race 

-37 21. Bleeder
22. Bleeder cover
23. Oil seal
24. Selector

-37 Installation......page J1-37
25. Reverse gate

-37 Installation......page J1-37

16U0J1-016

26. Spring
Installation......page J1-37

27. Boot
Installation......page J1-37

28. Change rod
Installation......page J1-37

29. Roll pin
30. Change arm
31. Pipe
32. Guide plate
33. Reverse lever
34. Reverse lever shaft
35. Roll pin
36. Speedometer driven gear 

assembly
37. Joint
38. Bolt, nut

J1-33
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Bearing Preload Adjustment
Adjust the bearing preload by selecting adjust shim(s).

06U0J1-059

SST USAGE

49 G030 381

OUTER RACE-

DIFFERENTIAL

OUTER RACES

SECONDARY SHAFT 
ASSEMBLY

49 G030 382A

-TRANSAXLE CASE

OUTER RACES

PRIMARY SHAFT ASSEMBLY

OUTER RACE

49 F40 I 382A

CLUTCH HOUSING

J1-34
83U07A-033
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86U07A-252

86U07A-255

1. Install the primary and secondary shaft bearing outer races 
into the transaxle case (diaphragm springs and shims 
removed).

2. After mounting the clutch housing onto the transaxle hang
er, and set the differential bearing outer race into the clutch 
housing.
Next, position a piece of pipe against the outer race and 
tap in with a hammer until it contacts the clutch housing.

3. Assemble the outer races into the SST (selector) as shown 
in the figure.

Note
• Turn the selector to eliminate the gap indicated by 

the arrow in the figure.

4. Set the differential assembly onto the clutch housing, then 
mount the bearing outer race and the selector on the 
differential.
Set the assembled selectors for the primary and secondary 
shaft in the clutch housing.
Mount the shaft gear assemblies as shown in the figure.

5. Set the SST (collars) in the positions shown in the figure.

Install the transaxle case then tighten the SST (bolts) to the 
specified torque.

Tightening torque:
37—52 N m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

6. To seat the bearings, mount the SST (bars) on parts (A) and 
®  of the selector, and then turn the selector so the gap 
is widened.
Then turn it in the reverse direction until the gap is eliminated.

J1-35
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Thickness (Shaft gears) mm (in)

0 .20  (0.008) 0.50 (0.020)

0.25 (0.010) 0.55 (0.022)
0.30 (0.012) 0.60 (0.024)
0.35 (0.014) 0.65 (0.026)
0.40 (0.016) 0.70 (0.028)
0.45 (0.018)

16U0J1-018

7. Manually expand the selector until the selector no longer 
turns by hand.

Note
® Check that each shaft turns smoothly.

8. Use a feeler gauge and measure the gap in the selector.

Note
• Measure the gap around the entire circumference 

of the selector.

9. Take the maximum reading and determine the shim to be 
used as follows:

< Primary shaft adjust shim >
® Subtract the diaphragm spring thickness (0.70mm 

[0.0276 in]) from the gap determined in Step 8.
® Select the closest thicker shim from the table.

Example
1.22mm (0.0480 in) -  0.70mm (0.0276 in)
= 0.52mm (0.0205 in)
Shim: 0.50mm (0.020 in)

< Secondary shaft adjust shim >
• Subtract the diaphragm spring thickness (0.70mm 

[0.0276 in]) from the gap determined in Step 10.
® Select the closest thicker shim from the table.

Example
1.22mm (0.0480 in) -  0.70mm (0.0276 in)
= 0.52mm (0.0205 in)
Shim: 0.55mm (0.022 in)

Note
® Use a maximum of two shims.

10. Install the SST.

76G07A-609
11. Adjust the selector with the SST until the specified preload 

is obtained.

Preload: 0.5 N-m (5 cm-kg, 4.3 in-lb)

76G07A-610

J1-36
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Thickness mm (in)
0.10 (0.004) 0.70 (0.028)
0 .20  (0.008) 0.75 (0.030)
0.25 (0.010) 0.80 (0.031)
0.30 (0.012) 0.85 (0.033)
0.35 (0.014) 0.90 (0.035)
0.40 (0.016) 0.95 (0.037)
0.45 (0.018) 1.00 (0.039)
0.50 (0.020) 1.05 (0.041)
0.55 (0.022) 1.10 (0.043)
0.60 (0.024) 1.15 (0.045)
0.65 (0.026) 1.20 (0.047)

96U07A-016

12. Use a feeler gauge to measure the gap in the selector for 
the differential.

Note
• Measure the gap around the entire circumference 

of the selector

13. Add 0.15mm (0.0059 in) to the measured clearance and 
select the combination of shims closest in value to that meas
urement.
See the table below for available shim sizes.

Example: 0.32mm (0.013 in)
0.32mm (0.013 in) + 0.15mm (0.006 in) = 0.47mm 
(0.019 in).
So the nearest shim (on the thick side) to 0.47mm 
(0.019 in) is 0.50mm (0.020 in).
Note
• Use a maximum of two shims.

14. Remove the SST and transaxle case.
15. Remove the selectors, the primary shaft assembly and the 

differential.
16. Remove the bearing outer races.

Assembly note 
Oil seals
Install the new oil seals with the SST.

06U0J1-060
Adjust shims, diaphragm spring, and bearing 
outer races
Install the adjust shims, diaphragm spring, and bearing outer 
races.

Note
• Install the diaphragm spring as shown in the figure.

16U0J1-019
Change rod, boot, spring, reverse gate, and selector 

Note
• Install the boot with the air bleed downward as 

shown in the figure.

06U0J1-062
J1-37
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06U0J1-063

06U0J1-087

Rechecking of bearing preload
Check the shaft gears and the differential bearing preload.

Note
• Check that the correct adjust shims were selected. 
® If the bearing preBoad is not within specification, ad

just again.

1. Set the primary shaft gear and the differential into the clutch 
housing.

2. Install the transaxle case, and tighten to the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

3. Connect the SST and install it through the driveshaft hole.
4. Hook a spring scale to the attachment and measure the 

preload.

Preload:
1.4—2.0 N-m (14—20 cm-kg, 12.2—17.4 in-lb)

16U0J1-020

96U07A-018

5. Remove the SST.
6. With the transaxle facing in the direction shown in the fig

ure, install the SST to the primary shaft gear.
7. Measure the preload.

Preload:
0.1—0.25 N-m (1.0—2.5 cm-kg, 0.87—2.17 in-lb) 

Note
• Extend the handle fully and hook the pull scale to 

the end of the handle.

8. Remove the SST, transaxle case, primary shaft gear and 
differential.

9. Install the secondary shaft gear and transaxle case then 
tighten to the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

10. Check the secondary shaft preload with the SST

Preload:
0.2—0.4 N-m (2.0—4.0 cm-kg, 1.7—3.5 in-lb)

J1-38
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Step 4
1. Assemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Assembly Note.

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

06U0J1-064
J1-39



TRANSAXLE

1. Clutch hub
2. Synchronizer key
3. Clutch hub sleeve
4. Synchronizer spring
5. Ring gear and differential 

assembly
6. Secondary shaft gear 

assembly
Installation......page J1-40

7. Primary shaft gear assembly
Installation......page J1-40

8. Spring
9. Steel ball

10. Shift fork and shift rod 
assembly

Installation......page J1-40
11. Crank lever assembly

Installation......page J1-41
12. O-ring

13. Crank lever shaft
Installation......page J1-41

14. Pin
15. Shift rod end (5th/Rev.)

Installation......page J1-41
16. Shift rod (5th/Rev.) and clip

Installation......page J1-41
17. Reverse idler gear

Installation......page J1-41
18. Reverse idler shaft

Installation......page J1-41
19. Magnet
20. Clutch housing

Installation......page J1-41
21. Transaxle case assembly

Installation......page J1-41
22. Secondary 5th gear

Installation......page J1-42

23. Gear sleeve
24. Primary 5th gear
25. Synchronizer ring
26. Clutch hub assembly

Installation......page J1-42
27. Shift fork

Installation......page J1-42
28. Roll pin
29. Secondary reverse 

synchronizer gear
30. Primary reverse synchronizer 

gear
31. Locknut

Installation......page J1-42
32. Locknut

Installation......page J1-42
33. Rear cover

16U0J1-022

Assembly note
Primary shaft gear assembly and Secondary shaft gear 
assembly
Install the primary shaft gear assembly and the secondary shaft 
gear assembly together.

06U0J1-066
Shift fork and Shift rod assembly
1. Shift to 2nd gear and position the shift fork and shift rod 

assembly as shown.

06U0J1-067
2. Insert the spring seat and spring into the reverse lever shaft, 

install the steel ball, and place a scraper knife so that it con
tacts the steel ball.

3. With the edge of the control end against the knife, when 
the control end is pushed in the direction of the arrow in 
the figure so that the ball goes into the shaft, the rod will 
at the same time line up with the shift rod coupling hole in 
the clutch housing.

06U0J1-068
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TRANSAXLE J1
4. Set each clutch hub sleeve to the neutral position, and tap 

the shift rod from above so that the steel ball goes into the 
center groove (of the 3 grooves in the control end).

5. Pull the ball part of the control end forward so that the steel 
ball goes into the detent in the groove.

06U0J1-069
Crank lever assembly and Crank lever shaft
1. Fit the crank lever in between the change arm and the con

trol end, and connect the crank lever shaft to the crank lever.
2. Align the pin holes of the crank lever shaft and the clutch 

housing, and insert the pin.

Note
• Use a new O-ring for the crank lever shaft.

Shift rod end and Shift rod
Install the shift rod end (1) and the shift rod (2), and tighten 
the shift rod end mounting bolt.

Note
• The mark (indicated by the arrow in the figure) and 

the shift rod end mounting bolt hole must be in the 
same direction.

06U0J1-071
Reverse idle gear and Reverse idle shaft
1. Install the reverse idle gear and the reverse idle shaft.
2. Connect the magnet to the clutch housing.
3. Align the end of the interlock sleeve with the control lever 

indicated by the arrow, and, at the same time, face the re
verse idle shaft screw hole in the direction shown in the 
figure.

06U0J1-072
Clutch housing and Transaxle case
1. Apply a thin coat of sealant to the contact surfaces of the 

clutch housing and transaxle case, tighten the transaxle case 
installation bolts to the specified torque.

2. Insert the SST to driveshaft coupling hole.

06U0J1-073
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Secondary 5th gear
Install the secondary 5th gear as shown.

Clutch hub assembly and Shift fork
Install the clutch hub assembly and the shift fork together.

Locknut
1. Shift to 1 st gear.
2. Lock the primary shaft with the SST.
3. Tighten new locknuts.

Tightening torque:
128—196 Nm (13.0—20.0 m-kg, 94—145 ft-lb)

4. Stake the locknuts.

06U0J1-076
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INSTALLATION
1. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.
2. After installation, fill the transaxle with the specified oil.

5—7 N-m (50—70 cm-kg, 43—61 In-lb)

COTTER PIN, NEW

8—11 N-m 
(80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

37—52 
(3.8—5.3, 27-38),

88—118 (9—12, 65—87)

78—117 (8—11.9, 58—86)

67—93 
(6.8—9.5, 49-69)

16—23 (1.6—2.3, 12—17)

36—54 (3.7—5.5, 27—40)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

06U0J1-077
J1-43
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96U07A-040

Installation note
1. Attach rope at 2 places on the transaxle and place a board 

on the jack and position the transaxle on it.

Caution
® The transaxle is not well balanced; be careful when 

positioning on the jack.

2. Move the transaxle into the place and attach the rope (at
tached to the transaxle in step 1) to the SST.

3. Install the transaxle onto the engine.

Note
• Lift the transaxle using the jack to pull the rope.

Tightening torque:
89—117 N-m (9.1—11.9 m-kg, 66—86 ft-lb)

4. Install engine mount No.4.

Tightening torque
® : 64—89 N-m (6.5—9.1 m-kg, 47—66 ft-lb) 
(D : 67—93 N-m (6.8—9.5 m-kg, 49—69 ft-lb)

5. Install engine mount No.2.

Tightening torque
® :  37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb) 
(§): 67—93 N-m (6.8—9.5 m-kg, 49—69 ft-lb)

6. Install the crossmember and the left side lower arm as an 
assembly.

Tightening torque:
Bolts, 36—54 N-m (3.7—5.5 m-kg, 27—40 ft-lb) 
Nut, 75—93 N-m (7.6—9.5 kg, 55—69 ft-lb)

7. Remove the jack and take off the rope.
8. Remove the SST.

J1-44
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86U07A-217

9. Install the starter and harnesses.

Tightening torque 
® : 37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)
® : 9.8—12 N-m (100—120 cm-kg, 87—104 in-lb)

10. Install the surge tank bracket and the gusset plate.

Tightening torque
© :  37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)
® : 37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

11. Install the end plate.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

12. Install the clutch release cylinder.

Tightening torque:
19—26 N-m (1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)

13. Install the gusset plates.

Tightening torque:
37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

14. Replace the clips at the end of the driveshafts and joint shaft 
with new ones.

15. Install the joint shaft and right driveshaft as follows:
(1) Install and tighten the reamer bolts ® ; then install and 

tighten the standard bolts ® .

Tightening torque
® : 6.9—48 N-m (0.7—4.9 m-kg, 5.1—35 ft-lb)
® : 42—62 N-m (4.3—6.3 m-kg, 31—46 ft-lb)

(2) Remove the SST (holder) and insert the shaft into the 
transaxle.

(3) Pull the front hub outward and connect the driveshaft 
to the joint shaft.

(4) Push the joint at the differential side to securely connect 
the driveshaft to the joint shaft.

Note
• After installation, pull the front hub outward to con

firm that the driveshaft doesn’t come out.
• Do not damage the oil seal.

J1-45
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16. Install the left driveshaft as follows:
(1) Pull the front hub outward and insert the driveshaft into 

the transaxle.
(2) Push the joint at the differential side to connect the 

driveshaft to the differential side gear.
Note
® Do not damage the oil seal.
® After installation, pull the front hub outward to con

firm that the driveshaft doesn’t come out.
17. Install the lower arm ball joints to the knuckles and tighten 

the bolts and nuts.

Tightening torque:
36—54 Nm (3.7—5.5 m-kg, 27—40 ft-lb)

18. Install the under cover.

Note
® Before installation, fill the notches with silicon as 

shown in the figure.
Tightening torque:

8—11 Nm (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

19. Install the stabilizer bar control links as follows.
(1) Install the stabilizer bar control link.
(2) Adjust protrusion to 20.1 ± 2mm (0.79 ± 0.08 in).
(3) Tighten bolt to specified torque.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg , 12—17 ft-lb)

20. Install the tie-rod ends and new cotter pin.
Tightening torque:

42—57 N-m (4.3—5.8 m-kg, 31—42 ft-lb)
21. Install the splash shields.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

22. Install the front wheels.
Tightening torque:

88—118 N-m (9.0—12.0 m-kg, 65—87 ft-lb)
23. Install the grounds to the transaxle case.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—115 cm-kg, 69—100 in-lb)

J1-46
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24. Connect the speedometer cable.

25. Install the air cleaner assembly and connect the air flow me
ter connector.

Tightening torque:
16—27 N-m (1.6—2.8 m-kg, 12—20 ft-lb)

26. Connect the distributor lead.
27. Connect the main fuse block.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

16U0J1-030
28. Install the battery carrier and battery.
29. Add the correct quantity of the specified transaxle oil.

Specified oil 
Type 

All-season 
SAE 75W-90 
ATF: DEXRON-n 

Above -18°C (0°F):
API: GL-4 or GL-5 
SAE 80W-90 or SAE 90

Capacity: 3.35 liters (3.4 US qt, 2.9 Imp qt)

J1-47
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SHIFT MECHANISM
REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
1. Jack up the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
2. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.

06U0J1-081

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

1. Change lever knob
2. Assist boot
3. Mounting rubber boot
4. Bolts and nuts
5. Change control rod

Installation......page J1 —50
6. Bracket installation nuts

Installation......page J1-49
7. Nut and washer

8. Extension bar bracket 
assembly and gasket

Installation......page J1-50
9. Bushing

10. Pipe
11. Change lever
12. Spring

Removal........page J1-49
Installation......page J1-50

13. Ball seat (upper)
Installation......page J1-49

06U0J1-082

14. Bushings
15. Boot

Installation......page J1-49
16. Holder

Installation......page J1-49
17. Ball seat (lower)

Installation......page J1-49
18. Extension bar

Installation......page J1-49

J1-48



SHIFT MECHANISM J1
Removal note
Spring
Remove the spring by prying on the hooked part of the spring 
with a screwdriver.

INSPECTION
Check the following, and replace if necessary:
1. Bent control rod.
2. Wear, damage, or malfunction of any joint.
3. Damaged gear shift lever ball.
4. Weak spring.
5. Wear or damage of bushing.

61G07X-192
Installation note 
Extension Bar
First, install the extension bar to the floor, and then install it 
onto the transaxle.

Tightening torque:
3 1 _ 4 6  N m (3.2—4.7 m-kg, 23—34 ft-lb)

06U0J1-084
Bracket Installation Nuts
Tighten the bracket installation nuts to the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)

16U0J1-026
Gear Shift Lever Ball
Apply grease to the ball seat surface, and install the upper 
and lower ball seat, holder, and boot.

Note
• Apply grease to all joints.

61G07X-193
J1-49
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63U07A-156

63U07A-157

Spring
Make sure that the hooked part of the spring is properly seat
ed in the bracket groove, as shown in the figure.

Bracket Cavity
Put grease in the bracket cavity.

Change Control Rod
Install the change control rod so that its relationship with the 
shift lever is as shown in the figure.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)

96U07X-044



MANUAL TRANSAXLE 
(H5M-R)
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INDEX

BACKUP LIGHT SWITCH 
SERVICE, SECTION T

OIL SPECIFICATION 
ALL-SEASON 

SAE 75W-90 
ATF DEXRON-II 

ABOVE —18°C (0°F)
API SERVICE: GL-4 OR GL-5 
SAE 80W-90 OR SAE 90 

CAPACITY 3.65 liters 
(3.9 US qt, 3.2 Imp qt)

1. Transaxle
Removal........page J2-10
Disassembly... page J2-12 
Inspection....... page J2-23
Assembly.......page J2-28
Installation......page J2-43

2. Differential
Disassembly... page J2-21
Inspection......page J2-23
Adjustment....page J2-27
Assembly.......page J2-26

06U0J2002

3. Shift mechanism
Removal /

Installation....page J2-48 . /
Inspection......page J2-49

4. Transaxle oil
Inspection......page J2- 7
Replacement.. page J2- 7

J2-2



OUTLINE

OUTLINE
SPECIFICATIONS

. " -------— ------- ------  Engine
item. ---------------— F2 Turbo

Transaxle model H5M-R

Transaxle control Floor shift

Synchromesh system Forward synchromesh,
Reverse, selective sliding and synchromesh

Gear ratio

1st 3.250

2 nd 1.772

3rd 1.194

4th 0.926

5th 0.711

Reverse 3.461

Final gear ratio 4.105

Oil
Type

All season Above -18°C (0°F)
SAE 75W-90 API: GL-4 or GL-5 
ATF: DEXRON-H SAE 80W-90 or SAE 90

Capacity 3.65 liters (3.9 US qt, 3.2 Imp qt)
16U0J2-001



J 2 _____________________________________

STRUCTURAL VIEW

OUTLINE

06U0J1-004

1. Primary 1st gear 6. Primary reverse gear 11. Secondary 5th gear
2. Primary 2nd gear 7. Secondary 1st gear 12. Secondary reverse gear
3. Primary 3rd gear 8. Secondary 2nd gear 13. Reverse idler gear
4. Primary 4th gear 9. Secondary 3rd gear 14. Differential
5. Primary 5th gear 10. Secondary 4th gear

J2-4



OUTLINE J2
POWER FLOW

9MU0JX-006
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J2 TROUBLESHOOTINGS QUIDE

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Problem Possible cause Remedy Page
Change Sever won’t Seized change lever ball Replace J2-48
shift smoothly, or is Seized change control rod joint Replace J2-48
hard to shift Bent change control rod Replace J2-48
Too much play in Worn change control rod bushing Replace J2-48
change lever Weak ball spring or change lever Replace J2-48

Worn ball bushing or change lever Replace J2-48
Difficult to shift Bent change rod Replace J2-48

No grease in transmission control Lubricate with grease J2-48
Insufficient oil Add oil J2— 7
Deterioration of oil quality Replace with oil of 

specified quality
J2- 7

Wear or play of shift fork or shift rod Replace J2-12
Worn synchronizer ring Replace J2-24
Worn synchronizer gear cone Replace J2-24
Bad contact of synchronizer ring and gear cone Replace J2-24
Excessive longitudinal play of gears Replace J2-19
Worn bearing Adjust or replace J2-19
Worn synchronizer key spring Replace J2-19
Excessive primary shaft gear bearing preload Adjust J2-34
Improperly adjusted change guide plate Adjust J2-15

Won’t stay in gear Bent change control rod Replace J2-48
Worn change control rod bushing Replace J2—48
Weak change lever ball spring Replace J2-48
Improperly installed extension bar Tighten J2-48
Worn shift fork Replace J2-19
Worn clutch hub Replace J2-24
Worn clutch hub sleeve Replace J2-25
Worn gear sliding part of both shaft gears Replace J2-23
Worn gear sliding part of each gear Replace J2-23
Worn steel sliding groove of control end Replace J2-12
Weak spring pressing against steel ball Replace J2-12
Excessive thrust clearance Replace J2-30.31,32
Worn bearing Replace J2-19
Improperly installed engine mount Tighten J2-43

Abnormal noise Insufficient oil Add oil J2- 7
Deterioration of oil quality Replace J2- 7
Worn bearing Adjust or replace J2-19
Worn gear sliding surface of both shaft gears Replace J2-19
Worn sliding surfaces of gears Replace J2-19
Excessive gear backlash Replace J2-19
Damaged gear teeth Replace with oil of 

specified quality
J2-23.24

Foreign material in gears Replace J2-19
Damaged differential gear, or excessive backlash Adjust or replace J2-27

16U0J2-025
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TRANSAXLE OIL J2
TRANSAXLE OIL
INSPECTION
1. Park the vehicle on level ground.
2. Slide up the speedometer cable dust cover, and discon

nect the cable from the speedometer driven gear.
3. After removing the bolt, pull the gear case to remove it from 

the housing. (Insert a flat-tipped screwdriver between the 
speedometer gear case and the clutch housing, and use 
it to pry the gear case loose if necessary.)

06U0J1-006
4. Check that the oil level is between the “ F” and “ L” .
5. If not, add the necessary amount of the specified oil through 

the gear case hole.
6. Install the speedometer driven gear.

06U0J1-007
REPLACEMENT
1. Park the vehicle on level ground.
2. Remove the speedometer driven gear. 

(See “INSPECTION” section above.)
3. Remove the drain plug, and drain the oil.

06U0J1-008
4. Replace the drain plug, and add the necessary amount of 

the specified oil through the speedometer gear case hole.

Specified oil 
Type 

All-season
SAE 75W-90 
ATF: DEXRON-n 

Above -18°C (0°F):
API: GL-4 or GL-5 
SAE 80W-9Q or SAE 90

Capacity: 3.65 liters (3.9 US qt, 3.2 Imp qt)

5. Check that the oil level is between the “ F” and "L” .
6. If not, add the necessary amount of the specified oil through 

the gear case hole.
7. Install the speedometer driven gear.

06U0J1-010
J2—7



M _______________  ________ TRANSAXLE

TRANSMLI
PREPARATION
SST

49 0118 850C

Puller, ball joint |  t

For
removal of ball 
joint

49 G027 003 

Holder, diff. side
gear ? T ^

For
support of 
differential side 
gears

49 G017 5A0

Support, engine ^ ==::::=:::=:=* ^ ^ B

For
support of engine

49 G017 501 

Bar
(Part of
49 G017 5A0) ^ 5

For
support of engine

49 G017 502 r^ g

Support \| \
(Part of J  1 \  
49 G017 5A0) W  y r

For
support of engine

49 GO 17 503 

49aG0i7

For
support of engine

49 G019 0A0 f-------- --

Hanger, transaxle j \ j  ^

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
transaxle

49 0107 680A J 

Engine stand /

2

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
transaxle

49 FT01 361 • r j \  

Remover, bearing I f
For
removal of 
bearing outer 
race

49 0187 520 ^

Puller, rear axle 
shift bearing

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

49 0636 145

Puller, fan pullev^^Xl 
boss ----

For
removal and 
Installation of 
bearing inner 
race

49 F401 366A 

Plate

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

Q J

49 G017 101 /̂ 31>\ 
Attachment N ( j

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

49 G017 203 £ \ \  
Attachment P ( \f y )

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

49 G027 002 /V  
Removing plate

For
removal of side 
bearing inner 
race

49 0839 425C •---
Puller set,
bearing 7." .

- a

For
removal of side 
bearing inner 
race

J2-8



TRANSAXLE J2
49 G030 338 

Attachment E

For
installation of 
bearing inner 
race

49 F401 331 For
installation of 
bearing inner 
race

49 F401 336B 

Attachment B

For
installation of 
bearing inner 
race

49 F401 337A 

Attachment C

For
installation of 
bearing inner 
race

49 G019 018 

Selector for <£72

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload 
(Secondary)

Selector, <£75

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload 
(Differential)

49 G030 380C ^ | | g  m

shim “ “  im  1
■ r : . ^  u

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

49 F401 382A

Selector 052 
(Part of
49 G030 380C)

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload 
(Primary)

49 F401 384

Collar s ' 
(Part of
49G030 380C) \k

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

49 F401 385

(Part of 
49 G030

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

49 G019 021

49 G030 380C) \ \ \ W ^

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

49 FT01 515A

Adaptor, preload 
(Part of
49 G030 380C)

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

49 B001 795 t r — >. 

Installer, oil seal 1

For
installation of oil 
seal

49 B017 102 

Adaptor, preload fC

For
adjustment of 
preload

vU
49 G017 202 

Adaptor, preload

For
adjustment of 
preload

06U0J2-006
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REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Raise the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
3. Drain the transaxle oil into a suitable container.
4. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.

06U0J2-007

1. Battery
2. Main fuse block
3. Distributor lead
4. Air flow meter connector
5. Air cleaner assembly
6. Intercooler hose
7. Speedometer cable
8. Ground(s)
9. Wheel(s)

10. Splash shield(s)
11. Clutch release cylinder

12. Tie-rod end
Removal........ page J2-11

13. Nuts (stabilizer)
14. Lower arm ball-joint
15. Driveshaft

Removal........ page J2-11
16. Gusset plate(s)
17. Under cover
18. Extension bar
19. Control rod
20. Surge tank bracket

21. Starter
22. Engine mount No.4

Removal........page J2-11
23. Engine mount No.2
24. Hanger rubber
25. Crossmember
26. Transaxle

Removal........page J2-11
Disassembly... page J2-12
Inspection......page J2-23
Assembly.......page J2-28

J2-10



TRANSAXLE J2
Removal note 
Tie-rod end
Separate the tie-rod end from the knuckle with the SST.

06U0J1-013
Driveshaft
1. Separate the left driveshaft from the transaxle by prying with 

a bar inserted between the shaft and the case.

Caution
• Do not damage the oil seal.
• Do not separate the driveshaft by pulling the disc 

plate.

2. Install the SST to the differential side gear.

Note
• Failure to install the SST may cause the differen 

tial side gears to become mispositioned.

06U0J1-015
Engine mount No.4 
Suspend the engine with the SST.

06U0J1-016
Transaxie
1. Lean the engine toward the transaxle.
2. Support the transaxle with a jack.
3. Remove the remaining transaxle mounting bolts.
4. Remove the transaxle.

06U0J1-017

J2—11



TRANSAXLE

DISASSEMBLY
Precaution
1. Clean the transaxle exterior thoroughly with steam or cleaning solvents before disassembly.
2. Clean the removed parts with cleaning solvent, and dry with compressed air. (Except sealed bearings.) 

Clean out all holes and passages with compressed air, and check that there are no obstructions.
3. Wear eye protection when using compressed air to clean components.

Step 1
1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

REPLACE

J2—12
06U0J1-018



TRANSAXLE J2
1. Rear cover
2. Roll pin

Removal........page J2-13
3. Locknut

Removal........page J2-14
4. Locknut
5. Primary reverse synchronizer 

gear and gear sleeve
Inspection......page J2-23

6. Synchronizer ring
Inspection......page J2-24

7. Secondary reverse 
synchronizer gear

Inspection......page J2-23
8. Shift fork (5th/Rev.)

Removal........page J2-14
9. Clutch hub assembly 

(5th/Rev.)
10. Synchronizer ring

Inspection......page J2-24
11. 5th gear

Inspection......page J2-23
12. Secondary 5th gear

Inspection......page J2-23
13. Needle bearing
14. Gear sleeve

15. Ball 36.
16. Interlock plate 37.
17. Interlock pins 38.
18. Reverse switch 39.
19. Bolt(s), spring(s) and ball(s) 40.

Removal . page J2-14 41.
20. Transaxle case

Removal , page J2-13 42.
Disassembly... page J2-15

21. Magnet
22. Reverse idle shaft
23. Reverse idle gear

Inspection......page J2-25
24. Snap ring
25. Washer
26. Needle bearings
27. Base plate unit
28. Crank lever shaft and snap 

ring
29. Crank lever assembly
30. Roll pin
31. Shift rod (1 st/2nd)
32. Shift fork (1st/2nd)
33. Roll pin
34. Roll pin
35. Shift rod (3rd/4th)

Disassembly... page J2-19 
Secondary shaft gear 
assembly

Disassembly... page J2-19
43. Differential assembly

Disassembly... page J2-21
44. Reverse shift lever
45. Lever set spring
46. Neutral switch
47. Clutch housing

Disassembly... page J2-15
48. Drain plug
49. Interlock pin
50. Synchronizer key spring
51. Clutch hub sleeve

Inspection......page J2-25
52. Synchronizer key
53. Clutch hub

Inspection......page J2-24
06U0J2-008

Preinspection
5th gear thrust clearance
1. Measure the 5th gear thrust clearance with a dial indicator.

Clearance: 0.150—0.262mm (0.0059—0.0103 in) 
Maximum: 0.262mm (0.0103 in)

2. If the clearance exceeds the maximum, check the contact 
surfaces of 5th gear and the clutch hub. Replace worn or 
damaged parts.

Disassembly note 
Transaxle
Mount the transaxle on the SST.

86U07A-037
J2-13



TRANSAXLE

Roll pin
Remove the roll pin with pin punch.

16U0J2-004
Locknut
1. After removing the roll pin, shift the gears to 5th gear.
2. Shift the gears to 1st gear.
3. Remove the locknuts.

Caution
« Uncrimp the tab of the locknuts.

86U07A-123
Shift Fork (5th)
Remove the shift fork (5th) together with the clutch hub as
sembly.

76U07A-040
Bolts, Springs and Balls
1. Remove the bolts, springs and balls.
2. Remove the transaxle case installation bolts, and remove 

the transaxle case.

96U07A-022



TRANSAXLE J2
Step 2
1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

06) REPLACE

10) REPLACE

1. Oil passage
2. Bearing outer race
3. Diaphragm spring
4. Adjust shim
5. Bearing outer race
6. Diaphragm spring
7. Adjust shim
8. Bearing outer race

Removal........ page J2-
9. Adjust shim

■16

10. Oil seal
Do not remove if not
necessary
Replacement
(On-vehicle).. page J2-16

11. Bearing outer race
12. Oil seal
13. Funnel
14. Bearing outer race

Removal........ page J2-16
15. Bearing outer race

Removal........page J2-16

16U0J2-005

16. Oil seal
Do not remove if not
necessary
Replacement
(On-vehicle).. page J2-16

17. Roll pin
Removal........page J2-16

18. Change rod
Removal........page J2-16

19. Change arm
20. Boot
21. Oil seal
22. Baffle plate

J2-15
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Disassembly note
Bearing outer race (differential)
Remove the bearing outer races with the SST.

86U07A-126
Bearing outer race and funnel (secondary shaft gear; 
clutch housing)
Remove the bearing outer race by lifting the funnel and the 
race out together.

86U07A-129
On-vehicle replacement 
Oil seals
Jack up the vehicle, support it on safety stands, and then drain 
the transaxle oil. Next, use the following procedure to replace 
the driveshaft oil seals:
1. Remove the front wheel(s).
2. Remove the splash shield(s).
3. Separate the front stabilizer from the lower arm.

06U0J1-023
4. Remove the clinch bolt and pull the lower arm downward. 

Separate the knuckle from the lower arm ball-joint.

Note
• Be careful not to damage the ball-joint dust boot.

5. Remove the cotter pin then disconnect the tie-rod end with 
the SST.

86U07A-009

J2-16



TRANSAXLE 10iy i mmm

Caution
• Do not damage the oil seal.
• Do not separate the driveshaft by pulling the disc 

plate.

6. Separate the left driveshaft from the transaxle by prying with 
a bar inserted between the shaft and the case.

7. Remove the oil seal with a flat-tipped screwdriver.

86U07A-011
8. Tap the new oil seal into the transaxle case with the SST. 

Note
® Tap in until the oil seal installer contacts the case.
• Coat the oil seal lip with transaxle oil.

86U07A-012
9. Replace the driveshaft end clip with a new one. Insert the 

clip with the gap at the top of the groove.

86U07A-013
10. Install the driveshaft as follows:

(1) Pull the front hub outward, then fit the driveshaft into 
the transaxle.

(2) Insert the driveshaft into the transaxle by pushing on 
the wheel hub assembly.

Note
• Be careful not to damage the oil seal.
• After installation is finished, pull the front hub slow

ly outward to check that the driveshaft is held se
curely by the clip.

J2-17
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11. Install the lower arm ball-joint to the knuckle, and tighten 
the clinch bolt.

Tightening torque:
43—54 Nm (4.4—5.5 m-kg, 32—40 ft-lb)

12. Install the tie-rod end and new cotter pin.

Tightening torque:
29—44 Nm (3.0—4.5 m-kg, 22—33 ft-lb)

13. Adjust and tighten the stabilizer.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb) 

Dimension: 20.1 ± 2mm (0.79 ± 0.08 in)

06U0J2-060

14. Install the drain plug.

Tightening torque:
39—59 Nm (4.0—6.0 m-kg, 29—43 ft-lb)

15. Install the wheel.

Tightening torque:
88—118 Nm (9.0—12.0 m-kg, 65—87 ft-lb)

16. Add the correct quantity of the specified oil.

Type:
All-season SAE 75W-90 ATF: DEXRON-H 
Above -18°C (0°F):
API: GL-4 or GL-5 
SAE 80W-90 or SAE 90

Capacity: 3.65 liters (3.9 US qt, 3.2 Imp qt)

J2—18
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Step 3
1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

1. Bearing inner race
Removal........ page J2-20

2. Primary 4th gear
Inspection......page J2-23

3. Needle bearing
4. Gear sleeve
5. Ball
6. Synchronizer ring

Inspection......page J2-24
7. Clutch hub assembly (3rd/4th)

Removal........ page J2-20
8. Synchronizer key spring
9. Clutch hub sleeve

Inspection......page J2-25
10. Synchronizer key
11. Clutch hub

Inspection......page J2-24
12. Synchronizer ring

Inspection......page J2-24

13. Primary 3rd gear
Inspection......page J2-23

14. Needle bearing
15. Bearing inner race

Removal........page J2-20
16. Primary shaft

Inspection......page J2-23
17. Bearing inner race

Removal........page J2-20
Inspection......page J2-24

18. Secondary 4th gear
Inspection......page J2-23

19. Gear sleeve
20. Secondary 3rd gear

Inspection......page J2-23
21. Primary 2nd gear

Inspection......page J2-23
22. Needle bearing
23. Gear sleeve
24. Ball

16U0J2-007

25. Synchronizer ring
Inspection......page J2-24

26. Clutch hub assembly (1st/2nd)
Removal........page J2-20

27. Synchronizer key spring
28. Clutch hub sleeve
29. Synchronizer key
30. Clutch hub

Inspection......page J2-24
31. Synchronizer ring

Inspection......page J2-24
32. Primary 1 st gear

Removal........page J2-20
Inspection......page J2-23

33. Needle bearing
34. Thrust washer
35. Bearing inner race

Removal........page J2-21
36. Secondary shaft

Inspection......page J2-23

J2-19
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86U07A-132

Disassembly note 
Primary shaft gear
Bearing inner race (primary 4th gear end)
Remove the bearing inner race and 4th gear with the SST.

Caution
® Hold the shaft with one hand so that it does not fall.

Clutch hub assembly (3rd/4th)
Remove the 3rd gear and clutch hub assembly with the SST.

Bearing inner race
Remove the bearing inner race with the SST.

Caution
® Hold the shaft with one hand so that it does not fall.

06U0J2-014
Secondary shaft gear
Bearing inner race (secondary 4th gear end)
Remove the bearing and secondary 4th gear with the SST.

Caution
® Hold the shaft with one hand so that if does not fall.

Clutch hub assembly and primary 1st gear
Remove the clutch hub assembly (1st/2nd) and 1st gear.

Caution
• Hold the shaft with one hand so that it does not fall.

J2-20
06U0J2-016



TRANSAXLE J2
Bearing inner race
1. Set the SST to the bearing inner race as shown.

2. Remove the bearing inner race with the SST.

Caution
• Hold the shaft with one hand so that it does not fall.

86U07A-137

Step 4 (Differential)
1. Inspect side gears and pinion gears for backlash, referring to Preinspection. 

Caution
• Do not remove inner races if not necessary.

2. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

06U0J2-017

1. Roll pin
Removal........page J2-22

2. Pinion shaft
3. Pinion gear

4. Thrust washer
5. Side gear
6. Thrust washer
7. Side bearing inner race

Removal........page J2-22

16U0J2-008

8. Speedometer drive gear
Inspection......page J2-25

9. Side bearing inner race
Removal........page J2-22

10. Gear case

J2-21



TRANSAXLE

Preinspection
Backlash
Before disassembly, check the backlash of the side gears and 
pinion gears. (Refer to page J2-27.)
If not, repair or replace as necessary.

Standard backlash; 0—0.1 mm (0—0.004 in)

Disassembly not®
Roll pin .
To remove the roll pin from the pinion shaft, place the gear 
case in a vise and knock the pin out.

Note
® Insert the rod into the roll pin hole from the ring gear 

mounting surface side.

Side bearing inner race (side opposite ring gear)
Remove the bearing inner race with the SST.

Caution
® Hold the gear case with one hand so that it does 

not fall.

Side bearing inner race (ring gear side)
Remove the bearing inner race with the SST.

Note
® Us® pads in the vise.

86U07A-141
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TRANSAXLE J2
INSPECTION
Check the following parts, replace if necessary.

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th gears
1. Worn or damaged synchronizer cone.
2. Worn or damaged hub sleeve coupling.
3. Worn or damaged teeth.
4. Worn or damaged inner surface or end surface of gears.

06U0J2-020
Primary Shaft Gear and Primary Gear
1. Worn or damaged gear contact surface.
2. Worn or damaged splines.
3. Worn teeth.
4. Clogged oil passage.
5. Primary shaft gear run-out.

Run-out: 0.200mm (0.0079 in) max.

Note
• If the shaft gear is replaced, adjust the bearing 

preload. (Refer to page J2-34.)

Outer diameter:
A. 41.975—41.991mm (1.6526—1.6532 in)
B. 34.975—35.000mm (1.3770—1.3780 in)
C. 31.675—31.700mm (1.2470—1.2480 in)

16U0J2-027
Inner diameter (gears):

3rd. 47.00—47.02mm (1.850—1.851 in) 
4th. 47.00—47.02mm (1.850—1.851 in) 
5th. 43.00—43.02mm (1.693—1.694 in)

86U07A-144
Secondary Shaft Gear
1. Worn or damaged gear contact surface.
2. Worn or damaged splines.
3. Worn teeth.
4. Clogged oil passage.
5. Secondary shaft gear run-out.

Run-out: 0.03mm (0.0012 in) max.

Note
• If the shaft gear is replaced, adjust the bearing 

preload. (Refer to page J2-34.)
J2—23



M TRANSAXLE

Outer diameter:
A. 42.975—42.991 mm (1.6919—1.6926 in)
B. 37.175—37.191mm (1.4636—1.4642 in)

16U0J2-028
inner diameter (gears):

1st 48.00—48.02mm (1.890—1.891 in) 
2nd. 50.00—50.02mm (1.969—1.969 in)

16U0J2-010
Bearing
1. Roughness or noise while turning.
2. Damaged bearing
3. Worn bearing.

63G07C-122
Synchronizer Ring
1. Engagement with gear.
2. Worn or damaged teeth.
3. Worn or damaged tapered surface.
4. Clearance from the side of gear.

Clearance: 1.5mm (0.059 in)
Minimum : 0.8mm (0.032 in)

Note
® Place the synchronizer ring on the gear cone and 

rotate until it stops (approx. 10 to 20 degrees), then 
measure around the circumference.

• if the clearance is less than specified replace the 
synchronizer ring or gear.

Clutch Hub
1. Worn or damaged splines.
2. Worn or damaged synchronizer key groove.
3. Worn end surface.
4. Operation of the hub sleeve when installed.

61G07X-183
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Clutch Hub Sleeve
1. Worn or damaged hub splines.
2. Worn or damaged sleeve fork groove.
3. Clearance between sleeve and shift fork.

Clearance mm (in)
Standard Maximum

1 st/2 nd 0.05-0.408
(0.002-0.016) 0.458 (0.018)

3rd/4th 0.1—0.408
(0.004-0.016)5th/Rev.

Reverse Idle Gear
1. Worn or damaged bushing.
2. Worn or damaged teeth.
3. Worn or damaged reverse shift lever coupling groove.
4. Clearance between sleeve and reverse shift lever.

Clearance: 0.095—0.318mm (0.004—0.013 in) 
Maximum: 0.368mm (0.015 in)

Speedometer Driven Gear Assembly
Worn or damaged teeth.

Speedometer Drive Gear
Worn or damaged teeth.

J2-25
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ASSEMBLY
Precaution
1. All O-rings and gasket must be replaced with the new ones included in the overhaul kit.
2. Before assembly, make sure all parts are completely clean.
3. Assemble the parts within 10 minutes after applying sealant. Allow all sealant to cure at least 30 minutes 

after assembly before filling the transaxle with transaxle oil.
4. If the clutch housing or transaxle case is replaced, adjust the bearing preload of the shaft gears and the 

preload of the differential side bearings.
5. If the bearing inner races are replaced, assemble new bearing outer races.

Step 1 (Differential)
Assemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Assembly Note.

16U0J2-013

1. Gear case
2. Speedometer drive gear
3. Side bearing inner race

Installation................................ page J2-26
4. Side bearing inner race

Installation................................ page J2-27
5. Thrust washer

6. Pinion gear
7. Pinion shaft
8. Roll pin

Installation.................................page J2-27
9. Thrust washer

10. Side gear
Installation................................ page J2-27

Assembly note 
Side bearing inner race
1. Install the speedometer drive gear.
2. Install the new side bearing inner race with the SST.

06U0J2-025
J2-26



TRANSAXLE J2
Side bearing inner race
Install the bearing inner race with the SST.

06U0J2-026
Roli pin
1. Install the pinion gears and washers.
2. Install the pinion shaft.
3. After installing the roll pin, make a crimp so that the pin can

not come out of the gear case.

16U0J2-014
Side gears
Install the side gears and washers.

06U0J2-028
Backlash of side gear and pinion gear
Check and adjust by the following procedure.
1. Install the left and right driveshafts in the differential as

sembly.
2. Support the driveshafts on V-blocks as shown in the figure.
3. Measure the backlash of both pinion gears.
4. If not, replace the differential assembly.

Backlash: 0—0.1mm (0—0.004 in)

96U07A-034
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Step 2
1. Assemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Assembly Note.

J2-28
06U0J1-041



TRANSAXLE J2
1. Clutch hub

Installation......page J2-29
2. Synchronizer key

Installation......page J2-29
3. Clutch hub sleeve
4. Synchronizer key spring
5. Primary shaft
6. Bearing inner race

Installation......page J2-30
7. Needle bearing
8. Primary 3rd gear

Installation......page J2-30
9. Synchronizer ring

Installation......page J2-30
10. Clutch hub assembly (3rd/4th)

Installation......page J2-30
11. Synchronizer ring

Installation......page J2-30
12. Ball

13. Gear sleeve
14. Needle bearing
15. Primary 4th gear

Installation......page J2-30
16. Bearing inner race

Installation....... page J2-30
17. Clutch hub

Installation......page J2-29
18. Synchronizer key

Installation......page J2-29
19. Clutch hub sleeve
20. Synchronizer key spring
21. Secondary shaft
22. Bearing inner race

Installation......page J2-31
23. Thrust washer
24. Needle bearing
25. Secondary 1st gear

Installation......page J2-31

26. Synchronizer ring
Installation......page J2-31

27. Clutch hub assembly (1 st/2nd)
Installation......page J2-31

28. Synchronizer ring
29. Ball
30. Gear sleeve
31. Needle bearing
32. Secondary 2nd gear
33. Secondary 3rd gear

Installation......page J2-31
34. Gear sleeve
35. Secondary 4th gear

Installation......page J2-31
36. Bearing inner race

Installation......page J2-31
16U0J2-015

Assembly note 
Synchronizer key

Note
• There are two (2) types of synchronizer key.

Standard dimension: mm (in)

© ©
1st/2 nd 22.0 (0.87) 14.2 (0.56)

3rd/4th, 5th/Rev. 17.0 (0.67) 12.2 (0.48)

Note
• The styles and sizes of synchronizer rings are differ

ent as shown in the illustration.

86U07A-076
J2-29
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Synchronizer ring and ciutch hub assembly

06U0J2-031

06U0J2-032

49 F401 331

■19 F 101 .'ntjH

06U0J2-033

Note
Align the synchronizer ring groove and clutch hub
key when installing.

Primary shaft gear
Synchronizer ring, 3rd gear and clutch hub assembly
1. Install the needle bearing and the primary 3rd gear.

Note
® Apply transaxle oil to the needle bearing.

2. Install the synchronizer ring and clutch hub assembly with 
the SST

Synchronizer ring, 4th gear and bearing inner race
1. Install the synchronizer ring.
2. Install the ball and gear sleeve. .
3. Install the needle bearing and the primary 4th gear.

Note
® Apply transaxle oil to the needle bearing.

4. Install the new bearing inner race with the SST.

Bearing inner race
1. Install the new bearing inner race with the SST.

2. Measure the clearance between the primary 3rd gear and 
primary shaft gear.
If clearance is not within specification, replace any part which 
is worn or damaged.

Clearance: 0.150—0.262mm (0.0059—0.0103 in) 
Maximum: 0.3mm (0.012 in)

06U0J2-034
J2-30



TRANSAXLE J2
3. Measure the clearance between the primary 4th gear and 

bearing inner race. If clearance is not within specification 
replace any part which is worn or damaged.

Clearance: 0.150—0.262mm (0.0059—0.0103 in) 
Maximum: 0.3mm (0.012 in)

06U0J2-035

49 F401 331

49 F401 336B

06U0J2-037

49 F401 331

49 F401 337A

Secondary shaft gear
Secondary 1st gear, synchronizer ring and clutch hub 
assembly
1. Install the thrust washer.
2. Install the needle bearing and the secondary 1st gear. 

Note
• Apply transaxle oil to the needle bearing.

3. Install the synchronizer ring (Refer to page J2-29.) and 
clutch hub assembly (reverse gear).

4. Install the synchronizer ring.
5. Install the ball, gear sleeve and needle bearing.

Note
• Apply transaxle oil to the needle bearing.

Secondary 3rd gear, 4th gear and bearing inner race
1. Install the secondary 3rd gear, spacer and the secondary 

4th gear.
2. Install the bearing inner race with the SST.

Note
• Check that the spacer does not rotate.

Bearing inner race
1. Install the new bearing inner race with the SST.

06U0J2-038
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2. Measure the clearance between the secondary 1 st gear and 
thrust washer.

Clearance: 0.130—0.354mm (0.0051—0.0139 in) {
Maximum: 0.404mm (0.0159 in)

06U0J2-039
3. Measure the clearance between the secondary 2nd gear 

and secondary 3rd gear.
If clearance is not within specification, replace any part which 
is worn or damaged.

Clearance: 0.150—0.262mm (0.0059—0.0103 in) 
Maximum: 0.3mm (0.012 in)

(

06U0J2-040
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Step 3
1. Select the adjust shim(s), referring to Bearing Preload Adjustment.
2. Assemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Assembly Note.

APPLY SPECIFIED OIL TO INDIVIDUAL PARTS

1. Baffle plate
2. Oil seal
3. Boot

Installation......page J2-37
4. Change arm

Installation......page J2-37
5. Change rod

Installation......page J2-37
6. Roll pin

Installation......page J2-38
7. Oil seal

Installation......page J2-38

8. Bearing outer race
Installation......page J2-38

9. Oil seal
Installation......page J2-38

10. Bearing outer race
11. Funnel
12. Bearing outer race
13. Oil seal

Installation......page J2-37
14. Adjust shim
15. Bearing outer race

Installation......page J2-38

16U0J2-016

16. Adjust shim
17. Diaphragm spring
18. Bearing outer race

Installation......page J2-37
19. Adjust shim
20. Diaphragm spring
21. Bearing outer race

Installation......page J2-37
22. Oil passage

J2-33
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Bearing Preload Adjustment
When any of following parts are replaced, the bearing preload should be checked and adjusted.

86U07A-178

SST USAGE

49 G027 001

OUTER RACE

DIFFERENTIAL

OUTER RACES

SECONDARY SHAFT 
ASSEMBLY

TRANSAXLE CASE

OUTER RACES

PRIMARY SHAFT ASSEMBLY

OUTER RACE

49 F401 382A

CLUTCH HOUSING

J2-34
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TRANSAXLE J2
1. Put the outer race into the SST.
2. Mount the secondary shaft gear assembly as shown.

Note
• The secondary shaft selector touches the differen

tial gear, so the secondary shaft bearing preload ad
justment should be done separately from for the 
primary shaft and differential assembly.

Note
® Install with the SST in the positions in the figure.

76G07A-641

49 {3019 021

\ """" .*** ll»Miyiha

I X

86U07A-181

3. Install the transaxle case and set the SST.

Tightening torque:
37—52 Nm (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

4. To seat the bearings, mount the SST on parts (A) and (B) 
of the selector, and then turn the selector so the gap is 
widened.
Move the bar by hand until the selector can no longer be 
turned, and then turn it in the reverse direction until the gap 
is eliminated.

5. Manually expand the selector until the selector no longer 
turns.

Note
• Check that each shaft turns smoothly.

6. Use a thickness gauge to measure the gap of the selector. 

Note
• Measure the gap around the entire circumference 

of the selector.

76G07A-643
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Thickness (Primary and Secondary)
0.25mm (0.010 in) 0.55mm (0.022 in)
0.30mm (0.012 in) 0.60mm (0.024 in)
0.35mm (0.014 in) 0.65mm (0.026 in)
0.40mm (0.016 in) 0.70mm (0.028 in)
0.45mm (0.018 in) 0.75mm (0.030 in)
0.50mm (0.020 in) 0.80mm (0.031 in)

16U0J2-017

7. Select the shim for the shaft gear by referring to the table 
and selecting the shim which is nearest (on the thick or thin 
side as shown) to the value obtained when subtracting the 
thickness of the diaphragm spring which goes between the 
shim and the race, from the measurement of the gap in the 
SST.

Secondary shaft 
Example: 1.18mm (0.047 in)

1.18mm (0.047 in) -  [Diaphragm spring]
0.70mm (0.028 in) = 0.48mm (0.019 in)

So the nearest shim (on the thick side) to 0.48mm 
(0.019 in) is 0.50mm (0.020 in).

Note
• Use a maximum of two shims.

8. Remove the SST and the transaxle case.
9. Mount the differential assembly, the primary shaft gear as

sembly and the SST as shown in the figure.
10. Adjust the primary shaft preload in the same manner as that 

of the secondary shaft.

Primary shaft
Example: 1.18mm (0.047 in)

1.18mm (0.047 in) -  [Diaphragm spring!
0.70mm (0.028 in) = 0.48mm (0.019 in)

So the nearest shim (on the thin side) to 0.48mm 
(0.019 in) is 0.45mm (0.018 in).

Note
® Use a maximum of two shims.

16U0J2-018
11. Move the bars and expand the SST until it can no longer 

be turned, then turn it in the reverse direction until the gap 
is eliminated.

86U07A-189
12. Set the SST.
13. Expand the selector with the bar until preload specification 

is obtained.

Preload: 0.5 N-m (5 cm-kg, 4.3 in-lb)

76G07A-619
J2—36
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14. Use a thickness gauge to measure the gap in the selector 

for both gears.

Thickness (Differential)
0.10mm (0.004 n) 0.65mm (0.026 n)
0.12mm (0.005 n) 0.70mm (0.028 n)
0.14mm (0.006 n) 0.75mm (0.030 n)
0.16mm (0.006 n) 0.80mm (0.031 n)0.20mm (0.008 n) 0.85mm (0.033 n)
0.25mm (0.010 n) 0.90mm (0.035 n)
0.30mm (0.012 n) 0.95mm (0.037 n)
0.35mm (0.014 n) 1.00mm (0.039 n)
0.40mm (0.016 n) 1.05mm (0.041 n)
0.45mm (0.018 n) 1.10mm (0.043 n)
0.50mm (0.020 n) 1.15mm (0.045 n)
0.55mm (0.022 n) 1,20mm (0.047 n)
0.60mm (0.024 n)

96U07A-037

06U0J2-042

Note
• Measure the gap around the entire circumference 

of the selector.

15. Add 0.15mm (0.0059 in) to the measured clearance and 
select the combination of shims closest in value to that meas
urement.
See the table below for available shim sizes.

Example: 0.32mm (0.013 in)
0.32mm (0.013 in) + 0.15mm (0.006 in) = 0.47mm 
(0.019 in).
So the nearest shim (on the thick side) to 0.47mm 
(0.019 in) is 0.50mm (0.020 in).

Note
• Use a maximum of two shims.

Assembly note 
Oil seal
Install the new oil seal with the SST.

Bearing outer races
Tap the primary and secondary shaft bearing outer races in 
until they are fully seated with a suitable pipe.

Note
• Install the primary and secondary shaft bearing out

er race and diaphragm springs and adjust shims af
ter adjusting the bearing preload.

Change arm, boot and change rod
Install the change arm, boot and change rod.

Note
• Install the boot with the air bleed downward as 

shown in the figure.

06U0J2-044
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06U0J2-046

/  /  /  /  /  /  
TRANSAXLE CASE'

y  DIAPHRAGM SPRING,-

BEARING OUTERll
'lVA'AWMW*W.w —  _____ W f e

ADJUST SHIM

86U07A-193

Roll pin
Install the new roll pin as shown in the figure.

Note
• Roil pin length Is 23mm (1.10 in).

Oil seals
1. Tap the new oil seal (differential) with the SST.
2. Tap the new oil seal (primary shaft) with a suitable pipe.

Bearing outer race
Tap the differential bearing outer race in until it is fully seated 
with a suitable pipe.

Note
• Install the differential bearing outer races, after ad

justing the bearing preload.

Rechecking of bearing preload
1. Remove the SST and transaxle.
2. Remove the bearing outer races from the transaxle case.
3. Install the primary and secondary adjust shims, diaphragm 

springs and bearing outer races to the case as shown in 
the figure.

4. Install the differential adjust shim(s) and bearing outer race 
to the case.

5. Install the primary and secondary bearing outer races to 
the clutch housing.

6. Install the primary shaft gear assembly and the differential 
assembly.

7. Install the transaxle case and tighten the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

J2-38
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8. Connect the SST.
9. Check that the preload is within the specified range.

Primary shaft:
0.1—0.25 N-m (1.0—2.5 cm-kg, 0.87—2.17 in-lb)

Differential:
1.4—2.0 N-m (14—20 cm-kg, 12.2—17.4 in-lb)

10. Check secondary shaft preload in the same manner as that 
of the primary shaft.

Secondary shaft:
0.2—0.4 Nm (2.0—4.0 cm-kg, 1.74—3.47 in-lb)

J2—39
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Step 4
1. Assemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Assembly Note.

8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 In-lb)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

06U0J1-064
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1. Clutch hub
2. Synchronizer key
3. Clutch hub sleeve
4. Synchronizer key spring
5. Lever set spring
6. Reverse shift lever
7. Differential assembly
8. Secondary shaft gear assembly
9. Primary shaft gear assembly

10. Base plate unit
Installation......page J2-41

11. Crank lever assembly
Installation......page J2-41

12. Crank lever shaft and snap ring
Installation......page J2-41

13. Shift fork (1st/2nd)
14. Shift rod (1st/2nd)
15. Roll pin
16. Shift rod (5th/Rev.)
17. Interlock pin
18. Shift rod end (5th/Rev.)
19. Roll pin
20. Shift rod end (3rd/4th)

21. Shift fork (3rd/4th)
22. Shift rod (3rd/4th)
23. Roll pin
24. Roll pin
25. Needle bearings
26. Washer
27. Snap ring
28. Reverse idler gear

Installation......page J2-41
29. Reverse idler shaft

Installation......page J2-41
30. Magnet
31. Clutch housing

Installation......page J2-42
32. Transaxle case
33. Bolt(s), spring(s) and ball(s)
34. Reverse switch
35. Interlock pins

Installation......page J2-42
36. Interlock plate

Installation......page J2-42
37. Ball

38. Gear sleeve
39. Needle bearing
40. Primary 5th gear
41. Synchronizer ring
42. Secondary 5th gear
43. Clutch hub assembly (5th/Rev.)

Installation......page J2-42
44. Shift fork (5th/Rev.)

Installation......page J2-42
45. Secondary reverse synchroniz

er gear
46. Synchronizer ring
47. Primary reverse synchronizer 

gear and gear sleeve
48. Locknut

Installation......page J2-42
49. Locknut

Installation......page J2-42
50. Roll pin
51. Rear cover
52. Drain plug
53. Neutral switch

06U0J2-048

Assembly note
Base plate unit, crank lever assembly and crank lever
shaft
Install the base plate unit, the crank lever assembly and the 
crank lever shaft.

06U0J2-049
Reverse idler gear and reverse idler shaft
Set the reverse idler gear and the reverse idler shaft in the 
direction shown.

06U0J2-050
J2-41
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Clutch housing
Install the SST to driveshaft coupling hole.

06U0J2-051
Interlock pins and Interlock plate
1. Install the interlock pins.
2. Install the interlock plate.

Tightening torque:
18—26 N-m (1.8—2.6 m-kg, 13—19 ft-lb)

Clutch hub assembly and shift fork
Install the clutch hub assembly and the shift fork together.

06U0J2-053
Locknuts
1. Shift to the 5th gear and the 1 st gear.
2. Tighten the new locknuts and stake them.

Tightening torque:
128—196 N-m (13.0—20.0 m-kg, 94—145 ft-lb)

06U0J2 054
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INSTALLATION
1. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.
2. After installation, fill the transaxle with the specified oil.

42—62 (4.3—6.3, 31—46) 5—7 Nm
(50—70 cm-kg, 43—61 in-lb)

42—57 (4.3

9—13 N-m 
(90—130 cm-kg, 78—113 in-lb)

16—23 (1.6—2.3, 12—17)

16—27 
(1.6—2.8, 12—20)

36—54 (3.7—5.5, 27—40) 
64—89 (6.5—9.1, 47—66)

COTTER PIN, NEW

8—11 Nm 
(80—110 cm-kg, 
69—95 in-lb)

67—93
(6.8—9.5, 49—69)

88—118 (9—12, 65—87)

6 7 -9 3  (6.8—9.5, 4 9 -6 9 )

78—117 (8—11.9, 58—86)

16—23 (1.6—2.3, 12—17)

19—26 (1.9—2.6, 14—19)
75—93 (7.6—9.5, 55—69)

36—54 (3.7—5.5, 27—40)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)
06U0J1-077
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Installation not©
1. Attach rope at 2 places on the transaxle and place a board 

on the jack and position the transaxle on it.

Caution
® The transaxle Is not well balanced; be careful when 

positioning on the Jack.

2. Move the transaxle into the place and attach the rope (at
tached to the transaxle in step 1) to the SST.

3. Install the transaxle onto the engine.

Note
® Lift the transaxle using the jack to pull the rope.

Tightening torque:
89—117 N-m (9.1—11.9 m-kg, 66—86 ft-lb)

4. Install the engine mount No.4.

Tightening torque
® : 64—89 N-m (6.5—9.1 m-kg, 47—66 ft-lb) 
® : 67—93 N-m (6.8—9.5 m-kg, 49—69 ft-lb)

5. Install the engine mount No.2.

Tightening torque
® : 67—93 N-m (6.8—9.5 m-kg, 49—69 ft-lb) 
(§): 67—93 N-m (6.8—9.5 m-kg, 49—69 ft-lb)

6. Install the crossmember and the left side lower arm as an 
assembly.

Tightening torque:
Bolts, 36—54 N-m (3.7—5.5 m-kg, 27—40 ft-lb) 
Nut, 75—93 N-m (7.6—9.5 kg, 55—69 ft-lb)

7. Remove the jack and take off the rope.
8. Remove the SST.

J2-44
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9. Install the starter and harnesses.

Tightening torque
® : 37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—3® ft-lb)
(§): 9.8—12 N-m (100—120 cm-kg, 87—104 in-lb)

10. Install the surge tank bracket and the gusset plate.

Tightening torque
© :  37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)
® :  37—52 Nm (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

11. Install the end plate.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

12. Install the clutch release cylinder.

Tightening torque:
19—26 N-m (1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)

13. Install the gusset plates.

Tightening torque:
37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

14. Replace the clips at the end of the driveshafts and joint shaft 
with new ones.

15. Install the joint shaft and right driveshaft as follows:
(1) Install and tighten the reamer bolts ® ; then install and 

tighten the standard bolts ®.

Tightening torque
® : 6.9—48 N-m (0.7—4.9 m-kg, 5.1—35 ft-lb)
(§): 42—62 N-m (4.3—6.3 m-kg, 31—46 ft-lb)

(2) Remove the SST (holder) and insert the shaft into the 
transaxle.

(3) Pull the front hub outward and connect the driveshaft 
to the joint shaft.

(4) Push the joint at the differential side to securely connect 
the driveshaft to the joint shaft.

Note
® After installation, pull the front hub outward to con

firm that the driveshaft doesn’t come out.
• Do not damage the oil seal.

J2-45
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16. Install the left driveshaft as follows:
(1) Pull the front hub outward and insert the driveshaft into 

the transaxle.
(2) Push the joint at the differential side to connect the 

driveshaft to the differential side gear.
Note
® Do not damage the oil seal.
® After installation, pull the front hub outward to con

firm that the driveshaft doesn’t come out.
17. Install the lower arm ball joints to the knuckles and tighten 

the bolts and nuts.

Tightening torque:
36—54 N-m (3.7—5.5 m-kg, 27—40 ft-lb)

18. Install the under cover.

Note
® Before installation, fill the notches with silicon as 

shown in the figure.
Tightening torque:

8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

19. Install the stabilizer bar control links as follows.
(1) Install the stabilizer bar control link.
(2) Adjust protrusion to 20.1 ± 2mm (0.79 ± 0.08 in).
(3) Tighten bolt to specified torque.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg , 12—17 ft-lb)

20. Install the tie-rod ends and new cotter pin.
Tightening torque:

42—57 N-m (4.3—5.8 m-kg, 31 -4 2  ft-lb)
21. Install the splash shields.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

22. Install the front wheels.
Tightening torque:

88—118 N-m (9.0—12.0 m-kg, 65—87 ft-lb)
23. Install the grounds to the transaxle case.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—115 cm-kg, 69—100 in-lb)

J2—46
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24. Connect the speedometer cable.

86U07A-225
25. Install the intercooler hoses as follows.

(1) Air cleaner to turbocharger.
(2) Inter cooler to throttle body.

86U07A-226
26. Install the air cleaner assembly and connect the air flow me

ter connector.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

27. Connect the distributor lead.
28. Connect the main fuse block.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

29. Install the battery carrier and battery.
30. Add the correct quantity of the specified transaxle oil.

Specified oil 
Type 

All-season
SAE 75W-90 
ATF: DEXRON-H 

Above -18°C (0°F):
API: GL-4 or GL-5 
SAE 80W-90 or SAE 90

Capacity: 3.65 liters (3.9 US qt, 3.2 Imp qt)

J2-47
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SHIFT MECHANISM
REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
1. Jack up the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
2. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.

06U0J1-081

31—46 (3.2—4.7, 23—34)

6)9.8—15
“ (1 .0 -1 .5 , 7 .2 -1 1 )

16—23 (1.6—2.3, 12—17) 
“ j  (LITHIUM BASED)

16—23 (1.6—2.3, 12—17)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

1. Change lever knob
2. Assist boot
3. Mounting rubber boot
4. Bolts and nuts
5. Change control rod

Installation......page J2-50
6. Bracket installation nuts

Installation......page J2-49
7. Nut and washer

8. Extension bar bracket 
assembly and gasket

Installation......page J2-50
9. Bushing

10. Pipe
11. Change lever
12. Spring

Removal........page J2-49
Installation......page J2-50

13. Ball seat (upper)
Installation......page J2-49

06U0J2-057

14. Bushings
15. Boot

Installation......page J2-49
16. Holder

Installation......page J2-49
17. Ball seat (lower)

Installation......page J2-49
18. Extension bar

Installation......page J2-49

J2—48
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61G07X-192

Removal note 
Spring
Remove the spring by prying on the hooked part of the spring 
with a screwdriver.

INSPECTION
Check the following, and replace if necessary:
1. Bent control rod.
2. Wear, damage, or malfunction of any joint.
3. Damaged gear shift lever ball.
4. Weak spring.
5. Wear or damage of bushing.

Installation note 
Extension Bar
First, install the extension bar to the floor, and then install it 
onto the transaxle.

Tightening torque:
31—46 Nm (3.2—4.7 m-kg, 23—34 ft-lb)

06U0J1-083

06U0J2-059

Bracket Installation
Tighten the bracket installation nuts to the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
9.8—15 Nm (1.0—1.5 m-kg, 7.2—11 ft-lb)

Gear Shift Lever Ball
Apply grease to the ball seat surface, and install the upper 
and lower ball seat, holder, and boot.

Note
® Apply grease to all joints.

61G07X-193
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Spring
Make sure that the hooked part of the spring is properly seat
ed in the bracket groove, as shown in the figure.

63U07A-156
Bracket Cavity
Put grease in the bracket cavity.

63U07A-157
Change Control Rod
Install the change control rod so that its relationship with the 
shift lever is as shown in the figure.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)

J2-50
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BAND SERVO.............................. ..............K -  92
OTHER INSPECTION................. ..............K -  93
CONTROL VALVE BODY.......... ..............K -  94
PREMAIN CONTROL BODY..... ..............K -  98
MAIN CONTROL BODY............. ..............K—101
REAR CONTROL BODY............ ..............K—104
CONTROL VALVE BODY.......... ..............K—106
DIFFERENTIAL.......... ............... ............ . K—112
OUTPUT GEAR............... ........... .............K—115
IDLER GEAR............................... .............K—117
BEARING COVER ASSEMBLY- .............  K—120
BEARING HOUSING.................. ....... ...... K—121
TRANSAXLE UNIT (ASSEMBLY) .............. K—122
TRANSAXLE UNIT (INSTALLATION)..... K -1 4 6
OIL COOLER............................... ..............K—151

SHIFT MECHANISM
(WITH SHIFT-LOCK SYSTEM ).. ..............K -1 5 2

SHIFT-LOCK SYSTEM
COMPONENTS......... ............... .............. K -1 5 2

TROUBLESHOOTING................ .............K -1 5 2
P RANGE SWITCH..................... ............. K—154
SHIFT-LOCK ACTUATOR.......... .......... . K—154
SELECTOR LEVER.................... ..............K—155

IYDRAULIC CIRCUIT....... ............. ..............K—162
PRANGE..................................... .............. K—162
R RANGE .................................... ............. K—163
N RANGE; BELOW APPROX.
4 km/h (2 m p h ).......................... ..............K—164

N RANGE; ABOVE APPROX.
5 km/h (3 m p h )............... .......... .............. K—165

D RANGE; 1ST GEAR............... ........ . K—166
D RANGE; 2ND GEAR.............. .............. K—167
D RANGE; 3RD GEAR, BELOW APPROX.
40 km/h (25 m ph) ..................... .............  K -1 6 8

D RANGE; 3RD GEAR, ABOVE APPROX.
40 km/h (25 mph) LOCKUP ON ...........K -169

D RANGE; OD, LOCKUP ON ... ..............  K—170
S RANGE; 1ST GEAR......... ...... .............  K—171
S RANGE; 2ND GEAR ............. . .............K—172
S RANGE; 2ND GEAR, HOLD.. .............K—173
S RANGE; 3RD GEAR, BELOW APPROX.

40 km/h (25 m ph)...................... ..............  K—174
S RANGE; 3RD GEAR, ABOVE APPROX.

40 km/h (25 m ph)...................... ..............  K—175
L RANGE; 1ST GEAR ................ .............  K—176
L RANGE; 1ST GEAR, HOLD... .............K—177
L RANGE; 2ND GEAR, BELOW APPROX.

110 km/h (68  m p h )..... ............ ..............  K—178
L RANGE; 2ND GEAR, ABOVE APPROX.

110 km/h (68  m p h )................... ......... . K—179
16U0KX-001



K INDEX

INDEX

RANGE AND HOLD INDICATOR 
LAMPS SERVICE, SECTION T MODE INDICATOR LAMPS SERVICES, SECTION T

K-2
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INDEX, OUTLINE K
1. Mode switch 9. Automatic transaxle

Inspection....................... ........  page K - 39 Removal........................... ......page K - 50
2. Hold switch Disassembly..................... ......page K - 53

Inspection....................... ........  page K - 39 Assembly.......................... ......page K-122
3. Inhibitor switch Installation......................... ......page K-146

Inspection....................... ........  page K - 40 10. Oil cooler
Adjustment..................... ........  page K - 40 Removal / Inspection /

4. ATF thermoswitch Installation....................... ......page K-151
Inspection....................... ........  page K - 41 11. P range switch

5. Pulse generator Inspection......................... ..... page K-154
Inspection....................... ........  page K - 41 12. Shift-lock actuator

6. Vehicle speed sensor Inspection......................... ......  page K-154
Inspection....................... ........  page K - 41 13. Selector lever

7. Solenoid valves Inspection......................... ......page K-155
Inspection....................... ........  page K- 42 Adjustment....................... ......page K-155

8. EC-AT control unit Removal / Inspection /
Inspection....................... ........  page K- 42 Installation....................... ......page K-158

Overhaul.............. ............. ......  page K-160
06U0KX-003

OUTLINE
SPECIFICATIONS

06U0KX-004
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K OUTLINE

STRUCTURAL VIEW

1. Coasting clutch
2. Forward clutch
3. Reverse clutch
4. Reverse and forward drum
5. 3-4 clutch
6. 2-4 brake band

7. Low and reverse brake
8. Output gear
9. Idler gear

10. Differential
11. Parking pawl
12. Throttle cable

13. Control body
14. Oil pump
15. Inhibitor switch
16. Pulse generator
17. ATF thermoswitch

06U0KX-005
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OUTLINE K
POWERFLOW DIAGRAM

LOW AND REVERSE BRAKE

06U0KX-006

OPERATION OF COMPONENTS

Range Gear
Engine
braking
effect

Operation elements
Forward
clutch

Coasting
clutch

3-4
clutch

Reverse
clutch

2-4 brake Low& 
reverse brake

One-way 
clutch 1

One-way 
clutch 2Applied Released

P — —
R Reverse Yes O O
N — —

D

1st No O O O
2 nd No O O O

3rd
Below approx. 
40 km/h (25 mph) Yes 0 O O O o
Above approx. 
40 km/h (25 mph) Yes 0 o o ® o o

OD Yes © 0 o

S

1st No o 0 0
2 nd No 0 o o

3rd
Below approx. 
40 km/h (25 mph) Yes o o o 0 o
Above approx. 
40 km/h (25 mph) Yes 0 0 0 ® 0 o

L 1st No o O o o
2 nd Yes o o o o

Q_l
01

D

2 nd No o o 0

3rd
Below approx. 
40 km/h (25 mph) Yes 0 o o o 0

Above approx. 
40 km/h (25 mph) Yes o o o ® o o

S

2 nd Yes o o o 0

3rd
Below approx. 
40 km/h (25 mph) Yes o o 0 0 o
Above approx. 
40 km/h (25 mph) Yes 0 o o ® 0 o

L 1st Yes 0 o 0 0 0
2 nd Yes 0 o 0 o

® : Fluid pressure to servo but band not applied due to pressure difference in servo. 06U0KX-007
®: Does not function to transmit power.

K-5



DC OUTLINE

FLUID PASSAGE LOCATION
Torque Converter Housing

K-6
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OUTLINE K

Transaxle Case

OUTLET

INLET

2-3 ACCUMULATOR 

TORQUE CONVERTER FRONT CHAMBER

TORQUE CONVERTER REAR CHAMBER 

3-4 CLUTCH

LOW AND REVERSE BRAKE

CONTROL VALVE BODY

0 L  COASTING CLUTCH

REVERSE CLUTCH 

FORWARD CLUTCH

2-4 BRAKE ENGAGEMENT 2-4 BRAKE RELEASE

06U0KX-009
K-7



K OUTLINE

Transaxle Case

INLET AND OUTLET

INLET TO CONTROL

Oil Pump

INLET AND OUTLET

OUTLET FOR LUBRICATION 
OUTLET TO FORWARD CLUTCH

INLET TO 
OIL P U M P ^

OUTLET TO REVERSE CLUTCH

OUTLET TO COASTING CLUTCH

OUTLET TO CONTROL VALVE BODY

INLET FOR LUBRICATION 

INLET TO FORWARD CLUTCH
'INLET TO COASTING CLUTCH 

INLET TO REVERSE CLUTCH

K-8
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TROUBLESHOOTING K
TROUBLESHOOTING
GENERAL NOTES
A problem with the EC-AT may be caused by the engine, the EC-AT powertrain, the hydraulic control sys
tem, or the electronic control system.
When troubleshooting, therefore, begin from these points, which can be inspected quickly and easily. The 
recommended troubleshooting sequence is described below.

9MU0K1-011

Step 1: Self-diagnostic System Inspection
Check for malfunction code(s) memorized in the EC-AT con
trol unit with the EC-AT Tester.

Note
® Malfunction code(s) can also be checked for by the 

flashing sequence of the HOLD indicator lamp (Tur
bo) or the MIL (Malfunction Indicator Lamp) 
(Non-Turbo).

06U0KX-011

□ •

RX-7 EC-AT TESTER

□  □
(HUD
□o

Step 2: Electric Signal Inspection
Check the signals to/from the EC-AT control unit with the EC- 
AT Tester. (Refer to page K-12.)

Note
• Signals can also be checked by checking the EC- 

AT control unit terminal voltages with a voltmeter. 
(Refer to page K-42.)

_____________________________________ 06UQKX-012
ENGAGE PARKING BRAKE toi£ SPEED Step 3: Mechanical System Test

Check the engine stall speed, time lag, line pressure, and throt
tle pressure. (Refer to page K-23.)

__________________________________________06U0KX-013
NON-TURBO (POWER)

| 1 LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN ACCELERATING AND CRUISING 
CD LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN COASTING

Step 4: Road Test 

Note
• For correct testing, vehicle speed, engine speed, 

throttle opening (throttle sensor voltage), and gear 
position should be checked with the EC-AT Tester.

Check the shift point, shift schedule, and shift shock.
(Refer to page K-30.)

06U0KX-014
K-9



TROUBLESHOOTING

If the 4 steps on page K-9 are followed, the cause of the problem should be located.
Another guide to faster location of the causes of problems, the QUICK DIAGNOSIS CHART, is on page 
K-10.
In this chart, numbers are used to indicate the components that may be the cause of 23 possible problems. 
It is necessary to check only those components indicated by numbers during each step of the troubleshoot
ing process to locate the cause of the problem quickly.

QUICK DIAGNOSIS CHART
The QUICK DIAGNOSIS CHART shows different problems and the relationship of components that might 
be the cause.
1. Components indicated in the “ Adjustment” column indicate the possibility that the problem may result 

from an incorrect adjustment.
Check the adjustment of each component, and readjust if necessary.

2. Components indicated in the “Self-diagnosis” column are diagnosed by the EC-AT control unit self-diagnostic 
function.
The EC-AT Tester can be used for easy retrieval of the these signals.

3. Input and output signals of the EC-AT control unit for components indicated in the “ EC-AT Tester” column 
can be easily checked with the EC-AT Tester.

4. Components indicated in the “Stall Test” column can be checked for malfunction by the results of the stall test.
5. Components indicated in the “ Time Lag Test” column can be checked for malfunction by the results of 

the time lag test.
6. Components indicated in the “ Oil Pressure Test” column can be checked for malfunction by the results 

of the oil pressure test.
7. Components indicated in the “ Road Test” column can be checked for malfunction by the results of the 

road test.
8. The checking, adjusting, repair, and replacement procedures for components are described in the page(s) 

shown in the “ Reference page” column.

06U0KX-015
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Self-diagnosis O O O O O O O
Adjustment O O O O O O O O
EC-AT TESTER O O O O O O O O O O O O O
Stall Test O O O O O O O O
Time Lag Test O O O
Oil Pressure Test O O O O
Road Test O O O O O O
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TROUBLESHOOTING K
ON VEHICLE------------ :------4 “---------- OFF VEHICLE
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\  reference page
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Excessive creep OO O
No creep at all Oo O o o O O O

Sh
ift

in
g

No shift O O OOO o o o o
Abnormal shift sequence O O OO Oo o o o o o O
Frequent shifting o O O Oo 0 o O o
Excessively high or low shift point o OOOo o o o o o o
No lockup O o O o o o o o o o
No kickdown o O o o
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Engine flare-up or slippage when 
accelerating vehicle o o o o 0 O
Engine flare-up or slippage when 
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Hold indicator flashes o Oo o o 0 o
Engine will not start o o

06U0KX-017
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K SELF-DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM INSPECTION

SELF-DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM INSPECTION 
SELF-DIAGNOSIS FUNCTION
The self-diagnostic system, which is integrated in the EC-AT control unit, diagnoses malfunction of the main 
sensors (input), solenoid valves (output), and the EC-AT control unit.
Malfunctions which have happened or are continuing are memorized in the EC-AT control unit as specific codes. 
The EC-AT Tester is used to retrieve these malfunction codes. Each malfunction is indicated by a code 
number and buzzer as shown in the table below.
Malfunction Code Number

06U0KX-018

EC-AT TESTER
The previous EC-AT Tester Body (49 G019 901) and Adapt
er Unit (49 H019 902) can be used along with the Pane! (49 
G019 915 for Turbo; 49 G019 913 for Non-Turbo), EC-AT 
Selector (49 B019 9A1 for Turbo), and Harness (49 F019 
901 for Turbo; 49 G019 918 for Non-Turbo).
Also the EC-AT Tester Body (49 G019 901 A) can be used 
along with the Panel (49 G019 916 for Turbo; 49 G019 918 
for Non-Turbo), EC-AT Selector (49 B019 9A1 for Turbo), 
and Harness (49 F019 901 for Turbo; 49 G019 918 for 
Non-Turbo).

K—12



_______________SELF-DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM INSPECTION_____________ K
Components

EC-AT TESTER BODY (49 G019 901) AND ADAPTER UNIT (49 H019 902)

PANEL
49 G019 916
49 G019 913

ADAPTER UNIT
49 H019 902

EC-AT SELECTOR
(TURBO)49 B01 9 9A1

(TURBO)
(NON-TURBO)

EC-AT TESTER BODY

NOTE: COMPONENT OF 49 H019 9A0

(TURBO)
(NON-TURBO) PANEL

49 G019 915
49 G019 912

(TURBO)
(NON-TURBO)

EC-AT TESTER BODY

NOTE: COMPONENT OF 49 H019 9A1

EC-AT TESTER BODY (49 G019 901 A)

EC-AT SELECTOR
(TURBO)

HARNESS
m s m m  (TURBO)

(NON-TURBO)49 G019 918

86U07B-013
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1C SELF-DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM INSPECTION

Assembly of EC-AT Tester
For EC-AT Tester body (49 6019 901) and adapter unit
(49 H019 902)
1. Connect the Adapter unit (49 H019 902) to the EC-AT 

Tester body (49 G019 901), and connect the 6-pin con
nector to the Adapter unit.

2. Connect the EC-AT Selector (49 B019 9A1) to the assem
bled EC-AT Tester body (49 G019 901) and Adapter unit 
(49 H019 902). [Turbo]

06U0KX-020
3. Set the Panel (49 G019 916 for Turbo; 49 G019 913 for 

Non-Turbo) onto the assembled EC-AT Tester.
4. Set the code switch on the Adapter unit to position A.
5. Set the vehicle switch on the Adapter unit to the 626 po

sition.
6. Set the vehicle switch on the EC-AT Selector to position

2. [Turbo]

06U0KX-021
For EC-AT Tester body (49 G019 901 A)
1. Connect the EC-AT Selector (49 B019 9A1) to the EC-AT 

Tester body (49 G019 901 A). [Turbo]

06U0KX-022
2. Set the Panel (49 G019 915 for Turbo; 49 G019 912 for 

Non-Turbo) onto the EC-AT Tester body.
3. Set the code switch on the EC-AT Tester body to position 

A.
4. Set the vehicle switch on the EC-AT Tester body to the 

626 position.
5. Set the vehicle switch on the EC-AT Selector to position 2. 

[Turbo]

06U0KX-023

06 -*■ 4 second period -» 
55 -+ 4  second! period -*• 
63 - *  4 second period -*■ 
Repeats above

GENERAL NOTE
1. If there is more than one malfunction, the code numbers 

will be displayed in numerical order.

\

K-^14
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SELF-DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM INSPECTION K
WHEN TEST CONNECTOR

IS NOT GROUNDED

MALFUNCTION YES
NO

HOLD INDICATOR'YES
FLASHING NO
MEMORY IN YES
CONTROL UNIT NO

06U0KX-025

SENSORS-

SOLENOID. 
VALVE I

FAIL-SAFE
PROGRAM

-NFROCES,i\ oun- 
■v SING

79G07C-062

The HOLD indicator (Turbo) or MIL (Non-Turbo) flashes to 
indicate the same pattern as the buzzer of the EC-AT Tester 
when the test connector (blue, 1 -pin for Turbo; green, 1 -pin 
for Non-Turbo) is grounded.
When the test connector is not grounded, the indicator flash
es at a constant frequency unless the malfunction recovers. 
However, the malfunction code is memorized in the EC-AT 
control unit.

3. The EC-AT control unit has a built-in fail-safe function for 
the throttle sensor, the pulse generator, and the 1-2, 2-3, 
and 3-4 shift solenoid valves.
If a malfunction occurs, the EC-AT control unit will control 
operation of the remaining components according to a 
preset fail-safe program.
The vehicle may still be driven, although the driving perfor
mance will be slightly affected.

4. The memory of malfunction codes is canceled when the 
negative battery terminal is disconnected for approximate
ly five seconds.

RETRIEVAL PROCEDURES 
Turbo
1. Locate the check connector (blue, 6-pin) and test connec

tor (blue, 1 -pin) under the dash, left of the steering column.

2. Connect the 6-pin connector of the EC-AT Tester to the 
check connector (blue, 6-pin).

3. Ground the ground connector of the EC-AT Tester.
4. Ground the test connector (blue, 1-pin).

06U0KX-028
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K SELF-DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM INSPECTION

5. Turn the ignition switch ON.
6. Check that “ 88 ”  flashes on the digital display and the buzzer 

sounds for three seconds.
7. If “ 88” does not flash, check the test connector wiring.
8. If “88” flashes and the buzzer sounds continuously for more 

than 20 seconds, check wiring to 1C terminal of the EC- 
AT control unit for a short-circuit. If necessary, replace the 
EC-AT control unit and repeat Steps 2 to 5.

9. Note any code numbers and check for the causes by refer
ring to the INSPECTION PROCEDURES shown on pages 
K-17 to K-18. Repair as necessary.

Note
• After repairs are made, recheck for code numbers by 

performing the “ AFTER-REPAIR PROCEDURES” . 
(Refer to page K-19.)

06UQKX-402

Non-Turbo

Caution
• Do not connect two connectors of the EC-AT 

TESTER (AND EC-AT SELECTOR) to EC-AT control 
unit at the same time.

1. Locate the check connector (green, 6-pin) and test connec
tor (green, 1-pin) in the engine compartment at the rear of 
the left side wheel housing.

2. Connect the 6-pin connector of the EC-AT Tester to the 
check connector (green, 6-pin).

3. Ground the ground connector of the EC-AT Tester.
4. Ground the test connector (green, 1-pin).

5. Turn the ignition switch ON.
6. Check that “88” flashes on the digital display and the buzzer 

sounds for three seconds.
7. If “ 88” does not flash, check the test connector wiring.
8. If “88” flashes and the buzzer sounds continuously for more 

than 20 seconds, check wiring to 1F terminal of the en
gine control unit for a short-circuit. If necessary, replace the 
engine control unit and repeat Steps 2 to 5.

9. Note any code numbers and check for the causes by refer
ring to the INSPECTION PROCEDURES shown on pages 
K-17 to K-18. Repair as necessary.

Note
• After repairs are made, recheck for code numbers by 

performing the “ AFTER-REPAIR PROCEDURES” . 
(Refer to page K-19.)
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SELF-DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM INSPECTION K
INSPECTION PROCEDURES
No.06 Code Display (Vehicle Speed Sensor)

06U0KX-031

No.12 Code Display (Throttle Sensor)

06U0KX-032

No.55 Code Display (Pulse Generator)

06U0KX-033

K-17



S€_____________ SELF-DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM INSPECTION_______
No.60, 61, 62, or 64 Code Display (1-2 Shift, 2-3 Shift, or 3-4 Shift Solenoid Valwe)

06U0KX-034

No. 63 code display (Lockup Solenoid Valve)

06U0KX-035

K-18



SELF-DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM INSPECTION, ELECTRIC SIGNAL INSPECTION K

Drive at 50 km/h (31 mph) 

Kickdown 

Stop the vehicle

AFTER-REPAIR PROCEDURE
1. Cancel the memory of malfunctions by disconnecting the 

negative battery terminal for at least five seconds, then 
reconnect it.

2. Remove the EC-AT Tester if it is connected.

3. Drive the vehicle at 50 km/h (31 mph), then depress the 
accelerator pedal fully to activate kickdown. Stop the vehi
cle gradually.

79G07C-069
4. Reconnect the EC-AT Tester to the check connector (blue, 

6-pin for Turbo; green, 6-pin for Non-Turbo).
5. Ground the ground connector of the EC-AT Tester.
6. Ground the test connector (blue, 1-pin for Turbo; 1-pin for 

Non-Turbo).
7. Turn the ignition switch ON.
8. Verify that no code numbers are displayed.

06U0KX-036
ELECTRIC SIGNAL INSPECTION

Caution 
• Do not connect two connectors of the EC-AT 

TESTER (AND EC-AT SELECTOR) to EC-AT control 
unit at the same time.

In this step, the input and output signals are checked with the 
EC-AT Tester.
The Tester checks for proper operation of the various switches 
and sensors in the EC-AT system. It also checks the control 
unit for output of the various control signals.

INSPECTION PROCEDURE
1. Disconnect the connectors from the EC-AT control unit (Tur

bo) or engine control unit (Non-Turbo).
2. Connect the Harness between the control unit and the con

nectors.
3. Turn the ignition switch and main switch ON.
4. Check indication of the respective light or digital display in 

each condition, referring to the indication table on the next 
page.
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K ELECTRIC SIGNAL INSPECTION

Indication Table of Light and Digital Display

Item indication Condition Possible cause

Bnput (Light)

INHIBITOR
SW

L
ON L range

Inhibitor switch or wiring

OFF Other ranges

S
ON S range

OFF Other ranges

D
ON D range

OFF Other ranges

P, N
ON P or N range

OFF Other ranges

HOLD SW
ON Hold switch pressed

Hold switch or wiring
OFF Hold switch released

MODE SW
ON Power mode

Mode switch or wiring
OFF Economy mode

IDLE SW
ON Throttle valve fully closed

Idle switch or wiring
OFF Throttle valve open

BRAKE LIGHT SW
ON Brake pedal depressed

Stoplight switch or wiring
OFF Brake pedal released

WATER THERMO SW
ON Coolant temperature 72°C (162°F) or above Water thermoswitch or 

wiringOFF Coolant temperature lower than 65°C (149°F)

ATF THERMO SW
ON ATF temperature 150°C (302°F) or above ATF thermoswitch or 

wiringOFF ATF temperature lower than 143°C (289°F)

CRUISE CONTROL SW Not used — —

Input (Digital display)

THROTTLE SENSOR
EC-AT control 
unit terminal 
voltage

Constant Throttle sensor, idle 
switch, or wiring

VEHICLE SPEED*
Vehicle speed 
calculated from 
speed sensor 
signal

Constant
Vehicle speed sensor, 
speedometer cable, or 
wiring

DRUM SPEED* Drum speed Constant Pulse generator or wiring
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ELECTRIC SIGNAL INSPECTION K
Item Indication Condition Possible cause

Output (Light)

1-2 SOLENOID 
VALVE*

ON

Refer to page K-22 solenoid valve operation table

Control unit, 1-2 shift sol., 
or wiringOFF

2-3 SOLENOID 
VALVE*

ON Control unit, 2-3 shift sol., 
or wiringOFF

3-4 SOLENOID 
VALVE*

ON Control unit, 3-4 shift sol., 
or wiringOFF

LOCK-UP SOLENOID 
VALVE*

ON Lockup condition Control unit, lockup sol., 
or wiringOFF Non-lockup condition

HOLD INDICATOR
ON Hold mode Control unit, hold switch, 

or wiringOFF Other modes

MODE INDICATOR
ON Power or economy mode Control unit, hold switch, 

mode switch, or wiringOFF Hold mode

NO LOAD SIGNAL*
ON N or P range Control unit, pulse 

generator, inhibitor switch 
or wiringOFF Other range

SHIFT" [Turbo]
ON 3rd-*2nd, 2nd->1st shift with throttle valve 

opening 5/8 or more EC-AT control unit or 
wiring

OFF Others
06U0KX-039

Item Indication Condition

Output (Digital display)

GEAR*

1 1 st gear position

2 2nd gear position

3 3rd gear position

4 Overdrive (OD) gear position
16U0KX-005

Note
• * Item must be checked with the engine running or while driving.
• A Item must be checked with the engine and transaxle throughly warm.
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1C ELECTRIC SIGNAL INSPECTION

Comprehensive Usage
The EC=AT Tester can be used to inspect slippage of friction elements, shift points, and shift sequence 
during the road test.
The inspection procedure is shown in ROAD TEST.

Solenoid valve operation table

RANGE GEAR
SOLENOID VALVE

1-2 2-3 3-4 Lockup
P — ON
R Reverse ON

N —
Below approx. 4 km/h (2 mph) ON
Above approx. 5 km/h (3 mph) ON

D

1st ON ON
2 nd ON ON ON

3rd
Below approx. 40 km/h (25 mph)
Above approx.
40 km/h (25 mph)

Lockup OFF ON
Lockup ON ON ON

OD
Lockup OFF ON ON
Lock-up ON ON ON ON

S

1st ON ON
2 nd ON ON ON

3rd
Below approx. 40 km/h (25 mph)
Above approx. 40 km/h (25 mph) ON

L
1st ON ON

2nd
Below approx. 110 km/h (68 mph) ON ON
Above approx. 110 km/h (68 mph) ON

HOLD

D
2 nd ON ON ON

3rd
Below approx. 40 km/h (25 mph)
Above approx. 40 km/h (25 mph) ON

S
2 nd ON ON

3rd
Below approx. 40 km/h (25 mph)
Above approx. 40 km/h (25 mph) ON

L
1st ON

2nd
Below approx. 110 km/h (68  mph) ON ON
Above approx. 110 km/h (68 mph) ON

06U0KX-041
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MECHANICAL SYSTEM TEST K
MECHANICAL SYSTEM TEST
PREPARATION
SST

06U0KX-042

STALL TEST
This test is performed to determine if there is slippage of the friction elements or malfunction of the hydraulic 
components.

Preparation
1. Check the engine coolant, engine oil, and ATF levels before testing.
2. Warm the engine thoroughly to raise the ATF temperature to operating level (60—70°C, 140—158°F).
3. Engage the parking brake and use wheel chocks at the front and rear of the wheels.

06U0KX-043
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K MECHANICAL SYSTEM TEST

Procedure

1. Connect a tachometer to the engine.
2. Start the engine and check the idle speed in P range. (Refer to Sections F1, F2.)

Idle speed: 750 ± 25 rpm

3. Shift the selector lever to R range.

Caution
• Steps 4 and 5 must be performed within 5 seconds to prevent possible transaxle damage.

4. Firmly depress the foot brake with the left foot and gently depress the accelerator pedal with the right foot.
5. When the engine speed no longer increases, quickly note the speed and release the accelerator.

Caution
® Idling for at least one minute is to cool the ATF and to prevent deterioration of the fluid.

6. Move the selector lever to N range and let the engine idle for at least one minute.

Caution
® Be sure to allow sufficient cooling time between each stall test.

7. Perform the stall test for the following ranges in the same manner.
(1) D range (4) L range
(2) D range (Hold) (5) L range (Hold)
(3) S range (Hold)
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MECHANICAL SYSTEM TEST K
Engine stall speed: Non-Turbo

D.S.L range 2,120—2,420 rpm 
R range 2,080—2,380 rpm 

Turbo
D.S.L range 2,550—2,850 rpm 
R range 2,500—2,800 rpm

Note
• The stall test can be performed with the EC-AT Tester in place of a tachometer.

Drum stall speed indication: 0 rpm
06U0KX-045

Evaluation

Condition Possible cause

Worn oil pump

In all ranges Insufficient line 
pressure

Oil leakage from oil pump, control valve, 
and/or transmission case

Stuck pressure regulator valve

In forward ranges Forward clutch slipping 
One-way clutch 1 slipping

In D range One-way clutch 2 slipping

Above specification
In S (Hold) and L (Hold) 
ranges Coasting clutch slipping

In D (Hold) and S (Hold) 
ranges 2-4 brake band slipping

In R, L and L (Hold) ranges Low and reverse brake slipping

In R range

Low and reverse brake slipping 
Reverse clutch slipping 

Perform road test to determine whether problem is low 
and reverse brake or reverse clutch
a) Engine braking felt in 1st...Reverse clutch
b) Engine braking not felt in 1st...Low and reverse brake

Within specification All shift control elements within transmission are functioning 
normally

Below specification
Engine out of tune

One-way clutch slipping within torque converter
06U0KX-046
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EC MECHANICAL SYSTEM TEST

TIME LAG TEST
If the selector lever is shifted while the engine is idling, there will be a certain time lapse, or time lag, before 
shock is felt. This step checks this time lag for checking condition of the 1-2, N-R, and N-D accumulators, 
forward, and one-way clutches, 2-4 brake band, and low-and-reverse brake.
Preparation
Perform the preparation procedure shown in the STALL TEST. (Refer to page K-23.)
Procedure

1. Start the engine and check the idle speed in P range. (Refer to Sections F1, F2)
Idle speed: 750 ± 25 rpm

2. Shift from N range to D range.
3. Use a stopwatch to measure the time it takes from shifting until shock is felt.

Caution
® Idling for at least one minute is to cool the ATF and prevent deterioration of the fluid.

4. Shift the selector to N range and run the engine at idle speed for at least one minute.
Note
• Make three measurements for each test and take the average value.

5. Perform the test for the following shifts in the same manner.
(1) N->D range (Hold mode)
(2) N->R range
Specified time lag: N-»D range....0.5—1.0 second

N-*R range....0.5—1.0 second

Evaluation

Condition Possible Cause

N -+ D (Economy) shifting More than specification Insufficient line pressure 
Forward clutch slipping 
One-way clutch 1 slipping 
One-way clutch 2 slipping

Less than specification N-D accumulator not operating properly 
Excessive line pressure

N -» D (Hold) shifting More than specification Insufficient line pressure 
Forward clutch slipping 
2-4 brake band slipping 
One-way clutch 1 slipping

Less than specification 1-2 accumulator not operating properly 
Excessive line pressure

N -*■ R shifting More than specification Insufficient line pressure 
Low and reverse brake slipping 
Reverse clutch slipping

Less than specification N-R accumulator not operating properly 
Excessive line pressure

86U07B-038
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MECHANICAL SYSTEM TEST K
LINE PRESSURE TEST
This test measures line pressures for checking the hydraulic components and inspecting for oil leakage. 

Preparation
1. Perform the preparation procedure shown in the STALL TEST. (Refer to page K-23.)
2. Connect a tachometer to the engine.
3. Connect the SST (49 B019 901) to the line pressure inspection port (square head plug “ L” ). 

Procedure

16U0KX-007

1. Start the engine and check the idle speed in P range. (Refer to Sections F1, F2.)

Idle speed: 750 ± 25 rpm

2. Shift the selector lever to D range and read the line pressure at idle for each range.
3. Connect the SST (49 0378 400A) to the line pressure inspection port.

Caution 
• Steps 4 and 5 must be performed within 5 seconds to prevent possible transaxle damage.

4. Depress the brake pedal firmly with the left foot and gradually depress the accelerator pedal with the right foot.
5. Read the line pressure as soon as the engine speed becomes constant, then release the accelerator pedal.

Caution 
• Idling for at least one minute is to cool the ATF and to prevent deterioration of the fluid.

6. Shift the selector lever to N range and run the engine at idle for at least one minute.
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K MECHANICAL SYSTEM TEST

Line pressure kPa, (kg/cm2, psi)

Range D, S, L R

At idle 353—432 (3.6—4.4, 51-63) 598-942 (6 .1-9.6, 87-137)

At stall speed 873-1040 (8.9-10,6, 127-151) 1668—2011 (17.0—20.5, 242—292)
06U0KX-049

Evaluation of line pressure test

Line pressure Possible location of problem

Low pressure in all positions Worn oil pump
Fluid leaking from oil pump, control valve body, or transaxle case 
Pressure regulator valve stuck

Low pressure in D and S only Fluid leaking from hydraulic circuit of forward clutch

Low pressure in R only Fluid leaking from hydraulic circuit of low and reverse brake

Higher than specification Throttle valve stuck 
Throttle modulator valve stuck 
Pressure regulator valve stuck

06U0KX-050
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MECHANICAL SYSTEM TEST K
Throttle Pressure Test
This test measures throttle pressures for checking the hydraulic components and for improper adjustment 
of throttle cable.

Preparation
1. Perform the preparation procedure shown in STALL TEST. (Refer to page K-23.)
2. Connect a tachometer to the engine.
3. Connect the SST (49 B019 901) to the throttle pressure inspection hole (square head plug “ T” ). 

Procedure

16U0KX-008

1. Start the engine and check the idle speed in P range. (Refer to Sections F1, F2.)

Idle speed: 750 ± 25 rpm

2. Shift the selector lever to D range and read the throttle pressure at idle.

Caution
• Steps 3 and 4 must be performed within 5 seconds to prevent possible transaxle damage.

3. Depress the brake pedal firmly with the left foot and gradually depress the accelerator pedal with the right foot.
4. Read the throttle pressure as soon as the engine speed becomes constant, then release the accelerator 

pedal.

Throttle pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi)
At idle 39-88 (0.4—0.9, 6-13)
At stall speed 471-589 (4.8—6.0, 68-85)

Evaluation of throttle pressure test

Throttle pressure Possible location of problem
Not within specification Throttle valve stuck 

Pressure regulator valve stuck 
Improper adjustment of throttle cable
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£€ ROAD TEST

ROAD TEST
Caution
• Perform the test at norma! ATF operating temperature (60—70°C, 140—158° F).

This step is performed to inspect for problems in the various ranges. If these tests show any problems, refer 
to the electronic system component or mechanical sections to adjust or replace.

D RANGE TEST
Shift Point, Shift Pattern, and Shift Shock
1. Shift the selector lever to D range and select the Power mode.

Note
© Throttle sensor voltage of the EC-AT Tester represents the throttle valve opening.

2. Accelerate the vehicle at half- and full-throttle.
3. Check that 1-2, 2-3 and 3-OD upshifts and downshifts and lockup are obtained. The shift points must be 

as shown in the D range (Power) shift diagram.

Not©
• Drum speed (rpm) of the EC-AT Tester represents the shift point.
© Vehicle speed of the EC-AT Tester and speedometer and vehicle speed on a chassis roller 

may not meet the specified shift pattern because of tire size. Therefore, check the shift points 
with the drum speed.

• When the coolant temperature is below 72°C (162°F), the vehicle will operate in the POWER 
mode even when the ECONOMY mode is chosen (the control panel indication, however, will 
indicate ECON).

© There is no lockup when the coolant temperature is below 72°C (162°F).
® There is no lockup when the brake pedal is depressed.

4. Check the upshifts for shift shock or slippage in the same manner.
5. While driving in OD, shift the selector lever to S range and verify that OD—3 downshift immediately oc

curs, then decelerate and verify that engine braking effect is felt in only 3rd gear.

NON-TURBO (POWER)
l i l i l  LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN ACCELERATING AND CRUISING

LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN COASTING

16U0KX-003
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ROAD TEST K
TURBO (POWER)

LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN ACCELERATING AND CRUISING 

LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN COASTING

NON-TURBO (ECONOMY)

2 cc £ I  £  fc

LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN ACCELERATING AND CRUISING 

LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN COASTING

20 (12) 40(25) 60(37) 80(50) 100(63) 120(75) 140(87) 160(99) 

VEHICLE SPEED km/h (mph)
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1C ROAD TEST

TURBO (ECONOMY)

l l l l l l  LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN ACCELERATING AND CRUISING

LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN COASTING

LU ^  
0  CD 
< Z  
□  Z  
O LU 
>
DC °  O UJ OT> 
Z  d

a:

VEHICLE SPEED km/h (mph)

6. Select D range (Hold mode).
7. Accelerate the vehicle and check 2—3 upshift and downshift, no 1st and no OD is obtained, and that 

the 2—3 shift points are as shown in the D range (Hold) shift diagram.

NON-TURBO

4.3 (8/8)

3.8 (7/8)

3.4 (6/8)

2.9 (5/8)

2.4 (4/8)

1.9 (3/8)

1.5 (2/8) 

1.0 (1/8) 

0.5 (0/8)

UJ0<
O _  > 0  
CC z  
O Z  W LU
z  a. 
lu o
“ uj
LU _J

§1
E t

LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN ACCELERATING AND CRUISING 

LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN COASTING

3 2 -

LOCKUP IN 3RD

3-4-OD

20 (12) 40(25) 60 (37) 80 (50) 100(63) 120 (75) 140 (87) 160(99) 

VEHICLE SPEED km/h (mph)

06U0KX-053
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ROAD TEST K
TURBO

LU
00

□ z
O LU

dc°OLU 
0)>  
7  -J

m< co >  
LUy
£l=
2§
u K

4.3 (8/8)

3.8 (7/8)

3.4 (6/8)

2.9 (5/8)

2.4 (4/8)

1.9 (3/8)

1.5 (2/8) 

1.0 (1/8) 

0.5 (0/8)

LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN ACCELERATING AND CRUISING 

LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN COASTING

1 1 g
|1

1
1

1

2 ^ - 3  2 - — 3

1
1

I
|
1
111
| LOCKUP IN 3RD [
l
i
i
i
■i
i
i
i ~r.................... i ...... .-. -..i...- .:. ------------------------------------------ ,-----L

-OD

20 (12) 40(25) 60 (37) 80 (50) 100(63) 

VEHICLE SPEED km/h (mph)

120 (75) 140 (87) 160 (99)

Evaluation

Condition Possible Cause
No 1—2 upshift or downshift Stuck 1 -2 shift solenoid valve 

Stuck 1 -2 shift valve
No 2—3 upshift or downshift Stuck 2-3 shift solenoid valve 

Stuck 2-3 shift valve
No 3—OD upshift or downshift Stuck 3-4 shift solenoid valve 

Stuck 3-4 shift valve
No lockup shift Stuck lockup control solenoid valve 

Stuck lockup control valve
Incorrect shift point Misadjusted throttle sensor 

Stuck shift valve
Excessive shift shock or slippage Excessive shift shock

Stuck accumulator
Stuck or no one-way check orifice
Worn clutches, brakes, or one-way clutch

No engine braking effect Worn clutches or brakes
16U0KX-009

Noise and Vibration
Drive the vehicle in OD (lockup), OD (no lockup), 3rd (Hold) and check for abnormal noise or vibration. 

Note
• Abnormal noise and vibration can also be caused by the torque converter, driveshaft, or differen

tial. Therefore, determining the cause must be done with extreme care.

Kick-down
Drive the vehicle in OD, 3rd and 2nd gears and check that kickdown occurs for OD-*3, OD->2, OD-+1, 
3-*2, 3—► 1, 2-+1, and the shift points are as shown in the shift diagram.
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K ROAD TEST

S RANGE TEST
Shift Pattern
1. Shift the selector lever to S range and select the Economy mode or Power mode.
2. Accelerate the vehicle and verify that 1—2 and 2—3 upshifts and downshifts and lockup are obtained, 

and that overdrive is not engaged.

Note
• Inspections of shift shock and shift point are not necessary because these are the same as 

those of the D Range Test.
• In S range, the shift patterns for Economy and Power modes are the same.
® Shift points are the same as those of the D range (Power) shift diagram.

(ECONOMY7POWER) I H  LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN ACCELERATING AND CRUISING
TURBO □  LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN COASTING
(ECONOMY/POWER)4 3 <8/8>-

LU _
CD 0

S i0  uj 
> & tc °

§ !UJ 5  co >
uu y

cc cc1 ±I- c.
20 (12) 40 (25) 60 (37) 80 (50) 100 (63) 120 (75) 140 (87) 160 (99) 

VEHICLE SPEED km/h (mph)

3. While driving in S range and 3rd gear, select the Hold mode and verify that 3rd gear is held until the 
3—2 downshift point as shown in the S range (Hold) shift diagram is achieved.

4. Accelerate the vehicle in S range (Hold mode) and check that 2nd gear is held.

TURBO1080 (HOLD) LOCKUP AVAILABLE WHEN ACCELERATING AND CRUISING

uj _  
00

SI
cc

Hco,W

4.3 (8/8)

3.8 (7/8)

3.4 (6/8)

2.9 (5/8)

2.4 (4/8)

1.9 (3/8)

1.5 (2/8) 

1.0 (1/8) 

0.5 (0/8)
20(12) 40(25) 60(37) 80(50) 100(63) 120 (75) 140(87) 160 (99) 

VEHICLE SPEED km/h (mph)

16U0KX-010

Noise and Vibration
Drive the vehicle in 2nd gear (Hold mode) and check for abnormal noise or vibration.

Note
® Abnormal noise and vibration can also be caused by the torque converter, driveshaft or differen

tial. Therefore, determining the cause must be done with extreme care.
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ROAD TEST K
L RANGE TEST 
Shift Pattern
1. Shift the selector lever to L range and select Economy or Power mode.
2. Accelerate the vehicle and verify that the 1 — 2 upshift and downshifting are obtained and that no 3rd gear, 

no OD, and no lockup are obtained.

Note
• Inspection of shift shock and shift point are not necessary because these are the same as 

those of the D Range Test.

3. Drive in 1st gear then decelerate and verify that engine braking is felt.

Note
• In L range, the shift patterns for Economy and Power modes are the same.
•  Shift points are the same as those of the D range (Power) shift diagram.

4. While driving in S range (Hold mode) and 2nd gear, shift the selector lever to L range and verify that 2nd 
gear is held until the 2— 1 downshift point as shown in the L range (Hold) shift diagram is achieved.

5. Accelerate the vehicle in L range (Hold mode) and verify that 1st gear is held.

NON-TURBO

4.3 (8/8) - 1
1

3.8 (7/8) -
UJ _
<3 (3
£ Z 3.4 (6/8) - 
O uj
tt o  2.9 (5/8) -
0  uj w >
1  £ 2.4 (4/8) -
in UJ

1
1

1 — j - 2  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I

1.9(3/8)-
o  2
DC K
H f c  1.5 (2/8)-

I
I
I
I
I

1.0 (1/8) - I
I|

0.5 (0/8)
I

20 (12) 40 (25) 60 (37) 80(50) 100(63) 120 (75) 140(87) 160 (99) 

VEHICLE SPEED km/h (mph)

06U0KX-056
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K ROAD TEST

TURBO

16U0KX-011

Noise and Vibration
Drive the vehicle in 1 st gear (Hold mode) and check for abnormal noise or vibration.

Note
® Abnormal noise and vibration can also be caused by the torque converter, driveshaft or differen

tial. Therefore, determining the cause must be done with extreme care.

P RANGE TEST
1. Shift into P range on a gentle slope, release the brake and verify that the vehicle does not roll.
2. Shift into P range while driving the vehicle at maximum of 4 km/h (2.5 mph) on a level surface, and verify 

that the vehicle stops.
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ROAD TEST K
Vehicle Speed at Shift Point Table

Range
Mode

Throttle condition 
(Throttle sensor voltage) Shift Drum speed rpm Vehicle speed km/h (mph)

Non-Turbo Turbo Non-Turbo Turbo
Po

we
r

D

Fully opened (4.3V)
Di -*• D2 5,000-5,500 4,900-5,500 54-56 (33-35) 53-59 (33-37)
D2 -> D3 5,300-5,700 5,100-5,500 105-113 (65-70) 100-108 (62-67)
D3 OD 5,400-5,700 5,450—5,800 165—175 (102—109)

Half throttle (1.6—2.2V)

Di -* D2 3,500-4,050 3,550-4,150 38-44 (24-27)
D2 -*• D3 3,750-4,250 3,850-4,350 75—85 (47—53)

Lockup ON (D3) 2,350-2,700 2,400-2,750 73-83 (45-51)
D3 -*• OD 3,600-4,250 3,650-4,300 110—130 (68—81)

Lock-up ON (OD) 2,500-3,000 2,800-3,000 110—130 (68—81)
Lock-up OFF (OD) 2,400—2,850 2,400—2,900 104-124 (64-77)

OD -* D3 1,950-2,450 1,800-2,300 85-107 (53-66) 77-99 (48-61)
Lockup OFF (D3) 2,300-2,600 2,350-2,700 71-81 (44-50)

D3 -*• D2 1,750-2,300 1,700-2,100 54-70 (33-43) 51-63 (32-39)

Kickdown

OD -*• D3 3,500-3,700 3,550-3,800 153-163 (95-101)
OD -> D2 2,150-2,350 2,150-2,300 94-102 (58-63) 92-100 (57-62)
OD Di 950-1,100 1,000-1,150 42-48 (26-30) 44—50 (27—31)
D3 “ *■ D2 3,050-3,350 3,050-3,300 94-102 (40-63) 92—100 (57—62)
D3 -» Di 1,350-1,550 1,450-1,650 42-48 (26-30) 44—50 (27—31)
D2 -* Di 2,200-2,400 2,250-2,550 42-48 (26-30) 44—50 (27—31)

>
E
oc
oo

UJ

Fully opened (4.3V)
Di -» D2 4,900—5,450 4,750-5,300 54-60 (33-37) 51-57 (32-35)
D2 ->• D3 5,100-5,500 4,900-5,300 102-110 (63-68) 96-104 (60-64)
D3 -> OD 5,400-5,700 5,450—5,800 165-175 (102-109)

Half throttle (1.6—2.2V)

Di D2 2,800-3,350 3,200—3,850 31—37 (19-23)
D2 -* D3 3,000-3,400 3,450-3,900 60-68 (37—42)

Lockup ON (D3) 1,900-2,150 1,950-2,200 59-67 (36-41)
D3 OD 2,900-3,450 3,350-4,000 89-107 (55-66)

Lock-up ON (OD) 2,050-2,500 2,400-2,850 91-109 (56-68)
Lock-up OFF (OD) 1,950-2,350 2,250—2,700 85—103 (53-64)

OD D3 1,600-1,950 1,400—1,850 70-86 (43-53) 54-70 (33-43)
Lockup OFF (D3) 1,800-2,000 1,850-2,100 56-64 (35-40)

D3 -* D2 1,200-1,550 1,250-1,550 38—48 (24-30) 34-42 (21—26)

Kickdown

OD -> D3 3,500-3,700 3,550-3,800 153-163 (95-101)
OD -» D2 2,050-2,250 90-98 (56-61) 89-97 (55-60)
OD -*■ Di 950—1,100 1,000-1,150 42-48 (26-30) 44-50 (27—31)
D3 -*■ D2 2,950—3,200 90—98 (56—61) 89-97 (55-60)
D3 -*• Di 1,350-1,550 1,450-1,650 42—48 (26—30) 44-50 (27-31)
D2 -*• Di 2,100-2,400 2,250-2,550 42-48 (26-30) 44-50 (27-31)

S

Fully opened (4.3V)

S1 -» S2 5,000-5,500 4,900-5,500 54-60 (33-37) 53—59 (33—37)
S2 -> S3 5,300-5,700 5,100-5,500 105—113 (65—70) 100-108 (62-67)
S4 S3 3,750-4,000 3,850-4,050 165-175 (102-109)
S3 S2 3,050—3,350 3,050-3,300 94—102 (40-63) 92-100 (57-62)
S2 -» S1 2,200-2,400 2,250-2,550 42-48 (26-30) 44-50 (27-31)

Half throttle (1.6—2.2V)

Si -> S2 3,500-4,050 3,350-4,150 38-44 (24-27)
S2 -+ S3 3,750-4,250 3,850-4,350 75-85 (47-53)
S4 -♦ S3 3,750—4,000 4,350-4,600 165-175 (102-109)
S3 -► S2 1,750-2,300 1,700-2,100 54-70 (33-43) 51—63 (32—39)

L Fully opened (4.3V) Li -*• L2 5,000-5,500 4,900-5,500 54-56 (33-35) 53-59 (33-37)
L2 -*■ Li 2,200-2,400 2,250-2,550 42-48 (26-30) 44-50 (27—31)

Half throttle (1.6—2.2V) Li -* L2 3,500-4,050 3,350-4,150 38-44 (24-27)

Ho
ld

D — D2 D3 850-1,150 1,000-1,350 17-23 (11-14)
D3 -» D2 250-400 250-500 7-13 (4-8)

Fully closed (0.5V)
OD -» D3 3,750-4,000 4,350-4,600 165-175 (102-109)

S S3 -> S2 3,600-3,850 4,100-4,400 110-118 (68-73) 108-116 (67-72)
L L2 -» Li 2,150-2,300 2,200-2,500 43-46 (27-29) 43-49 (27—30)

06U0KX-058
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SLIPPAGE TEST
This step is performed to inspect for slippage of the friction elements.

Preparation
1. Perform the preparation procedure shown in STALL TEST. (Refer to page K-23.)
2. Connect a tachometer to the engine and set it in the cabin.
3. Connect the iC=AT T@st@r between the EC-AT control unit and wire harness.

Procedure
Drive the vehicle in each of the gears indicated below and verify that the vehicle speed or engine speed 
is within specification as indicated by the drum speed.

Driving condition
Speed Model

Drum speed (rpm)

No. Gears Other condition 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000

1 1st L range, Hold mode

Vehicle speed 
km/h (mph)

Non-Turbo
11 (7) 22 (11)

33 (20) 44 (27)
Turbo 32 (20) 43 (27)

2 1st D range, Economy 
mode

Non-Turbo
11 (7) 22 (11)

33 (20) 44 (27)
Turbo 32 (20 43 (27)

3 2 nd S range, Hold mode
Non-Turbo

20  (12)
40 (25) 60 (37) 80 (50)

Turbo 39 (24) 59 (37) 78 (48)

4 3rd D range, Hold mode
Non-Turbo 31 (19) 61 (38) 92 (57) 123 (76)

Turbo 30 (19) 60 (37) 90 (56) 121 (75)

5 OD D range, Economy 
mode

Non-Turbo 44 (27) 88 (55) 131 (81) 175 (109)
Turbo 43 (27) 86  (53) 129 (80) 172 (107)

6 OD D range, Economy 
mode, Lockup

Engine speed 
(rpm)

Non-Turbo
1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000

Turbo
06U0KX-059

Evaluation
When there is no malfunction in the electrical system or hydraulic system, but the vehicle speed is too low 
or the engine speed is too high, the problem can be attributed to slippage of the friction elements.

Driving conditions below specification Possible Cause

No.1 condition Low and reverse brake

No.2 condition One-way clutch

No.3 condition 2-4 brake band

No.4 condition Coasting clutch

No.5 condition 3-4 clutch

No.1—No.5 conditions Forward ciutch

No.6 condition Lookup piston (in torque converter)
06U0KX-060
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS K
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS
MODE SWITCH 
Inspection of Operation
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Check that the mode indicator illuminates in each mode.
3. If not as specified, measure terminal voltage of the mode 

switch.

06U0KX-061

—.
§  a 
d b

\
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Inspection of Terminal Voltage
1. Disconnect the mode switch.
2. Turn the ignition switch ON and verify that the light switch 

is OFF.
3. Measure the voltage between each terminal and a ground.

Mode Voltage
a b d e f

Power Approx.
12V

Below
1.5V

Below
1.5V

Approx.
12V

Below
1.5V

Economy Approx.
12V

Below
1.5V

Below
1.5V

Below
1.5V

Approx.
12V

06U0KX-062

4. If not correct, check continuity between the terminals.

Inspection of Continuity
1. Disconnect the mode switch connector.
2. Check continuity between the terminals.

Mode Terminal
a f d e b

Economy 0 — — o O— -----0
Power o

O-----O: Indicates continuity

3. If not correct, replace the mode switch.
HOLD SWITCH
Inspection of Operation
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Verify that the HOLD indicator illuminates while the switch 

is depressed. Release the switch and make sure the HOLD 
indicator is out.

3. If it is not working properly, check the terminal voltage of 
the hold switch.

06U0KX-064
Inspection of Terminal Voltage
1. Remove the console box.
2. Turn the ignition switch ON.
3. Measure the voltage between terminal and a ground while 

depressing the switch.

Terminal voltage Switch
Approx. 12V Depressed
Below 1.5V Released

4. If not correct, check continuity between the terminals.
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Inspection of Continuity
1. Disconnect the hold switch connector.
2. Check continuity between the terminals while depressing 

the switch.

Continuity Switch
YES Released
NO Depressed

3. If not correct, replace the hold switch.

INHIBITOR SWITCH 
Inspection
1. Verify that the starter turns with the ignition switch at START 

position and the selector in P and N ranges only.
2. Verify that the back-up lights illuminate when shifted to R 

range with the ignition switch in the ON position.
3. Inspect the inhibitor switch if not as specified.

06UQKX-067

06U0KX-069

inspection of continuity
1. (Disconnect the inhibitor switch connector.
2. Check continuity between the terminals.

Position Terminal
A B C D E F G H I

P
R C^- - n
N o - -O
D o - - n
S o - -O
L o - -O

): Indicates continuity

3. If not correct, adjust the switch.
Adjustment
1. Set the manual shaft to N position.
2. Loosen the inhibitor switch mounting bolts.
3. Remove the screw and move the inhibitor switch so that 

the small hole is aligned with the screw hole.
4. Set the alignment by inserting a 2.0mm (0.079 in) diameter 

pin through the holes.

5. Tighten the switch mounting bolts to specification.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

6. Remove the pin, install and tighten the screw to specification.

Tightening torque:
0.4—0.7 Nm (4—7 cm-kg, 3.5—6.0 in-lb)

7. Recheck the continuity of the individual terminals.
8. If not as specified, replace the switch.
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96U07B-011

WATER THERMOSWITCH 
Inspection
1. Remove the water thermoswitch.
2. Place the switch in water with a thermometer and heat up 

the water gradually.
3. Check the continuity of the terminals. If necessary, replace 

the switch.

Connection guide

Water temperature Continuity
Below 65°C (149°F) Yes

Above 72 ± 5°C (162 ± 41 °F) No

ATF THERMOSWITCH 
Inspection
1. Remove the ATF thermoswitch.
2. Place the switch in oil with a thermometer as shown, and 

heat it up gradually.
3. Check the continuity of the terminals. If necessary replace 

the switch.

Connection guide

Fluid temperature Continuity
Above 150 ± 3°C (302 ± 37°F) Yes

Below 143°C (289°F) No

PULSE GENERATOR 
Inspection
1. Disconnect the pulse generator connector.
2. Measure the resistance between the terminals, if necessary 

replace the pulse generator.

Resistance: 200—4000

VEHICLE SPEED SENSOR 
Inspection of voltage
1, Connect a voltmeter between terminal 1P of the EC-AT con

trol unit and a ground as shown, [Turbo]
Connect a voltmeter between terminal 1M of the engine con- 
trot unit and a ground. [Non-Turbo]

2. Turn the ignition switch ON.

3. Remove the speedometer cable from the transaxle.
4. Slowly turn the speedometer cable one full turn.
5. Verify that approx. 4.5V is shown 4 times.
6. If not correct, check the speedometer.

06U0KX073 K—41
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SOLENOID VALVES 
Inspection of Resistance
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Disconnect the solenoid valve connector.
3. Measure the resistance of the terminals. If necessary, re

place the solenoid valve.

Resistance: 13—270 

Note
® 1-2 solenoid valve : A
• 2-3 solenoid valve : B 
® 3-4 solenoid valve : C 
® Lockup solenoid valve : D

EC-AT CONTROL UNIT 
Inspection
1. Turn the ignition switch ON, and check the EC-AT control 

unit terminal voltage, referring to the Terminal Voltage Chart.
2. If not correct, check or replace the component(s), wiring, 

and/or EC-AT control unit.
Non-Turbo EC-AT Control Unit Connectors

B/W * W/G G/B G/R * R/W * W/L B/Y L/R

Y/L BR B/Y L/B BR/R L/B B/L W l g /b : W/Y R/B

20
n  2M _  2A 

2C n

W/B Y/G R LG/R L/R Y/B B R/W

BR/Y Y/L LG/R Y/L BR/B LG/W B/L R/B

3 0  3 0  3M 3 K  3 1

L/R L Y •tt W W/L W/R * •* Y/W Y
/
B/LG B

L/W L/B Y/B * * L/G BR/B * Y/B G LG/Y B

Turbo EC-AT Control Unit Connectors

9MU0K1-083
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS K
Terminal Voltage Chart (Non-Turbo)

Terminal input Output Connected to
Voltage (After warming-up)

Remark
IGN: ON Idle

1A — — Battery Battery voltage For back-up
1C O Inhibitor switch 

(ATX)
Below 2.5V While cranking: 

Battery voltage
1M O Vehicle speed 

sensor
Approx. 4.5V or below 1.5V During driving: 

Approx: 4.5V
2H o Hold switch • Switch depressed: Battery voltage

• Switch released: Below 1.5V
—

2L o Mode switch (Power 
side)

• POWER mode: Below 1.5V
• ECONOMY mode or HOLD mode: Bat

tery voltage
2M o Pulse generator Below 1.5V ‘ Battery voltage *P or N range
2N — — Pulse generator Below 1.5V Ground
2P o Hold indicator • Hold mode: Below 1.5V

* Other modes: Battery voltage
—

3E o Inhibitor switch 
(D range)

•  D range: Battery voltage
•  Other range: Below 1.5V

—

3G o Inhibitor switch 
(L range)

• L range: Battery to voltage
• Other range: Below 1.5V

—

3H o Inhibitor switch 
(S range)

• S range: Battery voltage
• Other range: Below 1.5V

—

3L o Mode indicator ® HOLD mode: Battery voltage 
• POWER or ECONOMY mode: 

Below 1.5V
3N o Fluid thermoswitch • Fluid temp, below 143°C (389°F): 

Approx. 10—12V
• Fluid temp, above 150°C (302°F): 

Below 1.5V
3W o 1 — 2  shift solenoid 

valve
• Solenoid valve ON: Battery voltage 
© Solenoid valve OFF: Below 1.5V

Refer to next page

3X o 2—3 shift solenoid 
valve

• Solenoid valve ON: Battery voltage
* Solenoid valve OFF: Below 1.5V

Refer to next page

3Y o 3—4 shift solenoid 
valve

« Solenoid valve ON: Battery voltage 
« Solenoid valve OFF: Below 1.5V

Refer to next page

3Z o Lockup solenoid 
valve

• Lockup: Battery voltage 
® No lockup: Below voltage

Refer to next page

Terminal Voltage Chart (Turbo)
Terminal Connected to Voltage Condition

1A (Output) Mode indicator
Approx. 12V Hold mode
Below 1.5V Power or economy mode

1B (Output) Hold indicator
Below 1.5V Hold mode
Approx. 12V Other modes

1C (Output) EC-AT Tester 
(Malfunction code)

Approx. 12V Normal
Below 1.5V If malfunction present
Code signal Self-diagnosis check, connector grounded

1D (Output) ECU (No load signal)
Approx. 12V Drum speed below 80 rpm
Below 1.5V Drum speed above 640 rpm, and N or P range

1E (Input) EC-AT test connector Approx. 12V —

1F (Input) Stoplight switch
Approx. 12V Brake pedal depressed
Below 1.5V Brake pedal released

1G — — —

1H (Input) Hold switch
Approx. 12V Switch depressed
Below 1.5V Switch released
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Terminal Voltage Chart (Turbo Cont.)

Terminal Connected to Voltage Condition

11 (Input) Mode switch (Power side)
Below 1.5V POWER mode
Approx. 12V ECONOMY mode, HOLD mode

1J (Ground) Body ground Below 1.5V —
1K — — —
1L — — —

1M (Input) ATF thermoswitch
Below 1.5V Above 150°C (302°F)
Approx. 10—12V Below 143°C (289°F)

1N (Input) Water thermoswitch
Approx. 12V Above 72°C (162°F)
Below 1.5V Below 65°C (149°F)

10 (Input) Idle switch
Below 1,5V At idle
Approx. 12V Other speeds

1P (Input) Vehicle speed sensor
Approx. 4.5V During driving
Approx. 4.5V or 
below 1.5V Vehicle stopped

2A (Input) Throttle sensor
Approx. 5V Ignition switch ON |
Below 1.5V Ignition switch OFF |

2B (Input) Inhibitor switch N and P range
Below 1.5V N or P range
Approx. 12V Other ranges

2C — — —

2D (Input) Inhibitor switch D range
Approx. 12V D range
Below 1.5V Other ranges

2E (Output) 1-2 shift solenoid valve
Approx. 12V Refer to page K-22 of solenoid valve operation 

tableBelow 1.5V

2F (Input) Inhibitor switch S range
Approx. 12V S range
Below 1,5V Other ranges

2G (Output) 2-3 shift solenoid valve
Approx. 12V Refer to page K-22 of solenoid valve operation 

tableBelow 1.5V

2H (Input) Inhibitor switch L range
Approx. 12V L range
Below 1.5V Other ranges

21 (Output) 3-4 shift solenoid valve
Approx. 12V Refer to page K-22 of solenoid valve operation 

tableBelow 1.5V

2J (Input) Pulse generator*
Approx. 12V (AC) Engine running
Below 1.5V (AC) Engine stopped

2K (Output) Lockup solenoid valve
Approx. 12V Lockup
Below 1.5V Other

2L (Ground) Pulse generator Below 1.5 V —

2M (Output) ECU"
Approx. 12V 3rd -► 2nd, 2nd -*■ 1st shift with throttle valve 

opening 5/8 or more
Approx. 1V Others

2N — — —
2 0
(Memory power) Battery Approx. 12V —

2P (Ground) Body ground Below 1.5V —
20, 2S
(Battery power) Battery

Approx. 12V Ignition switch ON
Below 1.5V Ignition switch OFF

2R (Ground)
Throttle sensor

Below 1.5V —
21 (Input) Approx. 0.5—4.3V Throttle valve fully closed to fully open

06U0KX-076
* Checked in AC range
a Checked with the engine and the transaxle warm throughly
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID (ATF) K
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID (ATF)
Inspection
Level

Caution
• Place the vehicle on a flat, level surface.

1. Apply the parking brake and position wheel chocks securely 
to prevent the vehicle from rolling.

2. Warm-up the engine until the ATF reaches 60—70°C
(140—158°F).

06U0KX-077

3. While the engine is idling, shift the selector lever from P to 
L and back again.

4. Let the engine idle.
5. Shift the selector lever to P.

79G07C-126
Note
• Use the COOL (20°C) range as a rough reference 

only.

Caution
• Do not overfill.

6. Ensure that the ATF level is in the HOT (65°C) range. Add 
ATF to specification if necessary.

ATF type: DEXRON-I or M-M 

Condition
1. Check the ATF for discoloration.
2. Check the ATF for any unusual smell.

Note
• Determine whether or not the automatic transmis

sion should be disassembled by observing the con
dition of the ATF carefully.
If the ATF is muddy and varnished, it indicates 
burned drive plates.

79G07C-128



K  AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID (ATIF)

Fluid leaks
Check for fluid leaks of the transmission as shown below, repair or replace if necessary.
1. Gaskets, O-rings, and plugs.
2. Oil hoses, oil pipes, and connections.
3. Oil cooler.

® ....O-RING
( D .... GASKET
© ....OIL SEAL
© ....PLUG

K-46
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THROTTLE CABLE K
THROTTLE CABLE
PREPARATION
SST

r

06U0KX-080

THROTTLE CABLE 
Inspection
1. Check the inner and outer cable for damage.
2. Make sure that the accelerator operates smoothly.

Removal
1. Remove the battery and battery carrier.
2. Remove the main fuse block.
3. Remove the intercooler hoses.

(1) Intercooler to air funnel
(2) Intercooler to intercooler pipe

86U07B-071
4. Separate the EC-AT harness from the clip.
5. Jack up the vehicle and support it with safety stands, then 

drain the ATF.

86U07B-073
6. Remove the throttle cable from the throttle lever (throttle 

body).
7. Remove the control valve body cover and gasket.
8. Remove the throttle cable from the throttle lever (control 

valve body).
9. Remove the mounting bolt and throttle cable from the 

transaxle.
10. Remove the O-ring.

96U07B-017
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06U0KX-083

Installation
1. Install the throttle cable and a new O-ring into the transaxle 

case.

Tightening torque:
® :  i —11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)
(g): 19—26 N-m (1.9—2=6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)

2. Install the control valve body cover together with a new 
gasket.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (85—110 cm-kg, 74—95 in-lb)

3. Install the main fuse block.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

4. Install the battery carrier.

Tightening torque:
31—40 N-m (3.2—4.1 m-kg, 23—30 ft-lb)

5. After installation, add ATF, and with the engine idling, check 
the fluid level and check for leaks. (Refer to page K-45.)

Adjustment
1. Remove the splash shield next to the left front tire.
2. Remove the square head plug L and install the SST.
3. Shift into P range and start the engine. Warm-up the en

gine to normal operating temperature, and adjust the idle 
speed if necessary.

Idle speed: 750 ± 25 rpm
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CLOCKWISE POSITION OF LOCKNUTS
06U0KX-086

PROTECTOR

PIN

7----------
THROTTLE CABLE CRIMP

86U07B-080

4. Adjust the locknuts as follows:

Note
• Transmission in P range.

When the locknuts are moved, line pressure is increased 
or decreased as shown. Adjust the locknuts to the correct 
position using the following procedure.
(1) Initially install the locknuts fully away from the throttle 

cam. (Loosen the cable fully)
(2) Adjust the locknuts in a clockwise direction as viewed 

from the passenger side of the vehicle until the line pres
sure begins to increase above the specification shown 
below.

(3) Adjust the locknuts in a counterclockwise direction un
til the line pressure decreases to the specification.

Adjustment pressure:
441 kPa (4.5 kg/cm2, 64 psi)

(4) Tighten the locknuts and verify that the line pressure is 
as specified.

Specified pressure:
432—451 kPa (4.4—4.6 kg/cm2, 63—65 psi)

5. Turn off the engine.
6. Reinstall the square head plug.

Tightening torque:
5—10 N-m (50—100 cm-kg, 43—87 in-lb)

7. Fully open the throttle valve; then crimp the pin with the pro
tector installed as shown.

8. Remove the protector.
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TRANSAXLE
TRANSAXLE UNIT (REMOVAL)
Preparation
SST

06U0KX-088

1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Jack up the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
3. Drain the ATF into a suitable container.
4. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.



TRANSAXLE K

06U0KX-089

1. Battery
2. Battery carrier
3. Main fuse block
4. Distributor lead
5. Airflow meter connector
6. Air cleaner assembly
7. Intercooler hoses (Turbo)
8. Resonance chamber and 

bracket (Non-Turbo)
9. Speedometer cable

10. EC-AT connectors
11. Grounds
12. Selector cable

13. Throttle cable
14. Front wheels
15. Splash shields
16. Oil cooler outlet and inlet 

hoses
17. Tie-rod ends

Removal.......... page K-52
18. Stabilizer bar control links
19. Lower arm ball joints
20. Driveshaft

Removal..........page K-52
21. Joint shaft bracket
22. Joint shaft and driveshaft

23. Exhaust pipe bracket
24. Gusset plates

Removal.......... page K-52
25. Undercover
26. Torque converter nuts
27. Manifold bracket
28. Starter
29. Engine mount No.4
30. Engine mount No.2
31. Crossmember and left side 

lower arm
32. Transaxle

Removal.......... page K-52
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06UQKX-092

Removal Note 
Tie-rod ends
Disconnect the tie-rod ends with the SST.

Driveshaft

Caution
® Do not separate the driveshaft by pulling the disc 

plate.
® Do not damage the oil seal.

1. Separate the left driveshaft from the transaxle by prying with 
a bar inserted between the shaft and the case.

2. Remove the joint shaft bracket.
3. Separate the right driveshaft together with the joint shaft in 

the same manner.

Caution
® Failure to install the SST may allow the differential 

side gears to become misaligned.

4. Install the SST into the differential side gears.

Gusset plates
1. Suspend the engine with the SST.
2. Remove the gusset plates.

Transaxle
1. Lean the engine toward the transaxle by loosening the en

gine support hook bolt.
2. Support the transaxle with a jack.
3. Remove the transaxle mounting bolts.
4. Remove the transaxle.

K-52
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TRANSAXLE K
TRANSAXLE UNIT (DISASSEMBLY) 
Preparation
SST

49 0107 680A 

Engine stand

For
disassembly of 
transaxle

49 G019 0A0 

Hanger, transaxle

For
disassembly of 
transaxle

49 G019 001

Body 
(Part of 
49 G019 0A0)

For
disassembly of 
transaxle

49 G019 002

Stay 
(Part of 
49 G019 0A0)

For
disassembly of 
transaxle

49 G019 003

Bolt set 
(Part of 
49 G019 0A0)

For
disassembly of 
transaxle)

49 G019 0A7A

Compressor set, 
return spring

For
disassembly of 
low and reverse 
brake piston

49 G019 024

Body A 
(Part of
49 G019 0A7A)

For
disassembly of 
low and reverse 
brake piston

49 G019 026

Plate 
(Part of
49 G019 0A7A)

For
disassembly of 
low and reverse 
brake piston

49 G019 027

Attachment A 
(Part of
49 G019 0A7A)

For
disassembly of 
low and reverse 
brake piston

49 G019 028

Bolt 
(Part of
49 G019 0A7A)

For
disassembly of 
low and reverse 
brake piston

49 G019 029 

Nut
(Part of
49 G019 0A7A)

For
disassembly of 
low and reverse 
brake piston

49 G019 030

Plate
(Plate of
49 G019 0A7A)

For
disassembly of 
servo

49 FT01 361 

Remover, bearing

For
removal of bear
ing outer race

06U0KX-095



K TRANSMISSION

Precaution
General notes:
1. Disassemble the transmission in a clean area (dustproof work space) to prevent entry of dust into the 

mechanisms.
2. Inspect the individual transmission components in accordance with the QUICK DIAGNOSIS CHART dur

ing disassembly. (Refer to page K-10.)
3. Use only plastic hammers when applying force to separate the light alloy case joints.
4. Never use rags during disassembly; they may leave particles that can clog fluid passages.
5. Several parts resemble one another; organize them so they do not get mixed up.
6. Disassemble the control valve assembly and thoroughly clean it when a clutch or brake band is burned 

or when the ATF has degenerated.

Cleaning notes:
1. Clean the transmission exterior thoroughly with a steam cleaner or cleaning solvents before disassembly.
2. Clean the removed parts with cleaning solvent, and dry with compressed air. Clean out all holes and pas

sages with compressed air, and check that there are no obstructions.
3. Wear eye protection when using compressed air to clean components.

06U0KX-096
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Components

1. Torque converter
Inspection.....page K- 69

2. Oil pump shaft
Inspection.....page K- 93

3. Oil level gauge and oil filler 
tube

4. Pulse generator
Inspection.....page K- 41

5. Inhibitor switch
Inspection.....page K- 40
Adjustment....page K- 40

6. ATF thermoswitch
Inspection.....page K- 41

7. Throttle cable
Inspection.....page K- 47
Adjustment....page K - 48

8. Oil pan
Inspection.....page K - 93

9. Oil strainer
Inspection.....page K - 93

10. Control valve body cover
Inspection.....page K - 93

16U0KX-016

11. Control valve body
Disassembly... page K - 94
Assembly......page K-106
On-vehicle

Replacement
....................  page K-110

12. Oil pump
Disassembly... page K - 70 
Assembly......page K - 72
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Components (Cont’d)

06U0KX-098

13. Piston stem
14. Snap ring
15. Clutch assembly

Disassembly /
Inspection .... page K - 74 

Assembly......page K - 77
16. 2-4 brake band

Inspection.....page K - 92
17. Anchor strut and shaft

Inspection.....page K - 93
18. Small sun gear and one-way 

clutch
Disassembly /

Inspection .... page K - 82 
Assembly......page K - 84

19. Servo 22. Internal gear
Disassembly... page K - 63 Inspection.....page K-

Inspection.....page K - 92 23. 3-4 clutch assembly
Assembly......page K-139 Disassembly I
On-vehicle Inspection .... page K-

Adjustment... page K - 93 Assembly......page K-
20. One-way clutch and carrier 24. Turbine shaft

hub assembly Inspection.....page K -
Disassembly I 

Inspection .... page K - 85
21. Low sand mm® br̂ m Mm  drtw*

Disassembly... page K - 64
Inspection.....page K - 92
Assembly......page K-135

93

88
89

93
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Components (Cont’d)

25. Transaxle case
26. Output shell

Inspection................................ page K - 93
27. Snap ring
28. Spring and retainer assembly

Disassembly............................ page K - 66
Inspection................................ page K - 92
Assembly................................. page K-135

29. Low and reverse brake piston
Disassembly............................ page K - 66
Inspection................................ page K - 92
Assembly................................. page K-135

06U0KX-099

30. Plug, washer, spring, and detent ball
31. Bracket
32. Manual shaft and manual plate

Disassembly............................ page K - 66
Assembly..................................page K-134

33. Actuator support
34. Parking assist lever

Disassembly............................ page K - 67
Assembly..................................page K-134

35. Parking pawl
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TRANSAXLE

36. Differential assembly
Disassembly I Inspection.........page K -112
Assembly..................................page K -114

37. 2-3 accumulator piston assembly
Disassembly............................ page K - 91
Inspection................................ page K - 91
Assembly................................. page K - 92

38. Roll pin
39. Bearing housing

Disassembly / Inspection......... page K-121
Assembly..................................page K-130

40. Idler gear assembly
Disassembly / Inspection.........page K -117
Assembly................................. page K -118

06U0KX-100

41. Output gear assembly
Disassembly I Inspection.........page K -115
Assembly................................. page K -116

42. Bearing cover assembly
Disassembly I Inspection.........page K-120
Assembly................................. page K-121

43. Bearing outer races
Disassembly............................ page K - 69
Assembly................................. page K-133

44. Adjustment shim
45. Oil seals

On-yehicle replacement...........page K - 69
46. 0«rfng$
47. Converter housing
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Procedure
1. Remove the torque converter from the converter housing. 

Note
• Do not allow the ATF to spill when removing the 

torque converter.

86U07B-119
3. Remove the oil level gauge and oil filler tube.

4. Assemble the SST.

5. Attach suitable hangers to the oil pump as shown.
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6. Lift the transaxle and mount it on the SST.

Warning
® Avoid leaning the transaxle to one side during dis

assembly, it may turn quickly and cause injury.

7. Remove the pulse generator, ATF thermoswitch, and inhib
itor switch.

8. Disconnect the solenoid connector.

9. Remove the harnesses.
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10. Remove the harness clip, then remove the oil pipes, oil 

hoses and switch box as an assembly.

Note 
• Remove the ball from the case.

11. Remove the oil pan and gasket.

12. Remove the oil strainer and O-ring.

13. Remove the control valve body cover and gasket.

14. Remove the throttle cable.
(1) Remove the throttle cable attaching bolt and bracket.
(2) Remove the cable from the throttle lever of the valve 

body.
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15. Pinch the tangs of the solenoid connector and remove it 
by pushing inward.

16. Remove the control valve body as an assembly.

76G07B-720

06U0KX-104
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(2) Pull the reverse and forward drum and remove the 

clutch assembly.

20. Remove the 2-4 brake band.

Note
• Use a piece of wire to secure the brake band so that 

it is not damaged by being stretched.

21. Remove the small sun gear and one-way clutch.

22. Pull the anchor shaft while holding the strut, then remove 
the strut.

23. Remove the servo.
(1) Remove the snap ring with the SST.
(2) Remove the servo and spring.

06U0KX-109
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24. Remove the one-way clutch and carrier hub assembly.
(1) Remove the snap ring.

(2) Remove the one-way clutch together with the carrier hub 
assembly.

25. Remove the low and reverse brake assembly.
(1) Remove the snap ring.

(2) Remove the retaining plate and the drive and driven 
plates.

26. Remove the internal gear. 
(1) Remove the snap ring.
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I Q\)

06U0KX-115

(2) Remove the internal gear from the 3-4 clutch drum.

27. Remove the 3-4 clutch assembly.
(1) Remove the O-ring from the turbine shaft at the con

verter housing side.

(2) Pull out the turbine shaft to remove the 3-4 clutch as
sembly.

(3) Remove the 3-4 clutch assembly.

28. Remove the bolts, and remove the transaxle case by tap
ping lightly with a plastic hammer.

29. Remove the output shell from the output gear.

06U0KX-116
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49 G019 029

49 G019 027

49 G019 024

06U0KX-117

30. Remove the low and reverse brake piston
(1) Install the SST.
(2) Compress the spring and retainer assembly.

(3) Remove the snap ring with snap-ring pliers, and remove 
the spring and retainer assembly.

(4) Remove the low and reverse brake piston by applying 
compressed air through the fluid passage.

31. Remove the manual shaft and manual plate.
(1) Remove the plug, washer, spring, and detent ball.

(2) Remove the bracket.

K-66
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(3) Loosen the nut and pull the manual shaft out.
(4) Remove the nut, washer, spacer, and manual plate.

06U0KX-120

06U0KX-121
34. Remove the parking pawl.

(1) Remove the snap ring.
(2) Pull the parking shaft, and remove the spring and park

ing pawl.

06U0KX-122
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06U0KX-125

06U0KX-128

36. Remove the 2-3 accumulator piston assembly.

37. Remove the bearing housing.
(1) Remove the bolt indicated in the figure for access to 

the roll pin.
(2) Remove the roll pin with a pin punch.
(3) Remove the baffle plate.
(4) Remove the bearing housing by tapping lightly with a 

plastic hammer.

38. Remove the idler gear assembly and output gear assem
bly by tapping out away from the torque converter side.

39. Remove the bearing cover.
(1) Remove the converter housing from the transaxle 

hanger.
(2) Remove the bearing cover bolts.

(3) Press the bearing cover assembly out of the converter 
housing.
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40. Remove the bearing outer race.

(1) Press out the bearing outer races with the SST.

Note
• Install the bearing outer race during reassembly to 

adjust the preload.

41. Check the oil seals for damage, replace if necessary.
42. Check the O-rings for damage, replace if necessary.

On-vehicle Replacement 
Oil seal
Replace the oil seal in the same manner as for the manual 
transaxle. (Refer to pages J1-16 or J2-16.)

TORQUE CONVERTER
The torque converter is welded together and cannot be dis
assembled.

Inspection
1. Check the outer part of the converter for damage or cracks, 

and replace it if necessary.
2. Check whether there is any rust on the pilot hub of the con

verter or on the boss. If. there is any, remove it completely.
3. Measure the bushing of the converter boss. Replace the 

converter assembly if the bushing is worn.

Bushing inner diameter 
Standard: 53.030mm (2.088 in)
Maximum: 53.076mm (2.090 in)

Washing Inside off Converter
1. Drain any ATF remaining in the converter.
2. Pour in solvent [approx. 0.5 liter (0.53 US qt, 0.44 Imp 

qt)].
3. Shake the converter to clean the inside. Pour out the solvent.
4. Clean the inside of the converter with compressed air so 

that the inside is perfectly empty.
5. Pour in ATF.
6. Shake the converter to clean the inside. Pour out the ATF.
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OIL PUMP
Disassembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure.

8—11 N-m
(82—112 cm-kg, 71—97 In-lb)

24—35 (2.4—3.6, 17—26)

GASKET,
REPLACE

Nm (m-kg, ft-lb)

1. Bearing race
2. Seal rings
3. Oil pump cover
4. Pump flange
5. Guide ring and guide spring
6. Vane
7. Rotor
8. Spring (Cam ring)

06U0KX-132

9. Cam ring
10. Pivot roller
11. Seal pin and spring
12. Spring (Valve)
13. Valve
14. Oil pump body
15. O-ring

Inspection
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Sliding surfaces of the oil pump cover and oil pump body 

for damage or wear.
2. Broken or worn seal ring.
3. Weakened spring.

Free length of springs
(1): For cam ring 41.6mm (1.64 in)
(2): For valve 35.0mm (1.38 in)
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4. Clearance.

Measure the clearances below; if not within specification, replace the oil pump.

1. Seal pin—OH pump cover 
Standard:

0.005—0.020mm 
(0.0002—0.0003 in) 

Maximum:
0.060mm (0.002 in)

2. Rotor—Oil pump cover 
Standard:
0.005—0.020mm
(0.0002—0.0008 in) 

Maximum:
0.030mm (0.0012 in)

3. Cam ring—Oil pump cover 
Standard:
0.005—0.020mm 
(0.0002—0.0008 in) 

Maximum:
0.080mm (0.003 in)

4. Vane—Oil pump cover 
Standard:
0.015—0.050mm 
(0.0006—0.0020 in) 

Maximum:
0.080 mm (0.003 in)

86U07B-176

5. Vane—Rotor groove 
Standard:
0.010—0.045mm
(0.0004—0.0018 in) 

Maximum:
0.065mm (0.0026 in)

5. Wear.
Check each part for wear; if not within specification, replace the oil pump.

1. Oil pump body sleeve......... outer diameter
Standard: 28.00mm (1.102 in)

2. Rotor bushing ................... inner diameter
Standard: 28.00mm (1.102 in)
Maximum: 28.05mm (1.104 In)

3. Guide ring............................. outer diameter
Standard: 57.85mm (2.278 in)
Minimum: 57.70mm (2.272 in)

06U0KX-134

4. Valve.......... ......................... outer diameter
Standard: 12.00mm (0.472 in)
Minimum: 11.86mm (0.467 in)

5. Seal pin.................................outer diameter
Standard: 5.00mm (0.197 in)
Minimum: 4.90mm (0.193 in)
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Assembly
1. Install the valve and spring into the oil pump body, and 

check that the valve moves smoothly.
2. Install the plug.

Tightening torque:
24—35 Nm (2.4—3.6 m-kg, 17—26 ft-lb)

3. Install the cam ring and pivot roller onto the oil pump body.

4. Install the rotor into the oil pump body.

5. Install the vanes into the rotor as shown.

6. Install the guide spring and guide ring while pushing the 
vanes toward the cam ring.

K—72
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7. Install the pump flange onto the rotor.

86U07B-183
8. Install the spring between the cam ring and oil pump body.

86U07B-184
9. Install the seal pins and springs with the pins facing toward 

the oil pump body.

Note
• Install the seal pins round end first.

10. Install the O-rings.

86U07B-185
11. Install the oil pump cover to the oil pump body. Tighten the 

bolts in sequence.

Tightening torque:
8—-11 N-m (82—112 cm-kg, 71—97 in-lb)

86U07B-186
12. Install the oil pump shaft and check for smooth oil pump 

operation.
13. Install the seal rings.

86U07B-187
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86U07B-188

CLUTCH ASSEMBLY
Preparation
SST

49 G019 0A07A

Compressor set, ^  
return spring

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
coasting clutch 
and reverse 
clutch

49 G019 024

Body A 
(Part of
49 G019 0A07A)

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
reverse clutch

49 G019 025 ~  j§

Body B H  
(Part of I t  
49 G019 0A07A) ^

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
coasting clutch

49 G019 026

Plate 
(Part of
49 G019 0A07A)

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
coasting clutch 
and reverse 
clutch

49 G019 027 (]

Attachment A 
(Part of
49 G019 0A07A)

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
coasting clutch 
and reverse 
clutch

49 G019 029 \  

^  ° f49 G019 0A07A)

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
coasting clutch 
and reverse 
clutch

06U0KX-137

(
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Disassembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

—Forward clutch—
1. Thrust bearings
2. Snap ring
3. Retaining plate
4. Drive and driven plates
5. Dished plate 

—Coasting clutch—
6. Snap ring
7. Retaining plate
8. Drive and driven plates
9. Dished plate

10. Snap ring
Removal..........page K-76

11. Spring and retainer assembly
12. Coasting clutch drum

Removal..........page K-76
13. Coasting piston

Removal..........page K-76
14. Outer seal
15. Inner seal
16. Outer seal
17. Seal rings 

—Reverse clutch-
18. Snap ring
19. Retaining plate

06U0KX-138

20. Drive and driven plates
21. Dished plate
22. Snap ring

Removal..........page K-76
23. Return spring stop
24. Piston return spring
25. Reverse piston

Removal.......... page K-77
26. Seal rings (inner and outer)
27. Reverse and forward drum
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49 G 019 025

49 G 019 027

06U0KX-139

49 G 019 029

49 G 019 024

49 GO 19 027

06U0KX-141

Disassembly not®
Snap ring
1. Install the SST in the coasting clutch drum as shown.
2. Compress the spring and retainer assembly.
3. Remove the snap ring.
4. Remove the SST, and remove the spring and retainer as

sembly.

Coasting clutch drum
1. Remove the coasting clutch drum from the reverse and for

ward drum by applying compressed air through the fluid 
passage.

Coasting piston
1. Remove the coasting clutch piston from the coasting clutch 

drum by applying compressed air through the fluid passage.

Snap ring
1. Install the SST in the reverse and forward drum as shown.
2. Compress the piston return spring.

3. Remove one end of the snap ring from the groove with snap 
ring pliers.

K-76
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86U07B-197

4. Remove the SST from the reverse and forward drum.
5. Remove the snap ring with a screwdriver..

Reverse piston
1. Place the reverse and forward drum on the oil pump.
2. Remove the reverse piston by applying compressed air 

through the fluid passage.

Inspection
Check the following and repair or replace any faulty parts.
1. Drive and driven plates for damage or wear

Drive plate thickness 
Standard: 1.6mm (0.063 in)
Minimum: 1.4mm (0.055 in)

2. Clutch piston for damage or cracks.
3. Clutch drum for damage or deformation.
4. Seal contact area for damage.
5. Check ball for leaking and sticking.
6. Broken or worn snap ring.
7. Broken or weakened spring.

8. Spring and retainer assembly for separation or deformation. 

Free length of spring: 29.8mm (1.173 in)

Assembly 
Reverse clutch
1. Install the reverse piston.

(1) Apply ATF to inner and outer faces of the seals, and 
install them to the reverse piston.

(2) Face the outer seal lip toward the inside by gently roll
ing it down around the circumference for easier instal
lation into the reverse clutch drum.

86U07B-199
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86U07B-202

(3) Install the reverse piston by pushing evenly around the 
circumference, being careful not to damage the seal 
rings.

2. Install the piston return spring with the tabs facing away from 
the reverse piston.

3. Install the return spring stopper with the step facing upward.

4. Install the snap ring half-way down the reverse forward drum 
as shown.

5. Install the SST on the reverse and forward drum.
6. Compress the spring and retainer assembly.
7. Install the snap ring with a screwdriver.
8. Remove the SST.

86U07B-203
9. Install the dished plate with the dished side facing the pis

ton as shown.
10. Install the drive and driven plates.

Note
® Installation order: Driwen-Drive-Driwen-Driwe

11. Install the retaining plate with the step facing downward.
12. Install the snap ring.

86U07B-204
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13. Check the reverse clutch clearance.

(1) Measure the clearance between the snap ring and the 
retaining plate of the reverse clutch.

(2) If the clearance is not within specification, adjust it by 
selecting a proper retaining plate.

Reverse clutch clearance:
1,5—1.8mm (0.059—0.071 in)

Retaining plate sizes mm (in)

6.6  (0.260) 6.8  (0.268) 7.0 (0.276)
7.2 (0.283) 8.4 (0.331)

Coasting clutch
1. Install the coasting clutch drum.

(1) Apply ATF to inner and outer faces of the seal, and in
stall it onto the coasting clutch drum.

(2) Face the outer seal lip toward the inside by gently roll
ing it down around the circumference for easier instal
lation into the drum.

(3) Install the coasting clutch drum in the correct position 
in the reverse and forward drum.

(4) Push evenly around the circumference, being careful 
not to damage the outer seal.

2. Install the coasting piston.
(1) Apply ATF to inner and outer faces of the seals and in

stall them onto the coasting piston.
(2) Face the outer seal lip toward the inside by gently roll

ing it down around the circumference for easier instal
lation into the drum.

(3) Install the coasting piston by pushing evenly around the 
circumference, being careful not to damage the outer 
seal.

86U07B-209
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3. Install the spring and retainer assembly.

86U07B-212

TURBO NON-TURBO

4. Install the SST in the coasting clutch as shown.
5. Compress the spring and retainer assembly.
6. Install the snap ring.
7. Remove the SST.

8. Install the dished plate with the dished side upward.
9. Install the drive and driven plates.

Note
• installation order: Driwers-Drive-Briwen-Briwe

10. Install the retaining plate.
11. Install the snap ring.

12. Check the coasting clutch clearance.
(1) Measure the clearance between the snap ring and the 

retaining plate of the coasting clutch.
(2) If the clearance is not within specification, adjust it by 

selecting a proper retaining plate.

Coasting clutch clearance:
1.0—1.2 mm (0.040—0.047 in)

Retaining plate sizes mm (in)

4.6 (0.181) 4.8 (0.189) 5.0 (0.197)
5.2 (0.205) 5.4 (0.213) 5.6 (0.220)

86U07B-214

Caution
® The 5.6mm (0.220 in) retaining plate is used only

for Non-Turbo.

Forward clutch
1. Install the dished plate with the dished side downward.
2. Install the drive and driven plates.

Note
® Installation order:

Non-Turbo model
Driven-Drive-Driven-Driwe-Driven-Oriwe 

Turbo model 
Driven-Drive-Driven-Drsve-Drfven-Drive-Driven- 
Drive
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3. Install the retaining plate.
4. Install the snap ring.

86U07B-215
5. Check the forward clutch clearance.

(1) Measure the clearance between the snap ring and the 
retaining plate of the forward clutch.

(2) If the clearance is not within specification, adjust it by 
selecting a proper retaining plate.

Forward clutch clearance:
1.0—1.2mm (0.040—0.047 in)

Retaining plate sizes
mm (in)

5.9 (0.232) 6.1 (0.240) 6.3 (0.248)
6.5 (0.256) 6.7 (0.264) 8.9 (0.350)

6. Check for clutch operation as follows.
(1) Set the clutch assembly onto the oil pump.
(2) Check clutch operation by applying compressed air 

through the fluid passages as shown.

Applied air pressure: 392 kPa (4.0 kg/cm2, 57 psi)

06U0KX-145
(3) Check that no bubbles come from between the piston 

and drum seal when applying compressed air through 
the fluid passages as shown.

Caution
• The compressed air must be under 392 kPa (4.0 

kg/cm2, 57 psi), and should not applied for over 3 
seconds.

86U07B-219
7. Apply petroleum jelly to the thrust bearings, and install one 

on each side of the reverse and forward drum.

Thrust bearing outer diameter 
Oil pump side: 86.0mm (3.39 in)

Small sun gear and one-way clutch side:
56.1mm (2.21 in)

06U0KX-146
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SMALL SUN GEAR AND ONE-WAY CLUTCH
Disassembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure.

06U0KX-147

1. Thrust bearing 5. Snap ring
2. Snap ring 6. Small sun gear
3. One-way clutch inner race 7. Sun gear drum
4. Thrust bearing

Inspection
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Sun gear drum and small sun gear for damage or wear
2. Bushing for damage or wear

Specification 
Sun gear drum: 33.425mm (1.316 in) max. 
Small sun gear: 24.021mm (0.946 in) max.

8. Thrust bearing
9. One-way clutch outer race 

10. One-way clutch

86U07B-222
3. Inner and outer race for damage or wear.
4. Damaged or worn clutch hub.
5. Damaged or worn gear.
6. Damaged or worn thrust bearing.
7. Broken or worn snap ring.
8. One-way clutch operation.

Hold the one-way clutch outer race. Check that the inner 
race turns only counterclockwise.

K-82
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86U07B-226

Replacement of one-way clutch
1. Remove the one-way clutch inner race.
2. Remove the one-way clutch.
3. Remove the thrust bearing.

4. Inspect the one-way clutch inner and outer races, and re
place if necessary.

5. Apply petroleum jelly to the thrust bearing to secure it; then 
install it to the one-way clutch inner race.

Thrust bearing outer diameter: 62.1mm (2.44 in)

6. Install the one-way clutch into the one-way clutch outer race. 

Caution
• Check that the spring cage of the one-way clutch 

faces toward the outer race.

7. Install the one-way clutch inner race into the one-way clutch 
outer race by turning inner race counterclockwise.

8. Hold the one-way clutch outer race. Check that the inner 
race turns only counterclockwise.
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Assembly
1. Install the small sun gear into the sun gear drum.
2. Install the snap ring.

3. Apply petroleum jelly to the thrust bearing to secure it; then 
install it to the one-way clutch inner race.

Thrust bearing outer diameter: @2.1mm (2.44 In)

4. Install the one-way clutch inner and outer race to the sun 
gear drum.

Note
® Align the splines of the one-way clutch Inner race 

and small sun gear clutch hub.

5. Install the snap ring.

6. Check that when the small sun gear is held, the one-way 
clutch outer race turns smoothly and only clockwise.
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7. Apply petroleum jelly to the thrust bearing to secure it; then 
install it to the sun gear drum.

Thrust bearing outer diameter: 72.0mm (2.83 in)

ONE-WAY CLUTCH AND CARRIER HUB ASSEMBLY 
Disassembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure.

1. One-way clutch
2. Bearing races
3. Snap ring

4. Carrier hub assembly
5. Inner race (Low and reverse hub)

Inspection
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Damaged or worn gear and operation.
2. Clearance between pinion washer and planetary carrier.

Clearance: 0.2—0.7mm (0.008—0.028 in)

86U07B-236
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3. Damaged or worn inner race.
4. Broken or worn snap ring.
5. Damaged or worn bearing race.

6. Damaged or worn one-way clutch and operation.
7. Detached roller.

Note
® Assemble the one-way clutch and the inner race, 

then confirm that the one-way clutch rotates only 
clockwise and smoothly.

Assembly
1. Assemble the carrier hub assembly to the inner race.

2. Install the snap ring.

3. Apply petroleum jelly to the bearing races to secure them; 
then install them to both sides of the one-way clutch and 
carrier hub assembly.

Bearing race outer diameter 
Sun gear drum side: 72.0mm (2.83 in)
3-4 clutch side: 57.0mm (2.21 In)

Note
• Install the tabs of the bearing race into the align

ment holes.
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3-4 CLUTCH
Preparation
SST

49 G019 0A07A fl

Compressor set, 
return spring

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
3-4 clutch

49 G019 025 _ @
§ n

Body B c 
(Part of j  >n 
49 G019 0A07A) ^

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
3-4 clutch

49 G019 026 / T ^ v  

p,ate (Part of
49 G019 0A07A)

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
3-4 clutch

49 G019 027 (1 

Attachment A
(Part of ^  
49 G019 0A07A)

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
3-4 clutch

49 G019 029 \

Nut s ' 
(Part of / /  \
49 G019 0A07A)

For
disassembly and 
assembly of 
3-4 clutch

49 G019 012 PI 

Leak checker Q tQ

For
clutch operation 
inspection

06U0KX-149
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Disassembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

06U0KX-151

1. Thrust bearings 5. Snap ring 8. Outer seal
2. Snap ring Removal.......... page K-88 9. Inner seal
3. Retaining plate 6. Spring and retainer assembly 10. 3-4 clutch drum
4. Drive and driven plates 7. 3-4 clutch piston

Removal.......... page K-89

Disassembly note 
Snap ring
1. Install the SST to the 3-4 clutch as shown.
2. Compress the spring and retainer assembly.
3. Remove the snap ring.
4. Remove the SST then remove the spring and retainer as

sembly.

06U0KX-152
3-4 ciyteh piston
1. Remove the 3-4 clutch piston with the SST and compressed 

air.

06UQKX-153
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86U07B-245

Inspection
Check the following and repair or replace any faulty parts.
1. Drive and driven plates for damage or wear

Drive plate thickness 
Standard: 1.6mm (0.063 in)
Minimum: 1.4mm (0.055 in)

2. Clutch piston for damage or cracks.
3. Clutch drum for damage or deformation.
4. Seal contact areas for damage.
5. Check ball for leaking and sticking.
6. Spring and retainer assembly for separation or deformation.
7. Broken or worn snap ring.

8. Broken or weakened spring.

Free length of spring: 33.2mm (1.307 in)

86U07B-246
Assembly
1. Install the 3-4 clutch piston.

(1) Apply ATF to the inner and outer seals, and install them 
onto the 3-4 clutch piston.

(2) Install the piston by pushing evenly around the circum
ference, being careful not to damage the seal rings.

86U07B-247
2. Install the spring and retainer assembly.

86U07B-248

49 G019 029

49 G019 026

49 G019 025

49 G019 027

3. Install the SST to the 3-4 clutch as shown.
4. Compress the spring and retainer assembly.
5. Install the snap ring.
6. Remove the SST.

86U07B-249
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86U07B-250

7. Install the drive and driven plates.

Note
• Installation order:

DrIw@n-Drive“Dri¥@n“Driv@-Dri¥en“Driwe»Oriw@rt“
Driwe-Driwen-Drive

8. Install the retaining plate with the step facing upward.
9. Install the snap ring.

TRANSAXLE

10. Check the 3-4 clutch clearance.
(1) Measure the clearance between the snap ring and the 

retaining plate of the 3-4 clutch.
(2) If the clearance is not within specification, adjust it by 

selecting a proper retaining plate.

3-4 clutch clearance: 1,3—1,5mm (0.051—0.059 in)

Retaining plate sizes
r  mm (in)

3.8 (0.150) 4.0 (0.157) 4.2 (0.165)
4.4 (0.173) 4.6 (0.181) 4.8 (0.189)

11. Check clutch operation as follows:
(1) Install the SST as shown, and check clutch operation 

by applying compressed air.

Air pressure: 392 kPa (4.0 kg/cm2, 57 psi)
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2-3 ACCUMULATOR 
Disassembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure.

APPLY SPECIFIED ATF TO INDIVIDUAL PARTS

(7) REPLACE

6) REPLACE

06U0KX-154

1. Snap ring
2. Stopper plug
3. O-ring

4. 2-3 accumulator spring
5. 2-3 accumulator piston

6. Large seal ring
7. Small seal ring

Inspection
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Damaged or worn piston.
2. Damaged or worn stopper plug.
3. Broken or weakened spring.

Free length of spring 
Non-Turbo: 85.0mm (3.346 in)
Turbo : 85.0mm (3.346 in)

Assembly
1. Install the 2-3 accumulator.

(1) Apply ATF to large and small seal rings; then install them 
to the accumulator piston.

(2) Insert the 2-3 accumulator.

86U07B-257
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2. Install the spring to the piston.
3. Install the stopper plug.

(1) Apply ATF to O-ring, and install it onto the stopper plug.
(2) Install the stopper plug.

4. Install the snap ring while holding in the stopper plug.

LOW AND REVERSE BRAKE
Inspection
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Damaged or worn drive and driven plates.

Drive plate thickness 
Standard: 1.6mm (0.063 in)
Minimum: 1.4mm (0.055 in)

2. Broken or worn snap ring.
3. Deformed or detached spring and retainer assembly.
4. Broken or weakened spring.

Free length of spring: 20.5 mm (0.807 in)

5. Damaged or worn piston.
6. Damaged seal contact area of transaxle case.

2-4 BRAKE BAND 
Inspection
Check the following and replace if necessary.
1. Damaged or worn 2-4 brake band.

BAND SERVO 
Inspection
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Damaged or worn piston.
2. Weakened return spring.

Free length of spring 
Non-Turbo: 43.25mm (1.703 in)
Turbo : 42.0mm (1.654 in)

K—92
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On-vehicle Adjustment
1. Remove the oil pan.
2. Loosen the locknut and tighten the piston stem to the speci

fied torque.

Tightening torque:
9—11 N-m (@.0—110 cm-kg, 78—95 in-lb)

3. Loosen the piston stem 2 turns.
4. Hold the piston stem and tighten the locknut to the speci

fied torque.

Tightening torque:
25—39 N-m (2.5—4.0 m-kg, 18—29 ft-lb)

5. Install the oil pan.

16U0KX-013

OB.....mil. I il

OTHER INSPECTION
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Damaged or worn output shell.
2. Damaged or worn internal gear.
3. Damaged or worn turbine shaft.
4. Damaged or worn oil pump shaft.
5. Damaged or worn anchor strut and shaft.

86U07B-263
6. Damaged or cracked valve body cover
7. Damaged or cracked oil pan
8. Damaged or clogged oil strainer

86U07B-264
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CONTROL VALVE BODY
Precaution ^
(1) Pay close attention when handling the control valve because it consists of the most precise and delicate 

parts of the transaxle.
(2) Neatly arrange the removed parts in order to avoid mixing up similar parts.
(3) Disassemble the control valve assembly and thoroughly clean it when the clutch and/or brake bands 

 ̂ are burned, and/or when the automatic transmission fluid is degenerated.

1.1-2 Solenoid valve
2. 2-3 Solenoid valve
3. Bolts
4. Front control body
5. Front/premain front gasket

6. Premain separator
7. Front/premain rear gasket
8. Premain control body
9. Premain/main front gasket

10. Main separator
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6. Rear control body
7. 3-4 solenoid valve
8. Lockup solenoid valve
9. Bolts

Procedure
1. Remove the 3-4 solenoid valve and lockup solenoid valve.
2. Remove the O-rings and oil strainers.

1. Premain/main rear gasket
2. Main control body
3. Main/rear front gasket
4. Rear separator
5. Main/rear rear gasket

06U0KX-160
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3. Remove the 1 -2 solenoid valve and 2-3 solenoid valve and 
wire harness.

4. Remove the O-rings and oil strainers.

86U07B-268

86U07B-270

5. Remove the indicated bolts and pull out the front control 
body with premain separator as a unit.

6. Remove the front/premain gaskets and separator from the 
front control body.

7. Remove the orifice check valve (</>0.8mm, 0.071 in) and 
spring from the premain control body.

86U07B-271
8. Remove the bolts and the Allen head bolt and remove the 

premain control body and the main separator as a unit.

06U0KX-162
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9. Remove the premain/main gaskets and separator from the 

premain control body.
10. Remove the orifice check valves (<£2.0mm, 0.079 in; 

</>2.5mm, 0.098 in) and springs, and the throttle relief ball 
and spring from the premain control body.

86U07B-273

CONVERTER RELIEF BALL

11. Remove the converter relief ball and spring, and the orifice 
check valve ($0.9mm, 0.035 in) and spring from the main 
control body.

06U0KX-297
12. Turn the assembly over and remove the bolts shown in the 

figure. Remove the rear separator as a unit.

86U07B-275
13. Remove the main/rear gaskets and separator from the rear 

control body.
14. Remove the orifice check valves (<£1.5mm, 0.059 in; 

<f> 1.0mm, 0.039 in) and spring from the rear control body.

86U07B-276
15. Remove the orifice check valve (<£2.5mm, 0.098 in) and 

spring and the steel ball from the main control body.

06U0KX-298
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PREMAIN CONTROL BODY
Disassembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure.

APPLY SPECIFIED ATF TO INDIVIDUAL PARTS

6—8 N*m 
(66—80 cm-kg, 
57—69 ft-lb)

VALVE LOCATION

6—i  N-m 
(66—80 cm-kg,
57—69 ft-lb)

N/R ACCUMULATOR PISTON -

N/D ACCUMULATOR PISTON-

33

COASTING BYPASS VALVE-

3-2 TIMING VALVE---- H I

3-2 CAPACITY VALVE

1-2 ACCUMULATOR PISTON

BYPASS VALVE 

SERVO CONTROL VALVE

Q=0 ^ 3 W i t  ~~— 2-3 TIMING VALVE

06U0KX-163

1. Retainer
2. 2-3 timing spring
3. 2-3 timing valve
4. Stopper pin
5. Stopper plug
6. Servo control valve
7. Servo control spring
8. Stopper pin
9. Stopper plug

10. Bypass valve
11. Bypass spring
12. Bolt

13. 1-2 accumulator plate and 
gasket

14. 1-2 accumulator spring
15. 1-2 accumulator piston
16. 1-2 accumulator seal rings
17. Bolt
18. N-R accumulator plate and 

gasket
19. N-R accumulator piston
20. N-R accumulator rear spring
21. N-R accumulator seal rings
22. N-D accumulator front spring

23. N-D accumulator piston
24. N-D accumulator seal rings
25. Coasting bypass spring
26. Coasting bypass valve
27. Coasting bypass plug
28. Retainer
29. 3-2 timing spring
30. 3-2 timing valve
31. Stopper pin
32. Stopper plug
33. 3-2 capacity spring
34. 3-2 capacity valve
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Inspection
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Damaged or worn valves.
2. Damaged oil passage.
3. Cracked or damaged valve body.
4. Operation of each valve.
5. Weakened spring.

Spring

Spring name Outer dia. mm (in) Free length mm (in) Wire dia. mm (in) Spring color

1-2 accumulator 
small spring

Non-Turbo 14.4 (0.567) 86.0 (3.386) 1.8 (0.071) —
Turbo 14.4 (0.567) 73.8 (2.906) 2.0 (0.079) Gray

1-2 accumulator large spring 20 (0.787) 97.1 (3.823) 2.3 (0.091) Gray
Bypass, Servo control spring 4.9 (0.193) 27.6 (1.087) 0.55 (0.022) Yellow
2-3 timing spring 8.3 (0.327) 26.5 (1.043) 0.8 (0.031) —
N-R accumulator rear spring 11.1 (0.437) 62.0 (2.441) 1.2 (0.047) Light green
N-D accumulator front spring 9.8 (0.386) 68.0 (2.677) 1.1 (0.043) Orange
Coasting bypass spring 5.8 (0.228) 37.7 (1.484) 0.6 (0.024) Dark blue
3-2 timing spring 8.2 (0.323) 28.6 (1.126) 0.8 (0.031) Red
3-2 capacity spring 5.4 (0.213) 30.6 (1.205) 0.5 (0.020) White
Throttle relief ball spring 6.6 (0.260) 21.6 (0.850) 0.8 (0.031) —

06U0KX-164

Assembly
1. Install the 3-2 capacity valve, 3-2 capacity spring, and stop

per plug; then install the stopper pin.
2. Install the 3-2 timing valve, the 3-2 timing spring, and re

tainer.

3. Install the coasting bypass plug, coasting bypass valve and 
coasting bypass spring.

4. Apply ATF to the O-rings, and install them to the piston; then 
insert the N-R accumulator rear spring and N-R accumula
tor piston.

5. Apply ATF to the O-rings, and install them to the piston; then 
insert the N-D accumulator piston and N-D accumulator front 
spring.
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6. Install the N-R accumulator gasket and plate; then tighten 
the plate.

Tightening torque:
8—8 N-m (66—80 cm-kg, 57—69 in-lb)

86U07B-282
7. Apply ATF to the O-rings, and install them onto the piston; 

then install the 1-2 accumulator piston and 1-2 accumula
tor springs.

86U07B-283
8. Install the 1-2 accumulator gasket and plate; then tighten 

the plate.

Tightening torque:
6—8 N-m (66—80 cm-kg, 57—69 in-lb)

86U07B-284
9. Install the bypass spring, bypass valve, stopper plug, and 

stopper pin.
10. Install the servo control spring, servo control valve, stop

per plug, and stopper pin.
11. Install the 2-3 timing valve, 2-3 timing spring, and retainer.

86U07B-285

(
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MAIN CONTROL BODY 
Disassembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure.

VALVE LACTION

06U0KX-165

1. Stopper pin
2. Stopper plug
3. Pressure modifier spring
4. Pressure modifier valve
5. Retainer
6. Low reducing spring
7. Low reducing valve
8. Stopper pin
9. Stopper plug

10.1-2 shift valve
11.1-2 shift spring

12. Stopper pin
13. Stopper plug
14. 2-3 shift valve
15. 2-3 shift spring
16. Stopper pin
17. Stopper plug
18. 3-4 shift valve
19. 3-4 shift spring
20. Retainer
21. Throttle backup valve
22. Throttle backup spring

23. Stopper pin
24. Stopper plug
25. Throttle modulator valve
26. Throttle modulator spring
27. Throttle lever assembly
28. Throttle plug assembly
29. Throttle spring
30. Throttle valve
31. Throttle assist spring
32. Throttle adjust plug
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Inspection
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Damaged or worn valves.
2. Damaged oil passage.
3. Cracked or damaged valve body.
4. Operation of each valve.
5. Weakened spring.

Spring

Spring name Outer dia. mm (in) Free length mm (in) Wire dia. mm (in) Spring color

Pressure modifier spring 8.3 (0.327) 26.5 (1.043) 0.8 (0.031) —
Low reducing spring 8.7 (0.343) 38.3 (1.508) 0.9 (0.035) Black

1-2 shift spring 8.7 (0.343) 41.3 (1.626) 1.0 (0.039) Yellow

2-3, 3-4 shift spring 7.4 (0.291) 36.6 (1.441) 0.8 (0.031) Gray
Throttle backup spring 9.65 (0.380) 26.9 (1.059) 0.55 (0.022) Red

Throttle modulator spring 6.3 (0.248) 47.9 (1.886) 0.8 (0.031) —
Throttle assist spring 5.15 (0.203) 32.3 (1.272) 0.55 (0.022) Dark green
Throttle spring 5.4 (0.213) 47.2 (1.858) 0.8 (0.031) Pink
Converter relief ball spring 6.9 (0.272) 24.1 (0.949) 0.9 (0.035) Maroon

Orifice check valve spring 5.0 (0.197) 12.5 (0.492) 0.23 (0.009) —
96U07B-029

Assembly
1. Install the throttle adjust plug, throttle assist spring, throttle 

valve, and throttle plug assembly.

86U07B-288
Caution
® Install the throttle plug assembly with the groove

aligned with the bolt hole.

86U07B-289
2. Install the throttle return spring as shown.
3. Install the throttle lever assembly to the main control body.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

K-102
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4. Install the throttle modulator spring, throttle modulator valve, 
stopper plug, and stopper pin.

5. Install the throttle backup spring, throttle backup valve, and 
retainer.

6. Install the 3-4 shift spring, 3-4 shift valve, stopper plug, and 
stopper pin.

7. Install the 2-3 shift spring, 2-3 shift valve, stopper plug, and 
stopper pin.

8. Install the 1-2 shift spring, 1-2 shift valve, stopper plug, and 
stopper pin.

9. Install the low reducing valve, low reducing spring, and re
tainer.

10. Install the pressure modifier valve, pressure modifier spring, 
stopper plug, and stopper pin.

86U07B-293
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REAR CONTROL BODY 
Disassembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure.

| APPLY SPECIFIED ATF TO INDIVIDUAL PARTS

VALVE LOCATION

06U0KX-167

1. Manual valve
2. Stopper pin
3. Stopper plug
4. Pressure regulator backup plug
5. Pressure regulator plug sleeve
6. Pressure regulator plug
7. Pressure regulator spring seat

8. Pressure regulator spring
9. Pressure regulator valve

10. Stopper pin
11. Stopper plug
12. Lock-up control valve
13. Lock-up control spring
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Inspection
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Damaged or worn valves.
2. Damaged oil passage.
3. Cracked or damaged valve body.
4. Operation of each valve.
5. Weakened spring.

Spring

Spring name Outer dia. mm (in) Free length mm (in) Wire dia. mm (in) Spring color
Pressure regulator spring 11.5 (0.453) 26.5 (1.043) 1.0 (0.039) Maroon
Lockup control spring 5.0 (0.197) 35.2 (1.386) 0.6 (0.024) Purple

86U07B-295

Assembly
1. Install the lockup control spring, lockup control valve, stop

per plug, and stopper pin.

86U07B-296
2. Install the pressure regulator valve, pressure regulator 

spring, pressure regulator spring seat, pressure regulator 
plug, pressure regulator plug sleeve, pressure regulator 
backup plug, stopper plug, and stopper pin.

Note
• Install the stopper plug larger end first.

86U07B-297
3. Install the manual valve.

86U07B-298
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TRANSAXLE

CONTROL VALVE BODY
Assembly
Procedure

Note
® Do not mix-up the front and rear gaskets during as

sembly.
• Match the bolt head letter and the control valve body 

letter.

1. Install the orifice check valves (<£ 1.5mm, 0.059 in; $1.0mm, 
0.039 in) and springs in the rear control body as shown.

2. Install the gaskets on both sides of the rear separator; then 
install it onto the rear control body.

Note
The main/rear rear gasket and main/rear front gas
ket are not interchangeable.

3. Install the orifice check valve (02.5mm, 0.098 in) and spring, 
and the steel ball in the main control body as shown.

06U0KX-299
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86U07B-304
5. Install and loosely tighten the bolts.

Note 
• Match the bolt head letter as shown.

06U0KX-169
6. Turn the assembly over and install the orifice check valve 

(</>0.9mm, 0.035 in) and spring, and the converter relief ball 
and spring in the main control body as shown.

06U0KX-300
7. Install the orifice check valves (</>2.0mm, 0.079 in; 02.5mm,

0.098 in) and springs, and the throttle relief ball and spring 
in the premain control body as shown.

86U07B-307
8. Install the gaskets on both sides of the main separator; then 

install it onto the premain control body.

86U07B-308
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06UQKX-170

Note
® The pretnain/main rear gasket and premain/main 

front gasket are not interchangeable.

9. Set the premain control body onto the main control body.

10. Install and loosely tighten the bolts.

Note
® Match the bolt head letter as shown.

11. Install the orifice check valve (00.8mm, 0.071 in) and spring 
in the premain control body as shown.

12. Install the gaskets on both sides of the premain separator; 
then install it onto the front control body.
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Note
• The front/premain front gasket and front/premain 

rear gasket are not interchangeable.

86U07B-315

06U0KX-171

86U07B-317
16. Tighten the mounting bolts.

(1) Tighten the front control body.

Tightening torque:
6—8 N-m (66—80 cm-kg, 57—69 in-

86U07B-318
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(2) Tighten the rear control body.

Tightening torque:
6—8 N-m (66—80 cm-kg, 57—6® in-lb)

86U07B-319
17. Install the 3-4 solenoid valve and lockup solenoid valve along 

with new O-rings and oil strainers.

Tightening torque:
6—8 N-m (66—80 cm-kg, 57—69 in-lb)

86U07B-320
18. Install the 1-2 solenoid valve and 2-3 solenoid valve along 

with new O-rings and oil strainers.

Tightening torque:
@—8 N-m (66—80 cm-kg, 57—69 in-lb)

86U07B-321
On-vehicSe Replacement 

Note
• Remove the control valve body only if troubleshoot

ing indicates a probable failure.

Precaution
(1) Remove the control valve body in a clean area (dustproof 

workspace) to prevent dust entry into the mechanisms.
(2) Clean the control valve body cover and around it thorough

ly with steam and/or cleaning solvents prior to removal.

Removal
1. Remove the throttle cable. (Refer to page K-47.)
2. Disconnect the solenoid connector.
3. Remove the control valve body.

K-110
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06U0KX-174

Installation
1. Install the control valve body.

Tightening torque:
11—15 Nm (110—150 cm-kg, 95—130 in-lb)

Note
• To place the manual plate in the correct position of 

the manual valve, shift into R before installation.
• Verify that the manual plate and manual valve are 

assembled correctly by using a mirror, then tight
en the mounting bolts.

2. After installation, add ATF, and with the engine idling, check 
the fluid level and check for leaks. (Refer to page K-45.)

3. Adjust the throttle cable using the oil pressure test. 
(Refer to page K-48.)
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DIFFERENTIAL
Preparation
SST

mXLE

49 G017 1 AO

Remover set, 
bearing

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

49 B092 375

Attachment J 
(Part of 
49 G017 1A0)

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

49 F401 366A

Plate 
(Part of 
49 G017 1 AO)

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

49 0839 425C

Puller set, 
bearing

0 © u

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

49 G030 338 

Attachment E

06U0KX-177

For
installation of 
bearing inner 
race

Disassembly
1. Inspect the backlash of the side gears and pinion gears, referring to Preinspection.
2. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

06U0KX-178

1. Roll pin 6. Pinion gear thrust washer
Removal.................................page K-113 7. Side bearing inner race

2. Side gear Removal.................................page K-113
3. Side gear thrust washer 8. Speedometer drive gear
4. Pinion shaft 9. Ring gear and gear case assembly
5. Pinion gear
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Preinspection
Measure the backlash of the side gears and pinion gears. If 
not within specification, replace the differential assembly.

Backlash
Standard: 0.025—0.1mm (0.001—0.004 in) 
Maximum: 0.5mm (0.020 in)

Disassembly note 
Roll pin
For removing the roll pin from the pinion shaft, place the gear 
case on a vise and knock the pin out with a suitable pin punch 
(02.0mm (0.079 in)) and hammer.

Note
• Use protective plates to prevent damage to the 

differential.
« Insert the punch into the spring pin hole from the 

ring gear side.

Side bearing inner race
1. Remove the side bearing inner race (side opposite the ring 

gear) from the gear case with the SST.

86U07B-325
2. Remove the side bearing inner race (ring gear side) with 

a combination of parts from the SST.

86U07B-326
Inspection
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Damaged or worn gears.
2. Cracked or damaged gear case.

06U0KX-181
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Assembly
1. Set the speedometer drive gear onto the ring gear and case 

assembly.

86U07B-328
2. Install the side bearing inner races.

Caution
® Do not reuse the bearings if they were removed.

(1) Press the side bearing inner race (side opposite ring 
gear) onto the ring gear and case assembly with the 
SST

(2) Press on the other side bearing inner race (ring gear 
side) in the same manner.

3. Install the pinion gears and thrust washers into the case.
4. Install the pinion shaft.

(

06U0KX-183
5. Install the roll pin, and make a crimp so that it will not come 

out of the gear case.

06U0KX-184
6. Install the thrust washers and side gears into the gear case 

at the same time, then turn them back on the pinion gear 
and align them with the pinion shaft hole.
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OUTPUT GEAR
Preparation
SST

7. Check the backlash of the side gears and pinion gears as 
follows:
(1) Install the left and right driveshafts in the differential as

sembly.
(2) Support the driveshafts on V-blocks.
(3) Measure the backlash of both pinion gears.

Backlash
Standard: 0.025—0.1mm (0.001—0.004 in) 
Maximum: 0.5mm (0.020 in)

8. If the backlash is not within specification, replace the differen
tial assembly.

49 G017 1A0

Remover set,

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

49 F401 366A

Plate 
(Part of 
49 G017 1A0)

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

49 G019 022 

Attachment K

For
removal of 
bearing inner 
race

49 G019 011 

Installer, bearing

%

For
installation of 
bearing inner 
race

06U0KX-187
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Disassembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure referring to Disassembly Note.

1. Seal ring
2. Output gear

06U0KX-188

3. Output gear bearing
Removal.................................page K-116

4. Output gear bearing
Removal.................................page K-116

Disassembly note
Output gear bearings
Remove the output gear bearings from the output gear with 
the SST.

Inspection
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Damaged or worn output gear.
2. Damaged bearing.

Assembly
1. Press the output gear bearings onto the output gear with 

the SST.

K-116
86U07B-336
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IDLER GEAR 
Preparation
SST

49 FT01 439

Holder, C f  
idle gear shaft F

For
removal and 
installation of 
locknut

49 G019 013 

Remover, bearing

For
removal of 
bearing outer 
race

49 F027 0A1

Installer set, 7 
bearing

For
installation of 
bearing outer 
race

49 0180 510B 

Attachment,
steering worm ------
bearing preload 
measuring

For
adjustment of 
bearing preload

49 F027 007

Attachment 72 
(Part of
49 F027 0A1) ^ -------X

For
installation of 
bearing outer 
race

06U0KX-189

Disassembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

o -r in g , S i
REPLACE 6 9

(5) SELECTIVE

T )  128—177 (13—18, 94—130)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

1. Locknut
Removal........page K-118

2. Idler gear bearing
3. Spacer

4. Idler gear
5. Adjustment shim
6. Idler gear bearing
7. Idler shaft

06U0KX-190

8. Bearing outer race
Removal........page K-118

9. Bearing outer race
Removal........page K-118
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06U0KX-192

Disassembly note 
Lockout
Secure the idler shaft in a vise with the SST;-- then remove the 
locknut.

Note
• Use protective plates to prevent damage to the SST.

Bearing outer race
Remove the bearing outer race from the idler gear with the 
SST

Inspection
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Damaged or worn idler gear.
2. Damaged or worn bearing.

Assembly
1. Press the bearing outer races in with the SST.

2. Install the idler gear bearing onto the idler shaft, then install 
the idler gear, adjustment shim, spacer, and bearing.

3. Secure the idler shaft in a vise with the SST; then tighten 
the locknut to the lower limit of the tightening torque.

Tightening torque: 128 Nm (13 sn-kg, 94 ft-lb)

Note
® Use protective plates to prevent damage to the SST.

K-118
06U0KX-194
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4. Check and adjust the idle gear bearing preload.
(1) Turn the idler gear assembly and SST over, and se

cure the gear in the vice.

Note
• Use protective plates to prevent damage to the idle 

gear.

06U0KX-195

49 FT01 439

(2) Attach the SST and spring scale or torque wrench, and 
measure the preload while tightening the locknut.

Tightening torque:
128—177 N-m (13—18 m-kg, 94—130 ft-lb)

Preload:
0.03—0=9 N-m (0.3—9.0 cm-kg, 0.26—7.8 in-lb)

Value indicated on pull scale:
0.3—9 N (0.03—0.9 kg, 0.066—1.98 lb)

Note
• Read the preload when the idler shaft starts I© turn.

86U07B-345

06U0KX-197

5. If the specified preload cannot be obtained within the speci
fied tightening torque, adjust by selecting the proper ad
justment shims.

Thickness of shim
0.10mm (0.004 in) 0.16mm (0.0063 in)
0.12mm (0.005 in) 0.18mm (0.007 in)
0.14mm (0.006 in) 0.20mm (0.008 in)

Note
• The maximum allowable number off shims is 7.
® Preload is reduced by increasing the thickness of 

the shims, or increased by reducing the thickness 
of the shims.
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BEARING COVER ASSEMBLY
Preparation
SST

49 G019 017 For
installation of oil

Installer, oil seal seal

06U0KX-198

Disassembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

REPLACE

REPLACE © -

06U0KX-199

1. Oil seal 3. O-ring
2. Bearing outer race 4. Bearing cover

Removal.................................page K-121

Disassembly note 
Bearing outer race
Remove the bearing outer race with a pin punch and ham
mer as shown.

Inspection
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Damaged bearing cover.
2. Damaged or worn bushing.

86U07B-348
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Assembly
1. Press the bearing outer race into the cover.
2. Press the oil seal into the cover with the SST.

86U07B-349
BEARING HOUSING 
Disassembly
Remove the bearing outer race with a pin punch and hammer. 

Note
• Install the bearing outer race during reassembly of 

transaxle to adjust the preload.

86U07B-350
Inspection
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Damaged bearing housing.
2. Damaged bearing outer race.

86U07B-351
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TRANSAXLE UNIT (ASSEMBLY)
Preparation
SST

49 G019 017 

Installer, oil seal

For
assembly of 
bearing cover

49G 019 0A5A
:. B  - -

Set, shim selector ” j& T ~ "  ~hr\

' W 1 0
For
selecting 
adjustment shim

49 G019 018 

Selector for 072 

49 G019 0A5A)

For
selecting 
adjustment shim

49 G030 381

Selector for 068 
(Part of
49 G019 0A5A)

For
selecting 
adjustment shim

49 FT01 384

$ ? < *  r  )
49 G019 0A5A) ^ ----- -----------

For
selecting 
adjustment shim

49 F401 384

Collar 
(Part of
49 G019 0A5A)

For
selecting 
adjustment shim

49 F401 385 

(Part of
49 G019 0A5A)

For
selecting 
adjustment shim

49 G019 019

49 G019 0A5A) \ \ \ \ W

For
selecting 
adjustment shim

49 G019 021 

Bolt set
(Part of \ \ \ \ \ \
49 G019 0A5A)

For
selecting 
adjustment shim

49 FT01 515A

Adaptor, preload 
(Part of
49 G019 0A5A)

For
selecting 
adjustment shim

49 D019 001 

49 G019 0A5A)

For
selecting 
adjustment shim

49 0180 510B

Attachment, 
steering worm 
bearing preload 
measuring

For
selecting 
adjustment shim

49 0107 680A (T

Engine stand /  
■#C------ ^

w —

1 For
assembly of 
transaxle

49 G019 0A0 p ------71
Hanger, transaxle J \ l -

For
assembly of 
transaxle

49 G019 001

Body - —r , 
(Part of ^=== 
49 G019 0A0)

——-------- --
\ & © ft 

© © /ll
For
assembly of 
transaxle

49 G019 002 

Stay
(Part of OuT 
49 G019 0A0)

For
assembly of 
transaxle
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49 G019 003

Bolt set 
(Part of 
49 G019 0A0)

For
assembly of 
transaxle

49 G019 0A7A

Compressor set, 
return spring

For
assembly of low 
and reverse 
brake piston

49 G019 024

Body A 
(Part of
49 G019 0A7A)

©
For
assembly of low 
and reverse 
brake piston

49 G019 026 

Plate
(Part of v\ 
49G019 0A7A) ^

For
assembly of low 
and reverse 
brake piston

49 G019 027

Attachment A 
(Part of
49 G019 0A7A)

For
assembly of low 
and reverse 
brake piston

49 G019 028

49G019 0A7A) ^

For
assembly of 
servo piston

49 G019 029 

Nut
(Part of
49 G019 0A7A)

For
assembly of low 
and reverse 
brake piston

49 F027 0A1 

Installer set,

«— e^ 0 \ )

For
assembly of 
bearing

49 F027 007 

Attachment 72
(Part of J j  
49 F027 0A1)

For
assembly of 
bearing outer 
race

49 G030 455 CTlfSk\ 
Holder, diff. side

For
holding diff. side 
gear

49 G019 0A2

Holder, turbine 
shaft

For
holding turbine 
shaft

49 G019 014

Stay r 
(Part of 
49 G019 0A2)

^

For
holding turbine 
shaft

49 G019 015 For
holding turbine 
shaft

49 G019 016

Bolt L / g j  

(Part of ^ W  
49 G019 0A2)

For
holding turbine 
shaft

49 G019 030

Plate 
(Part of
49 G019 0A7A)

For
assembly of 
servo

06U0KX-200
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Precaution
1. If the drive plates or brake bands are replaced with new ones, soak them in ATF for at least two hours 

before installation.
2. Before assembly, apply ATF to all seal rings, rotating parts, O-rings, and sliding parts.
3. All O-rings, seals, and gaskets must be replaced with the new ones provided in the overhaul kit.
4. Use petroleum jelly, not grease, during reassembly.
5. When it is necessary to replace a bushing, replace the subassembly that includes that bushing.
6. Assemble the housing within 10 minutes after applying sealant, and allow it to cure at least 30 minutes 

after assembly before filing the transmission with ATF.
06U0KX-201

Thrust Washer, Bearing, and Race Locations

86U07B-380

Outer diameter of bearing and race

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Bearing 86.0 (3.39) 56.1 (2.21) 62.1 (2.44) 62.1 (2.44) 72.0 (2.83) 56.1 (2.21) 72.1 (2.84)

Race 88.0 (3.46) . . . - 72.0 (2.83) 57.0 (2.21 72.0 (2.83)

Note: Install with petroleum jelly to prevent the thrust bearing or bearing race from falling out.
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Torque specifications

TRANSAXLE Ml \

OIL SEAL, NEW

ROLL PIN, NEW

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)
06U0KX-202
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Torque specifications (Cont’d)

SEAL, NEW

12—18 
(1.2—1.8, 8.7—130)

8—11 N-m —  I 
(80—110 cm-kg, ; vt'-' 
69— Si In-lb)

O-RING, NEW<

41—5S (4.2—5.6, 30—41)
11—14 (1.1—1.4, 8—10)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb) |
06U0KX-203
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Torque specifications (Cont’d)

TRANSAXLE K

36—47 (3.7—4.8, 27—37)

11—15 N-m 
(110—150 cm-kg,' 
95—130 In-lb)

16—24 
(1.6 -2 .4,12-1 .7 )

-7.8—11 N-m 
(80—110 cm-kg, 
69—95 in-lb)

29—39 N-m 
(3.0—4.0 cm-kg, 
22—29 in-lb)

GASKET, NEW

-  19—26 
(1.9—2.6,14—19)

-GASKET, NEW

68—77 (6.9—7.9, 50—57)

-19—26 (1.9—2.6, 14—19)

8.3—11 N-m 
(85—110 cm-kg, 74—95 In-lb)

3ASKET, NEW

GASKET, NEW

8—11 N-m 
(80—110 cm-kg, 
69—95 In-lb)

-7.8—11 N-m
(80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

06U0KX-204
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Procedure
1. Adjust the preload at the output gear bearing and select the adjust shim(s) as described below.

Note
® To adjust the preload, use the SST shown below.

86U07B-353

(1) Press the bearing cover in after aligning it with guide 
bolts as shown.

Tightening torque:
11—14 N-m (110—140 cm-kg, 95—122 in-lb)

(2) Install the converter housing onto the transaxle hanger.
(3) Remove the bearing outer race and adjustment shims 

from the bearing housing. (Refer to page K -1 21.)
(4) Set the output gear assembly into the converter housing.
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76G07B-725

(5) Install the outer race removed in Step (3) to the SST; 
then mount them on the output gear assembly.

Caution
• Eliminate the gap (arrow) by turning A or B of the 

selector.

(6) Set the four SST on the converter housing in the posi
tions shown.

(7) Set the bearing housing on the SST (selector) and in
stall the four SST (bolts); then tighten them to the speci
fied torque.

Tightening torque:
19—26 N-m (1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—18 ft-lb)

(8) Turn the SST (selector) to increase the clearance indi
cated by the arrow with the SST (bars) until it no longer 
turns.

Note
• This is to seat the bearing.

(9) Turn the selector in the opposite direction until the 
preload is eliminated (gap is reduced).

(10) Mount the SST and pull scale or torque wrench on the 
output gear.

(11) Increase the clearance between A and B to obtain the 
specified preload/pull scale reading.

Preload:
0.5—0.9 Nm (5.0—9.0 cm-kg, 4.5—7 in-lb) 

Reading on pull scale:
5—9 N (0.5—0.9 kg, 1.1—1.98 lb)
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Note
• Read the preload when the output gear starts to 

turn.

86U07B-361
(12) Measure the clearance. Select adjustment shim(s) 

equivalent to the measured clearance.

Caution
® Measure the clearance around the entire circumfer

ence, and select shims equivalent to the maximum 
clearance.

• The maximum allowable number of shims is 7.

06U0KX-209

Thickness of shim
0.10mm (0.004 in) 0.18mm (0.007 in)
0.12mm (0.005 in) 0.20mm (0.008 in)
0.14mm (0.006 in) 0.50mm (0.020 in)
0.16mm (0.0063 in)

06U0KX-210
(13) Remove the bearing housing and SST.
(14) Install the required shim(s) and press the bearing race 

into the bearing housing with the SST.

(15) Install the bearing housing.

Tightening torque:
19—26 N-m (1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)

(16) Check that the preload/pull scale reading is within 
specification. If not within specification return to Step (3).

Preload:
0.03—0.9 N-m (0.3—9.0 cm-kg, 0.26—7=81 in-lb) 

Reading on pull scale:
0.3—9 N (0.03—0.9 kg, 0.066—1.98 lb)

(17) Remove the bearing housing and output gear assembly.
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2. Adjust the differential side bearing preload and select the adjustment shim(s) as described below. 

Note
• To inspect and adjust the preload, use the SST shown below.

06U0KX-212

(1) Remove the bearing outer race and adjustment shims 
from the transaxle case. (Refer to page K-69.)

(2) Set the differential assembly into the converter housing.
(3) Install the outer race removed in Step (1) into the SST; 

then set them on the differential assembly.

Caution 
• Eliminate the gap by turning either A or B of the 

selector.

Note
• Install the bolts in the positions shown in the illus

tration on the next page.

06U0KX-214
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(4) Set the six SST in the positions shown.

86U07B-368
(5) Set the transaxie case on the selectors.
(6) Tighten the SST (bolts) to the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
36—52 N-m (3.7—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

(7) Turn the SST (selector) to increase the clearance indi
cated by the arrow with the SST (bars), until it no longer 
turns.

Note
• This is to seat the bearings.
® To turn the SST (B), bend the bar as shown.

(8) Turn the selector in the opposite direction until the 
preload is eliminated (gap is reduced).

86U07B-371
(9) Insert the SST through the oil seal hole of the transaxle 

case and attach it to the pinion shaft.
(10) Mount the SST and pull scale or torque wrench.
(11) Widen the clearance between A and B to obtain the 

specified preload/pull scale reading.

Preload: 0.5 N-m (5 cm-kg, 4 3 in-lb)
Reading on pull scale: 5 N (0.5 kg, 1.1 lb)

Note
® Read the preload when the differential starts to turn.

(12) Measure the clearance between A and B.
(13) Add 0.3mm (0.0118 in) to the measured clearance, 

and select the shim(s) closest in value to that meas
urement.

86U07B-373
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06U0KX-217

Caution
• Measure the clearance around the entire circumfer

ence, and select shims equivalent to the maximum 
clearance.

• The maximum allowable number of shims is 3.

Thickness of shim
0.10mm (0.004 in) 0.20mm (0.008 in)
0.12mm (0.005 in) 0.50mm (0.020 in)
0.14mm (0.006 in) 0.70mm (0.028 in)
0.16mm (0.0063 in) 1.00mm (0.039 in)
0.18mm (0.007 in)

(14) Remove the transaxle case and selector.
(15) Install the required shim(s) and tap the bearing race into 

the transaxle case.

(16) Install the transaxle case.

Tightening torque:
37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

(17) Check that the preload is within specification. If not, re
turn to Step (1).

Preload:
2.9—3.9 N-m (30—40 cm-kg, 26—35 in-lb) 

Reading on pull scale:
29—39 N (3.0—4.0 kg, 6.6—8.8 lb)

(18) Remove the transaxle case.

3. Install the idler gear and output gear as an assembly by 
tapping in with a plastic hammer.

4. Install the bearing housing.
(1) Install the bearing housing and baffle plate.

Tightening torque:
19—26 N-m (1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)

(2) Align the groove on the idle shaft with the matching mark 
on the bearing housing.

(3) Tap the roll pin in with a pin punch and hammer.
5. Apply ATF to the O-rings and install them into the 2-3 ac

cumulator. Then install the 2-3 accumulator piston assembly.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)
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06U0KX-220

6. Install the parking pawl.
(1) Install the parking pawl and shaft.
(2) Install the spring and snap ring.
(3) Move the manual shaft and check that the parking pawl 

operates.

7. Install the parking assist lever and snap ring.

8. Install the actuator support.

Tightening torque:
11—14 N-m (110—140 cm-kg, 96—120 in-lb)

9. Install the manual shaft and manual plate.
(1) Install the manual plate, spacer, washer, and nut.
(2) Tighten the nut to specified torque.

Tightening torque:
41—55 N-m (4.2—5.6 m-kg, 30—41 ft-lb)

(3) Install the bracket.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)
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(4) Install the detent ball, spring, washer and plug; then tight
en the plug.

Tightening torque:
12—18 N-m (1.2—1.8 m-kg, 8.7—13 ft-lb)

10. Install the low and reverse brake piston.
(1) Apply ATF to the inner and outer seals, and install them 

to the low and reverse brake piston.
(2) Face the outer seal lip toward the inside by gently roll

ing it down around the circumference for easier instal
lation into the case.

(3) Install the low and reverse brake piston by pushing even
ly around the circumference, being careful not to dam
age the outer seal.

(4) Install the spring and retainer assembly.

(5) Install the SST in the case.
(6) Compress the spring and retainer assembly.
(7) Install the snap ring with snap-ring pliers.
(8) Remove the SST.
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06U0KX-225

11. Check the low and reverse brake piston operation.
(1) Check that no bubbles come from between the piston 

and seals when applying compressed air through the 
fluid passage.

Caution
® The compressed air must be under 392 kPa (4=0 

kg/cm2, 57 psi) and not applied for over 3 seconds.

12. Install the output shell to the output gear, and install the bear
ing race onto the output shell.

Bearing race outer diameter: 72.0mm (2.83 in)

13. Apply a thin coat of silicone sealant to the contact surfaces 
of the converter housing and transaxle case.

14. Install the O-rings.
15. Install the transaxle case to the converter housing.

Tightening torque:
37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

16. Install the SST to the differential side gear.

Caution
® Failure to instaBl the SST may allow the differential 

side gears to become mispositioned.

17. Temporarily install the SST to hold the turbine shaft.
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18. Install the turbine shaft and 3-4 clutch assembly.
(1) Assemble the turbine shaft and 3-4 clutch assembly.

(2) Check that the thrust bearing and bearing race are in
stalled in the correct position.

(3) Install the turbine shaft and 3-4 clutch assembly into the 
transaxle case.

19. Adjust the SST position so that it contacts and holds the 
turbine shaft.

20. Install the internal gear.
(1) Install the internal gear to the 3-4 clutch drum.
(2) Install the snap ring.

21. Install the carrier hub assembly.
(1) Check that the thrust bearing and bearing race are in

stalled in the correct position.

06U0KX-232
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(2) Hold the turbine shaft with one hand to prevent it from 
rotating.

(3) Install the carrier hub assembly into the 3-4 clutch drum 
by rotating it.

86U07B-401

TURBO NON-TURBO 22. Install the drive and driven plates.

Note
• Installation order:

Non-Turbo
Driven-Drive-Driven-Drive-Driven-Drive-Driven-
Drive

Turbo
Driven-Drive-Driven-Drive-Driven-Drive-Driven-
Drive-Driven-Drive

06U0KX-233
23. Install the retaining plate.
24. Install the snap ring.

06U0KX-234
25. Check the low and reverse brake clearance.

(1) Measure the clearance between the snap ring and the 
low and reverse brake retaining plate.

(2) If the clearance is not within specification, adjust it by 
selecting a proper retaining plate.

Low and reverse brake clearance:
2.1—2.4mm (0.083—0.094 in)

Retaining plate sizes

6.8 (0.268) 7.0 (0.276) 7.2 (0.283)
7.4 (0.291) 7.6 (0.299) 7.8 (0.307)

26. Check the low and reverse brake operation by applying 
compressed air through the fluid passage as shown in the 
figure.

Air pressure: 392 kPa (4.0 kg/cm2, 57 psi)

06U0KX-236
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27. Install the one-way clutch.

(1) Hold the one-way clutch horizontally.
(2) Install it by turning the carrier hub assembly counter

clockwise.
(3) Install the snap ring.

06U0KX-237
28. Install the servo to the transaxle case.

(1) Install the servo spring and servo.
(2) Compress the servo with the SST.
(3) Install the snap ring.
(4) Remove the SST.
(5) Install the piston stem.

29. Install the anchor strut.

Note
® Face the groove upward.

06U0KX-239
30. Install the 2-4 brake band in the transaxle case so that it 

is expanded fully.

Note
® Interlock the 2-4 brake band and anchor strut as 

shown.

06U0KX-240
31. Install the small sun gear and one-way clutch.

(1) Check that the thrust bearing and bearing race are in
stalled in the correct position.

06UQKX-241
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(2) Install the small sun gear and one-way clutch by rotat
ing it.

86U07B-411
32. Install the piston stem in the position while pulling out the 

2-4 brake band with a pliers; then loosely tighten the pis
ton stem by hand.

06U0KX-242
33. Install the clutch assembly.

(1) Check that the thrust bearing is installed in the correct 
position.

06U0KX-243
(2) Install the clutch assembly by rotating it.

86U07B-414
Note
• Measure the height difference between the reverse 

and forward drum and transaxle case.
Non-Turbo: 0.8mm (0.032 in)
Turbo : 3.8mm (0.151 in)

86U07B-415
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34. Install the snap ring into the bottom ring groove of the tur

bine shaft.

06U0KX-244
35. Use the following procedure to adjust the total end play and 

select a suitable bearing race.
(1) Set the thrust bearing onto the clutch assembly.

06U0KX-245
(2) Remove the previous race and gasket.
(3) Set the thickest bearing race (2.2mm [0.087 in]) onto 

the oil pump.
(4) Set the oil pump onto the clutch assembly.

86U07B-419
(5) Measure clearance A between the transaxle case and 

oil pump.
(6) Select a suitable bearing race from the chart below.

Clearance A mm (in) Select this bearing race mm (in)
0.91—1.10 (0.036—0.043) 1.2 (0.047)
0 .71-0 .90  (0.028-0.035) 1.4 (0.055)
0 .51-0 .70  (0.020-0.027) 1.6 (0.063)
0 .31-0 .50  (0.012-0.019) 1.8(0.071)
0.11—0.30 (0.004—0.011) 2.0 (0.078)

0 -0 .1 0  (0-0.003) 2.2 (0.087)

(7) Remove the oil pump.
(8) Place the selected bearing race and a new gasket onto 

the oil pump.
(9) Install the oil pump onto the clutch assembly.

Tightening torque:
19—26 N m (1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)

86U07B-421
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06U0KX-246

36. Adjust the 2-4 brake band.
(1) Loosen the locknut and tighten the piston stem to the 

specified torque.

Tightening torque:
9—11 N-m (90—110 cm-kg, 78—95 in-lb)

(2) Loosen the piston stem 2 turns.
(3) Hold the piston stem and tighten the locknut to the speci

fied torque.

Tightening torque:
25—39 N-m (2.5—4.0 m-kg, 18—29 ft-lb)

37. Install the oil strainer along with a new O-ring to the transaxle.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

38. Install the oil pan along with a new gasket.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (85—110 cm-kg, 74—95 in-lb)

Note
® Attach the magnets inside the pan in the positions 

shown in the illustration.

39. Align the manual valve with the pin on the manual plate, 
and install the control valve body into the transaxle case.

Tightening torque:
11—15 N-m (110—150 cm-kg, 95—130 in-lb)
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06U0KX-250

40. Install the solenoid connector and a new O-ring in the trans
axle case.

41. Install a new O-ring on the bracket; then feed the throttle 
cable through the transaxle case and connect it to the throttle 
lever.

42. Install the throttle cable attaching bolts and bracket.

Tightening torque
® : 8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)
® :  19—26 N-m (1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)

43. Install the control valve body cover along with a new gasket.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (85—110 cm-kg, 74—95 in-lb)

44. Install the oil pipes, oil hoses, and switch box as an assem
bly; then install the harness clips.

Tightening torque
Q w iff th  h f t v 1

16—24 N m (1.6—2.4 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)
Harness clip:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

45. Install the ball, spring, gasket, and a plug.

Tightening torque:
31—47 N-m (3.2—4.8 m-kg, 23—35 ft-lb)

06U0KX-254
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06U0KX-258

46. Install the solenoid connector.

47. Install the pulse generator and ATF thermoswitch.

Tightening torque 
Puise generator:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb) 

ATF thermoswitch:
29—39 N-m (3=0—4.0 m-kg, 22—29 in-lb)

48. Install the inhibitor switch.
(1) Turn the manual shaft to N position.
(2) Install the inhibitor switch and loosely tighten the bolts.
(3) Remove the screw and move the inhibitor switch so that 

the small alignment hole is aligned with the screw hole.
(4) Set the alignment by inserting a 2.0mm (0.079 in) di

ameter pin through the holes.
(5) Tighten the bolts to the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

(6) Remove the pin, install and tighten the screw to specifi
cation.

Tightening torque:
0.4—0.7 N-m (4—7 cm-kg, 3.5—6.0 in-lb)

49. Install the harness with the remaining clip.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

50. Remove the transaxle from the SST.

51. Install the oil level gauge and tube along with a new O-ring 
to the transaxle case.

Tightening torque:
7—10 N-m (70—100 cm-kg, 61—87 in-lb)
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52. Install the oil pump shaft.
53. Install a new O-ring onto the turbine shaft.

06U0KX-260
54. Fill the torque converter with ATF if it has been drained and 

washed.

ATF type: DEXRON-I or M-M

55. Install the torque converter in the converter housing while 
rotating it to align the splines.

Caution
• Hold the torque converter in an erect position when 

filling it with ATF, do not allow the fluid to overflow. 
® If the converter does not fit in easily, do not try to 

force it; install carefully.

56. To ensure that the torque converter is installed accurately, 
measure distance A between the end of the torque con
verter and the end of the converter housing.

(A): 20.6mm (0.81 in)

06U0KX-262
57. Install engine mount No.1

Tightening torque:
68—77 N-m (6.9—7.9 m-kg, 50—57 ft-lb)

06U0KX-263
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TRANSAXLE UNIT (INSTALLATION)
Torque specifications

5—7 Nm
(50—70 cm-kg, 43—61 in-lb)

8—11 N-m 
(80—110 cm-kg, 
69—95 in-lb)

42—57 (4.3—5.8, 31—42)

88—11® (9—12, 65—87)

93—131 (9.5—13.4, 69—97)

67—93 
(6.8—9.5, 
49—69)

•36—54 (3.7—5.5, 27—40) 

36—54 (3.7—5.5, 27—40)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

06U0KX-264
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06U0KX-265

1. Attach a rope at 2 places on the transaxle. Place a flat board 
on a jack and set the transaxle on it.

Caution
• The transaxle is not well balanced; be careful when 

positioning it on the jack.

2. Move the transaxle into plar^ and attach the rope to the
SST.

3. Mount the transaxle to the engine.

Tightening torque:
89—117 N-m (9.1—11.9 m-kg, 66—86 ft-lb)

Note
® Lift the transaxle with the jack while pulling the rope.
• Align the torque converter bolts and drive plate 

holes.

4. Install engine mount No.4 and bracket.

Tightening torque:
Bolt: 36—54 N-m (3.7—5.5 m-kg, 27—40 ft-lb) 
Nut: 64—89 N-m (6.5—9.1 m-kg, 47—66 ft-lb)

86U07B-443
5. Install engine mount No.2.

Tightening torque:
® : 85—117 N-m (8.7—11.9 m-kg, 63—86 ft-lb) 
(D : 67—93 N-m (6.8—9.5 m-kg, 49—69 ft-lb)

86U07B-444
6. Install the crossmember and the left side lower arm as an 

assembly.

Tightening torque:
Bolt: 36—54 N-m (3.7—5.5 m-kg, 27—40 ft-lb) 
Nut: 75—93 N-m (7.6—9.5 m-kg, 55—69 ft-lb)

7. Remove the jack and the rope.
8. Remove the SST.
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9. Install the starter and harnesses.

Tightening torque
(X): 9.8—12 N-m (100—120 cm-kg, 87—104 in-lb) 
(D : 37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 fft-lb)

10. Install the manifold bracket.

Tightening torque
© :  37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 fft-lb) 
© :  37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

11. Install the torque converter nuts.

Tightening torque:
43—61 N-m (4.4—6.2 m-kg, 32—45 ft-lb)

12. Install the end plate.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 em-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

86U07B-447
13. Install the gusset plates and exhaust pipe hanger.

Tightening torque 
Gusset plate:
37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb) 

Exhaust pipe hanger:
19—25 N-m (1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)

14. Replace the clips at the end of the driveshaft and joint shaft 
with new ones.

15. Install the joint shaft and right driveshaft as follows:
(1) Remove the SST (holder) and insert the joint shaft into 

the transaxle.
(2) Mount the joint shaft bracket onto the engine.

(3) Install and tighten the reamer bolts; then install and tight
en the standard bolts.

Tightening torque 
Reamer bolts:
6.9—9.8 N-m (70—100 cm-kg, 61—87 in-lb) 

Standard bolts:
42—62 N-m (4.3—6.3 m-kg, 31.1—45.6 ft-lb)

(4) Pull the front hub outward to connect the driveshaft to 
the joint shaft.

(5) Push the joint from the differential side to securely con
nect the driveshaft to the joint shaft.

Caution
© Do not damage the oil seal. 
q After installation, pull the front hub outward to verify 

that the driveshaft does not come.
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16. Install the left driveshaft as follows:

(1) Pull the front hub outward to insert the driveshaft into 
the transaxle.

(2) Push the joint from the differential side to connect the 
driveshaft to the differential side gear.

Caution 
• Do not damage the oil seal.
• After installation, pull the front hub outward to verify 

that the driveshaft does not come out.

17. Install the lower arm ball joints to the knuckles and tighten 
the bolts and nuts.

Tightening torque:
36 -54  N-m (3.7—5.5 m-kg, 2 7 — 4 0  ft-lb)

18. Install the undercover.
19. Install the stabilizer bar control link as follows:

(1) Install the stabilizer bar control link.
(2) Adjust protrusion A to 20.1 ± 2mm (0.79 ± 0.08 in).
(3) Tighten nuts B to the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)

20. Install the tie-rod ends and new cotter pins.

Tightening torque:
42—57 N-m (4.3—5.8 m-kg, 31—42 ft-lb)

06U0KX-269
21. Connect the oil cooler outlet and inlet hoses as follows:

(1) Align the marks, and slide the oil cooler hoses onto the 
oil cooler pipes at least 30mm (1.181 in).

(2) Install the hose clamps as shown and tighten them as 
specified.

(3) Verify that the hose clamps do not interfere with any oth
er parts.

22. Install the splash shields.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

23. Install the front wheels.

Tightening torque:
88—118 N-m (9—12 m-kg, 65—87 ft-lb)

24. Connect the throttle cable.

Note 
• Adjust the throttle cable with the oil pressure test. 

(Refer to page K-48.)
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25. Connect the selector cable as follows:
(1) Disconnect the selector cable from the selector lever.
(2) Tighten the bolts and the nut.

Tightening torque
Bolts: 16—22 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)
Nut: 44—64 N-m (4.5—6.5 m-kg, 33—47 ft-lb)

(3) Connect the selector cable to the selector lever, and ad
just the selector lever. (Refer to page K-155.)

26. Connect the ground wires to the transaxle case.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—115 cm-kg, 69—99 in-lb)

27. Connect the EC-AT connectors as follows:
(1) Inhibitor switch
(2) Solenoid valve
(3) Pulse generator
(4) ATF thermoswitch

28. Connect the speedometer cable.
29. Install the intercooler hoses as follows: (Turbo)

(1) Air cleaner to turbocharger
(2) Intercooler to throttle body.

Tightening torque 
® : 8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-ib)
® : 64—89 N-m (6.5—9.1 m-kg, 47—66 ft-lb)

30. Install the resonance chamber bracket.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

31. Install the resonance chamber and air cleaner hose.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

32. Install the air cleaner assembly; then connect the airflow me
ter connector and inlet hose.

Tightening torque 
Bolt: 31—40 N-m (3.2—4.1 m-kg, 23—30 in-lb) 
Nut: 8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

33. Connect the distributor lead.
34. Connect the main fuse block.

Tightening torque: 
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

35. Install the battery carrier and battery.

Tightening torque:
9—13 N-m (90—130 cm-kg, 78—113 in-lb)
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96U07B-020

06U0KX-274

36. Pour in ATF and check the following:
(1) With the engine idling, check that the fluid level is in the 

HOT (65°C) range on the dipstick.
(Refer to page K-45.)

(2) Check the manual linkage, and adjust if necessary. 
(Refer to page K-155.)

(3) Check the inhibitor switch operation.
(Refer to page K-40.)

(4) Conduct a road test. (Refer to page K-30.)
(5) Check that there is no fluid leakage from the transaxle. 

(Refer to page K-46.)

OIL COOLER 
Removal
1. Remove the front grille.
2. Disconnect the oil cooler hoses.
3. Remove the oil cooler.

Inspection
Check the following and repair or replace any faulty parts.
1. Cracks, damage, or oil leakage.
2. Bent fins (repair with a screwdriver).

Installation
Install the oil cooler and connect the oil cooler hoses, refer
ring to the Installation note.

Installation note 
Oil cooler
Install the oil cooler.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 69—95 in-lb)

Oil hoses
1. Align the marks, and slide the oil cooler hoses onto the oil 

cooler pipes at least 30mm (1.2 in).
2. Install the hose clamps as shown and tighten them as 

specified.
3. Verify that the hose clamps do not interfere with any other 

parts.
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SHIFT MECHANISM (WITH SH0FT-LOCEC SYSTEM)
SHIFT-LOCK SYSTEM COMPONENTS

TROUBLESHOOTING
Circuit Diagram

K-152
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Diagnosis chart

Problem Possible Cause Action

Selector lever cannot
he moved from P range 
with brake pedal 
depressed and ignition 
switch ON

ROOM 15A fuse burned Install or replace
IGi system malfunction
• Wire harness broken
• Poor connection
• METER 10A fuse burned

Repair or replace 
Connect firmly 
Replace

Ignition switch malfunction Inspect and replace
Stoplight switch remains OFF Inspect and replace
Stoplight system malfunction
• Wire harness broken
• Poor connection
® STOP 15A fuse burned

Repair or replace 
Connect firmly 
Replace

P range switch remains OFF Inspect and replace
P range switch system malfunction
• Wire harness broken (Poor ground)
• Poor connection

Repair or replace 
Connect firmly

Shift-lock actuator malfunction 
• Wire harness broken 
® Poor connection

Inspect and replace 
Repair wiring harness 
Connect firmly

Misadjustment of selector lever or improper assembly of shift-lock 
actuator

Adjust or repair

Selector lever can be 
moved from P range 
with ignition switch 
ON, but without brake 
pedal depressed

ROOM 15A fuse burned Replace
Stoplight switch remains ON Inspect and replace
Shift-lock actuator malfunction Inspect and replace
Misadjustment of selector lever or improper assembly of shift-lock 
actuator

Adjust or repair

Selector lever can be 
moved from P range 
with ignition switch 
OFF and brake pedal 
depressed

ROOM 15A fuse burned Replace
Ignition switch malfunction Inspect and repair
Shift-lock actuator malfunction Inspect and replace
Misadjustment of selector lever or improper assembly of shift-lock 
actuator

Adjust and repair

Shift-lock actuator 
operation heard when 
brake pedal depressed 
with ignition switch ON 
in other than P range

P range switch remains ON Inspect and replace

Selector remains 
locked with emergency 
override button 
operated

Emergency override button not slid fully back Slide fully back and hold 
emergency override button, 
move selector lever

Broken emergency override button Replace
Misadjustment of indicator panel Adjust

Ignition key can be 
turned to LOCK posi
tion with selector lever 
in ranges other than P 
range

Interlock cable
• Disconnected
• Kinked
• Stuck
• Spring damaged

Inspect and replace

Key cylinder malfunction Replace
Ignition key cannot be 
turned to LOCK posi
tion with selector lever 
in P range

Interlock cable 
® Disconnected 
® Kinked
• Stuck
• Spring damaged

Inspect and replace

Key cylinder malfunction Replace
06U0KX-276
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P RANGE SWITCH
inspection 
Continuity
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Remove the screws and remove the selector lever knob.
3. Remove the front console. (Refer to Section T.)
4. Remove the indicator panel.
5. Disconnect the P range switch connector.

06U0KX-277

TO GROUND FROM
SHIFT-LOCK
ACTUATOR

6. Check continuity between the terminals.

Range Push rod Continuity

P
Released Yes

Depressed No
R, D, S, L No

7. If not as specified, replace the P range switch. 
(Refer to page K-160.)

06U0KX-278
8. Adjust the indicator panel. (Refer to page K-156.) 

Install the screws in the order shown in the figure.
9. Install the front console.

10. Install the selector lever knob and tighten the screws.

Tightening torque:
1.5—2.9 N-m (15—30 cm-kgs 13—2® in-lb)

11. Connect the negative battery cable.
12. Check for correct operation of the shift-lock system.

SHIFT-LOCK ACTUATOR
inspection
Terminal voltage and continuity
1. Remove the screws and remove the selector lever knob.
2. Remove the front console. (Refer to Section T.)

Caution
© Disconnect connector B to check continuity be

tween terminal b (harness side) and a ground.

06U0KX-280

CONNECTORB

(Y) (B) (L) 
c b a

FROM
IGNITION
SWITCH

CONNECTOR A

(B) (B) 
b a

FROM 
STOPLIGHT 
SWITCH

FROM 
PRANGE 
SWITCH

TO
P RANGE 
SWITCH

3. Turn the ignition switch ON, and check terminal voltages 
and continuity, referring to the chart next.

4. If not as specified, repair the wire harness and/or shift-lock 
actuator.

06U0KX-281
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Connector Terminal © terminal 

connected to Condition Measurement valve

A a B -b P range, selector lever release button not depressed 00
A b B -b Constant 012

B a B -b Brake pedal released -» depressed Below 1.5V 
-* Approx. 12V

B b (harness side) Body Constant on
B c B -b Ignition switch ON Approx. 12V
B d B -b Ignition switch OFF Approx. 12V

I P I
t l
m

BUTTON NEED NOT
r  n  i ^  BE DEPRESSED
0 0
I d  i 
0  # BUTTON MUST BE DEPRESSED

I S I
0 #
I L |

06U0KX-284

06U0KX-285

•u

06U0KX-286

06U0KX-282

5. Install the front console.
6. Install the selector lever knob and tighten the screws.

Tightening torque:
1.5—2.9 N-m (15—30 ©m-kg, 13—26 in-lb)

7. Check for correct operation of the shift-lock system.
06U0KX-283

SELECTOR LEVER 
Inspection

Caution
• Shift the selector lever from P range to other ranges 

with ignition switch ON and brake pedal depressed.

1. Check that the selector lever can only be shifted as shown 
in the figure.

2. Make sure there is a click at each range when shifted from 
P L range.

3. Check that the position of the selector lever and the indica
tor are exact.

4. Check that the button returns smoothly when used to shift 
the selector.

Adjustment 
Lever position
1. Loosen locknuts A and B and lock bolt C.
2. Shift the selector lever to P range.
3. Shift the transaxle to P range by moving the manual shaft 

of the transaxle.
4. While holding the selector lever forward in P range, tighten 

lock bolt C to the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 67—95 in-lb)

5. Turn locknut A by hand until it just touches the spacer.
6. Tighten locknut B to the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
8—11 N-m (80—110 cm-kg, 67—96 in-lb)

7. Shift the selector lever to N range.
8. With the button on the selector lever knob pressed, push 

the selector forward with a force of 20 N (2 kg, 4.4 lb) and 
check the amount of movement (a) at the selector lever 
knob.
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9. Pull the selector lever back with the same force and check 
the amount of movement (b).

0. Verify that the stroke difference of (a) and (b) is within specifi
cation.

Stroke difference: 8mm (0.315 in) max.

Note
® If not within specification, return to Step 1.

1. Check the selector lever operation.
(Refer to Inspection Section.)

Indicator panel
1. Remove the selector lever knob and the front console.
2. Shift the selector lever to P range.
3. Loosen the indicator screws.
4. Align the alignment hole in the slider with the hole in the 

indicator panel. Install a suitable pin to hold the slider.

5. Tighten the indicator screws in the order shown in the figure.
6. Remove the pin.
7. Verify that the selector lever properly aligns with the indica

tor in each range.
8. Install the front console and the selector lever knob.

Shift-lock System Operation Inspection 

Caution
® Service with engine OFF.

Shift-lock system
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Verify that the selector lever is in P range.
3. Without the brake pedal depressed, verify that the selector 

lever cannot be shifted from P range.
4. Depress the brake pedal. Verify that the selector lever can 

be shifted from P range.
5. Shift the selector lever to R range.
6. Verify that the ignition key cannot be turned to LOCK po

sition.
7. Shift the selector lever to P range.
8. Verify that the ignition key can be turned to LOCK position.
9. If not as specified, inspect and repair as necessary, refer

ring to Troubleshooting.

K-156
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Emergency override button
1. Verify that the selector lever is locked in P range.
2. Sliding back and hold the emergency override button. 

Verify that the selector lever can be shifted from P range.
3. If not as specified, inspect and repair as necessary, refer

ring to Troubleshooting.
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Removal I Inspection / Installation
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.
3. Inspect all parts and repair or replace as necessary.
4. Install the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.
5. Connect the negative battery cable and check the selector lever operation and shift-lock system opera

tion. (Refer to pages K-155, 156)

1. Selector lever knob
2. Upper plate
3. Rear console
4. Front console
5. Indicator panel

Installation...............................page K-159
6. Cable insulator No.2
7. Interlock cable (lever side)

Removal.................................page K-159
Installation...............................page K-159

8. Selector cable (lever side)

9. Selector lever assembly
10. Rubber
11. Side cover
12. Engine control unit
13. Front duct
14. Control relay connector
15. Cable insulator No.1
16. Steering wheel
17. Column cover
18. Interlock cable (steering wheel side)

Removal.................................page K-159
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Removal note 
Interlock cable (lever side)
1. Shift the selector lever to N range.

Caution
• Do not loosen locknut B, it is factory preset for prop

er shift-lock system operation.

2. Loosen locknut A.

06U0KX-291
Interlock cable (steering wheel side)
1. Remove the lower panel and instrument panel.

(Refer to Section T.)
06U0KX-292

Installation note 
Interlock cable (lever side)
1. Shift the selector lever to N range.
2. Tighten the locknut A.

Tightening torque:
9.8—15 Nm (1.0—1.5 m-kg, 7.2—11 ft-lb)

3. Check shift-lock system operation.
(Refer to page K-156, Steps 5 to 8.)

4. Adjust the selector lever position.
(Refer to page K-155.)

Indicator panel
1. Shift the selector lever to P range.
2. Align the alignment hole in the slider with the hole in the 

indicator panel. Install a suitable pin to hold the slider.
3. Install the indicator panel.
4. Tighten the indicator screws in the order shown in the figure.
5. Removal the pin.
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Overhaul 

Note 
• Do not remove the bushing or P range switch if not necessary.

1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure.
2. Inspect all parts and repair or replace as necessary.
3. Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to Assembly Note.

2.0—2.9 N m 
(20—30 cm-kg, 17—26 in-lb;

— <D

10) 12—17 (1.2—1.7, 8.7—12)

THREAD LOCKING COMPOUND 
0.7—'1.2 N-m (7 -13  cm-kg, 6—11 In-lb)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)
06U0KX-295

1. Cover
2. Shift-lock actuator

Installation..............
3. Assist plate
4. Spring plates
5. Spring
6. Pin
7. Spacer
8. Seal plate
9. Upper lock lever

Inspect for damage

10. Spindle
11. Lock washer 

page K-161 12. Nut
13. Bushing

Inspect for damage and wear
14. Lower lock lever
15. Select lever

Inspect for smooth operation
16. Clip
17. T-joint
18. P range switch

K-160



SHIFT MECHANISM (WITH SHIFT-LOCK SYSTEM) K
Assembly note 
Shift-lock actuator
1. Verify that the overlap between the guide pin and the lock 

lever is within specification with the selector lever pushed.

Specification: 6—8mm (0.237—0.315 in)

06U0KX-296
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HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT K
L RANGE; 2ND GEAR, ABOVE APPROX. 110 km/h (68 mph)

86U07B-478
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M INDEX

1. Front axle
Preinspection............. ............ page M- 5
Removal..................... ............ page M- 6
Disassembly............... ............ page M- 8
Inspection.................. ............ page M- 9
Assembly................... ............ page M- 9
Installation.................. ........ . page M-11

Rear axle
Preinspection............. ............ page M-14

Drum Brake
Removal..................... ............. page M-15
Disassembly............... ............. page M-16
Inspection.................. ............. page M-16
Assembly................... ............ page M-17
Installation.................. ............. page M-18

Disc Brake
Removal..................... ............ page M-19

M—2
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Driveshaft
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TJ; Tripod joint



OUTLINE, TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE m

OUTLINE
SPECIFICATIONS

Item
Model Turbo Non-Turbo

Length of joint mm (in) MTX 363.0 (14.29) 363.0 (14.29)
(between centers of joints) ATX 348.8 (13.71) 355.5 (14.00)

Shaft diameter mm (in)
MTX 24.0 (0.94) 24.0 (0.94)
ATX 26.0 (1.02) 24.0 (0.94)

16U0MX-001

LENGTH OF JOINT
------------------------------------------=*«

SHAFT DIAMETER

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Problem Possible Cause Remedy Page

Faulty operation of Broken ball joint Replace M-28
driveshaft Broken tripod joint Replace M-31

Worn or seized joint Replace M-28, 31

Abnormal noise from Insufficient grease in joint or spline Add or replace M-30, 31
driveshaft Excessive backlash on spline Replace M-28, 31

Worn joint Replace M-28, 31

Steering wheel pulls. Bent steering linkage Refer to Section N —

(Steering wheel pulls Fatigued coil spring Refer to Section R —

toward either right or Lower arm bushing worn or damaged Refer to Section R —

left side) Bent knuckle Replace M- 8
Bent lower arm or loose mounting Refer to Section R —

Incorrect toe-in adjustment Refer to Section R —

Improper tire air pressure Refer to Section Q —

Unevenly worn tires (left and right tires) Refer to Section Q —

Brake dragging Refer to Section P —

Unstable handling Bent steering linkage Refer to Section N —

Joint in steering system worn or damaged Refer to Section N —

Incorrect steering pinion preload adjustment Refer to Section N . —

Fatigued coil spring Refer to Section R —

Faulty shock absorber(s) Refer to Section R —

Lower arm bushing worn or damaged Refer to Section R —

Incorrect toe-in adjustment (front or rear) Refer to Section R —

Improper tire air pressure Refer to Section Q —

Wheel(s) bent or unbalanced Refer to Section Q —

Excessive steering Faulty front wheel bearing Adjust M - 8
wheel play Incorrect steering pinion preload adjustment Refer to Section N —

Rack and pinion worn Refer to Section N —

Joint in steering system worn or damaged Refer to Section N —

Lower arm bushing worn or damaged Refer to Section R —

M -3



M  TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE, FRONT AXLE

Problem Possible Cause Remedy Page

Tires excessively Incorrect toe-in adjustment Refer to Section R —

worn or worn un Improper tire air pressure Refer to Section Q —

evenly Unbalanced wheel(s) Refer to Section Q —

Abnormal noise from 
axle

Faulty wheel bearing Replace M -8,16,20

16U0MX-011

FRONT AXLE
PREPARATION
SST

49 0118 850C 

Puller, ball joint

For
removal of tie-rod 
end

49 G033 1A1 V p f e l K .  

Puller set,

For
removal and 
installation of 
front wheel hub

49 G033 102

Handle 
(Part of 
49 G033 1A1)

For
removal and 
installation of 
front wheel hub

49 G033 104

Body 
(Part of 
49 G033 1A1)

For
removal and 
installation of 
front wheel hub

49 G033 105

Attachment 
(Part of
49 G033 1A1) ------^

For
removal and 
installation of 
front wheel hub

49 G033 106 

Attachment
(Part of k ^ ~ —  
49 G033 1A1)

For
removal and 
installation of 
front wheel 
bearing

49 G033 107 

Install, dust cover

For
assembly of 
front axle

49 H026 103 

Support block

For
assembly of 
front axle

49 G030 797

Handle 
(Part of 
49 G030 795)

For
removal and 
installation of 
wheel bearing

49 F027 007 

Attachment 72

For
assembly of 
front axle

49 V001 795 ^ E 5 |  

Installer, oil seal

For
installation of 
oil seal

06U0MX-005

M—4



FRONT AXLE M
WHEEL HUB, STEERING KNUCKLE
Preinspection
Wheel bearing play
1. Jack up the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
2. Check that there is no abnormal noise and that the tire ro

tates smoothly when rotated by hand.

06U0MX-006
3. Remove the wheel.
4. Remove the caliper assembly and suspend it using a rope.

69G09X-012
5. Position a dial indicator against the wheel hub, then push 

and pull the disc plate by hand in the axial direction and 
measure the end play of the wheel bearing.
If the end play exceeds specification, replace the wheel 
bearing.

Maximum end play: 0.2mm (0.0079 in)

6. Install the caliper assembly.

Tightening torque:
78—98 N-m (8.0—10.0 m-kg, 58—72 ft-lb)

7. Install the wheel.

Tightening torque:
88—118 N-m (9.0—12.0 m-kg, 65—87 ft-lb)

M—5



FRONT AXLE

Removal
Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.

1. Locknut
Removal.....................................page M-6

2. Canper assembly
Removal.....................................page M-7

3. Disc plate
4. Tie-rod end

Removal.....................................page M-7

5. Stabilizer
Removal................... ....

6. Lower arm
7. Wheel speed sensor (ABS)

Removal........................
8. Knuckle

page M-7 

page M-7

Removal note 
Locknut
1. Uncrimp the tab of the locknut.

M-6
O6UOMX-OO8



FRONT AXLE M
Caliper assembly
Remove the caliper assembly and suspend it.

Tie-rod end
Disconnect the tie-rod end with the SST.

Stabilizer
Remove the stabilizer bolt.

Wheel speed sensor (ABS)
Remove the speed sensor.

M-7



FRONT AXLE

Disassembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

06U0MX-009

1. Oil seal 3. Retaining ring 5. Dust cover
2. Front wheel hub 4. Front wheel bearing 6. Knuckle

Removal.......... page M-8 Removal............ page M-9

Disassembly note 
Front wheel hub
Remove the front wheel hub with the SST.

06U0MX-010
Note
• If the bearing inner race remains on the front wheel 

hub, grind a section of the bearing inner race to ap
prox. 0.5mm (0.0197 in).
Then remove it with a chisel.

M-8
86U09X-086



FRONT AXLE M

86U09X-016

86U09X-098

Front wheel bearing
Remove the front wheel bearing with the SST.

Inspection
Check as described below, replace parts if necessary.
1. Check the knuckle for cracks or damage.

2. Check the front wheel hub for seizure, cracks or damage.

3. Check the dust cover for cracks or damage.

Assembly
1. Install new hub bolts. (If applicable)
2. Install a new dust cover with the SST.

06U0MX-012

M—9



FROWT AXLE

3. Install a new front wheel bearing with the SST.

86U09X-018
4. Install the retaining ring.
5. Install a new oil seal with the SST.

6. Install the front wheel hub with the SST.

86U09X-020

M—10



Installation
Torque Specifications

FRONT AXLE M

93—117 (9.5—11.9, 69—86)

16—23 (1.6—2.3, 12—17)

16—23 (1.6—2.3, 12—17),

16—23 (1.6—2.3, 12—17) 

78—98 (8.0—10.0, 58—72)

LOCKNUT, NEW 
235—319 (24.0—32.5, 174—235)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)
06U0MX-013

1. Loosely tighten the knuckle to the shock absorber when in
stalling.

2. Install the lower arm ball-joint.

Tightening torque:
36—54 N-m (3.7—5.5 m-kg, 27—40 ft-lb)

3. Install the driveshaft.

16U0MX-021

M—11



m FRONT AXLE
4. Install the stabilizer.

Dimension: 18.1— 22.1mm (0.72—0.87 in)

Tightening torque:
16—23 Mm (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-ib)

96U09X-017
5. Install the wheel speed sensor. (ABS)

Tightening torque:
16—23 Mm (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-ib)

6. Install the tie-rod ends and new cotter pins.

Tightening torque:
42—57 N-m (4.3—5.8 m-kg, 31—42 ft-lb)

7. Install a new wheel hub locknut.

Tightening torque:
235—319 N-m (24.0—32.5 m-kg, 174—235 ft-lb)

8. Check the end play. (Refer to page M-5.) 

Maximum end play: 0.2mm (0.0079 in)

9. Stake the locknut to groove.
10. Install the caliper assembly.

Tightening torque:
78—98 N-m (8.0—10.0 m-kg, 58—72 ft-lb)

11. Install the wheel.

Tightening torque:
88—118 N-m (9.0—12.0 m-kg, 65—87 ft-lb)

12. Lower the vehicle and install the knuckle to the specified 
torques with the vehicle unladen.

Tightening torque:
93—117 N-m (9.5—11.9 m-kg, 69—86 ft-lb)

13. Inspect front wheel alignment and adjust it as necessary.

M—12



REAR AXLE M
REAR AXLE
PREPARATION 
SST

49 0259 770B 

Wrench, flare nut

For
removal and 
installation of 
brake pipe

49 G033 102 

Handle

For
removal and 
installation of rear 
wheel bearing

49 G026 101

Replacer, bearing V Q v A  })

For
removal of rear 
wheel bearing

49 G026 102 

Replacer, bearing

I f

For
assembly of rear 
wheel bearing

49 G026 103

Support block J ) \ \ /

For
removal of rear 
wheel bearing

49 H026 103 

Support, block

For
assembly of rear 
wheel bearing

49 F026 102

Installer, bearing ^  J  j

For
installation of 
oil seal

49 0839 425C

Puller set, 
bearing

O ©

For
removal of 
sensor rotor 
(ABS)

49 F027 007

Attachment for 
bearing <f>72

For
removal of 
sensor rotor 
(ABS)

49 H026 101A 

Sensor rotor

For
installation of 
sensor rotor 
(ABS)

49 G030 797 

Handle

For
installation of rear 
wheel bearing

16U0MX-012

M-13



M REAR AXLE

Preinspection
Wheel Bearing Play
1. Jack up the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
2. Check that there is no abnormal noise and that the tire ro

tates smoothly when rotated by hand.

06U0MX-016
3. Remove the wheel.
4. Remove the caliper assembly and suspend it using a rope. 

(Disc)

96U09X-008

DRUM BRAKE DISC BRAKE

/fe ir
* * *

96U09X-501

5. Position a dial indicator against the hub cap, then push and 
pull the disc plate or brake drum by hand in the axial direc
tion and measure the end play of the wheel bearing.
If the end play exceeds specification, replace the wheel 
bearing.

Maximum end play: 0.2mm (0.0079 in)

6. Install the caliper assembly. (Disc)

Tightening torque:
45—67 Nm (4.6—6.8 m-kg, 33—49 ft-lb)

7. Install the wheel.

Tightening torque:
88—118 N-m (9.0—12.0 m-kg, 65—87 ft-lb)

86U09X-029

M—14



REAR AXLE M
DRUM BRAKE TYPE 
Removal
Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.

2 ) REPLACE

06U0MX-017

1. Hub cap
2. Locknut
3. Brake drum
4. Parking brake cable

5. Brake pipe
Removal.

6. Back plate
7. Trailing link

8. Lateral link 
page M-15 9. Shock absorber

10. Knuckle spindle
11. Brake shoe assembly

Removal note 
Brake pipe
Disconnect the brake pipe with the SST.

M-15



M REAR AXLE

Disassembly

1. Oil seal
2. Retaining ring

3. Rear wheel bearing
Removal..................................

4. Brake drum

Disassembly note 
Rear wheel bearing
Remove the rear wheel bearing with the SST.

06U0M$019

page M-16

Inspection 
Knuckle Spindle
1. Cracks or damage.
2. Wear or rust on the oil seal contact surface.

M-16
06U0MX-021



REAR AXLE M

61G09X-036

Brake Drum
Wear or damage to brake drum.

Note 
• Remove minor rust with sandpaper

Assembly
1. Install a new rear wheel bearing with the SST.

2. Install the retaining ring.
3. Install a new oil seal with the SST.

Note 
• Apply grease to the oil seal lip.

M -17



M REAR AXLE

Installation
1. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.

Caution
• Loosely tighten the knuckle and the lateral links when installing. Lower the vehicle and tight

en nuts and bolts to the specified torques with the vehicle unladen.

2. After installation, adjust the parking brake lever stroke. (Refer to Section P.)
3. Inspect rear wheel alignment and adjust it as necessary.

Torque Specifications

13—22 (1.3—2.2, 9.4—16)

93-117
(9.5—11.9, 69—86)

| ^ ^ \ 78_ 117 (8 0_11 9 58—86)

45—59 (4.6—6.0, 33—44)

LOCKNUT, NEW 
98—177
(10—18, 73—130)

HUB CAP, NEW

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)
16U0MX-023

Installation note 
Brake pipe
1. Connect the brake pipe with the SST.

Tightening torque:
13—22 N-m (1.3—2.2 m-kg, 9.4—16 ft-lb)

2. Bleed the air. (Refer to Section P.)

End play
Measure the end play. (Refer to page M-14.)

M-18



REAR AXLE M
DISC BRAKE 
Removal
Remove in the order shown in the figure.

1. Hub cap
2. Locknut
3. Parking brake cable
4. Caliper assembly
5. Disc plate
6. Wheel speed sensor (ABS)

16U0MX-013

7. Dust cover
8. Trailing link
9. Lateral link

10. Shock absorber
11. Knuckle spindle

M—19



M REAR AXLE

Disassembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

16U0MX-014

1. Oil seal
2. Sensor rotor (ABS)

Removal...................................page M-20
3. Retaining ring

4. Rear wheel bearing
Removal...................................page M-20

5. Disc plate

Disassembly note 

Note
• Do not remove the hub bolts unless necessary.
• Do not reuse the hub bolts if removed.

Sensor rotor (ABS)
Remove the sensor rotor with the SST.

Note
• Do not remove the sensor rotor unless necessary. 
® Do not reuse the sensor rotor if removed.

Rear wheel bearing
Remove the rear wheel bearing with the SST.

Note
® Do not reuse the rear wheel bearing if removed.

86U09X-085

M-20



REAR AXLE M
Inspection
Check as described below, replace parts if necessary.
1. Check the hub for cracks or damage.

2. Check the sensor rotor for cracks or damage.

3. Check the knuckle spindle for cracks or damage, and the 
oil seal friction surface for wear or rust.

4. Check the dust cover for damage.
5. Check the hub cap for damage.

Assembly
1. Install new hub bolts.

M—21



m REAR AXLE

2. Install a new sensor rotor with the SST. (ABS)

(

86U09X-046

86U09X-048

3. Install a new rear wheel bearing with the SST.
4. Install the retaining ring.

5. Install a new oil seal with the SST. 

Note
• Apply grease to the oil seal lip.

M—22



REAR AXLE M

Installation
1. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.

Caution
• Loosely tighten the knuckle and the lateral links when installing. Lower the vehicle and tight

en nuts and bolts to the specified torques with the vehicle unladen.

2. After installation, adjust the parking brake lever stroke. (Refer to Section P.)
3. Inspect rear wheel alignment and adjust it as necessary.

Torque Specifications

Installation note 
End play
Measure the end play. (Refer to page M-14.) 

Maximum end play: 0.2mm (0.0079 in)

M—23



M DRIVESHAFT

DRIVESHAFT
PREPARATION 
SST

49 0118 850C 

Puller, ball joint

§ »
For
removal of 
tie-rod end

49 0839 425C

Puller set, 
bearing

For
removal of front 
wheel hub

49 G030 455 C T T fS k

Holder, diff. m f , 
side gear

For
holding diff. 
side gear

49 G027 003

Holder, diff. 
side gear

For
holding diff. 
side gear

49 H034 2A0

Lower arm ( Y  j  f N O
bushing puller & V
installer

For
support of 
bracket

49 H034 201

Support block (C  V  ]  
(Part of \  \\ /  
49 H034 2A0)

For
support of 
bracket

49 F026 102 

Installer, bearing

For
removal of 
bearing and rear 
oil seal

49 G030 795 

Installer, oil seal

For
installation of 
front oil seal and 
bearing

06U0MX-036
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DRIVESHAFT i f

DRIVESHAFT DOUBLE OFFSET JOINT, DRIVESHAFT
TRIPOD JOINT
Preinspection
Boot
Check the boots on the driveshaft for cracks, damage, grease 
leakage or loose boot bands. Replace if necessary.

86U09X-089
Twisted or Cracked
Check that the driveshaft is not twisted or cracked. 
Replace if necessary.

86U09X-090

M—25



m DRIVESHAFT

Removal
Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.

1. Wheel
2. Tie-rod end

Removal...................................page M-26
3. Stabilizer
4. Lower arm
5. Splash shield

16U0MX-016

6. Locknut
Removal...................................page M-27

7. Driveshaft
Removal...................................page M-27

8. Joint shaft
Removal.................................. page M-27

9. Transaxle

Removal note 
Tie-rod end
Disconnect the tie-rod end with the SST.

M-26



DRIVESHAFT M
Locknut
Applying the brakes, raise the locknut tab and remove the 
locknut.

16U0MX-003
Driveshaft
1. If the driveshaft is stuck to the front wheel hub and can’t 

be removed, use the SST to push the shaft out.

Note
• Do not damage the boot or the oil seal.

2. Disconnect the driveshaft from the transaxle with a prybar. 

Note
• Do not damage the boot or the oil seal.

16U0MX-005
3. Install the SST to hold the side gear after removing the 

driveshaft.

16U0MX-006
Joint shaft
As shown in the figure, insert a pry bar between the driveshaft 
and the joint shaft and tap on the bar to uncouple them.

86U09X-056
M-27
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Disassembly (DOJ)
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

Note
® Clamp the shaft In a vice. Use protectors in the vice to avoid damage.
° Do not allow dirt or foreign matter in the Joint during disassembly or assembly.
® Do not disassemble the ball-joint at the wheel side. Do not wipe the grease off Sf there Ss no 

problem.
• Do not remove the clip used to secure the outer ring to the ball-joint at the differential side 

if there is no problem.
If the clip is removed, replace it with a new one.

16U0MX-017

1. Boot band
2. Clip

Removal
3. Outer ring
4. Snap ring

Removal
(Refer to Section P)

Disassembly note 
Clip
1. Make matching marks on the driveshaft and outer ring for 

proper reassembly.

Note
® Mark with paint, do not use a punch.

2. Remove the clip.

5. Ball joint
Removal........ page

page M-28 6. Boot band
7. Boot

Removal........ page
page M-29 8. Boot band

9. Boot
-29 Removal.........page M-29

10. Shaft and ball joint 
assembly 

-29 11. Clip
12. Sensor rotor

06U0MX-042
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DRIVESHAFT M
Snap ring
1. Make matching marks on the driveshaft end and inner ring.
2. Remove the snap ring using snap ring pliers.

86U09X-092
Balls, inner ring and cage
1. Make matching marks on the inner ring and cage.

Note
• Mark with paint, do not use a punch.

2. Turn the cage approximately 30°, then pull it away from 
the inner ring.

86U09X-060
Boot
1. Wrap the shaft splines with tape.
2. Remove the boot.

69G09X-120
Inspection
Wash the parts. Check and replace all damaged parts.
1. Twisted, bent, or damaged shaft.
2. Worn or scored splines.
3. Worn, rusted, or damaged outer ring.

06U0MX-043
Assembly
Boot
Wrap the shaft splines with tape before installing the boot.

06U0MX-044
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MATCHING
MARKS SNAP RING

« = #
©

16U0MX-024

Note
® The wheel side and differential side boots are differ

ent as shown in the figure.
® Fill the inside of the bail joint with the specified 

grease included in the kilo
® Securely fit the boot to the shaft and the outer race 

boot grooves.

Balls, inner ring and cage
1. Align the matching marks and install the balls.

Caution
• Install the cage with the larger diameter facing the 

snap ring groove. If installed wrongly, the driveshaft 
may become disengaged-

2. Install the cage, inner ring, and ball assembly to the 
driveshaft in the direction shown in the figure.

3. Install a new snap ring in the driveshaft snap ring groove.

4. Apply molybdenum disulfide grease to the joint.

Note
® Do not use other than specified grease.

Boot Band
Tighten the boot band.

Note
• Use a new band.
® Fold the band in the direction opposite the forward 

rotation of the driveshaft.

1. Fold the band back by pulling on the end of the band.

2. Bend the locking clip to lock the end of the band.

M—30
86U09X-097



DRIVESHAFT M
Disassembly (TJ)
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

1. Boot band 4. Boot
2. Tripod joint assembly 5. Boot band

Removal........ page M-31 6. Boot band
3. Boot band 7. Boot

8. Shaft and ball joint assembly
9. Clip

10. Sensor rotor
(Refer to Section P)

Disassembly note 
Tripod joint assembly
1. Remove the snap ring using snap ring pliers, then remove 

the tripod joint.
2. Disassemble the joint shaft assembly.

M-31
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Inspection
Check and replace any faulty parts.
1. Twisted, bent, or damaged shaft.
2. Wear or scoring of splines.
3. Wear, excessive looseness, seizure, rust, or damage of 

bearing.
4. Checking, damage, or deterioration of boots.
5. Excessive play or heat damage of joint shaft bearing.

Assembly
Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to As
sembly Note.

Assembly note

Note
® The wheel side and differential side boots are differ

ent as shown in the figure.
® Fill the inside of the ball Joint with the specified 

grease included in the kit.
® Securely fit the boot to the shaft and the outer race 

boot grooves.

Tripod joint
Install the snap ring to the joint.

Clip
Install a new clip.

M—32



DRIVESHAFT M
Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.

Caution
® Loosely tighten the lower arm when installing. Lower the vehicle and tighten all nuts and bolts 

to the specified torques with the vehicle unladen.

Torque Specifications

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

16U0MX-026

Installation note 
Drive shaft

Note
® Before installing the shaft, check the transaxle oil 

seal for damage.
® Apply transaxle oil to the oil seal lip.

16U0MX-007

M-33
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Front wheel hub
After installation, pull the front wheel hub outward and check 
that the driveshaft does not come out.

Stabilizer
Lock the nut with 20.1 ± 2mm (0.79 ±  0.08 in) of the threads 
exposed.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 fWb)

Oil
Add the specified grade and quantity of transaxle oil. 
(Refer to Sections J1, K.)

M—34
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JOINT SHAFT 
Disassembly / Assembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note. 
Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to Assembly Note.

1. Clip
2. Joint shaft
3. Oil seal
4. Oil seal

16U0MX-019

5. Bearing
Removal...................................page M-35
Assembly.................................page M-35

6. Bracket

Disassembly note 
Bearing
Remove the shaft and bearing with the SST and press. 

Caution
• Hold the shaft and the bearing with one hand so that 

it does not fall.

16U0MX-020

Assembly note 
Bearing
1. Install the shaft and a new bearing with the SST and press.
2. Install new oil seals.
3. Install a new clip.

06U0MX-054
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m DRIVESHAFT
Front wheel hub
After installation, pull the front wheel hub outward and check 
that the driveshaft does not come out.

Stabilizer
Lock the nut with 20.1 ± 2mm (0.79 ±  0.08 In) of the threads 
exposed.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)

Oil
Add the specified grade and quantity of transaxle oil. 
(Refer to Sections J, K.)

M—36
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JOINT SHAFT 
Disassembly / Assembly
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note. 
Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to Assembly Note.

1. Clip
2. Joint shaft
3. Oil seal
4. Oil seal

06U0MX-052

5. Bearing
Removal..................................page M-37
Assembly................................page M-37

6. Bracket

Disassembly note 
Bearing
Remove the shaft and bearing with the SST and press.

Caution
• Hold the shaft and the bearing by hand does not 

drop.

06U0MX-053
Assembly note
Bearing
1. Install the shaft and a new bearing with the SST and press.
2. Install new oil seals.
3. Install a new clip.

06U0MX-054

M-37
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M INDEX

1. Tie-rod end boot
Removal I Installation..........page N-12

2. Steering wheel and column
Removal............................. page N-15
Disassembly / Assembly.....page N-17
Installation..........................page N-19

3. Steering gear and linkage
Removal............................. page N-22
Installation..........................page N-23
Disassembly....................... page N-24, 38
Assembly...........................page N-29, 41

4. Oil pump
Removal I Installation................ page N-50
Disassembly I Assembly........... page N-52
Inspection.................................page N-53

Note
o Engine speed sensing power steering Is abbreviated ESPS.

N-2



INDEX N
ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED POWER STEERING (ECPS)

STEERING WHEEL 
PLAY: 0—30mm (0—1.18 in)

■

16U0NX-003

1. Tie-rod end boot
Removal / Installation................ page N-12

2 Steering wheel and column
Removal...................................page N-15
Disassembly / Assembly........... page N-17
Installation................................page N-19

3. Steering gear and linkage
Removal...................................page N-22
Disassembly.............................page N-44
Assembly..................................page N-47
Installation................................page N-23

4. Oil pump
Removal / Installation................ page N-50
Disassembly / Assembly........... page N-52
Inspection.................................page N-53

5. Electrical components of electronically- 
controlled power steering............ page N-54

Circuit diagram.........................page N-54
Troubleshooting guide............. page N-54
Troubleshooting.......................page N-54

Note
• Electronically - controlled power steering is abbreviated ECPS.

N-3
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OUTLINE
SPECIFICATIONS

Item Specifications

Steering wheel
Outer diameter mm (in) 380 (15.0)

Turns lock-to-lock ESPS: 3.0 
ECPS: 2.9

Steering shaft and joints

Shaft type Collapsible

Joint type Cross joints (2)

Tilt stroke mm (in) 40 (1.6)

Steering gear
Type Rack and pinion

Gear ratio oo (infinite)

Power steering fluid
Capacity

liter (US qt, Imp qt)
ESPS: 0.9 (0.95, 0.80) 
ECPS: 1.0 (1.06, 0.98)

Type DEXRON-H or M-ffl
16U0NX-004
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TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE N

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Problem Possible Cause Remedy Page

Steering “heavy” Poor lubrication, foreign material, or abnormal wear of 
steering ball joint
Stuck or damaged lower arm ball joints 
Improper steering pinion preload 
Damaged steering gear 
Malfunction of steering shaft joint 
Improperly adjusted wheel alignment 
Malfunctioning steering gear 
Incorrect tire pressure
Loose or damaged oil pump drive belt (Power steering) 
Low fluid level or air in fluid (Power steering)
Leakage of fluid (Power steering)
Insufficient oil pump pressure (Power steering) 
Malfunctioning electrical system*

Lubricate or replace

Replace
Adjust
Repair or replace
Replace
Adjust
Repair or replace 
Adjust
Adjust or replace
Add fluid or bleed air
Replace
Replace
Replace

N-12

Section R 
N-22 
N-20 
N-14 

Section R 
N-20 

Section Q 
N - 8 
N - 8 
N - 9 
N-10 
N-54

Steering wheel pulls to 
one side

Incorrect tire pressure 
Unevenly worn tires 
Weakened front spring
Worn or damaged stabilizer and/or lower arm bushing 
Dragging brake 
Loose lower arm
Improperly adjusted wheel alignment

Adjust
Replace
Replace
Replace
Repair
Tighten
Adjust

Section Q 
Section Q 
Section R 
Section R 
Section P 
Section R 
Section R

General instability while 
driving

Incorrect tire pressure 
Damaged or unbalanced wheel 
Worn or damaged steering joints 
Improper steering pinion preload 
Weakened front coil spring
Worn or damaged stabilizer and/or lower arm bushing 
Malfunctioning shock absorber 
Improperly adjusted wheel alignment

Adjust
Adjust or replace
Replace
Adjust
Replace
Replace
Replace
Adjust

Section Q 
Section Q 

N-14 
N-22 

Section R 
Section R 
Section R 
Section R

“Shake” occurs 
(Steering wheel vibrates 
up/down)

Excessive tire and wheel runout 
Loose lug nuts 
Unbalanced wheel(s)
Cracked or worn engine mount rubber 
Cracked or worn transmission mount rubber

Replace
Tighten
Adjust or replace
Replace
Replace

Section Q 
Section Q 
Section Q 
Section B 
Sections J1,J2, 

K
“Shimmy” occurs 
(Steering wheel vibrates 
left/right)

Cracked or worn steering gear mount rubber 
Loose steering gear mounting bolts 
Stuck or damaged steering ball joint 
Excessive tire and wheel runout 
Loose lug nuts 
Unbalanced wheel(s)
Incorrect tire pressure 
Unevenly worn tires 
Malfunction of shock absorber 
Loose shock absorber mounting bolts 
Stuck or damaged lower arm ball joint 
Cracked or worn suspension bushings 
Damaged or worn front wheel bearing 
Improperly adjusted front wheel alignment

Replace
Tighten
Replace
Replace
Tighten
Adjust or replace
Adjust
Replace
Replace
Tighten
Replace
Replace
Replace
Adjust

N-20 
N-20 
N-12 

Section Q 
Section Q 
Section Q 
Section Q 
Section Q 
Section R 
Section R 
Section R 
Section R 
Section M 
Section R

Excessive steering 
wheel play

Worn steering gear 
Worn or damaged steering joints 
Worn or damaged lower arm bushing 
Loose gearbox housing mounting bolts 
Worn linkage or tie-rod ball joint

Replace
Replace
Replace
Tighten
Replace

N-22 
N-14 

Section R 
N-20 
N-12

Poor steering wheel 
return

Incorrect tire pressure
Stuck or damaged steering joints
Improperly adjusted front wheel alignment
Improper steering pinion preload
Ball joint not operating smoothly
Steering shaft contacting something

Adjust
Replace
Adjust
Adjust
Replace
Repair

Section Q 
N-14 

Section R 
N-22 
N-12 
N-14

‘ Only for electronically-controlled power steering



M TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Problem Possible Cause Remedy Page

Abnormal noise from 
steering system

Loose oil pump 
Loose steering gear 
Loose oil pump bracket 
Loose oil pump pulley nut 
Belt loose/tight 
Air intake
Malfunction inside steering gear 
Malfunction of oil pump
Obstruction near steering column or pressure hose 
Loose steering linkage 
Worn steering joints

Tighten
Tighten
Tighten
Tighten
Adjust
Bleed air
Repair or replace
Adjust
Repair or replace 
Tighten or replace 
Replace

N-50 
N-20 

Section B 
N-50 
N- 8 
N-10 
N-22 
N-50 
N-14 
N-20 
N-14

Excessively light 
steering at high speed*

Malfunctioning electrical system Repair or replace N-54

*Only for electronically-controlled power steering
16U0NX-005
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ON-VEHICLE MAINTENANCE N
ON-VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
STEERING WHEEL PLAY
With the wheels in the straight-ahead position, gently turn the 
steering wheel to the left and right and check that the play 
is within specification.

Play: 0—30mm (0—1.18 in)

Note
• If play exceeds specification, either the steering 

joints are worn or backlash of the steering gear is
excessive.

LOOSENESS OR PLAY OF STEERING WHEEL
Move the steering wheel in directions ® , © , and @ to check 
for column bearing wear, steering-shaft joint play, steering 
wheel looseness, and column looseness.

96 U10X-006
STEERING WHEEL EFFORT
Power Steering
1. With the vehicle on a hard level surface, move the steering 

wheel to put the wheels in the straight-ahead position.
2. Start the engine and warm the power steering fluid to 

50—60°C (122—140°F).
3. Attach a pull scale to the outer edge of the steering wheel 

spoke. Then, starting with the wheels in the straight-ahead 
position, check the steering effort required to turn the steer
ing wheel to the left and to the right.

4. If the measured value exceeds specification, check the fol
lowing: fluid level, air in system, fluid leakage at hose or con
nections, function of oil pump and gear box, and tire 
pressure.

Steering wheel effort:
ESPS Type 

26—31 N (2.6—3.2 kg, 5.7—7.0 lb)
ECPS Type

17—23 N (1.7—2.3 kg, 3.7—5.1 lb)

16U0NX-006
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ON-VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

Note (ECPS)
® Steering effort can be varied by the slid© switch on 

the power steering control unit (approx. 10% vari
ation at 10 km/h (6.2 mph) or more).

If heavier steering effort is required: H setting 
If lighter steering effort is required: L setting

POWER STEERING FLUID LEVEL 
Check the power steering fluid level, and add fluid to the speci
fied level if necessary.

Caution
® Use only the specified power steering fluid.

LOOSE OR DAMAGED OIL PUMP BELT
Check the oil pump belt for looseness or damage. Adjust or
replace if necessary.
To check the oil pump belt tension, apply moderate pressure 
(98 N, 10 kg, 22 ib) midway between the pulleys. Check the 
deflection, and adjust if necessary.
1. Loosen the locknut on the idler pulley.
2. Turn the adjusting bolt on the idler pulley until the correct 

tension is obtained.
3. Tighten locknut and recheck the tension.

Tightening torque:
31—46 N-m (3.2—4.7 m-kg, 23—34 ft-lb)

96U10X-011
Drive belt

Deflection
New Used

Power steering oil 
pump drive belt

8—10mm 
(0.31-0.39 in)

9—11mm 
(0.35-0.43 in)



ON-VEHICLE MAINTENANCE N
LEAKAGE OF POWER STEERING FLUID
Check the following points for fluid leakage:
1. Gear
2. Oil pump
3. All fluid pipes and connections
4. Solenoid valve (ECPS)

Note
• Start the engine, and check for fluid leakage after turning the steering wheel completely to 

the left and right to apply fluid pressure. Do not keep the steering wheel in the fully turned 
position for more than 15 seconds.

• The points where fluid leakage may occur are indicated by the arrows in the figure.

N—9
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INSPECTION / ADJUSTMENT
PREPARATION
SST

49 1232 670A

Gauge set, power ___
steering

For
measurment of 
fluid pressure

49 B032 302

Adapter 0 = 0 H

For
measurment of 
fluid pressure

49 H002 671 ^
ip & E T D C Z zriB B a

Adapter, power 
steering gauge

.....................................................

For
measurment of 
fluid pressure

16U0NX-009

16U0NX-010

BLEEDING OF POWER STEERING SYSTEM
1. Check the fluid level, and add fluid if necessary.
2. Turn the steering wheel fully in both directions five (5) times 

(engine not running).
3. Recheck the fluid level. If the level has lowered, add fluid, 

and repeat from step 1.

4. Start the engine, and run it at idle.
5. Turn the steering wheel fully in both directions five (5) times 

to bleed the air from the system.
6. Check that the fluid is not foamy and that the fluid level has 

not lowered.
If a problem is found, add fluid as necessary and repeat 
from Step 5.

Note
® if bleeding Is not done completely, the following 

problems may appear:
•Foamy fluid on level gauge.
«Noise from power steering oil pump.

POWER STEERING PRESSURE
1. Disconnect the high-pressure hose from the gear housing 

side, and attach the SST.

Tightening torque:
39—49 N-m (4.0—5.0 m-kg, 29—36 ft-lb)

N-10
96U10X-016
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TO OIL PUMP

0

iiywL

TO GEAR
HOUSING

16U0NX-011

THERMOMETER (50—60°C [122—140°F])

16U0NX-012

2. Bleed the air from the system.
3. Open the gauge valve fully, then start the engine and turn 

the steering wheel fully left and right to raise the fluid tem
perature to 50—60°C (122—140°F).

4. To measure the fluid pressure generated by the oil pump, 
close the gauge valve completely and increase the engine 
speed to 1,000—1,500 rpm. If the fluid pressure is low, 
replace the oil pump assembly.

Warning
• Do not keep the valve closed for more than 15 sec

onds, the fluid temperature will increase excessively 
and damage the oil pump.

Oil pump fluid pressure:
7.355—7,846 kPa
(75—80 kg/cm2, 1,066—1,138 psi)

5. To measure the fluid pressure at the gear housing, first open 
the gauge valve completely, increase the engine speed to 
1,000—1,500 rpm, and then turn the steering wheel fully 
to the left and right.

Warning
• Do not keep the steering wheel in the fully turned 

position for more than 15 seconds, the fluid tem
perature will rise excessively and damage the oil 
pump.

Gear housing fluid pressure:
7.355—7,846 kPa
(75—80 kg/cm2, 1,066—1,138 psi)

If the fluid pressure is low, repair or replace the gear box.
6. Remove the gauge set, and install and tighten the high- 

pressure hose to the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
31—36 N-m (3.2—3.7 m-kg, 23—27 fft-lb)

7. Bleed the air from the system. (Refer to page N-10.)

N-11



i TIE-ROD END BOOT

TIE-ROD END BOOT
PREPARATION
SST

REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
1. Jack up the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
2. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to installation Note.
4. Tighten all nuts and bolts to the specified torque, referring to the figure.

N*m (m-kg, ft-lb) 
16U0NX-014

1. Lug nuts 3. Tie-rod end 5. Boot
2. Wheel 4. Nut

N-12



TIE-ROD END BOOT N

96U10X-021

Removal Note 
Tie-rod end
Separate the tie-rod end from the knuckle using the SST.

Nut
Before removing the nut from the tie-rod end, make a refer
ence mark for installation.

Boot
Secure the tie-rod end in a vise. Place a chisel against the boot 
and hold it at the angle shown. Remove the boot by tapping 
with a hammer.

Caution
• Be careful not to scar the part where the boot is at

tached to the tie-rod end.

Installation Note 
Boot
Put a small amount of grease (lithium base, NLGI No. 2) into 
the new boot and set it onto the SST. Press the boot onto the 
tie-rod end with a press.

96U10X-022



STEERING WHEEL AND COLUMN
STRUCTURAL VIEW

i l _________________STEERING WHEEL AMD COLUMN

16U0NX-015

1. Horn cap 6. Switch panel 11. Intermediate shaft
2. Locknut 7. Lower panel 12. Dust boot
3. Steering wheel 8. Duct 13. Key interlock cable
4. Column cover 9. Universal joint
5. Combination switch 10. Steering shaft assembly

N-14



STEERING WHEEL AND COLUMN M

86U10X-037

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Remove the horn pad from the steering wheel.
3. Remove the locknut.

4. Remove the steering wheel with a suitable puller. 

Caution
• Do not subject the steering shaft to severe impact 

in the axial direction when removing or installing 
the steering wheel.

5. Remove the column cover.
6. Disconnect the ignition switch connector.
7. Remove the combination switch.

8. Remove the lower panel and switch panel.
9. Remove the duct.

10. Remove the bolt connecting the universal joint and steer
ing shaft.

N-15



N STEERING WHEEL AND COLUMN

11. Remove the nuts from the lower bracket of the steering shaft.

12. Remove the bolts from the upper bracket of the steering 
shaft.

13. Remove the key interlock cable.
14. Remove the steering shaft assembly.

15. Remove the bolts from the intermediate shaft.

16. Remove the dust cover assembly.
17. Remove the intermediate shaft.

N-16



STEERING WHEEL AND COLUMN

DISASSEMBLY / ASSEMBLY
1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.
2. Assemble in the reverse order of removal, referring to Assembly Note.

16U0NX-017

1. Steering lock bolt 2. Steering shaft

Disassembly Note 
Steering lock
Use a chisel to make a groove in the head of the steering lock 
installation screws. Remove the screws with a screwdriver; then 
remove the steering lock.

86U10X-044
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Assembly Note 
Steering look
Install the steering lock onto the jacket. Install new steering 
lock mounting screws, and tighten them until the heads break 
off.

Caution
• Check the operation of the lock while tightening the 

steering lock mounting screws.

INSPECTION
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.

Shaft
1. Wear of column bushing.

2. Length of steering column.

Length: 609.6—611.6mm (24.0—24.1 In)

3. Damage of column.

Intermediate Shaft and Universal Joint 
Looseness, abnormal noise, or sticKing while rotating.

Dust Boot
Damage or deterioration.

Steering lock assembly (Automatic transaxle only)
Verify that the cable connector does not move when the key 
is in the LOCK position and that it moves freely with the key 
in other positions.

N—18
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INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal. 

Torque Specifications

18—26 (1-8—2.7, 13—20)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)
06U0NX-013

N-19
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STEERIM© GEAR AND LINKAGE
STRUCTURAL VIEW

POWER STEERING

06U0NX-017

1. Oil pressure switch connector 4. Steering shaft universal joint
2. Pipes 5. Mud flaps
3. Tie-rod ends

N-20
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PREPARATION
SST

49 G032 3A0 0
@ C-BM  ^

Repair set, power c----------1 E —*
steering m c =  0  ®  
(Part of czd cczzd® ! ^
49 G032 3A0)

For
repairing power 
steering

49 G032 307 

Remover body oil 

(p iit of
49 G032 3A0) \ | / - ---- —

For
removal of oil 
seal

49 F032 303

Handle 
(Part of
49 G032 3A0) ^

For
removal of 
spacer and oil 
seal

49 G032 308 For
installation of oil 
sealInstaller,

oil seal |s§pj
(Part of 
49 G032 3A0)

49 G032 301

Attachment f j  
(Part of W  
49 G032 3A0)

For
removal of 
spacer and oil 
seal

49 G032 309

Protector, 
pinion shsft 
(Part of 
49 G032 3A0)

For
installation of oil 
seal

49 G032 302

Attachment Q  
(Part of ©  
49 G032 3A0)

For
removal of oil 
seal and bearing

49 G032 310

Installer, ( r f | .............. —
oi! seal & spacer 
(Part of 
49 G032 3A0)

For
installation of 
spacer and oil 
seal

49 G032 303

Handle d ......... E ftSaa i
(Part of ..........
49 G032 3A0)

For
removal of oil 
seal and bearing

49 G032 311 

Installer guide,
oil seal & spacer IJJJJJJH  

49G032 3A0)

For
installation of 
spacer and oil 
seal

49 G032 304 ^  

Installer oil seal 

49 G032 3A0)

For
installation of oil 
seal

49 G032 312

Installer, bearing |“ T 1 

49aG032 3A0) ---------

For
installation of 
bearing

49 G032 305

Protector, rack --- -----------------
(Part of 
49 G032 3A0)

For
removal and 
installation of rack

49 G032 313

Installer, oil seal ....- - ^ jp ... |

49 G032 3A0)

For
installation of oil 
seal

49 G032 306

(Part of 
49 G032 3A0)

For
removal of 
oil seal

49 G032 334 

Installer, oil seal

For
installation of oil 
seal

N-21
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49 G032 335

Installer, oil seal / K > —

For
installation of oil 
seal

49 H032 321A

Hexagon wrench R M  J 

49 G032 3A0)

For
removal and 
installation of 
adjusting cover

49 D032 316

Protector O f  iLj} 

49 G032 3A0)

For
installation of 
adjusting cover

49 G032 3A1 j*  
Joint hose

u ^ T \

For
hermetic
inspection

49 G032 317 n

(Part of \  
49 G032 3A1) /  ^

For
hermetic
inspection

49 G032 319

Adapter < r \,  
(Part of VgSI! 
49 G032 3A1)

For
hermetic
inspection

49 0180 51 OB

Attachement,
preload

For
measurement of 
pinion torque

16U0NX-018

REMOVAL

Note
® The power steering fluid will leak out when the re

turn hose or the pressure hose is disconnected. Pre
pare a suitable container for it to drain into.

1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Disconnect the pressure switch connector.
3. Raise the vehicle on a lift or safety stands, and remove the 

front wheels.
4. Disconnect the power steering hose and pipe.

5. Disconnect the tie-rod ends from the knuckles with the SST.
6. Remove the steering shaft universal joint.

86U10X-053
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7. Remove the mud flap.
8. Remove the mounting bolts and the steering gear.
9. Remove the steering gear.

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal.

Torque Specifications

39—59 (4—6, 29—43)

18—26 (1.8—2.7, 13-20)

REPLACE

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)
86U10X-055

N—23
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DISASSEMBLY (ESPS [Except Part No. GN31])
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

Caution
• In order to prevent the entrance of dirt, ail disassembly and assembly should be done in a 

clean area.
• Before disassembly, plug all pipe fittings, and thoroughly clean the steering gear and linkage.

REPLACE
(fa  >ES»

16U0NX-019

1. Oil pressure switch 11. Adjusting cover 21. Rack
2. Oil pipe 12. Spring 22. Oil seal
3. Tie-rod end 13. Pressure pad 23. Spacer
4. Tie-rod end locknut 14, Snap ring 24. Oil seal
5. Spring clamp 15. Housing cover 25. Lower bearing
6. Boot wire 16. Lower bearing locknut 26. Oil seal
7. Boot 17. Pinion shaft and control valve 27. Needle bearing
8. Tie-rod assembly 28. Seal ring
9. Lock pin 18. Oil seal 29. O-ring

10. Adjusting cover locknut 19. Upper bearing 30. Mounting bracket
20. Rack bushing assembly 31. Mounting rubber mount

N—24
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Disassembly Note 
Steering gear and linkage
Secure the gear and linkage in a vise.

Caution
• Insert protective material (such as copper plates) 

in the jaws of the vise.

86U10X-122
Tie-rod ends
Before removing the tie-rod ends, make a mark for proper in
stallation.

Tie-rod
1. Remove the tie-rod from rack.
2. Remove the roll pin with a pin-punch and hammer.

Adjusting cover
1. Remove the locknut from the adjusting cover.
2. Remove the adjusting cover with the SST.
3. Remove the spring and pressure pad.

Housing cover
1. Cut away the staked areas with a drill.
2. Remove the housing cover.

86U10X-123

86U10X-126

N—25
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Pinion shaft
1. Remove the locknut.
2. Set the gear housing assembly on a press and remove the 

pinion shaft assembly as shown in the figure.

86U10X-127
Rack bushing
1. Cut away the staked areas with a drill.
2. Remove the rack bushing.

86U10X-128

86U10X-129

Rack and oil seal at tube side
1. Slide the SST over the rack from the gear housing side.

Note
• If the rack is removed without using the SST, there 

is the possibility that the rack housing may be 
damaged by the rack teeth.

2. Install the SST to the threaded part of the rack at the tube
side.

3. Remove the oil seal at the tube side by pulling out the rack.

Spacer and oil seal at housing side
1. Insert the SST from the pinion housing side so that it con

tacts the spacer.

86U10X-131

N—26
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4a
86U10X-132

2. Set the SST against the SST inserted in step 1.
3. Secure the gear housing in a vise.
4. Drive the spacer and oil seal out of the housing.

Lower bearing
Drive the lower bearing out of the housing with the SST.

Oil seal and needle bearing
1. Insert the SST so that it contacts the needle bearing.
2. Drive the oil seal and needle bearing out with the SST bar.

INSPECTION
Check for the following and replace any necessary parts.

Pinion shaft assembly
1. Pinion shaft teeth wear or damage.
2. Control valve damage, clogging, or wear.

Rack bushing
Wear or damage.

86U10X-136
N—27
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Bearing
Wear, damage, and operation.

Oil pipe
Clogging or damage.

Tie-rod and tie-rod end
1. Tie rod damage.
2. Tie-rod ball joint damage and operation.
3. Tie rod-end damage and operation.

Pressure pad and spring
1. Pressure pad damage.
2. Spring damage.

86U10X-140
Rack
1. Rack cracking, damage, or wear of teeth.
2. Seal ring holder wear or damage.
3. Rack piston side corrosion.

N—28
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Gear housing and boots
1. Gear housing cracking or damage.
2. Boot cracking or tearing.

ASSEMBLY (ESPS [Except Part Mo. GN81J) 
Torque Specifications_________________

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb) 
16U0NX-021

N—29
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Mounting bracket and rubber
1. Install the mounting rubber.
2. Tap the mounting bracket on with a plastic hammer.

86U10X-143
O-ring and seal ring
1. Apply AFT to the O-ring and seal ring.
2. Install the O-ring in the ring groove of the rack.
3. Install the seal ring in the groove of the rack.

Note
• Be careful not to cut or otherwise damage the edge 

of th<§ s@si ring.

4. Compress the seal ring by hand to fit it into the groove.

Needle bearing
1. Apply grease to the end of the SST.
2. Apply ATF to the needle bearing.
3. Set the needle bearing on the SST.

Note
© When installing the needle bearing to the SST, in

stall the embossed side first.

4. Insert the needle bearing and the SST into the housing.

86U10X-146
5. Set the housing on a press and press in the bearing.

N-30
86U10X-147
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Oil seal
1. Apply grease to the end of the SST.
2. Apply ATF to the oil seal.
3. Set the oil seal on the SST.

4. Insert the oil seal and the SST into the housing.

5. Set the housing on a press and press in the seal.

Spacer and pinion housing side oil seal
1. Apply grease to flat surface of the spacer.

2. Connect the oil seal to the grease coated surface of the 
spacer.

3. Apply ATF to the inside and outside of the spacer and oil 
seal.

N-31
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4. Set the spacer and oil seal on the SST.

86U10X-153
5. Insert the SST from the tube side.

86U10X-154
6. Install and tighten the SST nut against the tube.
7. Turn the SST shaft in as far as it will go to push in the seal 

and spacer.
8. Remove the SST.

86U10X-155

49 G032 305

Rack
1. Apply grease (lithium base, NLGI No.2) to the friction sur

face and teeth of the rack.
2. Slide the SST over the rack and slide it in from the tube side.
3. Remove the SST.

86U10X-156
Oil seal (Rack)
1. Apply ATF to the oil seal and slide it on the rack.

86U10X-157

N—32
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2. Set the SST on the rack.
3. Turn the SST as far as it will go to push the oil seal into 

the tube.
4. Remove the SST.

96U10X-076
Rack bushing
1. Install the rack bushing assembly in the rack housing.

Tightening torque:
88—98 N-m (9—10 m-kg, 65—72 ft-lb)

Note
• The oil seal is pushed to the correct position in the 

rack housing by tightening the rack bushing.

96U10X-077
2. Stake the rack housing at two points approx 1.5 mm (0.06 

in) from the end with a hammer and center punch.

86U10X-160
Hermetic inspection
1. Connect the SST to the cylinder housing.
2. Connect a vacuum pump to the SST.
3. Apply 400 mmHg (15.7 inHg) vacuum.
4. Verify that vacuum is held for at least 30 sec. If not, check 

the seal and assembly.

86U10X-161
Lower bearing
1. Secure the gear housing in a vise so that the lower bearing 

bore faces upward.
2. Apply ATF to the lower bearing, then install it in the housing.
3. Press the bearing into the gear housing with the housing 

cover. Tighten the cover until resistance suddenly increases.

16U0NX-048
N—33
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Pinion shaft assembly
1. Apply grease (lithium base, NLGI No. 2) to the teeth of the 

pinion shaft.
2. Apply ATF to the seal ring and the friction surface of the 

control valve.
3. Install the pinion shaft in the housing.

Note
• Be careful not do damage the oil seal by the teeth 

of the pinion.
® Be careful not to damage the edge of the seal ring 

and control valve.

Upper bearing
Apply ATF to the upper bearing, then install it.

86U10X-164
Oil seal
1. Apply ATF to the oil seal, and fill inside the lip with grease 

(lithium base, NLGI No. 2).
2. Slide the SST over the serrations of the pinion shaft as

sembly.
3. Slide the oil seal over the SST and position it in the housing.

4. Tap the oil seal in with the SST until the snap ring installa
tion groove in the housing is just visible.

Note
® Apply uniform force to the oil seal when Installing.

86U10X-166
Snap ring
Install the snap ring.

Note
® Verify that the snap ring is correctly seated in the 

ring groove of the housing.

(

86U10X-167
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Locknut
1. Temporarily install the tie-rod on the tube side of the rack.
2. Invert the housing and install the locknut on the pinion shaft. 

Turn it until the tie-rod contacts the tube.
3. Tighten the locknut.

Tightening torque:
39—49 N-m (4.0—5.0 m-kg, 29—36 ft-lb)

Housing cover
1. Apply thread sealant to the housing cover threads.
2. Install the housing cover.

Tightening torque:
44—54 N-m (4.5—5.5 m-kg, 33—40 ft-lb)

3. Stake between the rack housing and housing cover at two 
points with a center punch.

Pressure pad
1. Secure the gear housing in a vise so that the pressure pad 

position faces upward.
2. Apply grease (lithium base NLGI No. 2) to the rack sliding 

surface of the pressure pad, then install it in the housing.
3. Install the pressure pad.

Adjusting cover
1. Set the rack in the center position.
2. Tighten the adjusting cover to 9.8 N-m (100 cm-kg, 7.2 

ft-lb), then loosen it.
3. Tighten again to 4.9 ± 0.5 N-m (50 ± 5 cm-kg, 3.6 ±

0.4 ft-lb), and then return it 45°.
4. Apply thread sealant to the exposed threads of the adjust

ing cover.

N—35
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5. Install and tighten the locknut.

Tightening torque:
49—5® N-m (5.0—6.0 m-kg, 36—43 ft-ib)

Tie-rod
1. Secure the rack in a vise.
2. Install the tie-rod onto the rack.

Tightening torque:
123—143 N-m (12.5—14.5 m-kg, 91—105 ft-lb)

3. Tap in a new lock pin.

Boot
1. Apply grease to the inner surface of the small end of the 

boot.
2. Install the boot. Wrap a new wire around the large end of 

the boot twice and then twist it 4 to 4.5 times. Bend the twist
ed part toward the mounting bracket.

Note
® Be careful not to break the boot wire.

3. Install the spring clamp on the small end of the boot. 

Tie-rod end
Align with the marks made before disassembly, and tighten 
the nut.

N—36
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Oil pipe
1. Secure the mounting bracket in a vise so that the oil pipe 

connections face upward.
2. Install the oil pipes.

Oil pressure switch
1. Install the pressure switch O-ring in the gear housing.
2. Install the oil pressure switch.

Tightening torque: 
31—36 N-m (3=2—3.7 *kg, 23—27 ft-lb)

N—37
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DISASSEMBLY (ESPS [Paris No. QN81])
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

Caution
• In order to prevent the entrance of dirt, all disassembly and assembly should be done in a

clean area.
o Before disassembly, plug all pipe fittings, and thoroughly clean the steering gear and linkage.

(

16U0NX-024

9. Adjust cover
10. Spring
11. Pressure pad
12. Oil pipe
13. Mounting bracket
14. Mounting rubber mount
15. Steering gear and housing assembly

1. Oil pressure switch
2. Tie-rod end
3. Tie-rod end locknut
4. Spring clip
5. Boot wire
6. Boot
7. Tie-rod
8. Adjust cover locknut

N—38
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Disassembly Note 
Steering gear and linkage
Secure the gear and linkage in a vise.

Caution
• Insert protective material (such as copper plates) 

in the jaws of the vise.

Tie-rod ends
Before removing the tie-rod ends, make a mark for proper in
stallation.

Adjusting cover
1. Remove the locknut from the adjusting cover.
2. Remove the adjusting cover with the SST.
3. Remove the spring and pressure pad.

INSPECTION
Check for the following and replace any necessary parts. 

Oil pipe
Clogging or damage.

Tie-rod and tie-rod end
1. Tie rod damage.
2. Tie-rod ball joint damage and operation.
3. Tie rod-end damage and operation.

86U10X-122

86U10X-139
N—39
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Pressure pad and spring
1. Pressure pad damage.
2. Spring damage.

86U10X-140
Boots
1. Boot cracking or tearing.

16U0NX-026
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ASSEMBLY (ESPS [Part No. GN81J) 
Torque Specifications

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)
16U0NX-027

Mounting bracket and rubber
1. Install the mounting rubber.
2. Tap the mounting bracket on with a plastic hammer.

86U10X-143

N—41
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Pressure pad
1. Secure the gear housing in a vise so that the pressure pad 

position faces upward.
2. Apply grease (lithium base NLGI No. 2) to the rack sliding 

surface of the pressure pad, then install it in the housing.
3. Install the pressure pad.

86U10X-171
Adjusting cover
1. Set the rack in the center position.
2. Tighten the adjusting cover to 9.8 N-m (100 cm>kg, 7.2 

ft-lb), then loosen it.
3. Tighten again to 4.9 ± 0.5 N-m (50 ± 5 cm-kg, 3.6 ±

0.4 ft-lb), and then return it 45°.
4. Apply thread sealant to the exposed threads of the adjust

ing cover.

96U10X-079
5. Install and tighten the locknut.

Tightening torque:
49—59 N-m (5.0—6.0 m-kg, 36—43 ft-lb)

Tie-rod
1. Secure the rack in a vise.
2. Install the tie-rod onto the rack.

Tightening torque:
123—143 N-m (12.5—14.5 m-kg, 90.6—105 ft-lb)

96U10X-080
Boot
1. Apply grease to the inner surface of the small end of the 

boot.
2. Install the boot. Wrap a new wire around the large end of 

the boot twice and then twist it 4 to 4.5 times. Bend the twist
ed part toward the mounting bracket.

Note
• Be careful not to break the boot wire.

3. Install the spring clamp on the small end of the boot.
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Tie-rod end
Align with the marks made before disassembly, and tighten 
the nut.

Oil pipe
1. Secure the mounting bracket in a vise so that the oil pipe 

connections face upward.
2. Install the oil pipes.

Oil pressure switch
1. Install the pressure switch O-ring in the gear housing.
2. Install the oil pressure switch.

Tightening torque:
31—36 N m (3.2—3.7 m-kg, 23—27 ft-lb)

86U10X-179

N—43
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DISASSEMBLY (ECPS)
Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.

Caution
• Because adjustment of the spool waive Is not possible, do not disassemble the gear box for 

spool valve repairs. If repairs are necessary, replace the gear box assembly.
® in order to prevent the entrance of dart, all disassembly and assembly should be done In a 

clean area.
® Before disassembly, plug the pipe fittings, and thoroughly clean the steering gear and linkage.

16U0NX-028

1. Pipe 6. Boot wire 11. Spring
2. Solenoid valve 7. Boot 12. Pressure pad
3. Tie-rod end 8. Tie-rod 13. Oil seal
4. Tie-rod end locknut 9. Adjusting cover locknut 14. Mounting bracket
5. Spring clamp 10. Adjusting cover 15. Mounting rubber
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Disassembly Note 
Steering gear and linkage
Secure the mounting part of the removed gear and linkage 
in a vise.

Caution
• Insert protective material (such as copper plates) 

in the jaws of the vise.

Tie-rod ends
Before removing the tie-rod ends, make a mark for proper in
stallation.

Oil pipe
Mark the pressure and return pipes and the valve case for 
proper installation. Remove the pipes.

Solenoid valve
Remove the solenoid valve.

Tie-rods
1. Uncrimp the washer as shown in the figure.
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2. Remove the tie-rod from the rack.

Locknut and adjusting cower
Loosen the locknut and remove the adjusting cover, spring, 
and pressure pad.

Oil seal
Remove the oil seal with a screwdriver.

INSPECTION (ECPS)
Check for the following and replace any necessary parts.
1. Cracked, damaged, or deteriorated boots.
2. Worn pressure pad friction surface.
3. Loose or sticking tie-rod ball joint.
4. Bent or damaged tie-rod or tie-rod end.

5. Cracked or damaged gear housing.
6. Steering gear oil leakage.

96U10X-087
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ASSEMBLY (ECPS) 
Torque Specifications

29—39 (3.0—4.0, 22—29)

29—39 (3.0—4.0, 22—29)

29—39 (3.0—4.0, 22—29)

29—39 (3.0—4.0, 22—29)

15—25 (1.5—2

3.9—4.9 N-m 
(40—50 cm-kg,

©
) I 39—49 (4.0—5.0, 29—38) 

78—98 (8.0—10.0, 58—72)

34-44  (3.5—4.5, 25—33) 69—98 (7.0—10.0, 51—72)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)
16U0NX-030

1. Install the oil seal with a suitable pipe.
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2. Install the pressure pad and spring in the gear housing.

96U10X-089
3. Apply thread sealant to the threads of the adjusting cover.
4. Install the adjusting cover to the gear housing and tighten 

it as specified; then loosen it 35°.

Tightening torque:
4.5—5.5 Mm (45—55 cm-kg, 39—48 in-lb)

96U10X-090

49 0180 51 OB
5. Measure the pinion torque with the SST.

Pull scale: 1,000—1,400 g (35.3—49.4 oz)

6. If the pinion torque is not within specification, readjust the 
adjusting cover.

96U10X-091
7. Lock the adjusting cover with the locknut.

Tightening torque:
40—50 N-m (4—5 m-kg, 29—36 ft-ib)

96U10X-092
8. Set the housing in a vise and install the end washer. Tight

en the tie-rod.

Tightening torque:
78—98 N-m (8—10 m-kg, 58—72 ft-ib)

Caution
® insert protective materiai (such as copper plates) 

in the Jaws of the vise.

N-48
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9. Stake the washer in two places with a punch.

96U10X-094
10. Install the boot. Wrap a new wire around it twice and twist 

it 4 to 4.5 times.

Caution
Be sure that the boot is not twisted or dented.

16U0NX-052
11. Install the tie-rod ends, aligning them with the marks made 

before disassembly.

96U10X-096
12. Install the solenoid valve and pressure switch.
13. Align the oil pipes with the marks made before disassem

bly, then tighten them.

96U10X-097



OIL PUMP

OIL PUMP
PREPARATION
SST

49 W023 585A

Adjust wrench, oil 
pump pulley

For
removal of oil 
pump pulley

49 F032 301

Hanger, oil pump 
body

For
disassembly and 
assembly of oil 
pump

16U0NX-032

REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
1. Jack up the front of the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
2. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.
4. Tighten all nuts and bolts to the specified torque, referring to the figure.

Note
• The power steering fly  id w ill leak, out when the return hose or the pressure hose Is discon

nected* Prepare a suitable container for it to drain into.
® After installation. Inspect the deflection of the oil pump belt, bleed the air from the system, 

and check for flu id leakage.

1. Belt
2. Nut
3. Pipes

4. Oil pump
5. Oil pump pulley
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Removal Note 
Oil pump
1. Hold the oil pump pulley with the SST, and remove the pul

ley nut.
2. Slide the pulley forward. Remove the hose, pipes, then 

pump.
3. Remove the pulley.

16U0NX-034
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DISASSEMBLY / ASSEMBLY
1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.
2. Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to Assembly Note.

Note
® To prevent the entry of dirt, disassemble and assemble in a clean area*
•  Before disassembly, plug the pipe installation holes; then thoroughly clean the oil pump.
• Before assembly, apply ATF (M-M) or DEXRON-n to the vanes, rotor, control valve, and ©-rings. 
® Use a new seal kit when assembling.

16U0NX-035

1. Bolt
2. Pipe
3. O-ring
4. Connector
5. O-ring
6. Control valve
7. Spring
8. Bolt
9. Bracket

10. Pump body (rear)

11. Gasket
12. Cam ring
13. Dowel pin
14. Vane
15. Rotor
16. Side plate
17. Spring
18. O-ring
19. O-ring
20. Pump body assembly
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Disassembly Note 
Oil pump body
Secure the oil pump body with the SST.

16U0NX-036
Assembly Note 
Vane
Place the vanes in the rotor with the rounded edges against 
the cam.

16U0NX-037
INSPECTION
Check for the following, and replace the pump assembly if 
necessary.
1. Vane damage.
2. Cam ring, rotor or side plate wear.

16U0NX-038
3. Control valve damege.
4. Control valve installation hole damage.
5. Pump body assembly damage.

16U0NX-039



ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS OF ELECTRONICALLY-CONTROLLED POWER 
STEERINO fiCPS)

WIRING DIAGRAM

N ELE6TH1CAL COMPONENTS OF ELECTHOWICALLY-COWTROLLED POWER STEiRIMG (ECPS)

EC-AT

B (E)

,<— 0 (E)---- )>)------B (F) - - i
IX-101 \  IX-04I 

^ ----------—  B (F) ---------------^ ------- B (D)
IX-Oll MAIN FUSE fXHMl

MS

L/B
(EM)

N-Oa*----- “N-02
SOLENOID VALVE 
(POWER STEERING)

N-01 POWER STEERING CONTROL UNIT(R) 
M____ K  I  E  C  A

L/G

CD ■a- B/G Y/G *
L/B Y/L * B ■X-

N L j H F 0 B
N-02 SOLENOID VALVE(POWER STEERING) (EM)

!N-03 CHECK CONNECTOR (F) ( ) . . .WITH AAS

36 Y/G

NOTE . . NOT USE Dz-xxx

16U0NX-040

Note
® Refer to page M-3 for eomp©n®nt Boeation.

TROUBLESHOOTING ©U1DE

The power steering control unit contains a self-diagnosis function to detect malfunctions within itself, the ECPS 
electrical components, and its circuits.
If a malfunction is detected, the control unit indicates where the problem is located by outputting specific 
voltage pulsations at terminal-wire (Y/G) of the check connector.
Troubleshooting of the ECPS system is easily performed by comparing the output pattern with those of the 
Diagnosis Table on pages N-56.

TROUBLESHOOTING 
How To Use Self-Diagnosis System 
By using the control unit’s self-diagnosis function and a volt
meter, malfunctions of the system are easily determined. When 
diagnosing malfunctions, follow the steps below.
1. Connect a voltmeter to terminal-wire (Y/G) of the check con

nector in the engine compartment.
2. Check the output patterns as described on the following 

page.

N-54
06U0NX-027



ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS OF ELECTRONICALLY-CONTROLLED POWER STEERING (ECPS) N
Checking Condition 
Condition A
1. Turn the ignition switch OFF.
2. Start the engine and let it idle.
3. Turn the steering wheel to the straight-ahead position, and 

check the output pattern.

4.4V —, n
Normal pattern ......r

OV

Refer to page N-56 if other patterns and for indicated fail
ure points.

Condition B
1. Turn the ignition switch OFF.
2. Place the vehicle on a chassis roller tester. Secure it with 

chains and block the rear wheels.
3. Start the engine. Put the transmission in gear and operate 

the vehicle to more than 10 km/h (6.2 mph).
4. Check the output pattern.

A  A M

Normal pattern
OV

Refer to page N-56 if other patterns and for indicated fail
ure points.

Note
• For vehicles equipped with ABS, the ABS warning 

lamp may come on. This is not a failure. The light 
will be cancelled when turning the ignition switch 
OFF and back ON.

16U0NX-041
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I I  ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS OF ELECTRONICALLY-COWTB0LL1D POWER STEERING (ECPS)

Diagnosis Table

10 SECONDS

4.4V

4.4V

Steering wheel in 
straight ahead posi
tion with engine 
idling

4.4V

OV

OV

Power steering sole
noid valve or wiring 
harness (Control unit 
to Solenoid valve)

P/S—1
Refer to page 

N-5 7

Wiring harness (Con
trol unit to Ignition coil) Refer to page 

N-57

less (Fuse 
box to Control unit or 
Control unit to Body 
ground)

Refer to page 
N—58

10 SECONDS
4.4V

4.4V

B
Front wheels driven 
at more than 10 km/h 
(6.2 mph)

4.4V

OV-

4.4V.

OV

OV

noid valve or wiring 
harness (Control unit 
to Solenoid valve)

P/S—1 
Refer to page 

N-57

Wiring harness (Con
trol unit to Ignition coil) Refer to page 

N-57

or wiring harness
(Control unit to Meter)

Refer to page 
N-57

formal operation

Wiring harness (Fuse 
box to Control unit or 
Control unit to Body 
ground)

P/S—4 
Refer to page 

N-58

16U0NX-042

N-56



ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS OF ELECTRONICALLY-CONTROLLED POWER STEERING (ECPS) N
Flowchart

Failure of solenoid valve or wiring
P/S—1 harness (Control unit to Solenoid

valve)

Disconnect control unit connector. Check resistance be
tween terminals

Terminal Resistance
M (L/G)—N (L/B) 3.5 — 7fi

NG

OK Check control unit connector, solenoid valve connector, 
and joint connector for connection. Recheck output 
pattern

NG

Replace control unit

Check the solenoid valve (Refer to page N-58)

NG

Replace solenoid valve

OK
Repair wiring harness (Control unit to Solenoid valve)

16U0NX-043

P/S-2 Broken wiring harness 
(Control unit to Coil)

Disconnect terminal of control unit connector with en
gine running

Check voltage between L (Y/L) and D (B) terminal of 
control unit connector with engine running

Terminal Voltage
L (Y/L)—D (B) Approx. 12V

OK

Replace control unit

NG Repair wiring harness 
(Control unit to Ignition coil

06U0NX-033

16U0NX-044

N—57



N  ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS OF ELECTRONICALLY-CONTROLLED POWER STEERING (ECPS)

Broken wiring harness (Fuse box to
P/S—4 Control unit, or Control unit to Body

ground)

1
Measure voltage between terminals of control unit con
nector to body ground with ignition ON

fW |--------------------------------------------------------------------------—1
| Terminal Voltage -------Replace control unit

E (B/G) Approx. 12V
I D (B) Approx. OV

, NG

Replace METER 10A fuse or repair wiring harnesses 
(Fuse box to Control unit or Control unit to Body 
ground)

06U0NX-035

Power Steering Solenoid Valve •
Inspection
1. Listen for actuation sound of the solenoid valve when ap

plying 12V between A and B terminals.
2. If no sound is heard, check the resistance of the solenoid 

valve with an ohmmeter.

Terminals Resistance
A — B 3.4—6.9(2

3. If there is no continuity or resistance is high, replace the 
solenoid valve.

Vehicle Speed Sensor
Inspection
Refer to Section T.

16U0NX-055

N—58
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p OUTLINE

OUTLINE
SPECIFICATIONS

Item Specification

Type Suspended

Brake pedal Pedal lever ratio 4.2

Max. stroke mm (in) 136.5 (5.37)

Master cylinder
Type Tandem (with level sensor)

Bore diameter mm (in) 22.22 (0.875)

Type Mounting support, Ventilated disc

Cylinder bore mm (in) 53.97 (2.125)

Front disc brake Pad dimensions (area x thickness)
mm2 x mm (in2 x in) 4,800 x 10.0 (7.44 x 0.39)

Disc plate dimensions 
(outer diameter x thickness)

mm (in) 264 x 24 (10.39 x 0.94)

Type Mounting support, Solid disc

Rear disc brake 
(Turbo model)

Cylinder bore mm (in) 30.2 (1.19)

Pad dimensions (area x thickness)
mm2 x mm (in2 x in) 2,900 x 8.0 (4.5 x 0.31)

Disc plate dimensions 
(outer diameter x thickness)

mm (in) 259 x 10.0 (10.2 x 0.39)

Type Leading-trailing

Cylinder bore mm (in) 17.46 (0.687)

Rear drum brake 
(Non-Turbo model)

Lining dimensions 
(width x length x thickness)

mm (in) 30x219.3 x4.5(1.18x8.63 x0.18)

Drum inner diameter mm (in) 228.6 (9.0)

Shoe clearance adjustment Automatic adjuster

Power brake unit
Type Vacuum multiplier

Diameter mm (in) 238 (9.37)

Braking force control device Dual proportioning valve or ABS (if equipped)

Brake fluid FMVSS 116 : DOT 3, SAE : J1703

Parking brake Type Center lever 
(Mechanical, two rear brakes)

16U0PX-001
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_____________________ TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE___________________ P
TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
The below table covers the normal braking system. Refer to page P-60 for ABS system.

Problem Possible cause Remedy Page

Poor braking Leakage of brake fluid 
Air in system 
Worn pad or lining
Brake fluid, grease, oil, or water on pad or lining
Hardening of pad or lining surface or poor contact
Malfunction of disc brake piston
Malfunction of master cylinder or wheel cylinder
Malfunction of power brake unit
Malfunction of check valve (vacuum hose)
Damaged vacuum hose
Deterioration of flexible hose
Malfunction of dual proportioning valve

Repair 
Air bleed 
Replace
Clean or replace 
Grind or replace 
Replace
Repair or replace 
Repair or replace 
Repair or replace 
Replace 
Replace 
Replace

P- 9 
P-31, 38, 46 
P-31, 38, 46 
P -3 1 ,38,46 

P-34, 41 
P-14, 47 

P-24 
P-24 
P-24

P-30
Brakes pull to one 
side

Worn pad or lining
Brake fluid, grease, oil, or water on pad or lining 
Hardening of pad or lining surface or poor contact 
Abnormal wear or distortion of disc, drum, pad, or lining 
Malfunction of automatic adjuster 
Looseness of backing plate mounting bolts 
Malfunction of wheel cylinder
Improper adjustment of wheel bearing preload or wear 
Improper adjustment of wheel alignment 
Unequal tire air pressure

Replace
Clean or replace 
Grind or replace 
Repair or replace 
Repair or replace 
Tighten
Repair or replace 
Refer to Section M 
Refer to Section R 
Refer to Section Q

P -3 1 ,38,46 
P-31, 38,46 
P-31, 38, 46 
P-31, 38, 46 

P-48 
P-51 
P-47

Brakes do not 
release

No brake pedal play
Improper adjustment of push rod clearance
Clogged master cylinder return port
Shoe not returning properly
Wheel cylinder not returning properly
Improper return due to malfunction of piston seal of disc
brake
Excessive runout of disc plate 
Improper return of parking brake cable or improper ad
justment
Improper adjustment of wheel bearing preload

Adjust
Adjust
Clean
Adjust
Clean or replace 
Replace

Replace 
Repair or adjust

Refer to Section M

P-11 
P—18

P-47 
P-34, 41

P-54

Pedal goes too far 
(too much pedal 
stroke)

Air in system due to insufficient brake fluid

Improper adjustment of pedal play 
Worn pad or lining 
Air in system

Add fluid and bleed 
air
Adjust 
Replace 
Air bleed

P- 9 
P-11 

P-31, 38, 46 
P- 9

Abnormal noise or 
vibration during 
braking

Worn pad or lining 
Deterioration of pad or lining 
Brakes do not release
Foreign material or scratches on disc plate or drum con
tact surface
Looseness of backing plate or caliper mounting bolts 
Damage or deviation of disc or drum contact surface 
Poor contact of pad or lining 
Insufficient grease on sliding parts

Replace
Grind or replace
Repair
Clean

Tighten
Replace
Repair or replace 
Apply grease

P-31, 38, 46 
P-31, 38, 46

P-51 
P-46 

P-31, 38, 46

Parking brake 
does not hold well

Excessive lever stroke
Brake cable stuck or damaged
Brake fluid or oil on pad or lining
Hardening of pad or lining surface or poor contact

Adjust
Repair or replace 
Clean or replace 
Grind or replace

P-54 
P-57 

P-31, 38, 46 
P-31, 38, 46

16U0PX-002
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p PREPARATION

PREPARATION
SST

49 0259 770B

Wrench, flare nut ^ £ = = ^ 1 3 ^ = * ^ ^

For
removal and 
installation brake 
pipes

49 F043 001 JS nO  

Adjust gauge

For
adjustment of 
push rod 
clearance

49 0221 600C

Expand tool, // 
disc brake U——-Tv

For
installation of disc 
pads

49 0208 701A

Boot air out tool 3

For
removal of piston 
seal

49 FA18 602

Wrench, disc 
brake piston

For
removal and 
installation of disc 
caliper piston

49 1285 071

Puller, bearing — Q l N 23

For
removal of caliper 
needle bearing

49 B043 002 

Installer, bearing ✓<"

For
installation of 
caliper needle 
bearing

06U0PX-006
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ON-VEHICLE MAINTENANCE, BRAKE HYDRAULIC LINE P

96U11X-005

BRAKE HYDRAULIC LINE 
STRUCTURAL VIEW

ON-VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
BRAKE FLUID LEVEL IN MASTER CYLINDER 
RESERVOIR
Check the fluid level in the reservoir. It should be between the 
MAX and MIN lines on the reservoir.
If the fluid level is extremely low, check the brake system for 
leaks.

Fluid specification:
FMVSS 116: DOT-3, SAE: J1703

STANDARD



BRAKE HYDRAULIC LINE

ABS

86U11X008

ON-VEHICLE INSPECTION OF BRAKE LINES 
Check the following and replace or repair any faulty parts.
1. Cracks, damage, corrosion of brake hose
2. Damage to brake hose threads
3. Scars, cracks, and swelling of flexible hose
4. Fluid leakage of all lines

(

P-8
86U11X-009



BRAKE HYDRAULIC LINE P

06U0PX-007

06U0PX-008

REMOVAL / INSTALLATION OF BRAKE LINES
1. Loosen or tighten the flare nut with the SST.

Flare nut tightening torque:
13—22 N-m (1.3—2.2 m-kg, 9.4—16 ft-lb)

2. When connecting the flexible hose, do not overtighten or 
twist it.

3. After installation:
(1) Check that the hose does not contact other parts when 

the vehicle bounces, or when the steering wheel is 
turned all the way to the right or left.

(2) Bleed the air from the brake system.
(Refer to page P-9.)

REPLACEMENT OF BRAKE FLUID
1. Remove the brake fluid from the reservoir with a suction 

pump.
2. Fill the reservoir with new, specified brake fluid.
3. Pump out the old brake fluid by loosening the bleeder 

screws (one-by-one) and pumping the brake pedal. 
(Refer to page P-10 for details.)

AIR BLEEDING
Air Bleeding Locations
When the following parts are removed, air bleeding is necessary after installation.

Removed part
Air bleeding location

Front Rear
Right side Left side Right side Left side

Master cylinder * * *

Wheel cylinder or caliper

Front Right side * — — —
Left side — * — _

Rear disc Right side — — _
Left side — — — *

Rear drum Right side — — * _
Left side — — — *

Dual proportioning valve * * * Sft
Hydraulic unit (ABS) * * * *

ABS: Anti-lock Brake System 96U11X-008

* : Indicates where air bleeding is necessary

Procedure
1. Jack up the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
2. Fill the reservoir with brake fluid. Be sure that it is at least 

half full at all times during the air bleeding process.

Caution
• Be careful not to spill brake fluid onto a painted 

surface.
• Use only the specified brake fluid. Do not mix it with 

any other type.

P-9



BRAKE HYDRAULIC LINE, BRAKE PEDAL

86U11X-015

3. Remove the bleeder cap; then connect one end of a trans
parent vinyl tube to the bleeder screw and place the other 
end in a clear receptacle.

4. Have an assistant depress the brake pedal a few times, and 
then hold it in the depressed position.

5. Loosen the bleeder screw, drain out the fluid, and retight- 
en the bleeder.

Note
® The two people should stay in voice contact with 

each other.
® Be sure the pedal remains depressed until the bleed

er is tightened.

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until no air is discharged.

7. Tighten the bleeder screw, and check that there is no fluid 
leakage.

Bleeder screw tightening torque:
6—9 N m (60—90 cm-kg, 52—78 in-lb)

Caution
® Be sure to clean away any spilled fluid with rags.

8. Add brake fluid to the reservoir up to the specified level.

BIMSCE PEDAL
ON-VEHICLE INSPECTION 
Pedal Height 
Inspection
Check that the distance from the center of the upper surface 
of the pedal pad to the firewall is as specified.

Pedal height: 171—181mm (6.73—7.13 in)
(With carpet)

Adjustment
1. Disconnect the stoplight switch connector.
2. Loosen locknut B and turn switch A until it does not con

tact the pedal.
3. Loosen locknut D and turn rod C to adjust the height.
4. Adjust the pedal free play and tighten locknut D.
5. Turn the stoplight switch until it contacts the pedal; then turn 

an additional 1/2 turn. Tighten locknut B.

Locknut B tightening torque:
14— 18 N-m (1.4—1.8 m-kg, 10—13 fft-lb)

Locknut 0  tightening torque:
24—34 N m (2.4—3.5 m-kg, 17—25 ft-lb)

P-10



BRAKE PEDAL P
Pedal Play 
Inspection
1. Depress the pedal a few times to eliminate the vacuum in 

the system.
2. Depress the pedal again by hand with a force of 20 N (2 

kg, 4.4 lb), and check the free play. (Until the valve plung
er contacts the stopper plate = until the power piston be
gins to move.)

Pedal play: 4—7mm (0.16—0.28 in)

Adjustment
Loosen locknut D of operating rod C; then turn the rod to ad
just the free play.

Locknut D tightening torque:
24—34 Nm (2.4—3.5 m-kg, 17—25 ft-lb)

96U11X-010
Pedal-to-Floor Clearance 
Inspection
Start the engine and check that the distance from the floor pan
el to the center of the upper surface of the pedal pad is as 
specified when the pedal is depressed with a force of 589 N 
(60 kg, 132 lb).

Pedal-to-floor clearance: 95mm (3.74 in) min.

If the distance is less than specified, check for the following 
problems.
1. Air in brake system
2. Malfunction of automatic adjuster (rear drum brakes)
3. Worn shoes or pads

P—11



REMOVAL

________________________ BRAKE PEDAL

1. Clevis pin 3. Return spring 5. Bushing
2. Brake pedal 4. Guide pipe 6. Brake pad

INSPECTION
Check the following and replace or repair any faulty parts.
1. Pedal pad for wear or damage
2. Bushing for wear
3. Bolt for bending
4. Pedal for bending
5. Return spring for weakness or damage

P—12



BRAKE PEDAL P
INSTALLATION
1. Install in the reverse order of removal, reffering to Installation Note.
2. Tighten all nuts and bolts, referring to the torque specifications.
3. After installation:

Check and adjust the pedal height and play. (Refer to pages P-10, 11.)

Torque Specifications

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)
16U0PX-004

Installation Note 
Application of grease
Apply grease to the following parts:
(1) Inner and outer surfaces of bushing
(2) Outer surface of guide pipe
(3) Contact surface of clevis pin and spring

P—13



p MASTER CYLINDER

MASTER CYLINDER 
REMOVAL
Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.

Caution
® Brake fluid will damage painted surfaces, if it does get on a,painted surface, wipe it off im

mediately. :

1. Fluid level sensor connector 3. Master cylinder
2. Brake pipe 4. Clutch pipe holder (MTX, ABS)

Removal Note 
Brake pipe (Standard)
1. Place rags under the master cylinder to prevent brake fluid 

from dripping on painted surfaces.
2. Disconnect the brake pipe from the master cylinder with the 

SST

86U11X-025
P—14



MASTER CYLINDER

DISASSEMBLY / ASSEMBLY
1. Pour out the brake fluid.
2. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.
3. Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to the Assembly Note.

Caution
• Be careful not to let foreign material into the master cylinder during repairs.
• Do not scratch the inside of the cylinder or the outer surface of the piston.

Note
• The primary piston assembly is not repairable. Replace it as an assembly.

STANDARD ABS

© 
REPLACE

2.0—2.5 N-m
(20—25 cm-kg, 17—22 in-lb)

16U0PX-006

1. Fluid level sensor 5. Secondary piston assembly
2. Stopper screw and O-ring 6. Reservoir assembly
3. Snap ring 7. Bushing
4. Primary piston assembly

P—15



MASTER CYLINDER

STANDARD 
Disassembly Note 
Stopper screw
Remove the stopper screw with a Phillips screwdriver.

Note
® Prepare a suitable container for the brake fluid to 

drain into.

Snap ring
Push the primary piston with a Phillips screwdriver and remove 
or install the snap ring with snap-ring pliers.

Secondary Piston Assembly
Remove the secondary piston assembly by gradually blow
ing compressed air into the cylinder.

Caution
® Use a rag to catch the secondary piston assembly 

when applying compressed air.

Assembly Note 
Application of brake fluid
Before assembly, apply brake fluid to the following parts:
1. Cylinder inner surface
2. Piston
3. Piston cups
4. Bushings

Stopper screw
1. Push the primary piston assembly all the way in with a Phil

lips screwdriver.
2. Tighten the stopper screw.
3. Push and release the piston to verify that the position of the 

stopper screw is correct.

P—16
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MASTER CYLINDER

86U11X-032

ABS
Disassembly note 
Snap ring
Push the piston in fully with a rod and remove the snap ring 
using snap-ring pliers.

Secondary piston assembly
Remove the secondary piston assembly by gradually blow
ing compressed air into the cylinder.

Caution
• Use a rag to catch the secondary piston assembly.

INSPECTION
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Piston and cylinder bore for abnormal wear, rust, and 

damage
2. Springs for weakness and damage
3. Reservoir for damage and deformation

Assembly note 
Secondary piston assembly
1. Install the new secondary piston assembly with the piston 

hole facing the stop pin.
2. Install and tighten the stop pin.
3. Push and release the piston to verify that it is held by the 

stop pin.

P—17
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INSTALLATION
1. Install in the reverse order of removal, reffering to Installation Note.
2. Tighten all nuts and bolts to the specified torque, referring to the torque specifications.
3. After installation:

(1) Fill the reservoir with the specified fluid.
(2) Bleed air from the system. (Refer to page P-9.)
(3) Check each part for fluid leakage.

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

16U0PX-007

STANDARD
Installation Note
Piston to push rod clearance
Before installing the master cylinder, check the clearance be
tween the piston of the master cylinder and the push rod of 
the power brake unit as follows.
1. Place the SST atop the master cylinder; then turn the ad

just bolt until it contacts the bottom of the push rod hole 
in the piston.

96U11X-018
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MASTER CYLINDER P
2. Apply 500 mmHg (19.7 inHg) vacuum to the power brake 

unit with a vacuum pump.

86U11X-035
3. Invert the SST used in step 1, and place it on the power 

brake unit.

4. Check the clearance between the end of the gauge and 
the push rod of the power brake unit. If it is not 0mm, loos
en the push rod locknut and turn the push rod to adjust.

ABS
Installation Note 
Master cylinder 
Push Rod Clearance 
Inspection
Inspect the push rod clearance as follows.
Be sure that the clutch pipe holder is installed.
1. Turn the nut of the SST clockwise to fully retract its gauge 

rod. Attach the SST to the power brake unit.

Tightening torque:
10—16 N-m (100—160 cm-kg, 87—140 in-lb)

2. Apply 500 mm-Hg (19.7 in-Hg) vacuum using a vacuum 
pump.

P—19
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3. Turn the adjusting nut of the SST counterclockwise until the 
gauge rod just contacts the push rod end of the power brake 
unit.
Push lightly on the end of the gauge rod to be sure it is seat
ed. Verify that there is no gap between the adjusting nut 
and SST body.

— . -• • -  i---------- -----------, _ —  . . _ _ ^
3. If immediately after the engine starts, the pedal moves down 

slightly, the unit is operating.

4. Remove the SST from the power brake unit without disturb
ing the adjusting nut. Set the SST onto the master cylinder 
as shown in the figure.

Caution
• When pushing use only enough pressure to bottom

the rod In the piston. If too much pressure is ap
plied^ a false reading will occur.

5. Push lightly on the end of the SST gauge rod to be sure 
it is bottomed in the master cylinder piston, and note any 
clearance between the SST body and the adjusting nut 
(clearance B) or between the body and the master cylin
der (clearance C). Adjust the push rod as necessary as out
lined in “ Adjustment” below.

Measurement Push rod
Clearance at (B) Too short
Clearance at (C) Too long
No clearance at (B) or (C) OK

05E0PX-049
Adjustment

Note
® The threads off the push rod are specially designed 

so that the bolt becomes harder to turn past a cer
tain point to prevent loosening of the bolt. Turn the 
bolt only within this range when adjusting.

Clearance at B
1. Push lightly on the end of the SST gauge rod, and meas

ure the clearance between the adjusting nut and the SST 
bodv.

P-20



MASTER CYLINDER P
2. Using the SST, turn the nut to lengthen the power booster 

push rod an amount equal to the clearance measured at B.

15U0PX-019
Clearance at C
1. Measure and record height D1 of the gauge rod.

2. Turn the adjusting nut until the SST body sets squarely on 
the master cylinder. (Turn only enough for the body to 
touch.)

3. Measure and record height D2 of the gauge rod.

97G0PX-015
4. Subtract D1 from D2 and using the SST, turn the nut to 

shorten the power booster push rod an amount equal to 
the difference.

15U0PX-020



p POWER BRAKE UNIT

POWER BRAKE UESSIT
FUNCTION CHECK (
Simple Method 
First step
1. With the engine stopped, depress the pedal a few times.
2. With the pedal depressed, start the engine.
3. If immediately after the engine starts, the pedal moves down 

slightly, the unit is operating.

Second step
1. Start the engine.
2. Stop the engine after it has run for 1 or 2 minutes.
3. Depress the pedal with the usual force.
4. If the first pedal stroke is long and becomes shorter with 

subsequent strokes, the unit is operating.
5. If a problem is found, inspect for damage of the check valve 

or vacuum hose, and examine the installation condition. Re
pair if necessary, and inspect it once again.

86U11X-039
Third step
1. Start the engine.
2. Depress the pedal with the usual force.
3. Stop the engine with the pedal still depressed.
4. Hold the pedal down for about 30 seconds.
5. If the pedal height does not change, the unit is operating.
6. If there is a problem, check for damage to the check valve 

or vacuum hose, and check the connection. Repair if neces
sary, and check once again.

If the nature of the problem is still not clear after following the 
3 steps above, follow the more detailed check described in 
“ Method using tester” .

Method Using Tester
Connect a pressure gauge, vacuum gauge, and pedal depres
sion force gauge as shown in the figure. After bleeding the 
air from the pressure gauge, conduct the test as described 
in the following steps.

Note
® Use commercially available gauges and pedal 

depression force gauge.

Checking for Vacuum Loss:
Unloaded Condition
1. Start the engine.
2. Stop the engine when the vacuum gauge reading reaches 

500 mmHg (19.7 InHg).
3. Observe the vacuum gauge for 15 seconds. If the gauge 

shows 475—500 mmHg (18.7—19.7 inHg), the unit is 
operating.

P-22
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POWER BRAKE UNIT P
Loaded Condition
1. Start the engine.
2. Depress the brake pedal with a force of 196 N (20 kg, 44 

Sb).
3. With the brake pedal depressed, stop the engine when the 

vacuum gauge reading reaches 500 mmHg (19.7 inHg).
4. Observe the vacuum gauge for 15 seconds. If the gauge 

shows 475—500 mmHg (18.7—19.7 inHg), the unit is 
operating.

86U11X-042
Checking for Hydraulic Pressure
1. With the engine stopped and the vacuum at 0, if the pedal 

force and fluid pressure are within specification, the unit is 
operating.

Pedal force Fluid pressure
196 N (20 kg, 44 lb) 1,177 kPa (12 kg/cm2, 171 psi) min.

69G11X-041
2. Start the engine. Depress the brake pedal when the vacu

um reaches 500 mmHg (19.7 inHg). If the pedal force and 
fluid pressure are within specification, the unit is operating.

Pedal force Fluid pressure
196 N (20 kg, 44 lb) 7,063 kPa (72 kg/cm2, 1,023 psi) min.

86U11X-044

INSPECTION OF CHECK VALVE 

Note (Except EC-AT)
• The check valve is pressed into the vacuum hose. 

There is an arrow on the hose surface to indicate 
direction of installation.

Inspection
1. Disconnect the vacuum hose from the engine.
2. Apply suction and pressure to the hose from the engine side. 

Check that air flows only toward the engine.
If the air passes in both directions or not at all, replace the 
check valve (along with the hose).
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REMOVAL
Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.

16U0PX-008

1. Fluid level sensor connector
2. Brake pipe
3. Master cylinder
4. Clutch pipe holder

5. Vacuum hose and check 
valve

6. Clevis pin
7. Steering shaft

8. Power brake unit
9. Gasket

10. Locknut
11. Operating lever

Removal Note 
Steering Shaft
To remove the mounting nuts, the steering shaft must be re
moved. (Refer to Section N.)

16U0PX-009
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POWER BRAKE UNIT P
DISASSEMBLY / ASSEMBLY
1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.
2. Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to Assembly Note.

16U0PX-010

1. Dust boot
2. Rear shell assembly
3. Retainer
4. Bearing
5. Dust seal
6. Retainer

7. Air filters
8. Air silencer
9. Diaphragm and plate

10. Power piston assembly
11. Retainer key
12. Valve rod and plunger 

assembly

13. Reaction disc
14. Spring
15. Push rod
16. Front shell assembly
17. Retainer
18. Seal

Disassembly Note 
Front and rear shell
1. Secure the front shell studs in a vise after attaching suita

ble nuts to them to prevent damage to the studs.
2. Before separating the front and rear shell assemblies, make 

matching marks to be used during reassembly.
3. Fit a locally provided wrench onto the rear shell studs; then 

fasten two of them with suitable nuts.
4. Rotate the rear shell counterclockwise to unlock.

Caution
• The rear shell is spring loaded; loosen it carefully.



P  POWER BRAKE UNIT

Retainer key
Depress the plunger rod fully, and remove the retainer key.

Assembly Note 
Application of Grease
Before assembly, coat the following parts with silicone grease.
(1) Entire surface of reaction disc
(2) Dust seal lip
(3)' Push rod
(4) Diaphragm to shell contacting surfaces
(5) Power piston
(6) Valve plunger oil seal

Retainer key
1. Push down the plunger rod.
2. Align the groove of the valve plunger with the slot of the 

power piston.
3. Insert the retainer key.

Diaphragm
Install the diaphragm onto the power piston and plate.

Caution
• Check that the diaphragm is well seated in the 

groove.

Rear shell assembly
Assemble the rear shell assembly; carefully guiding the tube 
end of the power piston through the dust seal of the rear shell.



POWER BRAKE UNIT P
Front shell and rear shell
Press down the rear shell assembly, and rotate it clockwise 
until the matching marks are aligned.

Caution
• Fit suitable nuts to two studs of the rear shell and 

tighten them to mount the wrench.

INSPECTION
1. Inspect all rubber parts. Wipe free of fluid and carefully in

spect all rubber parts for cuts, nicks, and other damage.
2. Check the power piston for cracks,distortion, chipping, and 

damaged seats.
3. Inspect the reaction disc rubber for deterioration.
4. Check that the seats of the valve rod and plunger are smooth 

and free of nicks and dents.
5. Inspect the front and rear shells for scratches, scores, pits, 

dents, and other damage.
6. Check the diaphragm for cuts and other damage.

P-27
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INSTALLATION
1. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.
2. Tighten all nuts and bolts to the specified torque, referring to the torque specifications.
3. After installation:

(1) Add fluid and bleed the air. (Refer to page P~9.)
(2) Check all parts for fluid leakage.
(3) Make an on-vehicle check of the unit. (Refer to page P-20.)
(4) Verify that the vacuum hose does not contact other parts.

Torque Specifications

1. Vacuum hose and check valve.
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POWER BRAKE UNIT, PROPORTIONING/DUAL PROPORTIONING VALVE P
Installation Note
Application of grease and sealant
1. Apply grease to the clevis pin contact surface.
2. Apply sealant to the gasket contact surface.

86U11X-057

06U0PX-014

Vacuum hose and check valve
Install the vacuum hose and check valve noting the installa
tion direction.

Note (Except EC-AT)
• The check valve is pressed into the vacuum hose.

PROPORTIONING VALVE 
FUNCTION CHECK
1. Connect two pressure gauges (9,810 kPa [100 kg/cm2, 

1,422 psi]) to the brake pipes and adapters as shown in 
the figure.

Adapter and flare nut tightening torque:
13—22 N-m (1.3—2.2 m-kg, 9.4—16 ft-lb)

Note
• Disconnect and connect the brake pipes with the 

SST (49 0259 770B).

2. Bleed air from the brake system.
(Refer to page P-9.)

3. Depress the brake pedal until the master cylinder pressure 
equals A; then measure rear brake pressure A’.

4. Depress the brake pedal again, apply additional pressure 
until A reaches B; then measure pressure B’.
Specification
STANDARD

Fluid pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi) -
A A’ B B’

2,943 
(30, 427)

2,943 ± 196 
(30 ± 2, 427 ± 28)

6,867 
(70, 995)

4,120 ± 294 
(42 ± 3, 597 ± 43)

ABS
2,943 (30,427) 2,943 (30,427) 

±  196 (2,28) 5,886 (60,853) 3,826 (39,555) 
±  294 (3,43)

5. If the measurements are not within specification, replace the 
valve assembly.

6. Install the brake pipes to the valve, and bleed air from the 
brake system.
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PROPORTIONING/DUAL PROPORTIONING VALVE

REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
1. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal / Installation Note.
2. Install in the reverse order of removal.
3. After installation:

(1) Add brake fluid and bleed the air. (Refer to page P-9.)
(2) Check the brake lines for fluid leakage.

Caution
• Brake fluid will damage painted surfaces. If it does get on a painted surface, wipe it off im

mediately.

STANDARD
Removal / Installation Note
Disconnect and connect the brake pipes with the SST.

ABS
Proportioning valve
Install the proportioning valve with the “ R” toward the rear 
brake line.

P-30
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FRONT DISC BRAKE

FRONT DISC BRAKE
SIMPLE INSPECTION OF DISC PAD WEAR
1. Loosen the front wheel lug nuts.
2. Jack up the front of the vehicle and support it with safety 

stands.
3. Remove the wheels.
4. Look through the caliper inspection hole and check that the 

remaining thickness of the pad is 2mm (0.08 in) min.

Note
• When the remaining thickness becomes 2mm (0.08 

in), the wear indicator will make a squealing noise 
while the vehicle is in motion to indicate that the 
pad should be replaced.

REPLACEMENT OF DISC PAD

Caution
• Replace the left and right pad sets at the same time.

1. Loosen the front wheel lug nuts.
2. Block the rear wheels firmly.
3. Jack up the front of the vehicle and support it with safety 

stands.
4. Remove the wheels.
5. Remove the lower mounting bolt.

6. Pivot the caliper on the top bolt and support it.
7. Remove the pads and shims.

Warning
• Asbestos dust is a health hazard. Do not blow away 

brake dust with compressed air.

8. Apply the grease supplied in the pad attachment set to the 
new shims and attach them to the new pads.

9. Push the piston inward with the SST and the old pad.
10. Install the new pads and shims into the mounting support.

11. Lower the caliper assembly onto the mounting support.
12. Tighten the mounting bolt to the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
31—41 N-m (3.2—4.2 m-kg, 23—30 ft-lb)

86U11X-069
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86U11X-070

13. Mount the wheels.
14. Apply the brakes a few times; then turn the wheels and 

check that the brakes do not drag excessively.
15. Lower the vehicle.
16. Tighten the wheel lug nuts.

Tightening torque:
88—118 N-m (9.0—12.0 m-kg, 65—87 ft-lb)
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REMOVAL
1. Loosen the wheel lug nuts.
2. Jack up the front of the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
3. Remove the wheels.
4. Remove in the order shown in the figure.

Warning
• Asbestos dust is a health hazard. Do not blow away brake dust with compressed air. 

Use a vacuum cleaner or equivalent to remove brake dust.

Caution
• Brake fluid will damage painted surfaces. If it does get on a painted surface, wipe it off im

mediately.

16U0PX-013

1. Flexible hose 4. Guide plate
2. Caliper assembly 5. Mounting support
3. Pad and shim 6. Disc plate (Refer to Section M)
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DISASSEMBLY I ASSEMBLY
1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.
2. Inspect all parts, referring to Inspection Note.
3. Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to Assembly Note.

REPI
© ©

REPLACE

5.9—8.8Nm (60—90 cm-kg, 52—78 in-lb)

(D

1. Snap ring
2. Dust seal
3. Piston

16U0PX-014

4. Piston seal
5. Guide pin
6. Pin boot

7. Bushing
8. Cap
9. Bleeder screw

Disassembly Note 
Piston
Place a piece of wood in the caliper; then blow compressed 
air through the hose connection hole to force out the piston.

Caution
• Blow the compressed air slowly to prevent the pis

ton from popping out.

Piston seal
Remove the piston seal from the caliper with the SST.
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FRONT DISC BRAKE

86U11X-076

Inspection Note
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Cylinder and piston for wear or rust
2. Caliper body for damage or cracks
3. Boot for damage or poor sealing

Assembly Note 
Application of grease
Coat the following parts with the grease supplied in the seal kit.
1. Piston seal
2. Dust seal

3. Guide pin
4. Guide pin boot
5. Bushing

Piston
Coat the piston and the cylinder with brake fluid; then insert 
the piston straight into the cylinder.

INSPECTION
Check the following and replace any faulty parts. 

Disc Pad
1. Oil or grease on facing
2. Abnormal wear or cracks
3. Deterioration or heat damage
4. Remaining lining thickness

Thickness: 2.0mm (0.08 in) min.
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Disc Plate
1. Runout

Runout: 0.1mm (0.004 in) max.

Caution
» There must be no wheel bearing looseness.
• Measure at the outer edge of the disc plate surface.

86U11X-080
2. Wear or damage

Thickness 
Standard: 24mm (0.94 in) 
Minimum: 22mm (0.87 in)

96U11X-037
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INSTALLATION
1. Install in the reverse order of removal.
2. Tighten all nuts and bolts to the specified torque, referring to the torque specifications.
3. After installation:

(1) Add brake fluid and bleed air. (Refer to page P-9.)
(2) Depress the brake pedal a few times and check that the front brakes do not drag excessively while 

rotating the wheels.

Note
• Refer to page P-31 for pad installation.

Torque Specifications

22—29
(2.2—3.0, 16—22)

31—41
(3.2—4.2, 23—30)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)
06U0PX-016
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REAR DISC BRAKE
SIMPLE INSPECTION OF DISC PAD WEAR
1. Loosen the rear wheel lug nuts.
2. Jack up the rear of the vehicle and support it with safety 

stands.
3. Remove the wheels.
4. Look through the caliper inspection hole and check that the 

remaining thickness of the pad is 1mm (0.04 in) min.

REPLACEMENT OF DISC PAD 

Caution
® Replace the left and right pad sets at the same time.

1. Loosen the wheel lug nuts.
2. Release the parking brake.
3. Jack up the rear of the vehicle and support it with safety 

stands.
4. Remove the wheels.
5. Remove the parking brake cable from the cable bracket 

and the operating lever.

6. Remove the upper mounting bolt, then pivot the caliper 
downward.

7. Remove the V-springs.
8. Remove the pads and shims.

Warning
® Asbestos dust is a health hazard. Do not blow away 

brake dust with compressed air.
® Use a vacuum cleaner or equivalent to remove brake

dust.

86U11X-087
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REAR DISC BRAKE P
15. Connect the parking cable end to the operating lever; then 

tighten the locknut.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)

Caution
• There must be no clearance between the cable end 

and the operating lever.

96U11X-041
16. Mount the wheels.
17. Apply the brakes a few times; then check that the brakes 

do not drag excessively while turning the wheels.
18. Lower the vehicle.
19. Tighten the wheel lug nuts.

Tightening torque:
88—118 Nm (9—12 m-kg, 65—87 ft-lb)

86U11X-089
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REMOVAL
1. Loosen the wheel lug nuts.
2. Release the parking brakes.
3. Jack up the rear of the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
4. Remove the wheels.
5. Remove in the order shown in the figure.

Warning
® Asbestos dust is a health hazard. Do not blow away brake dust with compressed air.

Caution
« Brake fluid will damage painted surfaces. If it does get on a painted surface, wipe it off im

mediately.

1. Parking brake cable 4. V-spring 7. Mounting support
2. Flexible hose 5. Pad and shim 8. Disc plate
3. Caliper assembly 6. Guide plate (Refer to Section M)
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DISASSEMBLY / ASSEMBLY
1. Disassemble the caliper in the order shown in the figure, referring to Disassembly Note.
2. Inspect all parts, referring to Inspection Note.
3. Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to Assembly Note.

16U0PX-016

1. Guide pin
2. Pin boot
3. Bushing
4. Retaining ring
5. Dust seal
6. Piston

7. Piston seal
8. Snap ring
9. Adjuster spindle

10. Stopper
11. O-ring
12. Connecting link

13. Return spring
14. Operating lever
15. Boot
16. Boot clip
17. Needle bearing
18. Cable bracket

Disassembly Note 
Piston
Remove the piston with the SST.

Note
• The piston is removed by turning the SST counter

clockwise.

96U11X-043
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Piston seal
Remove the piston seal with the SST.

Needle bearing
1. Secure the caliper in a vise.

Caution
© Insert a soft, protective material (such as copper 

plates) in the jaws of the vise.

2. Remove the needle bearing from the caliper with the SST.

Inspection Note
Check the following and repair or replace any faulty parts.
1. Cylinder and piston for wear and rust
2. Caliper body for damage and cracks
3. Sleeve bolt and sleeve for damage and wear
4. Guide pin for damage and rust
5. Adjuster spindle threads for damage

Assembly Note 
Application of grease
Before assembly, apply the grease supplied in the seal kit to 
the parts indicated by the arrows.

■=> : Orange grease 
=0 : White grease 

: Red grease

Needle bearing
1. Set the needle bearing in the caliper with the needle bear

ing hole facing the caliper cylinder.
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86U11X-099

86U11X-100

2. Press the needle bearing into the caliper with the SST until 
the SST bottoms against the caliper.

Connecting link
Install the connecting link into the operating lever.

Adjuster spindle
1. Assemble the adjuster spindle and the stopper.
2. Install the adjuster and stopper straight into the caliper cyl

inder with the two stopper pins fit into the caliper.
3. Install the snap ring.

4. Move the operating lever and check that the adjuster spin
dle moves smoothly.

Piston
1. Clean the piston.
2. Install the dust seal in the piston groove.
3. Turn the piston into the caliper cylinder by rotating the SST 

clockwise.

Note
• Turn the piston in fully, and align the piston grooves 

as shown in the illustration.

4. Fit the dust seal into the caliper cylinder.
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INSPECTION
Check the following and replace or repair any faulty parts. 

Disc Pad
1. Oil or grease on facing
2. Abnormal wear or cracks
3. Deterioration or heat damage
4. Remaining lining thickness

Thickness: 1mm (0.04 in) min.

Disc Plate
1. Runout

Runout: 0.1mm (0.004 in) max.

Caution
« There must be no wheel bearing looseness.
• Measure at the outer edge of the disc plate surface.

2. Wear or damage

Thickness 
Standard: 10mm (0.39 in) 
Minimum: 8mm (0.31 in)
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INSTALLATION
1. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note for specially marked parts.
2. Tighten all nuts and bolts to the specified torque, referring to the torque specifications.
3. After installation:

(1) Add brake fluid and bleed air. (Refer to page P-9.)
(2) Adjust the parking brake lever stroke. (Refer to page P-54.)
(3) Depress the brake pedal a few times, and check that the rear brakes do not drag excessively while 

rotating the wheel.

Note
• Refer to page P-38 for pad installation.

Torque Specifications

23
-2.3, 12—17)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)
16U0PX-017

1. Parking brake cable

Installation Note 
Parking brake cable
Connect the parking brake cable end onto the operating le
ver; then fix it to the bracket by the locknut.

Caution
• There must be no clearance between the cable end 

and the operating lever.

86U11X-107

22—26
(2.2—2.7, 16—20)

(1.6—2.4, 12—17)

45—67
(4.6—6.8, 33—49)
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REAR DRUM BRAKE 
REMOVAL
1. Loosen the wheel lug nuts.
2. Release the parking brake.
3. Jack up the rear of the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
4. Remove the wheels.
5. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.

Caution
® Do not damage the wheel cylinder dust boots when removing the brake shoes.

16U0PX-018

1. Hub cap
2. Locknut
3. Brake drum
4. Parking brake cable
5. Return spring

6. Dust cover
7. Return spring (upper)
8. Hold pin and spring
9. Brake shoe (leading side)

10. Return spring (lower)

11. Anti-rattle spring
12. Hold pin and spring
13. Brake shoe (trailing side)
14. Operating lever assembly
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15. Brake pipe
16. Wheel cylinder assembly

17. Gasket
18. Backing plate

Removal Note 
Locknut
Uncrimp the locknut, and remove it. 

Caution
• Do not reuse the locknut.

86U11X-109

Brake drum
If the drum is difficult to remove, push the operating lever stop
per (at backing plate) upward to release the operating lever 
and increase shoe clearance.
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Cleaning of drum brake assembly
Use a vacuum cleaner or equivalent to clean the brake as
sembly

Warning
® Asbestos dust is a health hazard. When cleaning the 

brake assembly, do not use compressed air or a 
brush.

Brake pipe
Disconnect the brake pipe with the SST.

Caution
® Brake fluid will damage painted surfaces. If it does 

get on a painted surface, wipe it off immediately.

86U11X-113
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DISASSEMBLY / ASSEMBLY OF WHEEL CYLINDER
1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure.
2. Inspect all parts, referring to Inspection Note.
3. Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly, referring to Assembly Note.

Caution
• Do not damage the piston or cylinder. Do not let foreign material enter the cylinder. 

Note
• Use new piston cups when installing.

16U0PX-019

1. Dust boot
2. Piston
3. Piston cup

4. Spring
5. Rubber cap
6. Bleeder screw

7. Steel ball
8. Wheel cylinder body

Inspection Note
Check the following and repair or replace any faulty parts.
1. Weak or broken spring
2. Worn, rusted, or damaged wheel cylinder

86U11X-115
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Assembly Note
Before assembly, apply brake fluid to the following parts:
1. Piston cup
2. Cylinder bore
3. Piston

INSPECTION
Check the following and repair or replace any faulty parts.
1. Scratches, uneven or abnormal wear inside drum

Note
• Repair by sanding if the problem is minor.

2. Drum inner diameter

Diameter: 228.6mm (9.00 in) 
Maximum: 230.1mm (9.06 in)

86U11X-118
3. Peeling, cracking, or extremely uneven wear of lining
4. Lining wear

Thickness: 1.0mm (0.04 in) min.

Caution
• When replacing a shoe assembly, replace the left 

and right shoe sets at the same time.

96U11X-050
5. Fit of drum and lining

(1) Apply chalk to the inside of the drum.
(2) Rub the shoe against the drum.
(3) Check lining to drum contact.
(4) After checking, remove chalk.

P-50
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INSTALLATION
1. Install in the reverse order of removal.
2. Tighten all nuts and bolts to the specified torque, referring to the torque specifications.
3. After installation;

(1) Add brake fluid and bleed air. (Refer to page P-9.)
(2) Adjust the parking brake lever stroke. (Refer page to P-54.)
(3) Depress the brake pedal a few times, and check that the rear brakes do not drag while rotating the wheel. 

Torque Specifications

45—59
(4.6—6.0, 33—44)

REPLACE

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb) 
06U0PX-019
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Torque Specifications

REPLACE

98—177
(10—18, 72—130)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)
86U11X-122

1. Brake shoe 2. Brake drum 3. Locknut

Installation Note 
Brake shoes
1. Apply grease to the following points:

(1) Shoe and cylinder contact points
(2) Shoe anchor points
(3) Projections of backing plate
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2. Install the operating lever assembly through the backing 
plate.

3. Install the return spring to the backing plate (reverse side) 
and the operating lever.

4. Install the shoe (trailing side) to the operating lever, then to 
the wheel cylinder and anchor plate.

5. Fix the shoe with the hold spring and hold pin.
6. Install the anti-rattle spring.

7. Install the return spring (lower) to the shoes (trailing side and 
leading side).

8. Install the leading side shoe to the operating lever, then to 
the wheel cylinder and anchor plate.

9. Fix the shoe with the hold spring and hold pin.

10. Install the return spring (upper).

Brake drum
1. Move the quadrant against the backing plate with a screw

driver and increase the shoe clearance.
2. Install the brake drum.

Note
• The shoe clearance will be automatically adjusted 

by applying parking brake.

86U11X-128
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Locknut
Tighten the new locknut to the specified torque and securely 
stake it to the spindle groove.

Tightening torque:
98—177 N-m (10—18 m-kg, 72—130 ft-lb)

Caution
® Do not use a pointed tool for staking.

86U11X-129
PARKING BRAKE
ON-VEHICLE MAINTENANCE 
Parking Brake Lever Stroke 
Inspection
Check that the stroke is within specification when the parking 
brake lever is pulled with a force of 98 N (10 kg, 22 lb).

Stroke: 5—7 notches

86U11X-130
Adjustment
1. Before adjustment, start the engine and depress the brake 

pedal several times.
2. Stop the engine.
3. Remove the adjusting nut clip and turn the adjusting nut 

at the front of the parking cable.
4. After adjustment, check the following points:

(1) Turn the ignition switch ON, pull the parking brake le
ver one notch and check that the parking brake warn
ing lamp illuminates.

(2) Check that the rear brakes do not drag.
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REMOVAL / INSTALLATION OF PARKING BRAKE LEVER
1. Block the wheels firmly.
2. Release the parking brakes.
3. Remove in the order shown in the figure.
4. Inspect all parts, referring to Inspection Note.
5. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.
6. After installation:

Adjust the parking lever stroke. (Refer to page P-54.)

(1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)

16U0PX-020

1. Rear console 4. Adjusting nut 7. Button
2. Parking brake switch 5. Parking brake lever 8. Spring
3. Clip 6. Cover
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Inspection Note
Check the following and replace any faulty parts.
1. Sector and ratchet pawl for wear and damage
2. Spring for weakness and breakage

86U11X-134
Installation Note
Parking switch
1. Install the parking switch so that it contacts the parking brake 

lever when the lever is released.
2. Turn the ignition switch ON, and check that the parking 

brake warning lamp illuminates with the lever pulled one 
notch.

86U11X-135
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REMOVAL OF PARKING BRAKE CABLE
1. Block the wheels firmly.
2. Remove the rear console. (Refer to page P-54.)
3. Release the parking brake and remove the adjusting nut of the parking brake lever. (Refer to page P-54.)
4. Jack up the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
5. Remove the parking brake cable in the order shown in the figure.

1. Front parking cable 3. Parking brake cable (left)
2. Spring 4. Parking brake cable (right)
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INSTALLATION OF PARKING BRAKE CABLE
1. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.
2. Tighten all nuts and bolts to the specified torque, referring to the torque specifications.
3. After installation:

(1) Adjust the parking brake lever stroke. (Refer to page P -5 4 .)
(2) Depress the brake pedal a few times, and check that the rear brakes do not drag while rotating the 

wheels.

Torque Specifications
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1. Parking brake cable (rear disc brake)

Installation Note
Parking brake cable (Rear disc brake)
Connect the cable end to the operating lever; then tighten the 
locknut.

Tightening torque:
16—23 Nm (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-ib)

Caution
• There must be no clearance between the cable end 

and the operating lever.
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ANTI-LOCK BRAKE SYSTEM (ABS) 
PREPARATION

16U 0PX -078
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OUTLINE
• The warning and fail-safe circuits of the ABS control unit work together to alert the driver of an ABS mal

function by illuminating the ABS warning lamp and shutting down ABS operation. If a problem occurs, 
the brake system reverts to lamp normal braking.

• Malfunction codes are stored in the ABS control unit and are output during the diagnostic mode on com
mand of the technician. These codes help to locate the probable cause of a malfunction. The codes are 
shown as flashing of the ABS warning lamp and pulsations of an analog voltmeter pointer.

16U0PX-092

SERVICE NOTE
1. Do not turn the ignition switch ON while an ABS related connector is disconnected. This will be judged 

as a malfunction and be stored in the ABS control unit memory.
2. Be sure to remove the jumper wire from the check connector after inspecting and repairing.
3. The malfunction memory is not canceled by disconnecting the battery. After repairs are made, be sure 

to erase the memory as directed. (Refer to page P-70.)
4. The ABS warning lamp may illuminate under any of the following conditions:

• When the vehicle is traveling on snow or ice with the parking brake activated or a brake dragging at 
one wheel.

• When the vehicle is traveling on snow or ice with repeated sudden acceleration and braking.
® When different size tires are used.
® When tires of different gripping performance are used.
• When the vehicule is jacked up, if a wheel is turned manually or by the engine for over 20 seconds 

while the ignition is ON.
® When there is insufficient battery voltage.

Note
• Under the above conditions there will be no entry of a failure to the ABS control unit memory 

and the failure will be erased when the ignition switch is turned OFF.
16U0PX-093
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16U0PX-095
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DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM INSPECTION
OUTLINE
The ABS control unit contains self-diagnostic and memory functions to watch for and indicate present and 
past failures.
Read and note the diagnostic indications as shown below, then take action according to the Malfunction 
Code Table. (Refer to page P-66.)

16U0PX-096

DIAGNOSIS FLOWCHART
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DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM INSPECTION
Note
• Verify that the battery voltage is above 10V with the engine idling.
• The malfunction codes can be obtained only with the vehicle stopped. If the wiring harness 

for the warning lamp check connector is faulty, the diagnosis check cannot be made.
• If the ABS warning lamp remains illuminated while the TBS terminal is grounded, it indicates 

a present failure and a malfunction code cannot be obtained by the warning lamp. A present 
failure malfunction code can only be obtained by connecting an analog voltmeter to the FBS 
terminal with the TBS terminal grounded.

• If the ABS warning lamp starts flashing after the TBS terminal is grounded, it indicates a past 
failure and a malfunction code can be obtained by reading the warning lamp flashing pattern 
or by connecting an analog voltmeter to the FBS terminal and counting the pulsations of 
the voltmeter pointer.

• When ail check items are complete, do not fail to disconnect the jumper wire from the check 
connector.

16U0PX-098

HOW TO READ MALFUNCTION CODE
Note the flashing of the ABS warning lamp or the pulsations of the voltmeter pointer to determine the mal
function code(s).
• When memorized (past failure)

Code No: 2 2
(a) (b)

FBS TERMINAL 
VOLTAGE 

OV

Vb

(BATTERY
VOLTAGE)

ABS WARNING LAMP
FIRST DIGIT 
(TENS POSITION) SECOND DIGIT 

(ONES POSITION) 
I----1---- .

REPEATS 
(OR NEXT CODE)

ON

OFF
n n ___r i n n_-

3 sec.
1.2 sec. 

•>!< 2sec- ►!<—
1.6 sec. 0.4 sec.

l------- ►k>lo[-4 4 sec.

0.4 sec. 0.4 sec.

• When memorized (present failure)
ABS WARNING LAMP

ON

OFF

FBS TERMINAL 
VOLTAGE 

OV

Vb

(BATTERY
VOLTAGE)

ON

OFF

©•

FIRST DIGIT 
(TENS POSITION)

SECOND DIGIT 
(ONES POSITION) 

Inn_nn
3 sec. 2 sec.

1.2 sec. 1.6 sec. 0.4 sec. 

-►|<— ------ \i----------

REPEATS 
(OR NEXT CODE)

0.4 sec. 0.4 sec.

n_
4 sec.

• When not memorized (no failure)
FBS TERMINAL ABS WARNING LAMP 
VOLTAGE

0V ON

OFF
Vb

(BATTERY
VOLTAGE)

3 sec.

* There are two types of starting points as follows:
(1): TBS terminal connected to ground before turing ignition switch ON.
(2): TBS terminal connected to ground after turning ignition switch ON.

16U0PX-099
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MALFUNCTION CODE TABLE 

Note
• The voltmeter indication shows all malfunction codes (present and past failures) at one time. 

After repairing a failure, perform the memory cancel operation.

Code
No.

Diagnosis indication
Diagnosis 
chart No.Possible cause Warning lamp 

indication Voltmeter indication (present and past failures)

11 Right front wheel speed sensor 
Right front sensor rotor rul

12 Left front wheel speed sensor 
Left front sensor rotor J~UUL

ABS-1

13 Right rear wheel speed sensor 
Right rear sensor rotor rum.

14 Left rear wheel speed sensor 
Left rear sensor rotor Present failure: 

remains ON

Past failure: 
same as 
voltmeter 
indication

JliUUlJL
15 Wheel speed sensor JUUUML ABS-2

22 Hydraulic unit 
Harness jnruifL ABS-3

51 Fail-safe relay jnnnnrm ABS-4

53 Motor 
Motor relay i—ii ii ii ii innnJ U LJ Li U U LJ LJ L ABS-5

61 ABS control unit J—LJ—LJ LJ LJ~U LTLABS-6

16U0PX-100
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Diagnosis Chart

ABS-1 Malfunction code: 11—14

Possible failure: Wheel speed sensor, harness, sensor rotor, hydraulic pressure 
11: Right front 12: Left front 13: Right rear 14: Left rear

Step Check item Remark Refer to

1 Check control unit connector Check for poor connection —

2 Check wiring harness between control unit and 
wheel speed sensor

Check for open or short to ground —

3 Check wheel speed sensor — P-73

4 Check sensor rotor — P-74

5 Check stoplight switch — P-74

6 Check hydraulic system If a problem is found, replace hydraulic unit or re
pair hydraulic system piping as necessary

P-78

7 If all above are OK after malfunction code(s) is 
erased, recheck for diagnosis code after driving 
from vehicle stop to over 10 km/h (6 mph)

If code of 11—14 is obtained, replace ABS control 
unit

P-90

8 If all above are OK, there was a temporary poor contact in wiring and now ABS system is functioning
16U0PX-101

ABS-2 Malfunction code: 15

Possible failure: Wheel speed sensor, harness

Step Check item Remark Refer to

1 If all the malfunction are OK after malfunction 
code is erased, recheck for diagnosis code after 
driving from vehicle stop to over 10 km/h (6 mph)

If code of 11—14 is obtained, go to ABS-1 Above

If code 15 is obtained, replace ABS control unit P-90

If nothing is displayed, there was a temporary 
poor contact in wiring and now ABS is OK —

16U0PX-102
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ABS-3 Malfunction code: 22

Possible failure: Solenoid valve, harness

Step Check Stem Remark Refer to

1 Check control unit connector Check for poor connection —

2 Check wiring harness between hydraulic unit and 
control unit

Check for open or short to ground —

3 Check hydraulic unit solenoid valve Check for open circuit P-80

4 Check ABS warning lamp operation If warning lamp illuminates constantly after turning 
ignition switch ON, replace control unit

If warning lamp does not illuminate after turning 
ignition switch ON, there was a temporary poor 
contact in wiring and now ABS system is func
tioning

16U0PX-103

ABS-4 Malfunction code: 51

Possible failure: Fail-safe relay

Step Check Stem Remark Refer to

1 Check pump fuse Check pump fuse condition P—71

Check short to ground —

2 Check relay box Check for open circuit P-81

3 Check wiring harness between relay box and hy
draulic unit or control unit

Check for open or short to ground —

4 Check ABS warning lamp operation If warning lamp illuminates constantly after turning 
ignition switch ON, replace ABS control unit

If warning lamp does not illuminate after turning 
ignition switch ON, there was a temporary poor 
contact in wiring and now ABS system is func
tioning

16U0PX-104

r
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ABS-5 Malfunction code: 53

Possible failure: Motor, motor relay

Step Check item Remark Refer to

1 Check motor relay If pump motor continues operating after turning ig
nition switch OFF, motor relay may be faulty

P-81

2 Check ABS pump fuse Check ABS pump fuse condition P—71

Check short to ground —

3 Check wiring harness between relay box and hy
draulic unit or control unit

Check for open or short to ground —

4 Check voltage at control unit terminal Turn ignition switch ON and check motor relay 
terminal voltage P-76

5 Check motor Check for open circuit no I 00 o

6 Check wiring harness between motor and ground Check for open circuit —

7 Check wiring harness between motor and control 
unit

Check for open or short to ground

8 Check ABS warning lamp operation If warning lamp illuminates constantly, after turning 
ignition switch ON replace control unit

If warning lamp does not illuminate after turning 
ignition switch ON, there was a temporary poor 
contact in wiring and now ABS systems is func
tioning

16U0PX-105
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ABS-6 Malfunction code: 61

Possible failure: ABS control unit

Step Check item Remark Refer to

1 — Replace ABS control unit P-90
16U0PX-106

MEMORY CANCEL
Malfunction codes memorized in the ABS control unit are canceled by performing the following steps.
1. Connect the TBS terminal to GND at the check connector.
2. Output all memorized codes.
3. After verifying that the first code is repeated, depress the brake pedal 10 times at intervals of less than 

one second (1 sec.).

Note
® Malfunction codes cannot be canceled if the following occur: 

if intervals of depressing the brake pedal exceed one second (1 sec.).
Stoplight bulb or switch has failed.

® While performing the memory cancel operation, the ABS warning lamp will illuminate.
® After memory cancel, the ABS control unit will perform self-diagnosis.

16U0PX-107
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ABS COMPONENTS INSPECTION
FUSES
Inspection
Check the fuses according to the following table. If a fuse is burned, replace it.

Fuse name Rating (Amp) Location Failure condition Refer to

ABS PUMP 60
Main fuse box

• ABS warning lamp illuminates 
(Malfunction code 51 or 53)

• Motor and solenoid valves do not operate
P-68, 69

MAIN 80 (100*) • Engine does not start —

TURN 15
Fuse panel 

(at driver’s side)

• ABS warning lamp illuminates after engine started
• ABS control unit not activated —

STOP 15 • Stoplights do not illuminate —

METER 10 • No ABS warning lamps in instrument cluster illuminate —

FUSE PANEL
f >
C r  (BELT) 'I ( RADIO ' I f  (HEAD 1I 30A Ji 15* JNoH
Xm
o

((POWER 1 "I f  HAZARD 1 
[30A WIND)J  ̂ [ 15A J

QZ>
f  TAIL ]  f  METER ]  f  TURN ) 
\  15A j  [  10A J [  15A j

s
r

f  r o o m  'I f io o o n  J f  STOP
{ 15A Ji 30A 1 1  ’ 5A J

S
O r ' - j r \ r r

5 ((REAR f WIPER )  fsUN ROOF)^-------
(WIPER)ISAJ [ 20A J [  15A J
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ALTERNATOR
The ABS control unit judges if the engine is running according to the output voltage at the alternator terminal L. 
The output voltage is not detected by the self-diagnosis system.

To determine a possible failure of the alternator, refer to the table below.

ABS warning lamp condition Possible cause

Lamp goes out before engine started ® Open circuit between alternator and the ABS control unit 
(terminal 2F)

• Disconnection or open at alternator connector (terminal
L)

Lamp remains illuminated • Alternator problem
(low output voltage at terminal L)

16U0PX-109-

S TERMINAL

Inspection
1. Start the engine.
2. Check the voltage at the alternator terminals with the en

gine idling.

Specifications:
Terminal B: Battery voltage 
Terminal L: Battery voltage 
Terminal S: Battery voltage

16U0PX-110

BATTERY
If the battery voltage is low, the ABS the warning lamp may illuminate.

16U0PX-111

Inspection
1. Start the engine.
2. Check the voltage at the battery and at the ABS control unit terminal 1H.

Voltage: 10V man.

3. If battery voltage is below specification, charge or replace the battery as necessary.
4. If battery voltage is within specification and termial 1H voltage is below specification, check the wiring 

harness between the battery and the ABS control unit terminal 1H.
16U0PX-112
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WHEEL SPEED SENSOR 
Inspection of installation
1. Jack up the vehicle and support it on safety stands.
2. Remove the wheel and tire assembly.
3. Check for looseness and damage.

2. Check the clearance between the wheel speed sensor and 
the sensor rotor.

Clearance: 0.3-—1.1mm (0.012—0.043 in)

3. If not as specified, replace the wheel speed sensor or sen
sor rotor as needed.

Inspection of resistance
1. Check resistance at the wheel speed sensor terminals. 

Resistance: 1 kfi ± 0.2 kfi

2. If not as specified, replace the wheel speed sensor.

Inspection of voltage 

Caution
• The ABS control unit will memorize a failure when 

the wheel is turned, perform the memory cancel 
operation after completing the test.

1. Jack up the vehicle and support it on safety stands.
2. Disconnect the wheel speed sensor connector.
3. While rotating a wheel one revolution per second by hand, 

check for voltage at the wheel speed sensor terminal. Check 
each wheel.

Voltage: 0.25—1.1V (AC)

4. If not specified, replace the wheel speed sensor or sensor 
rotor as needed.

16U0PX-116
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FRONT REAR
''fe.

ABS SENSOR

ABS SENSOR 
ROTOR

SENSOR ROTOR 
Inspection
1. Jack up the vehicle and support it on safety stands.
2. Remove the wheel and tire assembly.
3. Visually check the sensor rotor for missing or damaged 

teeth.
4. Replace the sensor rotor if necessary.

16U0PX-117
STOPLIGHT SWITCH 
Inspection of stoplight switch
1. Depress the brake pedal.
2. Verify that the stoplights illuminate.
3. If not illuminated, check the following:

® Stoplight bulbs
® Stoplight fuse 
® Stoplight switch 
® Stoplight harness

4. Repair of replace parts as necessary.
16U0PX-118

1M 1K 1E 1C 1A
W/G G/R B L/O B/W

-K- R/Y * B/G B BR L
1N 1L 1J 1H 1F 1D 1B

ABS CONTROL UNIT
Inspection of ABS control unit harness
1. Turn the ignition switch OFF.
2. Disconnect the ABS control unit connector (12 pins).
3. Turn the ignition switch ON.
4. Check for voltage between terminal 1M at the vehicle side 

harness and a ground. (Refer to page P-75.)
5. If not as specified, check wiring harness between the stop

light switch and the ABS control unit.

16U0PX-119
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CONTROL UNIT CIRCUIT 

Caution
• When checking for voltage at the control unit terminals, insert the probe from the rear of the 

connector (harness side) to prevent damaging the terminals.

1M 1K 1E

1N 1L 1J 1H

1C 1A
W/G G/R X B L/O B/W

* R/Y B/G B BR L
1F 1D 1B

L Y/G R Y X * * •¥r G/R

G Y/L w 0 L/Y B/L L/B W/B * G/B

ABS CONTROL UNIT CONNECTOR

16U0PX-120

VB: Battery voltage

Connector Terminal Wire color Connected to Condition Voltage Remark

1A B/W Right rear 
wheel solenoid

Solenoid ON* 0 -2 ‘ Solenoid is ON only 
when ABS system is func
tioning. Voltage when 
solenoid is ON can be 
measured following "Hy
draulic System Test” . 
(Refer to page P-78)

Ignition switch ON VB

1B L Left front 
wheel solenoid

Solenoid ON* 0—2

Ignition switch ON VB

1C L/O Right front 
wheel solenoid

Solenoid ON* 0 -2

Ignition switch ON VB

1D BR Left rear 
wheel solenoid

Solenoid ON* 0—2

Ingition switch ON VB

1E B Ground Constant 0

12 pins
1F B Ground Constant 0

1H B/G Battery Ignition switch ON VB

Ignition switch OFF 0

1J — Not used — —

IK G/R Solenoid
monitor

If malfunction present 0

Ignition switch ON VB

1L R/Y Motor Motor running VB

Motor stopped 0—1

1M W/G Stoplight
switch

Brake pedal depressed VB

Brake pedal released 0 -2

1N — Not used — —
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p ABS COMPONENTS INSPECTION

Connector Terminal Wire color Connected to Condition Voltage Remark

2A G/R FBS check 
terminal

Ignition switch ON 0

2B G/B TBS check Normal mode VB
tt? l I i III let

Diagnostic mode 0

2C — Not used — —

2D — Not used — —

2E — Not used — —

2F W/B Alternator
terminal

Ignition switch ON 
(engine off)

00ICOO
Engine idling VB

2G — Ground Constant 0

2H L/B Motor relay Motor relay ON 0 -2

Motor relay OFF VB

2J B/L Fail-safe relay Normal 0—2 • Turn wheel at specified 
speed to prevent incor
rect diagnosis

• Check following termi
nals of wheel speed 
sensor in AC range:
2N-2M (right front) 
20-2 P (left front) 
2R-2Q (left rear)
2S-2T (right rear)

18 pins If malfunction present VB

2L L/Y Warning lamp Illuminated 0 -3

Not illuminated VB

2M Y Right
front

Vehicle stopped 0

2N 0 Wheel turned 1 revolution 
per second

0.25—1.1

20 R Left
front

Vehicle stopped 0

2P W
Wheel
speed
sensor

Wheel turned 1 revolution 
per second

0.25-1.1

2Q Y/G Left Vehicle stopped 0 • In DC range, wheel 
speed sensor voltage 
will be approx. 1.0V 
(with ignition switch ON)

2R Y/L
rear

Wheel turned 1 revolution 
per second

0.25—1.1

2S L Right Vehicle stopped 0

2T G
rear

Wheel turned 1 revolution 
per second

0.25-1.1

16U0PX-121
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ABS COMPONENTS INSPECTION R

ABS WARNING LAMP
Inspection of harness
1. Turn the ignition switch OFF, and disconnect the ABS con

trol unit connector (18 pins).
2. Turn the ignition switch ON. If the warning lamp is ON, go 

to next step. If the warning lamp is OFF, check the relay 
box and the harness. (Warning lamp-Relay box (h)-Relay 
box (b)-Ground)

3. Disconnect the relay box connector.
4. If the warning lamp remains illuminated, check the warn

ing lamp harness for shorting to ground.
5. Keeping the same conditions, ground the terminals below 

and check the operation of the warning lamp as shown in 
the chart.

O...Illuminated 
x ...Not illuminated

Op
era

tio
n Terminal

ActionControl unit 
2L (L/Y)

Relay box 
h (L/Y)

W
arn

ing
 

la
m

p O X Check harness between control 
unit and relay box

X 0 t

X X Check bulb and harness be
tween instrument cluster and 
control unit, relay box

6. Keeping the above conditions, connect the ABS control unit 
connector and check operation of the warning. If the warn
ing lamp does not illuminate, replace the ABS control unit.

7. Stert the engine after connecting the connector to the relay 
box.

8. Replace the ABS control unit if the warning lamp remains 
ON and no diagnosis code is shown during the diagnosis 
mode.

Inspection of bulb
1. Remove the meter assembly.
2. Remove the warning lamp bulb from the rear of the cluster.
3. Check the condition of the bulb.
4. Replace the bulb if necessary.

16U0PX-124



p ABS COMPONENTS INSPECTION
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
The ABS control unit contains a self-diagnostic function to check the hydraulic system operation.
During the diagnostic mode, the ABS control unit activates the hydraulic unit to reduce the hydraulic pres
sure of the right front, left front, right rear, left rear in sequence for 0.5 second each at intervals of 1.5 seconds.

Mote
© Verify that the battery is fully charged.
° Vefify that the ABS warning lamp goes out after the engine is started.
® If the lamp stays ON after the engine has started, the ABS control unit detects a fasllure and 

will not activate the hydraulic unit.
16U0PX-125

Inspection
1. Jack up the vehicle and support it on safety stands with all 

wheels clear of the ground. Shift the transaxle neutral or P 
range.

2. Release the parking brake.
3. Check the wheels for brake drag while rotating each by 

hand.
4. Using a jumper wire, connect the TBS and GND terminals 

of the check connector.
5. Depress the brake pedal and have an assistant verify that 

the right front wheel will not turn.
6. With the brake pedal still depressed, turn the ignition switch 

ON and verify that the brake is released momentality (ap
prox. 0.5 sec.) and the wheel turns when pressure-reduction 
operates.

7. Check operation of the remaining wheels in order: left front, 
right rear, left rear.

8. If Steps 5 and 6 show correct operation, the following sys
tems are OK:
® Brake piping to hydraulic unit
• Braking system, including hydraulic unit 
® Electrical system in hydraulic unit (solenoid, motor, etc.)
• ABS control unit, its output system (solenoid, relay, etc.) 

and harness
The following are not checked with the above steps.

® Input system and harness of ABS control unit
• Fluid leakage 
® Intermittent failure

9. Replace the hydraulic unit if necessary.

IGN SWITCH

ON
OFF —J o.5 sec. 1.5 sec.

PRESSURE —

LOW 
NORMAL —

MOTOR 
ON 

OFF -

n n n n
FR FL RR RLUsa—sJ

0.85 sec.
L

16U0PX-127
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ANTI-LOCK BRAKE SYSTEM (ABS) P
HYDRAULIC UNIT FLUID
Inspection of Level
1. Run the engine for 10 seconds to let the pump motor build 

pressure in the accumulator; then stop the engine.
2. Check that the fluid level is between the MAX and MIN lines 

on the reservoir.
3. If the level is lower than the MIN line and leakage from cap 

is not found, replace the hydraulic unit assembly.
(Refer to page P-89.)

06U0PX-031

16U0PX-033

Replacement
1. Remove the reservoir cap and retainer.
2. Use a suction pump and a soft vinyl hose to suck fluid from 

the reservoir.

Caution
• A hard hose may damage the filter in the reservoir.

3. Fill the reservoir with the specified type and amount of brake 
fluid.

Caution
• Do not allow any foreign material into the reservoir.
• Do not soak the upper filter with brake fluid, be

cause pouring fluid in may become difficult.

Fluid: FMVSS 116: DOT-3, SAE: J1703

4. Check the fluid level as described above.

P-79
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IE 1C____1A

W/G G/H X B L /0 B/W

* R/Y *  B/G ' B BR L
IN 1L Ivl 1H IF ID IB

16U0PX-128

IE 1C 1A

W/G G/H X B L /0 B/W

-ft* R/Y * B/G B BR L

16U0PX-130

HYDRAULIC UNIT
1. Turn the ignition switch OFF, and disconnect the ABS con

trol unit connector (12 pin).
2. Measure the resistance between 1L (R/Y) terminal of the 

control unit connector and a ground.

Resistance: 10 max. (Approx, 0.40)

3. If not as specified, check the wiring harness between the 
motor and the control unit and check the motor.

Inspection of Motor
1. Turn the ignition switch OFF.
2. Disconnect the hydraulic unit connector (2 pin).
3. Measure the resistance between the connector terminals.

Resistance: 10 max. (Approx. 0.40)

4. Verify that the motor operates when applying 12V to con
nector (2-pin).

5. If not as specified, replace the hydraulic unit.

Inspection of Solenoid Valve 
Inspection at control unit
1. Turn the ignition switch OFF.
2. Measure the resistance between a ground and the follow

ing terminals at the ABS control unit connector (12 pin).
Terminal: 1A (B/W), Right rear 

1B (L), Left front 
1C (L/0), Right front 
1D (BR), Left rear

Resistance: Approx. 30

3. If not as specified, check the wiring harness between the 
hydraulic unit connector (8 pin) and the ABS control unit.

16U0PX-131
inspection at hydraulic unit
1. Disconnect the hydraulic unit connector (8 pin).
2. Measure the resistance between a ground and the termi

nals shown in the figure.

Resistance: approx. 30

3. If not as specified, check the hydraulic unit wiring harness 
or replace the hydraulic unit if necessary.

P -8 0
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ABS COMPONENTS SNSPECTSON P
RELAY BOX 
Fail-safe Relay 
Inspection of harness
1. Turn the ignition switch OFF and disconnect the ABS con

trol unit connector (18 pin).
2. Turn the ignition switch ON.
3. Connect terminal 2J (B/L) of the control unit connector (18 

pin) to a ground.
4. Check the following points:

16U0PX-133

Condition Action
Fail-safe relay in relay box does 
not click when 2J terminal 
grounded

• Check fail-safe relay
• Check harness between fail

safe relay and control unit
Warning lamp illuminates after 
grounding 2J terminal

• Check fail-safe relay

1D (BR) terminal of control unit 
connector does not indicate 12V

• Check fail-safe relay
• Check harness between fail

safe relay and hydraulic unit

16U0PX-134

RELAY BOX

R/Y L/R

g ri c

j h f e d b

L/B L/Y G/R B/G B/L B

16U0PX-135

Inspection of fail-safe relay
1. Measure resistance between terminals e (B/G) and d (B/L) 

of relay box connector.

Resistance: 60—1000

2. Check continuity between terminals b (B) and c (L/R) and 
between c (L/R) and f (G/R).

Terminal Continuity
b-f Yes
c-f No

3. Apply 12V to terminals e (B/G) and d (B/L). Check for con
tinuity between terminals c (L/R) and f (G/R) and b (B) and 
f (G/R).

Terminal Continuity
c-f Yes
b-f No

4. If not as specified, replace the relay box.

Inspection of warning lamp diode
1. Check for continuity between terminals h (L/Y) and f (G/R).

Terminal Continuity
h (®)-f (0) No
h (©)-f m Yes

2. If not as specified, replace the relay box.
16U0PX-136
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£

as

L

20

Y/G

SO
R

a*

Y X * -a- * G/R

6 Y/L W 0 L/Y B/L L/B 'W/B
SF 2)

G/B

SB

16U0PX-137

RELAY BOX

R/Y

L/B L/Y G/R B/G B/L B

16U0PX-139

■si-
Motor Relay 
Inspection of harness

Caution
® Check the fail-safe relay before performing these 

checks.

1. Turn the ignition switch OFF and disconnect the control unit 
connector (18 pin). *7

2. Turn the ignition switch ON.
3. Connect terminal 2J (B/L) to a ground.
4. Connect terminal 2H (L/B) to a ground.
5. Check the following points:

Condition Action
Motor relay in relay box does 
not click when terminals 
grounded

• Check harness between fail
safe relay and control unit 

® Check fail-safe relay
Motor does not operate • Check fail-safe relay

• Check harness between fail
safe relay and motor

® Check fuse

Caution
• Do not allow the motor to operate for more than two 

seconds.

Inspection of motor relay
1. Measure the resistance between terminals f (G/R) and j (L/B) 

or b (B) and j (L/B) of relay box connector.

Resistance: 50—900 *
2. Check continuity between terminals c (L/R) and g (R/Y).

Terminal Continuity
c-g No

3. Apply 12V to terminals h (L/Y) ( + ) and j (L/B) (-). Check 
for continuity between terminals c (L/R) and g (R/Y).

Caution
• When applying voltage, connect ( + ) terminal to h

(L/Y).

Terminal Continuity
c-g Yes

4. If not as specified, replace the relay box.
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ABS REMOVAL/INSTALLATION P
Removal of Front Wheel-speed Sensor
1. Remove the wheel and tire.
2. Remove the parts shown in the figure, and remove the sen

sor from the knuckle.

86U11X-170

Installation of Front Wheel-speed Sensor
1. Install the sensor to the knuckle.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)

Caution
• The left and right sensors are not interchangeable. 

L or R is indicated on the bracket.

2. Install the sensor harness bracket onto the knuckle.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)

3. Push the sensor harness through the splash shield and se
cure it with the clip.

4. Install the sensor harness bracket to the body.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)

Caution
• Verify that the harness is not twisted, and does not 

contact the shock absorber or body when the steer
ing wheel is turned.

5. Connect the sensor connector.
6. Install the wheel and tire.

86U11X-172
Removal of Rear Wheel-speed Sensor
1. Remove the wheel and tire.
2. Remove the parts shown in the figure, and remove the sen

sor from the hub spindle.

86U11X-173
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ABS REMOVAL/INSTALLATION
Installation of Rear Wheel-speed Sensor
1. Install the sensor to the hub spindle.

Tightening torque: .
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)

Caution
® The left and right sensors are not interchangeable. 

L or R is indicated on the bracket.

2. Install the sensor harness bracket onto the knuckle.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)

3. Feed the sensor harness through the body and install the
grommet.

4. Install the sensor harness bracket to the body.

Tightening torque:
16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)

Caution
• Verify that the harness is not twisted, and does not 

contact the shock absorber or body when the steer
ing wheeS is turned.

5. Connect the sensor connector.
6. Install the wheel and tire.

STOPLIGHT SWITCH
Refer to Section T.

SENSOR ROTOR 
Inspection
Check the sensor rotor for missing or damaged teeth.
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ABS REMOVAL/INSTALLATION P
Removal of Front Sensor Rotor
1. Loosen the front wheel lug nuts.
2. Block the rear wheels.
3. Jack up the front of the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
4. Remove the wheels.
5. Remove in the sequence shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.

16U0PX-028

1. Hub cap 4. Sensor rotor
2. Locknut 5. Boot and boot band
3. Driveshaft (Refer to Section M)

Removal note 
Sensor rotor
Tap the sensor rotor off the driveshaft with a chisel.
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ABS REMOVAL/INSTALLATION

Installation of Front Sensor Rotor
Install in the order shown in the figure, referring to Installation Note. 

Torque Specifications

BOOT BAND, REPLACE
I
\)  REPLACE

£ )  2 3 5 — 319
(2 4 — 3 2 .5 , 174— 235 )

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

1. Sensor rotor
2. Boot and boot band
3. Driveshaft

16U0PX-029

4. Locknut
5. Hub cap

Installation note 
Sensor rotor
Press the sensor rotor onto the driveshaft with the SST. 

Caution
• Install the sensor rotor with chamfered edge toward 

the driveshaft.
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ABS REMOVAL/INSTALLATION P
Removal of Rear Sensor Rotor
1. Loosen the rear wheel lug nuts.
2. Block the front wheels.
3. Jack up the rear of the vehicle and support it with safety stands.
4. Remove the wheels.
5. Remove in the order shown in the figure, referring to Removal Note.

16U0PX-030

1. Hub cap 3. Caliper assembly and mount- 4. Disc plate
2. Locknut ing support 5. Sensor rotor

Removal note 
Sensor rotor
Remove the sensor rotor from the hub assembly with the SST.
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Installation of Rear Sensor Rotor
Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to Installation Note.

Torque Specifications

16U0PX-031

Installation 
Sensor rotor
Press the sensor rotor onto the hub with the SST.

86U11X-185

Locknut
1. Install and tighten a new locknut.
2. Stake the locknut securely in the driveshaft groove.

Caution
• Do not use a pointed tool for staking.

3. Check that the hub rotates freely by hand.

P-88
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ABS REMOVAL/INSTALLATION P
HYDRAULIC UNIT 
Removal / installation
1. Remove the nuts mounting the fuel filter and igniter to the bracket, and move them toward the engine.
2. Remove the air cleaner assembly.
3. Remove the hydraulic unit in the order shown in the figure, referring the Removal Note.

Caution 
• The hydraulic unit is not serviceable. If there is a malfunction, replace the hydraulic unit as

sembly.

4. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring the Installation Note.
5. Add brake fluid, bleed the air, and check for fluid leakage.
6. Verify whether the diagnosis code is cancelled. (Refer to page P-70.)

16U 0PX -089

1. Connecter 4. Mount bolt
2. Brake pipe Removal / Installation Note..................below

Removal / Installation Note..................below 5. Hydraulic unit assembly
3. Mount bushing and nut

Removal / Installation Note 
Brake pipes

Caution 
• Brake fluid will damage pointed surfaces. If it does 

get on a painted surface, wipe it off immediately.

Loosen and tighten the brake pipes with the SST.

16U0PX-090
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CONTROL UNIT
Removal I Installation
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Remove the front driver’s seat.
3. Roll back the carpet.
4. Remove in the order shown in the figure.
5. Install in the reverse order of removal.
6. Connect the negative battery cable, verify whether the diagnosis code in cancelled. (Refer to page P-70.)

1. Bolt 3. ABS control unit
2. Connecter

P-90



PARTS INDEX

A
ACTUATOR.................................................T - 78
ACTUATOR CABLE................................... T - 79
AIR BYPASS VALVE................................ F2- 38
AIR CLEANER (NON-TURBO)................ F1- 34
AIR CLEANER (TURBO).......................... F2- 38
AIRFLOW METER (NON-TURBO)........... F1- 96
AIRFLOW METER (TURBO).................... F2-105
AIRFLOW MODE

CONTROL DOOR ACTUATOR............... U - 36
ALTERNATOR............................................G - 8
ANTENNA MAST........................................T—113
ANTI-LOCK BRAKE SYSTEM (ABS).........P- 60
ATF THERMOSWITCH.............................. K - 41
AUDIO UNIT...............................................T—108
AUTOMATIC TRANSAXLE........................ K - 50

B
BACK DOOR KEY CYLINDER SWITCH .... T - 89
BACK DOOR SWITCH............................... T - 61
BATTERY...................................................G - 5
BACK-UP LIGHT........................................T - 42
BAC VALVE (NON-TURBO)...!................ F1- 42
BAC VALVE (TURBO)............................. F2- 46
BLOWER FAN MOTOR............................ U - 32
BLOWER UNIT..........................................U - 32
BRAKE FLUID LEVEL SENSOR............... T - 61
BRAKE HYDRAULIC LINE........................ P - 7
BRAKE PEDAL.......................................... P - 10
BRAKE SWITCH........................................ T - 80

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU)......T - 66
CHARCOAL CANISTER.... ......................F1- 72
CHECK AND CUT VALVE...................... F1- 72
CIRCUIT OPENING RELAY

(NON-TURBO)........................................F1- 80
CIRCUIT OPENING RELAY (TURBO).....F2- 94
CLUTCH COVER...................................... H - 14
CLUTCH DISC.......................................... H - 14
CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER................. H - 7
CLUTCH PEDAL....................................... H - 5
CLUTCH RELEASE CYLINDER................ H - 11
CLUTCH SWITCH (MTX)... F1-94, F2-101, T-80
COMBINATION SWITCH........................... T - 18
COMPRESSOR.......................................... U - 45
CONDENSER.............................................U - 54
CONDENSER FAN................................... U - 56
CONTROL SWITCH PANEL (WIRE TYPE) U - 29 
CONTROL SWITCH PANEL (LOGIC TYPE) U - 24
COOLING FAN............................. .............E- 11
COOLING UNIT......... ...............................U - 37

CRUISE CONTROL MAIN SWITCH.......... T - 81
CRUISE CONTROL SWITCH..................... T- 81
CRUISE CONTROL UNIT.......................... T - 78
CYLINDER HEAD GASKET...................... B - 15

D
DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHT RELAY.........T - 28
DIFFERENTIAL (NON-TURBO)................ J1- 22
DIFFERENTIAL (TURBO)......................... J2- 21
DISTRIBUTOR................................ F2-80, G-28
DOOR KEY CYLINDER SWITCH.............. T - 89
DOOR MIRROR..........................................S - 48
DOOR SWITCH...........................................T - 61
DRIVESHAFT.............................................M - 25
DUAL PROPORTIONING VALVE.............. P - 29
DYNAMIC CHAMBER (NON-TURBO).....F1- 34
DYNAMIC CHAMBER (TURBO).............. F2- 38

EC-AT CONTROL UNIT............................ K - 42
EGI MAIN FUSE (NON-TURBO)............. F1- 80
EGI MAIN FUSE (TURBO)...................... F2- 94
EGR CONTROL VALVE (NON-TURBO)... F1- 67
EGR CONTROL VALVE (TURBO)...........F2- 85
EGR MODULATOR VALVE..................... F1- 67
EGR POSITION SENSOR (NON-TURBO) F1- 68
EGR POSITION SENSOR (TURBO)........F2- 84
ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED POWER
STEERING (ECPS) CONTROL UNIT......N - 50

ENGINE......................................................B- 21
ENGINE CONTROL UNIT (NON-TURBO) F1- 81
ENGINE CONTROL UNIT (TURBO)........F2- 95
ENGINE OIL...............................................D - 4
EVAPORATOR...........................................U - 57
EXHAUST COMPONENTS...................... F1- 75

FLASHER UNIT..........................................T - 31
FLYWHEEL................................................H - 14
FRONT AXLE.............................................M - 5
FRONT BUMPER...................................... S- 38
FRONT DISC BRAKE................................ P- 29
FRONT DOOR............................................S- 8
FRONT FOG LIGHT SWITCH.................... T - 28
FRONT LOWER ARM............................... R- 12
FRONT SHOCK ABSORBER
AND SPRING.......................................... R- 8

FRONT SPEAKER..................................... T-112
FRONT STABILIZER.................................. R- 16
FUEL FILLER LID REMOTE RELEASE....S- 37
FUEL FILTER (HIGH-PRESSURE TYPE: 

NON-TURBO)........................................ F1- 52



PARTSiHDEX
FUEL FILTER
(HIGH-PRESSURE TYPE: TURBO)........F2- 65

FUEL FILTER (LOW-PRESSURE TYPE:
NON-TURBO).........................................F1- 55

FUEL FILTER
(LOW-PRESSURE TYPE: TURBO)......... F2- 65

FUEL LEVEL SENSOR.............................. T - 62
FUEL PUMP (NON-TURBO)................... F1- 53
FUEL PUMP (TURBO)............................. F2- 66
FUEL TANK (NON-TURBO).................... F1- 50
FUEL TANK (TURBO)............................. F2- 63
FUEL TANK SENDER UNIT...................... T - 51

H
HAZARD WARNING SWITCH................... T - 21
HEADLIGHT...............................................T - 25
HEADLIGHT CLEANER............................ S - 73
HEADLIGHT RELAY.................................. T - 89
HEAD LINER..............................................S-107
HEATER CORE..........................................U - 35
HEATER UNIT............................................U - 35
HIGH MOUNTED STOPLIGHT.................. T - 43
HIGH-TENSION LEAD.... ..........................G - 27
HOLD SWITCH...........................................K - 39
HOOD.........................................................S- 5
HOOD SWITCH..........................................T - 89
HORN RELAY.............................................T - 93

K
KNOCK SENSOR.....................................F2- 81

L

LATERAL LINK AND TRAILING LINK......R- 23
LICENSE PLATE LIGHT............................ T - 42
LOCK LINK SWITCH................................. T - 89
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT LIGHT......... T - 42

M
MAIN FUSE BLOCK...................................T - 16
MAIN RELAY (NON-TURBO).................. F1- 80
MAIN RELAY (TURBO)........................... F2- 94
MAP LAMP................ ................................ T - 44
MASTER CYLINDER..................................P- 14
MODE SWITCH..........................................K - 39
MOLDING AND GARNISH........................ S - 42

N
NEUTRAL SWITCH (MTX: NON-TURBO) F1- 94 
NEUTRAL SWITCH (MTX: TURBO)........F2-103

o

IDLE SWITCH (NON-TURBO).................. F1- 99
IDLE SWITCH (TURBO)........................... F2-108
IGNITER (TURBO)......................................G - 34
IGNITION COIL..........................................G - 27
IGNITION SWITCH.....................................T - 17
INHIBITOR SWITCH (ATX) F1-95, F2-104, K-40
INJECTOR (NON-TURBO)....................... F1- 55
INJECTOR (TURBO)................................ F2- 68
INSTRUMENT CLUSTER........................... T - 47
INSTRUMENT PANEL............................... S- 89
INTAKE AIR THERMOSENSOR
(NON-TURBO)....................................... F1- 96

INTAKE AIR THERMOSENSOR (TURBO) F2-105
INTAKE MANIFOLD (NON-TURBO)........F1- 34
INTAKE MANIFOLD (TURBO)................. F2- 38
INTERCOOLER........................................ F2- 38
INTERIOR LAMP....................................... T - 44
INTERLOCK SWITCH (MTX)..................... G - 35

J
JOINT BOX................................................ T - 17

OIL COOLER (TURBO)............................. D - 5
OIL COOLER (ATX)................................... K—151
OIL FILTER................................................D - 5
OIL LEVEL SWITCH (IN P/S RESERVOIR) N - 64
OIL PAN.......................................... ..........D - 6
OIL PRESSURE SWITCH.......................... T - 62
OIL PUMP (ENGINE)................. ...............D - 8
OIL PUMP (P/S)........................................ N - 50
OIL STRAINER.......................................... D - 6
OXYGEN SENSOR (NON-TURBO)..........F1-100
OXYGEN SENSOR (TURBO)................... F2-109

P

PANEL LIGHT CONTROL......................... T - 46
PARKING BRAKE...................................... P- 54
PARKING BRAKE SWITCH....................... T - 61
PARKING LIGHT....................................... T - 35
PASSIVE SHOULDER BELT..................... S- 98
PCV VALVE............................................. F1- 73
PILOT BEARING....................................... H - 14
POWER ANTENNA MOTOR..................... T-113
POWER BRAKE UNIT............................... P~ 22
POWER DOOR LOCK............................... S- 25

PI-2
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POWER WINDOW......................................S - 29
P RANGE SWITCH.....................................K-154
PRESSURE REGULATOR
(NON-TURBO)........................................F1- 59

PRESSURE REGULATOR (TURBO)........F2- 72
P/S PRESSURE SWITCH (NON-TURBO). F1~ 95
P/S PRESSURE SWITCH (TURBO).........F2-104
PULSATION DAMPER (NON-TURBO)....F1- 58
PULSATION DAMPER (TURBO)............. F2- 71
PULSE GENERATOR.................................K - 41

Q
QUARTER WINDOW GLASS.................... S- 69

R
RADIATOR..................................................E- 6
RADIATOR GRILLE....................................S- 47
REAR AXLE (DRUM BRAKE)................... M - 15
REAR AXLE (DISC BRAKE)..................... M - 19
REAR BUMPER.......... ...............................S - 40
REAR DEFROSTER SWITCH.................... T - 21
REAR DISC BRAKE.................................. P - 3 8
REAR DOOR..............................................S- 16
REAR DRUM BRAKE................................ P- 46
REAR SPEAKER.........................................T-112
REAR SHOCK ABSORBER AND SPRING R- 18
REAR STABILIZER.....................................R- 25
REAR WIND DEFROSTER RELAY............ T - 65
REAR WINDOW GLASS.... ........................S- 64
RECEIVER/DRIER............... ......................U - 57
REC-FRESH SELECTOR
DOOR ACTUATOR................................. U - 33

RELEASE BEARING................................. H - 14
RELEASE FORK ........................................ H - 14
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RESISTOR ASSEMBLY............................. U - 33
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(NON-TURBO)........................................F1- 34

RESONANCE CHAMBER No.1 (TURBO) F2- 38 
RESONANCE CHAMBER No.2 
(NON-TURBO)........................................F1- 34

SEAT...........................................................S- 96
SEAT BELT.................................................S-105
SELECTOR LEVER................................... K-155
SEPARATOR............................................ F1- 71

SERVICE VALVE........................................U - 41
SHIFT-LOCK ACTUATOR......................... K-154
SHIFT MECHANISM (NON-TURBO).......J1- 48
SHIFT MECHANISM (TURBO)................. J2 - 48
SIDE MARKER LIGHT (FRONT)................ T - 36
SIDE MARKER LIGHT (REAR).................. T - 39
SIGHT GLASS............................................U - 40
SLIDING SUNROOF.................................. S - 76
SOLENOID VALVE (EC-AT)...................... K - 42
SOLENOID VALVE (EGR)....................... F1- 67
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SPARK PLUG............................................G - 26
STARTER....................................................G - 17
STARTER CUT RELAY.............................. T - 90
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T

TEMPERATURE BLEND
DOOR ACTUATOR................................. U - 36

THERMOSTAT............................................E - 10
THERMOSWITCH...................................... U - 39
3D WOOFER...............................................T-112
THROTTLE SENSOR (NON-TURBO)......F1- 97
THROTTLE SENSOR (TURBO)............... F2-106
THROTTLE BODY (NON-TURBO)...........F1- 34
THROTTLE BODY (TURBO).................... F2- 38
TIE-ROD END BOOT................................ N - 12
TIMING BELT.............................................B- 10
TIRE Q— 3
TRANSAXLE (NON-TUR BO).....................J1- 10
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TRUNK LID.................................................S- 21
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TURN SIGNAL LIGHT............................... T - 29
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V
VACUUM CHAMBER.............................. F2- 85
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VEHICLE SPEED SENSOR....................... K- 41
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Q OUTLINE, TROUBLESHOOTING QU8DE 

OUTLINE
SPECIFICATIONS

Type Standard Temporary spare
Item Non-turbo Turbo

Size 14 x 5 1/2JJ 
15 x 6JJ 15 x 6JJ 15 x 4T

Wheels Offset mm (in) 42(1.65) 53 (2.09)
Diameter of pitch circle mm (in) 114.3 (4.5)
Material Steel or aluminum alloy Steel

Tires
Size

P185/70R14 
P195/60HR15 
P195/60R15 87H

P195/60HR15 
P195/60VR15 
P195/60R15 87H 
P205/60VR15

T125/70D15

Air pressure Front 216 (2.2, 32) 412 (4.2, 60)kPa (kgf/cm2, psi) Rear 177 (1.8,26)
16U 0Q X-002

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
Problem Possible Cause Remedy Page

Excessive or ir
regular tire wear Refer to page Q-3 for details.

Premature tire wear Incorrect tire pressure Adjust Q- 2
Tire squeal Incorrect tire pressure Adjust Q - 2

Tire deterioration Replace —
Road noise or Insufficient tire pressure Adjust Q - 2
body vibration Unbalanced wheel(s) Adjust Q - 4

Deformed wheel(s) or tire(s) Repair or replace —
Irregular tire wear Replace —

“ Shake”  occurs Excessive tire and wheel runout Replace —  ■
(Steering wheel Loose lug nuts Tighten Q - 5
vibrates up/down) Unbalanced wheel(s) Adjust or replace Q - 4

Cracked or worn engine mount rubber Replace Section B
Cracked or worn transaxle mount rubber Replace Sections J1, J2, K

“ Shimmy”  occurs Cracked or worn steering gear mount rubber Replace Section N
(Steering wheel Loose steering gear mounting bolts Tighten Section N
vibrates left/right) Stuck or damaged steering ball joint Replace Section N

Excessive tire and wheel runout Replace —

Loose lug nuts Tighten Q - 5
Unbalanced wheel(s) Adjust or replace Q - 4
Insufficient tire pressure Adjust Q - 2
Unevenly worn tires Replace —

Malfunction of shock absorber Replace Section R
Loose shock absorber mounting bolts Tighten Section R
Struck or damaged lower arm ball joint Replace Section R
Cracked or worn suspension bushings Replace Section R
Damaged or worn front wheel bearing Replace Section M
Improperly adjusted front wheel alignment Adjust Section R

Uneven (one-sided) 
braking

Unequal tire pressures Adjust Q - 2

Steering wheel Incorrect tire pressure Adjust Q- 2
doesn’t return Irregular tire wear (left/right) Replace —
properly or pulls Unequal tire pressures Adjust Q- 2
to either left or Different types or brands of tires mixed (left/right) Replace —
right Loose lug nuts Tighten Q - 5
General driving Unequal tire pressures Adjust Q - 2
instability Damaged or unbalanced wheel(s) Replace or adjust Q - 4

Loose lug nuts Tighten Q - 5
Excessive steering 
wheel play

Loose lug nuts Tighten Q - 5

16U0QX-003
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WHEELS AND TIRES Q

(a) (b)

SHOULDER W E A R

(c)
FEATHERED EDGE

I 4
CENTER W E A R

(d)

TOE-IN OR TOE-OUT W E A R  UNEVEN W E A R

86U12X-006

WHEELS AND TIRES
INSPECTION / ADJUSTMENTS
Check the following, and adjust or replace as necessary.
1. Air pressure

Check the air pressure of all tires, including the spare tire,
with an air pressure gauge.
(Refer to page Q-2.)

Caution 
• The air pressure must be measured when the tire 

is cold.

2. Tire wear

Specifications

Remaining tread 
Ordinary tires: 1.6mm (0.063 in) min.
(Tire should be replaced if wear indicators are exposed.)

Snow tires: 50% of tread
(Tire should be replaced if wear indicators are exposed.) 

Troubleshooting guide
Abnormal tire wear patterns shown in the illustration can oc
cur. Refer to the chart for the probable causes and remedies.

Probable cause Remedy
(a)

_

® Underinflation 
(both sides worn)

® Incorrect camber (one 
side wear)

® Hard cornering 
• Lack of rotation

• Measure and adjust 
pressure

• Repair, or replace axle 
and suspension parts

® Reduce speed
• Rotate tires

• Overinflation 

® Lack of rotation

® Measure and adjust 
pressure 

® Rotate tires
(c) • Incorrect toe-in • Adjust toe-in
(d) • Incorrect camber or caster

® Malfunctioning suspension 
» Unbalanced wheel 
® Out-of-round brake drum 

or disc
• Other mechanical con

ditions
• Lack of rotation

• Repair, or replace axle 
and suspension parts

• Repair or replace
® Balance or replace 
® Correct or replace

® Correct or replace

• Rotate tires

3. Wheel runout 
Set the probe of a dial indicator against the wheel, and turn 
the wheel one full revolution.

Wheel runout limit mm (in)
Horizontal Vertical

Steel wheel 2.5 (0.098)
2.0 (0.079)

Aluminum wheel 2.0 (0.079)

96U12X-008
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WHEELS AND TIRES

4. Cracks, damage, or foreign matter (such as metal pieces, 
nails, and stones) in the tire and cracks, deformation, and 
damage to the wheel

5. Loose wheel lug nut(s)
6. Air leaking from valve stem

TIRE ROTATION
To prolong tire life and assure uniform wear, rotate the tires 
every 6,000 km (3,750 miles) or sooner if irregular wear de
velops.

Caution
• Do not include “ TEMPORARY USE ONLY”  spare tire 

in rotation.
• After rotating the tires, adjust each tire to the speci

fied air pressure (Refer to page Q-2.)

Note
• The optional unidirectional tires are marked to in

dicate direction of travel.

Unidirectional tire

WHEEL BALANCE
If a wheel becomes unbalanced or if a tire is replaced or 
repaired, the wheel must once again be balanced to within 
specification.

Maximum unbalance (at rim edge):
g (oz)

14 inch-wheel 10 (0.35)
15 inch-wheel 9 (0.32)

Caution
® Do not use more than two balance weights on the 

inner or outer side of the wheel. If the total weight 
exceeds 100 g (3.5 oz), rebalance after moving the 
tire around on the rim.

® Attach the balance weights tightly so that they do 
not protrude more than 3mm (0.12 in) beyond the 
wheel edge.

® Select suitable balance weights for steel or alumi
num alloy wheels.

• Do not use an on-car balancer on automatic trans- 
axle (ATX) models. Use of this type of balancer may 
cause ATX damage.

Q-4



WHEELS AND TIRES Q
WHEEL MOUNTING
Tighten the lug nuts to the specified torque in a criss-cross 
fashion.

Tightening torque:
88—118 N-m (9—12 m-kg, 65—87 ft-lb)

Caution 
• The wheel-to-hub contact surfaces must be clean.
• Never apply oil to the nuts, bolts, or wheels; doing 

so might cause looseness or seizure of the lug nuts.
86U12X-012

SPECIAL NOTE 
Regarding wheels and tires:
1. Do not use wheels or tires other than the specified types.
2. Aluminum wheels are easily scratched. When washing them, use a soft cloth, never a wire brush. If the 

vehicle is steam cleaned, do not allow boiling water to contact the wheels.
3. If alkaline compounds (such as salt water or road salts) get on aluminum wheels, wash them as soon as 

possible to prevent damage. Use only a neutral detergent.
96U12X-006

Regarding tire replacement:
Note the following points when tires are to be removed from or mounted onto the wheels.
1. Be careful not to damage the tire bead, the rim bead, or the edge of the rim.
2. Apply a soapy solution to the tire bead and the edge of the rim.
3. Use a wire brush, sandpaper, or a cloth to clean and remove all rust, dirt, etc., from the rim edge and 

the rim bead. For aluminum wheels, use only a cloth for this purpose; never use a wire brush or sandpaper.
4. Remove any pebbles, glass, nails, etc., embedded in the tire tread.
5. Be sure the air valve is installed correctly.
6. After mounting a tire onto a wheel, inflate the tire to 250—300 kPa (2.55—3.06 kg/cm2, 35.55—42.66 

psi). Check to be sure that the bead is seated correctly onto the rim, and that there are no air leaks. Then 
reduce the pressure to the specified level. I

7. If a tire iron is used to change a tire on an aluminum wheel, be sure to use a piece of rubber between| 
the iron lever and the wheel in order to avoid damaging the wheel. Work should be done on a rubber 
mat, not on a hard or rough surface.

96U12X-007
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HOOD
STRUCTURAL VIEW

HOOD s

19— 25  (1 .9 — 2 .6 , 14— 19)

19 — 25  (1 .9 — 2 .6 , 14— 19)

7 .8 — 11 (0 .8 — 1.1, 5 .8 — 8 .0 )

" " | | |  :GREASE 

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

s

86U14X-002

1. Hood 4. Hood stay 7. Front seal rubber
2. Hinge 5. Hood lock 8. Windshield washer hose
3. Cowl seal rubber 6. Hood insulator

S-5



HOOD

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the windshield washer hose at the joint shown 

in the figure.

86U14X-003
2. Remove hood insulator fasteners, then remove the insulator.

3. Remove the front seal rubber fasteners, then remove the 
seal rubber.

86U14X-005
4. Remove the hood hinge installation bolts, then remove the 

hood.

86U14X-006
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INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal.
1. Hood hinge installation bolts.

Tightening torque:
19—25 N-m (1.9—2.6 m-kg, 14—19 ft-lb)



HOOD S
2. Push the fasteners into the hood.

ADJUSTMENT
Hood
Adjust the hood laterally and vertically by loosening the hood 
to hinge mounting bolts and repositioning the hood.

Hood Lock
Adjust the hood lock after the hood has been aligned. The 
lock can be moved vertically and horizontally. Align it with the 
striker on the hood after loosening the mounting bolts.

Tightening torque:
7.8—11 Nm (0.8—1.1 m-kg, 5.8—8.0 ft-lb)

S-7



m o m  doors

FRONT DOORS 
STRUCTURAL VIEW

MX-6

(0.9—1.3, 6.5—9.4)

4.2—6.2 N-m 
(43—63 cm-kg, 

37.3—54.7 in-lb)

8.8—13 
(0.9—1.3, 6.5—9.

(1.9—2.6, 14—19)

8.8—13 (0.9—1.3, 6.5—9.4)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

1. Power window switch
Inspection........page S

2. Regulator handle
3. Inner handle cover
4. Door trim
5. Door screen
6. Weatherstrip
7. Regulator (power type)

Removal.......... page S-
Installation.......page S-

8. Regulator (manual type)
Removal.......... page S-
Installation.......page S-

9. Key cylinder
-34 Removal..........page S-11

Installation.......page S-12
10. Glass

Removal..........page S-10
Installation.......page S-11

11. Glass guide
12. Run channel

10 13. Weatherstrip
11 14. Glass guide

15. Door checker
10 16. Door
11 17. Outer handle

Removal..........page S-11
Installation.......page S-12

06U 0SX-005

18. Door mirror
Disassembly....page S -50
Assembly.........page S -50

19. Beltline molding
20. Weatherstrip
21. Sail inner garnish
22. Glass guide

Removal..........page S-12
Installation.......page S-13

23. Glass clamp nut
Removal.......... page S-12
Installation.......page S-13

S—8



FRONT DOORS s
SEDAN 8.8—13 (0.9—1.3, 6.5—9.4)

4.2—6.2 N-m 
(43—63 cm-kg,

8.8—13 (0.9
19—25 

.9—2.6, 14—19)

.3, 6.5—9.4)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

s

1. Regulator handle
2. Arm rest
3. Power window switch

’inspection........page S
4. Inner handle cover
5. Door trim
6. Door screen
7. Weatherstrip
8. Regulator (power type)

Removal.......... page S-
Installation.......page S-

9. Regulator (manual type)
Removal.......... page S-
Installation.......page S-

10. Glass guide
11. Glass

Removal.......
-34 Installation....

12. Run channel
13. Weatherstrip
14. Door
15. Door checker
16. Beltline molding 

-10 17. Weatherstrip 
-11 18. Door mirror

Disassembly..
-10 Assembly......
-11

06U0SX-006

19. Outer handle
Removal.......... page S-11

page S-10 Installation.......page S-12
page S-11 20. Key cylinder

Removal.......... page S-11
Installation.......page S-12

21. Sail inner garnish
22. Glass guide

Removal.......... page S-12
Installation.......page S-13

23. Glass clamp nut
page S -50  Removal..........page S-12
page S -50  Installation.......page S-13

S -9



FRONT DOORS

06U0SX-007

FRONT POOR GLASS AND REGULATOR
Removal

Note
® Raise the door glass 100mm (3.94 in) from the fully 

open position.

1. Remove the clip and regulator handle.
(Manual type)

2. Remove the inner handle cover, the screws (arrows), and 
the door trim.

Note
• For vehicles with power windows, disconnect the 

connectors.

3. Remove the door screen.

Caution
• Remove the screen carefully so that it may be 

reused.

4. Position the door glass so that the mounting bolts can be 
removed from the service holes.

5. Remove the mounting bolts.

6. Remove the beltline molding. (Refer to page S-54.)
7. Remove the door glass by lifting upward.

S-10



FRONT DOORS

8. Remove the mounting bolts, and remove the regulator 
through the service hole.

9. Remove the window motor mounting bolt, and remove the 
motor from the regulator (power window).

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

OUTER HANDLE AND KEY CYLINDER 
Removal
1. Disconnect the rod from the outer handle.

2. Remove the key cylinder spring.
3. Remove the key cylinder.

4. Remove the mounting nuts and remove the outer handle. 

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

16U0SX-005
S—11



s FRONT DOORS

GLASS

GLASS CLAMP NUT 

^ ---- yWASHER

WASHER 
—TORX WRENCH 
(T10 OR T15)

GLASS GUIDE

ODOR LOCK ASSEMBLY 
Removal
1. Remove the mounting screws.
2. Remove the door lock assembly.

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

GLASS GUIDE AND GLASS CLAMP NUT 
Removal
1. Removal of door glass. (Refer to page S-10.)
2. Removal of glass guide and glass clamp nut.

(1) Remove glass clamp nut and remove the glass guide.

Note
• Apply heat (lighter) to the glass clamp nut if removal 

is difficult.



FRONT DOORS s

REPAIR SEAL OR EQUIVALENT

06U0SX-015

Installation
1. Installation of glass guide and glass clamp nut.

(1) Clean and degrease the glass clamp nut and glass 
guide thread.

(2) Apply the locking agent (8530 77 743) or equivalent to 
the threads of the glass clamp nut.

Note 
• Apply the locking agent or equivalent freely.

(3) Center the glass guide and washer on the glass and 
fill with repair seal (B001 77 739) or equivalent the gap 
between the glass and glass guide.

(4) Loosely tighten the glass clamp nut into the glass guide.

06U0SX-016
Note
• Install the glass clamp nut (a)(GJ21 58 518E) with 

the torx wrench (T10).
• Install the glass clamp nut (§)(GJ23 58 518) with tjae 

torx wrench (T15).



FRONT GLASS

ADJUST GLASS GUIDE 
TO PARALLEL WITH

ADJUST CONVEX PART OF 
GLASS GUIDE TO PARALLEL 
WITH EDGE OF GLASS 0NLY F0R COUPE

FRONT DOORS

(5) Adjust the glass guide to be parallel with the edge of 
the glass and tighten the glass clamp nut.

Tightening torque:
2.0—2.7 N-m (20—28 cm-kg, 17.4—24.3 in-lb)

06U0SX-018
(6) Remove the excess repair seal or equivalent with

kerosene.

Caution
• Keep the door glass open until the repair seal 

hardens.

Hardening time of repair seal

Temperature Surface hardening time Time required until car can 
be put in service

5°C (41 °F) Approx. 1.5 hrs 12 hrs
20°C (68°F) Approx. 1 hr 4 hrs
35 °C (95 °F) Approx. 10 min 2 hrs

2. Check for water leaks.
(1) Check for water leaks. If a leak is found, remove the 

glass clamp nut and glass guide, and perform installa
tion from the beginning.

3. Installation of door glass. (Refer to page S-11.)

Note
• Check the door glass movement after installation. 

If the door glass does not move smoothly, remove 
the glass clamp nut and glass guide, and perform 
installation from the beginning.

06U0SX-019

POWER WINDOW
Before installing the motor, connect the leads to a battery and 
run the regulator down to the position shovyn.

06U0SX-020

S -1 4



FRONT DOORS S
DOOR LOCK STRIKER
Adjustment
1. Check that the door can be closed easily and whether there 

is any looseness. If there is a problem, loosen the striker 
mounting screws and adjust by moving the striker down, 
or laterally.

2. Check the rear offset of the door to the body. If there is a 
problem, adjust by moving the door lock striker laterally.

DOOR HINGE 
Adjustment
1. If looseness is found when the door is opened, tighten the 

door hinge mounting bolts (arrows).
2. Align the door and body by loosening and adjusting the 

door hinge mounting bolts.

Note
• If noise is heard from the checker when the door 

is opened, apply grease to the checker cam.

S-15



REAR DOORS

E E m  D0ORS
STRUCTURAL VIEW

1. Regulator handle 9. 
(manual type)

2. Armrest 10
3. Power window switch

Inspection........page S -34
4. Inner handle cover 11,
5. Door trim
6. Beltline molding
7. Door screen 12.
8. Door lock 13,

Installation.......page S-20

14,

Outer handle
Installation.......page S-20

Regulator (power type)
Removal.......... page S-17
Installation.......page S-18

Regulator (manual type)
Removal.......... page S-17
Installation.......page S-18

Glass guide 
Glass

Removal..........page S-17
Installation.......page S-18

Weatherstrip

15. Weatherstrip
16. Door checker
17. Door
18. Weatherstrip
19. Sail inner garnish
20. Sail outer garnish
21. Glass guide

Removal.......... page S-18
Installation.......page S-18

22. Glass clamp nut
Removal.......... page S-18
Installation.......page S-18

S -1 6



REAR ODORS S
REAR DOOR GLASS AND REGULATOR 
Removal
1. Lower the door glass the way.
2. Remove the clip. (Manual type)
3. Remove the regulator handle. (Manual type)

4. Remove the inner handle cover.
5. Remove the door trim.

Note 
• For vehicles with power windows, disconnect the 

connectors.

6. Remove the door screen.

Caution 
• Remove the screen carefully so that it may be 

reused.

7. Position the door glass so that the mounting bolts can be 
removed from the service hole.

8. Remove the mounting bolts.

9. Remove the door glass upward.

86U14X-051

S -1 7



REAR DOORS

10. Remove the mounting bolts, and remove the window regu
lator through the service hole.

11. Remove the window motor mounting bolts, then remove 
the motor from the regulator (power window).

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

16U0SX-007
GLASS GUIDE AND GLASS CLAMP NUT 
Removal
1. Removal of door glass. (Refer to page S-17.)
2. Removal of glass guide and glass clamp nut

(1) Remove glass clamp nut and remove the glass guide.

Note
• Apply heat (lighter) to the glass clamp nut if removal 

is difficult.

06U0SX-026

GLASS CLAMP NUT

.. .... t "..^WASHER

- /Q _ ..
GLASS \ WASHER 

i — TORX WRENCH 
(T10 OR T15)

.| "T \"
GLASS GUIDE

LOCKING AGENT OR 
EQUIVALENT

Installation
1. Installation of glass guide and glass clamp nut

(1) Clean and degrease the glass clamp nut and glass 
guide thread.

(2) Apply the locking agent (8530 77 743) or equivalent to 
the threads of the glass clamp nut.

Note
® Apply the locking agent or equivalent freely.

S-18
06U0SX-027



REAR DOORS

GLASS CLAMP NUT 

------- , WASHER

/ /  / / /  i;vl T
/  V -

GLASS 1 ■l = ^ w asher
— TORX WRENCH

(T10 OR T15)

GLASS GUIDE

06U0SX-029

REAR GLASS

ADJUST CONVEX PART OF 
GLASS GUIDE TO 
PARALLEL WITH 
EDGE OF GLASS

ADJUST GLASS GUIDE 
TO PARALLEL WITH 
EDGE OF GLASS^

(3) Center the glass guide and washer on the glass and 
fill the gap between the glass and glass guide with re
pair seal (B001 77 739) or equivalent.

(4) Loosely tighten the glass clamp nut into the glass guide.

Note
Install the glass clamp nut ®(GJ21 58 518E) with 
the torx wrench (T10).
Install the glass clamp nut (§)(GJ23 58 518) with the 
torx wrench (T15).

06U0SX-031

(5) Adjust the glass guide to be parallel with the edge of 
the glass and tighten the glass clamp nut.

Tightening torque:
2.0—2.7 Nm (20—28 cm-kg, 17.4—24.3 in-lb)

(6) Remove the excess repair seal or equivalent with 
kerosene.

Caution
• Keep the door glass open until the repair seal 

hardens.

Hardening time of repair seal

Temperature Surface hardening time Time required until car can 
be put in service

5°C (41 °F) Approx. 1.5 hrs 12 hrs
20°C (68°F) Approx. 1 hr 4 hrs
35°C (95°F) Approx. 10 min 2 hrs

S-19



REAR DOORS

2. Check for water leaks.
(1) Check for water leaks. If a leak is found, remove the 

glass clamp nut and glass guide, and perform installa
tion from the beginning.

3. Installation of door glass. (Refer to page S-18.)

Note
« Check the door glass movement after installation, 

[f the door glass does not move smoothly, remove 
the glass clamp nut and glass guide, and perform 
installation from the beginning.

06U0SX-032

DOOR LOCK AND OUTER HANDLE 
Installation
1. Before installing the door lock, apply grease to the places 

shown in the figure.
2. After installation, check that the door opens smoothly, and 

that the operation of the lock is correct when using the key 
and the door lock knob.

06U0SX-033

DOOR LOCK STRIKER
Adjustment
1. Check that the door can be closed easily and whether there 

is any looseness. If there is a problem, loosen the striker 
mounting screws and adjust by moving the striker vertical
ly, or laterally.

2. Check the rear offset of the door to the body. If there is a 
problem, adjust by moving the door lock striker laterally.

TIGHTENING TORQUE

N m (m-kg, ft-lb)
Door lock assembly 4.22-6.18 (0.43-0.63, 3.10-4.54)
Outer handle 8.8—13 (0.9—1.3, 6.5—9.4)
Glass guide 7.8-11(0.8-1 .1,5.8-8.0)

Regulator Nut 8.8-13(0.9-1 .3,6.5-9.4)
Bolt 7.8-11 (0.8—1.1, 5.8—8.0)

Door lock striker 18—26 (1.8-2.7, 13—20)

Before installing the motor, connect the leads to a battery and 
run regulator down.



TRUNK LID
STRUCTURAL VIEW (SEDAN AND MX-6)

_____________________________ TRUNK LID S

1. Trunk lid lock 4. Retainer 7. Trunk lid hinge bracket
2. Trunk lid opener protector 5. Trunk lid key cylinder 8. Trunk lid hinge
3. Opening rod 6. Balance spring 9. Trunk lid

S—21



TRUNK LID

06U0SX-036

REMOVAL
Trunk Lid Opener
1. Remove the nut and the protector.

2. Remove the opening rod.
3. Remove the bolts and the trunk lid opener.

Trunk Lid Key Cylinder
Remove the retainer and the trunk lid key cylinder.

Trunk Lid
1. Remove the trunk lid installation bolts, then remove the trunk 

lid.
2. Remove the balance spring.
3. Remove the rear seat. (Refer to page S-97.)

4. Remove the fasteners and remove the rear package tray.

S—22



TRUNK LID S
5. Remove the bolts and remove the trunk lid hinge bracket. 

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal.

ADJUSTMENT 
Trunk Lid
1. Adjust the trunk lid by loosening the lid to hinge mounting 

bolts and repositioning it.

2. Align the trunk lid evenly as shown in the figure.

Trunk Lid Striker
1. Loosen the striker mounting bolts.
2. Tighten the bolts after adjusting.

Tightening torque:
7.8—11 N-m (0.8—1.1 m-kg, 5.8—8.0 ft-lb)

86U14X-021



§ TRUNK LID

Balance Spring
1. Lift the balance spring with protected screwdriver A.
2. Slide the balance spring to the alternate position as 

described below with protected screwdriver B.

--------—-—- _____ Set position
Tension ~—— Hinge""— a b

Standard
Left side O
Right side 0

Increase
Left side 0
Right side o

Decrease
Left side 0
Right side o

O : Indicates position

Warning
• Use care when moving the balance spring.

(

(

S-24



POWER DOOR LOCK S

POWER DOOR LOCK
STRUCTURAL VSEW

1. Power door lock switch 2. Power door lock motor
Inspection.................................. page S -28  Inspection...................................page S -28

3. Power door lock relay
Inspection.................................. page S -28

S-25



POWER DOOR LOCKS K-3

W/R (F) W/R CD) — «  • ))
Ivlnkl JB-03 DOOR LOCK JB-09 IX—051 ^  q EEH

- W/G (R) ■

*is£CTI0N T-2) ( § ► — W)
W/G( m i ) pofeER d o o r  

LOCK SWITCH j fx-Isl

K-S7

K-13 POSER DOOR LOCK 
RELAY (R)

G R H/G

G/B -5f B

K-14 POVffiR DOOR LOCK
KOTOR FEAR LH (0R3)

K-15 POWER DOOR LOCK
MOTOR REAR RH (DR4)

K-16 POWER DOOR LOCK MOTOR FRONT R H  (DR2) 
2 DOOR 4  DOOR

R

G ■fr

K-17 POWER DOOR LOCK
switch ami)

G/B

B W/G

TR
O

U
BLESH

O
O

TIN
G



POWER DOOR LOCK S
Power door lock does not operate

Check DOOR LOCK 30A fuse
NG

Short circuit

OK

Check the voltage at each terminal of the power door 
lock relay connector

M/2
Terminal Voltage

Nva
Repair the harness (Fuse box to relay, Relay to ground)

W/G 12V
B OV

OK

Check the power door lock switch 
(Refer to page S-28)

NG
Replace the switch

OK

Check the voltage at G/B terminal of the power door 
lock relay

Terminal Condition Voltage
Nla------ Repair the harness (Door lock switch to relay)

G/B Lock 12V
Unlock OV

OK

Check the voltage at R and G terminal of the power 
door lock relay

Terminal Condition Voltage NG
R Lock OV Replace the door lock relay

Unlock 12V

G Lock
Unlock

12V_ __

OK

Check the power door lock motor 
(Refer to page S-28)

NG
Replace the door lock motor

OK

Repair the harness (Relay to motor)

06U0SX-040



POWER BOOB UDOC
POWER DOOR LOOK SWITCH
Inspection
1. Check continuity of the switch with an ohmmeter.

a b G
Lock o ---------- ----------0

Unlock
O------ O: Indicates continuity

2. If continuity is not as specified, replace the switch.

POWER DOOR LOCK MOTOR 
Inspection
1. Check operation of the door lock actuator when battery volt

age is applied to the terminal.

Connecting to
Door lock motor

12V ground
b a LOCK (Pull)
a b UNLOCK (Release)

2. If not as specified, replace the door lock motor.

POWER DOOR LOCK RELAY
Inspection
1. Check continuity between terminals of the door lock relay.

Terminal
Continuity

Terminal
Continuity

+ - + -
a—b X b -e O
a—c X b - f X
a—e X c—e o
a—f X c - f X
b—c O e—f X

O : Indicates continuity X: No continuity

Note
• Set the tester to x1,00©Si range.

2. If not as specified, replace the relay.

S-28



POWER WINDOW

POWER DOOR LOCK

06U0SX-043

1. Power window main switch 3. Power window motor
Inspection.................................. page S -34  Inspection...................................page S -35

2. Power window switch
Inspection.................................. page S -35

S-29



a>i03O
POWER WINDOWS

EC-AT TURBO

B (E)..... -■»------- B (F)-----f t -----
IX-lOl / |X-04| 

B (F) ------------- '

BCD)

SEDAN

POWER WINDOW MAIN SWITCH

6/ W  (D)
30A (B,

JB-07 POWER WIND JB-09
-B/R (R)

OBB
--- -B/R (DR1) ■

K-05 

----$
CLOSE OPEN

B
(DRI)

CLOSE

EES] I G -L

!s:

unx; \ u n x i

-j-; IX-lBl
fG/W fR/W I B/L 
I  (R) I (R) i (R)

(DR1)
|  R/L

B
(R)

(DRl)

U 0 .J

fR/W
I (R) . .______ _^ 1X-201

G/W R/W B/L 
(DR2) (DBS) (DR2)

_̂ K-06

CLOSE

K-05

| L/W tG/Y

:K-09

POWER WINDOW MOTOR 
FRONT LH

POWER WINDOW MOTOR 
FRONT RH

fW/R , .
I (R) A (R)______

[OH
V/W B/L 
(DR4) (DR4)

^K-08

POWER WINDOW MOTOR 
REAR LH

POWER WINDOW MOTOR 
REAR RH

K-2

K-05 POWER WlhOOW MAIN SWITCH (DRi)

G/W R/W X R/L G/L

G/Y W/R | b /r

| b /L 1
Y/W L/W

*
*

B B

K-06 POWER WINDOW
SWITCH FRONT RH (DR2)

G R/W

G/W R B/L

K-il POWER WINDOW MOTOR 
REAR LH (DR3)

K-07 POWER WINDOW
SWITCH REAR LH (DR3)

L/W

Y/W

B/L

K-12 POWER WINDOW MOTOR 
REAR RH (DR4)

K-08 POWER WINDOW
SWITCH REAR RH (DR4)

L/W

Y/W

B/L

K-09 POWER WINDOW MOTOR 
FRONT LH (DRi)

G/L

R/L

K-10 POWER WINDOW MOTOR 
FRONT RH (DR2)
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POWER WINDOW s

06U0SX-045

06U0SX-046
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POWER WINDOW

06U0SX-047

06U0SX-048
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POWER WINDOW S
Power windows (except driver’s side) cannot be 
operated by main switch

Note
• Use only the main switch during the checking 

operation.
Turn ignition switch ON

Check for 12V at terminal of power window switch con
nector while operating main switch (driver’s side)

Door Operation Wire
Passenger
side

Up “G/W”
NGDown “ R/W” Check power window switch (driver’s side) 

(Refer to page S-34)
Rear left side 
(except MX-6)

Up “ L/W”
Down "Y/W”

Rear right side 
(except MX-6)

Up “ G/Y”
Down “ W/R”

OK

Check for 12V at terminal to each door power window 
switch connector (5-pin) while operating main switch 
(driver’s side)

Door Operation Wire
Passenger
side

Up “G/W” MA
Down “ R/W” Repair harness (Main switch—Switch on each door)

Rear left side 
(except MX-6)

Up “ L/W”
Down “ Y/W”

Rear right side 
(except MX-6)

Up “ L/W”
Down “ Y/W”

OK

Check for 12V at “ R” terminal and “ G” terminal of 
each door switch connector (5-pin) while operating main 
switch (driver’s side)
• Up: “ R” terminal
• Down: “ G” terminal

NG
Check switch on each door (Refer to page S-35)

OK

Check for 12V at “ R” terminal and “ G” terminal of 
each motor connector (2-pin) while operating main 
switch (driver’s side)
• Up: “ R” terminal 
® Down: “ G” terminal

NG
Repair harness (Switch on each door—Motor)

OK
Check motor (Refer to page S-35)

06U0SX-049
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s POWER WINDOW

06U0SX-050

INSPECTION
Driver’s Side Power Window Switch 
(Sedan)
Check for continuity between terminals of the switch.

Main switch
"""""— Terminal  

Position _ h i
Lock
Unlock Q---------- --------o

O— O: Indicates continuity

O----- O: Indicates continuity

S-34



POWER WINDOW S

g c a

C=3 □ □

C D n j □ □
h f d b

96U15X-085

(MX-6)
Check for continuity between terminals of the switch.

Main switch

‘ —— Terminal  
Position —■— a c

Lock
Unlock o ---------- ------------ O

O------ O: indicates continuity

O------ O: Indicates continuity

Switch on Each Side 
(Sedan)
Check for continuity between terminals of the switch.

O------ O: Indicates continuity

(MX-6)
Check for continuity between terminals of the switch.

O------ O: Indicates continuity

Power Window Motor
1. Connect 12V to the “ a” terminal and ground the “ b” ter

minal of the motor connector, and check that the motor 
operates.

2. Reverse the above connections and check for reverse oper
ation of the motor.

86U15X-121
S-35



s TRUNK-UD LOCK REMOTE RELEASE

TRUNK-LID LOCK REMOTE RELEASE
REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
1. Remove in the sequence shown in the figure.
2. Install in the reverse order of removal.

1. Screws 4. Cover 7. Release wire
2. Scuff plate 5. Bolts
3. Screws 6. Release lever

S-36



FUEL FILLER LID REMOTE RELEASE

FUEL FILLER LID REMOTE RELEASE
REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
1. Remove in the sequence shown in the figure.
2. Install in the reverse order of removal.

86U14X-109

1. Screws
2. Scuff plate
3. Screws

4. Cover
5. Bolts
6. Release lever

7. Release wire

S-37



FRONT BUMPER 
STRUCTURAL VIEW

s_____ FRONT BUMPER

31—46 (3.2—4.7, 23—34)

31—46 (3.2—4.7, 23—34)

'CD

3 f—46 (3.2—4.7, 23—34)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

86U14X-056

1. Bumper stay 3. Reinforcement 5. Bumper
2. Set plate 4. Energy absorbing foam 6. Front airdam skirt

S-38



FRONT BUMPER

REMOVAL
1. Remove the under cover mounting screws.

2. Remove the bumper mounting screws.

3. Disconnect the side turn signal light connector.

4. Remove the front side bumper stay mounting bolts and loos
en the rear side bolts.

INSTALLATION
Install the front side bumper stay mounting bolts and tighten 
the rear side bolts.

Tightening torque:
31—46 Nm (3.2—4.7 m-kg, 23—34 ft-lb)

S-39



REAR BUMPER
STRUCTURAL VIEW

s_____ REAR BUMPER

31—46 (3.2—4.7, 23—34)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

86U14X-060

1. Flap
2. Splash shield
3. Bolts

4. Set plate 7. Bumper
5. Reinforcement
6. Energy absorbing foam



REAR BUMPER

REMOVAL
1. Remove the screws shown in the figure.

2. Remove the bumper mounting nuts.

3. Remove the nuts and fasteners shown in the figure and re
move the reinforcement from the bumper.

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal.

Tightening torque:
Bumper stay installation nuts:

31—46 N-m (3.2—4.7 m-kg, 23—34 ft-!b)

S-41



MOLDING AND GARNISH

HOLDING AND GARNISH 
STRUCTURAL VIEW

1. Windshield molding
Removal /

Installation.....page S-43
2. Windshield lower molding

Removal /
Installation.....page S -43

3. Drip molding
Removal /

Installation.....page S -43
4. Beltline molding

Removal /
Installation.....page S-43

5. Quarter window molding
Removal /

Installation.....page S-44
6. Back window lower molding 

(Sedan and MX-6)
Removal /

Installation.....page S -44

7. Back window side molding
(Sedan and MX-6)
Removal /

Installation.....page S-43
8. Front lower molding

Removal /
Installation.....page S-45

9. Trunk lid molding
Removal /

Installation.....page S -44
10. Back window upper molding

(Sedan and MX-6)
Removal /

Installation.....page S-44
11. Center pillar garnish

Removal /
Installation.....page S -45

12. Rear finisher
Removal /

Installation.....page S-45

06U0SX-054

13. Sail garnish
Removal /

Installation.....page S-45
14. Side protector molding

Structural view., page S—46
Removal.......... page S-46
Installation.......page S-46

S-42



MOLDING AND GARNISH s
WINDSHIELD MOLDING

REMOVAL/INSTALLATION
Windshield Molding
1. Remove the windshield molding. (Refer to page S-60.)
2. Install the windshield molding. (Refer to page S-62.)

06UQSX-059
Windshield Lower Molding
1. Remove the wiper arms.
2. Remove the lower molding screws and remove the lower 

molding.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

06UQSX-060
Drip Molding
1. Insert a screwdriver between the roof rail and drip molding 

and slightly loosen the end of the molding.

Note
• Be careful not to scratch the molding.

2. Remove the molding by twisting upward with both hands.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

06U0SX-061
Beitline Molding
1. Remove the door mirror.
2. Remove the screw from the end of the beitline molding, then 

pull the molding up to remove it.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

Back Window Side Molding (Sedan)
1. Remove the rear side seat back bolt, then remove the rear 

side seat baci.
2. Remove the rear pillar trim.
3. Remove the window side molding nuts, then remove the 

window side molding.
4. Install in the reverse order of removal.

06U0SX-063
S-43



s MOLDING AND GARNISH
Back Window Lower Molding (Sedan and MX-6)
1. Remove the back window lower molding screws, then re

move the back window lower molding.
2. Install in the reverse order of removal.

Back Window Upper Molding (Sedan and MX-6)
1. Remove the back window side molding.

(Refer to pages S-43, 44.)
2. Remove the back window upper molding.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

Quarter Window Molding (MX-6)
1. Remove the seat belt upper anchor bolts.
2. Remove the screws and remove the rear header trim.
3. Remove the screws and remove the rear side trim.
4. Remove the screws and remove the rear pillar trim.
5. Remove the quarter window molding installation nuts.
6. Remove the screws and remove the quarter window 

molding.
7. Install in the reverse order of removal.

Quarter Window Molding (Sedan)
1. Remove the screws and remove the rear header trim.
2. Remove the bolt and remove the rear side seat back.
3. Remove the rear pillar trim.
4. Remove the nuts and remove the quarter window molding.
5. Install in the reverse order of removal.

Back Window Side Molding (MX-6)
1. Remove the seat belt upper anchor bolts.
2. Remove the screws and remove the rear header trim.
3. Remove the screws and remove the rear side trim.
4. Remove the screws and remove the rear pillar trim.
5. Remove the nuts and remove the back window side 

molding.
6. Install in the reverse order of removal.

S-44
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MOLDING AND GARNISH s
Trunk Lid Molding (Sedan)
1. Remove the rear finisher.
2. Remove the nuts and screws and remove the trunk lid 

molding.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

06U0SX-071
Center Pillar Garnish (Sedan)
1. Remove the seat belts.
2. Remove the front and rear header trims.
3. Remove the front and rear pillar trims.
4. Remove the nuts with a deep socket wrench, then remove 

the garnish.
5. Install in the reverse order of removal.

06U0SX-072
Rear Finisher (MX-6 and Sedan)
1. Remove the nuts and remove the rear finisher.
2. Install in the reverse order of removal.

06U0SX-073
Sail Garnish (Sedan)
1. Remove the sail inner garnish.
2. Remove the screws and remove the sail garnish.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

06U0SX-075
Front Lower Molding (Sedan)
1. Remove the front lower molding screws, and remove the 

front lower molding.
2. Install in the reverse order of removal.

06U0SX-076 S-45



MOLDING AND GARNISH

SIDE PROTECTOR MOLDING 
Structural View

1. Side protector A molding 2. Side protector B molding
86U14X-102

3. Side protector C molding
Removal
1. Using a screwdriver or knife, twist the molding end, being 

careful not to damage the painted surface, and separate 
the adhesive for 20—30mm (0.79—1.18 in).

2. Pull the separated portion to remove it.
3. Use a knife to remove any adhesive remaining on the body 

or molding.

Note 
® Remove as much adhesive as possible without 

damaging the painted surface. 

Installation
1. Remove any grease or dirt from the molding adhesion sur

face and the body surface.
2. Mark the installation position on the body with masking tape.
3. Attach double-sided adhesive tape to the molding adhe

sion surface.

4. Align the molding on the body, and attach it securely.

Note
• Adhesion conditions deteriorate if air temperature 

is 20°C (68°F) or less; heating of the body is thus 
recommended.

S-46



RADIATOR GRILLE

RADIATOR GRILLE
REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
1. Remove in the sequence shown in the figure, referring to removal note for the specially marked parts.
2. Install in the reverse order of removal, referring to installation note for the specially marked parts.

86U14X-065

1. Screw 2. Fasteners 3. Radiator grille

Removal Note 
Fasteners
Push the tabs of the fasteners (5) with a small screwdriver. 

Installation Note
Insert the fasteners into the grille, then align with the installa
tion holes in the body and press in the grille.

86U14X-066
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DOOR MIRROR

DOOR MIRROR
TROUBLESHOOTING

L-01 REMOTE CONTROL MIRROR SWITCH (I)

L/W LG/B LG

B BR BR/B BR/Y

L-03  CONNECTOR BETWEEN DOOR NO.2 (DR2) 
S REMOTE CONTROL MIRROR MOTOR

___ c
LG/B

p___ .
BR

BR/B
(DR2)

..... ......._.JC

BR
x.......
3R/B

■X" BR/W

L-05  REMOTE CONTROL MIRROR MOTOR RH

.__ c
BR/B

-i
BR

BR/W

L-02  CONNECTOR BETWEEN DOOR NO.1 (DRi) 
& REMOTE CONTROL MIRROR MOTOR

___ c
LG

p__ .
BR

BR/Y -£c
(DRI)

....... r
BR 3R/B

-¥r BR/W

L-04  REMOTE CONTROL MIRROR MOTOR LH

. JC
BR/B

i  . 
BR

BR/W *
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DOOR MIRROR s
Remote control mirrors do not operate

Check the voltage between each terminal of the remote 
control mirror switch connector and a body ground with 
ignition switch in ACC

Terminal Voltage
G (L/W) 12V
H (B) OV

OK

Check the remote control mirror switch. Refer to follow
ing inspection

OK

Check for continuity between each terminal of the re
mote control mirror motor

O— O: Indicates continuity

OK

Repair the harness (Switch to Motor)

Terminal
BR BR/B BR/Wr\ r\

NG

NG

NG

Replace RADIO 15A fuse or repair the harness 
(Fuse box to Switch, Switch to Body ground)

Replace the switch

Replace the motor

16U0SX-001

REMOTE CONTROL MIRROR SWITCH 
Inspection
1. Remove the negative battery cable.
2. Remove the remote control mirror switch.
3. Check for continuity between the terminals using an 

ohmmeter.

Position Operation g h a b f d C

Left

Up u —(J

Down
pi

pi_

Left U— —( j— “™vJ
U —( j

Right
r\ C\ DkJ

Right

Up
r\ r\ - o
{j

o \J
Down

pi r\KJ— KU
Left L/ ' "\J..

L/

Right
D r-\f'v —U

O— O: Indicates continuity

4. If continuity is not as specified, replace the remote control 
mirror switch.

S-49



DOOR MIRROR

DOOR MIRROR
Disassembly
1. Warm the frame and the mirror glass with a hot air blower.

2. Insert a scraper between the mirror glass and the frame, 
then pry the mirror loose.

3. Remove any remaining adhesive.

Assembly
1. Warm the frame with a hot air blower.

2. Install the glass in the frame, then gently press it in to se
cure it.

S-50



WINDSHIELD WIPER AND WASHER S
WINDSHIELD WIPER AND WASHER
STRUCTURAL VIEW

9.8—14 N m 
(100—140 cm-kg, 

122 In-lb)

----•'y'7

6.9—9.8 N-m (70—100 cm-kg, 61—78 in-lb)

Note
• The wiper arms not interchangeable.

1. Wiper blade
2. Wiper arm

Removal......................................page S-57
Installation...................................page S-57
Adjustment..................................page S-58

3. Lower molding
Removal......................................page S-44
Installation...................................page S-44

4. Cover
Removal................................ . page S-57
Installation...................................page S-57

06U0SX-082

5. Wiper motor
Inspection...................................page S-57
Removal......................................page S-57
Installation...................................page S-56

6. Link assembly
Removal......................................page S-57
Installation...................................page S-57

7. Washer tank
8. Hose
9. Washer nozzle

Adjustment........... ......................page S-58
10. Washer motor

Inspection ........................................ page S-56
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CONTROL 
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WINDSHIELD WIPER AND WASHER S

06U0SX-084
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s WINDSHIELD WIPER AND WASHER

06U0SX-085

06U0SX-086

06U0SX-087

S-54



WINDSHIELD WIPER AND WASHER s

06U0SX-088

06U0SX-089

06U0SX-090

S-55



s WINDSHIELD WIPER AMD WASHER

e c a WIPER MOTOR
inspection
Check for continuity between the terminals when wiper is in 
normal resting position.

Terminals Continuity
b—a Yes
b—c Yes
b -d Yes
f - d No

Checking Operation
Check operation by applying 12V as shown to the motor con
nector.

Terminal
Operation speed

12V Ground

b
a Low
c High

96U15X-103

WASHER MOTOR 
Inspection
1. Check for continuity of the motor with an ohmmeter.
2. Connect 12V to the “ b” terminal and ground the “ a” ter

minal. Verify that the motor operates.

06UQSX-092

S-56



WINDSHIELD WIPER AND WASHER S
REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Remove the wiper arms.
3. Remove the lower molding.
4. Remove the cover.

5. Disconnect the wiper link from the motor.

Caution
• Do not remove the motor arm unless necessary. The 

motor arm position on the motor shaft decides the 
automatic stop position, (lowest position of the wip
er arm)

6. Disconnect the connector.
7. Remove the wiper motor.

8. Remove the wiper link assembly mounting bolts.
9. Lift the wiper link assembly out from the left side (driver’s 

side) service hole.

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal.

Note
• The wiper arms are identified by marks on the arms. 

DL: driver side 
PL: passenger side

86U14X-172
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s WINDSHIELD WIPER AND WASHER

ADJUSTMENT
Arm Height
Set the arm height as shown in the figure.

86U14X-173
Adjustment of washer spray
Insert a needle or similar object into the nozzle hole and bend 
to change the spray direction.

S-58



WINDSHIELD GLASS

WINDSHIELD GLASS
PREPARATION
SST

49 0305 807A 

Tool set, window oQ
For
removal and 
installation of 
windshield glass

06U0SX-102

STRUCTURAL VIEW

06U0SX-103

1. Rear view mirror
2. Sunvisor
3. Front header trim
4. Front pillar trim
5. Wiper arm

6. Lower molding
7. Front windshield molding
8. Windshield glass
9. Spacer

S-59



WINDSHIELD GLASS

86U14X-114

REMOVAL
1. Remove the rearview mirror, sunvisors, front pillar trim, and 

front header trim.
2. Remove the wiper arms and lower molding.
3. Remove the front window molding.

Caution
® Before removing the sealant, apply adhesive tape 

to the body and instrument panel to protect them 
from damage.

4. Make a small hole through the sealant.
5. Pass the piano wire through the hole.
6. Wind each end of the wire around a bar.
7. Pull the wire to and fro, and saw through the sealant around

the edge of the glass. Then remove the glass.

Caution
• Use a long sawing action to spread the work over 

the whole length of wire to prevent it from breaking.
® Be careful that the wire does not rub on the body 

or instrument panel.

Note
• If the glass is not to be reused, a tool like that shown 

in the figure may be used.

Insert the blade in the sealant, and pull on the bars.

INSTALLATION
1. Cut away the old sealant with a sharp knife so that 1 to 2mm 

(0.04 to 0.08 in) thickness of sealant remains around the 
circumference of the frame. If all the sealant has come off 
in any one place, apply some primer after degreasing, and 
allow it 30 minutes to dry. Then put on new sealant to build 
up to a 2mm (0.08 in) layer.

S-60
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WINDSHIELD GLASS S
2. Carefully clean a 5 cm (1.97 in) wide area around the cir

cumference of the glass and the bond on the body.
3. Bond a new dam along the circumference of the glass 5mm 

(0.20 in) from the edge.

Caution 
• Securely bond the dam and allow it to dry.

86U14X-116

4. Apply primer with a brush to the bonding area of the glass 
and the body, and allow it to dry for approx. 30 minutes.

Caution 
• Keep the area free of dirt. Do not touch the surface. 

If primer gets on the hands, remove it immediately.

5. Bond the spacers to the body as shown. 

Caution
• Damaged clips must be replaced.

86U14X-118

6. Prepare the nozzle of the sealant gun so that it has a flange 
that can run along the edge of the glass, and a V from which 
the sealant can flow. Once the primer is dry, apply the seal
ant around the entire circumference to fill the gap between 
the dam and the edge of the glass with a ridge of sealant 
11mm (0.43 in) high.
Keep the bead of sealant smooth and even, reshaping it 
where necessary with a spatula.

86U14X-119

7. Lift the glass into place. Push it in lightly toward the vehicle 
to compress the sealant.

Caution 
• Open the windows to prevent the glass from being 

pushed out by air pressure if a door is closed.

7BU14X-026
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WBNDSHSELD GLASS

Hardening time of repair seal

Temperature Surface hardening time Time required until car 
can be put in service

5°C (41 °F) Approx. 1.5 hrs 12 hrs
20°C (68°F) Approx. 1 hr 4 hrs
35°C (95°F) Approx. 10 min. 2 hrs

REPLENISHED SECTION 
WITH SEALING AGENT

GLASS

SPACER

8. Use a scraper to smooth away any sealant that oozes out. 
Add more sealant to any points of poor contact.

9. Check for water leaks. If a leak is found, wipe the water off 
well and add repair seal (B001 77 739) where needed.

86U14X-120

CENTER MARK

RIMER,. 

A-A SECTION

10. Align the alignment mark of the molding with that on the 
lap of the glass and push the molding into place along the 
top.

Caution
® Apply primer with a brush to the bonding area of 

the molding, and allow it to dry for approx. 30 
minutes.

® Use a new window molding.

86U14X-121

86U14X-122
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WINDSHIELD GLASS s
13. Attach the front header trim, pillar trim, sunvisors, and rear

view mirror.

86U14X-124



PREPARATION
SST

49 0305 807A 

Tool set, window 1 ? .

REAR WINDOW GLASS

REAR WINDOW GLASS

For
removal and 
installation of rear 
window glass

06U0SX-104

STRUCTURAL VIEW
SEDAN

06U0SX-105

1. Rear package tray 4. Back window side molding 7. Rear window glass
2. Rear header trim 5. Back window lower molding 8. Spacer
3. Rear pillar trim 6. Back window upper molding 9. Seat belt bolts
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REAR WINDOW GLASS S
MX-6

96U14X-071

1. Seat belt upper anchor bolt 5. Back window side molding 8. Back window lower molding
2. Rear side trim 6. Rear package tray 9. Rear window glass
3. Rear header trim 7. Back window upper molding 10. Spacer
4. Rear pillar trim

S-65



REAR WINDOW GLASS

96U14X-073

96U14X-075

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Disconnect the defroster connectors.
3. Remove the seat belt upper anchor bolts.
4. Remove the screws and remove the rear header trim.
5. Remove the screws and remove the rear side trims (MX-6).

6. Remove the screws and remove the rear pillar trims.

7. Remove the nuts and remove the back window side 
moldings.

8. Remove the fasteners, and remove the rear package tray.

9. Remove the lower and upper window moldings.



REAR WINDOW GLASS S
10. Use an awl to make a hole in the sealant.

Pass the end of a piece of the piano wire (about 40 cm 
15.7 in) through the hole, and attach bars to both ends.

11. Apply protective tape along the edge of the body to the glass 
as shown.

12. Two people should hold the bars, one inside and one out
side the vehicle, and then “ saw” the sealant from around 
the glass.

13. Remove the glass from the body.

86U14X-132

Caution
• Cut along the border between the glass and the 

sealant.
• If too much heat develops, the piano wire may 

break, so cool it occasionally or don’t work on one 
place too long.

• If the glass is not to be reused, a tool like that shown 
in the figure may be used.

Insert the blade in the sealant, pull on the bars, and cut the 
sealant.

INSTALLATION
1. Use a knife to smoothly trim the sealant on the body. Leave 

a layer about 1 or 2mm (0.04 to 0.08 in) thick.

Caution
• If some sealant flakes off, use new sealant to patch

it.

86U14X-134

2. Carefully clean and remove any grease from a 5 cm (1.97 
in) wide area around the circumference of the glass and 
the remaining bond on the body.

3. Bond a dam along the circumference of the glass 8mm 
(0.31 in) from the edge.

Caution
• Securely bond the dam and let it dry.

63U14X-064

4. Apply primer with a brush to the circumference of the glass 
and the body and allow them to naturally dry for 20 to 30 
minutes.

Caution
• Be sure not to allow dirt, water, oil, or similar materi

als to come into contact with the coated surfaces, 
and do not touch them by hand.

63U14X-065
S-67



REAR WINDOW GLASS
5. Install the spacers at the positions shown in the figure. 

Caution
® Spacers with flaws must be replaced.

6. When the primer has dried, apply an 11mm (0.43 in) thick 
bead of repair seal (B001 77 739) 11mm (0.43 in) from 
the edge of the window glass using a sealant gun.

Caution
® Cut the nozzle of the repair seal cartridge as illus

trated in the figure.
• If necessary, smooth the repair seal to correct any 

irregularities.

7. Attach the rear window glass to the body.

Caution
• Keep the door glass open until the repair seal 

hardens to some degree to prevent pressure from 
being exerted on the rear glass if the door is closed 
quickly.

Hardening time of repair seal

Temperature Surface hardening time Time required until car 
can be put in service

5°C (41 °F) Approx. 1.5 hrs 12 hrs
20°C (68°F) Approx. 1 hr 4 hrs
35°C (95°F) Approx. TO min. 2 hrs

8. Remove any excess or add repair seal where necessary.

9. Check for water leaks. If a leak is found, wipe the water off 
well and add repair seal (B001 77 739).

10. After checking for water leakage, install the moldings and 
trims.

11. Connect the defroster connectors.
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QUARTER WINDOW GLASS S
QUARTER WINDOW GLASS
PREPARATION
SST

49 0305 870A 

Tool set, window IIPL&" For
removal and 
installation of 
quarter window 
glass

O6UOSX-IO9

STRUCTURAL VIEW

SEDAN

06U0SX-110

1. Bolt 5. Nuts
2. Rear side seat back 6. Quarter window molding

3. Rear header trim screw 7. Quarter window glass
4. Rear pillar trim 8. Dam
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QUARTER WINDOW GLASS

MX-6

96U14X080

1. Seat belt upper anchor bolt
2. Screw
3. Screw
4. Side trim

5. Screw
6. Rear pillar trim
7. Nut
8. Screw

9. Drip molding
10. Quarter window molding
11. Quarter window glass
12. Dam

S-70



QUARTER WINDOW GLASS

REMOVAL
1. Fold down the rear seat back, and remove the rear side 

seat back. (Touring sedan)
2. Remove the rear side trim and the package side shelf. (Tour

ing sedan)
3. Remove the seat belt upper anchor bolt(s).
4. Remove the rear header and rear pillar trims.
5. Remove the mounting nuts and fastener, and remove the 

quarter window molding.

96U14X-081

6. Make a small hole through the sealant.
7. Pass the piano wire through the hole.
8. Wind each end of the wire around a bar.
9. Pull the wire to and fro, and saw through the sealant around 

the edge of the glass. Then remove the glass.

Caution 
• Use a long sawing action to spread the work over 

the whole length of wire to prevent it from breaking.
• Be careful that the wire does not rub on the vehicle 

paint.

INSTALLATION
1. Use the knife to smoothly cut the sealant on the body side, 

leaving a layer about 1 or 2mm (0.04 to 0.08 in) thick.
2. Carefully clean around the edge of the quarter window glass 

(up to approx. 5 cm (0.2 in) from the edge), and the
adhesion surface at the body side.

3. Attach a dam (G043 50 762) around the glass, approx. 
7mm (0.28 in) from the edge.

4. Apply a thin coat of primer to the bonding area of the body 
and glass, and allow 30 minutes for it to dry.

Caution 
• Keep the area free of dirt. Do not touch the surface. 

If primer gets on the hands, remove it immediately.

86U14X-154
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QUARTER WINDOW GLASS

5. After the primer dries, apply a bead of repair seal to a height 
of 10mm (0.4 in) min. around the edge of the glass.

6. Attach the glass to the body.

7. Remove excess sealant. Add sealant where necessary.

8. Check for water leaks. If a leak is found, wipe the water off 
well and add repair seal (B001 77 739).

9. Install the remaining parts in the reverse order of removal.
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HEADLIGHT CLEANER S
HEADLIGHT CLEANER 
TROUBLESHOOTING

06U0SX-111

Cont’d
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s HEADLIGHT CLEANER

Cont’d

06U0SX-112

REMOVAL I INSTALLATION
1. Remove in the sequence shown in the figure.
2. Install in the reverse order of removal.

06U0SX-113

1. Bracket 4. Washer motor 7. Hose
2. Coolant reservoir Inspection........page S-75 8. Joint
3. Bracket 5. Washer nozzles 9. Washer tank

6. Clips
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HEADLIGHT CLEANER

HEADLIGHT CLEANER SWITCH 
Inspection
1. Check for continuity between the terminals using an 

ohmmeter.

~~~~-~_Terminal 
Position '— ~ a b c d
OFF o -----^ ---- O
ON •• V 7 O------ ------O

O— O: Indicates continuity

2. If continuity is not as specified, replace the switch.

WASHER MOTOR (HEADLIGHT CLEANER)
Inspection
1. Check for continuity of the motor with an ohmmeter.
2. Connect 12V to the “ b” terminal and ground the “ a” ter

minal. Verify that the motor operates.
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SLIDING SUNROOF

SLIDING SUNROOF 
STRUCTURAL VIEW

1. Sunshade (Moonroof)
2. Sliding roof trim (Sunroof)
3. Slide panel
4. Weatherstrip
5. Deflector
6. Set plate
7. Drip rail

8. Lower panel
9. Lower panel (Moonroof)

10. Decoration cover (Moonroof)
11. Motor assembly

Inspection......page S -79
12. Guide brackets (rear)
13. Guide bracket (front)

14. Guide rails
15. Guide
16. Packing
17. Tube assembly
18. Frame assembly
19. Sunroof relay

Inspection......page S -79
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SLIDING SUNROOF

TROUBLESHOOTING

SLIDING SUNROOF M
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SLIDING SUNROOF

Sunroof does not operate correctly

Check SUNROOF 15A fuse

Turn ignition switch ON

Check the voltage at each terminal of the sunroof relay 
No. 1 and No. 2

Relay Terminal Voltage

No. 1
G 12V
G 12V
B OV

No. 2
G 12V
G 12V
B OV

OK

Check the sunroof relays (Refer to page S-79)

OK

Check the voltage at each terminal of the sunroof motor
Terminal Voltage

Y OV
Y/R OV
Y/G 12 V

OK

Check the sunroof motor and limit switch 
(Refer to page S-103)

OK

Check for 12V at L terminal of the sunroof motor con
nector

OK

Check the voltage at each terminal of the sunroof switch 
connector as shown

Terminal Roof condition Voltage
L Close 12V

L/Y 12V
L/G Open 12V
L/W Tilt-up 12V
L/R Constant 12V
B OV

OK

Check the sunroof switch. Replace if necessary 
(Refer to page S-79)

NG

NG

NG

NG

NG

NG

Repair the harness (Fuse box to relay, Relay to body 
ground)

Replace the relay(s)

Repair the harness (Relay to motor)

Replace the motor or limit switch

Repair the harness (Relay to motor)

Repair the harness (Motor to switch, Fuse box to switch, 
Switch to body ground)

06U0SX-118
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SLIDING SUNROOF

96U15X-116

INSPECTION
Switch
Use an ohmmeter to check the continuity of the terminals of 
the switch.
If continuity is not as indicated, replace the switch.

~~~~~~—- —^Terminal 
Position 2a 2b 6a 6b 6c 6d 6e 6f
OFF --U

Slide SW
OPEN r\ \J
CLOSE r\ r\

Tilt SW
UP r\KJ {J
DOWN

O— O: Indicates continuity

Relay
1. Check for continuity between terminals a—b and c—f.
2. Apply 12V to terminal a.
3. Ground terminal b.
4. Check for continuity between terminals c—e.
5. If not correct, replace the relay.

Motor
1. Disconnect the motor connector terminal-wire (Y/R).
2. Apply 12V to Y/R and ground terminal-wire (Y).
3. Check that motor turns from tilt-up, to closed, to open po

sition.
4. Reverse the connections and check that the motor turns 

from open, to closed, to tilt-up position.

Limit Switch
1. Use emergency handle furnished in the glove box to set 

the sunroof in the positions shown.

96U15X-117
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SLIDING SUNROOF
2. Use an ohmmeter to check the continuity of the terminals 

of the switch.

SW LS1 LS2
Terminal/color e d a b c
Roof condition'v\ ^ L L/G Y/G L/W L/Y

Open O— — O
Close o — — O
Tilt-up O— — O o — — O

O— O: Indicates continuity

S-80



SLIDING SUNROOF S
REMOVAL

Note 
• Steps 1—10 are removal procedures for moonroof

only.
• Steps 11—15 are removal procedures for sunroof 

only.
96U14X-089

96U14X-090

1. Slide the sunshade all the way to the rear.
2. Fully close the sliding panel.

3. Remove the left and right decoration covers and lower panel 
cover.

4. Remove the installation nuts for the sliding panel and lower 
panel.

5. Remove the sliding panel by pushing it upward from inside 
the vehicle.

6. Fully close the sunshade.

76U14X-046
S-81



SLIDING SUNROOF

- *  FRONT

SUNSHADE

^ SUNSHA- ^ T O P PER

76U14X-048

7. Turn the handle and move the sunshade 5—10mm 
(0.19—0.39 in) to the rear.

8. Use a flat-tip screwdriver to lift the sunshade stopper at the 
rear of the cable holder, then release the stopper and move 
the sunshade toward the front.

9. Turn the handle to fully open the lower panel. (Leave the 
sunshade fully closed.)

10. Open the sunshade halfway and remove the set plate cap. 
Pull out the sunshade from the notch of the set plate.

11. Open the slide panel about 10 cm (3.94 in).
12. Remove the sliding roof trim.

(1) Pull down the front to detach faster.
(2) Pull the trim forward.
(3) Remove the trim lifting it up, out of the vehicle.

13. Close the slide panel fully, and remove the installation nuts 
for the slide panel and lower panel.

14. Remove the slide panel by pushing it upward.
15. Open the lower panel halfway.

S-82



SLIDING SUNROOF S
16. Use a flat-tip screwdriver to pry up the connector at the rear 

of the deflector link, being careful not to scratch it, and re
move the deflector link.

17. Remove the screws and remove the deflector.

Note
• Because force is applied to the deflector by the 

spring in the direction of opening, hold so that the 
deflector doesn’t contact the roof panel, then pull 
out the deflector link.

18. Completely close the lower panel.

Note
• Because the lower panel will move forward out of 

place, turn the motor using the handle while push
ing to the rear to close fully.

19. After removing the screw and the drip rail joint link, push 
the drip rail backward and inward.

20. After removing the installation screw of the guide bracket 
assembly (rear), remove the right side of the guide (front).

21. Remove the lower panel.

22. Remove the rearview mirror, overhead console, and seam
ing welt.

96U14X-097
23. Remove the screws, remove the motor and disconnect the 

harness connector.

16U0SX-014
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s SLIDING SUNROOF

GUIDE BRACKET

24. Push the rear guide bracket backward and downward about 
10 cm (3.94 in).

25. Remove the screw and the set plate.

26. Move the rear guide bracket all the way forward, and pull 
out while lifting from the rear.

27. Move the drip rail forward, then pull out from the notch of 
the guide rail.

96U14X-100
INSTALLATION

Note
® Steps 16, 17, 22 are installation procedures for 

moonroof only, 
o steps 23, 24 are installation procedures for sunroof 

only.
96U14X-101

1. Insert the drip rail.

Note
• Paying attention to the direction of the rail, push 

in from the open part to the position where it is not 
visible.

96U14X-102
2. Insert the drive cable into the tube.

Note
® Apply a liberal coat of grease to the drive cable and 

the sliding part of the guide bracket assembly (rear), 
then push the cable all the way forward.

S-84
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SLIDING SUNROOF S
3. After moving the guide bracket assembly slightly toward the 

rear, tighten the screws, taking care regarding the direc
tion the set plate faces.

96U14X-103

P - A
(E) RING 

NOTCH^ g ^ N O T C t .  T |LT |NG CAM

y m, ..y... .  , /  ' * I --------------'i,;,j •--f'.y
.... ..

SLIT

4. Align the projection of the tilting cam and the slit in the set 
plate.

76U14X-060
5. Check that the limit switches (LS1 and LS2) of the motor 

are as shown in the figure at the OFF position.

Note 
• Verify the position of the cam.
• Use the handle to position it correctly.

16U0SX-015
6. Install the motor assembly.

Note 
• There are 2 types of screws, long and short. Be sure 

to use the correct ones.

7. Connect the wiring of the motor assembly and the motor 
switch.

76U14X-062
8. Install the lower panel and tighten the screws.
9. Install the guide front and tighten the screws.

76U14X-063
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s SLIDING SUNROOF

10. Pull out the drip rail from the rear, and secure the link by 
the screw.

76U14X-064

1 «

11. Using the handle turn the motor to fully open the lower panel.

Note
o Because the roof panel and lower panel might in

terfere with each other when the lower panel is 
opened, check as shown in the figure, that the guide 
rc!!er is completely fitted into the guide rail.

® Turn the motor while pushing the cable.

76U14X-065
12. Secure the deflector by tightening the screws, and then in

stall the deflector link.
13. Turn the motor using the handle, and visually check the slid

ing, tilt-down and tilt-up operations.

96U14X-104
14. Fully close the lower panel.
15. Install the slide panel to the lower panel, and tighten se

curely.

76U14X-067
16. Insert the sunshade from the notch in the set plate, and push 

it all the way back.
17. Insert the set plate cap.

76U14X-068
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SLIDING SUNROOF S
18. Adjust the height of the slide panel.

(Cross-section A-A)
Adjust so that the height difference between the slide pan
el and roof panel is 1.5mm (0.06 in) max.

96U14X-105

B-B CROSS SECTION

ADJUSTING SCREW 
INSTALLATI

INSTALLATION 
SCREW ©

ON SCREW ©

(Cross-section B-B adjustment)
(1) Loosen installation screws (1) and (2).

If the adjustment is only about 2mm (0.08 in) don’t loos
en screw (1).

(2) Turn the screws to adjust.
Turning to the right raises, to the left lowers.

(3) Tighten installation screws (1) and (2).

16U0SX-016
(Cross-section C-C adjustment)
(1) Loosen the adjusting screw.
(2) Adjust by moving the slide panel from the inside or 

outside.
(3) Tighten the adjusting screw.

96U14X-106

LOCKNUT

19. Uncrimp the pawl washer and loosen the locknut as shown 
in the figure, then adjust the torque.

06U0SX-131
20. Install the torque wrench to the locknut.

Tightening torque:
2.9—3.9 Nm (30—40 cm-kg, 26—35 in-lb)

Caution
• After adjustment, be sure to lock the nut with the 

pawl washer.

16U0SX-017
S—87



s SLIDING SUNROOF

LOWER PANEL
21. Fit in the trim.

Push the inner trim from above, all the way in between the 
frame and lower panel.

Caution
q Be careful not to scratch the surface of the trim on 

the edge of the guide rail or rail cover.

96U14X-109
22. Open the slide panel about 10 cm (3.94 in) and install the 

trim.
23. Install the surrounding front parts.

96U14X-110
24. After installation is completed, check the operation.

(1) Is the battery voltage correct?
(2) Is there any foreign material on the sliding parts?
(3) When the slide panel is opened, does the roof panel 

interfere with the rear part? If so, open the slide panel 
fully and move the set plate forward.

96U14X-111

o
6.4mm (0.25 in)BN I*-

FRONT
— A r —

' . —_Sf23

B-B CROSS SECTION
A-A CROSS SECTION

Caution
® If the stopper is moved too far forward, there might 

be a malfunction or leaking. Do not leave a gap of 
more than 6.4mm (0.25 in) between the slide panel 
and roof panel.

96U14X-112

S-88



INSTRUMENT PANEL s
INSTRUMENT PANEL
STRUCTURAL VIEW

8.8—14 (0.9—1.4, 6.5—10)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

86U14X-174

1. Rear console
2. Upper plate
3. Front console
4. Glove compartment
5. Side cover
6. Side cover
7. Box

8. Ashtray
9. Center panel

10. Heater control assembly
11. Steering wheel ornament
12. Steering wheel
13. Column cover
14. Switch panel

15. Cap
16. Meter hood
17. Duct
18. Duct and under cover
19. Under cover
20. Duct
21. Meter assembly
22. Instrument panel

S-89



INSTRUMENT PANEL

INSTALLATION VIEW

S-90
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INSTRUMENT PANEL S
REMOVAL
1. Remove the screws and remove the shift lever knob (ATX).

2. Remove the shift lever knob (MTX).

3. Remove the rear console mounting screws.
4. Pull the console rearward and remove it.

5. Remove the front console mounting screws.

86U14X-179
6. Remove the steering wheel ornament.

86U14X-299
S-91



INSTRUMENT PANEL

7. Remove the steering wheel mounting nut.

86U14X-183

8. Remove the screws and the steering wheel cap.

9. Remove the steering wheel with a steering wheel puller.

10. Remove the screws and remove the column covers (up
per and lower).

11. Remove the screws and remove the under cover. 
Loosen the nut and remove the hood release knob.

S-92



INSTRUMENT PANEL

86U14X-187

12. Remove the screws and pull out the meter hood.
13. Disconnect the connectors and remove the meter hood.

14. Remove the screws and pull the meter assembly outward.
15. Disconnect the speedometer cable at the speedometer.
16. Disconnect the meter connectors.
17. Remove the meter assembly.

18. Remove the screws and pull the panel outward.
19. Disconnect the connectors and remove the switch panel.

20. Remove the screws and remove the glove box.
21. Disconnect the glove box light connector.

22. Remove the center panel.
23. Remove the screws and slide out the heater control as

sembly.
24. Disconnect the control wires at the DEF, MAX—COLD and 

REC positions (lever type control).

Note
• Disconnect the connectors at the rear of the con

trol (Logicon type).
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86U14X-190

86U14X-193

27. Remove the instrument panel side mounting bolts.

28. Remove the instrument panel center bracket mounting bolts.

29. Remove the steering shaft mounting bolts.

30. Disconnect the dash harness connectors.
31. Remove the instrument panel.

S-94
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INSTRUMENT PANEL

69G14X-224

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal, noting the following. 

1. Tightening torque:
'—— Torque 

Bolt -----~ N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

© 4 .22 -6 .18  (0.43-0.63, 3 .10-4 .54)
8.8—14 (0.9—1.4, 6.5—10)

© © 8 .8 -1 4  (0 .9 -1 .4 , 6 .5 -1 0 )

© @ 8 .8 -1 4  (0 .9 -1 .4 , 6 .5 -1 0 )
Steering wheel 3 9 -4 9  (4.0—5.0, 2 9 -3 6 )

2. Air-mix door control wire
a. Set TEMP lever at MAX—COLD position.
b. Connect the control wire and clamp it with the shutter le

ver on the heater unit all the way to the right side.

Caution
• Move the temperature control lever to check that 

the wire is secured. Also, check that it moves the 
full stroke between HOT and COLD.

3. Mode control wire
a. Set MODE control lever to DEF position.
b. Connect the control wire and clamp it with the shutter le

ver on the heater unit at its closest point.

Caution
• Move the mode lever to check that the wire is se

cured. Also, check that it moves the full stroke be
tween DEF and VENT.

4. REC-FRESH air selector wire
a. Set the selector lever to REC position.
b. Connect the control wire and clamp it with the shutter le

ver on the blower unit at its closest point.

Caution
• Move the recirculate-fresh air switch lever to check 

that the wire is secured. Also, check that it moves 
the full stroke between REC and FRESH.
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SEAT

SEAT
STRUCTURAL VIEW

22—30 (2.2—3.1, 16—22)

22—30
(2.2—3.1, 16—22)

KEY CYLINDER 
SERVICE, 
SECTION D

34—56
(3.5—5.7, 25-41)

38—51 (3.9—5.2, 28—38)

34—56 (3.5—5.7, 25-41)

38—51 (3.9—5.2, 28—38)

34—56 (3.5—5.7, 25—41)

: GREASE

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

06U0SX-119

1. Seat side cover
2. Lifter lever
3. Reclining knuckle
4. Lumbar support lever

5. Seat adjuster
6. Front seat cushion
7. Headrest
8. Headrest pole

9. Front seat back
10. Rear seat cushion
11. Rear seat back
12. Seat side

S-96



SEAT S
FRONT SEAT 
Inspection
1. Check that the seat adjuster lever and recliner knuckle le

ver move smoothly.
2. Check the seat mounting bolts for looseness. If necessary, 

tighten the bolts to the specified torque.

Tightening torque:
Seat mounting bolt:
38—51 N-m (3.9—5.2 m-kg, 28—38 ft-lb)

3. Apply grease to the moving parts.
4. Check the seat adjuster lever for wear.

REAR SEAT
Removal (as equipped on MX-6 and 4-door sedan only)
1. Push the locks as shown in the figure to release the cush

ion, then lift the seat cushion out of the vehicle.

96U14X-113
2. Remove the end bolts, and lift the seat back off the hooks.

69G14X-236
3. Remove the fastener.
4. Remove the seat back.

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

Tightening torque:
Seat back:

16—23 N-m (1.6—2.3 m-kg, 12—17 ft-lb)
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PASSIVE SHOULDER BELT

PASSIVE SHOULDER BELT 
STRUCTURAL VIEW

1. Passive shoulder belt control unit
2. Passive shoulder belt retractor

Inspection...............................page S -102
3. Inner buckle

Inspection...............................page S -102
4. Outer lap belt
5. Passive shoulder belt motor and rail

Inspection...............................page S-101

6. Limit switch (Rear)
Inspection...............................page S-101

7. Seat belt warning switch
Inspection...............................page S -102

8. Limit switch (Front)
Inspection...............................page S-101

9. Door catch switch (in the door lock assembly)
Inspection...............................page S-101
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S
-99

PASSIVE SHOULDER BELT CONTROL SYSTEM uoc
mr~mmzooH
z
O

PASSIVE SHOULDER BELT 
MOTOR ASSEMBLY LH

S-01 PASSIVE SHOULDER BELT CONTROL UNIT (R) 

U S 0 0 M I

( ) .. .2 DOOR

Y L/W *
(L) L/R * G/R B/Y (L/B) L/Y R

L G/B Y/L LG/B B BH/B W/R B/L G/L Y/G G

V T R P N L J H F □ B

S-02 PASSIVE SHOULDER BELT MOTOR ASSEMBLY LH (R) 
A DOOR 2 DOOR

B L/W

* L/R

* L/W Y

L L/R B L <D

S-03 PASSIVE SHOULDER BELT MOTOR ASSEMBLY RH (R)
4 DOOR 2 DOOR

L/Y

LG/B

* L A R

L/B LG/B B G

S-04 DOOR CATCH SWITCH LH (DR1)

G/R

•* B
A DOOR

G/R
2 DOOR

S-05 DOOR CATCH SWITCH RH (DR2)

* Y/G

* LLJ
A DOOR

Y/G
2 DOOR

S-06 FRONT LIMIT SWITCH 
LH (IN)

S-l07 FRONT LIMIT SWITCH 
RH (0)

Y/L g/ l I b

S-08 CONNECTOR BETWEEN DASH (D) S INTERIOR LAMP 
tn\ (IN) (IN)

B B

Y/L Y/L

C0

PASSIVE 
SHOULDER 

BELT



s PASSIVE SHOULDER BELT

06U0SX-123
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PASSIVE SHOULDER BELT S
a b

© © © ©

INSPECTION
Passive Shoulder Belt Motor
1. Remove the front and center pillar trim and disconnect the 

passive shoulder belt motor connector.
2. Connect 12V to terminal a and ground terminal b. Verify 

that the motor rotates in the forward direction (release).
3. Reverse the above connection, and check that the motor 

rotates in the rearward direction (lock).

Caution
• Do not operate the motor for an extended period of 

time.

Limit Switch
1. Remove the front and center pillar trim, disconnect the pas

sive shoulder belt motor connector (MX-6) or rear limit switch 
connector (626) and the front limit switch connector.

2. Position the shoulder belt as shown using the emergency 
handle.

3. Check for continuity between the limit switch terminals us
ing an ohmmeter.

switch

Shoulder belt position

Front Rear
MX-6 626

a b c d a c
Released (Front)
Moving
Locked (Rear) O - —O O - —O

O— O: Indicates continuity

06U0SX-125

06U0SX-126

Door Catch Switch (in front door lock assembly)
1. Remove the door trim and screen.

(Refer to page S-10; steps 1—3.)
2. Disconnect the door catch switch connector.
3. Check for continuity between the terminals using an 

ohmmeter.

~ •— Terminal  
Door position ~— a b
Open o -------------- ------ o
Close

O— O: Indicates continuity

S-101



s PASSIVE SHOULDER BELT

Buckle Switch (Lap Belt)
1. Disconnect the buckle switch connector.
2. Check continuity of the switch with an ohmmeter.

'  •— — Termi nal  
Lap belt ~ a b '

Unfastened o --------- -----------O
Fastened

O— O: Indicates continuity

96U15X-149
Shoulder Belt Warning Switch
1. Remove the center pillar trim, and disconnect the passive 

shoulder belt motor connector.
2. Check continuity between the terminals with an ohmmeter 

passive shoulder belt is at the rear locked position.

Terminal MX-6 626
Shoulder belt position — d f b c

Belt fastened O— — o o — — 0
Looked Belt unfastened

: Indicates continuity

Emergency Lock Retractor (ELR)

Caution
• Do not disassemble the buckle and retractor as

sembly.

1. Verify that the belt can be pulled out smoothly and that it 
moves smoothly when worn.

2. Verify that the retractor locks when quickly pulling the belt.

06U0SX-128
3. Remove the retractor.
4. Hold the retractor as it is installed.
5. Slowly incline the retractor while pulling out the belt.
6. Verify that the retractor locks at approx. 30 degrees incli

nation.

Webbing
Inspect the webbing for scars, tears, and wear and for defor
mation of the fittings.

96U14X-038



PASSIVE SHOULDER BELT s
Terminal Voltage of Passive Shoulder Belt Control Unit

Termi
nal

Wire
color Connection Test condition Voltage Action

A (R) Passive shoulder 
belt motor (RH)

Shoulder belt (RH) moving from rear to 
front Approx. 12V

Check passive shoulder 
belt motor (RH)
(Refer to page S -1 01)

Other conditions OV

B (G) Passive shoulder 
belt motor (RH)

Shoulder belt (RH) moving from front to 
rear Approx. 12V

Other conditions OV

C (L/Y) Limit switch (RR) IGN Shoulder belt (RH) locked (Rear) OV Check limit switch (RR)
ON Other conditions Approx. 2V (Refer to page S -1 01)

Door catch 
switch (RH)

Door (RH) open OV
Check door catch switch 
(RH) (Refer to page S - 101)D (Y/G) Door (RH) IGN ON or door (LH) open Approx. 2V

closed IGN OFF and door (LH) closed Approx. 12V

E (L/B) Deflection sensor 
(RH) (MX-6 only) — — —

Shoulder belt (RH) released (Front) OV Check limit switch (FR) 
(Refer to page S -1 01)F (G/L) Limit switch (FR) IGN BELT warning lamp ON Approx. 2V

ON BELT warning lamp OFF Approx. 12V

G (B/Y) Ignition switch Ignition switch ON Approx. 12V Repair wire (B/Y)(IG1) Ignition switch OFF OV

H (B/L) TWS Buzzer sounds Approx. 0.7V Check CPU
Buzzer does not sound Approx. 12V (Refer to Section T)

(G/R) Speed sensor IGN Vehicle speed above 8 km/h (16 mph) 0—5V Check speed sensorI ON Vehicle stopped Approx. 5V (Refer to Section T)
J (W/R) BELT 30A fuse Constant Approx. 12V Repair wire

L (BR/B) BELT warning IGN BELT warning lamp ON Approx. 0.1V Check meter
lamp ON BELT warning lamp OFF Approx. 12V (Refer to Section T)

N (B) Ground Constant OV Repair wire (B)

0 (L/R) Warning switch Locked Shoulder belt (LH) fastened OV Check warning switch (LH)
(LH) (Rear) Shoulder belt (LH) unfastened Approx. 2V (Refer to page S -1 02)

P (LG/B) Warning switch Locked Shoulder belt (RH) fastened OV Check warning switch (RH)
(RH) (Rear) Shoulder belt (RH) unfastened Approx. 2V (Refer to page S -1 02)

Q (L)
Deflection sensor 
(LH) (MX-6 only) — — _

Shoulder belt (LH) released (Front) OV Check limit switch (FL) 
(Refer to page S -1 01)R (Y/L) Limit switch (FL) IGN BELT warning lamp ON Approx. 2V

ON BELT warning lamp OFF Approx. 12V

S (L/W) Limit switch (RL) IGN Shoulder belt (LH) locked (Rear) OV Check limit switch (RL)
ON Other conditions Approx. 2V (Refer to page S -1 01)

Door catch 
switch (LH)

Door (LH) open OV
Check door catch switch (RH) 
(Refer to page S -1 01)T (G/R) Door (LH) IGN ON or door (RH) open Approx. 2V

closed IGN OFF and door (RH) closed Approx. 12V

U 00
Passive shoulder Shoulder belt (LH) moving from rear to font Approx. 12V

Check passive shoulder belt 
motor (LH)
(Refer to page S -1 01)

belt motor (LH) Other conditions OV

V (L)
Passive shoulder Shoulder belt (LH) moving from front to rear Approx. 12V
belt motor (LH) Other conditions OV

Terminal location

U S Q O M  I G E C A

Y L/ W (L)* L/R * G/ R B/Y (L/B)
* L/Y R

L G/R Y/L LG/B B BR/B W/R B/L G/L Y/G G

V T R P N L J H F D B

( )... MX-6

06U0SX-133
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PASSIVE SHOULDER BELT

REMOVAL
1. Remove the front pillar trim.

2. Remove the rear pillar trim and side trim.

3. Remove the mounting bolts.
4. Remove the passive shoulder belt motor and rail.

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal.

06U0SX-130



SEAT BELTS

SEAT BELTS
STRUCTURAL VIEW

STANDARD SHOULDER BELT

39—55
(4.0—5.6, 28—39)

39—55
(4.0—5.6, 28—39)

N-m (m-kg, ft-lb)

96U14X-035

1. Buckles
2. Front seat belts

3. Rear seat belts
4. Retractors

5. Retractors

S-105



s SEAT BELTS

INSPECTION

Caution
• Do not disassemble the buckle and retractor as

sembly.

Emergency Lock Retractor (ELR)
1. Verify that the belt can be pulled out smoothly and that it 

moves smoothly when worn.
2. Verify that the retractor locks when quickly pulling the belt.

96U14X-037
3. Remove the retractor.
4. Hold the retractor as it is installed.
5. Slowly incline the retractor while pulling out the belt.
6. Verify that the retractor locks at approx. 30 degrees incli

nation.

Webbing
Inspect the webbing for scars, tears, and wear and for defor
mation of the fittings.

96U14X-038



HEADLINER S
HEADLINER
STRUCTURAL VIEW

MX-6

SLIDING SUNROOF

86U14X-159

1. Rearview mirror and 
overhead console

2. Sunvisor
3. Center adapter

4. Assist handle
5. Interior light
6. Front header trim
7. Front pillar trim

8. Rear pillar trim
9. Rear header trim

10. Insulator
11. Headliner

S-107



HEADLINER

SEDAN

SLIDING SUNROOF

(

(

86U14X-160

1. Rearview mirror and 
overhead console

2. Sunvisor
3. Center adapter

4. Assist handle
5. Interior light
6. Front header trim
7. Front pillar trim

8. Rear pillar trim
9. Rear header trim

10. Insulator
11. Headliner

S -1 08



HEADLINER S

86U14X-161

86U14X-163

REMOVAL
1. Remove the overhead console cover.
2. Remove the rearview mirror.
3. Remove the overhead console mounting screws.
4. Disconnect the connectors and remove the overhead 

console.

5. Remove the sunvisors.
6. Remove the center adapters.

7. Remove the interior light lens with a protected small screw
driver.

8. Remove the interior light mounting screws and disconnect 
the connector.

9. Remove the interior light.

10. Remove the caps and screws at the ends of the front header 
trim.

86U14X-164
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HEADLINER

11. Remove the caps and screws at the ends of the rear head
er trim.

86U14X-165
12. Remove the rear side trims.

96U14X-083
13. Remove the seat belt upper anchor bolts.

96U14X-084
14. Remove the rear pillar trims with a protected standard screw

driver.

96U14X-085
15. Remove the front pillar trims with a protected standard 

screwdriver.

96U14X-086
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HEADLINER

16. Remove the assist handles.

17. Remove the sliding sunroof seaming welt.

18. Remove the fasteners and remove the headliner.

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal, noting the following. 

Note
• Align the trim and clip positions, then install the 

clips by striking them lightly.
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S UNDERBODY PROJECTED DIMENSIONS

UNDERBODY PROJECTED DIMENSIONS

S—112
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A: Frame mounting nut (M10)
B: Front fender panel mounting nut (M6) 
C: Front member mounting bolt (M12)
D: Front mounting block 
E: Steering bracket mounting nut (M12) 
F : Front fender panel mounting nut (M6) 
G: Frame mounting bolt (M12)



H: Front frame, lower standard hole (8$)
I : Front frame [c], lower standard hole (12<f>)
J : Crossmember mounting nut (M10)
K : Rear mounting block 
L : Crossmember mounting nut (M10)
M: Rear frame, lower standard hole(10<£)
N: Rear bumper mounting hole (140)

(outside,lower)
16USX-018
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96U
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m
1
■&>

mm (in)

A: Frame mounting nut (M10)
B: Front member mounting bolt (M12)
C: Frame mounting bolt (M12)
D: Front frame, lower standard hole (80)

E: Front frame [c], lower standard hole (120) 
F: Crossmember mounting nut (M10)
G: Rear frame, lower standard hole (100)
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SPECIAL TOOLS

GENERAL INFORMATION...........................ST- 2
ENGINE......... ...............................................ST- 3
CLUTCH AND MANUAL TRANSAXLE........ ST- 4
AUTOMATIC TRANSAXLE....... ...................ST- 5
STEERING................................................ ST- 6
BRAKE............................... .............. ...........ST- 7
FRONT AND REAR AXLE......................... . ST- 7
SUSPENSION.............. .................................ST- 8
HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER SYSTEMS ST- 9 
CHECKER AND OTHERS........ .............. . ST- 9
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ST SPECIAL TOOLS

GENERAL INFORMATION
The letters "A” and “ B” in the Priority columnlrTdicate the degree of importance of each tool.

A....Indispensable

The tools ranked “ A” in this list are indispensable for performing operations satisfactorily, easily, safely and 

efficiently. It would, therefore, be advisable for all service shops to have these tools.

B....Selective

The tools in this list are not as necessary as tools ranked A, but all service shops should have these tools 

if possible in order to easily perform operations for efficient repair operations.
86U40X-002
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ST SPECIAL TOOLS

CLUTCH AND MANUAL TRANSAXLE

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION

49 G019 0A0

Hanger,
transaxle

49 0839 425C

Puller set, 
bearing

49 G030 440

Holder, 
primary shaft 
(G-type transaxle)

49 G027 002

Removing plate 
(H-type transaxle)

49 B001 795 

Installer, oil seal

49 G030 370 

Removing plate

49 B017 102 

Preload adapter

49 FT01 361 

Remover, bearing

PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

( f

i  i i

v
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SPECIAL TOOLS ST
TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 0636 145

Puller, fan 
pulley boss

A

49 G027 003

Holder,
diff. side gear
(H-type transaxle)

A

49 G030 795 

Installer, oil seal A

— — —

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 G017 203

Attachment P 
(H-type transaxle)

A

0

49 G017 202 

Preload adapter A

49 G030 338 

Attachment E A

49 0187 520

Puller, rear axle 
shaft bearing 
(H-type transaxle)

A

AUTOMATIC TRANSAXLE

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 G019 011 

Installer, bearing A M P f  I illiU
49 G019 012 

Leak checker A 4
49 G019 013 

Remover, bearing A I t

ST-5



ST SPECIAL TOOLS

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 G019 0A2

Holder, 
turbine shaft

A
. sC O

49 S120 785

Installer, 
dust boot

A
Q )

49 B019 901

Gauge, 
oil pressure

A

STEERING

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 0118 850C 

Puller, ball joint B

49 0180 51 OB

Attachment,
preload

B

49 1243 785

Installer, 
dust boot

A

©

49 0208 701A 

Air out tool, boot B

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 F034 201

Installer, 
dust boot

A

c P

49 B032 302 

Adapter A

49 1232 670A

Gauge set, 
power steering

A

49 G032 3A0

Repair set, power 
steering

A CHD co @)
am: cc ro @ iu ^
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SPECIAL TOOLS ST
TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 F032 301

Hanger, power 
steering pump

A

49 G032 3A1 

Joint hose set A

BRAKE

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION!

49 0259 770B 

Wrench, flare nut A

49 0221 600C

Expand tool, 
disc brake

B

49 B043 002 

Installer, bearing A

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 F043 001 

Adjust gauge A

49 FA18 602 

Wrench,
disc brake piston

B

— — —

ST

FRONT AND REAR AXLE

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 F026 102 

Installer, bearing A (©)
TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 H026 101A

Installer, 
sensor rotor 
(ABS)

A

ST-7



ST SPECIAL TOOLS

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 G033 1A1 

Puller, wheel hub A

49 F027 007 

Attachment tf>72 A

49 H017 101 

Hook A

49 G033 107

Installer, 
dust cover

A

i )

49 G025 001

Installer, 
sensor rotor 
(ABS)

A

f p 5

49 F027 005 

Attachment <f>62 A

SUSPENSION

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 G034 1A0

Compressor, 
coil spring

A .”lfcu 1
Q a  Q 3

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 G026 101 

Replacer, bearing A

©

49 H034 201 

Support block A

( 9

49 G026 102 

Replacer, bearing A

n

49 V001 795 

Installer, oil seal A

A

49 G026 103 

Support block A

49 H026 103 

Support block A

0

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 U034 2A0

Replacer, 
rubber bush

A

ST-8



SPECIAL TOOLS ST
TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

— — —

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 G034 2A0

Replacer, 
lower arm bush

A
QD*...... -.. ' —

Q )e = D O O  )

HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 9202 010

Holder bar, 
pressure plate

A

Pi

49 9202 020

Remover, 
pressure plate

A

$

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 9202 030 I r n

Remover, A
seal plate

49 9202 040 ©

Remover, A ^ __$
shaft seal

CHECKER AND OTHERS

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 0187 280

Gauge, 
oil pressure

B

49 0305 870A 

Tool set, window A ffllPQ
i l l

49 0839 285

Checker, fuel & 
thermo meter

A
\

r> j 
o o C* K i

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 9200 020

Gauge, 
V-ribbed belt 
tension

B

49 9200 162

Monitor, 
engine signal

A

49 G018 901 

Adapter harness A

ST-9



ST SPECIAL TOOLS

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 F018 002 

Igniter checker A

1 ii

49 H018 9A1

Self-diagnosis
checker

A

49 F018 001 

Checker lamp A

49 G018 001 

Adapter harness A

49 U018 003 

Adapter harness A

I j

49 G018 904 

Sheet A

CWO: ‘6P1N QOiO

log

49 G019 912 

Panel
(F2 non-turbo)

A

49 G019 913 

Panel
(F2 non-turbo)

A
^ f p l \

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 H018 910 

Adapter harness A p f
49 G018 903 

Adapter harness A

49 G019 901A 

EC-AT tester A • e P
49 G019 901 
EC-AT tester

49 H019 902 
Adapter unit

A

49 F019 901

Harness 
(F2 turbo)

A

49 G019 918

Harness 
(F2 non-turbo)

A

49 B019 9A1 

EC-AT Selector A ( ^  V —J

49 G019 915

Panel 
(F2 turbo)

A
Y\ '
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SPECIAL TOOLS S I
TOOL NUMBER
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

— — —

TOOL NUMBER 
& DESCRIPTION PRIORITY ILLUSTRATION

49 G019 916

Panel 
(F2 turbo)

A

ST-11
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INDEX
RELAYS

INDEX

16U0TX-002

1. Daytime running light relay (DRL) (Canada) 4. Defroster relay t
Inspection.................... ...... page T-28 Inspection.................................page T-65

2. Flasher unit 5. Horn relay
Inspection........................... page T-31 Inspection.................................page T-93

3. Stop and taillight checker 6. Starter cut relay
Inspection........................... page T-34, 61 Inspection.................................page T-90

T 2



UNITS, SWITCHES AND SENSORS

INDEX T

1. Main fuse block
Structural view................. ........page T-16
Replacement.................... ........page T-16

2. Joint box and fuse
Structural view.................. ........page T-17

3. Resistor (Canada)
Inspection........................ ........page T-28

4. Stoplight switch
Inspection........................ ........page T-34

5. Fuel tank sender unit
Inspection........................ ........page T-51

6. Fuel level sensor
Inspection........................ ........page T-62

7. Water thermosensor
Inspection........................ ........page T-51

8. Brake fluid level sensor
Inspection........................ ........page T-61

16U0TX-003

9. Parking brake switch
Inspection...................... .......... page T-61

10. Door switch
Inspection.................................page T-61

11. Washer level sensor
Inspection.................................page T-62

12. Oil pressure switch
Inspection.................................page T-62

13. Central processing unit (CPU)
Structural view..........................page T-66
Functions..................................page T-66

Circuit diagram....................... . page T-67
Removal / Installation................ page T-68
On-vehicle inspection................ page T-68

T-3



INDEX

INSTRUMENT AND SWITCHES

1. Ignition switch
Inspection.................................page T-17

2. Combination switch
Structural view..........................page T-18
Inspection.................................page T-18

3. Hazard warning switch (MX-6 and Sedan)
Inspection.................... ............ page T-21

4. Rear defroster switch (MX-6 and Sedan)
Inspection.................................page T-21

5. Front fog light switch
Inspection.................................page T-28

6. Panel lamp control
Troubleshooting........................page T-45
Inspection.................................page T-46

7. Cruise control main switch
Inspection.................................page T-81

8. Instrument cluster
Structural view..........................page T-47
Disassembly / Assembly........... page T-48
Troubleshooting............... ........ page T-48
Inspection.................................page T-50

9. Warning lights and senders
Troubleshooting........................ page T-52
Inspection.................................page T-61
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EXTERIOR LIGHTS 
Front

INDEX T

1. Headlight
Troubleshooting................... page T-25
Inspection............................page T-28
Removal / Installation........... page T-35,36
Aiming..................................page T-37

2. Parking light
Removal / Installation........... page T-35

3. Parking light (Sedan)
Removal / Installation........... page T-35

Fog light (MX-6)
Removal / Installation............page T-35

Aiming...................... ......... . page T-38

16U0TX-005

4. Turn signal light
Troubleshooting........................page T-29

Inspection................................ page T-31
Removal / Installation................ page T-35

5. Side marker light (Sedan)
Removal / Installation................ page T-36

6. Side marker light (MX-6)
Removal / Installation............. . page T-35
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T____________________̂________ INDEX

Rear

MX-6 SEDAN

06U0TX-005

1. Turn signal light
Troubleshooting........................ page T-29
Inspection.................................page T-31
Removal / Installation................ page T-39

2. Stop and taillight
Troubleshooting........................ page T-32
Inspection.................................page T-34
Removal / Installation................ page T-39

3. Side marker light
Removal / Installation................ page T-39

4. Back-up light
Removal / Installation................ page T-39

5. License plate light
Removal / Installation................ page T-42

6. High mounted stoplight (with spoiler)
Removal / Installation................ page T-43

7. High mounted stoplight (without spoiler)
Removal / Installation .............. . page T-43

8. Luggage compartment light
Removal / Installation................ page T-42
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INTERIOR LAMP

INDEX

16U0TX-006

1. Interior lamp (Type 1) 3. Map lamp
Removal / Installation................ page T-44 Removal / Installation.................page T-44

2. Interior lamp (Type 2)
Removal / Installation................ page T-44
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T INDEX

CRUISE CONTROL SYSTEM

1. Cruise control main switch 5. Clutch switch
Inspection.............................. .. page T-81 Removal.................... .............. page T-80

2. Cruise control switch Installation................. .............. page T-80
Inspection.............................. .. page T-81 Adjustment................ .............. page T-80

3. Cruise control unit Inspection................. .............. page T-80
Removal.................................. .. page T-78 6. Actuator
Installation.............................. .. page T-78 Inspection................. .............. page T-78
Inspection.............................. .. page T-78 Removal.................... .............. page T-78

4. Brake switch (for cruise control) Installation................. .............. page T-78
Removal................................. .. page T-80 7. Actuator cable
Installation............................... .. page T-80 Removal.................... ...............page T-79
Adjustment.............................. .. page T-80 Installation................. ........... . page T-79
Inspection............................... .. page T-80 Adjustment................ .............. page T-80
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THEFT-DETERRENT SYSTEM

INDEX T

1. Control unit (in CPU) 5. Back door key cylinder switch
Removal / Installation......... .......page T-68 Inspection.............................. ... page T-89
On-vehicle inspection......... ....... page T-68 6. Back door switch

2. Door switch Inspection.............................. ... page T-61
Inspection......................... .......page T-61 7. Hood switch

3. Lock link switch Inspection.............................. ... page T-89
Inspection......................... .......page T-89 8. Starter cut relay

4. Door key cylinder switch Inspection.............................. ... page T-90
Inspection......................... .......page T-89 9. Headlight relay

Inspection.............................. ... page T-89
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INDEX

AUDIO SYSTEM

1. Audio unit
Removal / Installation.............. page T-111

2. 3D woofer
Removal / Installation.............. page T-112

3. Front speaker
Removal / Installation............... page T-112
Inspection............... ............... page T-112

4. Rear speaker
Removal / Installation.............. page T-112
Inspection...............................page T-112

5. Power antenna motor
Disassembly / Assembly......... page T-113
Inspection................. ............. page T-114
Removal..................................page T-116
Installation...............................page T-117

6. Antenna mast
Disassembly / Assembly..........page T-113
Removal..................................page T-116

Installation............................. page T-117
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OUTLINE T
OUTLINE
HOW TO USE THIS SECTION
Information regarding removal and installation of electrical equipment is given in SECTION S. 
Understanding will be easier if this section is used in conjunction with the WIRING DIAGRAMS.

06U0TX-010

ELECTRICAL TROUBLESHOOTING TOOLS 
Test Light
The test light, as shown in the figure, uses a 12V bulb. The 
two leads should be connected to probes. The test light is used 
for simple voltage checks and to check for short circuits.

Caution
• When checking a control unit, never use a bulb over

3.4W.

Jumper Wire
The jumper wire is used for testing by short-circuiting switch 
terminals and to verify the condition of ground connections.

Caution
• Do not connect the jumper wire between a power 

source and body ground, because this may cause 
burning or other damage to harnesses or electron
ic components.

Voltmeter
The DC voltmeter is used for measurement of circuit voltage. 
A voltmeter with a range of 15V or more is used. It is used 
by connecting the positive (+) probe (red lead) to the point 
where voltage is to be measured and connecting the nega
tive (-) probe (black lead) to the body ground.

Ohmmeter
The ohmmeter is used to measure the resistance between two 
points in a circuit, and is also used to check for continuity and 
diagnosis of short circuits.

Caution
• Do not attempt to connect the ohmmeter to any cir

cuit to which voltage is applied, because doing so 
may burn or otherwise damage the ohmmeter.

69G15X-003
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OUTLINE

PRECAUTION 
Wiring Color Code
Two-color wires are indicated by a 2-letter symbol. The first 
letter indicates the base color of the wire and the second indi
cates the color of the stripe.

CODE COLOR
B BLACK

BR BROWN
G GREEN
L BLUE

LB LIGHT BLUE
LG LIGHT GREEN
0 ORANGE
R RED
Y YELLOW
W WHITE
GY GRAY
P PINK

Bulkhead-Type Connector 1
This connector can be separated by pressing the lock lever. 
Do not pull the wire when removing the connector; be careful 
to hold the connector itself when disconnecting.

69G15X-004

69G1SX 005

Inspection note
When checking the continuity or voltage with a circuit tester, 
insertion of the test probe into the receptacle connector may 
open the fitting of the connector and result in poor contact. 
Therefore, insert the test probe only from the wire harness side.

Replacement of Terminal
Use the appropriate tools to remove the terminal, as shown 
in the figure.
When installing a terminal, be sure to press it in until it locks 
securely.

< Female Type No.1 >
Insert a push-tool or thin piece of metal from the terminal side 
of the connector, and then, with the locking tabs of the term i
nal pressed down, pull the terminal out from the rear side.

T -12



OUTLINE

< Female Type No.2>

5BU15X-004
<Male Type>
Same as the female type.

47U15X-012
Replacement of Fuse
1. When replacing a fuse, be sure to replace it with one of the 

specified capacity.
If, after a fuse has been replaced, it fails again, there is prob
ably a short in the circuit, and the wiring should be checked.

2. Be sure the negative battery terminal is disconnected be
fore replacing a main fuse.

69G15X-006
3. When replacing a fuse, use the supplied fuse puller in the 

fuse box cover.

4BG15X-003
Thin Insulation Wire
To reduce the weight of the wiring harness, a thin coating of 
high resistance insulation material is used.

69G15X-007
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T OUTLINE

Shielded braid wire
This wire is used to prevent a malfunction in important circuits 
that are susceptible to outside signals or interference, such 
as the ignition coil and oxygen sensor.

69G15X008

(
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OUTLINE

ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS 
Switches and Relays
There is an NC (normally closed) and NO (normally open) indication for switches and relays; this indicates 
the condition when there has been no change of operating conditions.

Relay
NO type relay NC type relay

Switch
NO switch NC switch

Not in operation 
(No power supply)

--\MJ\Ju—

C=3x
Stop Flow

——o o—

c=3x

Stop Flow

In operation 
(Power supply)

Flow
O i x

Stop Flow Stop

Other Electrical Symbols

© ©

Holder Box

BATTERY BODY GROUND FUSE FUSIBLE LINK

MOTOR COIL, SOLENOID RESISTOR VARIABLE RESISTOR

THERMISTER

TRANSISTOR

DIODE CONDENSER

SPEAKER CIGARETTE LIGHTER

LIGHT

HEATER
69G15X-009
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MAIN FUSE BLOCK

MAIN FUSE BLOCK 

STRUCTURAL VIEW

REPLACEMENT
Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
30, 40, and 60A fuses: Pull out and push in a new fuse. 
80A and 100A fuse :
1. Remove the main fuse box.
2. Open the cover.
3. Unscrew the terminals.
4. Pull out and push in a new fuse.

T-16



_______________JOINT BOX AND FUSE, IGNITION SWITCH

JOINT BOX AND FUSE 
STRUCTURAL VIEW

T

JOINT BOX- CIRCUIT
BREAKER
(HEATER)

RESET
BUTTON

FUSES

86U15X-006

IGNITION SWITCH
INSPECTION
1. Use an ohmmeter to check continuity of the terminals of 

the switch.
2. If continuity is not as specified, replace the switch.

O: Indicates continuity
T-17



T
SWITCH

SWITCH
COMBINATION SWITCH

16U0TX-009

1. Light and turn signal switch lever 5. Turn signal switch connector
2. Windshield wiper and washer switch lever 6. Windshield wiper and washer switch connector
3. Cruise control switch 7. Cruise control switch connector
4. Light switch connectors

Inspection
1. Check for continuity or the resistance between the termi

nals in each position with an ohmmeter.
2. If the continuity or resistance is not as specified, replace 

the switch.

T-18
16U0TX-010



SWITCH T

Terminal
Position

W R/B R/W R W/R W/G

Headlight
Low beam a — —O o — —o

LJ

High beam
r \ Pi\~s
r>

\J
.. “Vj

Passing light o — —o
Tail, parking light o — — 0

Turn signal switch

Position
Terminal

B/G G/Y B/R

Left O-------- ----- o
Right O-------- ----- o

Windshield wiper and washer switch

O------O: Indicates continuity

Variable speed intermittent wiper timer control re-

— Terminal  
Position ' < < ro

Slow o —  1 ka
Fast 40 — 60 kfi

Cruise control switch

Switch Terminal
SE RE E

SET/COAST O-------- ------- o

RESUME/ACCEL O-------- ----- o

06U0TX-012
T-19



I SWITCH

CLUSTER SWITCH
Structural View

16U0TX-011

Type Switch Switch Type
Model

MX-6 Sedan
Two-switch
type

Rear window defroster switch Rocker * *
Hazard warning switch Rocker * *

T—20



SWITCH T

16U0TX-012

h f d b

FROM f 
IGN SW. *  
FROM d 
DEF. RELAY g 
FROM —• 
CPI UNIT

"T 15 |~~° n
d) MIN.I 
X _  TIMER___

TO GROUND

h TO PANEL
CONTROL

96U15X-013

Inspection (Two-Switch Type)
Hazard warning switch
1. Check for continuity between the terminals in each position 

with .an ohmmeter.
—— ■— Terminal 

Position ' —----- _____ a b d e f

OFF o——O
ON Q——O O——o

O------O: Indicates continuity

2. If continuity is not as specified, replace the switch or replace 
the bulb(s).

Rear defroster switch
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Push the defroster switch to ON, and verify whether the in

dicator lamp is on,
3. If not, replace the bulb.
4. Check that the switch goes off after 15 minutes.
5. Check the voltage between each terminal and a body 

ground.

Position
Terminal voltage (V)

b d f g h
OFF 0 12 12 0 12
ON 0 0 12 0 12
ON (headlight switch ON) 0 0 12 2-12 12
OFF (headlight switch ON) 0 12 12 2-12 12

6. If the voltage of “ d” terminal is 12V with the switch off but 
not OV with the switch on, replace the defroster switch.
If the voltage of “ d” terminal is not 12V with the switch off, 
check the defroster relay and harness.
If the voltages of the other terminals are not correct, trou
ble is in the other parts or in the harness.

T-21
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EXTERIOR LIGHTS T
EXTERIOR LIGHTS
STRUCTURAL VIEW 
Front

®

/f=s=(9

s s i

&

16U0TX-015

1. Headlight
Troubleshooting................... page T-25
Inspection............................page T-28
Removal / Installation........... page T-35,36
Aiming..................................page T-37

2. Parking light
Removal / Installation........... page T-35

3. Parking light (Sedan)
Removal / Installation........... page T-35

Fog light (MX-6)
Removal / Installation........... page T-35
Aiming..................................page T-38

4. Turn signal light
Troubleshooting........................ page T-29
Inspection.................................page T-31
Removal / Installation................ page T-35

5. Side marker light (Sedan)
Removal / Installation................ page T-36

6. Side marker light (MX-6)
Removal / Installation................ page T-35

T—23



T EXTERIOR LIGHTS

Rear

MX-6 SEDAN

1. Turn signal light
Troubleshooting........................ page T-29
Inspection.................................page T-31
Removal / Installation................ page T-39

2. Stop and taillight
Troubleshooting........................ page T-32
Inspection.................................page T-34
Removal / Installation................ page T-39

3. Side marker light
Removal / Installation................ page T-39

4. Back-up light
Removal / Installation................ page T-39

06U0TX-014

5. License plate light
Removal / Installation................ page T-42

6. High mounted stoplight (with spoiler)
Removal / Installation................ page T-43

7. High mounted stoplight (without spoiler)
Removal / Installation........ ........page T-43

8. Luggage compartment light
Removal / Installation................ page T-42

T-24



06U0TX-015
T-25

HEADLIQHTS ■ FRONT FOG LIGHTS (2 DOOR TURBO)
DAY TIME RUNNING LIGHT "(DRL) CONTROL SYSTEM (CANADA)

(iOOA)
80A

E-1
cr o  
© C 
» 0
§ H
5'(Q

E-Ol COMBINATION SWITCH (LIGHT) CD}

G/O W -X-

W/G R/B R/W
W/R R

E-02 HEAOLIGHT RELAY (D)

R L/R

R/B G/W

WITH
THEFT-
DETERRENT
SYSTEM

E-03 DRL CONTROL UNIT (D) 

CANADA

R X R/B R/W

R/W G L B G/W

E-04 HEADLIGHT LH (F) E-05 HEADLIGHT RH (F) E-OS FRONT FOG LIGHT 
LH (F)

(IbaT  b d
2 DOOR TURBO

E-07 FRONT FOG LIGHT 
RH (F)

( B/y B y  

2 DOOR TURBO

E-OB DRL RELAY (F) E-09 DRL RESISTOR (F) E-10 FRONT FOG LIGHT 
SWITCH (I)

R L

R/Y G
CANADA

R/Y

-K- R/W
CANADA

R/B R/B

B/Y G/W

EXTERIOR 
LIG

HTS



T EXTERIOR LIGHTS

06U0TX-016

96U15X-72



EXTERIOR LIGHTS T

(For CANADA)

06U0TX-017

T—27



T EXTERIOR LIGHTS

inspection
Daytime Running Light Relay (for Canada)
1. Connect the daytime running light relay, battery and an ohm

meter as shown in the figure.
2. First check that there is continuity, then disconnect the bat

tery and check that there is no continuity.
3. If the continuity is not specified, replace the relay.

Resistor (for Canada)
1. Check for resistance with an ohmmeter.

Resistance: approximately 0.612

2. If the resistance is not specified, replace the resistor.

Front Fog Light Switch
1. Check for continuity between the terminals using an 

ohmmeter.

' ■— Terminal  
Position ' a b c d
OFF 0 — — 0
ON O— — O o — — o

O---- O: Indicates continuity

2. If continuity is not as specified, replace the switch.



06U0TX-021
T-29

TURN SIGNAL & HAZARD FLASHER LIGHTS ■ BACK-UP LIGHTS F - l

INSTRUMENT 
CLUSTERS 
(SECTION C-2)

2  S 4 DOOR —
F-Ol COMBINATION SWITCH 

(TURN SIGNAL) (D)

G/Y * * *

B/G B/R * *

F-02 FLASHER UNIT (D)

G/W B/R G/R B

BR G/Y G/B *

F-03 BACK-UP LIGHT 
SWITCH (F)

B /Y *

R/G *

F-04 HAZARD SWITCH (I)

R/B *

G/W B G/R

2 S 4 DOOR

F-05 BACK-UP LIGHT LH 
(R)

b = ~ = d
B R/G

2 S 4 DOOR

F-06 BACK-UP LIGHT RH 
(R)

B R/G

2 S 4 DOOR

-16 FRONT TURN SIGNAL 
LIGHT LH (F)

R/B

B G/B

E-17 FRONT TURN SIGNAL 
LIGHT RH (F)

E-20 FEAR COMBINATION 
LIGHT LH (R)

E-21 REAR COMBINATION 
LIGHT RH (R)

R/B

B G/W

R/B * G/B

B W/L G

R/B * G/W

B W/L G

TURN 
AND 

HAZARD 
W

ARNING 
LIG

HT 
Troubleshooting



T EXTERIOR LIGHTS

Note
• Check the TURN 15A and HAZARD ISA fuses in the fuse box before troubleshooting.

Turn function does not operate

NG
Replace the unitL/neuK  m e  nasrier un it ^ne ier iu  p a y e  i — 0 1 ;

OK

Check the turn signal switch (Refer to page T-18)

OK

Check the voltage at H (B/G) terminal of the combina
tion switch (Turn)

Terminal Voltage
H (B/G) 12V

OK

Check the voltage between each terminal of flasher unit 
connector and a body ground as shown

Terminal Condition Voltage
A (B) Constant OV

E (B/R) Turn switch right 12V
F (G/Y) Turn switch left 12 V
H (BR) Constant 12V

OK

Check the lights and wiring harness 
(Bulbs to body ground)

OK

Repair harness (Flasher unit to bulbs)

NG
Replace the switch

NG
Repair harness (Fuse box to combination switch)

NG

Repair harness
Terminal Wiring harness

A (B) Flasher unit to ground
E (B/R) Flasher unit to combination switch
F (G/Y) Flasher unit to combination switch
H (BR) Fuse box to flasher unit

NG
Replace the bulb or repair the wiring harness

06U0TX-022

T -30
06U0TX-023



EXTERIOR LIGHTS T
Rapid flashing

Check the bulbs and wiring harness between bulbs and 
a body ground (rapid flashing side)

96U15X-064

Inspection
Flasher Unit
1. Check for continuity between terminals of the flasher unit.

Terminal Continuity Terminal Continuity Terminal Continuity
a-c X d-e X f-g X

a-d X d-f X f-h X
a-e O d-g X g-a X

a-f o d-h X g-c X

a-g X e-a X g-d X
a-h X e-c X g-e X

c-a o e-d X g-f X
c-d o e-f X g-h X

c-e o e-g X h-a o
c-f o e-h X h-c o
c-g o f-a X h-d o
c-h 0 f-c X h-e o
d-a X f-d X h-f o
d-c X f-e X h-g o

O: Indicates continuity X: No continuity

Note
® Set the ohmmeter to X1000Q range.

2. If continuity is not as specified, replace the switch.

T—31



06U0TX-025

COto STOPLIGHTS ■ HIGH MOUNT STOPLIGHT -HORNS F - 2
EC-AT TURBO b q a 

BATTERY \
f© ® |  (iOOA) BOAIQ 0-1—BC

W/R (F) • W/R (D)

IX-051 J8-03®

15A-O^
STOP

IX-OH MAIN FUSE

SJB-06

G/W
(D)

ABS CONTROL ̂  ̂
UNIT ----W/G (R)
(SECTION 0)

SHIFTLOCK ^  ̂
ACTUATOR ----W/G (R)
(SECTION H-3) ^  ̂

ENGINE ^
CONTROL UNIT (3S«1--- W/G (EM)
(SECTION B-ic. 2b)

F -0 7 ,— —r ir -  
$ ----f-W/G (0)
1-05 STOPLIGHT

SWITCH

F-07

EXCEPT 
EC-AT TURBO

BLUB TRADE NUNBER
STOPLIGHTS..........1157 (27W)
HIGH MOUNT STOPLIGHT...- (18W)

m -

EC-AT 
■mfeq CONTROL UNIT 

(SECTION H-2)

rra itcc
[970 CONTROL UNIT 

(SECTION Q)

%?
^ IX-051

G/O (D)

CPU 
(SECTION T-2)

COMBINATION
SWITCH
(HORN)

:E-0i :F-09 SF-10

51 UDflD
LHTOWS RH

F-07 STOPLIGHT SWITCH 
(0)

G/W

W/G

F-08 HORN RELAY (F)

Y/R Y/R

G/R G/O

F-09 H O W  LH (F) F-10 HORN RH (F)

r q  G/R

F-ii HIGH MOUNT STOPLIGHT (R)

fH=I9
* G

# B
4 DOOR WITHOUT

REAR
SPOILER

F-13 HIGH MOUNT STOP
LIGHT (R2)

p — g a  2 DOOR 1^^J,WITH 
FEAR 
SPOILER

E-01 COMBINATION SWITCH 
(HORN) (D)

E-il LIGHT CHECK RELAY 
^  (D)

E-20 STOPLIGHT LH (R) E-21 STOPLIGHT RH (R)

G/O W ■Vr

W/G R/B R/W

W W/G G

R/B W/L W B

R/B * G/B

B W/L G

R/B * G/W

B W/L G

STO
PLIG

H
T

T
roublesliootliig



EXTERIOR LIGHTS T
Note
® Check the STOP 15A fuse in the fuse box before troubleshooting

96U15X-067

Both side stoplights and high mounted stoplight 
do not illuminate when brake on

Check the voltage at A (G/W) terminal of stoplight switch 
connector

Terminal Voltage
A (G/W) 12V

NG
Repair harness (Fuse box to stoplight switch)

OK
NG

Replace the switchu i u i t s  siupiiym bwuuii ^ntsiei iu paye i—oh;

OK

Check the voltage between each terminal of the stop 
and taillight checker connector and a body ground 
when brake on

Terminal Voltage
B (B) OV

C (W/G) 12V

, OK

Check the stop and taillight checker
(Refer to page T-34)

1©K

NG Repair the wiring harness (Stoplight switch to stop and 
taillight checker, stop and taillight checker to body 
ground)

NG
Replace the checker

Check the stoplight bulbs
NG

Replace the bulb

r OK

Repair the wiring harness (Stop and taillight checker to 
bulb, bulb to body ground)

06U0TX-026

T—33



EXTERIOR LIGHTS

06U0TX-027

Inspection
Stop And Taillight Checker
1. Check for continuity between terminals of the stop- and tail- 

light checker.

Terminal Continuity Terminal Continuity Terminal Continuity4" — + - + -

a-b O c-d X f-g X
a-c O c-f O f-h O
a-d X c-g X g-a O
a-f o c-h o g-b o
a-g X d-a o g-c o
a-h o d-b o g-d X
b-a o d-c o g-f o
b-c o d-f o g-h o
b-d X d-g X h-a o
b-f o d-h o h-b o
b-g X f-a o h-c o
b-h o f-b o h-d X
c-a o f-c o h-f o .

c-b o f-d X h-g X
O: Indicates continuity X: No continuity

Note
® Set the tester to x1000ft range..

2. If continuity is not as specified, replace the checker.

Stoplight Switch (For stoplight)
1. Disconnect the stoplight switch connector.
2. Check for continuity between terminals of the switch.

------— ■— .—_  TerminalPosition —— ——_  _ a b
Pedal depressed 0 ------- -------O
Pedal released

O----- O : Indicates continuity



EXTERIOR LIGHTS T
REMOVAL / INSTALLATION 
Headlight and combination light
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Remove in the sequence shown in the figure, referring to removal note for the specially marked parts.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

MX-6

06U0TX-029

13. Fog light bulb 55W
14. Headlight bulb 65/45W (9004)
15. Parking light bulb 8W (67)
16. Turn signal light bulb 

27/8 (1157 NA)
17. Side marker light bulb 3.8W

1. Screw
2. Screw
3. Turn signal light assembly
4. Screw
5. Radiator grille
6. Bolt

7. Bolts
8. Headlight unit
9. Screws

10. Light garnish
11. Headlight mounting ring
12. Housing



SEDAN

EXTERIOR LIGHTS

96U14X-005

1. Screw
2. Screw
3. Turn signal light assembly
4. Screw
5. Radiator grille
6. Bolts

7. Fastener
8. Screw
9. Headlight unit

10. Light garnish
11. Headlight mounting ring
12. Housing

13. Headlight bulb 65/45W (9004)
14. Parking light bulb 8W (67)
15. Turn signal light bulb 

27/8 (1157 NA)
16. Side marker light bulb 5W

T—36



EXTERIOR LIGHTS

Removal Note
Turn signal light (MX-6)
1. Remove the screws shown in the figure.
2. Disconnect the turn signal light connector.

3. Remove the turn signal light assembly.

Turn signal light (sedan and touring sedan)
1. Remove the screws shown in the figure.
2. Disconnect the turn signal and parking light connector.
3. Remove the turn signal and parking light assembly.

AIMING
Headlight
1. Adjust the tire air pressure to specification.
2. Position the unloaded vehicle on a flat, level surface.

Note
• Adjust, using specification numbers 8H-16V (found 

on headlight lens) with a “HOPPY” brand aimer or 
equivalent.

3. Adjust the headlights to meet local regulations. 
To adjust, turn the two adjusting screws.

T—37



EXTERIOR LIGHTS

LATERAL AIMING

Fog light (MX-6)
To adjust, turn the adjusting screw.

T—38
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EXTERIOR LIGHTS T
Rear Combination Light
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Remove in the sequence shown in the figure.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

Sedan and MX-6
1. End trim
2. Nuts
3. Lens and body
4. Cover
5. Bulb: Turn signal light 27W (1156)

Stoplight and taillight 27/8W (1157) 
Side marker light 5W (168)

T-39



EXTERIOR LIGHTS

REPLACEMENT OF REAR COMBINATION LIGHT LENS
1. Use a hot air blower to soften the “hot melt” (bonding agent) 

around the lens.

86U14X-077
2. Remove the lens from the light housing by pushing the rear 

of the lens with a hammer handle or round bar.

76U14X-034
3. Heat the light housing, and remove the “ hot melt” and any 

fragments of the lens.

Note
® The “ hot melt”  should be reused if possible.
• If the “ hot melt”  can be reused, the following step 

is unnecessary.

86U14X-078
4. Put Uni-sealer (8531 77 739) adhesive in the light hous

ing groove.

86U14X-079
5. Fit the new lens onto the light housing. Press the lens firm

ly so that it will adhere.

T-40
86U14X-080



EXTERIOR LIGHTS T
6. Immerse the combination light in water to check for leaks.

06U0TX-124

T—41



T EXTERIOR LIGHTS

License Plate Light and Luggage Compartment Light
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Remove in the sequence shown in the figure.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

Sedan and MX-6 
License plate light

1. Screws
2. Lens
3. Bulb 5W x 2 

Back-up light
4. End trim
5. Bulb 27W (1156)
6. Nuts
7. Rear finisher

T-42



EXTERIOR LIGHTS T
High Mounted Stoplight
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Remove in the sequence shown in the figure.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

SEDAN AND MX-6

MX-6

1. Screw
2. Lens

06U0TX-032

3. Bulb 18W
4. Cover

T-43



T INTERIOR LAMP

INTERIOR L m P
REMOVAL I INSTALLATION
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Remove in the sequence shown in the figure.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

MAP LAMP

16U0TX-016

interior Lamp Map Lamp
1. Lens 1 • Lens
2. Bulb 10W 2. Bulb 8W

T—44



JSk o  7̂  CJ>cn no.

ILLUMINATION LAMPS CONTROL SYSTEM 1 -1

COMBINATION , 
SWITCH (LIGHT) (4 
(SECTION E-l)

JB-09
©

I R/B 
i (R)

-- ) M / B  (D)
JB-08

®
---- R/B (I)

I R/B i(I)

INSTRUMENT 
[64} CLUSTERS

(SECTION C-2)

AUDIO SYSTEM 
(SECTION J-l. 2. 3)

HEADLIGHT 
CLEANER SWITCH 
(SECTION D)

HEATER 
CONTROL UNIT 
(SECTION G-la, lb)

(7)

CRUISE CONTROL 
MAIN SWITCH 
(SECTION Q)

.51-03

0 EC-AT 
SELECT 
ILLUMI 
'1-03

G/W
(R)

rxMsi
G/W
(D)

U

I R/B 
i (I)

.51-04

0 GROVE 
BOX 
LAMP 
' 1-04

R/G
(I)

I R/B i (I) I R/B i (I)

PANEL
LAMP
CONTROL
SWITCH

1-01

B(1) fG/W
I (I)

51-02 

13.4W 

51-02

G/W
(I)

HAZARD 
SWITCH 
(SECTION 

ASHTRAY 
ILLUMI

HAZARD 
SWITCH 
(SECTION

F-l)

F— 1)

REAR WINDOW 
DEFROSTER SWITCH 
(SECTION 1-3)

REAR WINDOW 
DEFROSTER SWITCH 
(SECTION 1-3)

EC-AT f)/0 
(I)

MODE SWITCH 
(SECTION H-i,

MODE SWITCH 
(SECTION H-l, 2)

r*

INSTRUMENT
Cl u s t e r s
(SECTION C-2)

■ G/W (D) —<&-

X-12

G/W (I)

1-05
GLOVE BOX 
LAMP 
SWITCH 
1-05

B
(I)

WITH
AAS

AAS
SWITCH 
(SECTION R)

AAS 
SWITCH 
(SECTION R)

CRUISE CONTROL 
MAIN SWITCH 
(SECTION Q)

HEADLIGHT 
CLEANER SWITCH 
(SECTION D)

FRONT FOG 
LIGHT SWITCH 
(SECTION E-l)

-<3>
1-01 PANEL LAM3 CONTROL 

_____ SWITCH (I)

B *

G/W R/B

1-02 ASHTRAY ILLUMI (I) 1-03 EC-AT SELECT 
ILLUMI (R)

R/B

G/W

1-04 GLOVE BOX LANP (I) 1-05 GLOVE BOX LAMP 
SWITCH (I)

r J C S — =nL,

B R/G

"U
>

r -
>

HSOo
C  -C*
m m r  i—mm 
x  o
0H «
1  °  
° o

z■I

o
"0
>zm
i™
p”
>

S13
ooz
H
3o



T PANEL LAMP CONTROL

OK

Check the voltage between each terminal of the panel 
lamp control connector and a body ground

Terminal Voltage
B (R/B) 12V
C(B) OV

NG Repair the wiring harness (Fuse box to panel lamp control, 
Panel lamp control to body ground)

16U0TX-063

INSPECTION 
Panel Lamp Control
1. Remove the panel lamp control.
2. Check the voltage at D (G/W) terminal of the panel lamp 

control.

Panel light control Voltage
Min. 10V
Max. OV

16U0TX-064

T—46



INSTRUMENT CLUSTER T
INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
PREPARATION
SST

STRUCTURAL VIEW

1. Speedometer
Inspection.................................page T-50

2. Odometer
3. Tripmeter
4. Tripmeter reset knob
5. Turn signal and hazard warning flasher 

indicator

16U0TX-065

6. Water temperature gauge
Inspection.................................page T-51

7. Fuel gauge
Inspection.................................page T-50

8. Tachometer
Inspection.................................page T-50

9. Warning and indicator
Troubleshooting........................page T-52

T-47



INSTRUMENT CLUSTER

DISASSEMBLY / ASSEMBLY

TROUBLESHOOTING

Note

06U0TX-038

• Check the condition of the METER 15A fuse in the fuse box before troubleshooting.

Fuel gauge does not operate when ignition 
switch ON

Turn the ignition switch on, and check that warning 
lights illuminate

NG
Repair harness (Fuse box to meter)

OK

NG

Check the fuel gauge OK Check the fuel tank sender unit
Analog meter: refer to page T-50 (Refer to page T-51)

Remove the instrument cluster assembly 
Connect 1R terminal of 22-pin connector to a battery 
(+) terminal, 1N and 1P terminal of 22-pin connector 
to a battery (-) terminal, and check the voltage at 2B 
(Y) terminal of 14-pin connector

NG
-----Replace the fuel gauge

P Terminal Voltage

16U0TX-018

I 2B (Y) 12V

J OK

Repair harness
(Instrument cluster to fuel tank sender unit)

T-48



INSTRUMENT CLUSTER T

16U0TX-019
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INSTRUMENT CLUSTER

Standard indication 
(km/h)

Allowable range 
(km/h)

40 4 0 -  43
80 5 0 -  84

120 120-126

Standard indication 
(mph)

Allowable range 
(mph)

30 30-32
50 50-53
80 80-84

16U0TX-021

Standard indication 
(rpm)

Allowable range 
(rpm)

1,000 880-1060
2,000 1880-2120
3,000 2850-3150
4,000 3820-4180
5,000 4790—5210
6,000 5760-6240

20°C (68°F)
96U15X-021

96U15X-022

Inspection of Analog Meter 
Speedometer
1. Using a speedometer tester, check the speedometer for al

lowable indication error, and check the operation of the 
odometer. Replace if necessary.

2. Check the speedometer for fluctuation or abnormal noise.

Caution
• If significant fluctuation occurs, or the speedome

ter does not move at all, inspect the speedometer
cable. If normal, replace the speedometer assembly.

• Tire wear and improper inflation will increase 
speedometer error.

Tachometer
1. Connect a test tachometer to the engine, and start the 

engine.
2. Check the tachometer for allowable indicator error. Replace 

if necessary.

Caution
• When removing or installing the tachometer, be 

careful not to drop it.

Fuel gauge
1. Disconnect the connector from the fuel tank sender unit.

2. Connect the red lead of the SST to terminal Y, and the black 
lead to a body ground.

96U15X-024

3. Set the SST to the resistance values shown in the figure.
4. Turn the ignition switch ON, and check that the indicator 

displays the correct values.
If the needle displays correctly, check the fuel tank sender 
unit. If not, replace the fuel gauge in the meter or repair the 
wiring harness.

Caution
• Perform the above checks for at least two minutes 

each to correctly judge the condition.
® The allowable indication error is twice the width of 

the needle.
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Water temperature gauge
1. Disconnect the connector from the water thermosensor.
2. Connect the red lead of the SST to the connector and the 

black lead to a body ground.

3. Set the SST to the resistance values shown in the figure.
4. Turn the ignition switch ON, and check that the indicator 

displays the correct values.
If the needle displays the correct values, the problem is in 
the gauge sender unit (water thermosensor); if not, the prob
lem is in the meter or the wiring harness.

Caution 
• Perform the above checks for at least two minutes 

each to correctly judge the condition.
• The allowable indication error is twice the width of 

the needle. 

Inspection of Meter Sender 
Fuel tank sender unit 
(Beginning with JM1 of the VIN)
1. Disconnect the connector from the fuel tank sender unit.
2. Disconnect 4-pin connector of the fuel pump and sender 

unit assembly.
3. Connect an ohmmeter between “ b” terminal of the sender 

unit side connector and fuel tank sender unit body.
4. Move the arm slowly from point (F) to point (E), and read 

the resistance values. If not as specified, replace the sender 
unit.

Fuel tank sender unit 
(Beginning with 1YV of the VIN)
1. Disconnect the connector from the fuel tank sender unit.
2. Disconnect 4-pin connector of the fuel pump and sender 

unit assembly.
3. Connect an ohmmeter between “ b” terminal of the sender 

unit side connector and fuel tank sender unit body.
4. Move the arm slowly from point (F) to point (E), and read 

the resistance values. If not as specified, replace the sender 
unit.

16U0TX-023

Water Thermosensor
1. Remove the sensor.
2. Place the sensor in water along with a thermometer.
3. Heat the water gradually, and check the resistance of the 

sensor with an ohmmeter.

Water temperature Resistance
80°C (176°F) 49.3—57.70

96U 15X036
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WARNING LIGHTS AND SENDERS
TROUBLESHOOTING

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

T _________________ WARNING LIGHTS AND SENDERS
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Note
® Check the “Meter 10A” fuse in the fuse box before troubleshooting. If normal, refer to the 

following troubleshooting chart.

Brake System Warning Light

16U0TX-024
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16U0TX-025

16U0TX-026
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Alternator Warning Light

16U0TX-027

16U0TX-028

Stop and Taillight Malfunction Warning Light

16U0TX-029
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Door Ajar Warning Light

16U0TX-031

16U0TX-032
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Washer Fluid Low Level Warning Light

16U0TX-033

16U0TX-034

Engine Oil Pressure Warning Light

16U0TX-035
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16U0TX-036

Low Fuel Level Warning Light

16U0TX-0337
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06U0TX-057

Seat Belt Warning Light

NG

Repair harness (Instrument cluster to CPU) or replace 
CPU

16U0TX-039

OK

Disconnect the passive shoulder belt control unit con
nector, and check the voltage at K (BR/B) terminal of 
harness side connector with ignition switch ON

Terminal Voltage
K (BR/B) 12V

NG
Replace harness (Instrument cluster to control unit)

OK

Replace the control unit

16U0TX-040

EC-AT Mode Indicator Light

OK

Replace the bulb or repair the harness (Instrument 
cluster to mode switch, EC-AT switch to control unit)

16U0TX-041
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HOLD indicator Bights do not illuminate when igni
tion switch and hold switch are ON

Check the hold switch (Refer to Section K)

OK

Disconnect the EC-AT control unit connector and check 
the voltage at BR/Y (2K) terminal of the harness side 
connector with ignition switch ON

Terminal Voltage
BR/Y (2K) 12V

NG
Replace the switch

NG Replace the bulb or repair the harness. 
(Instrument cluster to control unit)

16U0TX-042

Shift Indicator Light

All shift indicator lights do not illuminate when ig
nition switch ON (Other warning lamps on)

Check the voltage at B/Y terminal of the inhibitor switch 
connector with ignition switch ON

Terminal Voltage
B/Y 12V

OK

Check the inhibitor switch (Refer to Section K)

NG
Repair the harness (Fuse box to inhibitor switch)

NG
Replace the inhibitor switch

1 OK
NG

Check the shift indicator bulbs Replace the bulbs

i[ o k

Turn the ignition switch ON, and check the voltage at 
each terminal of the meter connector as shown

Terminal Selector lever Voltage
Y/L (2L) P 12V
R/G (2E) R 12V
Y/R (2L) N 12V
Y (1V) D 12V

Y/B (1S) 2 (S) 12V
Y/W (1M) 1 (L) 12V

NG Repair the harness
(Inhibitor switch to instrument cluster)

16U0TX-043
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96U15X-057

INSPECTION
Brake Fluid Level Sensor
1. Check for continuity of the sensor with an ohmmeter.

Float level Continuity
Below MIN . Yes
Above MIN No

2. If continuity is not as specified, replace the sensor.

Parking Brake Switch
1. Check for continuity between (R) terminal and a body 

ground with an ohmmeter.

Lever Continuity
Pulled one notch Yes
Released No

2. If continuity is not as specified, adjust or replace the switch.

Stop and Taillight Checker
1. Check for continuity between the terminals of the stop and 

taillight checker.

Terminal Continuity Terminal Continuity Terminal Continuity+ + +
a-b O c-d X f-g X
a-c O c-f O f-h O
a-d X c-g X g-a O
a-f o c-h o g-b o
a-g X d-a o g-c o
a-h 0 d-b o g-d X
b-a o d-c o g-f o
b-c 0 d-f o g-h o
b-d X d-g X h-a 0
b-f o d-h o h-b o
b-g X f-a 0 h-c o
b-h o f-b o h-d X
c-a o f-c o h-f 0
c-b o f-d X h-g X

O: Indicates continuity X: No continuity 

Note
• Set the ohmmeter to xlOOOO range.

2. If continuity is not as specified, replace the checker.

Door Switch
1. Check for continuity of the switch with an ohmmeter.

Switch Continuity
Pushed No
Released Yes

2. If continuity is not as specified, replace the switch.
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Washer Level Sensor
1. Check for continuity between C (L/Y) terminal and D (B) ter

minal of the washer level sensor connector.

Terminals Float level Continuity

C (L/Y)—D (B)
Bottom Yes

Above bottom No

2. If continuity is not as specified, replace the sensor.

Oil Pressure Switch
1. Disconnect the connector from the oil pressure switch.
2. Check for continuity between the switch and a body ground 

as shown.

Engine Continuity
Running No
Stopped Yes

Fuel Level Sensor
1. Remove the fuel tank main unit and fuel tank transfer unit.
2. Connect the 12V (with 3.4W bulb) and ground to the unit 

side connector as shown in the figure.
3. Verify that the bulb illuminates when the thermistor of the 

unit is immersed into, or taken out of, the water container.

Note
• Bulb illuminates within 3 min after the thermistor 

is taken out of the water container.

Thermistor position Illuminates
In No

Out Yes

4. If not, replace the fuel tank main unit or fuel tank transfer unit.
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REAR WINDOW DEFROSTER T
REAR WINDOW DEFROSTER
STRUCTURAL VIEW

1. Defroster relay 3. Rear defroster switch
Inspection.................................page T-65 Inspection.................................page T-21

2, Defroster filament
Inspection.................................page T-65
Repairing filament.................. . page T-65

TROUBLESHOOTING
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06U0TX-065
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DEFROSTER RELAY 
Inspection
1. Check for continuity between terminals of the relay.

Connecting to
a b c d

12V Ground
— — O— — o
a b O— — O

O------ O: Indicates continuity

2. If continuity is not as specified, replace the relay.

DEFROSTER FILAMENT 
Inspection
1. Turn the rear window defroster switch ON.
2. Connect the + terminal of the voltmeter to the center of each 

filament and the -  terminal to the body. The standard volt
age at the center of each filament is approximately 6V. If 
the meter indication is high, there is a short circuit between 
the center and the grounded side of the filament.
If the indication is low or zero, the fault is between the cen
ter and positive side.

Repairing Filament
1. Use paint thinner or ethyl alcohol to clean the damaged part 

of the filament.
2. Attach tape to both sides of the damaged part of the filament.
3. Using a small brush or marking pen, apply silver paint (part 

no. 2835 77 600) or equivalent to the damaged part.
4. Let the paint set for 24 hours at 20°C (68°F) to let it dry 

completely. (If a blow dryer is used to heat it to 60°C 
(140°F), it can be dried in about 30 minutes.)

Note
• Do not use the rear window defroster until the paint 

is dry.
• Do not use gasoline or similar solvents to clean the 

damaged part.
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CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU)
STRUCTURAL VIEW

T________________ CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU)

86U15X-071

FUNCTIONS

Audible Alarm System

Key reminder alarm
Light-off reminder alarm
Seat belt alarm
Passive shoulder belt alarm 
(passive shoulder belt model)

Turbocharger overboost alarm 
(turbocharger model)

Timer System
Seat belt timer
Key illumination light timer
Interior light timer

Theft-Deterrent System. (Refer to page T-82.) —
06U0TX-068
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CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) T
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T CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU)

REMOVAL / INSTALLATION
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
2. Disconnect the CPU connectors.
3. Release the lock and remove the CPU from the joint box.
4. Install in the reverse order of removal.

ON-VEHICLE INSPECTION 

Note
• Check the voltage between “a through I” terminal 

and ground.
® Check the continuity between “m, n” terminal and 

ground.

Terminal Connecting to Measurement condition Measurement value

a Interior light and courtesy lights Anytime Approx. 12V
b Battery Anytime Approx. 12V
c Not used — —
d Ground Anytime Approx. OV
e Seat belt warning light Ignition switch on Approx. 12V
f Engine control unit Engine running Approx. 12V

g Key cylinder illumination light Anytime Approx. 12V
h Passive shoulder belt control unit Buzzer sounds Approx. 1.5V

Buzzer does not sound Approx. 5V
i Key reminder switch Insert the key into the cylinder Approx. 12V

Pull out the key from the cylinder Approx. OV

j Ignition switch (ON) Ignition switch ON Approx. 12V
Ignition switch OFF or ACC Approx. OV

k Ignition switch (ACC) Ignition switch ON or ACC Approx. 12V
Ignition switch OFF Approx. OV

I Light switch (In the combination switch) Turn the light switch ON Approx. 12V
Light switch OFF Approx. OV

m Seat belt switch Seat belt fastened OQ
Seat belt unfastened oo

n Door switch Door closed (X)
Door open Ofi

06U0TX-125
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CRUISE CONTROL SYSTEM
STRUCTURAL VIEW

(NON-TURBO)

1. Cruise control main switch
Inspection.................................page T-81

2. Cruise control switch
Inspection.................................page T-81

3. Cruise control unit
Removal....................................page T-78
Installation.................................page T-78
Inspection ................. ................page T-78

4. Brake switch (for cruise control)
Removal....................... ............ page T-80
Installation.................................page T-80
Adjustment................................page T-80
Inspection.................................page T-80

06U0TX-069

5. Clutch switch
Removal....................................page T-80

Installation............ ................ . page T-80
Adjustment.................... . page T-80
Inspection......................... ....... page T-80

6. Actuator cable
Inspection ................................. page T-78
Removal....................................page T-78
Installation.................................page T-78

7. Actuator cable
Removal....................................page T-79
Installation.................................page T-79
Adjustment................................page T-80
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CRUISE CONTROL SYSTEM

Symptom: Vehicle speed cannot be set. (Cruise control unit will not hold vehicle speed.)

Note
• Before troubleshooting of the system, verify the following items:

1. Is system being correctly used by customer?
2. Is fuse OK?

Check the fuse. If the fuse is burned, replace it. Check the wire harness for a short circuit.
06U0TX071

Step 1
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Turn the cruise control main switch ON.
3. Check that the cruise main switch indicator lamp comes ON.
4. If the lamp does not come ON, go to Step 2.
5. If the lamp comes ON, go to Step 3.

06U0TX-126

R/B v v G/L
G/W B/Y G/O *

06U0TX-127

Step 2
1. Check continuity between terminals of the cruise control 

main switch.

Position Terminals
a b d f g h

Neutral O- -o o- —o
OFF o- -0
ON -O- -o O—-o

O------O: Indicates continuity

2. If not as specified, replace the switch.
3. If the switch is OK, repair the wire harness.

(METER 10A fuse — Cruise control main switch — Ground)

Step 3
1. Measure the voltage at the following terminal-wires of the 

cruise control unit connector.
2. If all terminal voltage are OK, replace the cruise control unit.

05U0TX-213

Terminal Wire color Connected to Test condition Specification Action

a (G/B) Actuator Main switch OFF OV

Go to Step 8

Main switch ON 9V

b (G/W) Actuator Main switch OFF OV
Main switch ON 9V

c (G) Actuator Main switch OFF OV
Main switch ON 9V

e (G/O) Main switch Main switch OFF 12V Repair wire (G/O)
Main switch ON OV (Main switch—Cruise control unit)

f (G/Y) Main switch Main switch OFF OV Repair wire (G/Y)
Main switch ON 12V (Main switch—Cruise control unit)
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(cont’d)

Terminal Wire color Connected to Test condition Specification Action

h (L/O) Brake switch Brake pedal depressed OV Go to Step 4Brake pedal released 9V

j
(LG/B)*1 Clutch switch Clutch pedal depressed OV Go to Step 5Clutch pedal released 12V

(G)*2
(B/Y)*3 Inhibitor switch "N" or "P" range OV Inspect Inhibitor switch 

(Refer to Section K)Other range 12V

I (L/R)
Cruise control switch 
(Set switch and coast 
switch)

Main switch ON 12V
Go to Step 6While pushing set switch 

after main switch ON OV

m (W/G) Stoplight switch Brake pedal depressed 12V Go to Step 7Brake pedal released OV

n (L)
Cruise control switch 
(Resume switch and 
accel switch)

Main switch ON 12V
Go to Step 6While pushing resume 

switch after main switch ON OV

0 (L/W) Actuator Main switch OFF OV Go to Step 8Main switch ON 9V

P (G/R) Speed sensor While rotating rear tires Run out 
between 0—5V Go to Step 9

s (G/W) Battery Constant 12V Repair wire (G/R)
m *2. A/T with Theft-deterrent *3: A/T without Theft-deterrent 06U0TX-072

Step 4 — Inspection of brake switch
1. Disconnect the brake switch connector.
2. Check continuity between terminals of the switch.

Pedal position Terminal
a b

Pedal released ° ---------
------ o

Pedal depressed
O------O: Indicates continuity
3. If not as specified, replace the brake switch.
4. If the switch is OK, repair the wire harness. (Fuse — Brake 

switch — Control unit)
Step 5 — Inspection of clutch switch
1. Disconnect the clutch switch connector.
2. Check continuity between terminals of the switch.

Pedal position Terminal
a b

Pedal released
Pedal depressed 0 ---------- —------ O

O------O: Indicates continuity
3. If not as specified, replace the clutch switch.
4. If the switch is OK, repair the wire harness (Fuse 

switch — Control unit).
Clutch
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-a

-b

05U0TX-217

Step 6 — Inspection of cruise control switch
1. Remove the knee protector and disconnect the combina

tion switch connector.
2. Check continuity between terminals of the combination 

switch connector.

Switch Terminal
SE RE E

SET/COAST o--------- ------ —O
RESUME/ACCEL 0---------- -------o
O------O: Indicates continuity
3. If not as specified, replace the cruise control switch.
4. If the switch is OK, repair the wire harness. (Cruise control 

switch — Control unit)
Step 7 — Inspection of stoplight switch
1. Disconnect the stoplight switch.
2. Check continuity between terminals of the switch.

Pedal position Terminal
a b

Pedal released
Pedal depressed o ---------- ----------O

O------O: Indicates continuity
3. If not as specified, replace the stoplight switch.
4. If the switch is OK, repair the wire harness. (Cruise control 

unit — Stoplight switch)

Step 8 — Inspection of actuator 
(Non-turbo model)
1. Measure the actuator solenoid resistance using an 

ohmmeter.
Check terminals Resistance

c — a
Approx. 25 to 35flc — b

c — d

Q6U0TX-128 2. If not as specified, replace the actuator.
3. If continuity is OK, go to Step 8—4.
4. Run the engine at idle speed.
5. Apply battery voltage to the following terminals, and check 

actuator operation.

Order Terminal condition Operation of 
control cablea b c d

1 Ground Ground Power Ground Pull
2 Ground — Power Ground Hold
3 Ground — Power — Extend
4 — — — — Release

9MU0TX-258

Q6U0TX-129

6. If not as specified, replace the actuator.

(Turbo model)
1. Measure the actuator solenoid resistance using an 

ohmmeter.
Check terminal Resistance

c — a Approx. 20Q

2. If not as specified, replace the actuator.
3. If continuity is OK, go to Step 8—4.
4. Run the engine at idle speed.
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5. Apply battery voltage to the following terminals, and check 
actuator operation.

Order Terminal condition Operating condition 
of control cablea b c d

1 Ground Power Power Ground Pull
2 Ground — Power — Stop
3 Ground Ground Power Power Extend
4 — — — — Release

6. If not as specified, replace the actuator.

Step 9 — Inspection of speed sensor
1. Remove the instrument cluster.
2. Check continuity between terminals 1U (G/R) and 1N (B) 

while rotating the speedometer cable.
3. If there are not four pulses per shaft rotation, replace the 

speed sensor.
4. If there are four pulses per rotation, check the wire harness 

(Combination meter — Control unit).
5. If the wiring is OK, replace the cruise control unit.

16U0TX-045

SELF-DIAGNOSTIC INSPECTION
Inspection of the cruise control system may also be done by using the self-diagnostic function integrated 
in the control unit and using a test light.

16U0TX-046

Preparation
1. Disconnect the cruise control unit connector.
2. Connect a test light between terminals d and s of the cruise 

control unit connector as shown.
3. Reconnect the cruise control unit connector.

05U0TX-221
Inspection 1
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Turn the cruise main switch ON.
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JUUUL

16U0TX-066

RESUME

06UQTX-078

3. Turn the cruise control switch to RESUME and hold it more 
than 3 seconds.

4. Release the switch.
5. Test lamp illuminates for 3 seconds and goes out for 2 

seconds.
6. The self-diagnostic function is now activated.

7. Read out and record the condition and operation code num
bers) of the test light. (Refer to page T-77.)

8. Turn the main switch OFF to deactivate the self-diagnostic 
function. (The self-diagnostic function will also be canceled 
if the vehicle is driven at over 16 km/h (10mph)).

9. Check the system as per the results of the self-diagnostic.

Inspection 2
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Verify that the main switch is OFF. (The cruise main indica

tor lamp off)

3. Turn the cruise control switch to RESUME and push the 
main switch to activate the inspection of system simulta
neously.

4. Operate each switch as described and verify the flashing 
code number(s). (Refer to page T-77.)

5. Push the main switch to deactivate inspection of system.

Note
• The cruise control system does not operate if the 

self'diagnostic function is not canceled.

16U0TX-067
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Warning Code
Principle of code cycle
Condition and operation codes are determined by flashing of the CRUISE indicator as shown below.

05U0TX-225

1. Code cycle break
The time between condition/operation code cycles is 4.0 seconds (the time the lamp is off).

CONDITION/OPERATION 
1 CYCLE CODE

ON

OFF

CYCLE BREAK

4.0 sec

97U0TX-188

2. Second digit of condition/operation code (ones position)
The digit in the ones position of the condition/operation code represents the number of times the lamp 
is on 0.4 second during one cycle.

CONDITION/OPERATION 
1 CYCLE CODE

ON

OFF

1 2 3 CYCLE BREAK

0.4
sec

0.4
sec

4.0 sec

CODE: 03

97U0TX-189

3. First digit of condition/operation code (tens position)
The digit in the tens position of the condition/operation code represents the number of times the lamp 
is on 1.2 seconds during one cycle.

The lamp remains off for 1.6 seconds between the long and short flashes.

1 CYCLE MALFUNCTION CODE MALFUNCTION

1.2 0.4
1.6
sec

CYCLE
BREAK

CODE: 22

4.0 sec

FIRST DIGIT SECOND 
DIGrt

97U0TX-190
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CRUISE CONTROL SYSTEM T
Flashing code numbers
The test light will flash if a malfunction is present.

Pattern of output signal 
(CRUISE indicator lamp)

Code
No. Possible Cause Action

IJLJUL
01 Defective harness (Actuator-Cruise control 

unit, Stoplight switch-Cruise control unit) 
Defective actuator 
Defective brake switch

Repair harness 
Inspect actuator 
(Refer to page T-78)

05 STOP 15A fuse blown Replace fuse

U B L B L
07 Both stoplight switch and brake switch 

(for vehicle and cruise) are ON simul
taneously

Inspect stoplight switch and 
brake switch (Refer to pages 
T-34 and T-80)

11 Defective cruise control switch Inspect cruise control switch 
(Refer to page T-81)

IJUILJII
15 Defective cruise control unit Go to troubleshooting 

(Refer to page T-70)

06U0TX-080

Note
• If there is more than one malfunction, the code numbers will be indicated in numerical order. 

Inspection of cruise control system
The test light will flash if the system is operating correctly. If the light fails to flash, inspect the system.

Note
• Shift the selector lever to D or R range before operating the inspection. (For ATX) 

Shift the gear except the neutral position (For MTX)

Procedure Pattern of output signal 
(test light)

Code
No. Action to Inspect

Push SET/COAST switch IJT U JT U U 21 Inspect cruise control switch 
(Refer to page T-81)

Push RESUME/ACCEL switch

U l L U T l J L
22 Inspect cruise control switch 

(Refer to page T-81)

Depress brake pedal

::jiiuLnnn_
31 Inspect brake switch (Refer to 

page T-80) and stoplight 
switch (Refer to page T-34)

Turn ignition switch to ON and shift the 
selector lever to P or N rang (For A IT ). 
Depress clutch pedal (For M/T) ::_nnfuiiL_nnr

35 Inspect inhibitor switch 
(Refer to Section K) or clutch 
switch (Refer to Section F)

Drive vehicle above 40 km/h (25 mph)

IJ T T U IIL
37 Inspect speed sensor or wire 

harness

16U0TX-047

T-77
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05U0TX-227

ACTUATOR
Inspection
1. Measure the actuator solenoid resistance using an 

ohmmeter.

Check terminals Resistance
c — a

Approx. 25 to 55Qc — b
c — d

2. If not as specified, replace the actuator.
3. Apply battery voltage to the following terminals, and check 

the actuator operation.

Order Terminal condition Operation of 
control cablea b c d

1 Ground Ground Power Ground Pull
2 Ground — Power Ground Hold
3 Ground — Power — Extend
4 — — — — Release

4. If not as specified, replace the actuator.

Removal
1. Disconnect the accelerator cable and vacuum hose from 

the actuator.
2. Remove the bolts and nut and the actuator.

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

Q6UOTX-OB2
CRUISE CONTROL UNIT 
Removal
1. Remove the passenger side kick panel.
2. Remove the nut and the control unit.

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

9MU0TX-268
Inspection
1. Check the terminal voltages of the control unit.
2. If the terminal voltage is correct, replace the control unit.

T-78
16U0TX-068



CRUISE CONTROL SYSTEM T
Terminal Wire color Connected to Test condition Specification Action

a (G/B) Actuator Main switch OFF OV

Check actuator 
(Refer to page T-79)

Main switch ON 9V

b (G/W) Actuator Main switch OFF OV
Main switch ON 9V

c (Q) Actuator Main switch OFF OV
Main switch ON 9V

e (G/O) Main switch Main switch OFF 12 V
Check main switch 
(Refer to page T-81)

Main switch ON OV

f (G/Y) Main switch Main switch OFF OV
Main switch ON 12V

h (L/O) Brake switch Brake pedal depressed OV Check brake switch 
(Refer to page T-80)Brake pedal released 9V

J
(LG/B)*1 Clutch switch Clutch pedal depressed OV Check clutch switch 

(Refer to page T-80)Clutch pedal released 12V
(G)*2

(B/Y)*3 Inhibitor switch “ N” or "P" range OV Inspect Inhibitor switch 
(Refer to Section K)Other range 12V

I (L/R)
Cruise control switch 
(Set switch and 
Coast switch)

Main switch ON 12V
Check cruise control switch 
(Refer to page T-81)While pushing set switch 

Main switch ON OV

m (W/G) Stoplight switch Brake pedal depressed 12V Check stoplight switch 
(Refer to page T-34)Brake pedal released OV

n (L)
Cruise control switch 
(Resume switch and 
Accel switch)

Main switch ON 12V
Check cruise control switch 
(Refer to page T-81)While pushing resume switch 

Main switch ON OV

0 (L/W) Actuator Main switch OFF OV Check actuator 
(Refer to page T-78)Main switch ON 9V

P (G/R) Speed sensor While rotating rear tires Cycles
0-5V Check speed sensor

s (G/W) Battery Constant 12 V Repair wire
* l ; M /T 06U0TX-083
*2: A/T with Theft-deterrent 
*3: A/T without Theft-deterrent

ACTUATOR CABLE
Removal
1. Disconnect the actuator cable from the accelerator pedal.
2. Remove the clamp at the inside of the firewall.

3. Disconnect the actuator cable from the actuator.
4. Remove the clamps and the actuator cable.

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

9MU0TX-264
T-79



T CRUISE CONTROL SYSTEM

05U0TX-230

Adjustment
Remove the clamp and adjust the nut so that actuator cable 
free play is as shown when the cable is pressed lightly.

Cable play: 1—3mm (0.04—0.12 In)

CLUTCH SWITCH 
Removal
Loosen the locknut and remove the switch. 
Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal. 
Adjustment
Adjust the switch to set the specified pedal height.

Pedal height: 171—181mm (6.73—7.13 in) 
(With carpet)

Pedal free play: 0.6—3.0mm (0.02—0.12 in)

Inspection
1. Disconnect the clutch switch connector.
2. Check continuity between terminals of the switch.

Pedal position Terminal
a b

Pedal released
Pedal depressed O---------- ----------O

O------O: Indicates continuity

3. If not as specified, replace the clutch switch.
BRAKE SWITCH 
Removal
Loosen the locknut and remove the switch. 
Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.
Adjustment
Adjust the switch to set the specified pedal height.

Pedal height: 171—181mm (6.73—7.13 In) 
(With carpet)

Pedal free play: 4—7mm (0.16—0.28 in)

Inspection
1. Disconnect the brake switch connector.
2. Check continuity between terminals of the switch.

Pedal position Terminal
a b

Pedal released O------------ --------O
Pedal depressed

O------O: Indicates continuity
3. If not as specified, replace the brake switch.
4. If the switch is OK, repair the wire harness (Fuse — Brake 

switch — Control unit).



CRUISE CONTROL SYSTEM

CRUISE CONTROL MAIN SWITCH
Inspection
1. Check continuity between terminals of the cruise control 

main switch.

Position Terminal
a b d f g h

Neutral O - - o o - —o
Off o - - o
On O -

O -
—O—'- o

- o
o - —o

O------O: Indicates continuity
2. If not as specified, replace the cruise control main switch.
CRUISE CONTROL SWITCH 
Inspection
1. Remove the knee protector and disconnect the combina

tion switch connector.
2. Check continuity between terminals of the combination 

switch connector.

Switch Terminal
SE RE E

SET/COAST 0 ------ ------O
RESUME/ACCEL O------ ------0

O—— O: Indicates continuity
3. If not as specified, replace the cruise control switch.

SPEED SENSOR
Inspection
1. Remove the instrument cluster.
2. Check continuity between terminals 1U and 1N while rotat

ing the speedometer cable.
3. If there are not four pulses per shaft rotation, replace the 

speed sensor.

16U0TX-048

05U0TX-232

T-81



THEFT-DETERRENT SYSTEM
STRUCTURAL VIEW ________ _ _ _____________

T____________________ THEFT-DETERRENT SYSTEM

1. Control unit (in CPU) 5. Back door key cylinder switch
16U0TX-049

Removal / Installation......... .......page T-68 Inspection............................. ... page T-89
On-vehicle inspection......... .......page T-68 6. Back door switch

2. Door switch Inspection............................. ... page T-61
Inspection......................... .......page T-61 7. Hood switch

3. Lock link switch Inspection............................. ... page T-89
Inspection......................... .......page T-89 8. Starter cut relay

... page T-904. Door key cylinder switch Inspection.............................
Inspection......................... ...... page T-89 9. Headlight relay

Inspection............................. ... page T-89

T—82



THEFT-DETERRENT SYSTEM

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

■ THEFT-DETERRENT SYSTEM T -2

COMPARTMENT
L AMP
{SECTION 1-3)

INSTRUMENT 
C LUSTERS 
(SECTION C-l)

T-06 M O O D  SWITCH (F)

UJ 2  S 4 DOOR

T-13 D O O R  LOCK LINK SWIT CH  FRONT R H  (DR2)

86U15X-231

T-83



T THEFT-DETERRENT .SYSTEM
SYSTEMS INSPECTION
Perform the Systems Inspection to check overall operation of the theft-deterrent system. Refer to the Inspec
tion flowchart or Diagnosis Chart as directed if a problem is found.

Step Procedure Proper operation Problem Action
1 Open door A* window, 

and remove ignition key
Go to step 2

2 Open door A, and lock all 
door lock knobs

Security
lamp

ON |------------------
n rrr: _L.DOOR
Uhh LOCKED

Lamp does not come on Go to Insp. A

Buzzer ,— , DOOR 
LOCKED

Buzzer does not sound Replace 
control unit

3 Close door A with outer 
handle pulled

Security lamp

” UULJI_II_fL_
U---------^

10 sec. 5 sec. 3 sec. 3 sec.

Lamp does not come on Replace 
control unit

4 Open trunk with key Go to step 5

5 Unlock door A lock knob Horn sounds Horn does not sound Go to Insp. B
Headlights and hazard warning lights 
flash

Light does not come on Go to Insp. C

6 Turn ignition switch to 
START

Starter does not operate Starter works Go to Insp. D

7 Turn door A key cylinder 
to “ unlock”

Go to step 8

8 Remove STOP fuse, and 
retest steps 1,2,3, and 5

Headlights and hazard warning lights 
flash for 5 min.

Lights do not continue 
flashing for 5 min.

Replace 
control unit

06U0TX-086

Door guide

T—84
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Inspection Flowchart

16U0TX-050

16U0TX-069

Q6U0TX-090



THEFT ̂ DETERRENT SYSTEM

Diagnosis Chart 
MX-6 model
No. Procedure Result

Security lamp Chime Interior lamp Action

Turn ignition switch OFF. 
Open door A._________ OFF JLTLT Repair keyless switch. 

(Open circuit)
Remove ignition key. OFF OFF Repair keyless switch. 

(Short circuit)
Sit in driver's seat with door A open. 
Lock door A and B lock knobs. TL
Unlock and lock door A lock knob. TL Repair door A lock link switch.

Unlock and lock door B lock knob. TL Repair door B lock link switch.

Unlock door A and B lock knobs. OFF OFF

Pull hood release lever. J T OFF Repair hood switch.

Pull trunk release lever. JT OFF Repair trunk switch.

Remove key and exit vehicle. OFF OFF

10 Close door A. OFF OFF OFF Repair door A switch.

11 Turn door A key cylinder to "un
lock” and hold in position.______ OFF OFF Repair door A key cylinder switch.

12 Remove key. OFF OFF OFF

13 Turn door E (trunk) key cylinder to 
“ unlock” and hold in position. OFF OFF Repair trunk key cylinder switch.

14 Remove key. OFF OFF OFF

15 Close trunk. OFF OFF OFF

16 Turn door B key cylinder to "un- 
lock” and hold in position._____ T OFF OFF Repair door B key cylinder switch.

17 Remove key. OFF OFF OFF

18 Open door B. OFF OFF Repair door B switch.

19 Close door B. OFF OFF OFF

20 Close hood. OFF OFF OFF

ALL OK

Replace the control unit

06U0TX-091  

Door guide
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Sedan model

No. Procedure Security lamp
Result
Chime Interior lamp Action

Turn ignition switch OFF. 
Open door A.__________ OFF JUTJT- J Repair keyless switch. 

(Open circuit)________
Remove ignition key. OFF OFF Repair keyless switch. 

(Short circuit)________
Sit in driver's seat with door A open. 
Lock all door lock knobs. SI

Unlock and lock door A lock knob. JT Repair door A lock link switch.

Unlock and lock door C lock knob. J JT Repair door C lock link switch.

Unlock and lock door D lock knob. J JT Repair door D lock link switch.

Unlock and lock door B lock knob. I JL Repair door B lock link switch.

Unlock all door lock knobs. OFF OFF

Pull hood release lever. JT OFF Repair hood switch.

10 Pull trunk release lever. JT OFF I Repair trunk switch.

11 Remove key and exit vehicle. OFF OFF

12 Close door A. OFF OFF OFF Repair door A switch.

13 Turn door A key cylinder to "un- 
lock" and hold in position._____ JT OFF OFF Repair door A key cylinder switch.

14 Remove key. OFF OFF OFF

15 Open door C. OFF OFF Repair door C switch.

16 Close door C. OFF OFF OFF

17 Turn door E (trunk) key cylinder to 
“ unlock" and hold in position. OFF OFF Repair door E key cylinder switch.

18 Remove key. OFF OFF OFF

19 Close trunk. OFF OFF OFF

20 Open door D. OFF OFF OFF Repair door D switch.

21 Close door D. OFF OFF OFF

22 Turn door B key cylinder to "un- 
lock", and hold in position. OFF OFF Repair door B key cylinder switch.

23 Remove key. OFF OFF OFF

24 Open door B. OFF OFF Repair door B switch.

25 Close door B. OFF OFF OFF

26 Close hood. OFF OFF OFF

ALL OK

Replace the control unit

06U0TX-092

Door guide

T-87
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THEFT-DETERRENT SYSTEM

FRONT RIGHT SIDE *  B DRIVER SIDE

W/G —fo lfl-B  
l = f -  G/B

1ST- br/y  «=> <=
X O P / V

(SEDAN) (MX-6)

REAR DOOR

r ^ i  
l -*j* y 1
B BR/Y

BACK DOOR 
BR/W BR/R

| Cmijiim) j
BR B

06U0TX-094

FRONT DOOR

B LG/B

BACK DOOR (TRUNK)

LG/R
B

(MX-6, SEDAN)

16U0TX-070

INSPECTION 
Lock Link Switch
1. Check continuity of the switches with an ohmmeter.

Door Terminals Condition Continuity

Driver side G/B -  B
Unlocked Yes
Locked No

Front right side BR/Y -  B
Unlocked Yes
Locked No

Rear left side BR/Y -  B
Unlocked Yes
Locked No

Rear right side BR/Y -  B
Unlocked Yes
Locked No

Back door (Trunk) BR/Y -  B
Unlocked Yes
Locked No

2. If not as specified, replace the switch.

Hood Switch
1. Check continuity of the switch with an ohmmeter.

Terminal Condition Continuity

BR/W -  B
Open Yes
Close No

2. If not as specified, replace the switch.

Door Key Cylinder Switch
1. Check continuity of the switch with an ohmmeter.

Door Terminal Condition Continuity

Driver side LG/B -  B
Unlocked Yes
Locked No

Front right side LG/B -  B
Unlocked Yes
Locked No

Back door (Trunk) LG/R -  B
Unlocked Yes
Locked No

2. If not as specified, replace the switch.

Door Switch
Refer to page T-61.

Headlight relay
1. Connect the headlight relay, battery and an ohmmeter as 

shown in the figure.
2. First check that there is continuity, then disconnect the bat

tery and check that there is no continuity.
3. If the continuity is not as specified, replace the relay.

T-89



T THEFT-DETERRENT SYSTEM

Starter Cut Relay
1. Connect the starter cut relay, battery and an ohmmeter as 

shown in the figure.
2. First check that there is no continuity, then disconnect the 

battery and check that there is continuity.
3. If the continuity is not as specified, replace the relay.

06U0TX-096

T-90



HORN T
HORN
STRUCTURAL VIEW

1. Horn switch 3. Horn
2. Horn relay

Inspection.................................page T-93

T—91



HORN

MERAO

c

c

(

06U0TX-097

T—92



HORN T

06U0TX-098

INSPECTION 
Horn Relay
Check for continuity between terminals of the relay.

Connecting to Terminal
12V Ground a b c d
— — O----- ---o
a b o ---- ----o

O— O: Indicates continuity

86U15X-092
T-93



AUDIO SYSTEM
STRUCTURAL VIEW

T_______ AUDIO SYSTEM

1. Audio unit
Removal / Installation.............. page T-111

2. 3D woofer
Removal / Installation.............. page T-112

3. Front speaker
Removal / Installation.............. page T-112
Inspection...............................page T-112

4. Rear speaker
Removal / Installation.............. page T-112
Inspection...............................page T-112

16U0TX-052

5. Power antenna motor
Disassembly / Assembly..........page T-113
Inspection...............................page T-114
Removal..................................page T-116
Installation...............................page T-117

6. Antenna mast
Disassembly / Assembly..........page T-113
Removal..................................page T-116
Installation...............................page T-117

T—94



AUDIO SYSTEM T

OUTLINE OF AUDIO
TYPE 1 (RADIO)

ID No. 2E60

TYPE 2 (RADIO, CASSETTE DECK)

ID No. 3260

TYPE 3 (RADIO, CASSETTE DECK)

ID No. 3261

SW VOL-S>-BAL B A S S ® -F A D  
TRE _  MU®,

©
I o  O O iu!-° 

■Mi2l LJ LJ.LJchO

f  AM/FM AUTO-MI

A

TUKE

V

TYPE 4 (RADIO, CASSETTE DECK + GRAPHIC EQUALIZER)

ID No. 3261

ID No. 3G02

T—95



T AUDIO SYSTEM

Rear View
(RADIO)

(RADIO, CASSETTE DECK)

T—96
06U0TX-101



AUDIO SYSTEM

(GRAPHIC EQUALIZER)

(RADIO, CASSETE DECK, CD PLAYER)

(AE SYSTEM)

97U0TX-134
T—97



SYSTEM

J ___________ _______  AUDIO SYSTEM

TYPE 1

TYPE 2

T-98
06U0TX-102



AUDIO SYSTEM

TYPE 3, 4

AUDIO ASSEMBLY 

(WITH CASSETTE DECK)

EQUALIZER

\
(TYPE 4 ONLY)

8

< 1

B < 1

F.SP. (RH) 

F.SP. (LH)

3D WOOFER

<b
■DCJrsp

SP. (RH)

(LH)

TYPE 5



AUDIO SYSTEM

TROUBLESHOOTING
Circuit and Connector Diagram

AUDIO SYSTEM (TYPE 1. 2) J-l

EC-AT TURBO

w

t

(100A)
80A

B (F) -

B(F)

ix-on I 6oa ::
K / V O ------- £------- W/R (F)
MAIN FUSE IX-01I

B
(D)

POWER ANTENNA 
ASSEMBLY 
(SECTION J-4)

COMBINATION 
SWITCH (LIGHT) 
(SECTION 1-1)

(81)

IX-051

W/R 
(D)

j^JB-03 
ROOM15A ©

IGNITION
SWITCH

X-02

ST 
ISlftGi

-L(D ) 

*JB-07 

RADIO{ 15A ®

OFF
'ACC
IX-02I

|  L/R
JB-02

<8>
(I)

|  L/W
JB-02

(I)

:J-01
AUDIO
TYPE 1 . . .AM/FM RADIO
TYPE 2 . . . AM/FM RADIO + CASSETTE PLAYER

J-01: :J-02

G/O G/R 
( I )  ( I )

G/L G 
( I )  ( I )

L/O L/B 
(I) (I)

GY L/G 
(I )  (I )

J-03:

G/O G/R 
(R) (R)

G/L G 
(R) (R)

: J—04 J-05: *J-06

m  / » n
FRONT SPEAKERS

m  r ^ ~ \
REAR SPEAKERS

J-01 AUDIO (I)

GY L/O > < R/B L/R L/W

L/G L/B L/Y -H- * LG/Y *

J-02 AUDIO (I)

-* X L/W G/R

* G/L G * G/O

J-03 FRONT SPEAKER 
LH (I)

S I
L /0  L/B

J-04 FRONT SPEAKER 
RH (I)

J-05 REAR SPEAKER 
LH (R)

GY L/G
S I
G/R G/O

J-06 REAR SPEAKER 
RH (R)

G I G/L

T-100
16U0TX-053



T-101

■AUDIO SYSTEM (TYPE 3) J-2

EC-AT TURBO

(100A)
80A

B (E)---«-----C T W > - f ---^

B (E)------------- »------------- B (F)

fx̂ Tol
--------------- B (F) ----------------

O -----&----- W/R (F) ----- «----  W/R (D)

MAIN FUSE IX-OH IX-051 JB(g)03 R00M JB(iP2

IEEMI
B (D) 32

IGNITION
SWITCH

|ST

IG lftG^ ~*pACCl

JB-02 RADIO JB-07
•L (D) --

|X -0 2 [

L/R 1 L/W
(I)
|

i (I)
i

------------- ̂  J“0 1

| L/W
(I)

AUDIO TYPE 3...AM/FM RADIO + FULL LOGIC CASSETTE PLAYER

L/0 L/B GY L/G (I) (I) (I) (I)

J-03:

:J-02

REAR AMPLIFIER 
25WX2

: J-Ol J-02

G/O G/R G/L G (I) (I) (I) (I)

:J-04

COMBINATION
•R/B (I)--- « 8 l )  SWITCH (LIGHT)

(SECTION 1-1)

POWER ANTENNA
•LG/Y (I)-- « 4 4 )  ASSEMBLY

(SECTION J-4)

Ix-i3l

G/O G/R G/L G 
(R) (R) (R) (R)

J-05:

/ LH \ / RH \
FRONT SPEAKERS

/ LH \ / RH \ 

REAR SPEAKERS

J-Ol AUDIO (I)

GY L/0 X R/B L/R L/W

L/G L/B L/Y * LG/Y *

J-02 AUDIO (I)

* x L/W G/R

-K- G/L G -* G/O

J-03 FRONT SPEAKER LH 
(I)

S I
L/0 L/B

J-04 FRONT SPEAKER RH 
(I )

GY L/G

J-05 REAR SPEAKER LH(R)

X
G/R G/O

J-06 REAR SPEAKER RH (R)

I S 1
G G / L

J-07 3 DIMENSION SUB WOOFER (R)

B X L/0 L/W

* L/G L L/B L/Y

- I

AUDIO 
SYSTEM



T-102 AUDIO SYSTEM (TYPE 4) J-3

ACOUSTIC
EQUILIBRATION
SYSTEM

AUDIO
TYPE 4. .AM/FM RADIO + FULL LOGIC CASSETTE PLAYER 

+ COMPACK DISK PLAYER

J-02

REAR AMPLIFIER 
25WX2

J-07:

L/Y (R)- 

L/O (R)- 

L/B (R)- 

L (R) - 

L/G (R)-

L/Y (I) ■ 

L/O (I) ■ 

L/B (I) • 

GY (I) ■ 

L/G (I) ■

' /  | (mJI--- 1 /—v
3 DIMENSION 
SUB WOOFER

L/0 L/B 
( I )  (I)

GY L/G 
(I) (I)

■J-07
J-03:

J-01 ¥
G/0 G/R G/L G (I) (I) (I) (I)

B
(R)

m -

f  LH \ / RH \ 

FRONT SPEAKERS

:J-04

COMBINATION
-R/B (I)--- « i )  SWITCH (LIGHT)

(SECTION I-i)

POWER ANTENNA
-LG/Y (I)-- « 4 )  ASSEMBLY

(SECTION J-4)

G/O G/R G/L G 
(R) (R) (R) (R)

J-05: :J-06

REAR SPEAKERS

J-Oi AUDIO (I)

GY L/O x R/B L/R L/W

L/G L/B L/Y "Jf * LG/Y -a-

J-02 AUDIO (I)

* x L/W G/R

* G/L G -H- G/O

J-03 FRONT SPEAKER LH 
(I )

I S 1
L/0 L/B

J-04 FRONT SPEAKER RH 
(I)

GY L/G

J-05 REAR SPEAKER LH (R)

X
G/R G/O

J-06 REAR SPEAKER RH (R)

G G/L

J-07 3 DIMENSION SUB WOOFER (R)

B L/0 L/W

* L/G L L/B L/Y

AUDI© 
SYSTEM



AUDIO SYSTEM J

NO SOUND [TYPES 1, 2, 3, 4]

Is audio fuse 20A or room fuse 7.5A burned?

OK

Verify that connectors between radio and amplifier 
(or equalizer) are connected tightly

YES

NG

NO

Replace fuse

Connect tightly

Verify 12V. at terminals of harness side
12v ------ i

m k X e c a
n I j h f d b

12V- NO

i X c a
j h f d b

Repair harness (Fuse — Audio)

YES

Disconnect DIN cord between radio and equalizer. Connect a jumper wire between input and output terminals of connector 
(radio side). Does radio operate?

E

DIN 13-P FEMALE

IIJMPFR f 1. OUTPUT LH + JUMrhn [ 2 |NpUT LH +

ii im p f r  r 3- OUTPUT RH + JUMPER [ 4 |NpuT RH +
5. SIGNAL GROUND
6. ILLUMI
7. +ACC

8. +B
9. SYSTEM ON (ETR)

10. SYSTEM OFF (DECK)
11. SYSTEM OFF (AUX)
12. THROUGH (B/T CUT)
13. THROUGH (MUTE)
E CHASSIS GROUND

YES

Replace equalizer

NO

Replace radio
06U0TX-104

NO SOUND [TYPE 5]

Is audio fuse 20A or room fuse 7.5A burned?

NO

YES
Replace fuse

NOVerify that connectors between radio and amplifier Connect tightly(or equalizer) are connected tiqhtly

Repair harness (Fuse — Audio)

YES

Connect a known good AE system
Confirm that radio operates

YES

Replace AE system

NO
Replace radio

06U0TX-105
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16U0TX-054

16U0TX-055
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Caution
• Never insert anything into the compact disc slot to attempt to set the compact disc.
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Note
• Compact disc skip may be hard to recreate because it may be a result of the vehicle encountering sharp road shocks. 

This is a normal condition if it happens only infrequently.
97U0TX-150
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CAUSES OF NOISE _ . -
When the radio receives a signal from a station, there may be some noise interference. The cause could be
1. Defective audio system.
2. The vehicle itself inducting noise (called outside noise).
3. Noise from other cars or neon signs, (ambience noise).

Since ambience noise is a temporary occurrence, this section does not deal with it. For noise problems, 
first, the cause of the noise must be determined through troubleshooting guide. Once it has been deter
mined, refer to the suppression chart to find the proper procedure for eliminating the noise.

16U0TX-071

dill

oooooo
REFLECTED nno

FM STATION

FM multipath
FM waves can cause a problem called multipath receiving. 
This happens when the radio picks up a direct wave and 
reflected wave at the same time. This results in a “ Dead Spot” 
or distorted sound.

93U 15X-071

Troubleshooting

93U15X-072

(
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AUDIO SYSTEM
Noise Suppression Chart

Cause Remedy

Fuel pump noise NEW 
SPEAKER WIRES

Move speaker wiring away from fuel pump wire.

Motor noise 
(Wiper, washer, power 
window, for example.)

1. Check grounding.
2. Install condensers to motor circuit.

Turn signal noise Connect condenser (0.5 f iF ) to power line of filter unit.

J TFLASHER
UNIT

CONDENSER

Note
• Condenser should be placed near flasher unit.

Alternator noise Connect condenser (0.5 n F ) near alternator.

97U0TX-151
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Sound is partial

Table 1

Speaker Fader Balance Tone Speaker
operates JudgementBass Treble

Left front Front Left MIN MAX Yes Left front speaker OK
No Left front speaker circuit faulty (Go to Table 2)

Right front Front Right MIN MAX Yes Right front speaker OK
No Right front speaker circuit faulty (Go to Table 2)

Left rear Rear Left MIN MAX Yes Left rear speaker OK
No Left rear speaker circuit faulty (Go to Table 2)

Right rear Rear Right MIN MAX Yes Right rear speaker OK
No Right rear speaker circuit faulty (Go to Table 2)

Table 2

No operation Action

Left front speaker Inspect the speaker. (Refer to page T-112)
Right front speaker Inspect the speaker. (Refer to page T-112)
Left rear speaker Inspect the speaker. (Refer to page T-112)
Right rear speaker Inspect the speaker. (Refer to page T-112)
Both front speakers Inspect the speaker. (Refer to page T-112)
Both rear speakers Inspect the speaker. (Refer to page T-112)
All speakers Replace the audio component assembly

16U0TX-058
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AUDIO UNIT 
Removal / Installation

Caution
• When removing or installing, disconnect the negative battery cable.

1. Remove in the order shown in the figure.
2. Install in the reverse order of removal.

System 6 
Audio Unit

1. Ashtray
2. Box
3. Center panel
4. Audio unit
5. Bracket

Power Amp 
(For Rear Speaker)
6. Side cover
7. Power amp
8. Bracket

06U0TX-111

Except System 6 
Audio Unit

1. Ashtray
2. Box
3. Center panel
4. Audio unit
5. Power amp (for rear speaker)
6. Bracket

T-111
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06U0TX-114

3D WOOFER (UNDER PASSENGER SEAT)
Removal / Installation
1. Remove the fasteners and remove the adjuster covers.
2. Remove the seat mounting bolts, disconnect the 3D woof

er connector, and remove the seat.
3. Remove the screws and remove the 3D woofer.
4. Install in the reverse order of removal.

FRONT SPEAKER 
Removal / Installation 
Left side
1. Remove the column cover.

(Refer to Section S.)
2. Remove the undercover and hood release knob. 

(Refer to Section S.)
3. Remove the switch panel.

(Refer to Section S.)
4. Remove the screws and remove the speaker.
5. Install in the reverse order of removal.

Right side
1. Remove the lower panel.

(Refer to Section S.)
2. Remove the screws and remove the speaker.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

REAR SPEAKER 
Removal / Installation
1. Remove the rear package tray.

(Refer to Section S.)
2. Remove the speaker mounting screws, disconnect the con

nector and remove the speaker.
3. Install in the reverse order of removal.

INSPECTION OF SPEAKER
1. Check for resistance with ohmmeter.

Note
® Set the ohmmeter to x1Q range.
• Resistance: approximately 40

2. Confirm that clicking comes from the speaker when touch
ing the connectors. If not, replace speaker.

T-112
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POWER ANTENNA 
Disassembly / Assembly
1. Disassemble in the order shown in the figure.
2. Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly

06U0TX-117

1. Radio antenna assembly
2. Power antenna relay
3. Upper bracket
4. Bracket

5. Lower bracket No.1
6. Lower bracket No.2
7. Insulator
8. Drain pipe

T-113
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Inspection
POWER ANTENNA J -4
EC-AT TURBO -

(100 A)
SOA

-B (E) «  - O ^ Q - T - »

--- B (E).....■»-----B (F)-----fx=To1
« --- B (0)-

L/W LG/Y

B/Y L/R

G/W L/W

L/R B/Y

J-10 POWER ANTENNA RELAY

(IN THE POWER ANTENNA ASSEMBLY)

B/Y Y L G/W

L/W W B * L/R

J-09 CHECK CONNECTOR
(IN THE POWER ANTENNA ASSEI®LY)

06U0TX-118

1. Check the voltage at the terminals of the 4-pin connector 
(harness side).

Terminal Condition Voltage
L/W Ignition switch ACC 12
B/Y Ignition switch ON 12

LG/Y Ignition switch ACC and radio 
power switch ON 0

L/R Constant 12

If not as specified, repair the harness.

2. Turn the ignition switch ON, and check operation of the pow
er antenna.

Condition Antenna operation

LG/Y wire connected to 
ground Raises

LG/Y wire not connected 
to ground Lowers

If the power antenna does not operate, check operation of the 
power antenna motor.

T-114
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3. Connect 12V and a ground to the 2-pin service connector, 
and check that the motor operates.
If it does not operate, replace the motor.
If it operates, replace the power antenna relay.

4. Check for continuity between the terminals of the power an
tenna relay. If there is no continuity, replace the relay.

Battery Terminal
Pos. Neg. a b C d f g h i j

o - -OLa
i a 0 - - o

KJ

j a o - r \
_o

O— O: Indicates continuity

If the antenna does not function even though there is continuity, 
the problem may be either in the wiring harness or in the au
dio component assembly.

5. Apply battery voltage to the terminals and check the 
operation.

Battery
Function of antenna

Pos. Neg.
g h UP
h c DOWN

16U0TX-060
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Removal
1. Remove the fasteners and remove the front side trim.
2. Remove the undercover and hood release knob. 

(Refer to Section S.)

3. Remove the central processing unit.
(Refer to page T-68.)

4. Disconnect the harness connectors from the joint box.
5. Remove the nut, release the lock, then remove the joint box.

6. Disconnect the antenna feeder connection below the steer
ing column and vent duct.

7. Disconnect the power antenna connector.
8. Remove the antenna motor bracket mounting bolt and 

screws and remove the antenna motor (with antenna mast).
9. Slide the joint sleeve upward to disengage the motor from 

the antenna mast.

96U15X-162
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10. Connect 12V and a ground to terminal-wires (R) and (W) 
of the motor service connector to operate the motor. 
Carefully pull the rack cable out of the motor housing while 
the motor is operating.

Note 
• Even if the mast is broken or missing, be sure that 

all plastic rack cable has been fed out of the motor!

11. Remove the antenna mast mounting screws and remove 
the antenna mast.

Installation 

Note 
• A temporary protective cover is attached with tape 

to each new mast kit. 
This cover is to protect the plastic rack cable and 
to ease mast installation. 

• Antenna mast should be fully extended.

1. Install the plastic tube cover over the mast base to protect 
the plastic rack cable. Re-use tape provided to secure tube.

2. Tape the antenna lead plug to the tip of the protector tube 
in such a way that it will not catch or be damaged during 
insertion into the vehicle body.

3. Insert antenna mast into roof hole and carefully feed down
ward at the angle of the windshield pillar.

96U15X-165
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4. When the new mast is fully inserted in the body, remove 
the protective plastic tube and pull the antenna lead inside.

5. Carefully feed the plastic rack cable into the motor. 

Caution
• Serrated side of plastic cable must face toward the 

motor as shown in the figure.

16U0TX-072
6. Connect 12V and a ground to terminal-wires (W) and (R) 

of the motor service connector and retract the new rack ca
ble into the motor housing.

7. Lock the new mast base onto the motor by pushing into 
the housing joint. A faint click will be heard when the mast 
is locked. Jiggle mast base to confirm locking.

8. Check the operation of the antenna mast. Rack cable slack 
can be self-adjusted by operating the motor several times 
until the mast is fully extended.

9. Install the remaining parts in the reverse order of removal.
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TD TECHNICAL DATA

A. MEASUREMENT

Item
Body MX-6 Sedan Touring Sedan

Overall length mm (in) 4,495 (177.0) 4,555 (179.3) 4,555 (179.3)
Overall width mm (in) 1,690 (66.5) 1,690 (66.5) 1,690 (66.5)
Overall height mm (in) 1,360 (53.5) 1,410 (55.5) 1,375 (54.1)
Wheel base mm (in) 2,515 (99.0) 2,575 (101.4) 2,575 (101.4)

Tread mm (in) Front 1,455 (57.3) 1,455 (57.3) 1,455 (57.3)
Rear 1,465 (57.7) 1,465 (57.7) 1,465 (57.7)

B. ENGINE

■— -—------- Engine
item ~~ -------- ------- _______

F2
Turbo Non-T urbo

Type Gasoline, 4-cycle
Cylinder arrangement and number In-line, 4-cylinders
Type of combustion chamber Pentroof
Valve system OHC, belt-driven
Bore x stroke mm (in) 86.0 x 94.0 (3.39 x 3.70)
Total piston displacement cc (cu in) 2,184 (133.2)
Compression ratio 7.8 8.6

Compression pressure 
kPa (kg/cm2, psi)-rpm

Standard 960 (9.8, 139)-260 1,120 (11.4, 162)-270
Minimum 680 (6.9, 98)-260 780 (8.0, 114)-270
Maximum difference 
between cylinders 196 (2.0, 28)

Valve timing
IN Open BTDC 10°

Close ABDC 49°

EX Open BBDC 55°
Close ATDC 12°

Valve clearance mm (in) IN 0; Maintenance-free
EX 0; Maintenance-free

Cylinder head
Height mm (in) 91.95-92.05 (3.620-3.624)
Distortion mm (in) Maximum 0.15 (0.006)
Grinding mm (in) Maximum 0.20 (0.008)
Valve and valve guide

Valve head diameter mm (in) IN 32.4-32.6 (1.276-1.283)
EX 33.9-34.1 (1.335-1.343)

Valve head thickness (margin) mm (in) IN 0.8-1.2 (0.031-0.047)
EX 1.3-1.7 (0.051-0.067)

Valve face angle IN 45°
EX 45°

Valve length mm (in)
IN Standard 115.81 (4.5594)

Minimum 115.31 (4.5398)

EX Standard 116.21 (4.5752)
Minimum 115.71 (4.5555)

Valve stem diameter mm (in) IN 6.970-6.985 (0.2744-0.2750)
EX 6.965-6.980 (0.2742-0.2748)

Guide inner diameter mm (in) IN 7.01-7.03 (0.2760-0.2768)
EX 7.01-7.03 (0.2760-0.2768)

Valve stem to guide clearance mm (in)
IN 0.025-0.060 (0.0010-0.0024)
EX 0.030-0.065 (0.0012-0.0026)
Maximum 0.20 (0.0079)

Guide projection (Height “ A” ) mm (in) 19.8-20.3 (0.780-0.799)

TD—2



TECHNICAL DATA

— -— —— _ Engine 
Item ' ' ------ ------——

F2
Turbo Non-Turbo

Valve seat

Seat angle IN I -Ĵ cn o !

EX 45°

Seat contact width mm (in) IN 1.2-1.6 (0.047-0.063)
EX 1.2-1.6 (0.047-0.063)

Seat sinking (Measure 
valve protruding length)

mm (in)

IN Standard 50.2 (1.976)
Maximum 51.0 (2.008)

EX Standard 50.2 (1.976)
Maximum 51.0 (2.008)

Valve spring

Free length mm (in)
IN Standard 49.5 (1.949)

Minimum 48.3 (1.902)

EX Standard 50.4 (1.984)
Minimum 49.2 (1.937)

Out-of-square mm (in) Maximum 1.7 (0.067)

Setting load/height N (kg, lb)/mm (in) IN 203-230 (20.7-23.4, 45.5-51,5)/41 (1.614)
EX 240-272 (24.5-27.7, 53.9-60.9)/41 (1.614)

Camshaft

Camlobe height mm (in)
IN Standard 41.290-41.390 (1.6256-1.6295)

Minimum 41.140 (1.6197)

EX Standard 41.797-41.897 (1.6455-1.6495)
Minimum 41.647 (1.6396)

Journal diameter mm (in)
Front and Rear (No. 1,5) 31.940-31.965 (1.2575-1.2585)
Center (No. 2,3,4) 31.910-31.935 (1.2563-1.2573)
Out-of-round Maximum 0.05 (0.002)

Camshaft bearing oil 
clearance mm (in)

Front and Rear (No. 1,5) 0.035-0.085 (0.0014-0.0033)
Center (No. 2,3,4) 0.065-0.115 (0.0026-0.0045)

Maximum 0.15 (0.0059)
Camshaft runout mm (in) Maximum 0.03 (0.0012)

Camshaft end play mm (in) Standard 0.08-0.16 (0.003-0.006)
Maximum 0.20 (0.008)

Rocker arm and rocker arm shaft
Rocker arm inner diameter mm (in) 19.000-19.033 (0.7480-0.7493)
Rocker arm shaft diameter mm (in) 18.959-18.980 (0.7464-0.7472)

Rocker arm to shaft clearance mm (in) Standard 0.020-0.074 (0.0008-0.0029)
Maximum 0.10 (0.0039)

Cylinder block
Height mm (in) 301.5 (11.87)
Distortion mm (in) Maximum 0.15 (0.006)
Grinding mm (in) Maximum 0.20 (0.008)

Cylinder bore diameter
mm (in)

Standard 86.000-86.019 (3.3858-3.3866)
0.25 (0.010) oversize 86.250-86.269 (3.3957-3.3964)
0.50 (0.020) oversize 86.500-86.519 (3.4055-3.4063)

Cylinder bore taper and out-of-round mm (in) Maximum 0.019 (0.0007)
Piston

Piston diameter measured 
at 90° to pin bore axis 
and 18.0 mm (0.709 in) 
below oil ring groove

mm (in)

Standard 85.944-85.964 (3.3836-3.3844)

0.25 (0.010) oversize 86.194—86.214 (3.3935—3.3942)

0.50 (0.020) oversize 86.444—86.464 (3.4033—3.4041)

Piston and cylinder clearance mm (in) Standard 0.036-0.075 (0.0014-0.0030)
Maximum 0.15 (0.0059)

Piston ring

Thickness mm (in) Top 1.47-1.49 (0.0579-0.0587)
Second 1.47-1.49 (0.0579—0.0587)
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Engine
Turbo Jon-Turbo

End gap measured in cylinder mm (in)

Top 0.20-0.35 (0.008-0.014)
Second 0.15-0.30 (0.006—0.012)
Oil (rail) 0.20-0.70 (0.008-0.028)
Maximum 1.0 (0.039)
Top 1.52-1.54 (0.0598-0.0606)

Ring groove width in piston mm (in) Second 1.52-1.54 (0.0598-0.0606)
Oil 4.02—4.04 (0.1583—0.1591)

Clearance of piston ring to ring 
groove mm (in)

Top 0.03-0.07 (0.0012-0.0028)
Second 0.03—0.07 (0.0012—0.0028)
Maximum 0.15 (0.006)

Piston pin
Diameter mm (in) 21.974-21.980 (0.8651-0.8654)
Interference in connecting rod mm (in) 0.013-0.037 (0.0005-0.0015)
Piston to piston pin clearance mm (in) 0.008—0.024 (0.0003-0.0009)
Installation pressure N (kg, lb) 4,900-14,700 (500-1,500, 1,100-3,300)
Connecting rod and connecting rod bearing
Length (Center to center) mm (in) 158.45-158.55 (6.238-6.242)
Bending mm (in) 0.24 (0.0094) max.
Small end bore mm (in) 21.943-21.961 (0.8640-0.8646)
Big end bore mm (in) 54.002-54.017 (2.1261-2.1266)
Big end width mm (in) 26.838-26.890 (1.0566-1.0587)

Connecting rod side clearance mm (in) Standard 0.110-0.262 (0.004-0.010)
Maximum 0.30 (0.012)

Crankshaft
Crankshaft runout mm (in) Maximum 0.03 (0.0012)

Main journal diameter
mm (in)

Standard 59.937-59.955 (2.3597-2.3604)
0.25 (0.010) 
undersize
0.50 (0.020) 
undersize
0.75 (0.030) 
undersize

No.1,2,4,5 59.693-59.711 (2.3501-2.3508)
No.3 59.687-59.705 (2.3499-2.3506)
No.1,2,4,5 59.443-59.461 (2.3403-2.3410)
No.3 59.437-59.455 (2.3400-2.3407)
No.1,2,4,5 59.193-59.211 (2.3304-2.3311)
No.3 59.187-59.205 (2.3302-2.3309)

Main journal taper and out-of-round mm (in) Maximum 0.05 (0.0020)

Crank pin diameter mm (in)

Standard 50.940-50.955 (2.0055-2.0061)
0.25 (0.010) undersize 50.690-50.705 (1.9957-1.9963)
0.50 (0.020) undersize 50.440-50.455 (1.9858-1.9864)
0.75 (0.030) undersize

Crank pin taper and out-of-round mm (in) [ Maximum
50.190-50.205 (1.9760-1.9766)

0.05 (0.0020)
lain bearing

Main journal bearing oil 
clearance mm (in)

No.1,2,4,5

No.3

Standard
Maximum
Standard
Maximum

0.025-0.043 (0.0010-0.0017)
0.08 (0.0031)

0.031—0.049 (0.0012—0.0019)
0.08 (0.0031)

Available undersize bearing mm (in) 0.25 (0.010), 0.50 (0.020), 0.75 (0.030)
Crank pin bearing

Crank pin bearing oil clearance mm (in) Standard
Maximum

0.027-0.067 (0.0011-0.0026)
0.10 (0.0039)

Available undersize bearing mm (in) 0.25 (0.010), 0.50 (0.020), 0.75 (0.030)
Thrust bearing (center main bearing)

Crankshaft end play mm (in) Standard
Maximum

0.08-0.18 (0.0031-0.0071)
0.30 (0.012)

Bearing width mm (in)

Standard 27.94-27.99 (1.100-1.102)
0.25 (0.010) undersize 28.04-28.09 (1.104-1.106)
0.50 (0.020) undersize 28.12-28.17 (1.107-1.109)
0.75 (0.030) undersize 28.20-28.25 (1.110-1.112)

Timing beit
Belt deflection

mm (in)/98 N (10 kg, 22 lb)
New
Used

8.0—9.0 (0.31-0.35)
9.0-10.0 (0.35-0.39)
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D. LUBRICATION SYSTEM

------—------- Engine
Stem ~ ------ -— ------ —

F2
Turbo Non-Turbo

Lubrication system Force-fed
Oil pump
Type Trochoid gear
Regulating pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 294-392 (3.0—4.0, 43-57)

Oil pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 1,000 rpm 147-245 (1.5-2.5, 21-36)
3,000 rpm 294-392 (3.0—4.0, 43-57)

Inner rotor tooth tip to outer rotor 
clearance mm (in)

Standard 0.044-0.084 (0.0017-0.0033)
Maximum 0.18 (0.0071)

Outer rotor to body clearance mm (in) Standard 0.09—0.176 (0.0035-0.0069)
Maximum 0.20 (0.008)

Side clearance mm (in) Standard 0.03-0.09 (0.0012-0.0035)
Maximum 0.10 (0.004)

Oil filter
Type Full-flow, paper element
Relief pressure differential kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 78-118 (0.8-1.2, 11-17)
Oil cooler (Turbo)
Type Water cooled, 4 stage —
Oil pressure switch
Activation pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 29 (0.3, 4.3)
Engine oil

Capacity liters (US qt, Imp qt)
Total (dry engine) 4.6 (4.9, 4.0)
Oil pan 3.9 (4.1, 3.4)
Oil filter 0.22 (0.23, 0.19)

Grade (API service) SF, SG

Viscosity
number

30°C (86°F) or over SAE 40
0°C—40°C (32°F—104°F) SAE 30
-10°C—20°C (14°F—68°F) SAE 20W-20
—10°C—50°C (14°F—122°F) or over SAE 20W-40 or 20W-50
—25°C—30°C (-13°F—86°F) SAE 10W-30
-25°C—50°C (—13°F—122°F) or over SAE 10W-40 or 10W-50
0°C— 30°C (32°F— 22°F) or below SAE 5W-30
-20°C (-4°F) or below SAE 5W-20

TD
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E. COOLING SYSTEM

" ' ~~— —— Engi ne 
item ~~~ ~— ------

F2
Turbo Non-Turbo

Cooling system Water-cooled, forced circulation
Water pump
Type Centrifugal, timing belt driven
Impeller diameter mm (in) 70 (2.76)
Number of impeller blades 6
Speed ratio 1 : 1.05
Water seal type Unified mechanical seal
Thermostat
Type Wax, 2-stage
Starts to open °C (°F) Sub: 83.5-86.5 (182-188), Main: 86.5-89.5 (188-193)
Full-open °C (°F) 100 (212)
Lift mm (in) Sub: 1.5 (0.06) min., Main: 8.0 (0.31) min.
Radiator
Type Corrugated fin
Cap opening valve pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 74—103 (0.75—1.05, 11—15)
Cooling system pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 103 (1.05, 15)
CooBing fan
Type Electric

Capacity W MTX 80 80
ATX 160 120

Current A MTX 5.6—7.6 5.6—7.6
ATX 10.6—16.6 oq00

Number of blades 4

Outer diameter mm (in) MTX 320 (12.6)
ATX 340 (13.4)

Switching temperature OFF -* ON °C (°F) 97 (177)
Coolant
Capacity liters (US qt, Imp qt) 7.5 (7.9, 6.6)

Antifreeze solution

Protection
Mixture percentage (volume) % Specific gravity of 

mixture at 20°C 
(68 °F)Water Solution

Above —16°C (3°F) 65 35 1.054
Above -26°C (—15°F) 55 45 1.066
Above -40°C (-40°F) 45 55 1.078



TECHNICAL DATA TD
F1, F2 FUEL AND EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM

~~— -----------------  Engine
Item ■—-------- ------ - Non-Turbo Turbo
Idle speed rpm With test connector grounded 750 ± 25 (ATX: P range)
Throttle body
Type Horizontal draft (2-barrel)

Throat diameter mm (in) No. 1 MTX: 40 (1.6), ATX: 46 (1.8)
No. 2 MTX: 46 (1.8), ATX: 40 (1.6)

Air flow meter

Resistor 12

E2-VS Fully closed: 20-400 Fully open: 20-1,000
E2-V c 100-400
E2-VB 200-400

E2-THA
-20°C ( -4°F) 13,600-18,400 

20°C ( 68°F) 2,210- 2,690 
60°C (140°F) 493 - 667

Fuel pump
Type Impeller (in tank)

Output pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi) Main pump: 441-588 (4.5-6.0, 64-85) 
Transfer pump: 39 (0.4, 5.7) max.

Feeding capacity cc (cu in)/10 seconds Main pump: 220 (13.4) min. 
Transfer pump: 190 (11.6) min.

Fuel filter

Type Low-pressure side Nylon element
High-pressure side Paper element

Pressure regulator
Type Diaphragm
Regulating pressure kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 235-275 (2.4—2.8, 34-40)
Injector
Type High-ohmic
Type of drive Voltage
Resistance Q 12-16 11-15
Injection amount cc (cu in)/15 seconds 44-61 (2.68-3.72) 73-90 (4.45-5.49)
Idle speed control valve
Solenoid resistance 0 6.3—9.9
Turbocharger
Cooling method Engine coolant
Lubrication method Engine oil

Boost pressure (Maximum) kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 60 (0.61, 8.7): Solenoid duty value 100% 
45 (0.46, 6.5): Solenoid duty value 0%

Fuel tank
Capacity liters (US gal, Imp gal) 60(15.9,13.2)
Air cleaner
Element type Oil permeated
Fuel

Specification Unleaded regular Unleaded premium 
(Unleaded regular)
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TD TECHNICAL DATA

G. ENGINE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

~  ~— ------- —_______ Engine
Item ' '— ■—------ — ,_____ Non-Turbo Turbo

Battery Voltage V 12, Negative ground
Type and capacity (20 hour rate) 50D20L (50 Ah), 55 D23L (60 Ah)

Dark current mA Less than 20

Alternator

Type A.C.
Output V-A 12-70 12-70 (MTX), 12-80 (ATX)
Regulator type Transistorized (built-in IC regulator)
Regulated voltage V 14.1-14.7
Brush length 

mm (in)
Standard 21.5 (0.846)
Minimum 8.0 (0.315)

Drive belt tension 
mm (in)/98N (10 kg, 22 lb)

New 6 -8  (0.24-0.31)
Used 7 -9  (0.27-0.35)

Starter

Type Coaxial reduction
Output V-kW 12-1.4
Brush length 

mm (in)
Standard 17.5 (0.689)
Minimum 10.0 (0.394)

Ignition Timing BTDC 6° ± 1° 
(Vacuum hoses disconnected)

BTDC 9° ±  1°
(Test connector grounded)

Distributor

Type Fully transistorized (HEI) Electronic spark advanced (ESA)

Centrifugal spark advance 
(Crank angle/Engine speed)

degree/rpm

-2-2/1,200
12-16/2,400
12-16/3,500
16-20/4,500

Engine control unit 
controls spark advance

Vacuum spark advance 
(Crank angleA/acuum)

degree/mmHg (in Hg)

[A chamber]
-2-2/110 (4.3) 

18-22/275 (10.8) 
[B chamber]

-2-2/110 (4.3) 
-4  -  -8/200 (7.9)

Spark plug
Type

NGK: ZFR5F-11 
ZFR6F-11 
ZFR7F-11 

Nippon Denso: KJ16CR11 
KJ20CR11 
KJ22CR11

Plug gap mm (in) 1.0—1.1 (0.039-0.043)
Firing order 1 —3—4—2
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______ __________________ TECHNICAL DATA________ ______________ TD
H. CLUTCH

Item
Engine Non-Turbo Turbo

Clutch control Hydraulic
Clutch pedal
Type Suspended
Pedal ratio 6.00
Full stroke mm (in) 135 (5.31)
Height (With carpet) mm (in) 171-181 (6.73-7.13)
Free play mm (in) 0.6—3.0 (0.02-0.12)
Distance to floor when clutch
fully disengaged (With carpet) mm (in) Minimum 54 (2.13)

Flywheel
Runout limit mm (in) 0.2 (0.008)
Clutch disc
Type Single dry plate
Set load N (kg, lb) 4,316 (440.968) 5,494 (560.1232)
Runout limit mm (in) 1.0 (0.039)
Wear limit mm (in) 0.3 (0.012) from rivet head
Outer diameter mm (in) 225 (8.858) 240 (9.449)
Inner diameter mm (in) 150 (5.906) 160 (6.299)

Facing thickness mm (in) Flywheel side 3.5 (0.14)
Pressure plate side 4.1 (0.16) 3.5 (0.14)

Clutch cover
Type Diaphragm spring
Runout limit mm (in) 0.05 (0.0020)
Grinding limit mm (in) 0.5 (0.020)
Master cylinder inner diameter mm (in) 15.87 (0.625)
Release cylinder inner diameter mm (in) 19.05 (0.750)
Clutch fluid type SAE J1703 or FMVSS116 DOT-3
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TECHNICAL DATA

J l, J2. MANUAL TRANSAXLE

~— '—-— .—_ Engine 
Item ' ~~— —— ■— Non-Turbo

...............—.............. . .. •
Turbo

Transmission
Shift lever position Floor shift

Gear ratio

First 3.307 3.250
Second 1.833 1.772
Third 1.233 1.194
Fourth 0.914 0.926
Fifth 0.717 0.711
Reverse 3.166 3.461

Oil capacity liters (US qt, Imp qt) 3.35 (3.5, 2.9) 3.65 (3.9, 3.2)

Fluid type All season ATF: SAE75W-90 DEXRON-1, Above 0°F (-18°C) 
API: GL-4 or GL-5 SAE: 80W-90 or SAE 90

Clearance
Clearance of lever and reverse idle 
gear mm (in)

Standard 0.095-0.318 (0.004-0.013)
Wear limit 0.5 (0.020) 0.368 (0.015)

Clearance of shift fork and clutch 
sleeve mm (in)

Standard
1st—2nd 3rd—4th 5th 0.05—0.408 (0.002—0.016)
0.08 (0.003) 

-0.228 (0.009)
0.1 (0.004) 

-0.5 (0.020)
0.15 (0.059) 

-0.458 (0.018) 0.1-0.408 (0.004-0.016)
Wear limit 0.728 (0.029)1.000 (0.039)0.958 (0.038) 0.458 (0.018)

Clearance of synchronizer ring and 
gear mm (in)

Standard 1.5(0.059)
Wear limit 0.8 (0.032)

Gear thrust
clearance mm (in)

First Standard 0.05-0.28 (0.0020-0.0110) 0.130-0.354 (0.0051-0.0139)
Limit 0.33 (0.0130) 0.404 (0.0159)

Second Standard 0.05-0.20 (0.0020-0.0079) 0.150-0.262 (0.0059-0.0103)
Limit 0.25 (0.0098) 0.3 (0.012)

Third Standard 0.175-0.455 (0.0069-0.0179) 0.150-0.262 (0.0059-0.0103)
Limit 0.505 (0.0199) 0.3(0.012)

Fourth Standard 0.165-0.365 (0.0065-0.0144) 0.150-0.262 (0.0059-0.0103)
Limit 0.415 (0.0163) 0.3 (0.012)

Fifth Standard 0.10-0.22 (0.0039-0.0087) 0.150-0.262 (0.0059-0.0103)
Limit 0.27 (0.106) 0.262 (0.0103)

Bearing preload of primary shaft gear
Primary shaft 

0.1—0.25 N m (1.0—2.5 cm-kg, 0.87—2.17 in-lb) 
Secondary shaft 

0.2—0.4 N-m (2.0—4.0 cm-kg, 1.7-3.5 in-lb)

Bearing preload adjust shim mm (in)

0.25 (0.010), 0.30 (0.012), 0.35 (0.014), 0.40 (0.016), 
0.45 (0.018), 0.50 (0.020), 0.55 (0.022), 0.60 (0.024), 
0.65 (0.026), 0.70 (0.028),
[0.20 (0.008), G type only]
[0.75 (0.030), 0.80 (0.031), H type only]

Drive and differential

Final gear Type Helical gear
Reduction ratio 4.105:1

Side bearing preload 1.4—2.0 N m (14—20 cm-kg, 12—17 in-lb)

Bearing preload adjust shim mm (in)

0.1 (0.004), 0.20 (0.008), 0.25 (0.010), 0.30 (0.012), 
0.35 (0.014), 0.40 (0.016), 0.45 (0.018), 0.50 (0.020), 
0.55 (0.022), 0.60 (0.024), 0.65 (0.026), 0.70 (0.027), 
0.75 (0.030), 0.80 (0.031), 0.85 (0.034), 0.90 (0.035), 
0.95 (0.037), 1.00 (0.039), 1.05 (0.041), 1.10 (0.043), 
1.15 (0.045), 1.20 (0.047)
[0.12 (0.005), 0.14 (0.006), 0.16 (0.006),H type only]

Backlash of side gear and pinion gear mm (in) 0—0.1 (0.004)
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TECHNICAL DATA TD
K. AUTOMATIC TRANSAXLE

- --------- -—---------------- —_____ Engine
Item ' ' — --------------- ------- Non-Turbo Turbo
Model EC-AT (G4A-EL)

Gear ratio

1st 2.800
2nd 1.540
3rd 1.000
4th (OD) 0.700
Reverse 2.333

Oil capacity liters (US qt, Imp qt) 6.8 (7.2, 6.0)
Fluid type ATF Dexron I  or M 1
Fluid level with the engine idling in “ P” In the 65°C range on the gauge
Stall speed

After brake-in “ D” , “ S” , "L ” rpm 2,120-2,420 2,550-2,850
“ R” rpm 2,080-2,380 2,500-2,800

Time lag
“ N” -*■ “ D” sec 0.5-1.0
“ N” -> “ R” sec 0.5-1.0
Line pressure

“ D", “ S” , “ L"
Idle kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 353-432 (3.6—4.4, 51-63)
Stall kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 873-1,040 (8.9-10.6, 127-151)

"R” Idle kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 598-942 (6.1-9.6, 87-137)
Stall kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 1,688-2,011 (17.0-20.5, 242-292)

Throttle pressure

"D” Idle kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 39-88 (0.4—0.9, 6-13)
Stall kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 471-589 (4.8—6.0, 68-85)

Shift Point

Range
Mode

Throttle condition 
(Throttle sensor voltage) Shift Drum speed rpm Vehicle speed km/h (mph)

Non-Turbo Turbo Non-Turbo Turbo

Po
we

r

“D”

Fully opened 
(4.3 volt)

D1->D2 5,000-5,500 4,900-5,500 54-56 (33-35) 53-59 (33-37)
D2-»D3 5,300-5,700 5,100-5,500 105—113 (65—70) 100-108 (62-67)
D3-*OD 5,400-5,700 5,450-5,800 165-175 (102-109)

Half throttle 
(1.6 2.2 volt)

D1-+D2 3,500-4,050 3,550—4,150 38-44 (24-27)
D2->D3 3,750-4,250 3,850—4,350 75-85 (47-53)

Lock-up ON (D3) 2,350—2,700 2,400—2,750 73—83 (45—51)
D3^0D 3,600—4,250 3,650—4,300 110—130 (68—81)

Lock-up ON (0D) 2,500—3,000 2,800—3,000 110—130 (68—81)
Lock-up OFF (OD) 2,400—2,850 2,400-2,900 104—124 (64—77)

OD->D3 1,950-2,450 1,800-2,300 85—107 (53—66) 77-99 (48-61)
Lock-up OFF (D3) 2,300—2,600 2,350—2,700 71-81 (44—50)

D3-»D2 1,750-2,300 1,700-2,100 54—70 (33—43) 51-63 (32-39)

Kick-down

OD-»D3 3,500—3,700 3,550—3,800 153-163 (95-101)
OD-+D2 2,150-2,350 2,150-2,300 94-102 (58-63) 92-100 (57—62)
OD-*Di 950-1,100 1,000—1,150 42-48 (26-30) 44-50 (27-31)
D3-+D2 3,050-3,350 3,050-3,300 94-102 (40-63) 92-100 (57-62)
D3-+D1 1,350-1,550 1,450-1,650 42—48 (26—30) 44-50 (27—31)
D2-+D1 2,200-2,400 2,250-2,550 42—48 (26—30) 44-50 (27—31)

I E
co

no
my

 I

Fully opened 
(4.3 volt)

D1-+D2 4,900-5,450 4,750-5,300 54-60 (33-37) 51-57 (32-35)
D2-+D3 5,100-5,500 4,900—5,300 102-110 (63—68) 96-104 (60-64)
D3-»OD 5,400-5,700 5,450-5,800 165-175 (102-109)
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TO TECHNICAL DATA

Range Throttle condition Shift Drum speed rpm Vehicle speed km/h (mph)
lode (Throttle sensor voltage) Non-Turbo Turbo Non-Turbo Turbo

Di ->D2 2,800-3,350 3,200-3,850 31-37 (19-23)
D2-*D3 3,000-3,400 3,450-3,900 60-68 (37-42)

Lock-up ON (D3) 1,900-2,150 1,950-2,200 59-67 (36-41)

Half throttle 
(1.6—2.2 volt)

D3->-OD 2,900—3,450 3,350—4,000 89-107 (55-66)
Lock-up ON (OD) 2,050-2,500 2,400-2,850 91-109 (56-68)
Lock-up OFF (OD) 1,950-2,350 2,250—2,700 85-103 (53-64)

>
F OD-+D3 1,600-1,950 1,400—1,850 70-86 (43-53) 54-70 (33-43)
oc "D" Lock-up OFF (D3) 1,800—2,000 1,850-2,100 56-64 (35-40)
(Jo D3->D2 1,200—1,550 1,250-1,550 38—48 (24—30) 34-42 (21-26)

OD-+D3 3,500—3,700 3,550-3,800 153—163 (95—101)
OD-+D2 2,050--2,250 90-98 (56-61) 89-97 (55-60)

Kick-down OD->Di 950—1,100 1,000—1,150 42-48 (26-30) 44-50 (27—31)
D3->'D2 2,950--3,200 90-98 (56-61) 89-97 (55-60)
D3->Di 1,350-1,550 1,450—1,650 42—48 (26—30) 44-50 (27-31)
D2-*Di 2,100—2,400 2,250-2,550 42-48 (26-30) 44-50 (27-31)
Si -»S2 5,000-5,500 4,900-5,500 54-60 (33-37) 53-59 (33-37)

Fully opened 
(4.3 volt)

S2->S3 5,300—5,700 5,100—5,500 105—113 (65—70) 100—108 (62-67)
S4~>S3 3,750-4,000 3,850—4,050 165-175 (102-109)
S3-*S2 3,050-3,350 3,050-3,300 94-102 (40-63) 92-100 (57-62)

“S” S2^S1 2,200—2,400 2,250—2,550 42-48 (26-30) 44-50 (27—31)
S1-+S2 3,500—4,050 3,350-4,150 38-44 (24—27)

Half throttle S2-+S3 3,750—4,250 3,850—4,350 75-85 (47-53)
(1.6-2.2 volt) S4^S3 3,750-4,000 4,350—4,600 165-175 (102-109)

S3-+S2 1,750—2,300 1,700—2,100 54-70 (33-43) 51-63 (32—39)
Fully opened Li —*■ L2 5,000—5,500 4,900—5,500 54-56 (33-35) 53-59 (33-37)

“ I ” (4.3 volt) L2-+L1 2,200—2,400 2,250—2,550 42-48 (26-30) 44-50 (27-31)
Half throttle 
(1.6-2.2 volt) Li —* L2 3,500—4,050 3,350-4,150 38-44 (24-27)

D2->D3 850-1,150 1,000-1,350 17-23(11-14)
O 'D" D3-»D2 250-400 250-500 7-13  (4-8)
_j
O Fully closed 

(0.5 volt)

OD^D3 3,750-4,000 4,350-4,600 165-175 (102-109)
JL "S" S3-»S2 3,600—3,850 4,100—4,400 110-118 (68-73) 108-116 (67-72)

“L" L2->L1 2,150-2,300 2,200-2,500 43-46 (27-29) 43-49 (27-30)

" " ‘ ' ——------ ------- Engine
Item ' ----- —— ------ ---- Non-Turbo Turbo
Torque converter
Stall torque ratio 1,700—1,900 : 1 1,600—1,800 : 1

Bushing diameter mm (in) Standard 53.030 (2.088)
Maximum 53.076 (2.090)

Oil pump
Clearance

Cam ring to oil pump cover mm (in) Standard 0.005-0.020 (0.0002-0.0008)
Maximum 0.080 (0.003)

Rotor to oil pump cover mm (in) Standard 0.005—0.020 (0.0002—0.0008)
Maximum 0.030 (0.0012)

Vane to oil pump cover mm (in) Standard 0.015-0.050 (0.0006-0.0020)
Maximum 0.080 (0.003)

Seal pin to oil pump cover mm (in) Standard 0.005-0.020 (0.0002-0.0008)
Maximum 0.060 (0.002)

Vane to rotor groove mm (in) Standard 0.010-0.045 (0.0004—0.0018)
Maximum 0.065 (0.0026)

Sleeve outer diameter mm (in) Standard 28.00 (1.102)

Rotor bushing in inner diameter mm (in) Standard 28.00 (1.102)
Maximum 28.05 (1.104)
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TECHNICAL DATA TD

Item
Engine Non-Turbo Turbo

Seal pin outer diameter mm (in) Standard 5.00 (0.197)
Minimum 4.90 (0.193)

Guide ring outer diameter mm (in) Standard 57.85 (2.278)
Minimum 57.70 (2.272)

Valve outer diameter mm (in) Standard 12.00 (0.472)
Minimum 11.86 (0.467)

Forward clutch
Number of drive/driven plate 3/3 4/4

Drive plate thickness mm (in) Standard 1.6 (0.063)
Minimum 1.4 (0.055)

Forward clutch clearance mm (in) 1.0-1.2 (0.040-0.047)

Retaining plate sizes mm (in) 5.9 (0.232), 6.1 (0.240), 6.3 (0.248), 
6.5 (0.256), 6.7 (0.264), 8.9 (0.350)

Coasting clutch
Number of drive/driven piates 2/2

Drive plate thickness mm (in) Standard 1.6 (0.063)
Minimum 1.4 (0.055)

Coasting clutch clearance mm (in) 1.0-1.2 (0.040-0.047)

Retaining plate sizes mm (in) 4.6 (0.181), 4.8 (0.189), 5.0 (0.197), 
5.2 (0.205), 5.4 (0.213), 5.6 (0.220)

Return spring free length mm (in) 29.8 (1.173)
Reverse clutch
Number of drive/driven plates 2/2

Drive plate thickness mm (in) Standard 1.6 (0.063)
Minimum 1.4 (0.055)

Reverse clutch clearance mm (in) 2.1—2.4 (0.083-0.094)

Retaining plate sizes mm (in) 6.6 (0.260), 6.8 (0.268), 7.0 (0.276), 
7.2 (0.283), 7.4 (0.291), 7.6 (0.299)

3-4 clutch
Number of drive/driven plates 5/5

Drive plate thickness mm (in) Standard 1.6 (0.063)
Minimum 1.4 (0.055)

3-4 clutch clearance mm (in) 1.3-1.5 (0.051-0.059)

Retaining plate sizes mm (in) 3.8 (0.150), 4.0 (0.157), 4.2 (0.165), 
4.4 (0.173), 4.6 (0.181), 4.8 (0.189)

Return spring free length mm (in) 33.2 (1.307)
Low and reverse brake
Number of drive/driven plates 4/4 5/5

Drive plate thickness mm (in) Standard 1.6 (0.063)
Minimum 1.4 (0.055)

Low and reverse brake clearance mm (in) 2.1-2.4 (0.083-0.094)

Retaining plate sizes mm (in) 6.8 (0.268), 7.0 (0.276), 7.2 (0.283), 
7.4 (0.291), 7.6 (0.299), 7.8 (0.307)

Return spring free length mm (in) 20.5 (0.807)
Sun gear drum bushing mm (in) Maximum 33.425 (1.316)
Small sun gear bushing mm (in) Maximum 24.021 (0.946)
Carrier hub
Clearance between pinion washer and 
planet carrier mm (in) Maximum 0.2-0.7 (0.008-0.028)

Servo
Free length of return spring mm (in) Standard 43.25 (1.703) 42.0 (1.654)
2-3 accumulator valve
2-3 accumulator valve spring mm (in) Standard 85.0 (3.346)
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TD TECHNICAL DATA

Control waive springs

Spring name Outer dia. mm (in) Free length mm (in) Wire dia. mm (in) Spring color

1-2 accumulator small spring Non-Turbo 14.4 (0.567) 86.0 (3.986) 1.8(0.071) —
Turbo 14.4 (0.567) 73.8 (2.906) 2.0 (0.079) Gray

1-2 accumulator large spring 20.0 (0.787) 97.1 (3.823) 2.3 (0.091) Gray
Bypass, servo control spring 4.9 (0.193) 27.6 (1.087) 0.55 (0.022) Yellow
2-3 timing spring 8.3 (0.327) 26.5 (1.043) 0.8 (0.031) _

N/R accumulator rear spring 11.1 (0.437) 62.0 (2.441) 1.2 (0.047) Light green
N/D accumulator front 9.8 (0.386) 68.0 (2.677) 1.1 (0.043) Orange
Coasting bypass spring 5.8 (0.228) 37.7 (1.484) 0.6 (0.024) Dark blue
3-2 timing spring 8.2 (0.323) 28.6 (1.126) 0.8 (0.031) Red
3-2 capacity spring 5.4 (0.213) 30.6 (1.205) 0.5 (0.020) White
Throttle relief ball spring 6.6 (0.260) 21.6 (0.850) 0.8 (0.031) _

Pressure modifier spring 8.3 (0.327) 26.5 (1.043) 0.8 (0.031) —
Low reducing spring 8.7 (0.343) 38.3 (1.508) 0.9 (0.035) Black
1-2 shift spring 8.7 (0.343) 41.3 (1.626) 1.0 (0.039) Yellow
2-3, 3-4 shift spring 7.4 (0.291) 36.6 (1.441) 0.8 (0.031) Gray
Throttle backup spring 9.65 (0.380) 26.9 (1.059) 0.55 (0.022) Red
Throttle modulator spring 6.3 (0.248) 47.9 (1.886) 0.8 (0.031) —

Throttle assist spring 5.15 (0.203) 32.3 (1.272) 0.55 (0.022) Dark green
Throttle spring 5.4 (0.213) 47.2 (1.858) 0.8 (0.031) Pink
Converter relief ball spring 6.9 (0.272) 24.1 (0.949) 0.9 (0.035) Maroon
Orifice check valve spring 5.0 (0.197) 12.5 (0.492) 0.23 (0.009) —

Pressure regulator spring 11.5 (0.453) 26.5 (1.043) 1.0 (0.039) Maroon
Lock-up control spring 5.0 (0.197) 35.2 (1.386) 0.6 (0.024) Purple

Item
Engine Non-Turbo Turbo

Gear assembly
Total end play mm (in) 0.25-0.50 (0.010-0.020)

End play adjust race mm (in) 1.2 (0.047), 1.4 (0.055), 1.6 (0.063), 
1.8 (0.071), 2.0 (0.079), 2.2 (0.087)

Idle gear bearing preload N-m (cm-kg, in-lb) 0.03—0.9 (0.3--9.0, 0.26-7.8)

Preload adjust shims mm (in) 0.10 (0.004), 0.12 (0.005), 0.14 (0.006), 
0.16 (0.0063) 0.18 (0.007), 0.20 (0.008)

Output gear bearing preload kg (cm-kg, in-lb) 0.03—0.9 (0.3--9.0, 0.26-7.8)

Preload adjust shims mm (in) 0.10 (0.004), 0.12 (0.005), 0.14 (0.006) 0.16 (0.0063), 
0.18 (0.007), 0.20 (0.008) 0.50 (0.020)

Drive and differential

Final gear Type Helical gear
Reduction ratio 3.700 : 1

Side bearing preload N-m (cm-kg, in-lb) 2.9—3.9 (30--40, 26—35)

Preload adjust shims mm (in)
0.10 (0.004), 0.12 (0.005), 0.14 (0.006) 
0.16 (0.0063), 0.18 (0.007), 0.20 (0.008) 
0.50 (0.020), 0.70 (0.028), 1.00 (0.039)

Backlash of side gear and pinion mm (in) Standard 0.025-0.1 (0.001-0.004)
Maximum 0.5 (0.020)

Torque converter distance "A ' (Refer to page K-145) mm (in) 20.6 (0.81)
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TECHNICAL DATA TD
I. FRONT AND REAR AXLE

~~------- — --------- Inside joint type Ball joint Tripod joint
Stem ’ ~~ Non-Turbo Turbo Non-Turbo Turbo
Driveshaft
Joint type Outside Ball joint Ball joint
Shaft length mm (in) 363.0 (14.29) 363.0 (14.29) 355.5 (14.00) 348.3 (13.71)
Shaft diameter mm (in) 24 (0.94) 24 (0.94) 24 (0.94) 26 (1.02)
Front axle
Wheel bearing end play mm (in) Maximum 0.2 (0.0079)
Rear axle
Wheel bearing end play mm (in) Maximum 0.2 (0.0079)

N. STEERING SYSTEM

Item Specifications

Steering wheel
Outer diameter mm (in) 380 (15.0)
Turns lock to lock ESPS: 3.0 ECPS: 2.9

Steering shaft and joints
Shaft type Collapsible
Joint type Cross joints (2)
Tilt stroke mm (in) 40 (1.6)

Front steering gear Type Rack and pinion
Gear ratio oo (infinite)

Power steering fluid Capacity liter (US qt, Imp qt) ESPS: 0.9 (0.95, 0.79) ECPS: 1.0 (1.06, 0.88)
Type Dexron®! or M -l



TD TECHNICAL DATA

P. BRAKING SYSTEM

Item Specifications
Height (With carpet) mm (in) 171-181 (6.73-7.13)

Brake Free play mm (in) 4 -7  (0.16-0.28)
pedal Reserve travel mm (in) 95 (3.74) min.

(Clearance when pedal is depressed at 589 N (60 kg, 132 lb))

Master
cylinder

Type Tandem
Bore diameter mm (in) 22.22 (0.875)
Fluid type FMVSS116 : DOT-3, SAE : J1703
Type Disc (ventilated)

Thickness of pad mm (in) Standard 10.0 (0.39)

Front disc 
brake

Minimum 2.0 (0.08)
Thickness of disc plate Standard 24.0 (0.94)

mm (in) Minimum 22.0 (0.87)
Disc plate runout mm (in) Maximum 0.1 (0.004)
Cylinder bore mm (in) 53.97 (2.125)
Type Leading-trailing
Clearance between shoe and drum Self-adjusting

Rear drum 
brake

Thickness of lining mm (in) Standard 4.5 (0.18)
Minimum 1.0 (0.04)

Inner diameter of drum Standard 228.6 (9.00)
mm (in) Maximum 230.1 (9.06)

Cylinder bore mm (in) 17.46 (0.687)
Type Disc (solid)

Thickness of pad mm (in) Standard 8.0 (0.31)

Rear disc 
brake

Minimum 1.0 (0.04)
Thickness of disc plate Standard 10.0 (0.39)

mm (in) Minimum 8.0 (0.31)
Disc plate runout mm (in) Maximum 0.1 (0.004)
Cylinder bore mm (in) 30.2 (1.19)

Parking
brake

Type Center lever
Lever notches
(Pulled at 98N (10 kg, 22 lb)) 5 -7

Diameter mm (in) 238 (9.37)

Power

Clearance between master cylinder 
piston and push rod mm (in)

When vacuum applied to the unit is approx. 
500 mmHg (19.7 inHg)

0.1—0.4mm (0.004—0.016 in)
brake unit

Fluid pressure per treading force
kPa (kg/cm2, psi)/N (kg, lb)

1,177 (12, 171 )/196 (20, 44)
at 0 mmHg (0 inHg) min. 

7,063 (72, 1,023)/196 (20, 44)
at 500 mmHg (19.7 inHg) min.

Rear wheel hy Type Proportioning valve
draulic control 
device (system) Switching point kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 2,943 (30, 427)



TECHNICAL DATA TD
Q. WHEEL AND TIRE

Type Standard
Temporary spareItem Non-turbo Turbo

Size 14x5 1/2JJ 
15 x 6JJ 15 x 6JJ 15 x 4T

Wheels Offset mm (in) 42 (1.65) 53 (2.09)
Diameter of pitch circle mm (in) 114.3(4.5)
Material Steel or aluminum alloy Steel

Tires
Size

P185/70R14 
P195/60HR15 
P195/60R15 87H 
P195/60VR15

P195/60HR15 
P195/60VR15 
P195/60R15 87H 
P205/60VR15

T125/70D15

Air pressure Front 216 (2.2, 32) 412 (4.2, 60)kPa (kgf/cm2, psi) Rear 177 (1.8, 26)

Wheel and 
tire

Runout limit mm (in) Horizontal Steel wheel : 2.5 (0.098), aluminum alloy wheel : 2.0 (0.079)
Vertical 2.0 (0.079)

Max. unbalance 9 (oz) 14 inch-wheel : 10 (0.35) 15 inch-wheel : 9 (0.32)

R. SUSPENSION

'— -------—■— _ Engine
Item ~~~~— ------— _____ Non-turbo Turbo
Suspension type Strut

Shock absorber Standard suspension Oil type
Auto adjusting suspension Low-pressure gas sealed type

Coil spring Type Front Straight wound
Rear Taper wound

Dimension Refer to R-4, 5 for spring specifications and applications

Stabilizer

Type Torsion bar

Diameter 
mm (in)

MX-6 Front 20 (0.79) 24.2 (0.95)
Rear 16 (0.63)

Sedan Front 17.5 (0.69)/20 (0.79)
—Rear 14 (0.55)

Touring
sedan

Front 17.5 (0.69) 24.2 (0.95)
Rear 14 (0.55) 16 (0.63)

Maximum steering angle Inner 36°00’ ± 2° 34°00' ± 2°....TURBO EC-AT
Outer 31 °00’ ± 2° 29°00' ± 2°....TURBO EC-AT

Wheel alignment 
(*2 Unladen)

Front

Total
toe-in

mm (in) 0 ± 3 (0 ± 0.12)
degree o o H- 00

Camber angle 0°17' ± 45’
Caster angle 1 °41 ’ ± 45'
Kingpin angle 12°47’

Rear
Total
toe-in

mm (in) 3 ± 3 (0.12 ± 0.12)
degree 18’ ± 18’

Camber angle -0°30’ ± 45’
*1 Rear stabilizer is optional with 2WS Non-turbo.
*2 Fuel tank full; radiator coolant and engine oil at specified level, and spare tire, jack, and tools in designated position
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TD TECHNICAL DATA

Coil Spring Specifications

Item Wire diameter 
mm (in)

• Coil outer 
diameter mm (in)

Free length 
mm (in) Coil number Identification mark color

*2 A

Front

A 13.1 (0.52) 175.5 (6.91) 372.5 (14.67) 3.72 Brown —

B 13.3 (0.52) 175.5 (6.91) 365.5 (14.39) 3.67 Purple —

C 13.6 (0.54) 175.5 (6.91) 350.5 (13.80) 3.57 Gray —

D 13.7 (0.54) 175.5 (6.91) 358.0 (14.09) 3.68 Blue —

E 14.2 (0.56) 175.9 (6.93) 340.0 (13.39) 3.55 Red —

F 14.0 (0.55) 175.5 (6.91) 297.5 (11.71) 3.04 Brown Yellow
G 14.2 (0.56) 175.5 (6.91) 305.5 (12.03) 3.23 Purple Yellow
H 14.3 (0.56) 175.5 (6.91) 287.5 (11.32) 2.85 White Orange
I 14.4 (0.57) 175.5 (6.91) 292.5 (11.52) 2.94 Yellow Orange

Rear

J 11.9 (0.47) 129.1-173.1 (5.08-6.81) 323.5 (12.74) 4.08 Brown —

K 12.1 (0.48) 129.5-173.5 (5.10-6.83) 327.0 (12.87) 4.20 Blue —

L 12.2 (0.48) 127.7-171.7 (5.03-6.76) 332.0 (13.07) 4.37 Green —

M 12.4 (0.49) 128.1-172.1 (5.04-6.78) 336.5 (13.25) 4.50 Red —

N 12.6 (0.50) 128.5-172.5 (5.06-6.79) 340.0 (13.39) 4.62 Pink —

0 12.9 (0.51) 129.1-173.1 (5.08-6.81) 281.5 (11.08) 4.09 Cream Yellow
P 12.9 (0.51) 129.1-173.1 (5.08-6.81) 290.0 (11.42) 4.09 Light green Yellow
Q 12.9 (0.51) 129.1-173.1 (5.08-6.81) 298.5 (11.75) 4.09 Light blue Yellow
R 12.3 (0.48) 129.1-173.1 (5.08-6.81) 287.0 (11.30) 3.51 White Orange
S 12.3 (0.48) 129.1-173.1 (5.08-6.81) 295.0 (11.61) 3.51 Yellow Orange
T 12.9 (0.51) 129.1-173.1 (5.08-6.81) 273.0 (10.75) 4.09 Brown Orange

* 1 Main identification mark color: indicated on second coil from bottom 
*2 Auxiliary identification mark color: indicated on third coil from bottom
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T O TECHNICAL DATA

U. HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

item Specifications

Refrigeration pressure Low kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 196-294 (2-3, 28-43)
High kPa (kg/cm2, psi) 1373-1570 (14.0-16.0, 199-228)

Refrigerant amount g (oz) 900 (31.8)
Magnetic clutch clearance mm (in) 0.4—0.7 (0.016-0.028)

STANDARD BOLT AMD NUT TIGHTENING TORQUE

Diameter 
mm (in)

Pitch 
mm (in)

4T 61 8T
N-m m-kg ft-lb N-m m-kg ft-lb N-m m-kg ft-lb

6 (0.236) 1 (0.039)

CMCDIC\J 0.43-0.63 3.1—4.6 6.9—9.8 0.7-1.0 5.0—7.2 7.8-11.8 0.8-1.2 5.8—8.8
8 (0.315) 1.25 (0.049) 9.8—14.7 1.0-1.5 7.2-10.8 16-23 1.6-2.3 12-17 18-26 1.8-2.7 13-20
10 (0.394) 1.25 (0.049) 20-28 2.0—2.9 14—21 31-46 3.2—4.7 23-34 36-54 3.7—5.5 27-40
12 (0.472) 1.5 (0.059) 34-50 3.5—5.1 25-37 55-80 5.6—8.2 41-59 63-93 6.4—9.5 46-69
14 (0.551) 1.5 (0.059) — — — 75-103 7.7-10.5 56-76 102-137 10—14 75-101
16 (0.630) 1.5 (0.059) — — — 116-157 12—16 85-116 156-211 16-22 115-156
18 (0.709) 1.5 (0.059) — — — 167-225 17-23 123-166 221-299 23-31 163-221
20 (0.787) 1.5 (0.059) — — — 231-314 24-32 171—231 308-417 31-43 227-307
22 (0.866) 1.5 (0.059) — — — 314-423 32-43 231—312 417-564 43-58 307-416
24 (0.945) 1.5 (0.059) — — — 475-546 41-56 298-403 536-726 55-74 396-536
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HEATER AND 
AIR CONDITIONER SYSTEMS

INDEX..............................................................U - 2
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u INDEX

INDEX
AIR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

®

TEMPERATURE REC-FRESH
BLEND CONTROL LEVER SELECTOR LEVER A/C SWITCH

AIRFLOW MODE 
CONTROL SWITCH

BLOWER FAN 
SWITCH

ECO SWITCH

AIRFLOW MODE REC-FRESH A/C ECO 
.CONTROL SWITCH SELECTOR SWITCH SWITCH SWITCH

CZD CUD d )  CZD C-3 C—I C_3 )
C 33C =3C 3C JO aO 00E

TEMPERATURE 
BLEND CONTROL LEVER

BLOWER FAN 
SWITCH

1. Blower unit
Removal..........page U-32
Installation.......page U-32

Disassembly /
Assembly......page U-32

2. Blower fan motor 
(in blower unit case)

Inspection.......page U-32
Removal..........page U-33
Installation.......page U-33

3. Resistor assembly 
(in blower unit case)

Inspection.......page U-33
Removal..........page U-33
Installation.......page U-33

4. REC-FRESH selector 
door actuator

Inspection.......page U-33
Removal..........page U-34
Installation.......page U-34

5. Heater unit
Removal..........page U-35

Disassembly /
Assembly......page U-35

Installation.......page U-35
6. Heater core

(in heater unit case)
Inspection.......page U-35

7. Temperature blend door 
actuator

Inspection.......page U-36

06U0UX-002

8. Airflow mode control 
door actuator

Inspection.......page U-36
9. Control switch panel 

(wire type)
Removal..........page U-29
Inspection.......page U-30
Installation.......page U-31

Control wire adjustment
....................  page U-30

10. Control switch panel 
(logic type)

Removal..........page U-24
Installation.......page U-24
Inspection.......page U-24

U-2



INDEX y

REFRIGERATION SYSTEM

NON-TURBO MTX

EXCEPT NON-TURBO MTX

1. Compressor
Preparation.....page U-45

On-vehicle inspection
....................  page U-45

Removal..........page U-46
Disassembly....page U-46
Assembly........page U-50
Installation.......page U-54

2. Condenser
Removal..........page U-54
Installation.......page U-55
Inspection.......page U-55

3. Condenser fan
On-vehicle inspection

....................  page U-56
Removal..........page U-56
Installation.......page U-57

4. Receiver-drier
On-vehicle inspection

....................  page U-57
Removal..........page U-57
Installation.......page U-57

5. Cooling unit
On-vehicle inspection

....................  page U-37
Removal..........page U-37

Disassembly I
Assembly......page U-38

Installation.......page U-38
6. Evaporator

(in cooling unit case)
Inspection.......page U-57

06U0UX-003

7. Thermoswitch 
(on cooling unit case)

Inspection.......page U-39
High-pressure pipe 
Low-pressure pipe 
Service valve

Manifold gauge installation
....................  page U-40

Discharging....page U-42
Evacuating......page U-42
Charging.........page U-43

Sight glass
(in high pressure pipe) 

Refrigerant charge 
checking.......page U-40

8 .

9.
10.

11 .
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u TROUBLESHOOTING

TROUBLESHOOTING

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
Air Distribution System

Problem Possible cause Remedy Reference page

Insufficient air • Obstruction in inlet ot blower unit
• Clogged evaporator
• Air leakage

Remove obstruction 
Clean evaporator 
Check for leakage at 
both sides of cooling unit

U-57

O utlet air mode 
cannot be 
changed

® Mode control wire is loose (wire control) 
® Open or loose connection (logic control)

Readjust wires 
Repair or reconnect

U-30
U-24

Temperature 
control cannot be 
done

• Temperature control wire is loose (wire control) 
® Open or loose connection (logic control)
• Trouble in refrigeration system

Readjust wires 
Repair or reconnect 
Refer to below items

U-30
U-24

Blower does not 
operate

• Open or loose, connection in circuit
• Main fuse (40 A) is burned out

® Defective blower motor relay or IG relay
• Defective blower switch in switch.panel
• Open circuit in blower motor
® Open circuit in resistor assembly

Repair or reconnect
Check if short circuit is
made, then replace fuse
Replace
Replace
Replace
Replace

U-10

06U0UX-004

Additional Condenser Fan Control

Problem Possible cause Remedy Reference page
Additional • Open or loose connection in system Repair
cooling fan does ® Open circuit in condenser fan motor Replace
not run ® Defective condenser fan relays Replace U-16

• Defective water thermoswitch Replace
Condenser fan • Defective condenser fan relay Replace U-56
remains ON

06U0UX-005
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TROUBLESHOOTING U
Refrigeration System

Problem Possible cause Remedy Reference page

Compressor runs 
inconsistantly

• Compressor drive belt loose
• Clutch face dirty with oil
• Excessive gap between the drive plate and pulley

Readjust
Clean or replace clutch 
Readjust gap

U-54

U-53
Compressor does 
not run

• Open or loose connection in circuit
• Defective A/C relay
• Open or short circuit in magnetic clutch
• Excessive gap between drive plate and pulley
• Defective thermoswitch
• Defective refrigerant pressure switch
• Defective engine control devices

Repair or reconnect
Replace
Replace
Readjust gap
Replace
Replace
Replace

U-13

Insufficient
cooling

• Internal malfunction of compressor
• Faulty contact of sensing bulb of expansion valve
• Faulty insulation of sensing bulb of expansion valve
• Expansion valve stuck open
• Insufficient refrigerant
• Receiver-drier clogged
• Expansion valve clogged
• Frosted piping
• Poor cooling of condenser
• Defective condenser fan control circuit

• Too much refrigerant

• Air in the system

Repair or replace 
Repair or replace 
Repair or replace 
Replace
Charge refrigerant
Replace
Replace
Clean or replace 
Check and clean 
Refer to above item 
(Condenser fan does not 
run)
Discharge excess 
refrigerant
Evacuate and charge 
system

U - 1 8
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u TROUBLESHOOTING

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
Z WIRING DIAGRAM
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
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Symptom: Blower Motor Does Not Operate.

Normal operation of blower motor
Blower motor speed is controlled by the blower switch in the switch panel and by a resistor assembly in 
the blower unit.
When the blower switch is in the OFF position, the motor ground circuit is open and the blower motor does 
not operate. When the switch is in the first (Low) position, current flow from the blower motor is restricted 
by the three resistors in the resistor assembly, and the blower motor turns at low speed.
Changing the blower switch to the second (Mid), third (High), or fourth (Super-high) position causes the cir
cuit resistance to decrease, and the blower motor speed becomes correspondingly faster.

06U0UX-007

FUSE BOX

ii i i i n n
>

& f(POWER I f  (FOG) UHAZARD] 
O [ m a WNDjII 1SA |[ ISA |

S  f  TAB. ) f  METER ] ( TURN ]

SL«s_JL«* Ji ,8A J
lenrHCsr I

10A
% f(REAH I f  WIPED 1 18UN ROOFj 

llSAW IPSBjl aw  ) [  ISA ]

V

ENGINE 15A

MAIN FUSE BLOCK

HEATER 40A

Step 1
1. Check the following fuses.

Fuse Amperage Location
HEATER 40A In main fuse block
ENGINE 15A In fuse box

2. If the fuses are OK, go to Step 2.
3. If a fuse is burned, check for a short circuit in the harness 

before replacing it.

06U0UX-008
Step 2
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Measure the voltage at the terminal-wires of the blower motor 

relay connector.

Wire Voltage Action

(L)
OV Repair wire harness

(Fuse box—Blower motor relay)
12V Next, check wire (B/W)

(B/W)
OV Repair wire harness

(Main fuse block—Blower motor
relay)

12V Next, check wire (B/R)

(B/R)
OV Next, check wire (L/R)
12V Repair wire harness

(Blower motor relay—Body ground)

(L/R) OV Repair blower relay
12V Go to Step 3

U-10
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06U0UX-010

r >

w

(L/R) (L)

( M l f
(L/W ) (L/Y)

Gf)
(L/B)

06U0UX-011

Step 3
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Measure the voltage at the terminal-wire of the blower mo

tor connector.

Wire Voltage Action

(L/R)
OV Repair wire harness.

(Blower motor relay—Blower motor)
12V Go to Step 4

Step 4
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Measure the voltage at the terminal-wires of the resistor as

sembly.

Wire Voltage Action

(L/B) 12V Next, check wire (L/Y)
OV Replace blower motor

(L/Y) 12V Next, check wire (L)
OV Replace resistor assembly

(L)
12V Next, check wire (L/R)
OV Replace resistor assembly

(L/R) 12V Next, check wire (L/W)
OV Replace resistor assembly

(L/W) 12 V Go to Step 5
OV Replace resistor assembly

(WIRE CONTROL TYPE)

.............. ... i — i i HczdgSjbc3aoofl3QooD=:r.=cz! ° ,__,! rrn
g jjjL  s j  s  * OFF 1_g_ 3  4 | j ----1

(B)
_____r e ? i / J

¥

06U0UX-012

Step 5
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Turn the blower switch to the fourth position.
3. Measure the voltage at terminal-wire (B) of the blower switch 

connector.

Wire Voltage Action

(S)
OV Go to Step 6
12V Repair wire harness 

(Blower switch—Body ground)

U—11
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(WIRE CONTROL TYPE)

(L/W) (L)

.\ T~"

- L
(L/R) (L/Y)

06U0UX-013

Step 6
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Measure the voltage at the terminal-wires of the blower 

switch connector.

Wire Voltage Action

(L/Y)
OV Repair wire harness

(Resistor assembly—Blower switch)
12V Next, check wire (L)

(L)
OV Repair wire harness

(Resistor assembly—Blower switch)
12V Next, check wire (L/R)

(L/R)
OV Repair wire harness

(Resistor assembly—Blower switch)
12V Next, check wire (L/W)

(L/W)
OV Repair wire harness

(Resistor assembly—Blower switch)
12V Replace blower switch

U-12
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Symptom: Magnetic Clutch Does Not Operate.

Note
• If the blower fan motor also does not operate, see “Blower motor does not operate” ; page

U-10.

Normal operation of magnetic clutch
The magnetic clutch is supplied with battery voltage as shown:
1. A/C and blower switches are turned ON.
2. ECU receives signal that A/C and blower switches are ON and creates ground circuit.
3. A/C relay is magnetized and contact is closed.
4. Battery voltage is applied to magnetic clutch and clutch locks.

Note
• The ECU also controls the additional fan and magnetic clutch operation depending on engine 

load. (Refer to Section F.)
06U0UX-014

FUSE BOX

J—l

f ( R E A R U  WIPER llS U N R O O fi 
[lSAWIPER)j [  20A J {  15A ]

M AIN FUSE BLOCK

W IPER 20A AIR COND 20A

Step 1
1. Check the following fuses.

Fuse Amperage Location
WIPER 20A In fuse box

AIR COND 20A In main fuse block

2. If the fuses are OK, go to Step 2.
3. If a fuse is burned, check for a short circuit in the harness 

before replacing it.

06U0UX-015
Step 2
1. Run the engine at idle.
2. Turn the A/C switch and blower switch ON.
3. Measure the voltage at terminal-wire of the magnetic clutch 

connector.

Model Wire Voltage Action
Non-Turbo 
with MTX (Y/W) 12V Go to Step 3

OV Go to Step 4

Others (B/G) 12V Go to Step 3
OV Go to Step 4

06U0UX-016
Step 3
1. Disconnect the magnetic clutch connector.
2. Check for continuity between the magnetic clutch connec

tor and a body ground.

Note
• Set the ohmmeter to x1,000 range.

3. If there is no continuity, replace the magnetic clutch.
4. If there is continuity, adjust the magnetic clutch clearance 

or check the compressor for internal trouble.

U -1 3
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16U0UX-001

Step 4
1. Start the engine.
2. Turn the A/C switch and blower switch ON.
3. Measure the voltage at the following terminal-wires of the 

A/C relay connector.

(Non-Turbo with MTX)

Wire Voltage Action

(G/B) 12V Go to Step 5
OV Next, check wire (G/W)

(B/R)
12V Next, check wire (L)
OV Repair wire (B/R)

(AIR COND 20A fuse-A/C relay)

(L)
12V Next, check wire (L/B)
OV Repair wire (L)

(WIPER 20A fuse—A/C relay)

(L/B) 12V Check ECU terminal voltage
OV Replace A/C relay

(Except Non-Turbo with MTX)

Wire Voltage Action

(G)
12V Go to Step 5
OV Next, check wire (G/R)

(G/R)
12V Next, check wire (L)
OV Repair wire (G/R)

(AIR COND 20A fuse-A/C relay)

(L)

12V Next, Check wire (L/B)
OV Repair wire (L)

(WIPER 20A fuse-A/C relay)

(L/B) 12V Check ECU terminal voltage
OV Replace A/C relay

Step 5
1. Measure the voltage at the following terminal-wires of the 

refrigerant pressure switch No.1 connector.

(Non-Turbo with MTX)

Wire Voltage Action

(G/B)
12V Next, check wire (Y/W)
OV Repair wire (G/B)

(A/C relay—Refrigerant pressure 
switch No.1)

(Y/W)
12V Repair wire (Y/W)

(Refrigerant pressure switch—Magnet 
clutch No.1)

OV Go to Step 6

(Except Non-Turbo with MTX)

Wire Voltage Action

(G)
12 V Next, check wire (G/B)
OV Repair wire (G)

(A/C relay—Refrigerant pressure 
switch No.1)

(G/B)

12 V Repair wire (G/B)
(Refrigerant pressure switch No.1 
—Magnet clutch)

OV Go to Step 6
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Step 6
1. Measure the refrigerant pressure. (Refer to page U-37)

Normal pressure 
Low-pressure side: 196—294 kPa 
(2.0—3.0 kg/cm2, 28—43 psi)

High-pressure side: 1,373—1,570 kPa 
(14.0—16.0 kg/cm2, 199—228 psi)

2. If not as specified, check the refrigerant system by refer
ring to the troubleshooting information on page U-18.

3. If correct, replace the refrigerant pressure switch.

U—15
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Symptom: Additional (Condenser) Fan Does Not Operate.

Note
® If the magnetic clutch also does not operate, see “ Magnetic ciutch does not operate” ; page 

U—13

Normal Operation of Additional Fan
The additional fan is supplied with battery voltage as shown:
1. A/C and blower switches are turned ON.
2. ECU receives signal that A/C and blower switches are ON and creates ground circuit.
3. A/C relay is magnetized and contact is closed.
4. Additional fan relay is magnetized and contact is closed, (except Non-Turbo with MTX)
5. Battery voltage is applied to additional fan and fan operates.

Note
® The ECU also controls the additional fan and magnetic clutch operation depending on engine 

load. (Refer to Section F)

06U0UX-021

(Non-Turbo with MTX)
Remedy
1. Measure the voltage at the terminal-wires of the additional 

fan connector.

Wire Voltage Action

(G/B)
12 V Next, check wire (B)
OV Repair wire (G/B)

(A/C relay—Additional fan)

(B)
12V Repair wire (B)

(Additional fan—Body ground)
OV Replace additional fan

06U0UX-022

(Except Non-Turbo with MTX)
Step 1
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Turn the A/C switch and blower switch ON.
3. Measure the voltage at the terminal-wires of the additional 

fan connector.

Wire Voltage Action

(Y/W) 12V Next, check wire (B)
OV Go to Step 2

(B)
12V Repair wire (B)

(Additional fan—Body ground)
OV Replace additional fan

U—16
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Step 2
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Turn the A/C switch and blower switch ON.
3. Ground terminal-wire (MTX; L/G, ATX; G/W) at pressure 

switch No.2.

Additional fan 
operates Action

No Go to step 3

Yes Check (B) wire of pressure switch No.2 for 
open circuit to ground

06U0UX-024
Step 3
1. Turn the ignition switch ON.
2. Turn the A/C switch and blower switch ON.
3. Measure the voltage at the terminal-wire of the additional 

fan relay connector.

Wire Voltage Action

(L)
12V Next, check wire (L/G or G/W)
OV Repair wire (L) (WIPER 20A fuse— 

Additional fan relay)

(MTX; L/G) 
(ATX; G/W)

12V Repair wire (L/G or G/W) (Additional 
fan relay—pressure switch No.2)

OV Next, check wire (G)

(G)
12V Next, check wire (Y/W)
OV Repair wire (G)

(A/C relay—Additional fan relay)

(Y/W)
12V Repair wire (Y/W)

(Additional fan relay—Additional fan)
OV Replace additional fan relay

U—17
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Symptom: Insufficient cooling. 
No cooling. 
Intermittent cooling.

06U0UX-026

Step 1 Checking refrigerant charge
1. Run the engine at a fast idle.
2. Operate the air conditioner at maximum cooling for a few 

minutes.
3. Observe the sight glass to determine the amount of refriger

ant and the related action as shown below.

05U0UX-02Q

Item Symptom Amount of refrigerant Action
1 Bubbles present in sight glass Insufficient refrigerant Check refrigerant pressure, 

go to Step 2
2 No bubbles present in sight glass Too much or proper amount of 

refrigerant
Turn air conditioner OFF, and 
watch bubbles (Refer to Items 3 
and 4)

3 Immediately after air conditioner turned off, 
refrigerant in sight glass stays clear

Too much refrigerant Check refrigerant pressure, 
go to Step 2

4 When air conditioner turned OFF, refrigerant 
foams, and then sight glass becomes clear

Proper amount of refrigerant Refrigerant amount normal

9MU0UX-073

Step 2 Checking refrigerant pressure
1. Connect the A/C manifold gauge set.
2. Operate the engine at 2,000 rpm and set the air condition

er to maximum cooling.
3. Measure the refrigerant pressure. (Refer to page U-37.)

Normal pressure 
Low-pressure side:
196—294 kPa (2.0—3.0 kg/cm2, 28—43 psi) 

High-pressure side:
1,373—1,570 kPa (14.0—16.0 kg/cm2, 199—228 psi)

4. If the pressures are not as specified, refer to the chart on 
the next page and check the system.
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Measured pressure Possible cause Action

LOW PRESSURE HIGH PRESSURE SIDE " SIDE

0.8 Kg/cm1 8—9 k9/cm2 

<50 (^°^)

T f T

Low side:
Below 78.5 kPa 
(0.8 kg/cm2, 11.4 psi) 

High side:
785—883 kPa 
(8—9 kg/cm2, 

114—128 psi)

Insufficient refrigerant
Case 1 

(Refer to page U-20)

LOW PRESSURE ̂ =̂ =7) HIGH PRESSURE 
side\\ SIDE

2.5 kgfcm1 20 kg/cm1

Low side:
Above 245 kPa 
(2.5 kg/cm2, 35.6 psi) 

High side:
Above 1,962 kPa 
(20 kg/cm2, 284 psi)

Excessive refrigerant or insuffi
cient condenser cooling

Case 2 
(Refer to page U-21)

K>

LOW PRESSURE HIGH
side\  " side

2.5 kg/cm2

RESSURE

\  3| 23 kg/cm
Low side:
Above 245 kPa 
(2.5 kg/cm2, 35.6 psi) 

High side:
Above 2,256 kPa 
(23 kg/cm2, 327 psi)

Air in system
Case 3 

(Refer to page U-21)

LOW PRESSURE rp ^= 7 ) HIGH PRESSURE
sideV " side

50 cmHg— 15 
1.5 kg/cm2 y ^ n , M  kg/cm2

Low side:
50 cmHg (2.0 inHg) of 
Vacuum—147 kPa 
(1.5 kg/cm2, 21.3 psi) 

High side:
687-1,472 kPa 
(7-15 kg/cm2, 

100-213 psi)

Moisture in system
Case 4 

(Refer to page U-22)

■ f t l

D

LOW PRESSURE HIGH PRESSURE
siden\ " side Low side:

76 cmHg (3.0 inHg) 
of Vacuum 

High side:
Below 589 kPa 
(6 kg/cm2, 85 psi)

No refrigerant circulation
Case 5 

(Refer to page U-22)

ED

LOW PRESSURE HIGH PRESSURE SIDE ̂  "SIDE 

2'5WC" ' ^ p

Low side:
Above 245 kPa 

(2.5 kg/cm2, 35.6 psi) 
High side:

1,864-1,962 kPa 
(19—20 kg/cm2, 
270-284 psi)

Expansion valve stuck open
Case 6 

(Refer to page U-23)

I r t f

ED

LOW PRESSURE,r ^ = f )  HIGH PRESSURE SIDE \  SIDE

4—6 kg/cm2 kg/cm2

Low side: 
392-589 kPa 

(4—6 kg/cm2, 
57—85 psi) 

High side: 
687-981 kPa 

(7—10 kg/cm2, 
100—142 psi)

Faulty compressor
Case 7 

(Refer to page U-23)

a [ © ED

06U0UX-028
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Case 1: Insufficient refrigerant 
Measured pressure 

Low-pressure side: Less than 78.5 kPa (0.8 kg/cm2, 11.4 psi)
High-pressure side: 785—883 kPa (8—9 kg/cm2, 114—128 psi)

Condition 
® Outlet air from vents not cold.
® Bubbles seen in sight glass.

Step 1
1. Check for oil stains on the pipes, hoses and other parts. (Refer to illustration below.)
2. If oil staining is found at the connection of pipes or hoses, replace the O-ring; then, evacuate, charge, 

and test the system.
3. If oil staining is not found, go to Step 2.

Step 2
1. Check for leakage from the following connections with a gas leak tester.

• Inlet and outlet of condenser.
• Inlet and outlet of receiver/drier.
® Inlet and outlet of compressor.
• Sight glass.
® Inlet and outlet of cooling unit.

2. If leakage is evident, go to Step 3.
3. If leakage cannot be found, evacuate, charge, and test the system. (System OK, but refrigerant leaked 

gradually over time.)

Step 3
1. Check tightening torque of the connection where leak was detected.
2. If the connection is loose, tighten the connection to the specified torque; then evacuate, charge, and test 

the system.
3. If the connection is properly tightened, replace the O-ring; then evacuate, charge, and test the system.
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Case 2: Excessive refrigerant or insufficient condenser cooling 

Measured pressure 
Low-pressure side: Above 245 kPa (2.5 kg/cm2, 35.6 psi)
High-pressure side: Above 1,962 kPa (20 kg/cm2, 284 psi)

Condition
Insufficient cooling

Note
• If the condenser fan does not operate when the air conditioner is operating, see “Additional 

(condenser) fan does not operate”; page U-16, before proceeding.
06U0UX-029

Step 1
1. Check the condenser for bent fins or damage.

Repair or replace if necessary.
2. If the condenser is OK, go to Step 2.

Step 2
1. Discharge the excessive refrigerant. (Refer to page U-42.) 

Warning
• Always wear gloves and eye protection when dis

charging the refrigerant.

2. Verify that the refrigerant pressure is normal.

Case 3: Air in system 
Measured pressure 

Low-pressure side: Above 245 kPa (2.5 kg/cm2, 35.6 psi)
High-pressure side: Above 2,256 kPa (23 kg/cm2, 327 psi)

Condition 
Insufficient cooling

05U0UX-085

Step 1
Discharge the refrigeration system. (Refer to page U-42.) 
Step 2
Evacuate the system to remove all air from it.
(Refer to page U-42.)
Step 3
Charge the system with refrigerant. (Refer to page U-43.) 
Step 4
After charging, measure the refrigerant pressure.
(Refer to page U-40.)
Step 5
If low- and high-pressure sides are still too high, replace the 
receiver/drier.

U—21

CAUSE ACTION
f f

AIR IN SYSTEM EVACUATE
SYSTEM

L J ..................... ->

06U0UX031
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Case 4: Moisture in system 

Measured pressure 
Low-pressure side: 50 cmHg (2=0 inHg): [Vacuum!
High-pressure side: 687—1,472 kPa (7—15 kg/cm2, 100—213 psi)

Condition 
Intermittent cooling
(Moisture in refrigeration system freezes an expansion valve and causes temporary blocking. 
After time, ice melts and condition returns to normal.)

05U0UX-086

CAUSE ACTION

MOISTURE 
IN SYSTEM iz!>

V

EVACUATE
SYSTEM

Step 1
Discharge the refrigeration system. (Refer to page U-42.) 
Step 2
Evacuate the system to remove all air and moisture from it. 
(Refer to page U-42.)
Step 3
Charge the system with refrigerant. (Refer to page U-43.) 
Step 4
After charging, measure the refrigerant pressure.
(Refer to page U-40.)
Step 5
If low- and high-pressure sides are still too high, replace the 
receiver/drier.

Case 5: No refrigerant circulation 
Measured pressure 

Low-pressure side: 76 cmHg (3.0 inHg) [Vacuum]
High-pressure side: Below 589 kPa (6 kg/cm2, 85 psi)

Condition
Refrigerant flow obstructed by moisture or dirt, causing freezing or blockage off expansion valve

05U0UX-087

06U0UX-CI32

CAUSE ACTION/ ........ ...... \

MOBSTURE 
IN SYSTEM

L J
>=c>

f ................... . ^

EVACUATE 
SYSTEM 

 ̂ y

05U0UX-028

CAUSE ACTION
r

DIRT BN 
SYSTEM

I  >

(  1 
CLEAN OR 
REPLACE 
EXPANSION
VALVE

w y

Step 1
Turn the air conditioner OFF for about 10 minutes. Turn the 
air conditioner ON to determine whether the blockage is due 
to moisture or dirt.
a) If caused by moisture

System will operate normally after being OFF for 10 minutes. 
(Ice melts and relieves blockage.)
Refer to “ Moisture in system” .

b) If caused by dirt
System remains abnormal after being OFF 10 minutes. 
Go to Step 2.

Step 2
1. Remove the expansion valve. (Refer to page U-38.)
2. Blow out the dirt with compressed air.
3. If unable to remove the dirt, replace the expansion valve.
4. Evacuate, charge, and test the system.

U-22
06U0UX-033
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Case 6: Expansion valve stuck open 

Measured pressure 
Low-pressure side: Above 245 kPa (2.5 kg/cm2, 35.6 psi)
High-pressure side: 1,864—1,962 kPa (19—20 kg/cm2, 270—284 psi)

Condition
Insufficient cooling

05U0UX-088

CAUSE ACTION
f  ....  >

EXPANSION o REPLACE
VALVE STUCK EXPANSION
OPEN VALVE

V  J v. j

1. Check whether there is frost or heavy dew on the suction 
pipe (between cooling unit and compressor).

2. If neither is found, refer to “ Excessive refrigerant or insuffi
cient condenser cooling’’; page U-21.

3. If either is found, replace the expansion valve.
(Refer to page U-38.)

06U0UX-034

Case 7: Faulty compressor 
Measured pressure 

Low-pressure side: 392—589 kPa (4—6 kg/cm2, 57—85 psi)
High-pressure side: 687—981 kPa (7—10 kg/cm2, 100—142 psi)

Condition 
No cooling

05U0UX-089

CAUSE

MOISTURE 
IN SYSTEM

ACTION

EVACUATE
SYSTEM

1. Run the engine at a first idle.
2. Verify that the magnetic clutch is ON when the A/C switch 

and blower switch are ON.
3. If the magnetic clutch remains OFF, refer to “ Magnetic 

clutch does not operate” ; page U-13.

06U0UX-035
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CONTROL SWITCH PANEL
LOGIC CONTROL TYPE 
Removal
1. Remove the ashtray and radio box.
2. Remove the screws and disconnect the cigar-lighter con

nector, then remove the center panel.

3. Remove the screws and disconnect the connectors, then 
remove the control switch panel.

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

Inspection

NOTE
• REMOVE THE LOGICON SWITCH FROM THE VEHICLE 
° SUPPLY 12V AS SHOWN IN THE FIGURE.
• CHECK EACH CIRCUIT.

Lbmit
0 ft

9 6 U 16X045

Checking REC-FRESH air selector circuit
1. Connect a jumper wire between M terminal and L terminal. 

Connect a resistance (at least 1 k!2) between B terminal and 
O terminal, and check the voltage between these terminals 
using a voltmeter.

Terminals Voltage
B—0 Approx. 12V

U -24
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96U16X-046

s rJ \ X /

1  1

r*
\ X /

K ^ l

OHMMETER

86U15X-210

d
-----1 ------------------1 P

r X X __/

i H
H- — IVH

OHMMETER

86U15X-211

86U15X 212

2. Connect a resistance (at least 1 kO) between d terminal and 
B terminal, and check the voltage between B terminal and
0 terminal using a voltmeter.

Terminals Voltage
B - 0 Less than 1V

3. Check for continuity between N terminal and L terminal with 
the REC-FRESH selector switch in FRESH position (out) us
ing an ohmmeter.

4. Check for continuity between P terminal and L terminal with 
the REC-FRESH air selector switch in REC position (in) us
ing ohmmeter.

Checking mode control circuit
1. Connect a jumper wire between I terminal and L terminal. 

Connect a resistance (at least 1 kfi) between D terminal and 
L terminal, and check the voltage between these terminals 
using a voltmeter.

Terminals Voltage
D -L Approx. 12V

2. Connect a jumper wire between C terminal and L terminal. 
Connect a resistance (at least 1 kO) between A terminal and 
L terminal, and check the voltage between these terminals 
using a voltmeter.

Terminals Voltage
A -L Approx. 12V

U—25
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3. Connect a resistance (at least 1 kfi) between d terminal and 
D terminal, and check the voltage between D terminal and 
L terminal using a voltmeter.

Terminals Voltage
D -L Less than 1V

4. Connect a resistance (at least 1 kfl) between d terminal and 
A terminal, and check the voltage between A terminal and 
L terminal using a voltmeter.

Terminal Voltage
A -L Less than 1V

VOLTMETER

86U15X-215
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5. Check for continuity between terminals in following positions 
with an ohmmeter.

Conditions Terminals Continuity
Push the VENT switch J -L Yes
Push the BI-LEVEL switch G -L Yes
Push the HEAT switch H -L Yes
Push the HEAT-DEF switch E -L Yes
Push the DEF switch F -L Yes

Checking air mix control circuit
1. Connect a resistance (at least 1 kfi) between Q terminal and 

T terminal.
Set temperature control lever to center position between 
MAX-HOT and MAX-COLD.
Connect a jumper wire between V terminal and U terminal, 
and check the voltage between terminals as shown.

Terminals Voltage
T -L Approx. 12V
Q -L Less than 1V

2. Connect a resistance (at least 1 kfi) between Q terminal and 
T terminal.
Set temperature control lever to center position between 
MAX-HOT and MAX-COLD.
Connect a jumper wire between V terminal and S terminal, 
and check the voltage between terminals as shown.

Terminals
Q -L

Voltage 
Approx. 12V

T -L Less than 1V
9(iU16X 050
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3. Connect a resistance (at least 1 kfi) between Q terminal and 
T terminal.
Set temperature control lever to MAX-HOT, and check that 
Q terminal voltage is higher than T terminal voltage.

9 6 U 1 6 X -0 5 1

4. Connect a resistance (at least 1 kfi) between Q terminal and 
T terminal.
Set temperature control lever to MAX-COLD, and check that 
T terminal voltage is higher than Q terminal voltage.

9 6 U 1 6 X -0 5 2

d s: t
---- 1 --------1 L

=T~ r - i+ r1
( L I X <1 X

A
+

VOLTMETER

Checking A/C switch and ECO switch circuit
1. Turn the A/C switch off.

Connect a jumper wire between terminal c and terminal L. 
Connect a resistance (at least 1 kfi) between each termi
nals, and check the voltage between these terminals.

Terminals Voltage
d—g OV
d - f OV

----- W—i" I
ti r— r  i

L M  

r? -1

-.-sH
'g

0 6 U 0 U X -0 3 6

ro t
VOLTMETER

2. Turn the A/C switch on.
Connect a resistance (at least 1 kfi) between each termi
nal, and check the voltage between these terminals.

Terminals Voltage
d -g OV
d - f OV

0 6 U 0 U X -0 3 7

d ,i

---- v\f”..."J
!h—[■{■ j- r l

k  r ^ - T i f h E I l l >< — _/

i+ IrS£
VOLTMETER

3. Turn the A/C switch on and the ECO switch off.
Connect a jumper wire between terminal c and L terminal. 
Connect a resistance (at least 1 kfi) between each termi
nals, and check the voltage between these terminals.

Terminals Voltage
d—g OV
d - f Approx. 12V

06U0UX-038
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4. Turn the A/C switch and the ECO switch on.
Connect a jumper wire between terminal c and L terminal. 
Connect a resistance (at least 1 kQ) between each termi
nal, and check the voltage between these terminals.

Terminals Voltage
d -g Approx. 12V
d - f OV

06U0UX-039

86U15X-225

Checking fan speed control lever
Check for continuity between each terminal of 6 pin connector.

Fan switch condition ® ® © © ©

OFF

1 o — —o

2 o — —0

3
O— —o  

o——o
4 O— —o  

a ——o
O----- O: indicates continuity

Checking dim indicator circuits 
(Indicator circuit)
1. Connect a jumper wire between terminal c and terminal L. 

Check for illumination at A/C switch indicator with A/C switch 
on.
Check for illumination at ECO switch indicator with ECO 
switch on.

2. Check that the mode control switch and REC-FRESH se
lect switch indicators illuminate when the respective switches 
are ON.

96U16X-053
3. Apply 12V to terminal a, and check that the indicators are 

dim.

U—28
86U15X-228
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Checking illumination circuit
1. Connect a jumper wire between terminal b and terminal L.
2. Apply 12V to terminal a, and check that the indicators are 

dim.

86U15X-229
WIRE CONTROL TYPE 
Removal
1. Remove the under cover and glove box. 

(Refer to Section S)
2. Disconnect the temperature blend wire.

06UOUX-040
3. Disconnect the REC-FRESH selector wire.

96U16X-055
4. Remove the duct and undercover of driver side.
5. Disconnect the airflow mode wire.

96U16X-056
6. Remove the ashtray and radio box.
7. Remove the screws and disconnect the cigar-lighter con

nector, then remove the center panel.

96U16X-057
U -29
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8. Remove the screws and the control switch panel.

(

Inspection
Check for continuity between terminals in following positions 
with an ohmmeter.

Continuity

Positions a b c d e f g h

1 Q-- o - o
2 O— -o
3 O— -o
4 o - ^ 3 o—

OFF o —
O----- O : indicates continuity

Continuity

Positions a b d f g h

A/C switch ON O- -O
ECO and A/C switch ON _ o _ —O—-o

OFF O- -o
O----- O : indicates continuity

Adjustments 
Temperature blend wire
1 .Set temperature control lever at MAX-COLD position.
2 .Connect and clamp the wire with the shutter lever on the 

heater unit all the way to the right side.

Caution
® Move the temperature control lever to be sure the 

wire is attached. Also, be sure it can move the full 
stroke between HOT and COLD.

Airflow mode wire
1. Set mode control lever to DEF position.
2. Connect and clamp the wire with the shutter lever on the 

heater unit at its closest point.

Caution
* Move the mode Sever to be sure the wire is attached. 

Also, be sure it can move the full stroke between 
DEF and VENT.

96U16X-168
U -30
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REC-FRESH selector wire
1. Set the selector lever to REC position.
2. Connect and clamp the wire with the shutter lever on the 

blower unit at its closest point.

C a u tio n
•  M o v e  th e  rec-fresh le v e r  to  b e  s u re  th e  w ire  is  a t

ta c h e d . Also, be sure it can move the full stroke be
tween REC and FRESH.

96U16X-169
Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

96U16X-060
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BLOWER UNIT
BLOWER UNIT 
Removal
1. Remove the undercover and glove box. (Refer to Section S)
2. Remove the nuts, then remove the blower unit.

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

Disassembly / Assembly
Disassemble and assemble as shown.

1. Resistor assembly 2. Blower fan motor

BLOWER FAN MOTOR 
Inspection
1. Remove the undercover and glove box. (Refer to Section S)
2. Disconnect the blower fan motor connector.
3. Check that the blower fan motor runs when connecting bat

tery voltage to terminal a and grounding terminal b.
4. If blower fan motor does not run, replace it.

U -3 2



BLOWER UNIT U
Removal
1. Remove the undercover and glove box. (Refer to Section S)
2. Disconnect the blower fan motor connector.
3. Remove the screws and the blower fan motor.

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

06U0UX-044
RESISTOR ASSEMBLY 
Removal
1. Remove the undercover and glove box. (Refer to Section S)
2. Disconnect the resistor assembly connectors.
3. Remove the screws and the resistor assembly.

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

06U0UX-045

V  r  ^ C 2

Hi /

06U0UX-046

Inspection
Check the resistance or continuity between terminals with an 
ohmmeter.

Terminals Resistance or continuity
C1-C2 on
C -C1 0.050
C2-H1 0.050
C2-H2 0.380
C2—Me 1.000
C2-Lo 2.380

REC-FRESH SELECTOR DOOR ACTUATOR 
Inspection
1. Remove the undercover and glove box. (Refer to Section S)
2. Disconnect the REC-FRESH selector door actuator con

nector.
3. Check the actuator operation by applying battery voltage.

Terminals
Motor operation

12 V Ground
e f Motor rotates to REC position
f e Motor rotates to FRESH position

4. If not as specified, replace the actuator.

U -3 3
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Removal
1. Remove the undercover and glove box. (Refer to Section S)
2. Disconnect the REC-FRESH selector door actuator con

nector.
3. Remove the screws and the REC-FRESH selector door ac

tuator.

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

06U0UX-047
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HEATER UNIT
HEATER UNIT 
Removal
1. Drain the engine coolant. (Refer to Section E)
2. Remove the instrument panel. (Refer to Section S)
3. Remove the nuts and the heater unit.

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal.

06U0UX-049

3. Temperature blend door actuator

HEATER CORE 
Inspection
Check for the following and repair or replace parts as 
necessary.
1. Cracks, damage, or water leakage.
2. Bent fins.
3. Distorted or bent inlet.

1. Heater core
2. Airflow mode control door actuator

Disassembly / Assembly
Disassemble and assemble as shown.

96U16X-071
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06U0UX-050

AIRFLOW MODE CONTROL DOOR ACTUATOR 
Inspection
1. Remove the instrument panel. (Refer to Section S.)
2. Disconnect the actuator connector.
3. Check actuator operation by applying battery voltage.

Terminals
Motor operation

12V Ground

c b Motor rotates to VENT position 
(Link moves upward)

b c Motor rotates to HEAT position 
(Link moves downward)

If not as specified, replace the actuator.

TEMPERATURE BLEND DOOR ACTUATOR 
Inspection
1. Remove the instrument panel. (Refer to Section S.)
2. Disconnect the actuator connector.
3. Check actuator operation by applying battery voltage.

Terminals
Motor operation

12V Ground

b c Motor rotates to VENT position 
(Link moves upward)

c b Motor rotates to HEAT position 
(Link moves downward)

If not as specified, replace the actuator.



COOLING UNIT U
COOLING UNIT
ON-VEHICLE INSPECTION
1. Connect the manifold gauge set. (Refer to page U-40.)
2. Operate the engine at 2,000 rpm and set the air condition

er to MAX-COOLING.
3. Check the low and high pressures.

Normal pressure:
LOW PRESSURE:

196—294 kPa (2—3 kg/cm2, 28—43 psi)
HIGH PRESSURE:

1373—1570 kPa (14.0—16.0 kg/cm2, 199—228 psi)

If the pressures are not as specified, replace the expansion 
valve. (Refer to Cooling Unit Disassembly.)

COOLING UNIT 
Removal
1. Discharge the refrigerant system. (Refer to page U-42.)
2. Remove the undercover and glove box. (Refer to Section S.)
3. Disconnect the low-pressure pipe from the cooling unit outlet 

fitting.
4. Disconnect the high-pressure pipe from the cooling unit in

let fitting.

Note
• Immediately plug all open fittings to keep moisture 

out of the system.

5. Remove the sealing plate at both sides of the cooling unit.
6. Remove the drain hose from the cooling unit.
7. Remove the nuts and the cooling unit.

U -3 7



u COOLING UNIT
Disassembly / Assembly 
Disassemble and assemble as shown.

1. Expansion valve 2. Thermoswitch 3. Evaporator

Installation
Install in the reverse order of the removal, noting the following.

Note
® Adjust and position the cooling unit so that its con

nections match those of the heater unit and the 
blower unit.

® If the evaporator is replaced, add compressor oil to 
the compressor.

Compressor oil: 50 cc (3.05 cu in)

Tightening torque
Low- and high-pressure pipe

15—25 Nm (1.5—2.5 m-kg, 11—18 ft-lb)
U—38
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ECO SWITCH ON
/ .. ' "" > r

TEMPERATURE 
7°C (44.6°r) o COMPRESSOR

STOPS

^ ..............> v J

06U0UX-055

ECO SWITCH OFF

r  ^ f

TEMPERATURE 
1°C (33.8°F) o COMPRESSOR

STOPS

v_______  . _y y

THERMOSWITCH 
On-Vehicle Inspection
1. Remove the undercover and glove box. (Refer to Section S.)
2. Run the engine at idle speed and set the air conditioning 

system to MAX-COOLING.'
3. Press the ECO switch ON.
4. Block the air inlet of the blower unit with a thick piece of 

paper to hasten evaporator cooling.
5. After a few minutes, check that the compressor stops.

Note 
• The compressor stops when the temperature at the 

evaporator becomes 7°C (44.6°F).

6. Press the ECO switch OFF, and check that the compres
sor operate.

7. After a few minutes, check that the compressor stops again. 

Note
• The compressor stops when the temperature at the 

evaporator becomes 1°C (33.8°F).

96U16X-080
Removal
1. Remove the cooling unit. (Refer to page U-37.)
2. Disassemble the cooling unit, and remove the thermoswitch. 

(Refer to page U-38.)

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal. ___

U—39
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REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
CHECKING REFRIGERANT CHARGE
1. Run the engine at a fast idle.
2. Operate the air conditioner at MAX-COOLING for a few 

minutes.
3. Determine the amount of refrigerant as shown below by ob

serving the sight glass.

Item Symptom Amount of refrigerant Remedy

1 Bubbles present in sight glass Insufficient refrigerant Check for leakage with a gas leak 
tester

2 No bubbles present in sight glass No (or insufficient) refrigerant Refer to items 3 and 4
3 No temperature difference between 

compressor inlet and outlet
System is empty or nearly empty Evacuate and charge the system 

Then check for leakage with a gas 
leak tester

4 Temperature between compressor 
inlet and outlet is noticeably 
different

Proper amount of (or too much) 
refrigerant

Refer to items 5 and 6

5 Immediately after air conditioner is 
turned off, refrigerant in sight glass 
stays clear

Too much refrigerant Discharge excess refrigerant (to the 
specified amount)

6 When the air conditioner is turned 
off, refrigerant foams and then sight 
glass becomes clear

Proper amount of refrigerant Refrigerant amount is normal

9 6 U 16X 0 8 3

INSTALLATION OF MANIFOLD GAUGE SET 

Note
• Fittings for attaching the manifold gauge set are lo

cated on the high- and low-pressure pipes.

1. Close both hand valves of the manifold gauge set.
2. Install the charging hoses of the gauge set to the fittings. 

Connect the low-pressure hose to the low-pressure gauge 
fitting and the high-pressure hose to the high-pressure 
gauge fitting.

3. Tighten the hose nuts by hand only.
U-40
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
1. The R-12 liquid refrigerant is highly volatile. A drop of it on 

the skin of your hand could result in localized frostbite. When 
handling the refrigerant, be sure to wear gloves.

2. If the refrigerant splashes into your eyes, wash them with 
clean water immediately. It is standard practice to wear gog
gles or glasses to protect your eyes, and gloves to protect 
your hands.

3. The R-12 container is a highly pressurized vessel.
Never leave it in a hot place, and be sure that the tempera
ture where it is stored is below 52°C (125.6°F).

4. A halide leak detector is often used to check the system 
for refrigerant leakage. Remember that R-12, upon com
ing into contact with the flame (this detector looks like a small 
propane torch), produces phosgene, a toxic gas.

REFRIGERANT CONTAINER SERVICE VALVE
1. Turn the handle fully counterclockwise before connecting 

the valve to the refrigerant container.
2. Turn the outlet valve counterclockwise until it reaches its 

highest position.

3. Connect the center hose to the valve fitting. Turn the outlet 
valve fully clockwise by hand.

4. Turn the handle clockwise to make a hole in the sealed can.
5. Turn the handle fully counterclockwise to fill the center hose 

with air. Do not open the high- or low-pressure manual 
valves.

6. Loosen the hose nut connected to the center fitting of the 
manifold gauge. Allow air to escape for a few seconds then 
retighten the nut.

16U0UX-002
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DISCHARGING
1. Connect the manifold gauge set to the refrigeration system.
2. Place the free end of the center hose on a shop towel.
3. Slowly open the high-pressure manual valve to allow the 

refrigerant to escape.

Caution
• Open the valve only slightly.

If refrigerant is allowed to escape too fast, the com
pressor oil will be drawn out of the system.

4. Check the shop towel to make sure no oil is being dis
charged. If oil is present, partially close the manual valve.

5. After the manifold gauge reading drops below 343 kPa (3.5 
kg/cm2, 50 psi), slowly open the low pressure manual 
valve.

6. As the system pressure drops, gradually open both the highl
and low-pressure manual valves until both gauges read 0 
kPa (0 kg/cm2, 0 psi).

EVACUATION
Whenever the refrigeration system has been exposed to the 
atmosphere, it must be purged of moisture and air.
1. Connect the manifold gauge set. (Refer to page U-40.)
2. Connect the center hose of the gauge set to the vacuum 

pump inlet.
3. Start the vacuum pump and open both manual valves.

4. When the low-pressure gauge indicates approximately 750 
mmHg (29.5 inHg), close both manual valves and stop the 
vacuum pump.

5. Check that the pressure does not change after 5 minutes 
or more in this condition. If the pressure changes, check 
the system for leaks, and repair if necessary.

6. If no leaks are found, disconnect the hose from the vacu
um pump.

16U0UX-010
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LEAK TEST
After finishing the evacuation of the system, check for leaks.
1. Connect the refrigerant container to the service valve.
2. Open the high-pressure manual valve to charge the sys

tem with refrigerant gas.

3. When the low-pressure gauge reads 98 kPa (1 kg/cm2, 
14 psi), close the high-pressure manual valve.

4. Using a gas leak detector, check the system for leaks. If 
a leak is found, repair the faulty component or connection, 
then evacuate the system again.

CHARGING
1. Close the high- and low-pressure manual valves fully after 

the system is evacuated.
2. Install the refrigerant container service valve.
3. Open the low-pressure manual valve to charge the system 

with refrigerant gas.

Note
• When charging of the system becomes slow, run 

the engine at fast idle and operate the air condi
tioner.

Caution
• Be sure to keep the container in the upright posi

tion to prevent liquid refrigerant from being charged 
into the system through the suction side and pos
sibly damaging the compressor.

• Never open the high-pressure manual valve while 
charging the system with the A/C ON. Doing so may 
cause the refrigerant can to explode.

4. Charge the system to the specified amount, then close the 
low-pressure manual valve.

Specified amount: 900 g (31.8 oz)

5. Close the low-pressure manual valve and the service valve 
of the refrigerant container.

6. Carry out a “ Performance TEST” . (Refer to page U-44.)
7. Stop the air conditioner and the engine.
8. Quickly disconnect both hoses from the gauge fittings.
9. Put the cap nuts on the gauge fittings.

16U0UX-006
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96U16X-101

PERFORMANCE TEST
After finishing repairs, conduct a performance test of the air 
conditioning system as follows.
1. Connect the manifold gauge set. (Refer to page U-40.)
2. Start the engine and keep the engine speed at 2,000 rpm.
3. Operate the air conditioner at MAX-COOLING.
4. Open all windows and doors.
5. Place a dry-bulb thermometer in the center ventilator outlet.
6. Place a dry and wet thermometer close to the blower inlet.

7. Wait until the air conditioner stabilizes.

Stabilized condition
Blower inlet temperature: 25—35°C (77—95°F)
High pressure:

1,373—1,570 kPa (14.0—16.0 kg/cm2, 199—228 psi)

Note
• If the high pressure is too high, pour water on the 

condenser. If the high pressure is too low, cover the 
front of the condenser.

8. After the air conditioner stabilizes, read the dry and wet ther
mometer at the air inlet.

9. Calculate the relative humidity from the below chart by com
paring the wet and dry bulb readings.

96U16X-102

HOW TO READ THE GRAPH:

After measuring the temperatures of wet- and dry- 
bulb thermometers at the evaporator air inlet, rela
tive humidity (%) can be obtained.
Example: Supposing dry- and wet-bulb temperatures 
at evaporator air inlet are 25°C and 19.5°C respec
tively, the point of intersection of the dotted lines in 
the graph, and is 60%

8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

DRY-BULB TEMPERATUREfC)
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10. Read the dry thermometer at the air outlet, and calculate 
the difference between the inlet dry bulb and outlet dry bulb 
temperatures.

11. Verify that the intersection of the relative humidity and tem
perature difference is in the shaded zone.

96U16X-103

COMPRESSOR
Preparation
SST

49 9202 010

Holder bar, 
pressure plate

Q v

For
removal and 
installation 
of shaft nut

49 9202 030 1 

Remover,
seal plate 1

) For
removal of 
shaft plate

49 9202 020 j O l  

Remover,
pressure plate \ f __1 /

For
removal of
pressure
plate

49 9202 040 

Remover,
s h a f t seal v —

For
removal of 
shaft seal

06U0UX-060

On-vehicle Inspection
1. Install the manifold gauge set. (Refer to page U-40.)
2. Run the engine at fast idle.
3. Check the compressor for the following.

(1) High and low pressure normal.
Normal pressure: (Refer to page U-37.)

(2) Metallic sound from compressor. (Replace compressor.)
(3) Leakage from shaft seal.
Repair or replace if necessary.

06U0UX-061
4. Check the magnetic clutch for the following.

(1) Pressure plate and rotor for signs of oil.
(2) Clutch bearings for noise and grease leakage.

5. Check the resistance of the stator coil between the clutch 
connector and a ground with an ohmmeter.

Resistance: 2.7—3.112 at 20°C (68°F)

If as not specified, replace the magnetic clutch.

96U16X-105
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Removal
1. Run the engine at fast idle with the air conditioner ON for 

10 minutes, then stop the engine.
2. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
3. Disconnect the magnetic clutch connector.

96U16X-106
4. Discharge the refrigeration system. (Refer to page U-42.)
5. Disconnect the suction and discharge hoses from the com

pressor.
6. Loosen the compressor mounting bolts.
7. Remove the compressor drive belt and then the com

pressor.

06U0UX-062

49 9202 010

Disassembly
Removal of magnetic clutch
1. Hold the pulley with the SST and remove the shaft nut.

U-46
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96U16X-109

2. Remove the pressure plate with the SST.
a) Turn the bolt of the SST counterclockwise until it reaches 

its most upward position.
b) Install the SST to the theaded portion of pressure plate.
c) Turn the SST bolt clockwise to remove the pressure plate.

3. Remove the shims from the shaft.

4. Remove the snap ring.

5. Remove the rotor by tapping it with a plastic hammer. 

Note
• Do not damage the pulley when tapping the rotor.

6. Disconnect the stator lead wires from the compressor 
housing.

96U16X-113
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96U16X-117

7. Remove the stator snap ring.
8. Remove the stator from the compressor housing.

Removal of shaft seal
1. Remove the felt.

2. Remove the snap ring.

3. Remove the shaft key.

Caution
® Do not damage the shaft or the key.

4. Set the SST over the shaft and push the sliding collar 
downward.

96U16X-118
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5. Pull up the SST handle to remove the shaft plate.

6. Remove the shaft seal.
a) Set the SST over the shaft.
b) Push down on the SST and turn it clockwise.
c) Lift out the shaft seal.

Removal of front housing
1. Remove the manifold block.
2. Drain the compressor oil into a container.

96U16X-121
3. Remove the front housing bolts.

Caution
® Do not drop or strike the compressor during disas

sembly or the center compressor block may 
separate.

4. Using a hammer and punch, remove the front housing. 

Caution
• Do not scratch the sealing surface of the front 

housing.

Removal of rear housing
1. Pry off the rear housing.

Caution
• Do not scratch the sealing surface of the rear 

housing.

96U16X-119

96U16X-123
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2. Remove the locating pins from the rear housing.

3. Remove the suction and discharge valve plate assemblies 
from the front and rear housing.

Assembly
Installation of rear housing
1. Lubricate new O-rings with compressor oil and install them 

to the front and rear of the cylinder block.

2. Install the rear suction reed valve over the rear locating pins 
of the cylinder block.

3. Install the rear valve plate along with the discharge valve 
and metal gasket over the locating pins on the rear of the 
cylinder block.

Note
• The rear valve plate is marked “ R” .

U—50
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4. Install the rear housing to the cylinder block.

Installation of front housing
1. Install the front suction valve over the locating pins on the 

front of the cylinder block.

2. Install the front valve plate along with the discharge valve 
and metal gasket over the locating pins on the front of the 
cylinder block.

Note
® The front valve plate is marked “F” .

3. Align the front housing on the locating pins of the cylinder 
block. Install and gradually tighten the bolts.

Tightening torque:
25—26 N-m (2.5—2.7 m-kg, 18—20 ft-lb)

Installation of shaft seal
1. Apply compressor oil to the shaft seal and to the SST. Then 

fit the shaft seal onto the SST.

96U16X-133
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.19 9 2 0 2

96U16X-134

96U16X-136

96U16X-137

2. Apply compressor oil to the front housing bore.
Insert the SST into the bore, and turn it counterclockwise 
while lightly pressing down on it. Remove the SST from the 
bore.

3. Set the shaft plate in the bore.

4. Press the shaft plate in using the SST.

5. Install the shaft key into the shaft groove.

Caution
® Do not damage the shaft or key.

6. Pour new compressor oil into the compressor.

Compressor oil:
60—100 cc (3.7—6.1 cu in)

96U16X-138
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7. Lubricate new O-rings with compressor oil and install them 

onto the manifold block. Then install the manifold block onto 
the compressor.

Tightening torque:
25—26 Nm (2.5—2.7 m-kg, 18—20 ft-lb)

8. Screw the shaft nut onto the shaft and check the rotating 
torque.

Rotating torque: 2.9 N-m (0.3 m-kg, 2.2 ft-lb) or less

96U16X-140
Assembly of magnetic clutch
1. Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly.
2. Adjust the clearance between the pressure plate and rotor 

by installing shims on the compressor shaft.

Standard clearance: 0.4—0.7mm (0.016—0.028 in)

96U16X-141
3. Tighten the shaft nut while holding the pulley with the SST.

Tightening torque:
15—17 N-m (1.5—1.7 m-kg, 132—144 in-lb)

U -5 3
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Installation
1. Mount the compressor.

Tightening torque:
31—46 N-m (3.2—4=7 m-kg, 23—34 ft-ib)

2. Connect the suction and discharge hoses to the com
pressor.

Tightening torque:
Discharge hose:

20—25 N-m (2.0—2.5 m-kg, 14—18 ft-lb)
Suction hose:

29—34 N-m (3=0—3.5 m-kg, 22—25 ft-lb)

16UQUX-069
3. Install the drive belt. And check the drive belt deflection by 

applying moderate pressure 98 N (10 kg, 2.2 lb) midway 
between the pulleys.

Drive belt deflection:
New : 7—9mm (0.27—0.35 in)
Used: 8—10mm (0.31—0.39 in)

Tightening torque of lock bolt:
® :  37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)
(D : 37—52 N-m (3.8—5.3 m-kg, 27—38 ft-lb)

4. Check the drive belt tension at allowed part using a ten
sion gauge.

Standard belt tension:
New : 687—883 N (70—90 kg, 154—198 lb)
Used: 589—785 N (60—80 kg, 132—176 lb)

5. Connect the magnetic clutch connector.
6. Connect the negative battery cable.
7. Evacuate, charge and test the refrigeration system.

96U16X-146
CONDENSER
Removal
1. Discharge the air conditioning system.

(Refer to page U-42.)
2. Remove the radiator grill. (Refer to Section S.)
3. Disconnect the hose.
4. Disconnect the pipe.
5. Remove the radiator support brackets.

06U0UX-063
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6. Lift up on both ends of the radiator and carefully push it 

toward engine.
7. Slide cardboard over the front of the radiator to prevent dam

age to the radiator.

_________________________________ 96U16X-148

CONDENSER RADIATOR 8. Remove the condenser installation bolts.
9. Push the condenser toward engine, and remove it by lift

ing up on both ends of the condenser.

96U16X-149
Inspection
Check for the following and repair or replace parts as 
necessary.
1. Cracks, damage, or refrigerant leakage.
2. Bent fins.
3. Distorted or damaged condenser inlet or outlet.

96U16X-150
Installation
1. Slide cardboard over the front of the radiator to prevent dam

age to the radiator.

96U16X-151
2. Slide the condenser between the radiator and radiator 

support.
3. Set the condenser into the mount holes. Install and tighten 

the radiator installation bolts.

96U16X-152
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4. Remove the cardboard, and reinstall the radiator.
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96U16X-153
5. Connect the flexible hose and liquid pipe.

Tightening torque:
Flexible hose:

15—25 N-m (1=5—2.5 m-kg, 11—18 ft-lb) 
Liquid pipe:

15—22 N-m (1.5—2.2 m-kg, 11—16 ft-lb)

6. If the condenser is replaced, add the compressor oil. 

Compressor oil: 30 cc (1.83 cu in)

7. Evacuate, charge, and test the refrigeration system.
96U16X-155

96U16X-154
ADDITIONAL (CONDENSER) FAN 
On-vehicle Inspection
1. Disconnect the condenser fan connector.
2. Check that the condenser fan motor runs when connect

ing battery voltage to terminal-wire (Y/W) and grounding 
terminal-wire (B).

Connection Motor operation
12V Ground

(Y/W) (B) Runs

96U16X-156 |f not as specified, replace the condenser fan.

Removal
1. Remove the radiator grille. (Refer to Section S.)
2. Remove the hood lock and stay.

06U0UX-064
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3. Disconnect the condenser fan connector.
4. Remove the condenser fan.

Installation
Install in the reverse order of removal.

96U16X-158
E V A P O R A T O R
Inspection
1. Check the evaporator fins for blockage. If the fins are 

clogged, clean them with compressed air.

Caution
® Never use the water to clean the evaporator.

2. Check the fittings for cracks or damage. Replace if 
necessary.

R E C E IV E R /D R IE R  
On-vehicle Inspection
Check for leakage at the pipe fittings using a gas leak tester.

Removal
1. Discharge the refrigeration system. (Refer to page U-42.)
2. Remove the radiator grill. (Refer to Section S.)
3. Disconnect the pipes from the receiver/drier.

Note
• Immediately plug the open fittings to keep moisture 

out of the system.

4. Remove the receiver/drier from the bracket.

Installation
1. Install the receiver/drier onto the bracket.
2. Connect the pipes to the receiver/drier.

Tightening torque:
15—25 N-m (1.5—2.5 m-kg, 11—18 ft-lb)

4. If the receiver/drier is replaced, add compressor oil to the 
compressor.

Compressor oil: 10 cc (0.61 cu in)

5. Install the radiator grille.
6. Evacuate, charge, and test the refrigeration system.

06U0UX-065
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ADDITIONAL FAN RELAY

2 l

OHMMETER

a.

BATTERY

RELAY
Inspection of Blower Motor Relay
1. Connect the blower motor relay, battery, and an ohmmeter 

as shown in the figure.
2. First check that there is continuity, then disconnect the bat

tery and check that there is no continuity.
3. If the continuity is not specified, replace the relay.

Inspection of A/C Relay
1. Connect the A/C relay, battery, and an ohmmeter as shown 

in the figure.
2. First check that there is continuity, then disconnect the bat

tery and check that there is no continuity.
3. If the continuity is not specified, replace the relay.

Inspection of Additional Fan Relay 
(Turbo with MTX and all EC-AT)
1. Connect the additional fan relay, battery, and an ohmmeter 

as shown in the figure.
2. First check that there is continuity, then disconnect the bat

tery and check that there is no continuity.
3. If the continuity is not specified, replace the relay.

0 6U0UX-068
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